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Introduction
The mathematical Daoshu is brief in expression but extensive in use,
showing a wise perception of generality. That from one kind all others
are arrived at is called knowledge of the Dao. Classification is indispensable for the sage to learn and master knowledge.

- Chenzi to Rong Fang.
Zhou Bi Suanjing

Communication and the exchange of goods, information, and ideas between cultures has been a part of the world's history since the beginning of time despite
barriers of geography, language, and local custom. While it is often possible to
trace the fortunes of artifacts as they moved between different parts of the world,
the exchange of ideas is less tangible and therefore more difficult to document.

How is it possible, for example, to account for the fact that in various mathematical texts - from ancient China to medieval Europe - more or less the same
problems arise, often using the same examples, parameters, and methods? If
virtually identical problems and procedures were not rediscovered from culture to
culture independently, then how were they transmitted, and to what effect?
It was in hopes of beginning to provide answers to such questions that in July
of 1997, a conference was held at the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut in Oberwolfach, Germany. There a group of eleven scholars began the task of examining
together primary sources that might shed some light on exactly how and in what
forms mathematical problems, concepts, and techniques may have been transmitted between various civilizations, from antiquity down to the European Renaissance following more or less the legendary silk routes between China and Western
Europe. As the Oberwolfach meeting did not include either a Sanskrit expert or an
historian of Indian mathematics, it made the rationale for a second, larger meeting
all the stronger. With this in mind we approached the International Commission
on the History of Mathematics, the International Mathematical Union, the US National Science Foundation, and the Rockefeller Foundation, in hopes of attracting
sufficient support to hold a subsequent meeting at the Rockefeller Foundation's

Study and Conference Center in Bellagio, Italy. The purpose of the Bellagio
meeting was to bring together a larger group of scholars than had been possible at
Oberwolfach, and to focus attention on early mathematical works, especially those

in China, India, Mesopotamia, the Arabic/Islamic world, and the late Middle
Ages / Renaissance in Europe.
The focus of both the Oberwolfach and Bellagio meetings was upon a core of
rather simple practical or textbook problems that turn up in different cultures and
times, often but not always in different guises. For example, the problem familiar
in every schoolroom from ancient Babylonia to modern Beijing: how high will a
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ladder of given length reach up against a wall if its base is a certain number of feet
away from the wall? Other procedures that appear in many similar contexts are
derived from problems of surveying, practical arithmetic problems involving the

conversion of money between different currencies or amounts of grain of various grades or value, or geometric problems concerning right triangles, circles, or
spheres. By examining such analogous methods, procedures, and problems, it is
sometimes possible to determine or at least to suggest with some degree of certainty where and how the problems and methods in question originated, and how
they may have migrated from one location or text to others in different places and
later periods. Did such information flow predominantly in one direction at certain
times, or were ideas being freely exchanged between cultures on a more-or-less
continuous basis?
Only recently could such meetings as those held in Oberwolfach and Bellagio
have been possible, for it is only in the last decade or two that numerous primary
sources of Chinese, Indian, Mesopotamian, and Arabic or Persian origins, among
others, and a variety of ancient and medieval Western works, have been sufficiently identified, studied, edited, and published to make such cross-cultural studies possible. While no single individual might have a fluent command of Chinese,
Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Italian, French, German, and
Spanish - to name just the most obvious languages that would be necessary to
study the complexities of transmission of ideas between East and West in any
comprehensive and satisfactory way - it was possible to assemble an international group of scholars with shared interests who did have collectively a command of all these languages, and who could in turn examine together paradigmatic

cases which served to help us, as a group, to piece together the history of the
transmission of mathematics in the early days when trade routes and patterns of
intellectual migration were the primary loci for exchange of both material and intellectual goods.
A paradigmatic example of the kind of study we wanted to pursue through the
conference at Bellagio was written nearly twenty years ago by Kurt Vogel. In his

article, "Ein Vermessungsproblem reist von China nach Paris," professor Vogel
studied the history of a specific surveying problem in which the height of a mountain or tower as well as its distance from an observer is to be determined in cases
where the distance between the observer and object is not directly traversable or
measurable. The problem arises in very similar forms, with virtually the same
methods of solution, in works of mathematicians as diverse as Liu Hui (late third
century A.D.), Aryabhata, Brahmagupta, al-Biruni, and Hugh of St. Victor. As
late as the fourteenth century, in Paris, it turned up again in another treatise, the
Practica geometriae of Dominicus de Clavasio. Consequently, we felt it was appropriate to make Vogel's now classic paper available to a wider readership with
the English translation that opens this collection of papers presented at the Bellagio conference.
It was exactly such points as those raised above that we expected the Bellagio
meeting to explore in greater and more satisfying detail. Specifically, we hoped to

document with as many diverse examples as possible exactly what the nature of
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communication was between mathematicians working in China and India on the
one hand, and between India and the West on the other. While the studies in this
volume do not resolve these matters completely, they make valuable contributions
to clarifying what the routes of transmission were, and how mathematical knowledge, be it practical, theoretical, or purely recreational, passed from one culture to
another.
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A Surveying Problem Travels from China to Paris *
by KURT VOGEL

This paper treats the history of a surveying problem in which both the height of a mountain
or tower and its distance from the observer are to be determined in cases where the distance
between observer and object cannot be crossed. This problem arises in works by the Chinese
(Liu Hui), Indians (Aryabhata. Brahmagupta), Arabs (al-Biruni) and the Christians of the
Middle Ages (Geontetria intern auctoris, Hugh of St. Victor), all of which present similar
examples and methods of solution.

The determination of distances in the plane like that of the width of a river, or
the measurements of the height of a mountain or a tower, belong to the tasks of civil
or military experts, which would include the Egyptian harpedonaptae, the Indian
rope-stretchers, and the Roman surveyors. Heron [ 1903: 187-315] wrote the earliest
work on this topic, including the necessary instrument. However, in his theory of

measurement, the Dioptra, there is yet a problem missing that was much studied
later. It concerns the measurement of the height and distance of a mountain or tower
when the terrain between the observer's position and the object cannot be crossed.
Such an exercise appears for the first time in the Sea Island Mathematical Clas-

sic (Haidao suanjing) [Van We 1938; Swetz 1992], which Liu Hui provided as a
continuation of the last book of the Nine Chapters on the Art of Mathematics (Jiuzhang suanshu) [Vogel 1968; Shen et al. 1999], in which surveying problems also
appear. The text of the first of the nine exercises reads:
Now an island in the sea is to be observed. One puts two poles of the same height
of three zhang [= 30 feet = 5 paces] 1,000 paces apart, such that the pole in back is
aligned with the pole in front. If one moves 123 paces back from the front pole, and
looks from the ground up to the top of the mountain on the island, this coincides
with the top end of the [front] pole. If one moves 127 paces back from the rear pole,
and looks from the ground up to the top of the mountain on the island, this again
coincides with the top end of the [rear] pole. The question is to find the height of
the island and its distance from the [front] pole? [Van We 1938: 2691

Then Liu Hui gives the answer: the height of the island is 4 miles, 55 paces
(I mile = 300 paces) and its distance from the first pole is 102 miles, 150 paces.
Thereafter, Liu Hui describes the solution procedure, which in terms of the
labeling in Figure 1 - Liu Hui had no diagram - may be represented as follows:

The present paper is a translation by Joseph W. Dauben and Benno van Dalen of the German
original [Vogel 1983]. The figures were scanned and redrawn by Susanne Kromkcr of the
Interdisciplinary Institute for Scientific Computing (IWR) of Heidelberg University.
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Height of the island:
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Distance:

d1 d
d2-d1
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These two formulas can be derived in various ways from the similarity of the
three pairs of triangles (AKC and ABE; AKF and ABH; ACF and AEH). The
easiest derivation is:

CF: EH=AC: AE=AK: AB=BD: BE
d
_ x _ y
d+d2-d1 x+s y+d1'

or

which immediately gives the formulas (F1) and (F2).
Liu Hui wrote nothing about the derivation of his procedure; his commentary
on the Sea Island may perhaps have given some explanation. It was lost as were so
many ancient mathematical writings. These have only survived because all works

that could be found were collected in the "Great Encyclopedia" (Yongle dadian,
1403-1407) of the Ming Dynasty. Also in a later project, the "Complete Library
of the Four Branches" (Siku quanshu, beginning in 1773), the ancient mathematical
works appeared reedited, as did the Sea Island in an edition by Dai Zhen (17241777) or the commentary on this work by Dai's younger contemporary Li Huang
[Kogelschatz 1981].
From Li Huang's diagram of our surveying problem (Figure 2), one sees that he
begins with a line FJ parallel to ACE. If we substitute Li Huang's technical terms
for the separate lines with letters, then his derivation of the formulas (F1) and (F2)
appears as follows:

Extend FCK running parallel to GEDB, then KB, CD and FG are all equal.
Extend FJ parallel to EC, then JG and ED are equal. The figure FGH is similar
to the figure AKF ("equal pattern"). The figure FGJ is similar to the figure AKC.
The figure FGJ as part of the figure FGH has the same short-side [Kurzkathete]
FG, while HJ represents the difference between the long-sides [Langkatheten].
The figure AKC as part of the figure AKF has the same short-side AK, while
FC represents the difference between the long-sides. Now the small difference
between the long-sides H J has the same relation to the small short-side FG as the
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Figure 2
large difference between the long-sides FC has to the large short-side AK, so that
A K may be derived. If one adds the height of the pole KB to this, one obtains A B
and thus the height of the island. [Unpublished translation by Kogelschatz].

The calculation of the distance BD is also described in the same way. It is
HJ : JG = FC : CK. "In this way one obtains the distance of the island from
the forward pole." Then follows the substitution of the numerical values in (F,) and

(F2)
Two hundred years after Liu Hui this problem appears in India, with Aryabhata
[Clark 1930; Shukla & Sarma 1976]. In verse 16 of the mathematical chapter in the
Aryabhatiya, it says:
The shadow, multiplied by the distance between the tips of the shadows, divided
by the difference (between the shadows) is one side (koti); kotf multiplied by the
gnomon, divided by the shadow, is bhujd (the arm) (Elfering 1975: 121 ].

The horizontal side (see Figure 2) is thus

d, d
BE=y+dl =d2-dI
+d, _

d2-di

,

and the vertical side is:

d2 - d,
Moreover, something else has also changed, namely the presentation of the
problem. It is no longer an exercise in surveying. From a lamp on a Iampstand the
light falls on two poles (saAku), and what now has to be determined is the distance
of the lampstand from the ends of the shadows.
The commentator Parame§vara introduces a numerical example, wherein the
second gnomon stands inside the shadow of the first gnomon (Figure 3). His numerical values are: d, = 10; d2 = 16; the distance between the ends of the two shadows

is d + d2 - d, = 12, thus d = 6. It is not mentioned that s = 12; the gnomon is
always divided into 12 parts (fingers). Thus the side bhujd is 24 and the two koti are
20 and 32.
The shadow problem also appears with later Indian mathematicians, for example
with Brahmagupta [Colebrooke 1817: 318]. For his general rule Prthudakasv5min

gives the numerical values d, = 15, d2 = 18, d = 15 + 7 = 22. For s, 12 is again
assumed. Thus the height of the lamp is 100, and the lengths of the two lines on the
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Figure 3

ground from the base of the gnomons to the ends of the shadows are 125 and 150
respectively.
An example in Bhiiskara's L.alavatf [Banerji 1927: 163 f., Section 2451 uses

di = 8, d2 = 12, d + d2 - dl = 52, thus d = 48. Again with s = 12, the height
of the lamp is 156 fingers = 61 ells, and the distances to the ends of the shadows are
104 and 156.
The Indian knowledge was transmitted further. It went on to the Arabs through
translations from the Sanskrit, for example by al-Birum, one of the greatest scholars
of Islam. In his astronomical work, The Exhaustive Treatise on Shadows, there is also
a chapter "On the Determination of Distances on Land and the Heights of Mountains"
[Kennedy 19761. Therein he introduces, with explicit reference to Brahmagupta,
whom he also frequently cites elsewhere, the problem already mentioned in which
Iight from a minaret shines on two gnomons [Kennedy 1976,1: 279; II: Section 149,
161 f.). In the diagram (Figure 4) the parallel to the ray of light ACE is again drawn
through the tip of the second pole, and the numerical values selected are also the
same as Prthudakasvamin's. In other chapters al-Biruni determines the directions
by means of the astrolabe.

d2. 18

Figure 4

The route of our problem from the Arabs to the Christian Middle Ages, where we
know that it has arrived, is still hidden in the dark. One might suspect that the problem

was known to Leonardo of Pisa, who was an expert on Arabic mathematics and
astronomy. He was familiar with the quadrant and described it [Boncompagni 1862:
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204 f.]. However, his examples are limited to only the simple case of measurement
from a single standpoint.
The situation is different with the manuscript in which our problem reappears for
the first time. It is the third book of the Geomerria incerti auctoris, which previously
was ascribed to Gerbert [Bubnov 1899: 310-3551. No one knows where it came

from; it is not contained in the corpus of the Roman surveyors [Bubnov 1899:
311: "III cc. 1-26 ^- ex incerto opusculo"]. The earliest manuscripts (London.
Munich, Paris) are from the 1 Ith century. But since the text of these has already
been rearranged, they must be based on an earlier version, perhaps going back to
a time shortly before Gerbert. Is it conceivable that the author may have stayed in
Luxeuil or Corbie, in whose manuscript workshops (scriptorium) many manuscripts
were produced, including gromatic and geometric ones, as early as the eighth, ninth,
and tenth centuries? [Ullman 1964] The author had knowledge of the astrolabe and

the Arabic word (h)alhidada for the moveable dioptric ruler through the aperture
(foramina) of which one sights on the object to be surveyed.
For the problem of determining the height of a mountain over a terrain that
cannot be crossed, he had various methods.
In one example [Bubnov 1899: 331-332 (Exercise 21), Fig. 60 in Tab. III], the
height of the observer is also taken into consideration since - as it says in another
place, quia visum humi adjungere diffrcile mensori [Bubnov 1899: 3241 - it is
difficult to observe on the ground with the eye. In the diagram ab represents the
gnomon and cd the height of the observer up to eye level (see Figure 5).
t

a
h

t

It

0

Cal

b

d

m

t

n

Figure 5

From the triangles agc and kom the ratio of the sides is determined. One sees that

he is the same multiple of hf as gc of ga, thus he = K - hf. Likewise hm = p hf.
Since the distance cm is known, we have (p - K) - hf = cm. The text uses only the
specific numerical values K = 2 (resp. 3) and p = 4 (resp. 7). Since the difference is
taken to be equal to XXX ells, the base ni in the first case is twice as large [P - K = 2],
in the second case four times as large [p - K = 4] as the height of the mountain that
is sought.

Another method is applied in Exercises 2 and 3 [Bubnov 1899: 318-320,
Figs. 43, 44 in Tab. II] (see Figure 6). One can see from the diagram that this time
the astrolabe is used, represented symbolically by means of a little circle. Along
both sight lines it says that according to the reading of the plumb line the setting is
4 (resp. 3). We indicate two quadrants in Figure 7.
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b

Figure 6

Figure 7

Since the side of the quadrant is usually divided into 12 parts, it follows from
the similarity of the triangles that:
(1)

b:h=12:4

and

(2)

(b+d):h=12:3.

Thus b + d - b = d = 4h - 3h = h. In this case the height of the mountain is
therefore equal to the distance, which one knows and in the exercise appears as 40.
But in the text an instrument is assumed with a side of 144 units. Thus:
d

_

144 h

144 h

36

48

_

144 h (48 - 36)
36.48

_
h

In Exercise 3 the author gives further specific numerical examples.
From all of these diagrams a geometric problem arises, namely the determination of the height, of the projection (ejectura), and of the area of an oblique triangle,
which is worked out in the second exercise of Book IV of the Genmetria incerti aucturis. This might confirm the conjecture of tJllman [1964: 285). who sees the many
medieval writings on surveying as a sign that these not only served the acquisition of
practical knowledge, but that from these the material was also derived for teaching
the yuadritium (so long as the entirety of Euclid was not yet available for use).
Another early gromatic-geometric treatise is the Practice geometr:ae of Hugh
of St. Victor I Baron 1956]. In the exercises he has everything that was to be learned
from the Gernnetriu incerti uuctnris: he also has the exercise in which the nuinerus
graduum (cf. Figure 6) was 4 and 3, and although he says that the side of the quadrant

is divided into 12 degrees, he applies - like the Geornetria incerti uuctnris - the
superfluous numbers 36 and 48. Hugh, who came from Northern France, first lived
in Marseille and then taught in Paris, where he died in 1141. In the middle of the
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14th century the Practica geometriae of Dominicus of Clavasio also originated in
Paris and was distributed widely in numerous manuscripts [Busard 1965].
Thus our travels from China to Paris come to an end.
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Seleucid Innovations in the Babylonian
"Algebraic" Tradition and their Kin Abroad
by JENS HOYRUP

Seleucid and Demotic mathematical sources, along with problems and techniques that
continue older Babylonian and Egyptian traditions, both present us with a number of
innovations: the treatment of "quasi-algebraic" problems about rectangular sides, diagonals and areas, and summations of series "until 10." This paper characterises these two
problem types and investigates their presence in certain Neopythagorean and agrimensorial Greco-Roman writings, and in MahfivTra's compendium of Jaina mathematics, and
discusses their possible influence on the Chinese Nine Chapters on Arithmetic.

The Surveyors' Tradition and its Impact in Mesopotamia

Much of my work during the last decade or so has dealt with what I have called
the "surveyors' tradition" and its impact on Babylonian, Greek and Islamic "literate" mathematics. Most of the results have been published elsewhere.' for which
reason I shall restrict this introduction to what is crucial for the theme 1 have been
asked to deal with.
The tradition in question is a "lay," that is, non-scribal and for long certainly
also in the main an oral tradition (barring a single known exception, non-scribal
literacy only became a possibility with the advent of alphabetic writing); elsewhere, when discussing the characteristics of such traditions, I have termed them
"sub-scientific." 2 Its early traces are found in the Mesopotamian written record of
the late third and early second millennium BCE; it is plausible but not supported by
any positive evidence that it was also present in the Syrian and the core Iranian
regions in the second millennium BCE; influence in Egypt at that date was probably absent.3 In the later first millennium BCE it influenced both Demotic Egyptian,
1

2
3

A concise presentation will be found in [Heyrup 1997d], with a fuller discussion in [Hoyrup
20011; both concentrate on the proto-algebraic aspects of this material. Aspects related to
practical geometry proper are dealt with in [Hoyrup 1997a].
See [Hoyrup 1990a, 1997b, 1997c].

Firstly, neither the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus nor the Moscow Mathematical Papyrus
betrays any acquaintance with this "surveyors' tradition," even though surveying mathematics
is well represented in both. Secondly, one problem group in the Rhind Papyrus (the filling
problems, no. 35-38) turns out to be related to (for linguistic reasons indeed to be derived
from) West Asian practitioners' mathematics (see [Hoyrup I999a: 124)), indicating that such
borrowed problems were not a priori ostracized, which would otherwise be a possible expla-

nation of their absence from the two papyri; but this problem type has nothing to do with
mensuration. Thirdly, the problems pointing to West Asia that turn up in Demotic sources are
exclusively related to the innovations of the Seleucid age (third to second century BcF) - see
below, p. 20.
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Greek and Hellenistic mathematics. Whether the altar geometry of the Sulbasutras
was also influenced is less easily decided (quite apart from the question whether

the constructions described in these first millennium writings go back to early
Vedic, that is, second-millennium practice); however, the indubitable traces of the

tradition in Mahavira's ninth-century CE Ganita-sdra-sangraha are likely to go
back to early Jaina times and thus to the late first millennium BCE or the first centuries CE (see below, p. 24). Even though the intermediaries are not identified, the
Syrian, Iranian and Central Asian regions are unlikely not to have been involved
at that moment. Possible influence on the Chinese Nine Chapters on Arithmetic is
a question to which we shall return.

Many traces of the tradition are found in Arabic sources from the later first
and early second millennium CE; some, finally, in Italian abbaco writings from the

late Middle Ages - in part derived from earlier Latin translations of classical
Arabic works, in part however from what must have been still living tradition in
the Islamic world.

One of the Arabic works - perhaps written around 800 CE, perhaps only a
witness of the terminology and thus of the situation of that period, immediately
preceding the work of al-Khwarizmi - is a Liber mensurationum written by one
Abu Bakr, so far known only in a Latin translation due to Gherardo da Cremona°
(whence the Latin title). Strangely, it still conserves much of the phraseology already found in Old Babylonian (but not late Babylonian) problems derived from
the tradition - so much indeed that transmission within some kind of institutionalised teaching network seems plausible, perhaps supported by writing since the
advent of non-scribal Aramaic alphabetic literacy. Even though we know nothing
about the geographic origins of Abu Bakr, this consideration seems to locate him
within the Iraqo-Syrian area.
Basic practical mathematics is often so unspecific that shared methods constitute no argument in favour of transmission or borrowing. Once area measures are
based on the square of the length unit, there is only one reasonable way to find the
area of a rectangle, and only one intuitively obvious way to approximate the area
of an almost-rectangular area (viz the "surveyors' formula," average length times
average width). Certain geometric procedures are less constrained by the subjectmatter and may serve (we shall see an example in note 32), but the best evidence
for links is normally supplied by recreational problems, those mathematical riddles
that in pre-modem mathematical practical professions served to confirm professional identity - "if you are an accomplished calculator/surveyor/..., tell me ...;'
as runs a formula that recurs in various versions in many cultures.
T he main evidence for the existence and long-term survival of the surveyors'
tradition is indeed provided by a set of geometrical riddles that turn up in all the
contexts mentioned above, in formulations that often exclude mere transmission
within the literate traditions and from one literate tradition (as known to us, at
least) to another.

4

Ed. [Busard 1968].
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The original core of this set of riddles contained a group dealing with a single
square ("???" indicates doubt as to whether the problem was already present in the
second millennium BCE; s designates the side, 4s "all four sides", d the diagonal
and Q the area of the square; here and everywhere in the following, Greek letters
stand for given numbers):

s +Q=CE (=110)
4s + Q = a
Q

-s=a

Q

- 4s = a

S

-Q=a

4S

-Q=a

Si

(= 140)

N

(???)

IN

(???)

45 = Q

d-s=4
Other early riddles must have treated of
two squares.

(_514S2

Q1+Q2=0, 51±52=R
QI - Q2 =

,

S2 ± s, = R

When the difference between the areas
is given, the two squares were thought
of as concentric and the difference thus

Figure 1. Illustration of the principle

that the area of a quadratic border
equals a rectangle contained by I and

w, where 1

is

the (dotted) "mid-

length" of the border and w its width.

as the area of a quadratic border; at
least in later (classical and medieval) times the areas of such quadratic and circular borders were determined as the product of the "mid-length" / (in the quadratic
case 2s, + 2s2) and the width w (in the quadratic case (s, - s2)/2) - cf. Figure 1. It
would be very strange if the same intuitively evident rule (a "naive" version of
Elements 11.8) were not used in early times.
These problems dealing with a rectangle (length 1, width w, diagonal d, area
A) must have circulated in the earliest second millennium:6
5

The problem d - s = 4 turns up (with solution s = 4 + 32) in the Liber mensuraiionum in a
way that shows it to be somehow traditional; evidently it refers to the practical assumption

that d= 14 if s = 10. But the evidence is insufficient to prove that this was a traditional
riddle - even a traditional approximation might inspire a problem once it was discovered
how to solve it correctly.

6

In fact, the two problems A = a, I ± w = li are likely to constitute, together with the problems
A = a, l = 0 and A = a, w = [i, the very beginning of the riddle tradition. These four constitute
a cluster in several Old Babylonian texts (ca. 1700 BCE) and still go together in Ibn Thabat's
Reckoner's Wealth from ca. 1200 CE (ed., trans. in [Rebstock 1993: I24J). The problems A = a,
/ = (i and A = a, w = P are already found in Akkadian tablets from the 22nd century BCE, but
the other two not yet (which is part of the evidence that the trick of the quadratic completion
was only discovered somewhere between 2100 BCE and 1900 BCE).
One may add that area metrologies were sufficiently complex to make the apparently innocuous
and A = a, w = a unpleasantly complex - something like a
"division problems" A = a, I
division of acres by feet.
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A=a, I±w=(3

A+(l±w)=a, l±w=p
A=a, d=p
On circles (with diameter d, perimeter p and area A), at least the problem

d+p+A=a
must have circulated in the early second millennium BCE, probably also the simpler version where A is omitted.
Most of the problems must have been solved in the original environment in
the same way as in the Old Babylonian school, viz by means of a "naive" (that is,
non-critical though reasoned) analytical cut-and-paste technique. When a length
and a width were involved, the solution made use of
average µ =

I +W

and deviation 8 =

12w

a technique that is familiar from Elements 1I.5-6, and which is illustrated in

Figure 2forthecase A=15,1-w=2
(corresponding to Elements 11.6):

The excess 26 = 2 of length over
width i s bi s ected and the corresp on
ding area moved around so as to bring

forth a gnomon, still with area 15.
To this is added a quadratic complement 6 x 8 = I x I = 1, which gives us
a square µ x A = 15 + I = 16. Hence
p=4, whence w = p - S = 4 - 1 =3,

µ

,

,

i

I

w

l=lt +S=4+1=5.
This restricted set of riddles was
adopted by the Old Babylonian school
not long before 1800 BCE, and devel-

oped into a genuine mathematical
discipline of algebraic character, in
which measurable segments served to

Figure 2. A geometrical solution of the
problem A =15, 1- w = 2 by means of
average µ and deviation 5.

represent entities of other kinds (at
times areas or volumes, at times prices or numbers of men and days' work), and
where coefficients varied freely. But this discipline died with the school institution itself at the collapse of the Old Babylonian social structure around 1600 BCE,
and only one trace of its sophistication can be found in later sources (a problem
type where the sides of a rectangle represent igum and igibtim, "the reciprocal and
its reciprocal," a pair of numbers belonging together in the table of reciprocals).
When "algebraic" problems turn up sparingly in Late Babylonian but apparently
pre-Seleucid texts (maybe ca. 500 BCE), they appear to have been a fresh borrow-
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ing from the surveyors tradition,7 and do not go beyond the restricted range of original riddles.8 Methods are still traditional, based on naive cut-and-paste geometry
and on average and deviation.

Seleucid Innovations

Innovation, instead, is unmistakable in the two Seleucid tablets AO 6484 and BM
34568.9 The former of these is from the early second century BCE,10 the latter and most interesting - is undated but roughly contemporary.
One problem from the undated text treats of alloying, all the others deal with
i
rectangular sides, diagonals and areas;) apart from determinations of d or A from

1 and w or of w from d and 1, everything is new in some way. Two problems
are traditional as such, giving A and either ! + w or ! - iv; but the procedures
differ from traditional ways, finding for instance in the former case I - tt as
(1 +w)'- -4A , w next as (I+"')2 I-W) , and / finally as (1 + w) - w; the method of

average and deviation is nowhere used (not even in the reverse version where /
and w are found from ! + w and ! - w as average and deviation).
The remaining problems belong to totally new types. In total, the content of
the tablet is as follows:12
(1)

I = 4, w = 3; d is found as ''/2! + w - first formulated as a general rule, next
done on the actual example.

I=4,d=5;wis found as

d'-l2.

d+1=9,w=3;l is found as

d+I

das(d+1)-1.

d + w = 8, 1= 4; solution corresponding to (3).
1= 60, w = 32; d is found as

12 + w2 = 68.

1= 60, w=32;A is found as I- w.
7

8

9
10
11

12

In any case, the transmission was not due to the Babylonian scribal tradition proper, since the
technical use of Sumerograms in the terminology is discontinuous. But we cannot exclude the
possibility that part of the transmission was the result of peripheral scribal groups (Hittite or
Syrian), as was the case for astrology, cf. (Farber 1993: 253 f.].
See [Friberg 1997]. For supplementary (linguistic) evidence that the texts in question antedate
the Seleucid era, see [Hoyrup 1999a: 1611.
Ed. Neugebauer in [MKT 1: 96-99] and Waschow in [MKT III: 14-171, respectively.
See [Hoyrup 1990b: 347, n. 180].

One is dressed as a problem about a reed leaned against a wall. In the general context of
rectangular problems it is obvious, however, that the underlying problem is d - I = 3, s' = 9
(symbols as above).
1 interpret the sexagesimal place value numbers in the lowest possible integer order of magni-

tude and transcribe correspondingly into Arabic numerals. Entities that are found but not
named in the text are identified in ().
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(7)

l = 60, w = 25; d is found as

(8)

1= 60, w=25;A is found as l- w.

(9)

/+w=14,A=48;(1-w)isfound as (1+w)2-4A=2,was %2.([1+w]-

/2 + w2 = 65.

(/ - w)), and / finally as w + (1- w).
(10) 1 + w = 23, d = 17; (2A) is found as ([I + w]2 - d 2) = 240, (1- w) next as

(l + w)2 - 4A = 7 - whence l and w follow as in (9).

(11) d+/=50,w= 20; solved as (3),13/=21,d=29.
(12) d -1= 3, w = 9 (the reed problem translated into a rectangle problem, cf.
note II ) ; d is found as

'/2 ("2 + [d - I]2) =15,
1 as
d -I

d2 - w2 = 12.

(13) d+1=9,d+w=8;first(l+w+d)isfoundas (d+/)2+(d+w)2-1=12,
where I obviously stands for (I - w)2 = ([d + 1] - [d + w])2; next, w is found

as (l+iv +d)-(d+l)=3,das (d+w)-w,andlas (d+1)-d.
(14) /+w+d=70,A=420;dis found as
(15) / - w = 7, A = 120; first (1 + w) is found as

I+w+d

-29

(/ - w)2 + 4A = 23, next w as

'/2 ((1 +w) - [I - w]) = 8, and finally / as w + (1- w).

(16) A cup weighing I mina is composed of gold and copper in ratio 1 : 9.
(17) / + iv + d = 12, A = 12; solved as (14), d = 5.
(18) / + w + d = 60, A = 300; not followed by a solution but by a rule formulated
in general terms and corresponding to (14) and (17).
(19) l + d = 45, w + d = 40; again, a general rule is given which follows (13).
(Several more problems follow, too damaged however to allow interpretation.)

Although problems of the simple form of (2), (5) and (7) do not occur in the
Old Babylonian record, the Pythagorean theorem (or, as I would prefer to call it in
a context where "theorems" have no place, the "Pythagorean rule") is well repre-

sented in the Old Babylonian mathematical corpus.' So is of course the area
computation of (6) and (8). Numbers (2), (5), (6), (7) and (8) thus present us with
no innovation beyond the numerical parameters.
The use of a special rule for the case (1) where 1 and w are in ratio 4 : 3, on
the other hand, is certainly an innovation, even though this ratio was the standard

assumption of the Old Babylonian calculators and the reason that 1;15 (= 1'/.)
13

14

With the only difference being that the division in (3) is formulated as the question "9 steps of
what shall I go in order to have 36," whereas the present problem multiplies by the reciprocal
of d + 1. Since this method is distinctively Babylonian and thus irrelevant for the questions of
borrowing and influence I shall not mention it further on.
[Hoyrup 1999b1 presents a complete survey of its published appearances.
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appears in tables of technical coefficients as "the coefficient for the diagonal of
the length and width".15 In later times,

1+v

a standard rule told that the situation
where d -1=1- w corresponds to the
ratios w : 1: d= 3: 4 : 5;16 it is a reasonable assumption that (1) is a first extant
witness of this rule.
As problems, (9) and (15) are familiar from Old Babylonian texts, and they
are likely to represent the very beginning
of the tradition for mixed second-degree
riddles - cf. note 6. The solutions, however, are not the traditional ones based on

average µ =11 2w
deviation 8 =

I-w
2

iE

1

W

A
A

A
A

and
Figure 3. The diagram underlying
;

BM 34568, no. (9) and (15) (but not
drawn in the tablet).

instead, they follow the diagram of Figure 3, which is also likely to have been the

actual basis for the reasoning. It is a
striking stylistic feature (and also a
deviation from earlier habits) that even
the possibility of determining I and u
by a symmetric procedure (namely as
(! + w) + (1- w)

and

2

+ w) - (I - Ii.)
2

respectively) is not used.

Problems treating of a reed or pole
leaned against a wall are already present in an Old Babylonian anthology

text BM 85196.17 The situation is

Figure 4. The reed leaned against the wall.

15

shown in Figure 4: A reed of length d
first stands vertically against a wall;
afterwards, it is moved to a slanted position, in which the top descends to a

Textes mathematiques de Suse 111,35 [Bruins & Rutten 1961: 261. "Length and width"
stands for the simplest configuration determined by a single length and a single width, that is,
the rectangle.

16
17

Referred to in the Liber mensurationum [Busard 1968: 97) and in Leonardo's Pratica (ed. in
[Boncompagni 1862: 70]).
Ed. Neugebauer in [MKT 11: 44]. On the wide diffusion of this problem type, see (Sesiano
1987].
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height I (the descent thus being d -1) while
the foot moves a distance w away from the

d

-1

'-d -1

c

P

P

Q

wall.
In the Old Babylonian versions that have

come down to us, d is given together with
either w or d - 1. The solution thus requires
nothing beyond simple application of the Pythagorean rule. We cannot know, of course,

whether the problem type of the present
tablet (d- I and w given) was also dealt
with in Old Babylonian times; but if so, the
solution would probably have taken advan-

cage of the facts that (w) = (d) - (1) _
E3(21+ 2w,(1- w)/2) - possibly expressed

as l](1 +w, I- w) -,and thus have found

Figure 5. A geometric justifcation for the solution of BM 34568,

d+ / as w2/(d- /).1$
no. 12.
This, as we see, is not done here. In algebraic symbolism, the solution follows from the observation that (d-1)2 + w2 =
d2 +12 -2d1+w2 =2d2 - 2d1 = 2d(d - 1).
It can also be explained from the diagram of Figure 5: (d - If corresponds to

the area Q, whereas w2 corresponds to (d) - (l) = (d) - S = 2P + O. The
sum of the two hence equals 2P + 2Q = 2O(d, d - 1). In itself, this is nothing
but a possible basis for the argument, though supported by the fact that halving
precedes division by d - 1, which makes best sense if the doubled rectangle is
reduced first to a single rectangle; seen in the light of what follows imminently
(and since halving invariably precedes division by the measure of a side in parallel cases), this or something very similar

E-

T
1

W-4 F-

seems to have been the actual argument.

P

A

Q

A

R

S

procedure can be explained from Figure 6:

2Q+2S+2T=2O(d,l+w+d).

dT

Q

S

T

Figure 6. The geometric justifica-

tion for the case 1 + w + d = a,
W=P.
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Most in favour is obviously the type
represented by (14), (17) and (18). The

This proof is given by Leonardo Fibo-

nacci in the Pratica geometrie, in a way
which indicates that he has not invented
it himself - at most he has inserted a diagonal (omitted here) in order to explain the
construction of the diagram in Euclidean

Here and in the following, (s) designates the (measured) square with side s, and p(l,w)
the rectangle contained by / and w.
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E- 1

d

1

P

Q

d

0

T

manner. 19 In view of the faithfulness of both Leo-

nardo and Abu Bakr in as far as the sequence of
computational steps is concerned when they repeat

the "new" procedures of the Seleucid style (see
p. 21), it is a reasonable assumption that the geometric proofs go back to the same source.
Of the remaining problem types, two are quite

new and one only new as far as the procedure is
concerned. The type of (3), (4) and (11) can be re-

garded as a counterpart of (12) (the reed problem).
Figure 7. The probable
The similarity to this type and to that of (14), (17)
geometric argument for
and (18) makes it reasonable to look for an analothe type c!+ I = a, x = p.
gous justification - see Figure 7: the whole square
represents (1 + d)2; if we notice that T = P+ w2 and remove W2, we are left with

2P+2Q=2E3(l,l+d).

F1
I

.l

P

Q

A

have served for the type 1 + w + d = a, A = (3,

but which happens not to be the proof given

T
Q

R

S

A

S

T

Id
T
w

4,

Figure S. The probable geometric
justification for the case d + 1= a,
d + w = p.
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The type of (13) and (19) is likely to be
based on a slight variation of Figure 6, here
shown in Figure 8 (which might equally well

(P+2Q+R) + (R+2S+T) = (l+w+d)2 +
(R - 2A). That R - 2A equals (1- w) was
familiar knowledge since Old Babylonian
times; it follows from Figure 3 if we draw
the diagonals of the four rectangles A, as
shown in Figure 9 (cf. presently); if we ex-

press R as (l) + (w) it can also be seen
from the "naive" version of Elements 11.7 used

Ed. [Boncompagni 1862: 68]. Firstly, it is evident from scattered remarks in the treatise that
Leonardo renders what he has found; secondly, all steps of the procedure correspond to what
is given in the Liber mensurationum (ed. [Busard 1968: 97)), but in the passage in question
there is no trace of verbal agreement with Gherardo's translation (in other passages Leonardo
follows Gherardo verbatim, correcting only the grammar). Moreover, Leonardo's statement
runs as follows:
Si maius latus et minus addantur cum dyametro, et sint sicut medietas aree; et area
sit 48,
whereas Gherardo has:

aggregasti duo latera eius et diametrum ipsius et quod provenit. fait medietas 48, et
area est 48.
Gherardo's "medietas 48" instead of "24" is obviously meaningless unless it is already
presupposed that this 48 represents the area - in other words, that the sum of all four sides

and both diagonals equals the area. We may therefore conclude that Leonardo had access
to another version of Abt7 Bakr's work, in which, however, the proof was given, or to some
closely related work.
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in Figure 5, which is likely to have been in still longer use.
The last type is (10). In this exact form it is not found in earlier Babylonian
texts, but the closely related problem d = a, A = 0 is found in the tablet Db2-146.20

There it is solved by subtracting 2A from (d), which leaves (l - w), cf. Figure 9. 1 and w are then determined from

l2 w

and

1w,
2

that is, average p and deviation S. This problem recurs with the same procedure in
Savasorda's Collection on Mensuration and Partition (the Liber embadorum);21

Abu Bakr and Leonardo22 use the complementary method and add 2A to (d),
finding thus I + iv. All three solve the rectangle problems that result by means of
average and deviation.
Our Seleucid text starts by findin 2A, namely as (l + w) - (d), and next

calculates (l - w) as (l + w) - 4A. 3 The rest follows the asymmetric procedure of (9).

Two other cuneiform problem texts of Seleucid date are known. VAT 784824
contains geometric calculations of no interest in the present context. AO 6484 was
already mentioned. It is a mixed anthology, which is relevant on three accounts:

1) One of its problems (obv. 12, statement only) is a rectangle problem of the

type/+w+d=a,A= p.
2) It is interested in the summation of series "from

I

to 10." In obv. 1-2,

1 + 2 +...+ 29 is found; in obv. 3-4, 1 + 4 +... + 102 is determined. The latter
follows from the formula 1:",i2 = (1 3 + n ;)
3) It contains a sequence of igtim-igibum problems (see p. 12), and thus demon-

strates that the tradition of second-degree algebra had not been totally interrupted within the environment that made use of the sexagesimal place value
system with appurtenant tables of reciprocals. The problems differ from the
Old Babylonian specimens by involving multi-place numbers - no doubt an
innovation due to the environment of astronomer-priests where the tablet was
produced, and in which multi-place computation was routine.25
Ed. (Baqir 1962).
Ed. [Curtze 1902: 48] (Plato of Tivoli's Latin translation); ed., trans. [Guttmann & Mill9s i
Vallicrosa 1931: 44] (Catalan translation from a somewhat different redaction of the Hebrew
text).
22 Ed. (Busard 1968: 921 and [Boncompagni 1862: 641, respectively.
23 This seemingly roundabout procedure is the clearest evidence that the configuration of Figure 9
is indeed used. From a strictly algebraic point of view, it would be simpler to find (I - w)2 as
2d2 - (t + w)2.
24 Ed. Neugebauer & Sachs in (MCT: 141 ].
25 The colophon of the tablet tells that it was produced by Anu-aba-uter, who identifies himself
as "priest of [the astrological series] Inama Anu Enid," and who is known as a possessor and
producer of astronomical tablets.
20
21
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So far there is no particular reason to believe that the other innovations of
which the Seleucid texts are evidence were also due to this environment - or not
to believe it. Although BM 34568 is theoretically more coherent than AO 6484. it
is still a secondary mixture - as shown by the presence of the alloying problem.
which is certainly no invention of the astronomers.
Demotic Evidence

At this point, two Demotic papyri turn out to be informative: P. Cairo J.E.
89127-30, 89137-43 and P. British Museum 10520, the first from the third century BCE, the second probably of early (?) Roman date.26

The latter begins by stating that "1 is filled up twice to 10," that is, by asking
for the sums
I0

to

To=Ei

and P,o = ET,

and answering from the correct formulae

n2+ n,
2

2

n+3

n +n

2

2

P11

- not overlapping with the series dealt with in AO 6484 but sufficiently close in
style to be reckoned as members of a single cluster.27

The Cairo Papyrus is more substantial for our purpose. Firstly it contains
no less than 7 problems about a pole first standing vertically and then leaned
obliquely against a wall (cf p. 15 f.). Three are of the easy type where d and w are

26

Both ed., trans. [Parker 1972].

27

All our evidence for this cluster is second-century BCE or later. Yet, since no other traces of
possible Greek influence is found in these texts, the interest in square, triangular and pyramid
numbers and in the sacred 10 of the Pythagoreans is intriguing.
Even more intriguing is the observation that the Demotic determination of T,0 as (102 + 10)t2
corresponds to an observation made by lamblichos in his commentary to Nicomachos's E i s a g o g e , viz that

I + 2 +... + 9 + 10 + 9 +... + 2 + l = 10.10 [Heath 1921, I: 114), whereas
2

the Seleucid determination of 12 +2 + ... + 102 as

(I.3+t0.3)

i

turns up in the pseudo-Nicomachean Theologumena arithmeticae (X.64, ed. [de Falco 1975:
86], trans. [Waterfield 1988: 115]), in a quotation from Anatolios. More precisely, Anatolios

gives the sum as "sevenfold" V°i i , that is, in a form from which the correct Seleucid formula cannot be derived -another hint that the Pythagorean knowledge of the formula was
derivative.
All in all it thus appears that heuristic proofs made by means of psephoi were borrowed by
the Greeks from Near Eastern calculators; it also seems plausible that the summations of
series "from I to 10" originated centuries before the Seleucid era.
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given, and solved by simple application of the Pythagorean rule; three are of the
equally simple type where d and d -1 are given, and solved similarly (both, we
remember, are treated in an Old Babylonian text). Two, finally, are of the more
intricate type found in BM 34568 (w and d - / given) and solved as there.
Further on in the same papyrus, two problems about a rectangle with known
diagonal and area are found. The solution is
W
clearly related to the problems of BM 34568
E- W

<__1+
1

(cf. also Figure 9): Addition of 2A to (d)
and subsequent taking of the square root
gives I+ w, whereas subtraction and taking

of the root yields I - w. 1 and w are then
found by the habitual asymmetric procedure.

These and other Demotic mathematical
papyri also contain material that descends
from the Pharaonic mathematical tradition as

we know it from the Rhind and Moscow
Papyri. What they share with the Seleucid
tablets, however, has no known Egyptian
antecedents (neither in actual content nor in
style); in some way it represents an import
Db2-146 and BM 34568, no. 10.
(there is no reason to doubt the West Asian
origin of the reed problem, nor the ultimate
descent of the rectangle problems from surveyors' tradition). It is clear, however,
that they represent the new stage at least as well as the Seleucid texts. This does
not prove that Demotic Egypt was the place where the transformation occurred;
but the appearance of the characteristic problems as already fully integrated components of Egyptian scribal mathematics in the third century BCE makes it implausible that the novelty be due to the contemporary environment of Seleucid
astronomer-priests. Indeed, West Asian tax collectors and surveyors will certainly
have followed the Assyrian and Achaemenid conquerors to Egypt; on the other
hand, the methods of Babylonian mathematical astronomy, when they eventually
reached Egypt, did so in a reduced version which shows them to have been carried
by astrological "low" practitioners, not by the scholar-astronomers that had created
Figure 9. The diagram underlying

them.

Abu Bakr and Leonardo

The evidence offered by the Liber mensurationum and Leonardo's Pratica seems
to speak more generally against a localization of the Seleucid-Demotic innova-

tions within the core tradition of the surveyors (however this core may have
looked in the late first millennium BCE - but the chain that transmitted not only
problems but also standard phraseology can reasonably be regarded as a "core").
With slight variations, Abu Bakr has all, and Leonardo almost all, of the problems
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from BM 34568.28 However, all problems that originated in earlier epochs (given
1 + w and 1- w, given A and 1 ± w, given A and d, given I + w and d) are solved
traditionally, by means of average and deviation; asymmetric procedures occur
only in connection with the definitely new problems. The general shift to asymmetry which we encounter in BM 34568 and the Demotic papyri was evidently
not accepted in the core tradition, although it accepted the new problems, and did
not attempt to reformulate these in more symmetric ways.29 This speaks definitely
against the emergence of these new problems within the core.

Greco-Roman Problems

Relevant material from Greek and Latin sources is extremely scarce. Only two
texts that I know of contain evidence of influence from the new "Seleucid" style.

One is the Latin Liber podismi,30 the title of which betrays it to be a translation from a Greek original (or at least to be inspired by a Greek model). One
of its problems deals with the rectangle (actually a right triangle, as preferred
in all Greek sources) with given area and diagonal, and does so in the manner of the Demotic papyrus, with the small difference that I is found first as
'/2 ((1 + w) + (l - w)), and w next as 1- (1- w). The next problem is overdetermined, giving A, d and (1 + w); it first finds (1- w) from d` and A, next / as
([1 + w] + (1- w)), and finally w as (1 + w) -1. Obviously, the solutions of BM
34568, no. 10 and the Demotic diagonal-area problems are combined, but with the
same variant of the asymmetric method as in the previous problem.
'/2

The other is Papyrus graecus genevensis 259,31 probably from the second
century CE. It contains three problems on right triangles:
(1)

w =

(2) w + d =
(3)

3, d = 15

8,

1=4

1 + w = 17, d = 13

The first tells us nothing. The second (identical with BM 34568, no. 4) makes use

The "reed problem" occurs in the regular rectangle version, the problem d + I= a, d + w = a
as d + w = [3, I = w + y (which explains the error in the formulation of BM 34568, where
(I - w)/2 appears as an unexplained 1).
29 In another respect, however, even the new problem types as appearing with AN Bakr and
Leonardo give evidence of normalization, cf. above, note 19: the problem I+ w + d = 24,
A = 48 is formulated in a way which shows it beyond reasonable doubt to have been derived
from a problem 21 + 2w + 2d= A = 48 (subscript "2" meaning "both"). This predilection for
"the perimeter" in problems on rectangles is related to what circulated in Neopythagorean
environments and to what we find with Mah8vira; in contrast, all Babylonian sources, Old
Babylonian as well as Seleucid, are interested in "both sides" (cf also BM 34568, no. 17.
28

1 + w + d = A = 12).
30
31

Ed. [Bubnov 1899: 511 f.]. The two relevant problems are reproduced in [Sesiano 1998: 298 f.].
Ed. [Sesiano 1999).
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of the fact32 that ,2 = d 2 - w2 =(d+ w) (d - w) and
finds [d - w] as 12l(d + w); w is then found as
V2
([1 + w) + [l - w]), and finally d as (d + w) - w.
The third problem - identical with BM 34568, no. 10
apart from the numerical parameters - is solved in an
algebraically more straightforward way (cf. note 23):
first ((1 - iv)2) is found as 2d2 - (d+w)2, next w as

'/2

([1+w]-(1-w)), and ifinallyas (I+iv)-w.

C

All in all, these Greek problems might belong in
the periphery of a cluster where the Demotic and Seleucid texts represent something closer to the core:
32

Figure 10. The height
in the scalene triangle.

This trick, we notice, was not used in the Seleucid reed-problem. On the other hand, it appears to have been used in what must be a pre-Euclidean (in all probability, a pre-Greek)
version of the computation of the height of a scalene triangle, and in problems about two
concentrically located squares; it will thus have been quite familiar (cf. also the version
presented by Elements 11.8).
The pre-Euclidean computation of the height of the scalene triangle (see [Hoyrup 1997a: 82).
also for references) makes use of observation that

(p)

(h)) -

(b) - (a) =

(q) - (p) is the border between two squares,
l](gZp,2(q+p))=

q-p = b -a -c , while q+p = c
2

2

whence

I+P,2c),
.

2

2

2

2

Using the principle of average and deviation we therefore have

c

q=2+

b2 -a2
2

c b2 -a2
2
+c, p=2-

+c.

from which h can easily be derived by means of the Pythagorean theorem.

Alternatively, one might use the "extended Pythagorean theorem" as formulated in Elements
11.13,

whence

q=b2+ 2 -a2 +c.

Hero indeed does so in the Metrica. In contrast, treatises on practical geometry from the
Middle Ages invariably use the former, "quasi-algebraic" method at least for acute-angled
trapezia (Savasorda, Leonardo Fibonacci), mostly also for acute-angled triangles (Abit Bakr,
al-Karaji, Ibn Thabat); at times the Euclidean formula (or a variant using Elements 11.6) is
given as an alternative; in the case of obtuse-angled triangles and trapezia, on the other hand,
we invariably find a formula derived from Elements 11.12. The only reasonable explanation
seems to be that the practitioners' environment was in possession of the quasi-algebraic formula at an early moment, but only for "genuine," that is, inner heights (al-Khwarizmr, who is
the only author who uses algebra proper, explains indeed that obtuse-angled triangles possess
only one height). The Greek theoreticians generalized the concept of heights, reformulated
the calculation as a theorem and found the counterpart corresponding to the case of the obtuse
angle; finally, the practitioners took over what was new (as they took over the Archimedean
n), but conserved the old formula in the cases for which it had originally been created.
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they deviate slightly in their choice of actual procedures, but the general tenor is
the same. They share the asymmetric approach, but may have replaced geometric
visualization by more genuine algebraic manipulation. Further, they are formulated in terms of right triangles instead of rectangles.

An Indian Witness: Mahavira

ninth-century Ganita-sara-sarigraha is in itself a late source - slightly later than al-Khwarizmi and roughly contemporary with Thabit ibn Qurra.33
There are, however, no reasons to doubt Mahavira's assertion that he has taken
advantage of "the help of the accomplished holy sages" when "glean[ing] from
the great ocean of the knowledge of numbers a little of its essence [...] and giv(ing]
out [...] the Sara-sarigraha, a small work on arithmetic,"34 that is, that he presents
what was since times immemorial part of the Jaina tradition; moreover, internal

evidence also speaks in favour of the claim.35 Given the history of the Jaina
community, the adoption of material from the Near East or the Mediterranean
region of which Mahavira's work bears witness is likely to have taken place in
late pre-Christian or at most early Christian centuries.

As a matter of fact, we should probably rather speak of "adoptions" in the
plural. Mahavira divides his chapter on geometry into four sections: "approximate
measurement"; "minute accurate calculation'; "devilishly difficult problems"; and
one on the "Janya operation", which does not concern the present argument. All
groups encompass material that is not known from non-Indian sources, but all also
contain rules that are familiar from the Near East and the Mediterranean.

In the section on "approximate" area measurement (pp. 187-197, stanzas
VII.7-48) we find the "surveyors' formula"; the determination of the area of a
circular ring as average circumference times width (indeed exact); the rule that the
circular circumference is three times the diameter; and the problem of finding the
separate value of circumference, diameter and area from their sum (in this order,
the characteristic order of the pre-Old-Babylonian riddle tradition), together with
a corresponding rule (based on the choice of the circumference as the basic parameter and on it = 3).
The section on "minutely accurate" area determination (pp. 197-208, stanzas
VII. 49-891/2) gives the "pre-Euclidean" method for finding the (inner) height in a

scalene triangle, together with Hero's formula for triangular and quadrangular
areas (for the latter set forth as if it were of general validity); gives the circular
area as one fourth of the product of arc and diameter;36 and states the circumference to be 10 times the diameter.
1 am grateful to Yvonne Dold-Samplonius for having first directed my attention to this important source.
34 Ed., trans. (Raagacarya 1912:3]. All subsequent page references are to this translation.
35 See the discussion in [Heyrup 2001 ]. which I shall not repeat here.
36 This formula is already used in Old Babylonian material, but only for the semicircle where
both arc and diameter are external measures.
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Among the "devilishly difficult" problems (pp. 220-257, stanzas VII.112'/2232'/2) we find several of the characteristic traditional surveyors' riddles (together
with variants with "non-natural" coefficients corresponding to transformation of
the tradition within an institutionalized school environment): area equal to perimeter (for squares and rectangles);37 and later on, rectangular area and perimeter
given (a slight variation of the problem A = a, I + w = P); rectangular perimeter
and diagonal given (equivalent to problem 10 of BM 34568 and problem 3 of the
Geneva Papyrus); and rectangular area and diagonal given. The perimeter-anddiagonal problem has the same parameters as the Geneva version and, more strikingly, finds (I - w)2 in the same way, viz as 2d2 - (1 + w)2; the area-and-diagonal
problem finds both I + w and I - w, as do the Cairo Papyrus and the Liber podismi.
Even the area-and-perimeter problem is solved via 1 + w and 1- w, not via average
and deviation. But in contradistinction to all the western versions, I and w are then
found by a symmetric procedure with a technical name of its own (sarJkramana),

as average and deviation of 1 + w and I - w. As in the Seleucid and Demotic
problems, rectangles and not right triangles are concerned.
The riddles have thus been adopted in "Seleucid-Demotic," not "Old Babylo-

nian" versions; in some respects, however, they echo the Greek rather than the
Near Eastern forms. Those of the "minutely accurate" calculations that are not
specifically Indian are related to developments that can only have taken place in
or reached the Near East around the mid-first millennium BCE.38 Whatever "min-

utely precise" was borrowed will thus have arrived when the Jaina school was
already established; but its arrival may well have preceded that of the "devilishly
difficult" problems. Those of the "approximate" rules that were adopted from
elsewhere, on the other hand, may have arrived long before the appearance of
Jainism.
Chapter VI of Mahavira's work contains a section on the summation of series

(pp. 168-176, stanzas 290-317) which at first looks similar to the SeleucidDemotic cluster: arithmetical series, geometrical series, and series of the form
37 Of these problems, only the rectangular variant A = I+ w is found in the Old Babylonian
material. However, they certainly circulated in the Mediterranean region during the classical
epoch: the Theologumena arithmeticae mentions repeatedly that the square 0(4) is the only
square that has its area equal to the perimeter (11.10, IV.23 ed. [de Falco 1975: 11, 29], trans.
[Waterfield 1988: 44, 63]; the second passage cites Anatolios), doing so in a way that demon-

strates this to be a traditional observation; Plutarch on his part refers to Pythagorean
knowledge of the equality of area and perimeter in the rectangle lJ(3,6) (Isis et Osiris 42,
ed., trans. [Froidefond 1x88: 214 f.]).
38 The determination of the height of the scalene triangle must predate Euclid, since Elements

11.13 reformulates it and 11.12 extends it to the case of the outer height, see note 32; but the
absence of the computation from the pre-Seleucid but still Late Babylonian tablets published

in [Friberg, Hunger & al-Rawi 1990] and [Friberg 19971 shows that the invention cannot
predate 500 BCE by much, if at all.

The whole tenor of the technique is so close to what was known in Western Asia since the
early second millennium BCE and so different from what we know from early Indian mathematics that a diffusion from India to the Near East is much less plausible than a diffusion in
the opposite direction.
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E, Ni, where N, are squares, cubes or triangular numbers and i runs through an
arithmetical progression (with any starting point, any number of members and any
difference). What Mahavira offers is, however, so much more elaborate than what

we find in the Near Eastern texts, and its formulas so different, that inspiration
one way or the other becomes a gratuitous hypothesis.

Other Indian sources confirm that such series were a much more serious
concern in India at least after ca. 500 CE than they seem to have been in the
Seleucid-Demotic region; indeed, both Brahmagupta and Bhaskara II deal with
the same types as Mahavira, and give rules whose formulation comes closer to the
Seleucid-Demotic ones than Mahavira's.39 This might still mean that the Indian

calculators developed borrowed material to greater sophistication, or that the
Demotic-Seleucid cluster was a borrowing from an earlier and less sophisticated
Indian stage. Since the Bakhshali manuscript (likely to be somewhat earlier than
Brahmagupta) contains none of the more complex types (sums of squares, cubes,
and triangular numbers) and invariably uses a formula for the arithmetical series
which is wholly different in spirit,40 independent development in the two areas
followed by cross-fertilizations may be the most plausible explanation.

Nine Chapters on Arithmetic

The Chinese Nine Chapters on Arithnretic41 is roughly contemporary with our Se-

leucid and Demotic sources. Though in the main a witness of an independent
tradition, this work does contain problems that seem to point to the Near East and
the Mediterranean - not least a version of the "reed against the wall" in IX.8 (in
which, however, a slanted beam is compared to the same beam in horizontal, not
in vertical position).
On first inspection, the whole sequence IX.6-13 looks as if it were related to
the Seleucid and Demotic rectangle problems, even though formulated in varying
dress and mostly so as to deal with right triangles (the right triangle is indeed the
topic of the chapter as a whole). On closer inspection, however, the evidence turns
out to be inconclusive.

Translated into the usual l-w-d symbolism - that is, expressed in the way
which will make kinship stand out as clearly as possible - the problems and their
solutions are the following:

Trans. [Colebrooke 1817: 290-294] and [Colebrooke 1817: 51-571, respectively. Their rule
for the sum of triangular numbers is identical with the Demotic rule; the rule for the sum of
squares is but slightly different in formulation from the corresponding Seleucid rule.
40 Namely, S = [(n - 1) d/2 + a] n, n being the number of terms, a the first term, and d the
difference (ed. [Hayashi 1995: 439 and passim]), termed the "Minus-One" method - that is,
the average term multiplied by the number of terms. It thus seems to be based on a purely
arithmetical consideration, whereas the Demotic-Seleucid-Pythagorean formula appears to
have been derived from psephoi considerations.
41 Ed., trans. [Vogel 19681.
39
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d - I = 1, w = 5 (the analogue of the Seleucid reed problem). I is found as

w2 -(d-l]2

whence d, where BM 34568, no. 12 finds d as

2(d -1)
d-1
and next 1. We observe that the Chinese procedure does not halve before
dividing by (d -1), which suggests that a geometric justification, if once
present, had been forgotten (cf. p. 16).42
(7)

d - I = 3, w = 8. The structure of the problem is the same, but the solution
proceeds differently:

(d+1)isfound as

(8)

d-!

d-!=

, anddas /2 ((d+1)+[d-1]).

This is related to the second problem of the Geneva papyrus, but different
from everything in the Seleucid and Demotic texts (cf also note 32).
d -1= 1, w = 10. Same problem type and same procedure as (7).

Another variation of (7).
(10) Yet another variation of no. 7.
(9)

(11) d=100,1-w=68.
1d2-2.(1-w)2

12w\ is first found as
/

2

, and w then as V2 ((12 ')+(! 2"-'))

2

- certainly not Seleucid-Demotic in style with its use of average and deviation, nor however similar in detail to anything from the older Near Eastern
tradition.

(12) d -1= 2, d - w = 4. The solution of this problem builds on the observation

that (d - [d - I] - [d - wJ) = 2(d-1) (d - w). This can be argued from a
diagram similar in style to Figure 8, which served for the problem type
d + 1= a, d + w = 13 - namely the one shown in Figure 11: the full square

(d) must equal the sum of the squares (1) and (w); therefore, the
overlap S = (d - [d - I] - [d - w]) must equal the area which they do not
cover, that is, 2R = 2
42

)(d - 1, d - w).43

As I am told by Karine Chemla, Liu Hui's commentaries to the Nine Chapters "describe
diagrams that are very comparable to those which [are here suggested to] lie behind some
Seleucid solutions." In the absence of familiarity with these commentaries I can form no
reasonable opinion as to whether these diagrams are likely to derive from familiarity with an
earlier tradition or to be Liu Hui's own constructions.

43

It should be observed that we are dealing here with the case of constant differences, d-! =
1- w. The Chinese solution, of course, does not take advantage of that, and we might therefore claim that the closest kin in the western sources is the case of arbitrary differences. This
case is not treated by Abu Bakr (nor in the ancient texts); it is treated by Leonardo (ed. [Boncompagni 1862: 71 ]), but he solves it by means of algebra, not by a rule or a diagram pointing
toward our geometric tradition. Even though the Chinese solution may build on a geometric
argument similar to the ones known from Leonardo (etc.), nothing allows us to connect the
actual problem or procedure to Near Eastern or Mediterranean texts.
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(13) d + 1= 10, w = 3. Solved as no. 2 of the Geneva papyrus: (d -1) is found as
w2/(d + 1), and I as '/2 . ([d + 1] + [d -1]).
d

R

I
ht

S

R

I

II f- v ---><--d-w-4 1

Similarities are certainly present, and the
appearance of a pole leaning against a wall
makes it highly plausible that contact has
played a role. But the similarities are always
relative; if the whole interest in this problem
type and the approach used in its solution is
ultimately inspired from abroad (which does
not follow from the pole-against-wall dress),
then the use of average and deviation in problem (11) and the predominant use of the identity w2 = (d + 1) (d -1) would rather point to

Figure 11. The possible geometric
basis for problem IX.12 of The

a contact preceding the Seleucid epoch and
ensuing independent development - but even

Nine Chapters.

that is certainly no necessary consequence.

Cautious Final Remarks

It is highly risky to base the construction of a stemma on the transformations
undergone by a single phrase, in particular when crosswise contamination is possible. If we are none the less tempted to engage in a similar perilous game we

may notice that those of our sources that make preferential use of the identity
w2 = (d + 1) (d -1) are those that formulate problems in terms of right triangles.
not quadrangles; if not allowing any positive conclusions the observation may at
least remind us that the "Seleucid" innovations need not have emerged together,
however much the scarcity of sources tempts us to see them as belonging together.

This is of course particularly clear regarding the summations and the new approach to the rectangle, where positive though indirect evidence suggests rather
different datings.
This observation may be generalized into a conclusion: A number of innovations turn up in Seleucid and contemporary mathematical sources which otherwise
reflect the style of second-millennium mathematics. But the written sources that

reflect diffusion of the particular "Seleucid" problem types outside the Near
Eastern area are, like the sources from the Near East itself, too few and too diverse
to allow any certain inferences concerning the details of the transmission pattern,
or regarding the precise locations and dates where the various innovations were
first introduced.
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Some Ancient and Medieval Approximations
to Irrational Numbers and Their Transmission
by J. LENNART BERGGREN

We investigate the historical roots and branches of a number of common approximations
of some irrational quantities arising in ancient and medieval mathematics. Almost all of
these values or methods were known from China to Western Europe. but in our investigations of their origins and diffusion we have taken into account the varying contexts in
which they appear. The historical record of their diffusion seems to suggest, in at least
one case, a single origin and diffusion from that center, but, in other cases, multiple origins and again diffusion from these.

Introduction and Some Methodological Considerations

Could rt be equal to 10 ? Could the side of a square in a circle of radius 60 be
equal to 84 307/360? Could 13/15 represent the height of an equilateral triangle of
side length 1? A mathematician may find these values curious. But a historian
must find it even curiouser (as Alice would say) that only relatively few values for
these fundamental constants are found in one culture after another, ranging from
China to North Africa and Europe, and over a span of time ranging from Hammurabi ca. 1800 B.C. to Lorenzo de Medici in the 15th century A.D. And this curious
fact raises the question of whether these values were independent discoveries, repeated time and again, or whether some or all of them may have been transmitted
from one ancient or medieval civilization to another.
If, for example, one finds an accurate approximation to an irrational number
in several cultures one is tempted to suspect that the value was transmitted from
one to the other. So when Zu Chongzhi uses the highly accurate approximation
355/113 for n in fifth-century China' and Nilakantha uses it around 1500 in India2
one suspects that the value was transmitted.
On the other hand, if two civilizations possess effective iterative algorithms
for computing approximations to arbitrary accuracy, the coincidence of accurate
values is less surprising. A case in point is the value that the astronomer and
geographer, Claudius Ptolemy, used for the side of a square in a circle, a value
accurate to six decimal places.3 It is, in fact, based on the same value for f as
one famous Old Babylonian approximation dating from the time of Hammurabi
(1;24,51,10 (:z:: 1.4142130)). Did Ptolemy learn of his value from what were ultiI

2
3

[Lam & Ang 1986: 3341. All dates are A.D. unless otherwise specified.
(Gupta 1975: 3-4].
[Toomer 1984: 49-501. Ptolemy's circle had radius 60 and the value he gave for the side of
its inscribed square was 84;51,10.
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mately Old Babylonian sources? Perhaps he did, since Hellenistic Greeks, after
all, learned from Babylonian sources
the sexagesimal number system in which Ptolemy expressed this value from
the Babylonians, and
astronomical parameters and arithmetic models of planetary motion.4

On the other hand, Ptolemy had complete control of the Babylonian arithmetic,

and his writings show that he was able to calculate square roots to arbitrary
accuracy. Thus it is equally likely that his value was the result of an independent
computation by Ptolemy himself, or by an earlier Greek mathematician which had
become traditional by Ptolemy's time.
Sometimes context is helpful. Thus the fact that the same approximation to
appears in Greek and Latin texts discussing the area of an equilateral triangle
suggests that the Latin value is derived from the Greek texts.
The discussion as to how the Old Babylonian value for f2- could be obtained
also raises a methodological point. One scholar has argued that no approximation

that, like the Babylonian, is less than the true value can be obtained from any
method of approximation by excess.5 However, someone who was aware that a
given method produced values in excess of the true might well look at such a
value and drop a small fractional part, suspecting quite correctly that it would
improve the approximation.6
Of course, algorithms for computing values may have been transmitted just as
well as individual values, and we shall see some examples of this later on.
There is also the complication that approximations, such as the very accurate

approximation for. discussed above, or the less accurate 17/12, can be derived
by a variety of methods, a point we shall discuss later. Here it suffices to note that
knowledge of previous practice within a culture or of a particular writer can assist
us in deciding which of the possible methods might be the origin of a particular
value.

However, it is not only the accurate approximations and algorithms that pose
problems. The problems are no fewer when it comes to markedly crude (e.g.,
it = 3), or even bizarre (n = 10 ), values found in two different cultures. Although
the use of it = 3 in a number of cultures is hardly evidence of transmission, the
situation for it = 10 is more complicated. We shall go into this example more
fully later, and our point here is simply that there are no general rules for deciding
between transmission and independent discovery.

Some Methods for Finding Square Roots

According to one definition, "A method is a trick you use twice." Here, then, are
seven methods for approximating.. (We assume N is not a perfect square.)
4
5

6

See (Jones 1997].
[Gupta 1985: 161.
[Fowler & Robson 1998: 374-3751 suggest this.
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Method 1. Find an integer a so that a2 < N < (a + 1)2, and let r = N - a2. By linear
=a+ r/(2a + 1). In the case of .12
interpolation one obtains the approximation

and f (where a = I) this yields the values 4/3 and f = 5/3.1
Heron's approximation of 54 = 22/3 in his Stereometrica8 of the first century
is the one value in Greek mathematics that can be derived from this method .9
Similarly, there is indirect evidence of Brahmagupta's use of the method in the
seventh century.t° The method was, however, common in medieval Islam and
appears, for example, in the works of three tenth-century writers and one in the
11`h century. In the 13"century the famous Persian philosopher and mathematician NasTr al-Din al-TasT even calls 2a + I "the conventional denominator.""
Since Heron depended heavily on Babylonian material and the use of linear

approximation is characteristic of Babylonian astronomical methods, Method I
may have originated in ancient Babylon, even though it is not attested there. From
there it went to Hellenistic Greek writers and to India. In neither culture did it gain
much popularity, but it came into its own when it went to medieval Islam, through
Islam's early adoption of Indian methods.
Method 2. A simple check by squaring shows that the approximations obtained
by Method I are low, so it might be tempting for one using this method to decrease
the denominator from 2a + I to 2a. This would increase slightly the value of the
whole, and one would obtain the approximation, fN = a + r/2a.
One could also obtain this by solving) a2 + r = (a + e)2 (approximately) for e by
dropping e2 in the expansion of (a + e)2.' On solving the resulting linear equation,

one obtains' = a + r/2a. But, however it may have been derived, the approximation was quite common. In fact, all values of square roots in Old Babylonian
texts can be derived, by iteration if necessary, from this formula.'3 Demotic papyri
of the third century B.C. (see [Parker 1969]) provide evidence of the use of this
formula,14 and the papyrus P. Carlsberg 30, a century later, gives a good approximation to 200 , namely 14 1/7, which fits the use of this formula.'s The oldest
Chinese algorithms for finding non-terminating square roots, which date from the
first three centuries of our era, leave on the calculating board exactly the value

Note that this rule yields the same denominator of the fractional part for all numbers between
two successive squares.
8 [Heath 1921, II: 319] points out that this is not an unaltered work of Heron's.
9 [Heath 1921, 11: 51].
7

10

See [Gupta 1985: 141.

11

According to [Saidan 1978: 441 ].

12
13

[Gupta 1985: I5].
[Fowler & Robson 1998]. On p. 371 the authors cite an explicit use of the method from
BM 96957 + VAT 6598, but the statement that all Old Babylonian values can be derived by
this method seems to appear only in their abstract on p. 366.

14

[Parker 1969: 1381 (cited in [Gupta 1985)).

15

This implies an approximation to f accurate to 5 decimal places, since 200 /10 = J2 . The
same approximation is used at the end of the ninth century in Egypt by Aba Kamil [Sesiano
1996:4].
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obtained by this approximation. 16 In India the rule was a favorite of the Jaina
writers.'7 Although it never became as popular as the previous method in medieval Islam, one finds the rule used in al-Khwarizmi in the ninth century,'8 and then
in writers in the 10th and 14th centuries.19 It was likely from Arabic texts, such as

the Latin translation of al-Khwarizmi, that it passed to Latin writers and then
made its way to central Europe in the 15th century.20

Unlike linear approximation, this approximation is evidently high, since its
square exceeds N by r2/4a2. When r> a, the error in the square is more than 1/4,
and as r gets close to 2a + I the error becomes unacceptable. For example, Ibn
Tahir pointed out21 that for. it yields 3/2, whose square exceeds 2 by 1/4, and
for,J-3 it yields 2.

However, in these cases one can use for a2 the first square larger than N, and

then from N = a2 - r derive. = a - r/(2a)
again an approximation by excess,
but a better one all the same. For N = 3 this yields f = 1 3/4, the standard Old
Babylonian value for this quantity .22 Al-Qalasadi, from 15th-century Granada,
recommends this method as the one to use when r > a.23
Iteration of Method 2 gives the approximation
,IN-

_(a+r/2a)-2(r!+r

2

which, when applied to the approximation. = 3/2, gives. = 3/2 - (1/4)/3 = 17/12.
Old Babylonian texts use this common ancient value and Heron uses it in Metrica
1 23, in the context of determining the area of a regular octagon from the square of
the length of its side. In the early third century, Marcus Cetius Faventinus, in his
builders' manual, De diversis fabricis architectonicae, recommends forming a
triangle of sides two feet, two feet, and two feet ten inches in order to make a
carpenter's square.24 In addition, both the Bakhshali manuscn t fr om India" and
al-Qalasadi26 give the rule for iterating the approximation ja2+ r = a + r/2a.
16

[Chemla 1992: 138].

17
18

[Gupta 1975:2].
[Folkerts 1997: 96-97].

19

See the excellent survey in [Saidan 1978: 441-445].

20

(Folkerts 1996: 109] points out that the method is used in Regiomontanus's Vienna Rechenbuch.

21

[Saidan 1978: 441 ].
See [Fowler & Robson 1998: 372-373].

22
23

24
25

26

in the mathematically equivalent form a'+ r = a + (r + I)/(2a + 2).
(Rebstock 1999-2000: 197-98] points out that not only was the technique known to the

He gives the formula

Moroccan al-Ha$$ar in the 12ih century (in the subtractive form referred to earlier) but it was
known in the form (*) two generations earlier to the specialist in inheritance law, al-$ardaft,
in the Yemen.
Cited from [McCague 1993: 22].
[Gupta 1985: 17]. The date of the Bakhshali manuscript is a subject of considerable dispute,
and estimates range from the second to the twelfth centuries.
[Woepcke 1854: 384]. Thus Saidan's statement [Saidan 1978: 4451 that "this formula has not
been traced in Arabic texts" is mistaken.
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It should be noted, however, that the approximation 17112, can also be derived
by continued fractions and by Theon of Smyrna's method (see below). Therefore,
not every appearance of 17/12 is clear evidence for use of an iterated version of
Method 2.

In an case, if one iterates Method 2 again, one obtains as an approximation to J2 the number 577/408 which, when expressed in unit fractions, yields
I + 1/3 + (1/3 - 4) - (1/3 4)(1/34). Some scholars have argued that this is, in fact,
how the ancient Indians derived this value, which was, it seems, first mentioned in
the Sulba Surras27 and became common in ancient India.

The evidence suggests that Method 2 and its iterates originated in Babylon
and from there radiated outwards to China and India. From India it, like Method 1,

went to medieval Islam and thence to the Latin West. Within this larger transmission of a method, or algorithm, was a minor tradition, within users of mathematics, such as builders, of the transmission of the particular value off = 17/12.
Method 3. An iterative method based on a formula equivalent to Method 2 is the
following: If a is any approximation to JN then N/a is an approximation in the
other direction. Then, take the average of a and N/a, namely (a + N/a)/2 as a new
approximation.28

Heron explicitly states this method in his Merrica, in the context of showing
how to use the square root to compute the area of a triangle from the lengths of its
sides29. The area of Heron's triangle is 720 , and Heron, starting with the approximation 27, applies the method to obtain 720 -_ 26 + 5/6. He then remarks that
one can do the same thing again, this time starting with the last value obtained, if
one wishes to find a closer approximation. Heron's is the first explicit description

of such a method, but the I4ih-century Byzantine mathematicians, Barlaam of
Calabria and Nicolas Rhabdas, also describe the method 30 as do Luca Pacioli
(ca. 1500) and other Italian algebraists. We are not aware of evidence that Islamic
writers used this iterative method, and it is possible that the Byzantines learned it
from Heron. From Byzantium, it could then have gone to the Latin West. (The
earliest reported Indian use of Method 3 is in a treatise of the early 16th century.31)

As to the ultimate origins of Method 3, Neugebauer conjectured that they
were Old Babylonian. Certainly the appearance of the method in Heron is consistent with this hypothesis, but we would not be surprised to find that the procedure
originated in the Hellenistic world.
See the edition of the Sulba Sutras in [Sen & Bag 1983], especially the discussion of this
value and the various methods by which it may have been derived on pp. 164-168. See also
[Gupta 1985: 16-17].
28 For possible roles of averaging in generating a number of medieval approximations of square
27

roots see Gupta 1981.
[Hoyrup 1997, note 321 has argued that this passage is part of a section (Metrica l.vii and viii)
that is interpolated in the Metrica, but likely one by Heron himself or, at least, another ancient
source.
30 According to [Heath 1921, 11: 3241.
31 According to [Gupta 1985: 16).
29
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On the surface it appears, and some have argued,32 that the Method 3 would
be simpler to apply than the mathematically equivalent Method 2, where one has
to calculate N - a2 at each stage, and then divide by 2a. The argument is plausible
until one actually tries the two methods. One quickly realizes that the problem is
the calculation of N/a, which occurs in either method. In the absence of some uniform system for handling fractions, such as the sexagesimal or decimal system,
the division and addition of the fractions obtained by successive iterations become
tedious chores.

Method 4. Another iterative method for f found in Greek writings is that given
in the Expositio of the second-century writer Theon of Smyrna. It involves calculating approximations (S and D) to the side and diagonal of a square according to
the rule S' = S + D and D' = 2S + D (= S + S'). The quotients D/S, D'/S', etc. are
successive approximations to r2-.
One may start with S = D = I to obtain the pairs 2,3; 5,7; 12,17; 29,41; 70,99;
169,239; 408,577. The quotients formed from these are in fact the successive
values produced by the continued fraction expansion off , and 577/408 yields
the Indian value from the Sulba Sutras. Theon's is computationally much simpler
than any of the methods we have discussed to this point, because it involves no
computations with fractions. But it seems to have had no effect on later methods,
nor are the origins of the method known. One can only observe, as above, that it
yields a number of commonly used ancient values forF2 as well as some intermediate terms.33 As we remarked earlier, however, a given approximation can
often be derived by a variety of methods, and, in particular, it seems unlikely that
the ancient Indian value came from that set out by Theon of Smyma.

Method S. Several cultures used the algorithm based on the expansion (a + b)2 =
a2 + 2ab + b2, explained by Theon of Alexandria,34 and known from Chinese,
Indian, and Arabic sources as well.
Theon, who wrote in the fourth century, explains the method in his commentary on Ptolemy's Almagest, and the many accurate approximations to square
roots found in Ptolemy's work suggest that Ptolemy knew the algorithm in the
first half of the second century. In China one finds it described, very tersely it is
true, in the Nine Chapters in the first century," and explained more fully in Liu
Hui's third-century commentary on this classic work. In India it is known from
the Aryabhaliya, written by Aryabhata in 499. One meets an account in Arabic
first in al-Khwarizmi.36

See, for example, [Fowler & Robson 1998: 376].
Thus 7/5, 17/12, and 577/408 (albeit in the Indian form) are all attested ancient values.
34 See (Thomas 1980, I: 52-61 ] for neon's account of the process.
32
33

35

For the explanation in the Nine Chapters, Liu Hui's commentary thereto, and the authors'
historical commentary see [Shen, Crossley & Lun 1999: 204-213]. Both the method and the
geometric thought that seems to lie behind it seem to be very close to that of Theon.

36

Chapter 14. See [Folkerts 1997: 96-99).
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This last fact argues for a transmission of the method from India to Islam, and
the early appearance of the work in China (relative to the appearances in Greek
and Indian literature) argues for independent invention there. On the other hand,

Theon's polished discussion of the method for the example of 4500 is set so
firmly in the traditional Greek doctrine of rectangular areas and gnomons that it
seems likely that it, too, arose as part of Greek mathematics, albeit after the introduction of sexagesimal fractions in the second century B.C.
The difference between the Chinese and Greek accounts on the one hand and
the Indian on the other is that the two former describe a procedure that they are
aware can be continued to obtain successive fractional parts (decimal in the case
of the Chinese and sexagesimal in the case of Theon). And although Theon never
explains how to find the whole number part, 67, of the approximation to 4500 .
Aryabhata seems to intend his procedure to extract that part only.37 For this reason
it is hard to imagine the Indian method being derived from the Greek or the Chinese.

Method 6. A convenient method for approximation, whatever system one has for
fractions, is to multiply the radicand, N, by an integer square, b2. Then one takes
the integer part of the square root of the product, and divides the result by b.
The two examples of this usually cited from the works that have been ascribed
to Heron, however, seem less a general method than a particular device that arises

from the circumstances. For example, in the Geometrica,38 he calculates the
number 4 8+1/4+1/8+1/16 as 135 , by bringing the 4 inside the radical as 16.
He then calculates 135 as 11 + 1 /2 + 1/14 + 1/2

1.3

Relying, according to his own testimony, on Indian sources, al-Khwarizmi
follows a procedure similar to that in the Geometrica. Thus, to find ,12 _+1/3+1/13
he expresses the radicand as 94/39, multiplies numerator and denominator by 39,
takes the root of the numerator, 94 39, by method 5, and divides the result by 39.
This much al-Khwarizmi says that he got from the Indians. He then goes on to

explain40 that one can also approximate the square root of a small number by
adding an even number of zeros to its right. One then takes the square root of the
number so augmented and divides that by 1 followed by half the number of zeros.
He illustrates this by calculating f as 2,000,0001 000. This he claims to be his
Indeed, even if one has a convenient fractional system it can be simpler, for extracting the
fractional part of the root, to use the algorithm to produce the integer part of the square root
only, and then find a fractional part by another method.
38 Geomeirica cited in [Heath 1921,11: 321]. The work has been traditionally assumed to be
based on a work of Hero, but in Heiberg's judgement, it "was not made by Hero, nor can a
Heronian work be reconstructed by removing a larger or smaller number of interpolations"
(Hoyrup's translation in [Hoyrup 1997: 721). For additional information see [Heath 1921, [1:
319], who says only that "The Geometria ... is not his [Heron's] work in its present form."
39 This is not one of the convergents of the continued fraction expansion for the root.
40 See Chapters I8 and 19, and the associated commentary in [Folkerts 1997). This procedure is,
as Folkerts its is out, discussed more generally in the previous chapters, where al-KhwArizmi
_3+
calculates ,J-2
+l/1/13 as 94 _/39 and then as 3-666 / 39 to obtain 60/39 + a remainder.
37
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own idea, but in fact in India this method was known practically contemporaneously with al-Khwarizmi in the work of Sridhara in the Paliganita as well as
in other writers .41 Although one supposes that al-Khwarizmi was telling the truth
when he wrote that he did not learn of the device from Indian sources it seems

likely all the same that Indian writers knew the general rule as,= (Nb)2 /b.
The method was ubiquitous among the Muslim authors,42 and it was doubtless
from an Arabic text that John of Seville learned the method in the first half of the
12'" century.43

Maximos Planudes claimed the method as his own ca. 1300 in his Great
Treatise on Indian Reckoning.44 However, T. L. Heath [1921,1:62-631 has cued
convincingly that Ptolemy used the method to obtain the approximation to J3 implicit in his table of chords, 1;43,55,23, which is very much better than Heron's.

Moreover, the method was known to other early Greek writers, and one finds
evidence of it in the scholia to Elements X. Certainly, once the Greeks were aware

of Method 5 operating on the sexagesimal system a proficient calculator like
Ptolemy would not have needed anyone to suggest the idea of calculating, say, an
approximation to 37 by calculating 37.602/60.
Method 7. According to [Gupta 1994: 63], the value 7/4 was a common approximation to f ; however, Heron gives a much better value when in Geometrica 14
he expresses v r3-/4 as 1 /3 + 1 /10, which implies f = 26/15. The same approximation is implicit in the value 43 1/3 for -vrl
, found in his Metrica 17, since
1875 = 252 . 3. In addition, Heron's contemporary, the Latin writer Columella, in
his De re ruslica, uses the same value for.J , and around the year 1000 Abbot
Gerbert of Aurillac implicitly gives the same value for f in a letter to his pupil
Adelbold of Liege in recommending the use of the ratio 30 : 26 for the ratio of the
side of an equilateral triangle to its altitude. In all these writings the context in
which f appears is that of finding the area of an equilateral triangle .43
None of the methods discussed above produce this excellent approximation
to 0, which is the fifth convergent of the continued fraction expansion of that
number. However, T. N. Thiele, suggested a simple method based on taking successive powers of 5 - 3 f (< 0) for obtaining not only Heron's approximation but
Archimedes' bounds 265/153 <,13- < 1351/780 in the Measurement of the Circle.46

Dutka points to what he sees as a flaw in this explanation of the approximation, namely that the initial approximation f = 5/3 is not attested in the ancient
41

42
43

[Gupta 1985: I5].
[Saidan 1978:441-452].
For John's knowledge see (Gupta 1985: 151.

44

[Allard 1981: 157-1661. [Gupta 1985: 15] suggests that what Planudes saw as his contribution was the explicit combination of Methods 5 and 6.

45

As in the case of the approximation 17/12 for. it seems likely that these coincidences,
within the tradition of a particular geometrical problem, involve transmission of the approximation rather than of the method for obtaining it. For Columella see [Dilke 1987: 32). For
Gerbert see [McCague 1993: 148-149].

46

(Dutka 1986: 23].
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literature. However, this is not an insuperable difficulty, since it is quite credible
that once methods were found to produce approximations to f better than 5/3 the
approximation 5/3 would vanish without a trace.
Summary of Methods for Square Roots. Although we have given our views about

the different methods at the end of the sections dealing with them, it may be
useful here to summarize our views of the different kinds of transmission found
with the different methods.
For example, evidence suggests that Methods I and 2 originated in Babylon.
spread from there to India, and then to medieval Islam, where Method I became
the more popular. But from there Method 2 alone spread to the West and earlier.

from Babylon, spread to China and Hellenistic Egypt. A particular value of f
obtainable from Method 2, 17/12, had a career of its own from Old Babylon, to
Heron, and then to the Latin West. We have also stated our belief that Method 3
might have been a Greek invention that spread via Heron to Byzantium and the
West. In contrast to Method 2, Method 5, although as widely distributed (China.
Greece, India, Islam - and thence to the Latin West), may have originated independently in each of China, Greece, and India. Method 4 appears "out of nowhere"
in a second-century Greek text purportedly written for students of philosophy and
then goes, apparently, nowhere. (One might also argue whether a procedure that
applies only to f qualifies as a method.) Method 6, finally, appears to be one that
medieval Islam learned from India and, after developing it, transmitted it to the
West. At the same time one can also trace a Greek and Byzantine tradition of its

use, and, possibly, the Greeks developed it on the basis of an ad hoc method
found at least as early as Heron.

Approximations to it

We begin with the approximation 10 , which we mentioned at the beginning of
this paper. This value appears first in the work of the Chinese mathematician,
Zhang Heng (ca. 100). According to the account of the third-century mathematician, Liu Hui,47 Zhang knew the old value 4 :3 for the ratio of the area of a
square to the area of its inscribed circle, a value based on it = 3.48 l le also knew
that the ancients had supposed that the volume of a cube to the volume of its inscribed sphere was the square of that, 16: 9, so V = 9 D3/16, where D is the diameter
of the sphere and V is its volume. However, Zhang realized that this rule provided

a value less than the true value, whatever that value might be. He therefore corrected the formula by adding another D3/16 to the value, to get V = 10 D3/16.
Hence the volume of a cube is to that of the inscribed sphere as 8 : 5. Zhang then
applied this back to the square and inscribed circle and argued that the correct
See the account of the story in (Lam & Ang 1986), which is based on the account by Liu Hui
in the third century of our era.
48 Of course this is the same as the ancient Babylonian value for this constant.
47
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ratio for the correspondin plane figure should not be 4 : 3 but f : v f5-. This, of
course, implies that it = 10 .
Despite its early appearance in China, the value 10 has been called the Jaina
value for it because it is often used in the works of writers adhering to that sect.49

Dates of Jaina writings are controversial, but competent authorities agree in
assigning to the first century a work by Umasvat7i, where the value it =,5010 is
explicitly stated in a rule for the circumference of a circle.50 Since Zhang Heng
probably wrote his work in the early part of the second century A.D. he could
hardly have been Umasvati's source.
From that time onwards, however, the line of descent is clearer, and one finds
the value it = 10 in the Suryasiddhanta,51 and cited by Brahmagupta as "the
value."52

accurate
In a similar vein, al-Khwarizmi says in his Algebra53 that although the com-

mon man uses 3 1/7 as the multiplier to produce the circumference of a circle
from its diameter, geometers take the circumference as 10 d d . He was writing
in Baghdad and depended on Indian sources. The value it = %FI also appears in
I I h-century Andalusia,54 and writers in both India and China continued to use it
until at least the 1701 and 18'h centuries (respectively).55

In view of the deductive context in which it is situated in Chinese mathematics it is likely that the value there originated independently with Zhang Heng,
but there is no such context for the Indian value. Smith suggests56 that it may have

arisen when a mathematician who knew the value it = 3 1/7 observed that the
= a + r/(2a + 1) of Method I yields 10 = 9 + 1 = 3 1/7. (We
approximation
have it on the authority of al-BYruni in his India that Brahmagupta knew the value
it = 3 1/7, and a number of later Indian writers knew the value. 7) As ingenious as
10 was proposed by
Smith's suggestion is, it seems more likely that the value it =V,10someone who believed it was different from 3 1/7, not by someone who believed
it was the same.
Another widespread value for it is 62,832/20,000, i.e., exactly 3.1416. A fragment in a Chinese commentary on the Nine Chapters gives the value of it implic-

itly in stating that the area of a circle of radius 1 chi can be taken as 314 4/25
[square] can (where I can = 1/10 chi), which gives it = 3.1416.58 This value is
49
50
51

[Gupta 1975: 2].
[Gupta 1975: 5].

52
53

[Gupta 1975: 31.

54
55

[Bond 1921/22: 314) (cited in [Gupta 1975: 3]). The Andalusian writer is al-Zargallf.
According to [Gupta 1975: 31.

56
57
58

[Smith 1925, II: 254].
[Gupta 1975: 3].

Suryasiddh6nta 1 59 [Burgess 1935: 43]. It is identified as the factor by which one multiplies
the earth's diameter to obtain its circumference, and later as the factor to use in calculating
planetary orbits.
[Rosen 1831:71].

More precisely, the area is given as 314 can and 4/25 cun. Experts disagree as to whether Liu
Hui (Fl. ca. 265) or a later commentator wrote the fragment. See lVolkov 1994a: 139-145;
Lam & Ang 1986: 333-334].
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also found,59 in the Paulisasiddhiinta, a Sanskrit translation of the third or fourth

century of a Greek astronomical work. One or two centuries later, Aryabhata
(b. 476) gave the value in the form of Rule 10: Add 4 to 100, multiply by 8. and
add 62,000. The result is, he says, "approximately the circumference of a circle of
diameter 20,000.i60 Then, in Baghdad around 780, Ya`qub ibn Tariq, who states
that he is basing himself on an Indian informant, gives the same value when he
states that the circumference of the outer circle of the zodiac is 125,664,000 farsakhs and its radius is twenty million 61 In the next century al-Khwarizmi, in his
Algebra, identifies the value as that of the astronomers, as opposed to the geometers' value, 10 . And, again, one finds it in 11th-century Andalusia.62
Given the fame of Archimedes' approximation of 3 1/7, one might be surprised to find in a work translated from Greek a value as good as 3.1416. However,
one need not be, for Heron cites a very good value for it that he found in Archimedes' On Plinthides and Cylinders. The figures are garbled but there is reason to
believe that 3.141596 is very close to the value Archimedes derived 63 In any case,

Ptolemy used his table of chords to find that the circumference of the circle is
3.14166... (3;8,30) times the diameter.64 And Apollonius found bounds for the
value of it closer than those (3 10/71 and 3 10/70) that Archimedes gave.65 Since,

then, there is a Greek context for values of it considerably better than the 3 1/7
attributed to Archimedes, a value equal to 3.1416 should not be regarded as an
unlikely one in the Hellenistic world.

One of the most remarkable ancient values for it is 355/113, derived, by a
method we can only conjecture, by the Chinese Zu Chongzhi, who was perhaps an
older contemporary of Aryabhata. His value of it is also found in India ca. 1500 in
the works of the astronomer Nilakantha.66 In fact, Gupta points out that if, in the
prescription C = 3D + (16D + 16) / 113, which relates the circumference (C) of a
circle to its diameter (D) and is found in a commentary of Virasena ca. 800, the
"illogical constant" 16 were not added on, the formula would yield the Chinese
value of n.67 In addition the value appeared in European writers.68

59

According to al-BTrtoni in his India [Sachau 1888, 1: 168). The value Liu Hui is known to
have deduced is 3.14.

60

[Clark 1930: 28].4
Cited by al-BTrunT in a table of planetary distances which he says is taken from Ya'gab's TarkTb al-afak (see [Pingree 1968: 106]).
[Gupta 1973: 19].

61

62

64

According to Tannery, cited in [Heath 1921, I: 232-233). The citation from Heron is from his
Metrica (I 26).
Almagest VI 7. It is unclear why [Gupta 19731 ascribes Ptolemy's value to Apollonius.

65

(Heath 1921,1: 2341.

66
67
68

In his Tantra-sangraha and in his Golasara.
[Gupta 1975: 31. The commentary is the Dhavala
[Smith 1925: 310]. Valentin Otho, in the 16°i century, derived it from the Archimedian and
Ptolemaic values (22/7 and 377/120, respectively) by forming (377-22)/(120-7), so there is
no evidence of Chinese influence.
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Concluding Remarks

We have already summarized our conclusions and conjectures about the history of
approximations to roots, and shall not repeat them here. What interests us here is
whether there are any noticeable differences between the diffusion of n and that of
square roots. One striking difference is that during the historical period covered
here one finds a number of algorithms for approximating square roots but only

one algorithm for approximating n, discovered independently in Hellenistic
Greece (from Archimedes to Ptolemy) and China. Despite this algorithm's potential for generating ever more accurate approximations the difficulties of doing the
computations ensured that prior to the time of al-Kiishi mathematicians limited
their efforts here to producing values that were arguably useful. In general, the

criteria of utility and convenience were primary in the ancient approximations
to irrational numbers. Calculation, especially involving fractions, was hard work
and, for the most part, the ancients were quite content with a serviceable, but
fairly rough, approximation.
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A Reconstruction of Greek Multiplication Tables for Integers
by JACQUES SESIANO

Greek multiplication tables for integers have come down to us in fragmentary form only.
But we know that the Copts and Armenians adopted the Greek system of numeration and
what their own multiplication tables looked like. Now it appears from the Greek fragments that these tables were indeed the antique ones.

Nous ne connaissons les tables de multiplication grecques pour les entiers que par des
fragments isolds. En revanche, nous connaissons les tables des Coptes et des Armenians.
qui avaient adoptd le systdme grec de numeration. Or it apparait des fragments grecs
conserves qu'elles correspondent aux tables de multiplication antiques.

Greek multiplication tables for integers have come down to us in fragmentary
form only. An additional problem is that editors of such fragments generally transcribe them without any attempt to look at the structure of the tables and thus
often without drawing parallels with other related fragments. The purpose of this
study is to restore, using also non-Greek sources, the form of the original main
Greek tables.

Multiplication Tables

A fundamental step for beginners in mathematics is to know about multiplication.
Thus people had either to know the multiplication tables or to have them readily
at hand. Such tables took various forms, depending on the base of the numerical
system and the symbols used for the numerals.
In theory, a complete multiplication table would be set out as follows. If there
are m symbols, they form the first row and column, and the product is read where
the corresponding horizontal and vertical lines meet (Fig. 1). This is sufficient for
multiplying numbers with several digits, since all that remains to do is to multiply
the products of the single digits by the appropriate power of the base.
Now such a table can be simplified without any loss of information by taking
into account the commutativity of the product. Since all the products below the
diagonal are also found above it, we may disregard either of the parts thus separated. By doing so, we reduce the m2 products of the original form to i m(m + 1)
and there are far fewer products to write out (marked by * in Figure 1). We may
also ignore the obvious multiplications, such as those by 1, or by 0 if the numerical system has a zero. This leaves i (m - 2)(m -1) products to know.
In the Indian system of numeration used today, with ten digits and base ten,
this means knowing 36 products. In mediaeval times the corresponding multipli-
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Figure 1

cation tables, either complete or in the reduced, triangular form, were commonly
found in manuscripts. But in Mesopotamia, where base sixty was used, and thus
1711 different products occurred, the tables most frequently found give, for one
specific number, the results of its multiplication by the integers 1 to 20, then by
30, 40, 50 (as well as by some larger integers and inverses of integers).
The case of Greece is different, due to the peculiarity of its numerical system.
Although the base is ten, there are symbols - actually letters - representing the
nine units, the nine tens and the nine hundreds. For the thousands, the signs for
the nine units are used again but with a stroke. A horizontal line above distinguishes numerals from letters (Fig. 2; note the unclassical signs for 6, 90, 900).
This makes it possible to form the numerals from I to 9999 by means of at most

four letters, while no symbol for zero is necessary. For larger numbers, these
numerals are used again, with a sign placed before each such group indicating
which power of 104 it is the coefficient of. Therefore, a complete Greek multiplication table should have 36 entries on each side, and thus contain 362 = 1296
products. In the triangular form, it would be reduced to 666 (630 without the
multiplications by one). The products by 10000, the first unit of higher order, may
also be included, which increases the number of products to 1369 and 703 respectively.
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We have today only fragmentary evidence of Greek multiplication tables.
These fragments have been conveniently listed by David Fowler.' But they would
be insufficient to provide a complete view of multiplication tables had we not had
the help of some non-Greek sources, from a much later period, which adopted and
thus preserved the Greek system of numerals together with the way of computing

with it. One of these sources is an account, in Arabic, of the Coptic system of
numeration and its multiplication tables.2 The other is by the sixth-century Armenian Anania Shirakatsi, who was trained in (Greek) mathematics in Trebizond and
who has preserved a complete set of tables in his arithmetical treatise.' These two
sources will enable us first to distinguish between different aspects of these tables.
Then we shall see that Coptic, but also Greek, fragments do confirm the existence
of such tables. (These fragments appear to differ considerably in the size of the
extant parts and the material used, which may be papyri, wax tablets, ostraka, and
even graffiti.)

Simple Tables

In this, the simplest form of the tables, each of the thirty-six symbols from n = 2
to n = 10000 is multiplied by 1, 2, ..., 10. The whole table thus consists of thirtysix smaller tables of ten lines, each containing a triad of numbers, namely the two
factors and their product (Fig. 3; we shall refer to it as Type 1). After giving the
thirty-seven Coptic signs for the numbers (the four sets of units and 10000), the
(anonymous) Arabic author describes this first set of multiplication tables in the
following way:
They (the Copts) ordered the multiplications of these thirty-seven symbols in
thirty-six tables, beginning with (the table of) two; they omitted the table for
one, because all the tables begin with the multiplication by one. They called
these (tables) bagsat. They formed a table for each of these symbols, with (its
multiplication) by one, then by two, then by three (and so on), then by ten. The
disposition of the multiplications in each table of the bagsal is thus such that
n

n

I

n

2

(2n)

n

3

(3n)

n

4

(4n)

n

9

(9n)

n

10

(10n)

Figure 3
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See [Fowler 19871, 199921.
See [Sesiano 1989].
See (Abrahamyan 1944: 214-220]. 1 am grateful to Prof. Francoise Micheau, Paris, for providing me with a copy of this rare book.
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n
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each symbol is multiplied by ten symbols. Each symbol and its multiplier are
read in Coptic, as also the result of the multiplication of the two symbols [Sesiano 1989: 55, 61-62].

Note that the word bagsat is an Arabic plural of a Coptic denomination which
surely goes back to the Greek a(3ct .
The extant fragments show that some variations occur in these simple tables

of Type I. First, the multiplication by 10 may be omitted (Type Ia). Next, each
product of two different factors may be followed by the same product with inversion of the factors, as if the commutativity of the product were not evident
(Type I', see Fig. 4, and Type Ia'). Finally, some texts find it necessary to add the
inverted products even when the factors are identical, so that k k occurs twice
(Type I", possibly Type la").
Since this arrangement is said to have been used by the Copts, we shall first
mention some instances of it in Coptic fragments, classifying them according to
the above types. We shall then do the same for Greek fragments. In what follows,
"P." stands for papyrus, "0." for ostrakon, "WT." for wax tablet, while "s." is
used for "century."
A. Coptic evidence

(1) Type I

(C.I.1) P. Vindob. ACh. 4519, s. XI. From 2. 1 = 2 to 5 I = 5 (fragmentary). See
[NTK, No. 310].

(C.I.2) P. Vindob. ACh. 15853, s. XI-XII. From 2. I = 2 to 2. 10 = 20. See [NTK,
No. 308a].

(C.I.3) P. Vindob. ACh. 5070, s. X. From 3 .5 = 15 to 10. 10 = 100. Fourteen
lines missing at the top (thus originally contained the products from n = 2 to n
= 10). See [NTK, No. 312].
(C.I.4) 0. Wadi Sarga 22. From 6. 1 = 6 to 7. 10 = 70. See [NTK, No. 316].
(C.I.5) P. Vindob. ACh. 4789, s. M. From 50.7 = 350 (originally 50. 1 = 50) to
100. 10 = 1000. See [NTK, No. 320].
The existence of Coptic multiplication tables of Type I, mentioned by the Arabic
text, is thus confirmed by extant Coptic sources, from n = 2 to n = 100 at least.
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(2) Type I'

(C.I'.6) PP. Vindob, K 10261 & K 11206, s. XI. From 2. 1 = 2. 2 - 2 = 4 to
100. 10 = 1000, 10. 100 = 1000 (thus from n = 2 ton = 100; but n = 20 omitted). Multiplication by I not inverted. Followed by a table of Type III (below.
C.111. 1). See [NTK, No. 309].

(C.I'.7) P. Vindob. K 10495, s. X-XI. From (2 - 7 = 14), 7.2 = 14 to 2 10 = 20.
10.2 = 20. See [NTK, No. 308].
(C.I'.8) P. Vindob. K 6479, s. VIII. From 3 1 = 3, I .3 = 3 to 3 10 = 30.
10. 3 = 30. See [NTK, No. 307].
(3) Undefined types

(CJ.9) P. Vindob. ACh. 32367, s. XI-XII. From 2 - I = 2 to 3 -6 = 18. Type I or
Ia (end of the series of multiplications not extant). See [NTK, No. 31 Oa].

(CJ 10) P. Vindob. ACh. 26980, s. X-X1. From 30.6 = 180 to 30.9 = 270. Type
I or Ia. See [NTK, No. 317a].

(CJ.11) 0. Wadi Sarga 23, palimpsest. From 7. 1 = 7,

1

- 7 = 7 to 7 -8 = 56.

8 - 7 = 56. Type I' or Ia'. See [NTK, No. 317].
(C.L12) P. Vindob. ACh. 16845, s. XI. From 70. 1 = 70 to 70. 8 = 560. Type I or
Ia. See [NTK, No. 321 J.
B. Greek evidence

(1)Type I

(G.I.1) P. Michigan Inv. 5663a, s. II-111. From 2 .7 = 14 to 10000.4 = 40000
(thus from n = 2 to n = 10000), in several fragments, but with relatively few
parts of the text missing. See [Sijpesteijn 1982b: 4-5, No. 686].

(G.I.2) PP. Vindob. G 27748 & G 29371, s. II-III. From 7 8 = 56 to 10 10 =
100. Followed by a table of the roots and the squares of order units. See [NTA,
No. 152].

(G.I3) WT. Wtirzburg K 1014 & K 1015, s. VI-VII, schoolbook. From 20. 1 =
20 to 5000.6 = 30000, not in order. Thus take the tablets K 1014 in the order:
2A, cols. 3-5 (20. 1 = 20 to 50. 10 = 500); 1' (60 . I = 60 to 300. 10 = 3000).
2", cols. 1-2 (400. 1 = 400 to 600. 10 = 6000); 3' (fragmentary, from 700.3 =
2100 to 3000.7 = 21000); then take, of K 1015, tablet 2', cols. 3-4 (4000. 1 =
4000 to 5000.6 = 30000, fragmentary). See [Brashear 1985: 19-22; 1986: 2
(with reproduction)].

The existence of multiplication tables of Type I in Greek times can thus be considered as attested.
(2) Type I'

(G.I'.4) P. Heid. Inv. 1, a-c (VBP IV, 64), s. VI-VII. From 2. 1 = 2, 1. 2 = 2 to
500. 10 = 5000, 10.500 = 5000. Then follows another type of table (below,
G.III".2). See [Bilabel 1933, 2: 177-179, line 436].
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(G.1'.5) WT. Moen 601, s. VI-VII. From 6. 1 = 6, 1 - 6 = 6 to 9.8 = 72, 8.9 = 72.
See [Sijpesteijn 1982a (with reproduction)].
(G.I'.6) WT. Leid. Pap. Inst. 4, s. III. From 40. 1 = 40, 1 - 40 = 40 to 40. 10 =
400, 10.40 = 400. See [Boswinkel 1975: 27].
(3) Types I & I'

(G.I-I'.7) P. Society Italiana I, 22-24 (PSI VIII, 958), s. IV. From I I = 1, 2. 1 =
2, but with numerous copyist's errors and omissions, particularly in the beginning; Type I' for n = 1 (only: I I = 1), 2, 20 (both incomplete), then from
n = 30 to n = 400, ending with 400. 10 = 4000, 10.400 = 4000; followed by
Type I, from n = 500 to n = 4000 (ending with 4000. 10 = 40000), except that
the initial product is inverted as before (thus: t a p,
g, meaning 40
times I is 40, once 40 is 40). See [Papiri greci el latini: 155-158, No. 9581.
Reproduction of the parts 80.6, 6.80 to 100. 10, 10. 100 and 200. 1, 1 200
to 600. 10 in [Pintaudi 1983, taw. XXXIX-XL].

(4) Type la'

(G.Ia'.8) WT. Moen 4, s. VII. From 7. 1 = 7 = 1 .7 to 9.9 = 81. Followed by a
table of halves of order units. See [NTA, No. 154].
(5) Types I & I"

(G.I-I".9) WT. Louvre Inv. AF. 1196, 1-3, s. V-VI, school exercise. With reconstruction of some illegible parts, from 2. 1 = 2 to 9000. 10 = 90000 (thus from
n = 2 to n = 9000). For we find the multiplications from 2. 1 = 2, 1 - 2 = 2 to

8 6 = 48, 6 8 = 48, Type I", on face A of the first tablet; from 8 - 7 = 56,
7 8 = 56 to 30. 10 = 300, 10. 30 = 300, certainly extended to 50.6 = 300,
6 50 = 300, Type I", on face A of the second tablet; from 5000. 1 = 5000 to
9000. 10 = 90000, Type I, on face A of the third tablet. See [Boyaval 1973
(with reproduction); Cauderlier 1983 (with reproduction); Brashear 1984].

Completed Tables

With the above tables, if we want to multiply two numbers having respectively rt
and r2 symbols (there is no zero, remember), we have to search for rI r2 products
and then calculate the appropriate powers of ten. Thus, 1924.7340 would involve
multiplying 1000, 900, 20 by the digits 7, 3, 4 and then, before the final addition,
replacing the results thus obtained with other symbols of higher orders, since the
units of digits, tens, hundreds and thousands are all written in a different way.
Incidentally, it should be noted that the purpose of Book 11 in Pappus's Collectio
(edited in [Hultsch 1875-78]) is to facilitate such conversions.
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The completed Greek tables overcome this difficulty by giving all the products, that is, the products of the thirty-six units of the four orders, from n = I to
n = 9000, by the same units and 10000. The whole table thus consists of thirty-six
smaller tables giving, for each number n, thirty-seven products (Type 11, Fig. 5).
Another form completes the tables by adding 10000 to the list of multiplicands n
(Type II').
That such completed tables existed is seen from their presence in the arithmetical work of Anania Shirakatsi (Type II). We have further confirmation of their
existence in a letter of the Byzantine Nicolas Rhabdas. The only difference is that

Rhabdas's tables are of the Type 11' and are triangular in form (each time one
product less from the top). This is certainly late, since Rhabdas belongs to the
14th century; but as he attributes these tables to Palamedes, they were then considered to be ancient in origin.4
Other evidence that such tables were used is, however, scarce. A Coptic fragment contains a few products from the beginning of one table (which clearly appears to be part of an extended table); and (possibly ninth-century) graffiti, Coptic
or Greek, found on the ruins of the Phoebammon Monastery near Thebes may depict parts of such tables.
A. Coptic evidence

(C.H.1) P. Vindob. ACh. 11276, s. XI. From 2 1 = 2 to 6.30 = 180, not in order
and with a few omissions. The multipliers do not go beyond 1000. See [NTK,
No. 311].

4

Edition of this letter in [Tannery 1886].
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B. Greek or Coptic evidence

(G-C.11.2) Graffito Phoebammon 10. From 3 I = 3 to 3 - 40 = 120; seems to
continue (traces). See [Remondon et al. 1965, No. 5 and Pl. III (illegible);
from which NTK, No. 313].
(G-C.I1.3) Graffito Phoebammon 11. From 5 I = 5 to 5 10000 = 50000. See the
review [Schwartz 1967] of [Remondon et al. 1965]; Graffito 11 was omitted from
the latter work.

One of these graffiti is of an undefined type (it could be of Type I):
(G-C.11.4) Graffito Phoebammon 186. From 4 .2 = 8 to 4. 10 = 40. See [Remondon et al. 1965, No. 153; from which NTK, No. 314].

Decadic Tables

These tables provide exactly the same information as the tables of Type II, but are
set out differently. For the symbols n from n = 2 to n = 9000 are multiplied by ten
tetrads, each consisting of the corresponding units of the four orders (Type III,
Fig. 6). So this time the whole table comprises thirty-five smaller tables of forty
products each (a table for 1, indeed superfluous, is no longer present, while three
products are repeated in the last tetrad). The existence of these tables is reported

by the Arabic text on Coptic reckoning, after the description of the first set, as
follows:
They (the Copts) replaced these thirty-six tables, the so-called bagsat, by a second disposition of the multiplications, which (tables) they called dhdgdt. In this

disposition they begin with the first table, namely the table of two, which is
multiplied by one, then by ten, then by one hundred, then by one thousand, then
by two, then by twenty, then by two hundred, then by two thousand; then they
multiply by three, then by thirty, then by three hundred, then by three thousand,
and so on, each symbol being multiplied by four symbols, those of the units and
the corresponding units of higher order to the thousands; this is done up to, and
no farther than, (the multiplication by) ten, one hundred, one thousand, ten thousand. Such is the disposition of the multiplications in each table of the dhagat
[Sesiano 1989: 55, 62].

The word dhagat is an Arabic plural of a Coptic denomination obviously coming
from the Greek word for ten, 8&a.
Since, as already mentioned, the last group in each series (multiplications by
10, 100, 1000, 10000) partly repeats the first one (multiplications by 1, 10, 100,
1000), it may consist of the multiplication by 10000 only (Type III'), and sometimes the whole tetrad is omitted altogether (Type III"). The existence of such
decadic tables is documented by Coptic as well as Greek sources.
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Figure 6

A. Coptic evidence

(1) Type III

(C.III.1) PP. Vindob. K 10261 & K 11206, s. XI. From (p. 6, line 11) 2 I = 2,
2 10 = 20 to 4 9000 = 36000. Preceded by a table of Type I' (above, C.l'.6).
See [NTK, No. 309].

(C.III.2) P. Vindob. K 20796, s. X. From 5.7 = 35, 5 - 70 = 350 to 6.40 = 240
(fragmentary). See [NTK, No. 315].
(C.III.3) Codex Lond. M.B. Or. 5707, fols. 1'--5°, palimpsest, s. X. From 7. 1 = 7,

7. 10 = 70 to 9000 10000 = 90,000,000 (thus from n = 7 to n = 9000, only
fragmentary for n = 10). See [Crum 1905, No. 528; Drescher 1948/49 (with
reproduction and transcription of fol. 2r)]. A full reproduction of the manuscript is in [NTK, No. 332], but in the transcription two folios are inverted.

(C.III.4) P. Vindob. ACh. 20817, s. XI. From 7.600 = 4200, 7.6000 = 42000 to
9.4000 = 36000. See [NTK, No. 319].
With these fragments, the multiplication table of Type III can be reconstituted
from 2 1 to 4 9000, 5 7 to 6.40, 7. I to 9000. 10000, and is thus almost complete.
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(2) Type 111'

(C.III'.5) P. Vindob. K 20797, s. XI. From 8. 5 = 40, 8 50 = 400 to 10.2000 =
20000 (fragmentary, but clearly III', originally beginning with 8 - 3 = 24). See
[NTK, No. 318].
(C.I1I'.6) Cambridge University Library, T.-S. Ar. 39: 380 (one sheet), fols. V21. From 50-500=25000 to 90-5000=450,000 (fragmentary). See
[Goldstein & Pingree 1981: 186-189 (with reproduction)].
B. Greek evidence

(1) Type Ill

(G.III.1) P. Vindob. G 42313, s. IX-X. From 2 .3 = 6 to 3 10000 = 30000 (fragmentary). See [NTA, No. 157] (the presence of the last product can be guessed
from Pl. 74).

This confirms the existence of Greek tables of Type III for n = 2 and n = 3; the
next example, without the last tetrad, extends it to n = 30.
(2) Type III"

(G.III".2) P. Heid. Inv. 1, a-e (VBP IV, 64), s. VI-VII. From 2. 1 = 2, 1 - 2 = 2,
2 10 = 20, 2. 100 = 200 to 30.9000 = 270,000, where the copyist stopped
(thus from n = 2 to n = 30, with a few copyist's omissions). Each time the
inverted product for the multiplication by I is given. See [Bilabel 1933: 179
(line 437)-1811.
(3) Undefined types (III, Ill', or III")
(G.111.3) P. Vindob. G 40552, s. V-VI. From 9.3 = 27,9 - 30 = 270,9 - 300 = 2700,

to 9. 800 = 7200. The sequence of the triads is horizontal, from right to left.
The far-left column, with the multiplications by thousands, is missing. See
[NTA, No. 156].

(G.III.4) P. Vindob. G 24847, s. 11. From 20.500 = 10000, 20.5000 = 100,000
to 20 9000 = 180,000. See [NTA, No. 153] (it is clearly seen from P1.71 that
the next column is for 30).
Conclusion

Both common sense and documentary evidence suggest that two types of tables
must have been used in Greek times. First, elementary tables (our "simple tables"), which were sufficient for current and school use (a more elementary form
of which did not go beyond the multiplicand 10). Second, extended tables, which
were adopted for a more "professional" use (sometimes with the multipliers up to
100 or 1000 only); one of these two forms of extended tables (our "decadic tables") became more common than the other, and must have, whenever complete,
taken the form of a libretto like those mediaeval traders carried with them for
their various trade and currency transactions.
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Problems of Pursuit:
Recreational Mathematics or Astronomy ?
by ANDREA BREARD

In a seventh-century commentary on an astronomical problem from the Mathematical
Classic in Continuation of Antiquity (Ji gu suan jing) a problem of pursuit is borrowed
from the Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures (Jiu zhang suan shu). Similar couples of problems can be found in an Indian commentary to the Aryabhatiya from the
seventh century, a fourteenth-century Chinese astronomical treatise by Zhao Youqin and
in the Algorismus Ratisbonensis, a fifteenth-century European manual. Our paper will deal
with the various types of problems of pursuit and meeting in these contexts by analyzing
the modes of problem formulation, classification and interpretation in different cultural
contexts, and by questioning the possibility of dissemination from China westwards.

Of Dogs, Rabbits, Horses and Travelers

What traditional historiography classifies as problems of pursuit, in general involves animals and human beings. The most famous model is the one in the form
of the hound pursuing a hare. [Smith 1958, 11: 546-547] tells the story of the transmission of this problem from its (probably first) appearance in the Propositiones
ad acuendos iuvenes attributed to Alcuin of York (ca. 735-804) to other medieval

Latin texts onwards. In China, a problem of a hound pursuing a hare can originally be found in the Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures (Jiu zhang
scan shu jt,_nWj, ca. first century A.D.) and in a different formulation in Wang
Xiaotong's Mathematical Classic in Continuation of Antiquity (Ji gu scan jing
before 626).'

In parallel, problems of couriers - horses and men - were formulated as
well in the Chinese as in the Indian and Latin traditions. As [Smith 1958, II: 547]

remarks, these were "not, however, always ones of pursuit, since the couriers
might be traveling either in the same direction or in opposite directions." Again,
the situation of horses (an excellent one and a wom out old horse) from the Nine
Chapters on Mathematical Procedures reappears in a different formulation a milI

A complete German translation of the problems is given in [Breard 1999: 333-337). Papers
on different aspects of the similarities between Problem I from Wang Xiaotong's treatise and
the Nine Chapters have been presented at the conference "The History of Reading the Ancients in Mathematics" at the CIRM (Centre International de Rencontres Mathematiques),
Marseille, France, September 1995 ("Wang Xiaotong (?) reads the Nine Chapters of Mathematical Procedures"), and at the symposium "Ten Classics of Ancient Chinese Mathematics"
of the 20th International Congress of History of Science, Liege, Belgium, July 1997 ("ReCreation in Mathematics - What is a Problem in the Ji gu swan jing?"). I am grateful to the
audiences for their valuable comments on these talks.
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lennium later, in Zhao Youqin's jMA fi New Writing on the Image of Alteration

(Ge xiang xin shu * #r , ca. 1324-1337).2
Possible Mythological Origins of Animal Pursuit and Flight

Numerous hunting scenes on vases,3 cups° and flasks5 from the Archaic to the
Roman Imperial Period depict a hound chasing a hare, the figuration of the hunter
becoming more frequent on Attic or Philistine images.6 The chase was, of course,
a favorite pastime of Greek gentlemen of leisure. In his Memorabilia, Xenophon
describes in a dialogue between the beauty Theodote and Socrates how hounds
were used to catch hares "by hot pursuit" and suggests this as a trick for hunting friends, "the noblest game in the world."7 Numerous instructions on how
to set about netting a hare with hounds can equally be found in his essay On
Hunting (Cynegeticus).8 Furthermore, the metaphor of a hound hunting a hare is
used in mythological writings: Odysseus pursuing Dolon,9 Daphne fleeing from
2

See [Volkov I996/97a: 391 for a tentative rendering of the Chinese title into English: The
image of the hexagram "alteration" was traditionally related to the changes in numerical data
of celestial phenomena and to the establishment of a new calendar. In [BrEard 1999: 337338] we give a complete German translation of the passage concerning the pursuit based on
the edition in [Siku quanshu, 786: 228-229], and we discuss its astronomical relevance as
compared to other problems of pursuit in [Brbard 1999: 41-431.

3

4
5

E.g., on the shoulder of the vase Mississippi 1977.3.79 a hound chases a hare to the right.
Collection: University Museums, University of Mississippi, Attic Black Figure Ware, 550 BC;
see [Beazley 1971: 199, n° 3a']. Similarly, the lekythos PC 58 in [Corpus vasorum: 40-411. A
more complete list of lekythoi from "The Hound-and-Hare-Group" can be found in [Beazley
1956: 514-515], supplemented in [Beazley 1971: 229-2311.
E.g., the red-figure phyxides in [Beazley 1968: 963, n° 98 (40)).
E.g., the red-figure askos in [Vickers 1981: 547, Fig. gab]. [Hoffrnann 1977: 111 lists seven
askoi depicting a hound-hare pursuit.

6 See (Schnapp 1997: 213-2141. [Akerstrdm 1951: 48-591 gives a historical analysis of the
hare-hunting theme in art. It first appears during the early second millennium B.C. in the Near
East and becomes very popular in Greece after the eighth century B.C.
7

See Xenophon, Memorabilia, Book 3, Sections X1.8-9:

[8] Since hares feed by night, hounds specially adapted for night work are provided

to hunt them; and since they run away at daybreak, another pack of hounds is
obtained for tracking them by the scent along the run from the feeding ground to the
form; and since they are so nimble that once they are off they actually escape in the
open, yet a third pack of speedy hounds is formed to catch them by hot pursuit; and
as some escape even so, nets are set up in the tracks where they escape, that they
may be driven into them and stopped dead.
[9] Then can I adapt this plan to the pursuit of friends? [Marchant 1923: 243-245)

See Xenophon, Scripra Minors On Hunting, Sections 111.8, IV.10, V.15-16, V.32, VI.12,
V1.23-25, and VIII.2 in [Marchant 1925: 381, 387, 393, 399-401,407,411-413,419).
9 See Homer, Iliad, Book X.360:
And as when two sharp fanged hounds, skilled in the hunt, press hard on a doe or a
hare in a wooded place, and it ever runneth screaming before them; even so did the
son of Tydeus, and Odysseus, sacker of cities, cut Dolon off from the host and ever
pursue hard after him [Murray 1993: 463).
8
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Pheebus,10 and Hector pursued by Achilles round the walls of Troy." Vickers
[1981: 548] mentions that hunting scenes painted on Attic red-figure askoi, are
always paralleled with "figures involved in some kind of opposition to one another." 12 A very beautiful panel-amphora from sixth-century B.C. Athens, for example, shows two wrestling athletes on the panel and, in the small picture above.
a hound pursuing a hare.13 What such iconic messages may signify is a matter that
has best been analyzed by anthropologists and found to be the theme of sacrifice,
the "theology of life and death," or erotic scenes of athletic pursuit.14 Hull [1964:

75) concludes his chapter Hare Hunting by underlining the fact that, although
"hunting as Xenophon practiced it was still carried on, [...] a new sport was introduced into the ancient world by the Celts some time before the second century
after Christ. Although it may have been called hunting, it was in fact almost exactly the same sport as what we call `coursing,' and its purpose was not to catch the
hare but to watch the hounds race her."
In the Chinese realm, the famous saying, "Once the smart hare is caught, the

hunting dog is fried" (jiao lu si zou you pengmeaning that once
the enemy's kingdom is destroyed, the commanders will have to die, goes back to
the legalist philosopher Han Feizi (ca. 230 B.C.),15 who describes the ingratitude
of the King. 16 Several classics and Tang poems cite a phrase from the Book of
10

See P. Ovidius Naso, Metamorphoses, Book I (Invocation), Daphne and
She seemed most lovely to his fancy in her flight; and mad with love he followed in
her steps, and silent hastened his increasing speed. As when the greyhound sees the

frightened hare flit o'er the plain: - With eager nose outstretched, impetuous, he
rushes on his prey, and gains upon her till he treads her feet, and almost fastens in
her side his fangs; but she, whilst dreading that her end is near; is suddenly delivered from her fright; so was it with the God and virgin: one with hope pursued, the
other fled in fear; and he who followed, borne on wings of love, permitted her no
11

12

rest and gained on her, until his warm breath mingled in her hair [More 1922, 1: 38].
See Homer, Iliad, Book XXII. 131-177: they ran "as when single-hooved horses that are winners of prizes course swiftly about the turning-points" [Murray 1998: 4671.
See, for example, the base of the Protocorinthian aryballos Boston 95.10: "In main frieze,

Chimaera attacked by Bellerophon on flying Pegasos, a tiny lizard between; .... Below,
hounds closing in on hare" Collection: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, ca. 650-630 BC; see
13

14
15

[Amyx 1988, I: 37].
[von Bothmer 1985: 48, Fig. 47]. Collection unknown, the vase was once on the Basel market.
See [Hof inann 1977: 8] and the section Les chasses aux lievres protocorinthiennes in Chapter 5 of [Schnapp 1997: 177-181 ].
See Han Feizi, Book 10, Chapter 31, Inner Congeries of Sayings, Lower series, 6 minutiae

(Nei chu shuo xia 6 wei di 31 N2#&T/liaME+-): "When wild hares are exhausted,

16

tame dogs would be cooked; when enemy states are destroyed, state councilors would be
,jA []1Jj
?Q ,
ruined" (jiao to jin ze liang quan pen& di guo mie ze mou then wang
I®iodcg0XlC) (translation in [Liao 1939-59,2: 10], Chinese in [Han 1959: 1841).
The metaphor is also used, for example, in the famous Chinese novel Journey to the West
(Xi you ji fpU Chapter 27, when the Monkey King feels that his services to the Chinese
monk Xuanzang are treated with ingratitude: "Today, you simply send me away back home
because your lucidity is obscured and thus your senses troubled (meizhe xingxing shi hum
F**19,'fl[NI">><). This really is 'When the bird is beaten, the arms are put aside. When the
16111x)"
hare is killed, the dog is fried!' (niao fin gong tang, to si you peng
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Odes (Shijing jJ49)17: "the smart hare runs back and forth,18 yet it happens that he

gets caught by a hound" (ti ti than to yu quan huo zhi ,111JJ AXZ).19
These few examples show that since early times the image of the hound pursuing a hare was widely spread among different cultural productions in ancient
Greece and China, and probably had its origins in actually applied hunting techniques. For the opposition of the "good horse" and the "limping horse," we shall
merely mention the Rites of Zhou (Zhou li J) that describes them among other
horse types and their respective numbers as used in rituals.20

Chinese Mathematical Texts and the Conjunction of Planets

Turning to the mathematical context, let us look at the embedding of problems of
pursuit and meeting on two levels: first their embedding into an algorithmic context, and secondly their interpretation in an astronomical context. An appendix to
the present paper provides 1) diagrams and 2) algorithms to represent schematically the relevant problems under discussion.
For the Nine Chapters21 we can distinguish two groups of algorithms and
types of situations: the problems of couriers and of the hare chasing the rabbit are

discussed in Chapter 6, "Proportional Assignment" (jun shu tt]), and are basically an application of the "Rule of Three" (jin you shu
Let us call such
kind of problems, where two actors meet after having traveled in the same direction, problems of pursuit. Problems 7.10, 7.11, 7.12 and 7.19 for the melon and
the gourd, two aquatic herbs (French scirpe des lacs, Latin scirpeus lacustris), and

two rats and two horses are more complex, since they ask for the time of the
meeting when the actors come from opposite directions or include accelerated and
decelerated motions in geometric or arithmetic progression. In the latter, for exam-

ple, the good and the limping horse start off from the same place, but the good
horse turns around after reaching a certain destination and runs back by the same
track to meet the limping horse. Furthermore, it involves accelerated motion for
the good, and decelerated motion for the limping horse: the traveled distance in17

The Shying is the earliest anthology of Chinese songs, poems, and hymns dating from the
Zhou Dynasty (1027-771 B.C.) to the Spring & Autumn Period (770-476 B.C.). It is also
called Maoshi (Mao Poems) because it was by the hand of Mao Heng of the Han Dynasty that
the Book of Odes was passed down to the present time.

18 A running gloss to the text explains t7 ti than tu,i ,iJJtjk, as: "This means that the smart hare
runs back and forth several times in order to hide the footprints of his flight" (wei jiao to situ
wanglai tad ni qiji
19 See: Mao Poems (Mao shi zheng yi
11 ), scrolls 9-15, Minor Festal Odes (Xiao ya
'J41t), Decade of Nanshan (Jie Nanshan zhi shen fi j jjl1JL1+), Qiao yon i5V' ("Sweet
Words") in [Ruan 1815]. [Legge 1960, IV: 342) translates as "Swiftly runs the crafty hare,
But it is caught by the hound."
20 See, for example, the Rites of Zhou (Zhou Li )iffl), scrolls 28-33, Summer Ministry with the
Overseer of Military Affairs, part 4 (Xiaguan sima di si Jf'ff 01MM9) in (Ruan 1815).
21 For all the books included in the Tang collection Ten Books of Mathematical Classics, we
base our textual analysis on the critical edition [Qian 1963).
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creases or diminishes daily by a certain amount of li. The problem is solved by
calculation of the traveled distances for two estimations of the duration in days,
which then makes it possible to apply the procedure for "Excedent and Deficit"
(ying bu zu &+X), also known under the name "Rule of Double False Position"
in the West. Although there are no explicit references to an astronomical context
of Problem 7.19, we can at least assume that the commentators Liu Hui (A.D. 263)
and Li Chunfeng (A.D. 656) had one in mind.22 In the other three of the four problems, the actors meet coming from opposite directions; in the following we shall
denote such types of problems as problems of meeting.23

In Zhang Qiujian's Mathematical Classic (Zhang Qiujian suan jing MrjIr.
14j1) we can find several problems of pursuit (and none of meeting) grouped together in the "middle scroll" (Juan zhong k$3) of this book. In terms of problem
formulations they involve (apart from the "actors" hare and hound) all the aspects
from the problems of pursuit and meeting of the Nine Chapters, yet these are
analyzed and synthesized in a different way to form new problem types: we find
oppositional pairs of horses and walkers, variable daily motion of a single horse.
an unaccomplished pursuit of a horse thief by a man, and inverse formulations of
unknown and known magnitudes.24 Again, no explicit reference to astronomical
origins is given. But we shall note that several problems stated involve measures
of time and might indicate a relation to the calculation of planetary conjunctions.
All the problems are solved by an application of the "Rule of Three."
Next, the Mathematical Classic in Continuation of Antiquity of the mathematician and astronomer Wang Xiaotong (end of the seventh century), which contains in all 20 problems (only 16 of them are complete), places an astronomical
one at the beginning of the book, It has a very special position in the compilation.
also because it does not lead to an equation of second, third or fourth degree as all
the other problems. Furthermore, it is the only astronomical one and cites a problem of pursuit of hare and hound similar to the ones found in the preserved Ming
edition of the Nine Chapters.25
The astronomical situation is a realistic problem in calendrical calculations: at

the beginning of the astronomical year, sun and moon should ideally meet precisely at midnight. But what is observed is that the sun only meets the moon a
half-day after midnight. Given the actual position of the sun at midnight, the prob22

For details see [Brtard 1999: 43-47].

23

[Tropfke 1980, Chapter 4.2.1.41 uses a similar distinction between problems of pursuit ("Verfolgung") and meeting ("Begegnung").
Problem 2.4 for example asks for the daily motion of a good and a limping horse, whereas the
advance and the distance until meeting are given. This type of stating a problem of pursuit is
thus inverse to Problem 6.12 in the Nine Chapters. Zhang Qiujian's work shows a more general interest in inverse problems. See [Briard 1999: 90-941 for further examples.
The oldest extant version of the Nine Chapters, the Mathematical Classic in Nine Chapters
(Jim zhang suan jing j1,*1g), printed during the Southern Song Dynasty in 1213, only pre-

24

25

serves the first five chapters. Dai Zhen all (1724-1777), editor of the Qing edition of the
Nine Chapters in the Complete Library of the Four Divisions (Siku quanshu It!11$tkim), made
a complete copy of these from the now lost Great Encyclopedia of Yongle Reign (Yongle dadian Vt94), compiled in 1408 at the beginning of the Ming Dynasty.
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lem asks for the position of the moon - moving "faster" than the sun - at that
time. This situation can of course be interpreted in terms of pursuit: for the observer the moon is "chasing" the sun, the sun has a certain advance at midnight and
is chased by the moon until both meet half a day later. In the commentary, the ancient procedure of hare and hound from the Nine Chapters is not used to produce
a next step in the list of operations, but to produce parallels of the astronomical
and the "recreational" situation through rewriting the procedure for sun and moon

which the commentator wants to "prove." By showing the resemblances to an
ancient list of operations, the procedure for solving the astronomical problem
seems to be justified. The meeting of sun and moon at winter solstice ideally at
midnight of the beginning of the new calendar year thus algorithmically becomes
a classical problem of pursuit. The diagram below shows, for example, how this
rewriting was accomplished on the level of names of the parameters involved in
the algorithm. The parameter names from the Ji gu suan jing are adapted by the
commentator to the expressions used in the problem of hare and hound cited from
the Nine Chapters. Even their grammatical structure is reminiscent of a couplet
as in Chinese parallel prose: the phrase "dog runs 100 bit" (quan zou yi bai bu
has an equivalent number of characters and the same order of grammat-

ical categories as "moon travels 9000 parts" (yue xing jiu qian fen 9 frjt+5}),
i.e., a subject followed by the verb, and a measure consisting of a number and its
unit.
The normative power
of the Classical model

Names given
in the problem

Nine Chapters

Ji gu suan fling

Dog runs 100 bu

Constant parts traveled
by the moon 9000

ti - ff J7
Rabbit runs 70 bu

A tit%}fl,T_
'
Year cycle constant 700
Fl'

Adaptation in
the commentary

Moon travels 9000 parts

f iijt9 57

Sun travels 700 parts

p17{;7iff 5}

Until Zhao Youqin's text, the New Writing on the Image of Alteration (written
after 1324 but no later than 1337),26 we have not found any further references to
problems of pursuit and meeting in the Chinese mathematical tradition.27 This
26

For this dating of the work see [Volkov 1996/97a: 391.

27 We do not include in our study calculations of planetary conjunctions that use interpolation
methods as developed in the tradition of calendrical astronomy. As an example of how
uniformly accelerated motion of celestial bodies was calculated in the Huangii Calendar
(A.D. 600), see (Liu 1994]. [Liu 1995: 333-3341 interprets the solution procedure of the
problem of the good and the limping horse from the Nine Chapters in terms of interpolation
with equidifferences.
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might be due to the fact that many Tang (618-907) and Song (960-1279) dynasty
works were lost. Those rediscovered during the 19'" century concern mainly the
solution of problems involving polynomial equations by algebraic techniques applying the method of the "celestial element" (tian yuan )Qj) for one to four unknowns.28

The peculiarity of Zhao Youqin's astronomical treatise is that it is not a collection of problems, but more like a collection of essays on traditional mathematical procedures applied to astronomy n As in Wang Xiaotong's first problem, the
image of pursuit is used as an illustration of an astronomical situation. Yet here, a
good and a limping horse stand for the sun and the moon respectively.30
Zhao's idea is to give an explanation for the time elapsing between two conjunctions of sun and moon, i.e., the return of sun and moon to the same angular
position in the sky. He therefore compares one revolution of sun and moon around
the earth to one round of a good and a limping horse, both running on a circle in a
limited territory. The length of one round corresponds precisely to the number of
Ii that the good horse runs in one day, which again is equivalent to the number of

revolutions that the sun makes around the earth in one year (= 365 1/4). Since
both, moon and sun, are attached to the movements of the sky, the moon seems
slower than the sun:
The sky completes one revolution from morning till nighttime. The sun (tai yang
)<14) moves only one du forward in the sky, but the moon (tai yin cr) moves

13 du forward. The fractional parts (you ji'), that [the moon] lacks behind,
are derived by measurements. Therefore sun and moon (riyue H q) are parting
from the path of heaven and are not connected to the sky. If such is the case,
then the sun (ri) revolves around the earth once a day and altogether (zong ji
makes 365 and 1/4 revolutions per year. The sky moves one du more,
therefore it also daily revolves around the earth for 366 and 1 /4 du. The sun (tai
yang) does not attain the revolutions of the sky for one du per day. Moon (tai
yin) and sun (tai yang) are parting for 12 and 7/19 du per day. Therefore the sun
(ri Q) is fast (su i1), the moon (yue A) is slow (chi )."
28

This technique was originally applied to geometrical problems, and later, in Zhu Shijie's Jade

Mirror of Four Elements (Si yuan yu jian 1976-111:, 1303). was presented as a unifying
method applicable to all kinds of problems from the traditional nine topics of mathematics.
29

See (Brbard 2000].
See [Volkov 1996/97b] for the mathematical content of the treatise.

30 As [Volkov 1996/97b: 169] points out:
The originality of Zhao's model is that the distances involved are not linear but
angular (modulo C, where C is the length of the circumference in degrees). The
very idea of applying this class of methods to astronomical computations was for
the first time suggested by Wang Xiaotong, yet, the latter considered the moon as
moving faster (in his interpretation the moon, compared with a dog, was chasing the
sun, represented by a rabbit). This apparent difference between the two representations obviously comes from the way of measuring the (angular) distance between
the two moving objects according to the cosmological model adopted.
Juan
I, p. 1 lb in [Siku quanshu, 786: 228]. In our translation we do not base ourselves on the
31
Improved Reedition of the New Writing on the Image of Alteration (Chong xiu ge xiang xin
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Indian Astronomy and "Worldly Computations"

Turning to the Indian peninsula, we found occurrences of problems of pursuit and
meeting associated to problems from the astronomical realm in the seventh-century commentary of Bhaskara on the Aryabhatiya.32 The mathematical formulations of these problem types are classified as "worldly computations" (laukikaganita) by the commentator, which suggests that they were considered to be the
less abstract and noble occupations of the mathematician. 33 Other treatises merely
contain problems of pursuit and meeting without referring to astronomy, as the
"Meeting of two travelers" 34 and the "Equations of journeys"31 in the Bakhshall
Manuscript (fifth-seventh century A.D.),36 and the chapter "Meeting of Travelers"
in the Patiganita of ridharicarya (A.D. 850-950). We shall not discuss problems
which deal with the pursuit of two animals along the perimeter of right triangles

since they appear for the first time in Indian texts and do not, according to the
present state of available sources, seem to have their origins in China.37

Problems of the Bakhshali Manuscript (Sutras 16, 17 and 19) contain arithmetical progressions for the distances traveled per day which are given, as in the
Chinese Problem 7.19 from the Nine Chapters, by their motion on the first day
and the daily increase. Although the situation described in the examples in Sutra
19 are close to the Chinese problem, their algorithmic solutions are different. The
Indian text calculates the positive solution of an equation of second degree, whereas the Chinese text solves the problem by applying the Rule of False Double Position. After calculating the time of the meeting, Sutra 15 applies the Rule of Three
"for verification" (i.e., to calculate the respective distances traveled by the two
men, which turn out to be equal) to the simplest case, where:
A certain man goes at rate v, per time-unit. When the time period ti elapsed
since his departure, another man starts and travels v2 per time-unit. How long (12)

shu _tff*gtVf4F) from the Ming-Dynasty by Wang Yi 10 [Siku quanshu, 786: 293-294],
since it differs significantly from the original version. Taoist terms, as for instance for sun (tai
N) and moon (tai yin L*), have constantly been replaced by ri H and yue fl, but

yang

also the expressions for the two horses (/fang nu AN), which in the original version
correspond to the expressions used in Problem 7.19 of the Nine Chapters, were amended to
junnuTA.V.
32 For the Indian part, I am particularly indebted to the valuable help of Agathe Keller, who has
been doing research on Sanskrit mathematics for several years and recently defended her
Ph.D. thesis [Keller 2000].
33

See [Keller 2000: 349-351 ].

See (Hayashi 1995: 373] for the commentary on Sutra 24 and [Hayashi 1995: 416] for a conjecture of Sutra C3.
35 Sutras 15, 16. 17. 19 and N5. [Hayashi 1995: 367] notes that similar examples can be found
in GSS mitraka 327 112 (the Ganitasarasamgraha by MahavTra, ca. I ls' century), and PM A4
(Patan Manuscript).
36 In the Bakhshali Manuscript, problems on the motion of sun, Jupiter and Saturn (Hayashi
1995: 352, 426) only consider the speed of one of the planets, but not their conjunctions.
37 See for example problems 126 and 150 in BhAskara's commentary, translated in [Keller 2000].
34
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does it take for the second man to travel the same distance as the first? [Hayashi
1995: 366]

The Pateganita contains rules for calculating the time at meeting when two travelers start simultaneously from the same place and then come back by the same
track to "meet each other on the way, one going ahead and the other coming back"
[Shukla 1959: 521; thus a situation partly similar to the one found in Problem 7.19
of the Nine Chapters on the good and the limping horse. Interestingly enough, the
text shows, like Zhang Qiujian's Mathematical Classic, an interest in inverse formulations of the problem (see the "sub-rules" 66(ii) and 67(i) in Appendix 2).

Medieval Latin Texts

Alcuin, private tutor and counselor of Charlemagne (born ca. 732, in or near York,
Yorkshire, England, died May 19, 804, in Tours, France), wrote the first book on
recreational mathematics in Latin, the Propositiones ad acuendos iurenes.37 The
shipping of a wolf, a goat and a cabbage might be the most famous problem from
these "Problems to sharpen the young," and is considered as the origin of the until
then unknown river crossing problems.39 Another famous problem often cited in

histories of recreational mathematics is Alcuin's Problem 26, the Propositio de
campo et cursu cants ac fuga leporis on a hound hunting a hare. It presents the
simplest case of a problem of pursuit solved by applying the Rule of Three.
The problem of hare and hound subsequently circulated in Europe and can be
found in similar formulations in several manuscripts.AO As [Smith 1958, 11: 546]

notes, it "is given in Petzensteiner's work of 1483, Calandri used it in 1491,41
Pacioli has it in his Summa (1494), and most of the prominent writers on algebra
or higher arithmetic inserted it in their books from that time on." We shall not
discuss these references in detail but finally look at another medieval manual
which presents the problem in connection with astronomical situations, an aspect
already identified in Chinese and Indian texts.42
38

See [Folkerts 1993].

39
40

See [Pressman & Singmaster 1989] and R. Franci's contribution to this volume, pp. 289-306.

41

42

[Tropfke 1980: 597] lists three different categories of conditions for the hare-and-hound
problem found in occcidental sources:
I. Die Sprunge der beiden Tiere sind gleich lang. ihre Anzahl pro Zeiteinheit ist
jedoch verschieden.
2. Hase and Hand machen beide gleichviele Sprunge, aber die Sprunge haben verschiedene Lange.
3. Sowohl die Lange, als auch die Zahl der Sprunge von Hase and Hund sind verschieden.
We do not consider these differences as significant in the process of problem transmission,
but consider them as minor variations.
The illustration of Calandri's hare-and-hound problem is reprinted in [Tropfke 1980: 597].
According to R. Franci (personal communication), such a link between a mathematical and an
astronomical pursuit or meeting cannot be found in the Italian abacus tradition.
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The Algorismus Ratisbonensis was compiled in a Benedictine monastery near
Regensburg during the first half of the 15 century and was the earliest mathematical manual for merchants in Germany.43 Its third part, the Practica, a vast
collection of problems, was copied by the Benedictine monk Fridericus Gerhart
(also Fridericus Amann) presumably in 1449 or 1450 and was extended during the
second half of the 15'h century." Problems of unknown origin, partly in German,
partly in Latin or some vernacular mixture, were added successively. In particular,
we can find a problem of pursuit of a hare by a hound similar to the one given in
the Propositiones 45 A commentary to the problem refers to the application of the
same solution procedure to certain astronomical problems.46 Probably, the author
had the general procedure in mind, which is given for Problem 148 in the Practica
that deals with the meeting of planets.47
Dissemination and Knowledge Transfer

Historically, several channels and periods of transmission between the Byzantine,
European and Arabic world and the Far East existed 48 In the sixth century, for

example, direct contacts with the Byzantine kingdoms were related to the silk
supply,49 and controlled by the West Turks,50 later by the Tang Dynasty. During
43

See [Zimmermann 1978] for its textual structure and history. I am particularly grateful to
Menso Folkerts, who provided me with this article and drew my attention to the correct historical situation of the Algorismns Ratisbonensis and its Practica.

44

Edited in [Vogel 1954].

As (Smith 1958, 11: 5461 points out, the problem of the hound pursuing the hare "was looked
upon as one of the necessary questions of European mathematics, appearing in various later
medieval manuscripts" after its appearance in the Propositiones.
46 This commentary on the movement of two planets is missing from one of the extant manuscripts. See (Vogel 1954: 72]:
45

47

Item simile est de planetis ut scito motu duarum planctarum et scita distancia inter
illas duas faciendum est ut supra.
See [Vogel 1954: 72] for Problem 148 of the Practica:

Item: Wildu wissen, wenn 2 planeten sein, welichs sein zesam komen nach den
mittenlauf, so mustu vor wissen, in welichen zaichen vnd grad sy sein; auch mustu
wissen eines ydlichen tAglich gank. Damach mustu wissen, wie welt von einem zu

den andem seij vnd dije selbigt welt mutiplicir durch den ganck lanksamers
planeten. Darnach subtrahir des lancksameres ganck von dem gank des sneiers.
Darnach Ids, was da pleibt, diuidir durch dy distancz, dy du vor hast multiplicirt, so
kumpt dir dy distancz, wie uil der lancksamer gangen is(, vncz his in der sneller
48
49
50

erfert, es sein grad oder minuten.
See, for instance, [Lexikon des Mittelalters, II: 1827-1829; Jaouiche 1998; Hirth 1885].
Several Byzantine golden coins were excavated along the Silk Road and close to the Yellow
River in China. See [Koenig 1982].

The Byzantine historian Theophylactus Simocatta (sixth-seventh centuries A.D.) inserts a
paragraph on China into the seventh book of his Historiae. [Boodberg 1938] assumes that the
Byzantines had obtained precise information on the Middle Kingdom from the Turkish khan,
who expanded his power in Central Asia.
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the same period, Nestorian Christians from Syria came as missionaries to China
(ca. 631).St Later, during the eighth century until the Mongol invasion, the Islamic
influence expanded to Central Asia and Arab empires became the intermediary in
mercantile exchange between Christian Europe and the Far East.52 During the
Yuan Dynasty (1279-1368), several papal legations, mostly Franciscans and Dominicans, traveled to China to gain the Mongols for an alliance against the Islamic
world and to organize the Catholic mission (most importantly, Giovanni de Montecorvino in 1291/92). Soon after, merchants from the Polo and other Venetian
and Genoese families traveled by land to China until the 1340s,53 when the Mongol Empire began to decline.
Surveying problems of pursuit of different cultures over a period of approximately 1000 years, we are quite aware that the traits that seem common at first
sight are not universal but general characteristics linked to the cultural and mathematical context in which the problems aweared. Yet, almost all of their various
aspects reappear in nearly all the cultures.
As [Folkerts & Gericke 1993: 2941 point out, "Indian and Islamic mathema-

ticians merely played a role in the transmission of some problems; their own
achievements were not taken into account in the Propositions." This does partly
confirm what we can observe here: the more complex situations found in Chinese
texts are developed and analyzed,55 and their algorithmic solutions modified in
Indian texts, but the problems themselves do not reappear in the same complexity
in early medieval manuals. Only the simplest cases of pursuit and meeting solved
by the Rule of Three are discussed in the latter.
"Since rules of false double position have not yet been found in Sanskrit texts,"
[Chemla 1997: 113] suggests for this rule, that there might be "a direct transmission from China to the Arabic-speaking world" bypassing India, and that Zhang
Qiujian's Mathematical Classic "or a text close to it, played a specific role in the
direct transmission of knowledge from China to the West." The cases of specific
procedures of root-extraction and the hundred fowls problem support her argument for a transmission of one Chinese mathematical tradition (linked to Zhang
Qiujian's text) directly to the West, and another one to India. For the Rule of False
Double Position, [Chemla 1997: 113] further concludes that the direct transmis-

51

52
53

54

55

On the discovery of a Nestorian Monument in the I7"' century see [Mungello 1985: 164-1721.
See for example the "Imports of Iraq" from China during the mid-ninth century. Translated
from a text ascribed to al-Jahiz in [Lopez & Raymond 1955:28].
See for example the "Advice about the Journey to Cathay by the Road through Tana [Azovl.
[for merchants] going and returning with wares" by Francesco di Balduccio Pegolotti. Translated from the Italian in [Lopez & Raymond 1955: 355-3581.

The only situation, which we have not yet found in other texts, is the one of interrupted
pursuit, as in the hare-and-hound Problem 6.14 in the Nine Chapters and Zhang Qiujian's
Problem 2.2.
In particular the situation of Problem 7.19 from the Nine Chapters can be found decomposed

into 1) problems of pursuit containing arithmetical progressions for the daily speed of the
actors (Bakhshalr Manuscript), and 2) a problem of meeting, where the faster actor goes to a
certain destination and back again to meet the slower one (Paliganita).
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sion, possibly linked to Zhang Qiujian, only concerns problems of one kind,56 and
not those of a second kind to which would belong the problems of meeting 7.10,
7.12 and 7.19 from the Nine Chapters discussed above.57 All this would possibly

fit into the following picture: Problems of meeting and pursuit have both been
transmitted to India (possibly also in an astronomical context); only problems of
pursuit have been transmitted directly from China to the West.
Unfortunately, in our study we are not able to analyze references to occurrences of problems of pursuit and meeting in the Arabic world.58 Other historians
have insisted upon the absence of problems of pursuit and meeting from Greek
mathematical texts, but found various occurrences in Byzantine literature.59 The
two oldest collections of mathematical problems from the 14'h and 15th century
contain in particular the problem of hare and hound. The latter text seems to have
been written when Byzantium was already under Turkish influence. [Hunger &
Vogel 1963: 100; Vogel 1968: 154] assume that these manuals were compiled under Greek, Indo-Arabic and also under occidental influence, in particular because
of the occurrence of the problem of hare and hound in Alcuin's Propositiones, and
its absence in the Islamic tradition.
If we now assume that Zhang Qiujian's Mathematical Classic and not the
Nine Chapters has played the above mentioned role in the dissemination of problems of pursuit directly to the West, then how do we explain the fact that hound
and hare problems reappear in Western contexts? There are two possibilities:
1) Either Wang Xiaotong's treatise was also transmitted to the West,60 since it
refers to a simpler situation of a hound pursuing a hare than the one in the Nine

Chapters, or 2) there was only the transmission of Zhang Qiujian's text, and,
having in mind the mythological image of a hound pursuing a hare, it was a cul56 Namely, problems where two unknowns (x and y) are linked by the suppositions a and a' and

the respective excedents or deficits b and b' (ax = y + b, ax = y - b').
Namely, problems where suppositions a and a' are made on the unknown x and the result produced by an algorithm A is compared to the expected outcome y (A(a) = y + b, A(a') = y - N).
58 [Tropfke 1980: 593] for example mentions al-Karaji, al-Kasha and the treatise Key of Transactions of the Persian Tabarr, that contains a group of four problems of meeting and pursuit.
IRebstock 1992: 259, n. 21] refers to three Islamic authors that deal with problems of motion
in a last chapter on "rarities" (nawadir): Aba Man*ar'Abd al-Qahir Ibn Tahir al-Baghdadr,
Aba'l-QAsim Ibn al-Samb al-Gharnatr, and AbO'l-Tahir lsma't1 al-Maridrni(Ibn Fallas).
59 [Tropflce 1980: 5941 has no doubt that problems of motion could be solved in Greece, since
institutions in the Byzantine Empire were under Hellenistic influence.
60 With respect to the algorithms for the solution of quadratic and cubic equations, Wang
Xiaotong's procedures seem more closely connected to those for the extraction of the square
and the cube roots suggested by Zhang Qiujian, than to those from the Nine Chapters. See
Chapter 111.4 ("La resolution des equations cubiques dans le Jigu suanjing") in (Sentz 19961:
Nous venons done de voir qu'il est possible de resoudre les equations cubiques
presentes dans le Jigu suanjing avec I'algorithme d'extraction de racine cubique de
Zhang Qiujian, moyennant une legere modification d'une etape, .... Auparavant,
nous avions pu utiliser l'algorithme d'extraction de racine carree du Traite mathe57

matique de Zhang Qiujian pour resoudre les equations quadratiques du meme
ouvrage, en remarquant que cet algorithme offre une representation positionnelle
implicite de tous les coefficients d'une equation quadratique [p. 54].
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tural association common to both China and Europe that led the authors to embed
a certain transmitted form of the problem of pursuit into one with hare and hound.
Given the present state of our research we cannot answer this question, and hope
that further comparative studies will bring more arguments to light to clarify the
process of transmission and the steady modification and reembedding of the elements involved in problems of pursuit and meeting.

Mathematics Based on "Puzzle Type Problems" ?

To conclude, let us briefly comment on the historiographical question of how
the types of problems discussed above were interpreted. In historical accounts,
considerations of problems of pursuit were generally classified as mathematical
puzzles, games or recreations.61 Although most authors admit that these led to the

study of many areas of mathematics, or were used "as a way of making serious
mathematics understandable or palatable" [Singmaster 1992], it seems that in the
case of problems of pursuit and meeting, the situation is fairly different: these are
paralleled in Chinese, Indian and medieval Latin texts with astronomical questions concerning the conjunction of planets 62
There is nothing wrong with applying the English phrase "recreational mathe-

matics" to label thought about those aspects of mathematics that are seemingly
entertaining from the modern or medieval63 point of view. But if we wish to know

whether the Chinese needed a word for such a class of problems, or a concept
with the same boundaries, the answer is no. Problems of pursuit and meeting
appeared in different algorithmic and theoretical contexts. They were partly put
into relation with astronomical situations, but have never been regarded as puzzle
type problems in Chinese traditional historiography.
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Appendix 1. Diagrams

Wang Xiaotong * : Mathematical Classic in Continuation ofAntiquity
(Ji gu suan jing W-u'9#

,

before A.D. 626)
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Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures
(Jiu zhang suan shu Ii
j, ca. first century A.D.)
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Zhang Qiujian's Mathematical Classic
(Zhang Qiujian suanjing N442114, ca. 466-485)
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Bhaskara's commentary on the ganita pada
(mathematical chapter) of the Aryabha;rya (A.D. 629)
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The Bakhshali Manuscript (5th-7th century)
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Propositiones ad acuendos iuvenes (attributed to Alcuin, ca. 73 5-804)

Problem 26: Propositio de campo et cursu cans acfuga leporis

An Early Fourteenth-Century Byzantine Manual
(edited and translated in [Vogel 1968])

Problem 87

A Fifteenth-Century Byzantine Manual
(edited and translated in [Hunger & Vogel 1963])'

e

O

E hare

100

8 leaps
unknown

7 leaps

(1361/2 hound leaps)

0

(156 hare leaps)

0

<- hound

Problem 81

64

[Hunger & Vogel 1963: 65) points out a problem in the formulation of the following problem.
Obviously the seven and eight leaps of hound and hare are equal in distance but do not coincide, and the answer is only correct if we assume that the hound makes 39 leaps while the
hare makes 16:

100+x=x .39
x = 56 leaps
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Algorismus Ratisbonensis (mid-I 51h century)
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Appendix 2. Symbolic Transcription of Algorithms

*A: Mathematical Classic in Continuation of Antiquity

Wang Xiaotong

(Ji gu suan jing W 9,, before A.D. 626)
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Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures
(Jiu zhang suan shu jl,*IIWI, ca. first century A.D.)
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Ag(n-1)=yg Ag(n)=zg
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yg - 300011 + y, = 30001i - d,

zg -300011+ z, = 30001i+d2

Problem 7.19

Zhang Qiujian's Mathematical Classic
(Zhang Qiujian suanjing W6dS]),is, ca. 466-485)
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Zhao Youqin MAM (1271-1335?):

New Writing on the Image of Alteration (Ge xiang xin shu

365li 4 duan 75 chi

- 352/i 16 duan 75 chi =

12/i 7 duan

one tour, daily motion of the good
horse (I U= 19 duan, I day=940 zhou)

daily motion of the limping horse

what the limping horse
falls behind in one day

= 235 duan = 23500 chi = 25 chi l zhou

365 li 4 duan 75 chi = (25 chi/ zhou) = 27759 zhou = 29 days 499 zhou
length of cycle for meeting
at the starting point

Bhdskara I (A.D. 629), Mahabhaskariya, Mbh. 6.49-6.51 and 4.64
Two planets with opposite movements:
Difference of longitudes = Sum of daily motions - Conjunction time in terms of days

Two planets moving in the same direction:
Difference of longitudes = Difference of daily motions - Conjunction time in terms of days

For (the meeting of) the sun and the moon:
Unelapsed part of the tithi or
elapsed part of the (next) tithi

Daily motions of the
sun and the moon

+

Difference between
the (true) daily motions

Bhiiskara's commentary on the ganita pada
(mathematical chapter) of the Aryabhatiya (A.D. 629)

-

18
distance for two men
in different motions

24
distance of two men
in the same direction

-

(2 + 4)

=
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motions of the two men

2
2
3

3
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=

28

4
5
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time in which the two men

that went along one and
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The Paliganita of $r dharacarya (850-950)
time of meeting =

distance already traveled by the slow traveler
difference between the speed per day
Sutra 65

"Rule for finding the time in which the fast traveler, who starts traveling on the

same track after the slow traveler has already covered a specified distance.
would overtake the slow traveler [Shukla 1959: 52).

time of meeting =

length of the track
z sum of the speeds per day
Sutra 66 (1)

"Rule for finding the time when two travelers, one fast and the other slow, who
start simultaneously from the same place, are destined to go to a specified distance and then to come back by the same track, will meet each other on the
way, one going ahead and the other coming back" [Shukla 1959: 52).

length of the track = time of meeting (Z sum of the speeds per day)
Sutra 66 (ii)
"Sub-rule for finding the length of the track" [Shukla 1959: 531.

length of the track
2 - speed of one of the two travelers = speed of the other traveler
time of meeting

Sutra 67 (i)
"Sub-rule for finding the speed of one of the two travelers" [Shukla 1959: 53].

The Bakhshal"t Manuscript (5th-7th century)
unk nown ti me =

vl

t

v2-VI

number of days = 2. al -

a2

d2-dl

+1

I

Sutra 16
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time =

time of meeting = 2.

Sutra 19

distance
Sutra 24
sum of the speeds per day

Propositiones ad acuendos iuvenes (attributed to Alcuin, ca. 735-804)
9
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2
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the hare with his teeth

-

7

150

feet that the hare
makes per leap

length of the field

=

2
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525
feet that the hare covers
until being captured

Problem 26: Propositio de campo et cursu cans acfuga leporis

Algorismus Ratisbonensis (mid-15'h century)

100.6+(10-6)=150
Problem 32

100

7+(10-7)

=

233y

for each? steps that the hound

feet that the lure

runs he makes up 3 steps advance

runs before being captured

Problem 33

Motion of the slower planet Distance + (Motion of the faster - Motion of the slower) _
Distance of the moticn of the slower, until the faster catches up with him

Problem 148

The Sanskrit karanTs and the Chinese mian
by KARINE CHEMLA and AGATHE KELLER

In this article we describe, despite noted differences, a cluster of similar features in the
conception and use of quadratic irrationals in seventh-century India and in first- to thirdcentury China. In both contexts, in contrast to what can be found in Greek texts, quadratic irrationals are introduced as such. They are considered as quantities, and arithmetical
operations are performed with them. Furthermore, this article not only raises the question of the circulation of mathematical concepts and practices between India and China,
but also underlines striking similarities between Akkadian, Greek and Sanskrit concepts
on the one hand and Chinese, Indian and Medieval Arab practices on the other.
Dans cet article nous ddcrivons, malgrd certaines differences, des caractdristiques communes 9 l'Inde du V116me sidcle et A la Chine des premier aux troisidme sidcles concernant la conception et ('utilisation d'irrationnels quadratiques. Dans ces deux contextes,
contrairement a ce qui se trouve dens les textes grecs, les irrationnels quadratiques sont
introduits en tant que tels. Conqus comme des quantitds, ils entrent dans des operations
arithmetiques grfice a la mise au point de nouveaux algorithmes. Cet article non seulement
pose la question de la circulation des pratiques mathdmatiques entre la Chine et I'Inde,
mais encore note des similaritds entre des concepts akkadien, grec et sanskrit d'une part.
entre des pratiques mathematiques chinoise, indienne et arabes mddidvales de I'autre.

The oldest Chinese and Indian mathematical texts that have come down to us both
introduce a concept of quadratic irrationals and describe computations with such
entities. Hence, dealing with irrationality was not a characteristic unique to Greek

mathematics of Antiquity, even though the approach to such phenomena may
have been different in the various mathematical traditions. By presenting ancient
Indian and Chinese texts describing computations with quadratic irrationals, we
would like to highlight some similarities that these texts present, in contrast to
what is attested in extant ancient Greek sources. Despite the fact that differences
between them can also be noted, this raises the question of whether transmission
occurred, and, in case it did, how and when it took place.
Lacking so far evidence to answer these questions, we shall suggest a line of

inquiry that could shed some light on the situation, and we shall provide some
preliminary results in this direction. In particular, within the framework of this
paper, we shall concentrate on the kind of computations which were developed
both in China and India to handle such numbers.

As far as Indian texts are concerned, the word with which such irrationals
were designated, karanT, seems to have had quite a long and complex history, the
scheme of which is still lacking despite some first attempts.' What exactly was
I

See for instance [Hayashi 1977; Datta & Singh 1993; Jain 1995: 371 ff.; Hayashi 1995: 60-64].
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meant by this term in different Indian writings, from the first mathematical texts
that we possess in the Indian subcontinent, the Sulbasutras [Sen & Bag 1983], to
the sixteenth-century commentaries of the Bijaganita, is difficult to pin down. In
the first part of our paper, we shall present the use of karanis in the first systematic text dealing with them, i.e., Bhaskara's seventh-century commentary (abbreviated from now on as BAB) of the mathematical chapter (ganitapada) of the
Aryabhatiya, traditionally believed to have been composed in 499.2 While analyzing the first Indian source displaying computations with quadratic irrationals, we
shall meet with the problem of determining the meaning of karanT. Restricting
ourselves, here, to simply indicating the problem, we shall leave the discussion of
the concept karani for another publication.
In a second part, we shall turn to the Chinese sources: the Canon dating from
the beginning of the common era, The Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures, and the third-century commentary on it by Liu Hui. We shall examine how
they attest to the fact that quadratic irrationals were introduced in ancient China,
and that computations were carried out with them.
We shall conclude by comparing these sources in this respect, discussing the
reason why we believe they raise a problem of transmission, and by outlining a
program for further research on this topic that, as we shall see, seems to indicate
that the question of transmission may become much more complex.

1. Computations with Quadratic Irrationals in a Seventh-Century
Indian Commentary and Another Contemporary Text

As explained above, we shall restrict ourselves here to examining computations
with quadratic irrationals in Bhaskara's commentary of the mathematical chapter
of the Aryabhatiya (BAB). We think it useful to start with the BAB because, being
a commentary - the first extant of its kind -, it is especially profuse in a tradition where treatises tend to be as concise as possible. However, for the sake of the
comparison we plan to outline in our conclusion, we shall also confront what is
found in this commentary with an astronomical treatise of the same time: Brahmagupta's Brahmasphutasiddhanta, written in 628 (abbreviated as BSS) 3
We will consider below the computations in Bhaskara's commentary, in which
numbers designated as karanis are involved. Some of the computations with such
numbers are described in general terms, others on the basis of numerical examples. Before looking closely at these computations, let us briefly examine the
contexts in which quadratic irrationals are manipulated in this text.
1.1 When are quadratic irrationals manipulated? Quadratic irrationals appear in
the commentaries of the geometrical verses of the mathematical chapter of the

2 We have used the only existing edition, [Shukla 1976]. The reader can find a translation of
the text in [Keller 2000, Il].
3

We have used Dvivedi's edition [ 1902].
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Aryabhatiya.° In most of the cases, they emerge when a computation using the
procedure corresponding to the "Pythagorean Theorem" produces a square whose
root cannot be extracted. However, it is the length of the segment, and not its
square that is needed to solve a problem. Thus quadratic irrationals appear in the
computation of the area of trilaterals and the volume of an equilateral pyramid,
when the "Pythagorean Theorem" is used to derive the heights of such figures. In
a similar manner, quadratic irrationals emerge when computing the volume of a
sphere. This computation, as we will see below, involves using the square root of
the area of a great circle. Bhaskara does not dwell on the links that such quantities
bear with the procedure to extract square roots.5 Indeed, a procedure to extract
square roots is given in verse 4 of the mathematical chapter of the Aryabhajiya.t'
Bhaskara calls the result of a root extraction vargamida (literally, "the root of a
square"). In contrast, if one needs the square root of a number N that is not a
perfect square, the quantity is called N karanis.7 This expression refers to what we

will call "the square root number of N" (N being any positive rational):,.
When such quantities are manipulated, as will become clearer below, the value of
N is what is used in computations, but
is in fact the number considered. Once

the expression karani is introduced in Bhaskara's commentary, any number N
whose "square root number" is manipulated is said to be karani-ized (karanigata).8
Bhaskara sometimes gives approximate values of the roots he cannot extract.
But when this happens, they are never elaborated explicitly .9 Thus, while deriving
geometrically a table of sines in a base circle with radius R by means of the "Pythagorean Theorem,"10 he does not consider the quadratic irrationals that arise.
Without stating it, he in fact produces approximate square roots. I t
So Bhaskara extracts square roots, sometimes approximately. But he also manipulates numbers like ,rN--, some of which may be quadratic irrationals.
4

Specifically in [BAB 2.6ab, 2.6cd, 2.7cd, 2.9ab, 2.101.

5

Twice only he makes off-hand remarks on the subject. We will examine them below.
For a description of this procedure, see IShukla & Sarma 1976: 36-37; Keller 2000,11: 58-62].

6
7

8

9

It is difficult to decide if karani, when used to qualify the state of a quantity, abstractly,
should be used in the singular or plural voice. This is one of the problems we hope to tackle
in our forthcoming article.
In fact the word karani may take many different meanings. We do not intend to discuss here
the problems that arise when examining the different signification that the word can take.
We have analyzed the problem in (Keller 2000,1: 199-2071, and hope to clarify it in a forthcoming article. We will, however, give an interpretation of the word before each quotation of
a Sanskrit text where it is used.
Bhaskara occasionally gives approximate results explicitly, but not for square roots in this
text. For instance in his commentary of verse 12 of the mathematical chapter of the Aryabhafiya, as noted by (Hayashi 1997: 401-402].

10

In (BAB 2.11 ]. See [Keller 2000, II: 156-184].

II

Note that one of the uses of the word karani in the Bakhshafi Manuscript covers exactly this
status: an approximate square-root derived when one cannot extract an exact square-root. The
Bakhshaf Manuscript is a mathematical text roughly datable to the seventh or eighth century.
It was edited and translated in [Hayashi 1995]. See pp. 148-149 where the author suggests the
seventh century as a probable period of composition.
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Although we will not dwell on this aspect of karanf in the present article, it
will be useful for us to evoke here the geometrical interpretation that Bhgskara
gives of the word. A karani-operation, geometrically, is the construction of a
square knowing one of its sides. To be more specific, BhSskara explains that a
karani-operation is what "makes" the hypotenuse equal to the other sides. This is
an etymological pun: the word karani is derived from the verbal root kr- (to
make). Thus, when directly associated with the "Pythagorean theorem," karanis
seem to represent both a numerical entity (a quadratic irrational itself representing
a length) and a geometrical one (the operation producing the square of which a
given side is known). This already sheds some light on the versatility of the word.
However, as we will see below, karan7s representing the values of areas and volumes are manipulated as well. The use of quadratic irrationals seems therefore not
to have been restricted to expressing the values of lengths. Karani although always manipulated in geometrical contexts, may have been gaining, in Bhoskara's
commentary, an independent numerical status.
Thus, within this text, quadratic irrationals appear in a partially explicit relation to the procedure of square-root extraction. But, a specific quadratic irrational
is used seemingly outside of this context, in relation to the circumference of a circle. That is the value 10. It is called ten karanis (alternatively dasa karartya or
in a compound dasakarani). It is explicitly considered by our author as a bad approximation of the circumference of a circle having 1 for diameter.

In conclusion, quadratic irrationals called karanis appear in a geometrical
context. And specific arithmetical rules are derived in order to enable one to carry
out computations with these quantities. This is what we will turn to now.

1.2 Multiplication of Quadratic Irrationals. Bhiskara gives rules on how to
multiply quadratic irrationals with each other and on how to multiply and divide a

quadratic irrational by an ordinary quantity. These quadratic irrationals appear
indifferently as the square roots of integers, fractions, or integers increased by a
fraction (fractionary numbers).
For instance, in his commentary on the first half of verse 6,12 Bhaskara carries
out a computation that may be formalized as follows:

,Fa f= ab
of = a2 VD = a2 b,
where a and b may be either integers or fractions.
He does so when computing the area of an equilateral triangle of side 7.13 Its
area is computed as half the base (3 + 1/2) multiplied by its height. The height is
evaluated with the "Pythagorean Theorem" and found to be equal to 36 + 3 / 4.

Bhaskara first makes a "square root munber" out of 3+1/2, 412+1/4. He then
12

Unless stated otherwise, from now on, all the verses referred to belong to the mathematical
chapter of the Aryabhat-rya.

13

Geometrical examples seldom use measure units, a number is just associated with a segment
of a figure.
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multiplies 436 -+3 / 4 and 12 + 1 / 4 to obtain the area, 450+ 3 /16. As we shall
see later, he probably transformed these two first fractionary numbers (i.e., quantities of the form a ± b/c) into fractions (i.e., quantities of the form (ac + h) / c)
before multiplying them. The result was presumably obtained as the quotient of
the numerator and the denominator. In the end, it is presented in the form of the
square root of an integer increased by a fraction.14
Let us examine closely how the computation is expressed in the text. In the
following sentences the word karani, used in the plural form as a sort of measure
unit for the number it modifies, should be understood as indicating that it is the
square-root of the stated number that is considered:
lena, buhjavarge karnavargacchuddhe sesam samadalakotivargah
36

3
4,

samadalako)i karanyah
36
3

4

iii /
Therefore, when the square of the base is subtracted from the square
of the hypotenuse, the remainder is the square of the height
36
3

4,
the height is
36
3

karanis [Shukla 1976: 56].15

4

This excerpt presents, in fact, the very first time quadratic irrationals are introduced in Bhiiskara's text. The commentator underlines how the numerical value of
"the square of the height" (samadalakolivarga) is equal to the value of the height
expressed as a number of karanis (samadalakoli karanyah). The difference is in

the perspective in which such a value is taken into account. The first time the
square of the length is both the number and the value considered. The second
time, the quantity considered is the square root of the previous square, even though
it is expressed by the value of its square. In other words, 3 -+3 / 4 is the number
taken into account. But because one cannot express its value, the quantity is re-

ferred to by its square, 36 + 3 / 4. And this is indicated in the text by using the
expression: 36 + 3 / 4 karanis.

These manipulations of fractions in Bhaskara's commentary are described in [Keller 2000:
155-160).
15 We would like to thank T. Hayashi and J. Bronkhorst for their suggestions concerning all
translations of Sanskrit texts.
14
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In order to compute the area of the figure, Bhaskara needs to homogenize all
the quantities. He therefore computes the square of half the base, to express its
value as a number of karanis. Notice that an ordinary number thus "becomes a
karanr, ' when it is squared. The text goes on:
bhujardham api karanyah
12
1

/

4

tena, karanyoh sarpvargo `sti7i labdharp ksetraphala>lr
"samadalakotibhujardhasaryrvargah" iti karanyah
450
3

/

16

Half the base also is
12
1

karanis.

4

Therefore, since there is a product for two karanis, the area obtained (with the
rule) `the product of half the base and the height" is:
450
3

karanis [Shukla 1976: 56].

16

So it is only incidentally that Bhaskara indicates that one can only multiply two
karanis (and not a karani and a non-karani). In other words, we learn that when a
computation involves one quadratic irrational, this implies that other quantities
entering the computations have to be transformed into karanis.
Bhaskara carries out a similar computation when
evaluating the volume of a pyramid. In the second half
of verse 6, the dryabha/iya gives the following rule to
compute the volume of an equilateral triangular based
pyramid:
urdhvabhujataisaryrvargardhagr

sa ghanah,catlasrir iti //
Half the product of that (area of the isosceles trilateral which forms its base) with the upright side,
that is (the volume of) a solid called "six-edged"

Figure 1

[Shukla 1976: 58].16

In other words, if A is the area of the base, and u the "upright-side" (cf. Figure 1),
then the volume V is given as:
V

16

This rule is incorrect.
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In Bhaskara's commentary of this verse, an example is given which underlines again how quantities are made into "square root numbers" in order to enter
computations with quadratic irrationals. In the following example where the base
of the pyramid has an area 3888 and a height of 96, this computation is carried
out:
k,setraphalam [karanyah] 3888 etasam k,cetraphalakaraninam urdhvabhuj6karaninam ca sagtvargardharyt ghano bhavati l ardham ity atra karanitvad dvayoh
karanibhis caturbhir bhago hriyate / labdham ghanaphalam karanyah 93312 /

The area of the figure 17 is 3888 [karanis]. Half the product of these karanis of
the area of the figure and of the karanis of the upright side (previously obtained
as 96 karanis) is the volume. (The rule uses the expression) "half," but because
two (should be in) karanis, here, (the product) is divided b1y four karanis. What
is obtained is the volume 93312 karanis [Shukla 1976: 59]. 8

Notice that the word karani is used in this paragraph in the same way as we have
described above, indicating, as some sort of a measure unit, a square-root number.
In the third sentence, it seems to name a bit more than that. Indeed it refers to the
quality that the quantity, here 2, should assume so that it can be manipulated with
quadratic irrationals. Thus, two different uses of the word karani appear here.
The computation carried out can be formalized as follows:

(. .j )/2 = (au)/4 .
Implicitly, to divide (a product of) karanis by an ordinary number one squares the
latter in order to make it into a karani. The result of the division is then obtained
as a karani.

Bhaskara states in all its generality a rule to multiply a square root by its
square when commenting on Aryabhata's rule, in the second half of verse 7, to
compute the volume of a sphere. Aryabhata's rule runs as follows:
tan nyamirlena hatam ghanagolaphalam niravase,Fam //

That (i.e., the area of the circle) multiplied by its own root is the volume of a circular solid, without remainder [Shukla 1976: 611.19

Bhaskara supposes that the area of the diametrical section may not have an
extractable root. In his commentary to this verse, he therefore writes the following
sentence, where the word karani means a square-root number in general:
tat punah ksetraphalam mulakriyamanam karanitvam pratipadyate
On the other hand that area becomes a karani when being made into a root
[Shukla 1976: 61].

17
18
19

The word ksetra literally means "field," although in Bhaskara's commentary, as in other mathematical texts, it always refers to an abstract geometrical figure such as a triangle, a circle, etc.
Another interpretation and translation of this paragraph can be found in (Hayashi 1995:61 1.
Once again, the rule is incorrect.
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This is the only context where a quadratic irrational is clearly stated to appear
when the extraction of a square root is undertaken. Implicitly, the commentator
seems to consider that when the extraction is carried out an impossibility may arise.
Bhaskara consequently decides to change the status of the area, thereafter considered as a karani.20 Note that the geometrical entity that becomes a karani is not a
segment, but an area. This modification of the status of the area induces a change
in the procedure followed. Bhilskara indicates this in the following sentence. At
the end of this sentence a verb is used, which was created from the word karani.
Its ambiguity, indicated by a slash (is squared/is made into a karani), relates to the
polysemy of the word karani, to which we will return later.
tatah punar api karaninam akaranibhih satnvargo mistiti ksetraphalwp karanyate l

Then, however, since there is no product of karanis by non-karanis, the area is
squared/is made into a karani. [Shukla 1976: 611

Ultimately, this ambiguity exists because transforming an ordinary number into a
karani is, as we have noticed before, to square it.21 Bhaskara indeed indicates in
the next sentence that he understands the verse as follows:
evam ayam artho `rthad avasiyate ksetraphalavargah k$etraphalena gunita iti I
Consequently, the following meaning is in fact understood: the square of the area
of the figure is multiplied by the area of the figure [Shukla 1976:61].

In other words, if A is the area:
A%I-A =%[A I -A

where A may be an integer but also a fraction or a fractionary number.
For instance, in an example from the commentary on the latter half of verse 7,
the area of the diametrical section is computed as (3 + 177) /1250. Bhiiskara then
adds a sentence where the irrationality of its square root seems to be stated. This is

the second place where the appearance of quadratic irrationals is linked to a
square-root extraction:
purvabhihitaganitakarmana [dvi ]viskambhakyetrasya yat phalam ayata,p
3
177
1250

tasya mitlam elad eva karanigatam asuddhakrtitvat pratipattavyam I
With the previously told mathematical computation, the area of the figure having
two for diameter is reached,
3

177

1250

20 The expression conveys square-rootness as a quality of the number: it is the karaniness (karanirva) of the area that is produced. But it also emphasizes the process, since this karaniness is
produced (pratipadyate).
21 Bhaskara includes the word karani in a list of synonyms of varga, square.
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This very (value), which has become a karani, should (therefore) be considered
to be its (square)-root, because it is an impure square [Shukla 1976: 62].

Here it is very clearly stated that N should be considered as a karani, because
one cannot extract its root. Thus a karani is characterized as a "square root number," in a case when the algorithm cannot yield the result. The irrationality of [N-is additionally spelled out as the fact that N is "an impure square" (asuddhakrti). So
we see how square-root numbers appear when one has to deal with quadratic irrationals of the type 3 -+177/1250.
Then, Bhaskara transforms the fractionary number 3+177/1250 into what
we call a fraction, 3927 / 1 250 , before carrying out the procedure. This latter operation is called "to put into a same category" (savarnita):
tac ca savarnitarp jatam
3927
1250

etat ketraphalavargena gunitarp jatarp ghanaphalam karanyah 31.
karanibhagAi ca
12683983
1953125000/
And that is made into a same category (i.e., it is made into a fraction),
what has been produced is
3927
1250.

This is multiplied by the square of the area,

what results is the volume 31 karanis and
12683983
1953125000 parts of a karani [Shukla 1976: 621.

Bhaskara deals with fractionary karanis as he deals with ordinary fractions. He
transforms the result of a computation which has the form of a numerator on a
denominator into a fractionary number, i.e., as an integer increased by a fraction
smaller then one. Again, the word karani escorts these values as some kind of
measure unit.

1.3 A Rule of Three with Quadratic Irrationals. Bhaskara also applies other common arithmetical operations such as the Rule of Three to quadratic irrationals. In

the BAB, a standard verbal formulation (vaco yukti) is used when the Rule of
Three is to be applied u If the ratio of A to B is the same as the ratio of C to D, the
verbal formulation of the Rule of Three is expressed in the following way:
If with A, B is obtained, with C, what is obtained? D is obtained.

This formulation corresponds to a computation, namely, D = (B C) / A.

22

For a general presentation and analysis of the Rule of Three in this text see [Keller 2000,
1.1.5.b: 75-78; 1.2.4.b: 164-166; 11. BAB 2.26-2.27cd: 303-324].
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Bhaskara uses such a rule when computing

the hypotenuse or "ear" (karna) of a triangle
in an equilateral triangular based pyramid in a
case when some of the quantities involved are
quadratic irrationals. In the following example,
two similar triangles are considered (B'HC and

BB'C, as represented in Figure 2). Bhiiskara
states that BB' : CB = CB' : CH by formulating
the question which defines a Rule of Three. In

this case, BE is a quadratic irrational, 108,
whereas both B'C and BC are integers (respectively 6 and 12). They are, however, "made into"
karanis,23 to be compared to the length of the
first segment:

B'

Figure 2

karanam-yady astoltarasatakaranikena [avalambakena]
catuscatvarigrsadunarasatakaranikah karno labhyate, tads
ra(trimsatkaranikenavalambakena kiyan karna iti 1

If an hypotenuse which is the karanis of a hundred increased by forty-four is
obtained with a perpendicular whose karanis are a hundred increased by eight,
then with a perpendicular whose karanis are thirty-six, how much is the hypotenuse obtained? [Shukla 1976: 59]

The value of CH is deduced from this:

CH= (CB CB')/BB'.
The result obtained is a quadratic irrational. Bhiiskara only states:
labdho'ntahkarnah [karanyahJ 48
The interior hypotenuse (CH) obtained is 48 karanis [Shukla 1976: 59].

This example is important because it shows that Bhaskara holds that one can let
quadratic irrationals express ratios, under the condition that all quantities are expressed as "square root numbers."

1.4 Adding Quadratic Irrationals. In a circumstance where he meets with the
problem of adding quadratic irrationals, Bhilskara also gives a rule to add karanis.
This rule can be used in cases when the numbers considered are quadratic irrationals, but a division by 10 provides two numbers for which a square root extraction
is possible. However, as Bhilskara underlines it in his commentary, this procedure
does not always work.

23

Numbers are expressed in bahwrihi compounds ending with the irregularly formed (because
one would expect a long "i") karanika. These compounds mean: the number whose karanis
are/whose karani is ...
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This rule is given in a prakfta verse in Bhdskara's commentary to verse 10,
for which K. S. Shukla proposes a Sanskrit translation:
auvalli a dassakena i mulasamasas samotthaval /
auvaltanaya guniyam karanisamasarn to naavvam 11
[apavartya ca dasakena hi mulasamasah samottham yat l
apavartanankagunitam karantsamasam to jnatavyam Ilj

When one has reduced (the squares of the two to be summed) by ten, then, the
sum of the roots (of the results is taken). That which arises from the same (sum;
i.e., the sum is squared) is /
multiplied by the digits of the reducer (i.e., ten), (the result is a karani, in this
24
way) the sum of (two) karanis should be known // [Shukla 1976: 74]

Note that its expression is general. It can be formalized as follows:

f +f =

10[ a/10+ h/10]2,

where a / 10 and b / 10 are perfect squares.

Thereafter, Bhdskara gives an example where this rule may apply but where it
also meets with its limits, which Bhiiskara
then spells out [Shukla 1976: 73-74]. He
considers a set of figures inside a circle as
represented in Figure 3, where a segment
formed by a chord and the arc it subtends
is called a "bow-figure" (dhanuhk.,etra). In
the followin g para g rap h, we see the commentator trying to add the areas of each of
the figures, all of which were obtained as
quadratic irrationals. The numbers are preceded in Sanskrit by the abbreviated form
of the word karani, ka.

ka.90/4
pa

u

ka. 160

ka. 2304

da
ka. 160

pa
ka. 90/4

Figure 3

anaya gathay6 purvaparadhanuhk,cetraphale

ka. 90
4

ka. 90
4

ele ksetraphale karanipraksepavidhanena prakeptavye / (...) tatha krtva labdharp
ka. 90 / daksinottaradhanu$or api lathaiva phale ka. 160, ka. 160 / [samasascaJ

ka. 640 / somas tayoh punah samasah ka. 1210 / madhyasthayatacaturasrak$etraphalam karanyah 2304 / dhanuhksetraphalasamasaraser asya ca karanisamasakriyaya samasyamane rasyor asamkyepata /
24

This verse is difficult to understand. The formula we propose conforms both with our reading
of the Sanskrit translation and the computations that Bhaskara carries out as we explain below. Another interpretation, given by A. N. Singh, is described in [Shukla 19721.
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The two areas of the eastern and western bow-figures are, according to this verse
(gather),

90 ka.
4
90 ka.
4

These two areas should be added using a method to sum karanis. (...) Once it is
done, what has been obtained is 90 ka. And then for the southern and northern
bows, in exactly the same way, the areas are 160 ka., 160 ka. [And the sum] is
640 ka. The sum of the two sums is indeed 1210 ka. The area of the rectangular
figure standing in the middle is 2304 karanis.
When considering the sum of the two quantities, the quantity which is the sum
of the areas of the bow figures and this (i.e., the area of the rectangle), with the
(previous) procedure for summing karanis, there is no addition [Shukla 1976: 74).

Whereas 90/4, 90, 160, 640, and 1210 when divided by ten all produce perfect squares, this is not so for 2304. The commentator cannot add all the areas of
the figures in order to obtain the area of the circle as one single "square root number." As is shown here, this rule to add karanis does not always provide results.
Notice that in the last sentence karanis are referred to as quantities (rasi). This
point will prove very important.
To summarize, we have so far observed that quadratic irrationals could have
the form of the square root of an integer, the square root of a fraction or of an integer increased by a fraction. We have seen that when quadratic irrationals appear,
then other quantities that have to be manipulated with them are, so to say, put under the square root or "made into karanis."
We have remarked above that the product of two "square root numbers" was a
"square root number." This is not stated in all its generality by our commentator,
who notes the existence of such a product and produces a result that is a "square
root number." Similarly, one can divide "square root numbers" by ordinary numbers, under the condition that these ordinary numbers be transformed into "square
root numbers." The result of the division is then a "square root number." Bhiiskara also knows of a method that sometimes can provide a sum of "square root
numbers." Finally, he can manipulate ratios involving quadratic irrationals under
the condition that all the quantities of the ratios become "square root numbers."
All of this, together with the above reference to quadratic irrationals as raiis,
shows us that karanis are conceived of as a special kind of quantities.
1.5 Quadratic Irrationals and Approximations. In order to elucidate how Bhaskara
conceives of such quantities, let us look closely at what he tells us both about the
ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter, and about the value of 10
karanis that is involved in its expression. Verse 10 of the mathematical chapter of
the Aryabhatiya associates a diameter measuring 20 000 units with an approximate circumference, 62 832. Aryabhata explicitly states that the circumference is
an approximation, he calls it: asanno vritoparinaho. And Bhaskara, commenting
on this part of the verse, raises a question:
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(Question)
athnsannaparidhih kasmad ucyate, na punah sphutaparidhir evocyate?
Now why is the approximate circumference mentioned and not indeed the exact
circumference?

(Answer)
evade manyante - sa upaya eva nasti yena s4k4maparidhir aniyate l
They believe the following: there is no such method by which the exact circumference is computed [Shukla 1976: 72].

This answer given by Bhaskara may very well be his way of expressing the irrationality of the ratio of the diameter of a circle to its circumference. Note that this ratio
is approximated by what can be seen as a non-reduced fraction (62 832 /20 000).
The plural form "they" is probably a reference to elder teachers, a tradition which
Bhaskara claims to belong to.
The dialogue continues. It develops as a series of objections to Bhaskara's answers, objections that Bhaskara in turn attempts to refute. The ten karanis are thus
introduced as an objection to the approximate result presented by Aryabhata. They
are presented as the exact circumference of a circle whose diameter is one. Bhas-

kara first asks for a proof (upapatti) of this assertion. And the one who gives the
objection answers as follows:
(Objection)
atha manyate pratyaksenaiva praneiyamana rupaviskambhaksetrasya paridhih
dasakaranya iti /

Now, some think that the circumference of (a circle) having one for diameter
when measured directly, is ten karanis.
(Answer)
na etat, aparibhasitapramanatvat karaninam l
This is not so because karanis do not have a statable size [Shukla 1976: 72].

This answer seems to evoke very precisely the irrationality of 10. We can note
that its status as being un-measurable is not related to the impossibility of stating
an exact circumference. It seems, as a matter of fact, that these two problems are
distinguished.
An example from this same part of Bhaskara's commentary seems to draw a
parallel between two different kinds of irrationality, that of the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter on the one hand, and the sides of a rectangle to
its irrational diagonal. The relation here springs from the value 10. In any case
this is within a dialogue, and the objection does not satisfy Bhaskara:
(Objection)
ekatrivistarayamayatacaturairalcsetrakarnena dasakaranikenaiva
tadviskambhaparidhir ves/yamanah sa tatpramdno bhavatiti
The circumference (of the figure) with that (unity) diameter, when enclosed by
the diagonal, which measures precisely ten karanis, of a rectangular figure whose
width and length are respectively one and three, that (circumference) has that
size (i.e., it measures ten karanis) [Shukla 1976: 72].
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These excerpts show that it was debated among mathematicians of Bhaskara's
time, whether both the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter on the
one hand, and certain irrational values such as 10 on the other hand, could be
expressed exactly or not.

1.6 Rules of Computation in Brahmagupta's Work Brahmagupta's treatise is
contemporary with Bhdskara's commentary. By examining briefly the computation on karanis that he proposes, we would like to underline the continuity of the
kind of work that was done in India on quadratic irrationals. However, despite
elements of similarity which seem to indicate that seventh-century authors, as well
as later Indian mathematicians, inherit from a common tradition of conception and
manipulation of the karanis, differences between them may betray the fact that the
work on such procedures still went on for centuries and kept deriving new procedures. The continuity of this tradition will be of a striking contrast with what can
be seen of the history of the manipulation of quadratic irrationals in China.
It is noteworthy that Brahmagupta, composing a treatise, systematically provides a set of rules for arithmetical computations with karanis. Bhdskara, on the
other hand, writing a commentary, only sporadically provides such rules when he
needs them. Consequently, some of the differences that we will emphasize below
may very well have their origin in the different natures of the two texts at hand. In
the following we will not list all the similarities and differences between Brahma-

gupta's manipulation of quadratic irrationals and Bhaskara's, but just underline
some striking features that are useful for us here. We will not discuss the interpretations given for Brahmagupta's verses. These rest upon those proposed by
Datta, Singh and later K. S. Shukla, as can be seen in [Datta & Singh 1993], and
those proposed by T. Hayashi [1977].
As in Bhiiskara's commentary, quadratic irrationals are called karanis. They
are contrasted with the result of a square-root extraction that bears the name pada.
Brahmagupta thus gives a rule to compute the sum or the difference of quadratic
irrationals. In this specific case, if a is not a perfect square, a is called karani. The
expression thus does not refer to -Fa, but to the argument of the square-root which
is implicit here:
is/oddhrtakaranipadayutikri4lagutrita `ntarakrtir va /
The square of the sum of the square roots (pada) of the karanis divided by a
desired (quantity) is multiplied by that desired (quantity, this gives the sum), and
the square of the difference (of the square roots of the quotients being so treated
will give the difference) [BSS, viii, 38/39 ab].

This may be formalized as follows:

One would like to compute f ±fb-. Let a and b be two non-perfect squares
(karanis); c is the "desired quantity" (isla). First both a/c, b/c are considered
("the karanis divided by a desired (quantity)"). These are probably meant to be
perfect squares, since their square-roots (pada) are extracted. Then "the square of

the sum of the square roots (pads)" is computed, that is: [ a / c ± b 1-1c ]2. This
last quantity is "multiplied by that desired (quantity)": c [ a -1c ± b / c 12.
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The last quarter of the verse, "and the square of the difference (of the square
roots of the quotients being so treated will give the difference)," would concern
the case where the difference of two karanis is considered and not the sum.
Implicitly, it seems, operations are here carried out on the argument of the
square root rather than on the square root itself. This is the usage in Bhaskara's
text as well, when he considers the sum of karanis. Therefore, the procedure described by Brahmagupta could be rendered by the following formula:

f tf =

c[ a/c± b/c12 .

The rule given by Brahmagupta appears as more general than the one that we have
read in Bhaskara's commentary.
In contrast to Bhaskara, Brahmagupta gives also a rule to compute the product
of such expressions, where the quantities are karanis. This rule is different from
those that were given by Bhaskara:
gunyas tiryag adho Who gunakasamas tadgunah sahitah /l
(Put down) the multiplicand horizontally below itself as many times as there are
terms in the multiplier; and their products are added together [BSS, viii, 38/39
cd].25

This may be formalized as follows:
V - a ( , r c - + J )= ac+ ad.

Furthermore, Brahmagupta gives a rule "to divide" such expressions with karanis:
sve$)arnacchedagunau bhajyacchedau prthag yujav asakri I
chedaikagatahrio va bhajyo //

Multiply the dividend and divisor separately by the divisor after making an
optional term of it negative, then add up the terms. Repeat (the same until the
divisor is reduced to a single term). Then divide the (modified) dividend by the
divisor reduced to a single term [BSS, viii, 39/40].

This may be understood as follows:

(,r +r)I (,Ic +1d) = (,(a- +. b)(,r -,r)/[(,r +,ld)(,r -r
=(f+f)(4c` --Fd)/(c-d)
[Datta & Singh 1993: 256]. Such is the conclusion that might be drawn, when
examining the arithmetical rules given by Brahmagupta in the BSS. Some, for
adding karats, are more general than the ones given by Bhaskara. Others, as far
as we know, appear there for the first time.

1.7 Conclusion. Let us summarize what we have seen in Bhaskara's text. Quadratic irrationals always appear in a geometrical context. They are referred to as the
25 We therefore disagree with the claim made by K. S. Shukla in his introduction [1976: xxiij,
where he writes that Bhitskara "knew" a rule to multiply the sum of "square root numbers."
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non-extractable square roots of integers, fractions or fractionary numbers. They
are called karanis. When other quantities have to be manipulated with quadratic
irrationals, they in turn are made into karanis, that is into "square root numbers."
This allows karanis to enter a certain number of computations, such as a multiplication, a division, or a sum. Other rules pertaining to these computations were
given by another seventh-century author, Brahmagupta. Therefore, quadratic irrationals and more generally "square root numbers" seem to be conceived as special
kinds of quantities.
We have noted several uses of the word karani, which put together may seem
puzzling, and are certainly problematic. We list them here:

karani in the nominative plural modifies numbers as some sort of measure
unit. This indicates that the value appearing in the expression is the square of
the quantity referred to (e.g., it is a "square root number").
karani in compounds and as the root of verbs or derived nouns can name in
all their generality "square root numbers." This expression is used when indicating that there is a product of two square-root numbers, or in several other
situations that we analyzed. As such, it can also designate quadratic irrationals.

karani can designate the square of a number.
the karani operation, related to the "Pythagorean Theorem," is the construction of a square from a given side.
We will briefly come back to this constellation of meanings, when comparing this
with the use of dynamis in Greek sources. Let us for now turn to one of the oldest
Chinese sources available to show that the same type of quantities are introduced
and involved in similar computations.

2. Computations with Quadratic Irrationals in Ancient China

Quadratic irrationals were introduced in the oldest Chinese mathematical treatise
that has been handed down by the written tradition, The Nine Chapters on Mathematical Procedures (Jiuzhang suanshu )t*JXt t), below abbreviated to The Nine
Chapters.26 A compilation of knowledge available in China roughly up to the
beginning of the common era, this book was composed in the first century either
26 The first paper to have put forward this interpretation is [Volkov 1985). See also [Li Jimin
1990; Chemla 1992). We refer the reader to Qian's [1963) edition of The Nine Chapters.
Since 1984, K. Chemla has been working with Gun Shuchun (Academia Sinica, Beijing) on a
new critical edition and a French translation of The Nine Chapters, including the commentaries on the treatise until the seventh century - a book soon to appear. In 1984, a mathematical text entitled Book on mathematical procedures, Suanrhushu S IRO, was found in a tomb
at Zhangjiashan in Hubei province; several editions of this text have recently been published.
However, at first sight, it does not seem to introduce such quantities, even though there is an
algorithm for root extraction at the end of which an interest appears in restoring the original
number by applying an inverse operation.
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before or after the common era and was soon to be considered a classic. This is
how it was conceived of by its first commentator, Liu Hui JPJ') I. His commentary.
completed in A.D. 263, was handed down together with the text itself and is now
part of all the extant editions.

2.1 The Context for Introducing, and Computing with, Irrationals.
The Result of a Root Extraction. In Chapter 4, "Small width" (Shaoguang 1l19i)

of The Nine Chapters, an algorithm for the extraction of the square root of an
integer N is described [Qian 1963: 150]. The algorithm makes use of the represen-

tation of N with a decimal-place value system. The square root of N is thereby
determined digit by digit, and in case the number is not exhausted when the digit
of the units has been determined, the algorithm of The Nine Chapters prescribes:
If by extraction, (the number) is not used up, this means that one cannot extract
(its root). You must then call it (the number) with "side (mian Vii)" [our emphasis].

Until recently, historians did not understand the exact meaning of this sentence. It
was only in the last decades that an interpretation could be established for it. It is
now understood as follows: in such cases, The Nine Chapters states the algorithm
cannot provide the result, since the root cannot be extracted, and indicates that the

result must be given in another way, in the form of "side of N" (N --hi mian,
NZj), or, ,[N-. Hence, from the beginning of the common era, one finds quadratic irrationals introduced in ancient China in a way similar to what is found in
our Indian sources, that is, as the results of square root extraction, in cases where
the algorithm cannot exhaust the number whose root is sought. More precisely,
the root of a number N is obtained either as the result of the algorithm described
by The Nine Chapters, or, when the algorithm does not exhaust the number, as a
quantity "side of N."
The Nine Chapters does not mention such numbers elsewhere, which accounts
for the fact that it took so long before such an interpretation of this sentence was
put forward. It was only by relying on Liu Hui's commentary that one could find
elements that led to this understanding. Liu Hui both describes computations with
such numbers and comments on their nature and the reasons for introducing them.

The Sphere and the Cube. Let us first examine the computations to which he
submits numbers of the type "side of N," so as to compare them with what we
found in Indian texts, especially in Bhdskara's commentary discussed above. In
the third-century commentary on the "extraction of the spherical root" (an algorithm to determine the diameter of a sphere whose volume is given), Liu Hui deals
with the relationship between the sphere and the inscribed and circumscribed cubes.
It is in this context that he presents computations that will require the introduction

of such numbers. We can hence observe how they were manipulated in ancient
China [Qian 1963: 156]. We shall follow Liu Hui step by step in this commentary
and analyze the computations involved. In the first part of the passage we are interested in, Liu Hui considers the relationship between the sides and the areas of
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one face of, respectively, the inscribed and the
circumscribed cubes (see Figure 4). He puts forward an algorithm which manifests the relationship between the sides:
Let the diameter of the ball (i.e., the sphere,
[Trans.]) be multiplied by itself, divide by 3,
extract the (square) root of this, hence the
side of the cube (lifang `Lh27) inscribed
within the ball [Qian 1963: 156].

Next, Liu Hui sets out to establish the relationship between the areas that underlies the algo-

Figure4

rithm quoted. Hence, after an argument that we shall examine below, he expresses
the proportion between areas corresponding to the algorithm just stated:
This is why the square (mi 4) that the side of the inscribed cube multiplied by
itself makes is to the square (mi) that the diameter of the ball multiplied by itself
makes as one third [Qian 1963: 156].

Note that the expression of the ratio between the two areas is given in the terms of

a fraction: 1/ 3 (san fen zhi yi i5).--), which is usual in Liu Hui's commentary.
As is regularly the case, Liu Hui's reasoning to reach this conclusion is expressed
with respect to a particular example:28
Suppose the side of the cube inscribed within the ball is 5 chi R. One takes 5 chi
as the base (of a right-angled triangle, you '41). 29 The square (mi) that the base
multiplied by itself makes is 25 chi. o If one doubles this, one gets 50 chi, which
is taken as the square (mi) of the hypotenuse (AC), which is called the hypote27 We must stress that the word used to designate the side of a cube in this sentence differs from
the word used in the expression "side of N." However, the word mian is sometimes used elsewhere in the commentary to refer to the side of a polygon, as well as the side of a cube, or
even the face of a cube or of another polyhedron (see especially Liu Hui's commentary on the
algorithm for cube root extraction 1Qian 1963: 153-1541). As becomes clear below, Liu Hui
knows that the side of the circumscribed cube is equal to the diameter of the sphere.
28 On the way in which examples are used in both The Nine Chapters and in Liu Hui's commentary, the reader is referred to [Chemla 1997a). Geometrical examples often involve dimensions
of the order of magnitude of the chi, and use integral values appropriate for the problem considered.
29 Naming the side of the inscribed cube as the "base" of a right-angled triangle is the canonical
way in which ancient Chinese sources introduce the right-angled triangle ABC; see Figure 4.
A similar practice may be seen in Bhigskara's text [Keller 2000, 1: 228-230). No figure is
mentioned in this passage of the Chinese text. Let us stress, however, the difference between
these two modes of designating triangles, the ancient Chinese one and ours: the Chinese text
may refer to any face of the cube, whereas our drawing specifies one particular face. For the
convenience of the reader, we shall insert between brackets the names of the segments with
respect to the figure.
30 No distinction is made between units for measuring lines or surfaces. The passage from Plato's
Theaetetus mentioned below manifests the same use.
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nuse corresponding; to the side of 5 chi of the square that is the flat base (pingmianfang Z V. 1 If one takes this hypotenuse as height (of a right-angled
triangle, gu J&), if one also takes 5 chi as base (of the right-angled triangle,
gou, AD), adding the squares (mi) of the base and height, one obtains 75 chi,
which makes the square (mi) of the great hypotenuse (CD). Extract the root of
this, then one can know the great hypotenuse. The great hypotenuse is the longest diagonal of the inscribed cube, and this diagonal gives the diameter of the
ball.

If the side of the inscribed cube, AB, is 5 chi, applying twice the right-angled triangle procedure (gougushu 4JRj*j, with which the name of Pythagoras is nowadays commonly associated), Liu Hui determines that the square of its largest
diagonal, CD, is 75 chi. CD is also the diameter of the sphere and, hence, the side
of the circumscribed cube. The area of one face of the inscribed cube is known: it
is 25 chi. The area of one face of the circumscribed cube is also known: its value
was just determined as 75 chi. Liu Hui can thus conclude, "This is why the square
(mi) that the side of the inscribed cube multiplied by itself makes is to the square
(mi) that the diameter of the ball multiplied by itself makes as one third."
This concludes the part of our passage devoted to comparing the areas of the
faces. Note that the hypotenuse CD was said to be known as the result of the root
extraction applied to 75 chi, without the result being made explicit at this point.
When, thereafter, Liu Hui turns to examining the relationship between the volumes of the two cubes, he will express the result explicitly.
Note also that the conclusion concerning the relationship between the areas of
the faces of the two cubes ends a development that aimed at establishing the correctness of an algorithm, stated at the beginning of the passage and relating to the
sides of the cubes:
Let the diameter of the ball be multiplied by itself, divide by 3, extract the
(square) root of this, hence the side of the cube (lifanginscribed within
the ball.

In this case, Liu Hui avoids directly stating a ratio between the sides that would
require quadratic irrationals and expresses, instead, a ratio between their squares.
However, later on, it will appear that there is no such restriction holding in general.
31

The expression pingmianfang can be understood as "the side of the square (fang )j) of the
flat base (mian j)," in which "base" refers to a face of the cube. On this passage, we have
two editorial remarks: first, all ancient sources agree in having "the square (mi) of the height"
instead of "the square (mi) of the hypotenuse" above. This may well be a way of indicating
that the next function of the same segment is going to be the "height" of another triangle (see
below). If this were the case, there would be no need to change the text as it is given by all the
ancient sources. Second, the expression "which is called the hypotenuse corresponding to the
square of the base the side of which is 5 chi" is unusual from a syntactic point of view. One
would rather expect "which is called the square (mi) of the hypotenuse corresponding to the
square of the base the side of which is 5 chi." A few characters below, all ancient editions
agree in having a superfluous mi, which may well be a copyist's displacement of the character
that is missing here.

32

Again, the triangle ACD is introduced by designating a segment as its height.
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Regularly, Liu Hui's commentary meshes finding the ratio between areas or
volumes with establishing the correctness of algorithms evaluating geometrical
magnitudes, or, in particular, accounting for the coefficients occurring in the statement of the algorithms. This is probably what is at stake in considering the ratio
between the volumes of the inscribed and the circumscribed cubes, a problem to
which Liu Hui turns next.
2.2 Multiplying with Quadratic Irrationals. In the following sentences, Liu Hui
determines the volume of the circumscribed cube. He first prescribes the algorithm to be used:
If one makes the great hypotenuse further multiply its square, this gives the volume of the cube circumscribed to the ball.

He then sets out to compute the actual result within the framework of his particular
example, and this is where we first encounter computing with quadratic irrationals. He writes:
Since, by extracting (the root of) the square (mi 9) of the great hypotenuse, one
does not use it up ...

One recognizes the formulation by which The Nine Chapters started the conclusive prescription of the algorithm for square root extraction. One must then turn to
the other way of obtaining the result. Here, Liu Hui goes on:
Making its square multiply twice itself and naming (the result) with "side," one
gets, for the volume of the circumscribed cube, the side of 421875 chi.33

Namel , having to multiply 75 by 75, Liu Hui computes 753, and gives the result
as 4753, that is 421875 or "side of 421875." Symbolically, one may represent
the procedure as follows:
A-

f A- = V-7-

Several points are worth noting here. First, the fact that the value of the volume of
the circumscribed cube is expressed as "side of 421875 chi" shows that "side of

N" is not restricted to representing a length. Rather, it expresses a quantity the
square of which is N. And, in case the interpretation of the result of a sequence of
operations shows that N corresponds to the square of the value sought, then this
value can be found by applying a root extraction algorithm to N and may therefore
be expressed as "side of N," irrespective of the actual object it refers to. It is not
the number N as such that may or may not be qualified as a square; it is the object,

the value of which it represents, which may be shown to be the square of some
other magnitude. The qualification of a magnitude as the square of another expresses in this case, with full generality, an operational relation between the two.
Such quantities as "side of N" do not pertain to a given geometrical meaning. In
other words, the operation of taking the square root appears to be conceived of,
33

Note that again the same word designates the unit for the volumes.
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not as determining the length of the side of a given square, but as the inverse of
the operation of squaring, and this "operational meaning" is conveyed to such
quantities as "side of N"; they are qualified as the quantities the square of which is
N. More on this point below.
Another point worth stressing is that, once quantities such as "side of N" have

been introduced, they enter into computations - here in a multiplication - as,
and with, any other quantities. And new procedures are hence described to perform the arithmetical computations with such numbers. These procedures appear
subject to a constraint: the result of an operation must be given in the form "side
of N" and cannot satisfactorily be expressed, as we would do, as the product of a
rational by a quadratic irrational. Now the quantities such as "side of N" are not
only produced as results of square root extractions, but also as results of other
algorithms bearing on them.
It is also worth pointing out that all these facts equally hold for Bhaskara's
text, where, as was shown above, the same procedure is described to carry out a
).
similar multiplication involving similar quantities (A and

2.3 Quadratic Irrationals as Terms of Ratios - Simplification, Rule of Three.
Let us return to the part of Liu Hui's commentary that we were reading. Our commentator next turns to computing the volume of the inscribed cube. His aim is to
find the ratio between the two volumes. He writes:
If, in addition to this, we make the multiplication of 5 chi, the side of the inscribed cube, by itself and again multiply this (the result) by the side of the cube,
we obtain for the volume 125 chi.

As he needs to compare this volume to the one obtained previously as "side of
421875 chi," he next transforms this result to put it in the same form:
Multiplying 125 chi by itself and naming (the result) with side, one obtains, for
the volume, the side of 15625 chi.

5 3 chi =125 chi = 125 Z chi = J5_625-chi
or, symbolically,

a3 = (a3)i or A =

AZ.

The same remarks as those outlined above hold here too. The property of the expression "side of N" only to designate a quantity whose square is N, irrespective
of what N measures, appears here with even greater clarity. Moreover, one must
stress that when it comes to using numbers and quantities of the type "side of N"
in the context of the same operation, a new use of that expression is introduced: it
not only stands for the root of numbers whose root could not be obtained as an
integer, but it can also express integers in a new way, as "sides of their squares."
This happens every time that a ratio is considered, one term of which is of the
type "side of N," and this is also the case when performing computations where

quadratic irrationals occur. This is indeed what happens next in the passage,
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where the ratio between the volumes of the inscribed and the circumscribed cubes
is examined:
One simplifies both by 625: the volume of the circumscribed cube is the side of
675 chi when the volume of the inscribed cube is the side of 25 chi.

In other words, the ratio between the two volumes was shown to be the one between

753 chi and

5-6chi. Liu simplifies both arguments by 625 = 54 and obtains

the ratio between 675 chi and 25 chi. Symbolically, the ratio between -JA--b-

Bb is given as equal to the one between
and ..
This calls for two remarks. First, if we consider the computations involved,
we can see that another arithmetical operation is applied to quadratic irrationals,
namely, a simplification between them when they occur as terms of a ratio. And
the way in which this operation is carried out requires some attention: confronted
with a situation when one term of the ratio has the form Aa3, whereas the other
term could have been given the form Ca, Liu Hui does not simplify the argument
of the former by a2, whereas he simplifies the latter by a. He rather puts all terms
in the form "side of N" and simplifies the arguments in parallel. Such an algorithm therefore extends to cases when the number by which one simplifies is not a
square, as is done later on in the passage (see below). Moreover, Liu Hui states
the operation as a simplification by a2, and not by "side of a2." He thus operates
directly on the argument of the square root.
This first remark relates to the second remark: we see that such quantities as
"side of N" can thus express a ratio between entities. However, they do so under
the condition that all terms entering the ratio have the same form, and this is where
the possibility of expressing integers as "sides of their squares" enters into play.
All numbers are transformed as quantities of the type "side of N" to operate, and
the operations also produce quantities in the same form. This constraint on the
expression of ratios will appear to hold throughout the text. It evokes what we
previously described in Bhi skara's text.
Usually, in The Nine Chapters or in the commentaries, the numbers expressing
the ratio between two entities are put into play in two related ways. They permit
the formulation of an algorithm to compute one of the terms of the ratio, when an
algorithm to compute the other term is known. We already met with an example
of this fact above: a proportion between areas made it possible to establish an algorithm to produce the side of the inscribed cube, when the side of the circumand

scribed cube, i.e., the diameter of the sphere, was known. In the second case
above, we could therefore think of an algorithm similar to this one, to determine
the volume of the inscribed cube, since we know how to compute the volume of
the circumscribed cube with the help of the diameter.

But the numbers expressing the ratio between two entities also permit which is another way of expressing the same fact - the use of a Rule of Three to
determine the volume of one of the cubes, when the volume of the other is known.
Incidentally, this highlights how there is here no loss of generality when Liu Hui
develops his reasoning on the basis of a particular example. Having ratios expressed
with terms of the type "side of N" would thus imply involving quadratic irration-
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als in a Rule of Three, which is interesting in two ways. First, the quantities such
as "side of N" would enter in yet another arithmetical operation: the Rule of Three.
which would be appropriately adapted for dealing with them. Secondly, we would
meet yet again with one of the algorithms which Bhiskara applied to karanis. How-

ever, as we shall now see, this is not as clearly developed here as it is in the
following sentences of our passage.

Before we set out to analyze this further, let us stress a last feature of the
former computation: it may come as a surprise that Liu Hui does not simplify as
much as he could have done: the ratio between 675 chi and 25 chi could have
been given as the one between 27 chi and 1 chi. Again we may have a hint of
the reason why he does so in the topic to which he turns next.
2.4 Reporting on Zhang Heng's use of Quadratic Irralionals. The following passage from the commentary we are reading is important for the additional testimony
it provides on the use of such numbers in ancient China, since Liu Hui reports
thereafter on the use Zhang Heng !&-& made of such quantities as "side of N" for
dealing also, within a cosmological framework, with the relationship between the
cube and the sphere.34 Zhang Heng (78-142), whose name is mainly known in
connection with astronomy, constitutes yet another example of a scholar in ancient
China manipulating quantities like "side of N" between the time of the composition of The Nine Chapters and Liu Hui's time.
Zhang Heng, Liu Hui reports, stated that the circumscribed cube corresponds
to the "side of 64" when the sphere inscribed to it corresponds to the "side of 25."
These figures may seem surprising - we meet again with integers expressed as
the "side of a square" - but they are highlighted, if we follow Liu Hui, by the
fact that Zhang Heng also gives the "square" as corresponding to the "side of 8"
whereas the "circle" corresponds to the "side of 5."
Let us first see how Liu Hui understands the latter statement, before we go
back to Zhang Heng's treatment of the sphere and the cube, and to the relation
between the two pairs of values. Liu Hui interprets the latter values as referring to
some la t. Here we must momentarily interrupt our explanations and shed some

light on the concept of M. The Nine Chapters introduced this concept in the
framework of the Rule of Three, or "procedure of suppose" as it is literally called
in the Canon. There, lii qualifies the two explicit values that express how the two
34

The name of Zhang Heng is associated with an astronomical theory, huntian f5K, "spherical
sky": in opposition to those who held that the earth was a flat square, above which the sky
was like a canopy (a theory named "sky as a canopy," gaitian AX), the followers of huntian
held that the earth was a sphere inside the sphere constituted by the sky. The former attributed
the figure of the circle to the sky - the shape as well as the number 3 attached to the circumference of a circle of diameter I - whereas they attached to the earth the shape of the square.
as well as the value of its perimeter (4, when dealing with the square circumscribed around the
previous circle). On this, see The Mathematical Classic of the Gnomon of the Zhou (Zhoubi
suanjing Wlll99, ca. first century B.C.E or C.E.) [Qian 1963: 131. One may therefore guess
a relationship between the discussion we analyze here about spheres and cubes and the cosmological problem of determining shapes and figures attached to the earth and sky, according
to the huntian theory.
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types of things dealt with in a Rule of Three might be converted one into the
other. The first example offered in The Nine Chapters concerns the conversion of
grain: if unhusked grain corresponds to 50, when the coarsely husked grain corresponds to 30, both values suffice to compute the amount of husked grain obtained
from any given amount of unhusked grain: these numbers are designated as la. In

other words, la refers to a particular example of equivalence between the two
kinds of things involved, and the Rule of Three enables us to extend this particular
example to convert any quantity of one of the two things into the corresponding
quantity of the other. As becomes clear later, the term la connotes the property of
these two particular values, possibly to be multiplied or divided by the same num-

ber, without the meaning of the pair, as expressing a relationship between two
given entities, being changed. More generally, la qualifies the elements of any set
of numbers in as much as these numbers present the same ratios between them as
the things they represent: the la hence constitute what we shall call a "microcosm,"
reproducing at a given size the relations between a set of magnitudes in a given
situation under scrutiny. They are thus defined up to a constant, and the Rule of

Three appears to permit the connection of any two pairs of such values. Lu, as
qualifying a type of number in a set of such numbers, and the Rule of Three, as a
procedure ruling their changes as a set, are thus intimately linked.
We are now in a position to understand better Liu Hui's statement that "if one
follows Zhang Heng's procedure, the lu of the perimeter of the square is the `side
of 8,' whereas the lit of the circumference of the circle is the `side of 5'." In other
words, this is simply a way of giving the ratio of the perimeter of the square to the
circumference of the inscribed circle as the ratio between "side of 8" and "side of
5." Let us notice that, here, the numbers we are interested in, the quantities of the

type "side of N," can therefore express the values of la and, in correlation with
this, enter Rules of Three: this confirms what we deduced above from the fact that
they could be used as terms of ratios.
This concept of la, which was until this point qualifying integers or rational

numbers, is thus extended to qualify our quantities, the changes of which will
follow their own patterns, as it appears from the following sentences in which Liu
Hui deduces, from this, other ratios linked to the circle and the circumscribed
square. He goes on:
If we suppose that the perimeter of the square is the "side of 64 chi," then the
circumference of the circle is the "side of 40 chi."

As we just recalled, the term la connotes the property that the quantities it
qualifies can be both multiplied or divided by the same number without the meaning of the pair being altered. This property is put into play here when the values of

the la are of the type "side of N." Accordingly, the following new algorithm is
used for this first example of changing the values of such a pair of Iii:
If the hi of the perimeter of the square is the "side of 8" when the Iii of the circumference of the circle is the "side of 5," then the hi of the perimeter of the
square is the "side of 8 times 8" when the la of the circumference of the circle is
the "side of 5 times 8."
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Or, symbolically:
If /u of A is -Ia when la of B is f, then la of A is J a c when Iii of B is b c.

The transformation observed here is inverse to the one we described above,
for simplifying ratios. Note that here c, by which the arguments are multiplied, is
not a square. Note also that, as we saw for the terms of a ratio, when one of the lu
is of the type "side of N," the corresponding lu's are also all given in the same

form. This accounts for the fact that "side of 64" is not changed into 8. This
constraint is even more explicit when Liu Hui goes on:
If, furthermore, one multiplies the diameter of 2 chi by itself, one gets, for
the diameter, the side of 4 chi. This corresponds to the fact that the Iii of the
circumference of the circle is the "side of 10" when the lu of the diameter is the
"side of I."

Several facts are worth stressing here. Firstly, one notes how sets of Ia are
constituted: a pair of values was given for the lu of the perimeter of the square and
the circumference of the circle. These values determine a given size for the situation under consideration (a circle inscribed within a square). In this example, these

values are, respectively, "side of 64 chi" and "side of 40 chi" Now Liu Ilui explores the microcosm constituted by all the geometrical elements of this situation
at this given size. The values of these other geometrical elements in this situation
constitute the values of their lii corresponding to the first two lu. He thus considers that the value of the diameter, in this very situation, can be taken as Ia of the
diameter in what now forms an extended set of la's. Liu Hui can then turn his
attention to the pair of the lu of the circumference and diameter, and transform it
by dividing both values by the same quantity. We see here the relationship between introducing the concept of lu and using particular examples in mathematical practice.
Secondly, to get from the pair of Ia worth the "side of 4" and the "side of 40"
for respectively the diameter and the circumference of the circle, to the pair "side

of I," "side of 10," Liu Hui applied the transformation inverse to the previous
one, or symbolically:
If Ia of A is a c when Ia of B is b c, then Ia of A is f when Ia of B is f.

We have already met with this kind of reduction above, and this is why we admitted that what Liu Hui did amounted to introducing such quantities as "side of
N" into the arithmetical procedure of the Rule of Three.

Thirdly, Zhang Heng's value for what we call it is 10. As Liu Hui reports:
"Zhang Heng also considered that the lu of 3 for the circumference and 1 for the
diameter (i.e., those adopted by The Nine Chapters [Trans.]) were wrong. He thus
rewrote this method. But he increased the circumference too much, this exceeds
its actual value." We shall see below the possible importance of this remark.
Finally, we confirm that, whenever one of the lii is of the type "side of N," the
lii given together with it must be of the same form. We have already seen four
examples of this. Three of these occur in the passage relating Zhang Heng's values.
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One of these cases, where the lit for the diameter is given as side of 1, when the la
of the circumference is given as side of 10, is most interesting for the way in which
it expresses the unity. Above, the same phenomenon occurred when considering
the ratio between the volumes of the inscribed and the circumscribed cubes as expressed by, respectively, 675 chi and 25 chi.
This brings us back to the volumes, and to how Liu Hui restores the reasoning
behind Zhang Heng's value for the ratio of the volume of the sphere to that of the

circumscribed cube as that of 25 to 64. Indeed, Liu Hui points out that the
structure of these two data is the same as the structure of the data underlying the

algorithm provided by The Nine Chapters. This algorithm for extracting the
"spherical root" amounted to stating that the ratio of the sphere to the circumscribed cube equaled 9/16. Given that in The Nine Chapters the ratio of the area of
the circle to that of the circumscribed square is given as 3/4, and given also that
the ratio of the volume of a cylinder to that of the circumscribed parallelepiped is
given as equal to the ratio between the areas of the circle and the circumscribed
square, Liu Hui reconstructs in the following way how the algorithm of The Nine
Chapters was obtained. First, the cylinder inscribed in the cube was computed as
having a volume equal to 3/4 of the volume of the cube. Secondly, if a cylinder is
inscribed transversally within the same cube, the solid which is created as the intersection of both cylinders has, at each level, the same relation to the sphere as
the area of the square has to the area of the circle. Hence the volume of the sphere
is 3/4 the volume of this solid, whereas the first cylinder was itself 3/4 the volume
of the original cube.
If the sphere is given as occupying 9/16 of the volume of the circumscribed
cube, Liu Hui concludes, this means that, within the framework of the hypothesis
for n, the ratio of the volume of the sphere to the first cylinder was taken as equivalent to its ratio to the solid introduced as the intersection of the two cylinders.
After having recovered in this way the reasoning underlying the algorithm of The
Nine Chapters, Liu Hui stresses that it is wrong, since it mistakenly identifies the
first cylinder with the intersection of the two cylinders.

Zhang Heng's values for the ratio of the sphere to the circumscribed cube
have the same structure, in that 25 and vrg are also both squares, and in fact the
squares of the values given for expressing the ratio between the areas of the circle
and the square.35 Liu Hui comments, "Hence we know that he again takes the circular cylinder as represented by the lii of the square and the sphere by the la of the
circle. In that the error is important."
35

Liu Hui shows that the perimeters of the circle and the circumscribed square have the same
ratio as their areas, since he shows that both areas are computed as the product of half the diameter by half the circumference. "Hence, he says, the perimeter of the square is taken as the
tii of the area of the square, whereas the circumference of the circle is taken as the Iii of the
area of the circle." It is interesting to note here that the values of the lit are expressed by a
given magnitude, and not by an actual numerical figure. This implies that the algorithms producing the two magnitudes of the areas were compared, and simplified, with respect to each
other, not by a particular number, but by a given magnitude (one fourth of the diameter). This
is how one could express the hi of these two magnitudes by two other magnitudes.
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We can therefore surmise that Liu Hui's interpretation is that Zhang Heng applied to the quantities "side of N" the same reasoning in the following way:
The volume of a cylinder is to the circumscribed cube as "side of 5" to "side of 8."
The volume of the sphere is again taken to have the same ratio with respect to the volume
of a cylinder as "side of 5" to "side of 8" (the /ii of the circle to the la of the square).
Consequently, the volume of the cube is to that of the sphere as
"(side of 8)22" to "(side of 5)2",

which is
"side of (8)2" to "side of (5)2".

This highlights how such quantities as "side of N" enter computations with
ratios. It is interesting to note that the ratio is expressed in this way, as a ratio between quantities of the type "side of N," instead of being simplified and given as
the ratio of 8 to 5. This recalls what we repeatedly stressed above concerning sets
of la: as such, all these quantities ("side of 5," "side of 8." "side of 25," "side of
64") belong to the same set of Iii and must thus be given in the same form.

2.5 Approximations. There is a last aspect worth inquiring into in this passage:
how Liu Hui evaluates the error affecting the results obtained by Zhang Heng's
formula, which, he says, "is important." This matters to us here, since it seems to
involve a reasoning for comparing the result of a computation involving quantities
such as "side of N," with the result of an algorithm applied to fractional quantities.
To explain this hypothesis, we need to come back to how, earlier in his commentary, Liu Hui commented on the algorithm given in The Nine Chapters to
compute the volume of the sphere. He wrote, "Since, when one takes, as lii of the
circle, 3 for the circumference and I for the diameter, the area of the circle is
wrong by default and since, if we suppose that the circular cylinder is represented
by the la t of the square, then the volume of the ball is wrong by excess, they
compensate each other; this is why the lu of 9 and 16 are by chance pretty close to
reality. However, the ball is still wrong by excess."
By comparison, the error in the values obtained by Zhang Heng's algorithm is
said to be significant. Two facts stressed by Liu Hui may have constituted the
backbone of his analysis of why this was so. First, as shown above, the reasoning
underlying Zhang Heng's algorithm amounts to taking the ratio of the sphere to
the cylinder as that of the circle to the square to establish the algorithm, which is
in error by excess. But, in addition to this, as Liu Hui stressed, the value for the
circumference which corresponds to taking n = 10 also involves an error by excess. Hence, in contrast to the case of the algorithm in The Nine Chapters, the two
errors now do not compensate, but compound each other. In fact, Liu Hui describes a computation, the aim of which he does not make explicit. We suggest
that this computation may aim at highlighting how important the error is. Let us
describe this computation.
Liu Hui starts from the values of "side of 675 chi" for the volume of the circumscribed cube and "side of 25 chi" for the volume of the inscribed cube. At
the beginning of his report of what Zhang Heng did, Liu Hui seems to attribute to
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him the following remark: extracting both square roots, it would suffice to add an

additional unit to 675, and "side of 676 chi" would yield 26, whereas "side of
25 chi" would immediately yield 5. Hence 26 is introduced as an integral value by
excess for the volume of the circumscribed cube; and the fact that Liu Hui did not
simplify these values above, as we noticed, might be explained by his intention to,

later, use the value of 26, or to account for Zhang Heng's use of 26. In fact
now - and this is where the computation we are interested in starts - Liu Hui
sets out to compute what the procedure of The Nine Chapters -- a procedure
which, we saw, he knows to produce a value for the sphere by excess - would
give if it were applied to a value of 26 for the circumscribed cube. This cannot but

give a value for the sphere that exceeds the actual value. This is what Liu Hui
concludes, without adding any comment. However, if one compares this value to
what Zhang Heng's procedure would yield, if acrlied to a volume of "side of
675," one can see that (5 675 )/8 is even greater. With this in mind we suggest
interpreting the computation carried out by Liu Hui, when reporting Zhang
Heng's views, as highlighting the importance of the error affecting Zhang Heng's
way of computing the sphere.
Several facts led us to the hypothesis that the computation aims at showing
how coarse Zhang Heng's formula is. The main reason is that this is the only way
in which one can account for the presence of this computation in this context. But,

in fact, another element supports this hypothesis: if Liu Hui had simplified the
pair of quantities expressing the values of the volumes of the inscribed and the
circumscribed cubes, and given them as being worth, respectively, "side of 27"
and "side of I," the smallest integral approximation by excess for "side of 27"
would have been 6. However, in this case, the value computed with the algorithm
of The Nine Chapters would not have been smaller than the value obtained by applying Zhang Heng's algorithm to "side of 27." Hence we may interpret Liu Hui's
adoption of the value "side of 675," as well as the development of the computation we described above, as two indications converging towards the same conclusion: Liu Hui is developing an argument to assess the magnitude of error, i.e., the
inexactness of the computation of the volume of the sphere using Zhang Heng's
algorithm. In any case, the whole of this excerpt shows clearly the interplay between exegesis and mathematical practice in Liu Hui's commentary.
If the interpretation above is accepted, we then have a comparison between
the results of two algorithms, one involving quantities of the type "side of N," and
the other producing a fractional quantity. We shall meet below with yet another
example of such a comparison in Liu Hui's commentaries.
Such is what we can know from the commentaries on The Nine Chapters, as
to the manipulations of such quadratic irrationals. In addition to this, Liu Hui's
36

This is how we write the result of Zhang Heng's algorithm applied to the quantity "side of
675." Zhang Heng would probably have obtained it as the square root of 675 25/64, or, if we
apply what the algorithm for square root extraction prescribes, the square root of 16875, divided by 8. One may suppose that the results of the two algorithms were compared through
their squares.
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commentary sheds some light on how our third-century commentator conceived
of such quantities and the reasons why they had to be introduced, which we shall
now examine.

2.6 Conceptions and Uses of the Quantities "Side of N." Let us first examine an
assertion in which Liu Hui comments simultaneously on two kinds of irrationals.
We read in the commentary on Problem 11 of Chapter 9:
Suppose the base (gou 6j) and the height (gu JR, of a right-angled triangle) are
each 5, the square of the hypotenuse is 50. If one extracts the square root of this,
one gets 7 chi, and there is I left, hence (the number) is not exhausted. Suppose
the hypotenuse is 10, its square is 100, halving it would make the two squares of
the base or the height, obtaining for each 50, for which one must also not be able
to extract (dang yi bu ke kai 1
nJfl ]). This is why one says the circumference is 3 when the diameter is I, the side of the square is 5 when the diagonal
is 7: even though one cannot exactly (zheng 1E) manage to exhaust their inner

constitution (Ii), one can still express an approximation to it, but that is all
[Qian 1963: 247].

This passage, which we shall call (1), is interesting on several accounts. We shall
only stress two aspects of it.
First, it is interesting that Liu Hui compares two cases where we know there is
irrationality, even though of a different nature: the diagonal with respect to the
side of the square, and the circumference with respect to the diameter of the circle.
The fact that he considers the two situations, simultaneously and from the point of
view of how to express these quantities, seems to indicate that, beyond the differences between them, he views the two situations in this regard as having a similar
nature.
Secondly, the nature of this similarity is of the utmost importance for us. It is
striking that, here, from noting that the number 50 is not exhausted by the root
extraction algorithm, that one is not able to extract its root in the sense that the
algorithm cannot yield it, the commentator does not draw the conclusion that the
result should be given in the form "side of N." The two passages can be interpreted in a coherent way only if we entail that expressing the result as "side of N"
cannot lead to "exactly exhausting the inner constitution (1i)" of the diagonal and
the side of the square. There is reason to believe that "exhausting the inner constitution" of the diameter and the circumference on the one hand, and of the side and
the diagonal of the square on the other hand, is meant to convey a process whereby
these magnitudes are cut into equal or proportional parts, in such a way that integers (1a ) can express their relationship? This interpretation is supported by the
whole sentence that ends the quotation above: instead of "exactly exhausting the
inner constitution," one may be able to "express it approximately," and this "ex37 On the interpretation, in early Chinese mathematical texts, of this word ti JT from classical
Chinese philosophical vocabulary, see the glossary by K. Chemla (to appear). One may be
tempted to interpret here zheng 1E "exactly" as "with integers," but this would require evidence to support it that has yet to be found.
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pression" refers to the pairs of integers that can be given as la for the magnitudes.
Expressing approximately the "inner constitution" of two magnitudes with respect
to each other is equivalent to providing a pair of integers. In the case of the side
and the diagonal of the square, instead of giving "side of 50" as the value of the

diagonal when the side equals 5 - or "side of 25" -, or else as the value of the
side when the diagonal is worth 10 - or "side of 100" -, the inner constitution is
expressed approximately by attaching integers to both the side and the diagonal. If
this interpretation holds true, then the commentator states here that in both cases,
one cannot express both magnitudes by Iii which would be integers and would
have the same ratio as the magnitudes themselves, and that the only thing one can
do is to express their inner constitution with integers approximately.
In the two commentaries where he deals with, respectively, the algorithm to
compute the area of the circle and the algorithm for extracting square roots, Liu
Hui makes assertions concerning the nature of the quantities involved here that
nicely complement the passage (1).
Let us first recall the case of the area of the circle [Qian 1963: 102-104].38
The algorithm given in The Nine Chapters to compute the area of the circle pre-

scribes multiplying "half the diameter by half the circumference of the circle."
After having accounted for the correctness of the algorithm as such, Liu Hui addresses the following question: the algorithm that is proved to be correct is the one

involving the diameter and the circumference of the circle as such, and not the
algorithm as applied to the problems in the context of which The Nine Chapters
spells it out and which provide values for the circumference and the diameter of
the circle having a ratio of 3 to 1. Here is how Liu Hui states it, in a passage we
designate as (2):
Here, by circumference and diameter we designate (wei M) the values (shu ;> O
that attain what is so (zhi ran I4 ), what the lii of 3 for circumference and I for
diameter are not.

Hence, making use of passages (1) and (2) together, we deduce that, according to Liu Hui, there are "values," "quantities" (shu) for both the diameter and the
circumference that "attain what is so," and these "values" are precisely those put
into play by the algorithm shown to be correct. However, one cannot express them

simultaneously but in an approximate way, and this is why The Nine Chapters
provides values that do not conform to the real objects. Moreover, after the passage (2), Liu Hui works out a pair of la for the diameter and the circumference,
i.e., a pair of integers that give a better approximation of the ratio, or of the "inner
constitution" of the diameter and the circumference.
Secondly, when Liu Hui comments on the introduction of quadratic irrationals
in The Nine Chapters, he also makes clear-cut assertions about their nature. In the
first place, for cases when the number N is not exhausted by the square root algorithm, he considers fractional approximations, one of which he finds to be always
38

For a more detailed discussion, see [Chemla 1996a). It is interesting to note that it is in the
framework of this commentary that Liu Hui considers the relationship between the circle and
inscribed as well as circumscribed squares.
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smaller (a + (A - a2) / 2a + I), and the other always larger (a + (A -a2) / 2a), than
the root. Thereafter, in what we refer to as passage (3), Liu Hui states:
One cannot determine its value (shu, i.e., the value, the quantity of the root).
Therefore, it is only when "one names it with 'side"' that one does not make any
mistake (or, that there is no error) (emphasis ours) [Qian 1963: 150]'9

Again, if we consider passages (1) and (3) together, we deduce that, in this
case, the root being sought has a "value," a "quantity" (shu), even if it cannot be
expressed in a way that "exhausts the inner constitution" of the magnitude considered with respect to unity. Note that our interpretation of the impossibility of
"exactly" "exhausting the inner constitution" above fits with Liu Hui's discarding
of fractional quantities as a possible result in such cases here. Moreover, the only
solution for stating the value in an exact way is to introduce a way of naming it, as
"side of N." However, one can also express the inner constitution of the magnitude with respect to unity approximately, by a pair of integers.
Hence the two cases compared by Liu Hui above, i.e., the circumference and
the diameter of the circle, and the side and the diagonal of the square, are different. In the former case, one simply designates the two magnitudes by their names
to refer to their value; in the latter, one introduces a new type of quantity to ex-

press their value. At the same time, the former ones are not taken as terms of
arithmetical operations, whereas the latter ones are. It is all the more interesting
then that Liu Hui stressed that both situations fall under the category of shu, i.e..
"value," "quantity," and they have in common the fact that their "inner constitution" cannot be "exactly exhausted," or can only be "expressed approximately."
This helps to make clearer the statement in Liu Hui's commentary that comes
closest to an assertion of the irrational character of some ratios between magnitudes.
It is important to stress both the similarity and the difference between the two

kinds of value in order to understand another comparison that Liu Hui develops
between quadratic irrationals and fractions. If the side and the diagonal of the
square were compared to the values attached to a circle as regards the impossibility of exhausting their inner constitution, quadratic irrationals will be compared
to fractions in another respect. This relates to the double line of discussion of Liu
Hui's commentary on the introduction of quadratic irrationals. Passage (3) quoted
above reflects the part of the commentary devoted to analyzing the nature of the
result. However, Liu Hui is also interested, and this is the second line of his commentary, in accounting for the introduction of this new type of quantity: why does
The Nine Chapters prescribe giving the result in this form, when the algorithm
39

For more details, see IChemla 1997/98). After having commented on the last sentence of the
algorithm given in The Nine Chapters, Liu Hui also suggests that one can go on computing
digits beyond the units: using the same algorithm, the first digit computed should be associated with the denominator 10, the two first digits with the denominator 100, and so on, he
states. The values of 5 and 7, given above for, respectively, the side and the diagonal of the
square correspond to this latter computation: the square root of 2 is computed as I + 4/10, or
else 7/5.
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fails to produce the root? We can read passage (4) of Liu Hui's commentary as
addressing this question:
Every time that one extracts the root of a number to make the side of a square, the
multiplication of this side by itself must restore (this number) [Qian 1963: 150].`0

It is from this point of view, namely, that the inverse operation applied to the
result must restore the number with which one started, that Liu Hui accounts for
the necessity of discarding fractional results, when a square root algorithm fails to
produce the root, and that he draws a comparison with fractions, as results of division: "This is analogous to, when one divides 10 by 3, taking the remainder equal
to 1/ 3, therefore one is again able to restore its value." One may be tempted to
conclude that Liu Hui does not distinguish between the types of quantity
and
1/ 3, but we have already seen that this would be wrong. Here, in order not to
misunderstand the sentence, one must take care not to confuse the discussion concerning the nature of the result introduced - the only one relating to the irrational
character of the magnitudes -and the analysis of the reasons for introducing an
exact result, which raises another subject of concern. As shown in passage (1),
concerning the possibility of exhausting the "inner constitution," Liu Hui makes a
statement about the side and the diagonal, the diameter and the circumference, but
does not include any fraction (numerator and denominator) among the examples.
This is where he deals with the nature of the quantities. It is only when it relates
to accounting for the introduction of such quantities as "side of N" that Liu Hui
compares quadratic irrationals - and not the diameter and the circumference of
the circle - with fractions.41 His interest in explaining why one needs to introduce quantities as "side of N" must be treated separately from his analysis of what
these quantities are, once they are introduced. To understand the meaning of this
comparison between quadratic irrationals and fractions, one must reconstruct the
reason why it is important, in Liu Hui's view, to obtain results for divisions and
square root extractions that allow the restoration of the numbers from which one
started. This can be done by following the use of the operation of "restoring"
throughout the commentary. On the basis of such an analysis, which we cannot repeat here,42 one can conclude that the property of the inverse operation to restore
the number from which one started is essentially put into play in a certain kind of
proof establishing the correctness of the algorithms. This kind of proof, an "algebraic proof within an algorithmic context," is carried out by transforming algorithms, i.e., rewriting them as lists of operations. The operations it makes use of in
this context - deleting, grouping or inverting operations that are inverse to each
40 Our emphasis. The term used (ii .M) means that this number has been produced by a multiplication. which is the case for an area or a volume. Moreover, the term used below for "square"
can also mean "cube" Hence the sentence may have a meaning that exceeds the context of
the square root extraction within which it is stated.
41 As noted by a referee, there is again a "similarity here with Sanskrit mathematical typology of
operations": division and root extraction both have their "restorative inverses," in contrast to
the relationship between circumference and diameter of the circle.
42

For the details of the analysis, see [Chemla 1997198).
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other - are valid only because the results of these operations, given as fractions
or quadratic irrationals, when necessary, are exact. Hence the importance Liu Hui
grants to this property of exactness shared by fractions and quadratic irrationals.

A remark can shed some light on the relation between the introduction of
quadratic irrationals and proving the correctness of algorithms. Even though the
algorithm for cube root extraction offered in the same Chapter 4 of The Nine
Chapters is, in every respect, described in parallel with the algorithm for square
root extraction, it fails to reproduce one of the latter's key aspects: it does not include, at the end of the algorithm, in case the extraction algorithm fails to produce
the root, a statement similar to the one introducing quadratic irrationals.43 This
may relate to the fact that, except for the "extraction of spherical root," no other
algorithm in The Nine Chapters involves a cube root extraction, and, as a consequence, this operation does not appear in establishing the correctness of the algorithms contained in The Nine Chapters.
In conclusion, quadratic irrationals introduced in The Nine Chapters are at the
center of two different subjects of interest. On the one hand, they enter in a comparison with the pair of values constituted by the diameter and the circumference
of the circle, which confronts both situations from the point of view of the shared
impossibility of "exhausting their inner constitution." This is the form used to
assert irrationality in ancient China. On the other hand, quadratic irrationals are
also considered with respect to their property of guaranteeing that the squaring of
the result of a square root extraction restores the original number. And this operational property of theirs is not only the foundation for how one carries out arithmetical operations with them, but is also the perspective from which Liu Hui compares them to the other type of quantity introduced by The Nine Chapters, namely,
the fractions. The first comparison addresses the nature of the quantity, and the
impossibility of expressing ratios between magnitudes as ratios of integers. The
second comparison addresses the way of carrying out operations with such values
as well as the way of operating on algorithms as such, thanks to them.
3. Comparisons and Conclusions

Let us now summarize what we have established thus far, in order to confront the
Chinese sources that we examined with what we have learned of Bhaskara's conception and manipulation of quadratic irrationals. Several striking similarities appear.
In both The Nine Chapters and Bhaskara's commentary, unless quadratic irrationals are produced as results of arithmetical operations applied to quantities of
the same type, they are introduced as results of square root extraction that could
not be carried out. In the latter case, they are thus given in similar ways in both
ancient China and India: a way of naming them is devised that designates them
indirectly, through their squares (BAB 2.7.cd). However, it is interesting - and
43

Since there is no part of Liu Hui's commentary discussing this possibility of introducing
cubic irrationals, it seems that this does not relate to a philological problem.
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this seems to hold true for all ancient traditions - that no similar phenomenon
has as yet been found associated with cube root extractions.
Moreover, though their formulations differ, both Liu Hui and Bh5skara stress
the impossibility of "stating" (BAB 2.10) or "determining" (Liu Hui in the commentary on square root extraction) quantities of the kind of quadratic irrationals.
Furthermore, in both contexts, the quadratic irrationals introduced are conceived
of as being "quantities" (shu & in China, rasi in India), like integers or fractions,
and they can be given as values for lines (both straight or curved), areas, or even
volumes. They are thus not attached to any particular geometrical meaning.
As quantities, they enter into arithmetical operations, and adequate new pro-

cedures are given to carry out these operations under these new circumstances.
We find in Liu Hui's and Bhaskara's commentaries the same operations extended
to quadratic irrationals: multiplication of one by its square, multiplication of two
such quantities, Rules of Three.
These new procedures all carry out the extension by putting into practice the
procedures that would have been applied to the squares. They are also determined
by the fact that, in both contexts, the result must be given in the same and unique
form: as the square root of a quantity, and never, as we often do, as the product of
an integer or a fraction by a quadratic irrational.44 Thus there is a community of
practice. Another similarity in the practices with such quantities in both contexts
consists in having all numbers expressed as square root numbers when one of them
is of this type. This can be seen in the Rules of Three in both corpora where all the
terms entering the rule are given as "side of N" in China, or karanus in India: this
implies that integers be transformed into the square roots of their squares, which is
the case in both contexts.
In addition to this, the mathematical subjects for the treatment of which such
quantities are introduced are also similar. In both ancient China and India, quadratic irrationals adhere to geometry. The main object which leads to introducing

such quantities is the right-angled triangle, because of the application of algorithms linked to what is today usually called the "Pythagorean theorem." However, in both China and India, such quantities present themselves when dealing
with solids and with the circle as well.
Last but not least, as far as we can tell from the surviving sources, the texts in
ancient China and India that introduce, and compute with, quantities such as quadratic irrationals as they appear above are the very ones that also discuss the values
of 10 and I for the ratio of the circumference of the circle to its diameter.45 We
44
45

This seems to be what Brahmagupta refers to as an "abridgment"; see [Hayashi 1977: 52).
This correlation is not as obvious as it may seem. One may find expressions of such a ratio

for the circumference and the diameter that do not make use of quadratic irrationals. Qin
Jiushao 4jAilS in the t3`h century, as well as aI-KhwArizmi in the ninth century (see below),
both express this very ratio as a relation between the squares of the circumference and the diameter. Moreover, this correlation may extend to texts from India older than those examined
in this paper. As stressed by a referee, we know that the ' ulbasurras, where we find the first
references to karanis, and the early-first millennium Jain texts, also use "square root of 10" in
relation to the circle.
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saw that Zhang Heng was reported to have introduced this pair of values, which
Liu Hui criticized in his discussion of the sphere. On the other hand, it is within
the context of his criticism of these values that Bhaskara mentions them (BAB
2.10). What is even more striking is that, in both commentaries, these values are
criticized, whereas the same alternative ratio is supported: the commentary on the
measure of the circle attributed to Liu Hui establishes the values of 3927 and 1250
as Iii, respectively, for the circumference and the diameter [Qian 1963: 106].46
These correspond exactly, up to a multiplicative factor, to the ratio offered by the
Aryabhatiya and supported by Bhaskara, which gives the circumference as being
62 832/20 000 of the diameter [Shukla 1976: 72 ff.].47
In conclusion, the earliest Chinese and Indian texts that have come down to us
and that introduce, and deal with, quadratic irrationals share a cluster of similar
features that is relatively substantial. Many of these similarities are all the more
interesting and striking because they are in opposition to what can be found in
Greek sources. Let us review some of these in as much as this relates to this opposition we want to sketch.
In a most famous passage of Plato's dialogue Theaetetus (147C-148B).41
Theaetetus is presented to report on Theodorus' contribution about the "threefoot-power" (tripous dynamis) and the "five-foot-power." These expressions refer
to lines that are sides of squares having areas of, respectively, "three feet" and
"five feet."49 And, according to Theaetetus's report there, Theodorus proved that
"these are not commensurable in length with the one-foot-power." What is interesting for us here is that magnitudes are introduced that are recognizable as quadratic irrationals. However, and the following sentences of the text confirm the
fact, these magnitudes are lines, not quantities that can be abstracted from the geometrical form in which they are introduced, and it is as lines that the question of
their commensurability to other lines is raised.
Moreover, in this passage of the Theaetetus, commensurability is considered
to be possibly either in length (mekei) or "with respect to the planes which they
(the lines) have the power to form." This last expression, which refers to the commensurability of lines from the point of view of the squares, resonates with the
key concepts of Book X of Euclid's Elements, the most elaborate treatment to
be found in ancient Greek mathematical literature of magnitudes that could be
anachronistically read as quadratic irrationals. Indeed, here Euclid defines the
46
47

However, on this point, one should recall that some scholars have raised doubts as to the
attribution of this commentary to Liu Hui.
BhSskara's commentary, which works hard to explain why in this case Aryabhata has not respected the principle of simplicity and has not given the simplest values possible. is translated
and discussed in [Keller 2000,11: 136-152].

48 Among the numerous publications that discuss this passage, we refer the reader to [Knorr
1975: 62 ff.; Hoyrup 1990; Caveing 1998: 164 ff.], where both a discussion and the refer49

ences to the most important contributions to the topic can be found.
Note here the same phenomenon as mentioned above concerning the treatment of units in ancient Chinese texts: the same name of unit is given for one-dimensional and two-dimensional
magnitudes.
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commensurability between magnitudes as well as "commensurability in power
(dynamei)." The latter relation applies only to lines, which are said to be "commensurable in power" if "the squares on them are measured by the same area"
[Heath 1956: 10; Vitrac 1998: 27 ff.]. We recognize here the relation discussed in
the Theaetetus. The introduction of this concept allows as "expressible" (Definition 3) lines that would be only commensurable in power, like the side and the
diagonal of a square. However, it is only, again, as lines that such magnitudes can
be considered. As Vitrac [1998: 39-40] rightly stresses, this entails that the notion
of irrationality presents itself in different ways, according to whether one consid-

ers lines or squares: a line the length of which would be f E, where E is a
length taken as reference, is "expressible," whereas a square the area of which
would be equal to v f2-. T(E) (T(E) being the square drawn on E) would be "irrational." This highlights the fact that, in this context, irrationality has to be understood with respect to the kind of magnitudes one is dealing with, and cannot be
considered for quantities in abstraclo. This opposes the ancient Chinese and Indian sources we considered, where quadratic irrationals, as we saw, are introduced
as quantities, and ancient Greek elaborations, where these considerations are not
detached from geometry. The sharp demarcation that ancient Greek mathematical
authors made between number and magnitude and that relates to this treatment of
irrationality is not to be met with in ancient Chinese and Indian texts.50
In view of this contrast, the similarity between Indian and Chinese sources in
this respect thus appears to be less natural and calls for an explanation. One can-

not rule out a priori the possibility of a transmission between China and India,
even though so far, as we stressed right at the beginning, there is no direct evidence for it. We are yet far from being able to understand the historical processes
that account for these similarities between the Indian and Chinese sources we examined. In particular, the state of the extant sources does not allow any hypothesis

as to which direction this possible transmission may have followed. However,
given the numerous similarities that are to be found between these Chinese and
Indian mathematical sources, this seems to constitute a fiuitful avenue for future
research. We may hope that the detailed description of as many similar situations
as possible may in the end shed light on this question more globally.
In the case in which we are more specifically interested here, in order to prepare the ground in a better way for this more global apprehension of the situation,
we also need to point out some differences between our Chinese and Indian sources:

they seem to indicate that, even though the similarities noticed may have been
caused by a transmission, the sources we analyzed, i.e., The Nine Chapters and its
commentaries as well as BhAskara's commentary on the Aryabha/Fya, do not appear to be direct witnesses for it.
50 We saw earlier another hint of the same phenomenon in ancient China when the ratio between
two magnitudes was expressed as a fraction, a point which we stressed above. This opposition
between Indian and Greek mathematical texts was grasped by [Juschkewitsch 1964: 1281,
even though he could not be aware at the time of the similarity between Chinese and Indian
early sources in this respect.
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As far as the quantities involved are concerned, we saw above that BAB was
regularly introducing irrationals of the type of square roots of quantities such
as "integers increased /decreased by fractions," whereas the Chinese sources kept

to magnitudes of the kind "side of N," where N is an integer. This refers to a
more general contrast: Indian sources seem to make use of quantities of the type
integer ± fraction directly, whereas Chinese sources attest to as wide a use as possible of integers [Chemla et al. 1992]. This latter specificity relates to the central
character, in early China's mathematics, of such concepts as 1a.51 This implies that
the quadratic irrationals which we encountered in both contexts fit with more general specificities of mathematical practice.
From the point of view of the operations carried out, there is one which is not
to be met with in the extant Chinese sources, whereas, on the contrary, it appears
to have been a topic of much research for centuries in India, namely, addition. As

we saw above, BAB gives an algorithm for adding, in specific cases, quadratic
irrationals in such a way as to obtain a result which would be a unique quadratic
irrational. In contemporary texts such as the BSS, one finds a more general algorithm to the same end, attesting to a continuous interest in the problem. Furthermore, developing algorithms to perform such additions in wider and wider sets of
cases seems to have been a concern of mathematicians as late as the 16'h century
in India [Hayashi 1977; Juschkewitsch 1964: 127-128].
This relates to another difference between our two corpora of text. We could
describe the introduction of, and computations with, quadratic irrationals in relation to three Chinese sources: The Nine Chapters, completed around the beginning
of the common era; Zhang Heng's writings on mathematics, as attested to by Liu
Hui; and the commentary ascribed to Liu Hui and hence completed in 263. After
the third century, it seems that no other mention is to be found of the use of such
quantities in China: the tradition on this topic seems to have been interrupted. This
may be part of a much more general phenomenon: several mathematical concepts
and algorithms contained in The Nine Chapters or in the commentaries seem not
to have been understood in depth by mathematicians of the subsequent centuries,
and were, hence, transmitted in a coarser form.52 By contrast, in India, seventhcentury mathematicians developed procedures to compute with such quadratic irrationals. Since they do not appear to depend on a common contemporary source,
it seems that the topic was one that had already been studied in the previous centuries. Moreover, as we just mentioned, this topic appears to have remained an active area of research interest relatively continuously until quite late. This may also
explain another difference between our Chinese and our Indian corpus: in contrast
to the computations we described in the Chinese sources, the Indian texts regularly express procedures for dealing with quadratic irrationals in general terms,
before applying them to a specific situation. This may relate to the existence of a
more developed tradition of such procedures.
In relation to this, the Chinese sources discussed above presented the simultaneous reduction
of pairs of la M of the type "side of N."
52 Some of them were recovered during the Song-Yuan period, others not. See, for examples,
[Chemla 1996b and 1997bJ.
51
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Such is thus the first picture of similarities and contrasts we get if we concentrate on Chinese and Indian sources. However, there are reasons that should compel us not to stop here. Due to the limitations inherent in the format of a paper, we
shall simply list them, and we shall outline questions that should be pursued in
order to deal with this topic in a more exhaustive way. We plan to push this re-

search program further and deal with these questions in a later sequel to the
present paper.
First, the present paper has emphasized the serious problems of interpretation
raised by the Sanskrit word karani. As has already been mentioned, several authors
have tackled this issue without managing to provide a unified presentation of all
the meanings one is tempted to attach to this term on the basis of its various occurrences. However, the difficulties encountered when dealing with the word karani

strikingly recall the problems historians faced when trying to provide a unified
picture of the term dynamis, which was used in early Greek texts in connection
with what we call irrational lines. The term dynamic appears to have also taken on

the two meanings of "square"53 as well as "square root" - since it could designate a line by the square it has the power to form.54 This makes it difficult for the
exegetes to account for what appears as a contradiction and leads to debates interestingly similar to those of the Indologists. Furthermore, in the same way as the
Sanskrit verb formed on the radical of karanis was used in singular formulations
of the procedure corresponding to the so-called "Pythagorean theorem," the Greek
verb corresponding to dynamis, dynasthai, was used in some Greek enunciation
of the theorem or similar ones [Heyrup 1990: 203-205; Vitrac 1998: 32, 126-138,
n. 145]. As a consequence, if, on the one hand, computations with quadratic irrationals designated with the word karani in ancient India present striking similarities with what can be found in ancient Chinese sources and not ancient Greek
sources, on the other hand, the uncommon cluster of meanings taken on by the
term used to refer to these numbers, karani, does not evoke at all the Chinese term
mian Mi, but the cluster of meanings which developed in ancient Greek mathematical literature around the word dynamis.
The picture gets even more complex if one recalls that, as Jens Heyrup [ 19901
noticed, the interpretation of the Akkadian mitharium presented the same difficulties, the very ones we are interested in, as that of the Greek dynamis. To deal with

these facts, Heyrup developed his analysis along two lines. First, he suggested
putting into play this conceptual parallel in such a way as to use what we know of
the Babylonian concepts to shed light on the Greek cases. Secondly, he wondered
whether this coincidence could be accounted for in terms of transmission from

53

This is the meaning one can attribute to the term as used in Diophantos' Arithmetics [Bashed
1984a: 112 ff.], where it refers to the square of a number, as well as in late commentaries,
where it can designate geometrical squares [Heyrup 1990: 206; Vitrac 1998: 28 and n. 20].

One can attach the Euclidean qualification of a relation between ratios as dynamei to this
range of meaning.

54 We met above with an example in Plato's Theaetetus. [Heyrup 1990: 206] signals a use of
dynamei in Hero's Metrica that falls under this rubric.
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Old Babylonian to Greek mathematics, and then discussed the possible scenarios
for this transmission. Now, if we add the term karani to the debate, if we ask why
the interpretation of the three terms mithartum, dynamis and karani raise similar
difficulties, the issue gets much more intricate. In any case, this collection of facts
seems to indicate that the picture in terms of transmission may be more complex
than we first thought and calls for a more global approach.
This is the first extension which the topic requires. It is clear that discussing
all the problems raised by these additional similarities would exceed the scope of
this paper. But, at first sight. the two lines of inquiry followed by J. Heyrup reasonably define the program of research that would also be worth pursuing here.
First, from a conceptual point of view, which light could each of these situations
shed on the other? Secondly, are we to account for these similarities in terms of
transmission, and if so, how?
There is a second series of reasons that indicate that the problems of transmission raised by our topic are worth exploring further. These concern the Arabic
world in the Middle Ages. It is generally admitted that Arabic mathematicians
distinguished themselves from Greek mathematicians such as Euclid in that they
carried out an "arithmetization" of the theory of quadratic irrationals: they introduced algebraic irrationals as numerical quantities, developed algorithms for
carrying out ordinary arithmetical computations with them, thereby widening the
range of "numbers," and, in parallel, gave an algebraic interpretation for Book X
of Euclid's Elements, thus extending its meaning to bear upon magnitudes in general, numerical as well as geometrical.ss Both ChakrabartiS6 [1934:36--38] and
Juschkewitsch [1964: 128, 250] noticed that this conception was in continuity
with the way in which Indian mathematicians of whom we know conceived of
such objects. We can now add that it was also in continuity with the way in which
such quadratic irrationals were introduced in early imperial China. This naturally
leads to a question: was this an independent development that was made in the
Arabic-speaking world, based only on Greek mathematical texts and the inner
logic of Arabic mathematics? Or did Arabic mathematicians also inherit, in one
way or another, these earlier Asian ways of conceiving of, and computing with,
irrationals, as they inherited concepts and procedures for integers and fractions? In
the latter case, we would have, for the irrationals, a history in which different ob-

jects were later synthesized into a single one, rather than a linear account of a
step-wise development.
In order to raise this question more specifically, we need to take a closer look,
from this perspective, at al-Khwfirizmi's Concise Book on the Operations of al-

jabr ("algebra") and al-mugabala, completed between 813 and 833. A first examination seems to indicate that a more detailed analysis of how it is correlated,

55

56

On these commentaries, the reader is referred to [Matvievskaya 1987; Ben Miled 1999). See
also [luschkewitsch 1964: 248 fl.; Ahmad & Rashed 1972: 37 fl.].
This was noted by (Hayashi 1977: 58, n. 28). In general. [Chakrabarti 19341 does not provide
much evidence for his statements.
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in this respect, with the sources we examined would be worth carrying outs' Let
us concentrate in the following lines on the hints of correlation that we found 58
As is well known, after having introduced the elements with which to compose
any quadratic equation, and after having presented the algorithms to solve the six
normal forms they can take and proved them, al-Khwiirizmi turns to examining
computations with binomials (composed, strikingly, of numbers and "roots") and
with square roots.59 In the latter section, which touches the main topic of this
paper, al-Khwarizmi considers quantities that are square roots of integers or of

fractionary quantities and square roots of perfect squares as well as of other
numbers.
A sentence, which apparently was interpreted in diverging ways by different
translators, seems to indicate how al-Khwiirizmi conceives of these quantities. If

we understand the sentence as Rosen [1831:27] does, it would read: "If you
require to double the root of any known or unknown square ...... However, if we

follow Ruska [1917: 63-64], the sentence, when speaking of such an object,
should read: "If you require to double the rational or irrational root of a number
....."60 This does not seem to be how Robert of Chester understood the original
text.61 However, Ruska's interpretation is in agreement with Gerard of Cremona's
twelfth-century translation [Hughes 1986: 2431,62 when the latter mentions quamlibet census radicem notam sive surdam, i.e., any root, known (understood by
Hughes [ 1986: 2631 as rational) or irrational, of a wealth. We thus see that Gerard
relates this sentence of al-Khwarizmi"s to the question of irrational quantities.
57

Since neither author can read Arabic, the sketch of analysis we develop below depends on translations of al-KhwArizmrs book [Rosen 1831 ], as well as the critical editions of its Latin trans-

lations [Karpinski 1915; Hughes 1986, 1989). However, we tried to check our descriptions
against the secondary literature, and on some key points that we shall indicate, this led us not
to follow the translations mentioned. In any case, our reflections are to be taken with caution.
58 Note that we want to deal here only with this aspect of al-KhwAriunr s book, leaving aside its
most important part, i.e., the theoretical breakthrough which al-KhwArimtt's algebra represents. For this other aspect, see [Rashed 1983).
59

[Rosen 1831: 27-31 ], described in [Anbouba 1978: 711.

60

Ruska criticizes this point in Rosen's translation [1831: 271, noticing that, in a note, [Rosen
1831: 1921 improves, without indicating it, his translation. There Rosen comments on the two
qualifications attached to the word "root" by reformulating them as "audible" versus "inaudible," or "surd."
See [Hughes 1989: 49), whose critical edition diverges on this point from [Karpinski 1915:
96-97]. Interestingly enough, this text correlates here with Rosen's translation. This may indicate a noteworthy relaticn between, on the one hand, "known," "given," and rational, and, on
the other hand, "unknown" and "irrational," in line with the designation of the unknown as root.
Exactly the same opposition recurs later ([Rosen 1831: 29; Hughes 1986: 244]). More generally, Ruska [1917: 65) finds himself in agreement more with medieval Latin translators than
he does with Rosen. Juschkewitsch [1964: 209] also chooses to understand here that reference
is made to "numerical quadratic irrationals." He then immediately concludes that this most
probably relates to a translation of the Greek concept of alogos. Given the greater affinity of
al-Khwarizmr's treatment of such quantities with earlier Asian sources, we would refrain
from jumping to this conclusion. In general, all the possible links of al-Khw8rizmt's algebra
with Euclid's Elements seem to us to require a cautious analysis.

61

62
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In this section of his text, al-Khwarizmi describes algorithms to perform some
ordinary computations, not on integers or on fractions, but on square roots. The
algorithms described are general: they apply indistinctly to roots of square as well
as non-square numbers. These algorithms (multiplying a root by an integer, by
a fraction; dividing or multiplying roots by one another - the very operations
which are common to our Chinese and Indian sources 63) always prescribe carrying

out the computations on the squares, and end the procedure by taking the square
root of the result. This implies that all numbers entering the computations must
first be transformed into a root form. For instance, the integers are transformed
into the roots of their squares. Moreover, as a consequence, all results are given as
roots of integers, or roots of fractional quantities. Here two cases can occur. Either
applying the square root algorithm to the integer or the fractional quantity produces an integer or a fraction, and this is the form in which the result is given in
the end. Or, such is not the case, and the result is given as "the root of" the integer
or the fraction.64 One recognizes the form of result common to both our Chinese
and Indian sources. In the "various questions" that follow, in which the reduction
of a problem to an equation is exemplified, the result on several occasions is given
in this form.65 What is especially interesting is that the formulation of the problem
is now no longer specifically geometrical. However, such quantities also occur in
63 We do not consider the actual examples where quantities of the form "integers ± roots of
integers" are added or subtracted, as algorithms for adding or subtracting roots [Rosen 1831:

271. Indeed, in the computations, only identical roots are considered, and hence simply
counted; moreover, numbers and roots are kept apart, added or subtracted between likes. The
only transformation affecting a root amounts to changing n JN into n' N . In a sense, in these
examples, except for the last transformation, 200 is handled like x would be. This recalls
Ruska's remark (1917: 61-65) that al-Khwarizmt's terminology might be better interpreted if,
instead of taking, with Rosen, ma! as the "square," and jidhr as the "root," understood as the
first power of the unknown, we would interpret ma! as "wealth," the unknown number, as
opposed to the "absolute number" (the constant term), and jidhr, its "root" Al-Khwarizmt's
equations would thus establish a relation between a number, an unknown number and its root.
According to Ruska, this makes it possible to avoid many of the numerous exchanges between

"number" or "square root," and square, which Rosen needed to perform in order to make
64
65

sense of the text.
The result is thus, for example, given as the "root of one-sixth," see (Rosen 1831: 301. See
also [Hughes 1986: 244; Karpinski 1915: 101-103; Hughes 1989: 52).
(Rosen 1831: 53-54] shows two problems for which the results are, respectively, "root of five"
and "root of thirty." [Rosen 1831: 621 shows a problem the solution of which is obtained by
taking the root of "seven and a half." The Latin translations of al-Khwarizmt's book do not all
contain the same problems. However, they contain problems for which the solutions are given

in this form: [Karpinski 1915: 118-119; Hughes 1989: 61-62). (Juschkewitsch 1964: 209]
notes that once, given a problem with the solution 15-5f. al-Khwarizmi does not mention
it (Rosen 1831: 51]; the problem is also found in Gerard's version [Hughes 1986: 257]. One
may see here a confirmation of the fact that, as in early China or India, the only admissible
results had to have the form "root of N." Since, in this case, the root could not be expressed in
this form, this may have been a reason to discard it. Moreover, [Juschkewitsch 1964: 2091
rightly emphasizes that such quantities occur as results, never as data in the problem: this is
also true for both the Chinese and Indian sources we examined. Abu KAmil does away with
this restriction, as we shall see below.
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the geometrical part of al-Khwarizmi's book, which was not translated into Latin.

The application of the algorithm corresponding to the "Pythagorean theorem"
hence gives him the opportunity to give the "root of 75" as the height of a given
triangle [Rosen 1831: 791.66 Concerning quadratic irrationals, we therefore find
again here the same cluster of similarities that have been observed in the Chinese
and Indian sources discussed earlier. More generally, several other hints indicate a
close relationship between al-Khwarizmi's algebra and Indian sources.61 To men-

tion only one, it is interesting for us here to recall that al-Khwfirizmi gives two
approximate values for the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter,69
i.e., 10, and 62 832/20 000! The first attested occurrence of quadratic irrationals
in Arabic sources may thus well be linked to earlier Asian treatments elaborated
either in China or in India.
This introduction of quadratic irrationals in al-KhwarizmI's algebra opened
the way to a steady development of their use and treatment in later algebraic trea-

tises. This is the case in Abu Kamil's Book on al-jabr and al-mugabala, completed at the end of the ninth or beginning of the tenth century. In a chapter clearly
based on al-Khwarizmi's section on binomials and square roots alluded to above,
Abu Kamil systematizes and develops the computations with quadratic irrationals
considered by his predecessor [Levey 1966: 52-82]. In contrast to his mention of
Book II of Euclid's Elements in the preceding chapter of his Book on al-jabr and

al-mugabala, this one contains no reference to the Greek text. Moreover, Abu
Kamil now considers equations with irrational coefficients, and extends the range
of algebraic irrationals considered [Anbouba 1978: 83-84. 96-97; Juschkewitsch

1964: 224-228]. It is again striking that the algorithms he provides to add two
quadratic irrationals and transform them into a unique square root recalls the algorithms expounded in later Sanskrit sources.69
In parallel to this development, al-Khwarizmi's book opens the way for a new
tradition of reading Book X of Euclid's Elements: al-Mahani, one of his contemporaries, in the oldest extant Arabic commentary on Book X, interprets it as dealing not only with geometrical magnitudes, but with integers, fractional quantities
and their roots. Moreover, he makes use of algebra to translate geometrical prob-

Later on, al-Khwarizmr also considers roots of quantities composed of "things and numbers"
[Rosen 1831:81].
67 [Rusks 1917] contains many other interesting hints. Some 19'"- and early 20'"-century authors,
including Rosen 1183 11 and Ruska [ 19171, insisted on al-Khwsrizmr's dependence on Indian
sources. These facts are less discussed in today's historiography, and one may wonder about
the reasons for this "forgetting." Could it be that the discovery and interpretation, in the
1930s. of Babylonian clay-tablets dealing, roughly speaking, with quadratic equations somehow diverted attention from this fact? It may be worth inquiring further into this issue. in any
case, the question of dealing and computing with quadratic irrationals may constitute an additional hint for this continuity.
68 [Anbouba 1978: 721 confirms that al-KhwArizmt explicitly attributes these values to the In66

dians.

69

[Hayashi 1977: 53-54] describes the same algorithm in Bh8skara 11's Byaganita. This was
also noted by [Juschkewitsch 1964: 2491.
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lems into equations.70 Matvievskaya [1987] follows the development of this line
of research in the subsequent extant Arabic commentaries on Book X.
It therefore seems, as R. Rashed has pointed out, that we can see the develop-

ment in the Arabic world of two interacting traditions of dealing with what we
now read as irrationals, one relating to a reading of Book X, the other one independent from it [Rashed 1997: 37]. A]-Karajr s contribution may be considered as
the merging of the two traditions and their culmination [Ahmad & Rashed 1972:
37-52]. On the basis of this rough sketch, the question which seems to us worth
raising can be formulated in a slightly more specific way: is it possible that the
development of the computations for algebraic irrationals, as they can be traced in
the earliest Arabic algebraic treatises onwards, may have been inspired at least in
part by earlier Asian sources? This would mean that, in order to capture the histor-

ical processes of the unfolding of mathematical research on irrational entities,
Greek sources could no longer be considered as the unique point of departure.

Clearly many questions are still open, ones we shall not try to solve here.
However, are not echoes such as these, which reverberate through Old-Babylonian, Greek and Indian, Chinese and Arabic texts, worth pondering, in that they
are likely to help us break down reductionist and all too linear representations of
the history of ancient mathematics? In the case of irrational magnitudes, it may
well be that the history will reveal a more complex pattern of developments, with
transmissions in more directions than usually believed.
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Rule of Three and its Variations in India
by SREERAMULA RAJESWARA SARMA

trairdsikenaiva yad etad uktam vydptam svabhedair harineva visvam.
Just as the universe is pervaded by Hari with His manifestations, even so all
that has been taught [in arithmetic] is pervaded by the Rule of Three with its
variations.
Bhaskaracarya, L74vatt (ca. 1150)

Uns haben die Meister der freien Kunst von der Zahl eine Regel gefunden,
die heisst Goldene Regel, davon, dass sie so kostbar and nutzlich ist gegenOber alien anderen Regeln von gleicher Art, wie Gold alle anderen Metalle
iibertrifft. Sic wind auch genannt Regeldetri nach welscher Zunge, weil sie
aussagt von dreierlei and beschliesst drei Zahlen in rich.
Ulrich Wagner, Das Bamberger Rechenhuch von 1483

In the history of transmission of mathematical ideas, the Rule of Three forms an interesting case. It was known in China as early as the first century A.D. Indian texts dwell
on it from the fifth century onwards. It was introduced into the Islamic world in about
the eighth century. Renaissance Europe hailed it as the Golden Rule. In this paper, I propose to discuss the history of this rule and its variations in India as discussed in the texts
in Sanskrit and other languages. I shall dwell on the theoretical deliberations, the types
of problems and the mechanical processes by which these are solved by the rule. I conclude the paper with brief notes on the transmission of the rule to the Islamic world and
thence to Europe.
In der Geschichte der Ubermittlung von mathematischen Ideen ist die Dreisatz-Regel ein
interessanter Fall. In China war sic schon im ersten Jahrhundert n. Chr. bekannt. Indische

Texte behandeln sic seit dem funften Jahrhundert. In die islamische Welt wurde sic
um das achte Jahrhundert eingefiihrt. Zur Zcit der Renaissance wurde sic in Europa als
,,Goldene Regel" bekannt. Die Geschichte dieser Regel and ihrer Varianten werden im
folgenden Aufsatz behandelt. Der Aufsatz erklart die theoretischen Uberlegungen, die
Arten von Aufgabcn, die mit dieser Regel gelost werden konnen, die mechanischen Vor-

gange, die bei der Losung der Aufgaben zu bcnutzen sind, and erbrtert dann kurz die
Verbreitung der Regel in der islamischen Welt and in Europa.

Introduction

In the history of transmission of mathematical ideas, the Rule of Three forms an
interesting case. It was known in China as early as the first century A.D. Indian
texts dwell on it from the fifth century onwards but a rudimentary form of the rule
was available much earlier. It was introduced into the Islamic world in about the
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eighth century. Europe hailed it as the Golden Rule. The importance of the rule
lies not so much in the subtlety of its theory as in the simple process of solving
problems. This process consists of writing down the three given terms in a linear
sequence (A
B
C) and then, proceeding in the reverse direction, multiplying
the last term with the middle term and dividing their product by the first term
(C x B = A). With this rule one can easily solve several types of problems even
without a knowledge of the general theory of proportion.
The writers in Sanskrit, however, were well aware of the theory. Commenting
on the rule given by Aryabhata, Bhaskara I notes that this rule encompasses Rules

of Five, Seven and others because these are special cases of the Rule of Three
itself. Bhaskara II even declares that the Rule of Three pervades the whole field
of arithmetic with its many variations just as Visnu pervades the entire universe
through his countless manifestations. Leaving aside the poetic hyperbole, there
is no doubt that the mechanical methods provided by the Rule of Three and its
variations offer quick solutions to nearly all problems concerning commercial
transactions.

This mechanical rule held sway over large parts of the world for nearly two
thousand years. If the price of A things is B coins, the issue of determining the
price of C things must have been one of the earliest exercises in the realm of
computation. Problems of this nature being fundamental to every commercial
transaction, their solution must have been available in all early civilisations. As
Tropfke observes, "the logic on which the Rule of Three is based must belong to
the earliest realisations of the counting man" [Tropfke 1930: 187]. However, the
earliest records concerning the theoretical deliberations about the problems and
their solution emanate from China and India, although their mutual relationship
awaits further investigation.

Early History of the Rule of Three

In India the Rule of Three was first mentioned by Aryabhata I in his Aryabha;rya
(A.D. 499):
Now having multiplied the quantity known as fruit (phala-rasi) pertaining to the
Rule of Three (traird ika) by the quantity known as requisition (iccho-rist), the
obtained result (labdha) should be divided by the argument (pramana). [What
is obtained] from this [operation] is the fruit corresponding to the requisition
(iccha phala).'

Here Aryabhata not only gives the name Trairasika (that which consists of three
numerical quantities or terms) for the Rule of Three, but mentions as well the
technical terms for the four numerical quantities involved (pramdna, phala-rasi,
I

[AryabhaTiya, Ganitapida 26J:

trairisikaphalar6iim tam athecchiri. ini hatam krtvi /
labdham praminabhajitam tasmdd icchiphalam idam spit I/
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iccha-rasi, iccha phala) and gives the formula for solving the problem. Subsequent writers, notably Brahmagupta in his Brahmasphutasiddhanta (A.D. 628)
and Bhfiskara I in his commentary (A.D. 629) on the Aryabhatrya elaborate upon
this brief statement by Aryabhala, but employ the same terminology, albeit with
slight modifications. It is on the basis of the writings of these mathematicians that
histories of mathematics generally trace the origin of the Rule of Three to India.2
The brief manner in which Aryabhata presents the rule in his work implies that he
is referring to an already well known rule which he is restating here in order to
employ it in astronomical computations. Therefore, it is tempting to look for the
antecedents for Aryabhata's rule.3
Kuppanna Sastry sees the first mention of the Rule of Three in the following
verse of the Vedarigajyotisa, "The known result is to be multiplied by the quantity
for which the result is wanted, and divided by the quantity for which the known
result is given."4 Sastry goes on to say:
The instruction is concise and looks like an aphorism. There are four items in a
proportion, three known and one unknown, which is obtained from the three
known. Hence the rule to get this is called the "Rule of Three." The four items

are: (a) If for so much quantity, (b) so much result is got, (c) for this much
quantity given now, (d) how much is the result that will be got? The first two are
called jnala-rdsis and the next two are called jneya-rasis. The application of the
rule is: Take the known result, i.e. (b), multiply it with the quantity (c) for which
the result is to be known, and divide by the quantity (a) for which the result is
given; thus the result to be known, i.e. (d), is got.

It is obvious that we have here a rudimentary form of the Rule of Three and
that the rule was needed for the computations envisaged in the text. Although
Indians developed special terminology for the Rule of Three in later times, the
general terms used here, jnana(ta)rasi (the quantity that is known or given) and
jneya-rasi (the quantity that is to be known), are also frequently employed in later
times .5 Indeed, it is conceivable that the term jnana gave rise to the later term
pramana. However, the date of this text, available in two recensions, is uncertain.
Kuppanna Sastry himself would like to place the composition of the text in the
period between 1370-1150 B.C.; others assign it to 500 B.C. In either case, Aryabhata's rule appears to have a long prehistory in India.

2

Thus, D. E. Smith, "The mercantile Rule of Three seems to have originated among Hindus. It
was called by this name by Brahmagupta (ca. 628) and Bhaskara (ca. 1150), and the name is
also found among the Arab and medieval Latin writers" [Smith 1925: 483).

3

The word risi occurs in [Chdndo&ya Upani$ad 7.1.2) as the name of a vidyd (subject of
study) and in [Thlnamga Sutra: 747] as the title of one of the topics of mathematics. There is
no reason to suppose that either of these occurrences denotes the Rule of Three. The former
might mean mathematics in general and the latter "heap," "group," or "set."

4
5

Rk-recension 24; Yajus-recension 42: jneyarasi-gatabhysti(farn) vibhajet jnana(ta)rasino
[Vediriga Jyoti,ra: 40-41).
Cf. the anonymous commentary on the Patiganita, [Bakhshi!].
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However, Joseph Needham observes that the "Rule of Three, though generally attributed to India, is found in the Han Chiu Chang, earlier than in any Sanskrit
text. Noteworthy is the fact that the technical term for the numerator is the same

in both languages - shih and phala, both meaning "fruit." So also for the denominator, fa and pramdna, both representing standard unit measures of length"
[Needham 1959: 146]. Needham goes on to add that "Even the third known term
in the relationship can be identified in the two languages. For iccha, `wish, or requisition' reflects so chhiu lu, i.e. ratio, number sought for" [Needham 1959: 146,
note i].
In a recent article, N. L. Maiti draws attention to the passage of the Veddhga
Jyotisa, in order to counter Needham's claim of Chinese priority. Maiti also disputes Needham's linguistic equationfa = pramana; ship = phala; so chhiu lu = iccha.
Finally, he tries to clinch the issue by citing [Maiti 1996: 7] the view of a Chinese
scholar from Singapore, Lam Lay-Yong: "The rule of three which originated among

the Hindus is a device used by oriental merchants to secure results to certain numerical problems" [Lam 1977: 329].
I am not competent to judge in favour or against Needham's linguistic equation, except to say that the word pramdna does not represent "standard unit measures of length" as words like a,igula or hasta do; it merely means, among other
things, "size" or "measure." I am sure there are others who can determine the
precise meaning of the Chinesefa and decide whether the two sets of terminology
have the same connotation. But there is no denying the fact that the Rule of Three
had an important place in Chinese mathematics as well. Even if the verse from the
Veddriga Jyotisa alludes in a rudimentary form to the Rule of Three and thus testifies to the existence of the rule in the centuries before the Christian era, there is
nothing to prevent the knowledge of the Chinese Jiu Zhang (i.e., Needham's Chiu
Chang, or Nine Chapters) to travel to India in the early centuries of the Christian
era and to give impetus to the development of the Rule in India.6

Development of the Rule in India

We have seen that the Rule of Three occurs in a rudimentary form in the Yedariga

Jyotisa towards 500 B.C. and about a thousand years later it appears in afully
developed form with all the technical terminology in the Aryabhatrya of Aryabhata. In his commentary on the Aryabhatrya, Bhiiskara I dwells at length on the
full implication of the rule given by Aryabhata [Aryabhatrya-Bhaskara: 116-122].
According to him, Aryabhata's rule encompasses Rules of Five, Seven, etc. This
point will be discussed below in detail. Bh5skara also cites a stanza, which states:

6

If India received impetus from China in this process of development and then transmitted an
elaborate system to the Middle East and Europe, then this would testify to both the receptivity
and creativity in mathematical thought in India. It would, however, be nice if the transmission
could be mapped in detail.
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In solving problems connected with the Rule of Three, when the numbers are
written down (sthdpand), the wise should know that the two like quantities should

be set down in the first and in the last places, and the unlike quantity in the
middle [Atyabha4'ya-Bhaskara: 117].'

This stanza is preceded by the expression ukiam ca, "It has also been said."
This suggests that the verse was composed by somebody else before Bhaskara's

time. This is an important citation, not for the method of solving, but for the
method of writing down the numbers. In his rule, Aryabhata did not explain how
to set down the three given numerical quantities. This anonymous verse provides
therefore the first extant statement that the three quantities should be set down in a

certain sequence, viz. A -+ B - C, and then be worked out in a certain other
sequence: C x B = A. Logically, B should first be divided to get the price of one
item (i.e., the rate) and then, the quotient should be multiplied by the requisition
(B = A x C) to obtain the price of the required number of items. But division may
produce fractions and operating with them is more difficult than working with integers. Therefore this anonymous verse prescribes multiplication first and division
next, and this procedure is followed by all subsequent writers. Besides increasing
the chances of computing with integers, this procedure has the added advantage of
mechanical neatness in execution: a forward motion from left to right while setting down the quantities and a contrary motion from the right to the left while
working out the problem:
forward motion in setting down, viz.
backward motion in computation, viz.

A -+ B - C
A

B - C.

This anonymous statement is authenticated by Brahmagupta, who formally restates the sequence in these words:
In the Rule of Three, argument, fruit and requisition [are the names of terms):
the first and last terms must be similar. Requisition, multiplied by the fruit, and
divided by the argument is the results

Brahmagupta is also the first to state that in the Inverse Rule of Three, the direction of the operation will be the reverse (of what it was in the direct Rule of Three).
Thus here, the direction of the setting down and computation will be the same as
shown below.
Inverse Rule of Three:

7

8

setting
computation

A -+ B --+ C

A -' B -+ C (= A x B -C ).

117]:

ddyantayos to sadrsau viyneyau sthapanasu raiinam l
asadrsarasir madhye trairdsikasadhaniya budhaih 1/
In later times, the teens were also called adi / adya (first), madhya (middle) and antya (last).
[Brdhmasphutasiddhanta 12.10]:
Ira irasike pramdna phalam-icchadyantayoh sadrsaraiih l
icchn phalena gunit6 pramdnabhakia phalam bhavali /I 12.10 l1
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Brahmagupta's formulation of the Rule of Three became the model for the
subsequent writers who all underscore that the three given terms should be set
down in such a way that the first and last be of like denomination and the middle
one be of a different kind. Thus in his Patiganita, $ridhara (ca. A.D. 750) reiterates these points:
In [solving problems on] the Rule of Three, the argument (pramana) and the
requisition (iccha-), which are of the same denomination, should be set down
in the first and last places; the fruit (phala), which is of a different denomination, should be set down in the middle. (This having been done], that [middle
quantity] multiplied by the last quantity should be divided by the first quantity
[Patiganita, translation: 23).9

An anonymous commentary on the Patiganita, composed in Kashmir in the ninth
or tenth century, has a valuable discussion:
All this is traird. ika. In this method, in the first and last positions, set down the
quantities which are of the same class or denomination (id:)) Furthermore, in the
first place, set down the quantity which is the argument, then [in the last position] the quantity which is the requisition and between these two the fruit which
belongs to a different denomination. Having done this, the fruit is multiplied by
the last term, namely the quantity called requisition and then divided by the first
term, namely the quantity called argument. Thus the desired (jijnasita) result is
obtained. Here jail refers to the denomination connected with the commercial
transactions. Being of the same denomination or of different denominations is to
be understood in this sense and not in the sense of caste as applicable to Brahmins
etc. ... If the argument is a commodity (pananiya) and the requisition is also a
commodity, they are of the same class. Then the middle term will be the price
(mulya), because of the mutual dependence (parasparapeksitatva) of the commodity (panya) and price. Likewise, if the first and last terms are the prices, then
the commodity will be the middle term. If the two [first and last terms] refer to
artisans of the same denomination, then their wages (bhrti) is the middle term.
Or the amount of work done by the artisans is of a different denomination. Therefore [a statement related to their amount of work] is the middle term. While the
first and the last terms are of like denomination, the middle term is of the same
denomination as the quantity which is desired to be known [Patiganita: 37].

Other mathematicians, for example, Mahaviira (ca. A.D. 850) and the second Aryabhata (ca. A.D. 950), do not add much to the theory of the Rule of Three.10 The
celebrated Bhiskara II also follows suit in his Li?avati, but with a certain economy
of expression:
The argument and requisition are of like denomination; they are to be set down
in the first and the last places. The fruit, which is of a different denomination, is
set down in the middle. That [middle term], being multiplied by the requisition
9

[Patiganita: 37 (Rule 43)):
adyantayos tririisav abhinnajaf pramanam iccha ca l
phalam anyajati madhye tad antyagunam Mind vibhajel
The translation is by K. S. Shukla [Patiganita: 23].
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and divided by the first term, gives the fruit of the requisition. The operation is
reversed in the inverse (viloma) method. t t

Bh5skara II deserves special notice because, towards the close of his Lilavati, he
declares that nearly the entire arithmetic is based on the Rule of Three and that
most of the topics are but variations of this Rule of Three:
Just as the universe is pervaded by Hari with His manifestations, even so all that
has been taught [in arithmetic] is pervaded by the Rule of Three with its variations. 12

He goes on to elaborate this further in the following words:
As Lord $ri Narayana, who relieves the sufferings of birth and death, who is the
sole primary cause of the creation of the universe, pervades this universe through
His own manifestations as worlds, paradises, mountains, rivers, gods, men, demons, etc., so does the Rule of Three pervade the whole of the science of calculation. ... Whatever is computed whether in algebra or in this [arithmetic] by
means of multiplication and division may be comprehended by the sagacious
learned as the Rule of Three. What has been composed by the sages through the
multifarious methods and operations such as miscellaneous rules, etc., teaching
its easy variations, is simply with the object of increasing the comprehension of
duller intellects like ourselves [LiI6vad, auto-commentary on 240, and verse
241; trans. Datta & Singh 1962, 1: 209].

Again, in the Siddhanlasiromani, Bhaskara 11 reiterates that arithmetic is basically
the Rule of Three only and goes on to say that:
Leaving squaring, square-root, cubing and cube-root, whatever is calculated is
certainly a variation of the Rule of Three, nothing else. For increasing the comprehension of duller intellects like ours, what has been written in various ways
by the learned sages..., has become arithmetic [Siddhantasiromani, Goladhyaya,
Pra§nadhyaya, 3-4; trans. Datta & Singh 1962, 1: 2101.

Rule of Three and Proportion
Were these writers aware that the Rule of Three is based on proportion? D.E. Smith
observes that "Proportion was thus concealed in the form of an arbitrary rule, and
the fundamental connection between the two did not attract much notice until, in
the Renaissance period, mathematicians began to give some attention to commercial arithmetic" [Smith 1925: 484]. This statement is not based on valid grounds.
10
11

12

The second Aryabhala, however, uses two different terms: mina for the first term and vinimaya for the middle term; cf. [AfahAsiddhinta 15.24-15.251.
(Li7ivati:73):
pramdnam icchi ca samdnajiti ddyantayoh stah phalam anyajitih /
madhye tadicchihatam idihrt syid icchiphalam vystavidhir vilome /1
[Lilivalt:239]:
trairalikenaiva yad etad uktam tiyiptam svabhedair harineva visvam 1/
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That the Rule of Three (trairasika) was a case of proportion (anupata) is well
known, even if the formula does not show it in the manner in which the West is
accustomed to see it (a : b :: c : d).13 This will be evident from Bhaskara's comments on Aryabhata's rule: "In this rule, Aryabhata described only the fundamentals of proportion (anupata). All others such as the Rule of Five etc. follow
from that fundamental rule of proportion" [Aryabhatrya-Bhaskara: 1161.
Commenting on the same passage, Suryadeva Yajvan states:
Here we have the logical proposition (vacoyukti) - if by so many coins so many
things are obtained, by so many coins how many things will be obtained? Here
the first quantity is called pramana; the second quantity is Phala and the third is
icchd. With these three quantities, the fourth is determined. °

Indeed, while solving the problems posed in the texts, the commentaries often
state such propositions in order to show the logic behind the various steps of computation.15 Bhattotpala clearly states that the proportions are called the mathematics of the Rule of Three.16

Furthermore, the Rule of Three is often used as a means of verification in
solving other problems. Thus for instance, Bhaskara 1, in his commentary on Aryabha(rya 2.25 which contains a problem on interest, employs the Rule of Five for

verification." The Bakhshdli Manuscript frequently employs the Rule of Three
for verification with the words pratyaya(s) trairasikena [BakhshaJ: 157, 159 et
passim]. So does Ganda in his commentary Buddhivilasinr on the Lih vats [Buddhivilasinr: 83 et passim]. Already in the ninth century, Govindasvamin attempts to

relate the cute to the science of logic. He sees it as a case of inference. Just as
there is an invariable concomitance between smoke and fire, so it is between the
argument and the fruit. Just as this invariable concomitance allows one to infer
that there is fire on the mountain because there is smoke, so does the relation
between the argument and fruit allow us to compute the fruit of requisition from
the requisition."

13

But is this not so with every formula, that it conceals the logic behind it? See [Datta and
Singh, 1: 217]. See also [Juschkewitsch 1964: 119-120]: "Die Erlauterung der Regeln war in
den indischen Werken formmaler Art, doch hatten die indischen Mathematiker unzweifelhaft
Verstandnis fur deren gemeinsame Grundlage and deren Querverbindungen."

14

[Aryabhatrya-Suryadeva:65]:

aira hiyam vaeoyuktih eidvadbhir etavanti labhyante etavadbhih kiyantiti / tatra
prathaniah pranidn.rrirsih dvitryah phalarasih trtiya icchari iih / tail caturtho rasih
sadhyate /
15 Cf. [Nilakantha, III: 49]: irairasika-vacoyukth caivam. Throughout this commentary, there
are such statements of proportion.
16 In his commentary on Varahamihira's Laghujataka 6.2 he states: anupatas trairasika-ganitam
abhidhiyate, as cited in the Petersburger Wt rterbuch, s.v. trairdsika.
17 [Aryabhatrya-Bhaskara: 114-1151: pratyayakaranam pancarasikena.
18 His views are cited in [Kriyakramakarr: 179-1831. For a lucid exposition of these views, see
[Hayashi 2000: 210-226]. Here, Hayashi wishes to render the term trairasika as "threequantity operation."
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Applications of the Rule of Three

After thus discussing the views of various mathematicians, we may now look at
the areas where this rule is applied, in other words, the problems concerning the
Rule of Three. It is obvious that Aryabhata's main purpose in enunciating the
Rule of Three is to employ it in astronomical computations. One of these is the
computation of the mean position of a planet from the number of its revolutions in
a Kalpa of 4,320,000,000 years.19 Many of the problems of spherical astronomy
are also solved by the application of the Rule of Three to the similar triangles
called aksaksetra, "latitude-triangles" [Aryabhatrya-Trans.: 130-I32]. Likewise,
the Rule of Three forms the basis for trigonometrical ratios [Gupta 1997: 73-87].
Therefore, Nilakantha Somasutvan (b. A.D. 1444) declares, in his commentary on
the Aryabhatrya, that the entire mathematical astronomy (graha-ganita) is pervaded

by two fundamental laws: by the law of [the relation between] the base, perpendicular and hypotenuse [in a right-angled triangle] and by the Rule of Three.20
However, the Rule of Three became well known outside India for its application in the so-called commercial problems in arithmetic. 1 It is Bhaskara I who, in
the course of his commentary on Aryabhata's rule, gives various examples of such
commercial problems for the first time [Aryabhatrya-Bhaskara: 116-122]. Since
Brahmagupta did not give any examples of his own, these given by his contemporary Bhaskara are the earliest. Therefore, it is necessary to look more closely at
these earliest examples provided by Bhaskara and his methods of solving them.
Bhaskara gives altogether seven problems or examples (uddesaka): (i) price

and quantity of sandalwood; (ii) price and weight of ginger (the problem has
fractions and illustrates Aryabhata's rule for fractions); (iii) price and quantity of
musk also with fractions; (iv) time taken by a snake in entering a hole; (v) mixed

quantities (misrakarasis); (vi) partnership (praksepakarana); (vii) partnership
expressed as fractions (bhinna). Of these, (i) is a case of simple proportion; (iii) is
similar to (ii). We shall examine how Bhaskara solves the other five problems.
We shall also see how some of these became new topics in later times.
Price and weight of ginger. Bhaskara's second problem involves fractions:
Ginger, of I bhare weight, was sold at 10 and 1/5 coins. What is the price of
ginger of 100 and 1/2 palas? [Aryabhatrya-Bhaskara: 117]

Since 1 bhara equals 2000 palas, the three terms are set down as follows. This
process of setting down the given terms in the prescribed order is called nyasa:
19

20
21

Cf. [Nilakantha, III: I]: aharganat trairdiikena madhyamam anrya sphutikriyare.
[Nilakantha, I: 100]: bhujakotikarnanyayena trairasikanyayena cobhabhydm sakalam grahaganitam vyaptam. See also [Nilakantha, l: 19].
Even non-mathematical texts in India stress the importance of the Rule of Three for solving
commercial problems. Thus King Someivara lays down in his Manasolldsa (A.D. 1129) that
the accountant in the royal treasury should be thoroughly versed in multiplication and division (with fractions) and the method of [applying] the Rule of Three (trairasika-vidhana); cf.
[Manasollasa 2.2.124 (p. 40)]; see also [id 2.2.113-2.2.116 (p. 39)] where the rules of three,
five, seven and nine terms are discussed.
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2000

10

100

1

1

5

2.

It may be noted that this is how mixed fractions are written in India: integer, numerator and denominator one below the other without any lines separating them.
Bhaskara explains the next step thus:
After assimilating the integers with the related fractions by reducing them to a
common denominator (savarnita), the three quantities are set down once more in
the following manner:
2000

51

5

201
2.

Then, following Aryabhata's rule, the denominators of the two multipliers are
transposed to the divisor. Thus by the two denominators 5 and 2, the divisor
(2000) is multiplied, it becomes 20000. The product of 201 and 51 is 10251.
This is divided by 20000. The result is 10251/20000 coins ...

Snake entering a hole. Bhiiskara's fourth problem is the following:
A snake, twenty cubits long, enters a hole at the rate of half argula per muhurta
and it comes out by one-fifth arigula. How many days does it take to enter the
hole? Setting down: the snake, 480 aigulas long, goes in by 1/2 angula, comes

out by 1/5 aigula in I muharta. Thus its rate of entering per muhurta is half
atigula diminished by one-fifth ahgula. So subtract one-fifth from one-half, and
set the terms down:
rate of entry 3/10 migula in muhurta 1, snake's length in arigulas 480
[Aryabhatrya-Bhaskara: 118).

The calculation implied is: 480x 1 x 10/3=4800/3= 1600 uhurtas= 1600/30days=
53 1 /3 days.

S`ridhara treats this as an independent topic called gati-nivrtti (forward and
backward motion) and provides a separate rule for solving it, "On subtracting the
backward motion per day from the forward motion per day, the remainder is the
(true) motion per day" [Patiganita: Rule 44ab (p. 41)]. Then this net daily motion
is treated as the argument.
Why do we need this new rule? Can we not solve this as Bhaskara did above?
The commentary on the Patiganita says that it is for the convenience of pupils
(sisyahitarthatvut):
Subtract the backward motion per day from the daily forward motion. The remainder will be the net daily motion. Take that as argument, I day as the fruit,
and demand the time taken for the distance to be traversed. Thus there are three
Rules of Three: the first to derive the daily forward motion, the second to get the
daily backward motion, and the third to compute the time taken for the distance
to be traversed. These can of course be worked out according to the previously
given general rule. Even so, it is convenient for the pupils to have a new rule
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which provides for the argument and fruit to be used for deriving the time taken
for the distance to be traversed. Being ignorant, the pupils might try to compute

the time for the distance to be traversed, without first subtracting the rate of
backward motion, and then compute the amount of backward motion for the
above period of time, and then take their difference; but then that would not be
correct [Pd:iganiia: 41].

ridhara gives two examples, the second of which reads as follows:
A man earns 1/2 less 8 silver pieces in I and 1/3 days; he spends 1/2 silver per
day on his food. In how many days will he become the lord of one hundred
pieces of silver (satesvara)?22

Mah5vira's Ganitasdrasamgraha treats this topic rather elaborately with one rule
and several lengthy examples. His rule is as follows:
Write down the net daily movement, as derived from the difference of [the given
rates of] forward and backward movements, each [of these rates] being [first]
divided by its own [specified] time; and then in relation to this (net daily movement), carry out the operation of the rule-of-three [Ganitasdrasamgraha 5.23].

Of the various examples given by Mah'avira, the following may be cited:
A well completely filled with water is 10 dandas (= 960 arigulas) in depth. A
lotus sprouting therein grows from the bottom at the rate of 2 1/2 migulas in a
day and half; the water thereof flows out through a pump at the rate of 2 1/20
angulas [of the depth of the well] in 1 1/2 days; while l 1 /5 ahgulas water are
lost in a day by evaporation; a tortoise below pulls down 5 1 /4 arigulas of the
stalk of the lotus plant in 3 1/2 days. By what time will the lotus be at the same
level with the water in the well? [Ganitasdrasamgraha 5.28-301

These recall the lion in the pit problem posed by Leonardo of Pisa in the Liher
Abbaci:
The pit is 50 feet deep. The lion climbs up 1/7 of a foot each day and then falls
back 1/9 of a foot each night. How long will it take him to climb out of the pit?

However, Leonardo does not employ the Indian method for solving this problem,
instead he "uses a version of false position. He assumes the answer to be 63 days,
since 63 is divisible by both 7 and 9. Thus in 63 days the lion will climb up 9 feet
and fall down 7, for a net gain of 2 feet. By proportionality, then, to climb 50 feet,
the lion will take 1575 days" [Katz 1993: 283-284].2}
Mixed quantities. Going back to Bhiiskara, his fifth problem concerns "mixed
quantities" (misrardsis). He adds that here also the same principle of proportion
(anupdtdbadym) applies. The problem is as follows:
22 Note the expression satesvara, "lord of one hundred pieces of money," apparently the eighth23

century version of "millionaire."
Katz adds: "By the way, Leonardo's answer is incorrect. At the end of 1571 days the lion will
be only 8/63 of a foot from the top. On the next day he will reach the top."
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Eight bulls are tame and three are untame: thus it has been said about [a group
oil bulls. Then in 1001, how many are tame and how many otherwise?
Statement: tame 8, to be tamed 3, total tame and untame 1001.
Now we set down the terms for the Rule of Three thus:
tame and untame 11, tame 8, group of all 1001.
Here the proposition (vacoyukti) is: if out of eleven bulls which are tame and
untame, eight are tame, then out of 1001 how many are tame?
The result is (1001 x 8 / I I =) 728. Subtract this number from the total to get
(1001 - 728 =) 273 untame bulls [AryabhaAya-Bhaskara: 118-119).

This class of problems is styled misraka "mixed" because one of the three terms is
the sum of two different quantities; in the present case, the numbers of tame and
untame bulls; and the problem involves finding these two numbers separately.
However, the only mixed quantity which has any practical relevance would be the
sum of the principal and the interest accrued at the end of a given period.

Partnership. The sixth problem, related to praksepa-karana "partnership", is as
follows:
Five merchants in partnership with capitals amounting to I increased by 1 each
time, earned a profit of 1000. Tell the share of each person.
Statement: capitals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 / profit 1000 /
Computation (karana) - one should formulate a series of statements of proportion, such as: From the sum of the capitals invested of 15, there accrues a profit
of 1000. Then from the capital of I how much profit accrues; from the capital of
2 how much profit accrues, and so on.
For the first proposition, the answer is 66 2/3; second 133 1/3; third 200; fourth
266 2/3; fifth 333 1/3 [Aryabhatiya-Bhnskara: 1191.

The last example also deals with partnership, but here the shares of investment are
expressed in fractions (bhinna):
Merchants who invested 1/2, 1/3 and 1/8 earned a profit of 69. What are the
individual shares?
Statement:

I

1

1

2

3

8

profit

By taking a common denominator for all these fractions, we get 12/24, 8/24 and
3/24. The denominators are of no account and therefore we take only the numerators 12, 8, 3. As in the previous case of partnership, take their sum 23. For

this 23 capital invested (praksepa) the profit is 69, then how much for each
individual; by the Rule of Three we get 36, 24, 9 [Aryabhatrya-Bhaskara: 119).

Bhiiskara's examples thus cover the whole range where the direct Rule of
Three can be applied. Later mathematicians like S`ridhara and Mahavira created

independent topics out of these variations, such as gati-nivrtti "foreward and
backward motion," praksepa-karana "partnership" and several types of misraka
"mixed quantities," and formulated separate rules for their solution.
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Rules of Five, Seven or More Terms

Another set of important variations of the Rule of Three are the rules for five,
seven and more terms, called respectively Pancarasika, Saptarasika, Navarusika,
etc. In his commentary on the Aryabhatrya, Bhaskara argues that these are just
special cases of the Rule of Three:
Here Acarya Aryabhata had described the Rule of Three only. How are the wellknown Rules of Five, etc., to be obtained? I say this: The Acarya [Master] has
described only the fundamentals of anupata (proportion). All others such as the
Rule of Five, etc., follow from that fundamental rule of proportion. How? The
Rule of Five, etc., consists of combination of the Rule of Three ... In the Rule of
Five there are two Rules of Three, in the Rule of Seven, three Rules of Three, in
the Rule of Nine, four Rules of Three, and so on [Aryabhatrya-Bhaskara: 116;
trans. Datta and Singh 1962, 1: 211].

Bhaskara gives the following example for the Rule of Five:
On 100 the interest in 1 month is 5. Then what is the interest on 20 for 6 months?
Tell if you understood [Arya]bhata's mathematics [Aryabhatrya-Bhaskara: 119120].

and explains the solution in the following words:
Computation (karana). First Rule of Three: 100, 5, 20; result I silver coin. Second Rule of Three: if the interest on 20 is 1, how much in 6 months? result 6
silver coins.

Bhaskara goes on to add:
If the same computation is performed in one go, it becomes the Rule of Five.
There also, we have two numerical quantities as argument (pramdna-rrisis),
namely (100 and 1); 5 is the fruit; [we ask) how much on 20 in 6 months; thus
20 and 6 come under requisition (iccharast). As before, quantities of requisition
(iccharasis) are multiplied by the quantity of fruit (phalarasl) and divided by the
two quantities of argument (pramdna-rasis). We get the same result as before:
(20 x 6) (5) + (100 x 1) = 6. This is just the Rule of Three set down in two different ways. As before, the denominators of fractions also are mutually transposed from division and multiplication.24

Bhaskara's second example reads thus:
If on 20 and 1/2 in I and 1/5 month the interest is I and 1/3 silver, on 1/4 less 7
what is the interest in 6 and 1/10 months? [Aryabhatiya-Bhaskara: 121]

Bhaskara does not state all the steps, but he would probably proceed as follows:
24

Strangely enough, Bakhshdri does not treat the Rule of Five as a separate entity but employs
two successive Rules of Three for solving problems with five terms; cf. [Bakhshnr: example
38 (X-21), p. 427]; it does the same, as will be shown below, also with the Inverse Rulc of
Three.
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After converting all the quanties into regular fractions, set down the terms in a
row:
41/2, 6/5, 4/3, 27/4, 61/10

1

Multiply the fruit with the two quantities of requisition and divide by the two
quantities of argument:
(4/3 x 27/4 x 61/10) + (41/2 x 6/5)

II

Now the denominators of one group become the multipliers of the numerators of
the other. Transpose these accordingly:

(4x27x61x2x5)=(41x6x3x4x10)

III

The result then is 2 171/1226.

Brahmagupta condenses this process and tells us how to reach step Ill. This is
achieved by: (i) arranging the given data in two columns, the first column containing the data concerning the argument, the second containing that concerning
the requisition; (ii) transposing the two fruits; (iii) transposing the denominators.
Then the product of the column with more numerous terms is divided by that of
the column with the lesser number of terms. His rule reads as follows:
In the case of uneven terms, from three up to eleven, transpose the fruit on both
sides. The product of the more numerous terms on one side, divided by that of
the fewer terms on the other, provides the answer. In all the fractions, transpose
the denominators, in a like manner, on both sides 25

Thus, by reading Bhaskara and Brahmagupta together, we can see the rationale of this method. The texts do not expressly state that the quantities should be
set down in two vertical columns. Gane§a, however, says in his commentary on
Bhaskara's Lil vati that the quantities on the argument side should be written one
below the other; so also the quantities on the requisition side. This is tantamount
to two vertical columns [Buddhivilasini: 76].
The manuscripts consistently set down the quantities in this manner in two
columns; sometimes the quantities are enclosed in boxes with single or double
borders. Though the extant manuscripts are not very old, they may be following a
25

[Brahmasphutasiddhanta 12.11-12.12]:
trairdiikddisu phalam visamesv ekddasantesu //I I /I
phalasankramanam ubhayato bahurasivadho 'Ipavadhahrto jneyam /
sakalesv evam bhinnesubhayatas ehedasarikramanam //l 2//
Usually, there is only one fruit, which pertains to the argument side. Then why does Brahmagupta ask us to transpose the fruits? Because, there can also be problems where the fruits or
the interests of the two sides are given and one is asked to compute the principal or the time

on the requisition side. Again, when the fruit is transposed from the first column to the
second, the second will have more numerous terms. Then why does he not say: divide the
product of the second column by that of the first column? This is usually the case, but there
can be instances of more terms in the first column. It must also be kept in mind that terms
mean only the numerators and not the denominators.
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continuous tradition, just as they do while setting down the terms in the Rule of
Three in a horizontal sequence.26

Thus two methods seem to be prevalent for setting down the quantities: a
horizontal one for the Rule of Three and a vertical double column for Rules of
Five and others. However, it appears that the three terms of the trairasika were
occasionally written in a vertical column as well. In Bakhshar, there are some 44
problems where the Rule of Three is applied [Bakhshdrr 421-429]. The terms are
set down in horizontal rows in all the cases, except in one where they are set in a
vertical column as shown below [Bakhshali: 270; Maiti 1996: 3-4].
1

dramma
100

trapusa
1

2

The problem here is, "One hundred pieces of tin are obtained for one dramma.
How many are obtained for a half [dramma]." Note that here the denominations
are also set down along with the numerical quantities.
Another case occurs in the recently published mathematical text Caturacintamani of Giridharabhatta (/7. 1587). In an example dealing with Rules of Three,
Five and Seven, the terms in the three problems are arranged vertically: the terms
of the Rule of Three in a single column, those of Five and Seven in two columns
[Caturacintimani, verse 34, p. 142 (text), p. 164 (translation)].
If six is [obtained] by means of five, what is [obtained] by means of eight? Or
else, if [that is obtained] in one month, then what is [obtained] in ten [months]?
If the result [is obtained] from three people, then what is [obtained] from five?
say separately.
5

month

1

6

5

8

6

10

people

3

5

8

month

1

10

5

8

6

Rule of Three

Rule of Five

Rule of Seven

On the other hand, in his Rashikat al-Hind, al-Biruni consistently uses vertical
double columns for setting down the terms whether they are three or seventeen.
For example, he sets down the three terms of the Rule of Three in the following
manner:

26

Again, in some manuscripts, in the cell for the unknown quantity (jdeya) a zero is written, just
as we write an x today. This zero is a mere symbol. It should not be confused with the quantity zero and used in the multiplication along with the other numbers in the column.
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where the argument is 5, fruit is 3 and the requisition 15. He says expressly that
the terms are arranged with two mutually intersecting lines. Surely, this arrangement also must have had an Indian prototype. It may be recalled that Brahmagupta
prescribes vertical double columns for all rules with odd terms from three up to
eleven. Some Indian manuscripts must have followed this custom, which al-Biruni
emulated.

Thus, whatever may have been the arrangement employed for the Rule of
Three, the arrangement finally adopted for the Rule of Five and others was evolving in the seventh century. Writing in 629, Bhaskara was not fully aware of this;
but writing in 628 Brahmagupta prescribes it. Therefore, it is quite certain that
Brahmagupta himself must have invented this method of writing down in two
columns. Later writers, such as the anonymous commentator on the Patiganita,
designate these two columns clearly as pramana-rasi-paksa (the side containing
quantities belonging to the argument) and iccha-rasi paksa (the side containing
quantities belonging to the requisition).
But is it necessary to have a new rule and a new arrangement? Why cannot
these problems be solved by a series of Rules of Three? To this, the commentary
on the Patiganita again provides the answer:
The Rule of Five, etc., can be solved by postulating several successive Rules of
Three. But identifying in each case correctly the argument, fruit and requisition,
requires certain logical ability, which the pupil might not have. Therefore this
new rule.27

Besides the economy in time and space, there is another advantage which the
commentary repeatedly emphasises while working out the problems. After arrang-

ing the terms in two columns, and transposing the fruit and the denominators,
common factors in the two columns can be cancelled out more easily. Then computing the products in the two columns becomes that much simpler.
Although these problems may contain any odd number of terms, the writers
usually go up to eleven terms only. Al-Birvni states that he encountered in India
problems containing more than eleven terms and gives problems containing up to

seventeen terms in his treatise [Juschkewitsch 1964: 214]. However, the only
example that I have yet found with more than eleven terms occurs in the Ganitalata, composed by Vallabha in 1841:
If 1 house, 5 cubits in width, 16 cubits long, with 2 storeys and 2 inner courts, is

available at the rate of 3 niskas per month, how much money is needed for 4
houses, each 6 cubits vide and 18 cubits long, with 4 storeys and 3 inner courts
for 5 months? [Ganitalatd: Trairasikakusuma, verse 13 (f. 26v)]

The thirteen terms can be arranged in two vertical columns as shown below:

27

[Pd;iganiia: 45]: padcard. yadiphalam anekatrairdsika-karma sddhyam / pramdnaphalecchayd
vyavasthayd cdnayanasaranih si,yasya durjneya id sutrintardrambhah.
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4

5

6

16

18

2

4

2

3

1

5

3

After transposing the fruit and cancelling out the common factors, what remain
are 3, 9, 3, 3 in the right column. Their product 243 is the result.
We do not know much about the state of mathematics in the regional languages of India. While looking for Telugu manuscripts, I found an elaborate classification of the variations of the Rule of Three in one manuscript. Because of the
disjointed nature of the manuscript, all the variations are not clear to me. Therefore, I shall not enumerate them now. But what is clear is a simpler method of
solving the problems of Rule of Five, etc. Set down all the terms horizontally in a
sequence. If there are n terms, take the product of the last (n + 1)/2 and divide this
by the product of the first (n - 1)/2 terms. Thus in the case of the Rule of Five, the
product of the last three terms is divided by the product of the first two terms; or
in the case of the Rule of Seven, the product of the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh
terms is divided by the product of the first, second, and third terms.28 This may be
illustrated by working out the previous example. First we set down all the thirteen
terms in the proper sequence:

/1 /5/ 16/2/2/ 1/

3/4/6/ 18/4/3/5/

We divide the product of the last seven terms by the product of the first six terms:

(3x4x6x 18x4x3x5)-(1 x5x 16x2x2x 1)
This, in effect, is what Bh5skara I seemed to suggest, before Brahmagupta proposed the arrangement of two vertical columns. The Telugu solution then, is the
ultimate stage of mechanical solution, especially if there are no fractions. Unfortunately, neither the date nor the author of this text fragment is known.

Barter and other Types of Problems

Barter (bhandapratibhandaka) is treated as an extension (atidesa) of the Rule of
Five,29 so also several other types of problems. Mathematicians enjoyed formulating separate rules for solving these. Brahmagupta provides a special rule for barter:
In a manuscript owned by Mantri Gopalakrishna Murthy the rule reads thus in Telugu:
kadarasul avi niilgu kramamuto guniyimci
dravyamamdu bemci dinikrimda I
modalu riissulu mudu mudam oppa guniyimci
pdlubuccavaccu saptardsi //
29 [Buddivilnsini: 831: atropapallis trairatikadvayena l

28
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In the barter of commodities, transposition of prices being first terms takes
place; and the rest of the process is the same as above directed [Brdhmasphufasiddhdnta 12.13].

This can be demonstrated with the following example:
If a hundred of mangoes be purchased for ten pangs, and of pomegranates for
eight, how many pomegranates [should be exchanged] for twenty mangoes?
Statement:
10

8

100

100

20

After transposition of prices and also of the fruit,
8

10

100

100

20

Result: 25 pomegranates.

Inverse Rule of Three

While the elder Bhaskara merely states that the Inverse Rule of Three (vyastatrairasika or viloma-trairasika) is the reverse of the direct rule, Brahmagupta is
the first to spell out the rule in full, "In the inverse rule of three terms, the product
of argument and fruit, being divided by the requisition, is the answer."30
The younger Bhaskara lays down where this inverse rule is to be employed:
When there is diminution of fruit if there be increase of requisition, and increase

of fruit if there be diminution of requisition, then the inverse rule of three is
[employed]. For instance, when the value of living beings is regulated by their
age; and in the case of gold, where the weight and touch are compared; or when
heaps are subdivided; let the inverted rule of three terms be [used] [LiIdvati: 7778; trans. Colebrooke 1973: 34].

Of all these varieties of problems dealt with under the Inverse Rule of Three,
those concerning the sale of women became notorious. Al-Biruni mentions the
following in his [India 1: 313], "If the price of a harlot of 15 years be, e.g., 10
denars, how much will it be when she is 40 years old?"
Al-Biruni's source must be similar to the one given by Prthudaka in his commentary on the Brahmasphutasiddhanta:
If a sixteen year old wench, her voice sweet like that of a cuckoo and Saurus
crane, dancing and chirping like a peacock, receives 600 coins, what would one
of 25 years get? [Brdhmasphutasiddhdnta: 769]
30

[Brdhmasphutasiddhanta 12.111: vyastatrairasikaphalam icchdbhaktah pramitnaphala-ghitah.
S`ridhara also gives a similar definition, substituting, however, argument, etc., by first, last
and middle terms [P6rganita: Rule 44 cd].
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Nar'ayana, the author of the Ganitakaumud, has a more modest aim; he does not
compute the price for the purchase, but only wants to know the fee for one night:
If a woman of sixteen, with agreeable gestures, wit and coquetry, gets a fee
(badti) of ten niskas, then tell me quickly, how much should the customer give
to one of twenty years? [Ganitakaumudi,1: 49]

As Bhaskara noted, the price of living beings, be they slaves or draught animals,
is inversely proportional to their age. But the price does not increase indefinitely
as the age decreases. There is the optimum age that receives the maximum price.
In the case of female slaves to be employed for manual labour or for sexual enjoyment, sixteen appears to be the optimum age. Gane§a Daivajna notes that, "A
woman of sixteen reaches the optimum as regards her body and qualities. Therefore she receives the maximum price" [Buddhivildsini", Part 1: 74].

One of the problems given by Sridhara under Inverse Rule of Three has five
terms:
Some quantity of yarn was used in weaving blankets of breadth 3 and length 9,
the blankets thus woven are 200. With the same yarn how many blankets can be
woven of breadth 2 and length 6 units [Pdtlganita: example 37 (p. 44)].

However, both Sridhara and the commentator treat this as a case of the Inverse
Rule of Three; they first calculate the area of each type of carpet and put down
these areas under argument and requisition. Thus states the commentary:
Here by the multiplication of the breadth and length, the area is known. Thus the
product of 3 and 9 is 27. The product of 2 and 6 is 12. The area measure of 27 is
the given quantity (jndtanreyasarnkhya). Therefore it is the argument. The quantity 12 is the requisition by inversion. The known number is the middle term.
Statement: 27 / 200 / 12. By proceeding according to the given rule, the result
obtained is 450.31

Mahavira envisages, besides the Inverse Rule of Three (vyasta-trairdsika), also
the Inverse Rule of Five (vyasta panca-rdsika), the Inverse Rule of Seven (vyastasapta-rdsika), and the Inverse Rule of Nine (vyasta-nava-rasika), but does not
explain how these have to be worked out. Probably he would solve these in the
same way as Inverse Rule of Three. Since the additional terms are attributes to
either the argument or to the requisition and are directly proportional to the same,
the various terms under the argument are multiplied and their product is treated as
the argument in the Inverse Rule of Three; the same is done with the terms under
the requisition; so that finally, there are only three terms, which are then dealt
with according to the Inverse Rule of Three. We consider his problem on the
Inverse Rule of Seven:

31

[Pd(iganita, Commentary: 44]:

atra viskambhiyamayor vadhdn manapariccheddh / tena trikanavavadhah saptavimsatth dvikasatkavadho dvddasa / saptavimiatimdnasya jndrameyasamkhyatvad
pramdnatvam dvddasakasyu viparyisdd icchdtvam jndta samkhyo madhywmo rasih /
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Out of a gigantic ruby, measuring 4, 9, 8 cubits respectively in length, breadth
and height, how many icons can be carved of Tirthankaras, each measuring 2, 6,
l cubits respectively in length, breadth and height? [Ganitasarasamgraha 5.21)

Probably, Mahavira would set down the numbers thus:

4,9,8

1

I

2,6, 1

Take the product of each group and proceed as in the Inverse Rule of Three:

(4x9x 8) x I =(2 x 6x 1)=288= 12=24.
We have seen that Rules of Five, Seven, etc., do not appear in the Bakhshar
Manuscript. This text does not seem to be aware of the Inverse Rule of Three
either. The two problems that are available in this (somewhat mutilated) work are
solved by employing the Rule of Three successively two times [Bakhshdr. 426427, examples 35-38]. Let us take the following problem, "If one person can live
on eight drammas for forty-two days, then how long can seventy persons live on
the same amount of money?"
In the method of the Inverse Rule of Three, the three terms are I / 42 / 70 and

the result is I x 42 _ 70 = 3/5 days. The Bakhshar Manuscript solves it in two
steps by the direct Rule of Three thus:
(i) If I person lives on 8 drammas, 70 persons live on how much?
The three terms are I / 8 / 70 and the result 70 x 8 = I = 560 drammas.

(ii) If (70 persons can live) on 560 for 42 days, 8 drammac will last how
many days?
The terms are 560 / 42 / 8 and the result 8 x 42 = 560 = 3/5 days.

This is interesting because this is precisely the procedure adopted in the commentaries of other texts for verifying the results of extended problems with five
terms such as barter, mixtures and the

like.32

Rule of Three in the Islamic World

About the transmission of the Rule of Three to the Islamic world and thence to
Europe, I have nothing to add, but I will summarise the little I know and raise one
or two questions. We have seen that by the time of Brahmagupta in the early
seventh century, the Rule of Three and its variations reached full development. In
the next century, various elements of Indian mathematics and astronomy were
disseminated to the Islamic world. The Rule of Three seems to be one of these
elements thus transmitted. From the ninth century onwards, Arab mathematicians
began to discuss the Rule of Three and other variants [Ansari & Hussain 1994: 223].

Thus al-Khwarizmi (ca. 850) discusses the Rule of Three in his book on Algebra. This treatise contains a small chapter on commerical problems including the
32

See, for example, [Buddhivilasini: 83 (barter), 91 (cistern problem), etc.].
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simple Rule of Three according to the Indian model [Juschkewitsch 1964: 204].
We have noted al-Biruni's (973-1048) reference to the Inverse Rule of Three. He
also composed an exclusive tract on the Rule of Three entitled F7 Rashikiit al-Hind
[a!-Biruni]. Here he discusses direct and inverse Rule of Three as well as the rules
for five, seven and more terms up to seventeen [Juschkewitsch 1964: 214].
But I do not quite know whether the Arab texts discuss all the Indian variations. Regarding the method of setting down the terms, al-BirUni arranged them in
two vertical columns, even for the Rule of Three. But this vertical arrangement
did not reach Europe, where emphasis is laid on the horizontal arrangement of the
three terms as in Indian Traird..sika. So there must be at least one Arabic source
which retained the Indian system of arranging the three terms in a horizontal row
and transmitted it to the West. Again, European sources prescribe a method of
verification for the Rule of Three that is not found in Sanskrit texts. Do the Arabic
texts have such a system?

Rule of Three in Europe

The story of the dissemination of Indian numerals as well as commercial problems

to Europe, especially through the mediation of Leonardo of Pisa, is well documented as is the praise of the Rule of Three as the Golden Rule [Troplke 1930:
190-191; Juschkewitsch 1964: 120; Smith 1925: 486 ff.; Wagner 1988: 1811. The
Inverse Rule of Three was also known in Europe [Smith 1925: 490-491], but
other variations such as the Rules of Five, Seven, etc., do not seem to have enjoyed as much popularity as the direct Rule of Three. Even when these variations
did occur, they were not solved in the way they were solved in India. Recall the
lion in the pit problem and its solution by Leonardo.

The only original source that I had access to, physically and linguistically,
is the Bamberger Rechenbuch (1483) attributed to Ulrich Wagner. Three points
struck me in this book as remarkable: (i) Stress is laid on the linear arrangement
of the three terms;33 (ii) If one of the terms is unity, it is expressely stated not to
multiply with it or divide by it as the case may be;34 (iii) Verification of the Rule
of Three: Interchange the positions of the argument and requisition, set down the
result in the middle, and apply the Rule of Three. The new result must be the same
as the old fruit.35 That is to say, set down C, D, A; A x D ; C = B.
33

34
35

[Bamberger Rechenbuch: 181-182]: "Und Bind es drei Dinge, die du setzt. Darunter muss das

erste and letzte allemal gleich sein. Und zur letzten sollst du setzen was du wissen willst.
Dasselbe and das mittlere sollst du miteinander multiplizieren and durch das crstc teilen."
[Bamberger Rechenbuch: 183]: "...wenn I am letzten steht, so multiplizicrc nicht, ... Wcnn
aber I an der ersten Stelle steht, so tells nicht in das erste, ..."
[Bamberger Rechenbuch: 187]: "Willst du probieren, was du mit der Goldnen Regel gemacht
hast, so kehre es um. Also, was du an der ersten Stelle gehabt hast, seize an die dritte. Und
was an der dritten Stelle gestanden ist, seize an die erste. Und was kostet, an die Mitte. Und
dann mache es nach der oben mitgeteilten Regel. Und es muss gerade soviel kommen, wie
vorher in der Mitte gestanden 1st"
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Conclusion

We have seen that in the Rule of Three and other rules, it is the mechanical arrangement of the given quantities that is important, as is also the equally mechanical process of solution. Thus in India, the terms in the Rule of Three are generally
written in a horizontal row, while those in the Rules of Five, etc., are set down in
two vertical columns. It is possible to conceive of an intermediate stage when the
terms of the Rule of Three were also written in two vertical columns as in the
Rule of Five, etc.
It was probably Brahmagupta who introduced the custom of writing the terms
in two vertical columns. One can argue that Brahmagupta employs both styles of
writing. In [Brahmasphutasiddhanta 12.10] the terms of the Rule of Three are to

be set down in a horizontal sequence, so also the terms of the Inverse Rule of
Three in [Brahmasphutasiddh inw 12.1 lab]. According to [Brahmasphutasiddhanta
12.1 l cd-12], however, the terms are to be set down in two columns for all rules
with odd terms, from three to eleven.
Thus, for the following sum there are many ways of setting down terms: If 5
mangoes cost 10 rupees, how much do 8 mangoes cost?
I

10

5

8

1

5

10
8
8

5

10
5

8

10

0

In spite of the high encomiums it received in India and Europe, the Rule of
Three, or more specifically the method of solution proposed in India for the Rule
of Three, does not seem to be in use anywhere. In Europe, it was dropped from
the school books in the last century. Possibly it was dropped in India also in the
last century when modem mathematics was introduced here.

In the north Indian schools, I am told, the problems related to the Rule of
Three are solved today by what is known as "One-One-Rule" (ek-ek-niyam). What
it is will be clear from the following example:
5 mangoes cost
I mango
8 mangoes

10 rupees
10/5 rupees
10/5 x 8 = 16 rupees.

It is, of course, the more logical method. But when I went to school in south India,

more than half a century ago, we skipped the middle line. We first wrote the
proposition thus:
5 mangoes cost
8 mangoes

.l

10 rupees
?
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The answer, we were taught, is obtained by multiplying the 8 by the second term
in the first line and then dividing the product by the first term in the first line. One
drew an arrow diagonally from 8 to 10 and another arrow horizontally from 10 to
5. It was thus a compromise between the one line system of old and the three line
system of modem times. I still practice this method. I must, however, confess that
until now I never asked where it came from.
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A Homecoming Stranger: Transmission of the Method of
Double False Position and the Story of Hiero's Crown
by Liu DuN

The two major subjects of this article have no direct relation to one another, but they are
both interesting examples of the transmission of mathematics. The earliest extant reference of the Yingbuzu (Method of Double False Position) occurs in Chapter 7 of the Jiuzhang suansinr (Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Art ca. A.D. 50). Subsequently. this
method was transmitted to Europe by Muslim mathematicians in medieval times. When
Jesuits introduced Western knowledge of mathematics to China in the early seventeenth
century, they incorrectly claimed that the method was actually discovered by Western
mathematicians, and was not to be found in the "old text" of the Nine Chapters. On the
other hand, a famous story about Hiero's crown was transmitted from the West to China,
along with problems illustrating the so-called "Golden Method," a Renaissance European
nickname for the Method of Double False Position.

I

The Yngbuzu (Method of Double False Position) first appeared in China in the
ancient mathematical classic text, the Jiuzhang suanshu (Nine Chapters on the
Mathematical Art, ca. A.D. 50). The method then spread from China into central
Asia and then to Europe between the 91h and 13th centuries. Among recent studies
concerning the nature of this method and the context of its transmission, the following three contributions to the subject are worthy of special attention:

1.) Jiuzhang suanshu yingbuzushu liuchuan ouzhou kao h W *.M4' X *? I.1tr"
A +I (Research on the Transmission of the Double False Position Method
from China to Europe) [Qian Baocong 1927].

This was the first comprehensive study on the rngbuzu method, its origin,
development, and transmission from East to West. Qian divided the 20 problems in the chapter entitled rngbuzu of the Nine Chapters into two types: the
first eight are directly indicated as belonging to type one and deal with "excess"
and "deficit" (ying meaning excess, or "too much" and buzu meaning deficit, or

"not enough"); the others belong to type two, in which the problems do not
obviously deal with "excess" and "deficit." Meanwhile, Qian points out that the
rngbuzu method is an equivalent of linear interpolation.

2.) Shilun songyuan shiqi zhongguo he yisilan guojia jian de shuxue jiaoliu ik it
* t 811

1 1' L fn 1

WT

IN

fa7 fth ft 4t 9 (On the Exchange of Mathe-

matics between China and Islamic Countries During the Song-Yuan Periods)
[Du Shiran 1966].
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Based upon Qian's work and the studies of some Russian historians of mathematics (A. P. Yushkevich and M. Y. Vygodskii), Du's contribution provides
evidence of the transmission of the Nngbuzu method from China to the Islamic
world.
3.) "Reflections on the World-Wide History of the Rule of False Double Position,
or: How a Loop Was Closed" [Chemla 19971.
Chemla divides the 20 problems of the Yingbuzu chapter into two kinds, according to the procedures they employ. The first group consists of problems in
which procedures I and II are applied, while the second group of problems
apply procedures I and III. Chemla argues that distinguishing between the two
kinds of problems not only makes it possible to understand the subtlety of the
Nine Chapters, but it also offers a means of describing their transmission. Moreover, she also investigates the so-called "closed loop" course by introducing the
relevant references.
As a result of these three studies, we now have a good overview of the transmission

of the Method of Double False Position, although at present the links of transmission are still rather vague. One plausible route of transmission is the following:
Later Chinese books
(3rd-16th centuries)

Ming-Qing periods
(16th-17th centuries)

Nine Chapters

(lst century) \
y Islamic world

p European countries

(9`h-12th centuries)

(13th-16th centuries)

The purpose of this presentation is neither to reinforce evidence for transmission by
adding new data, nor to repeat the works of mathematicians such as Qus1a ibn Luga
(9`h century), Abu 'I-Faraj al-Nadim (IO'h century), al-Hassar (12t" century), and
Leonardo Fibonacci (1170?-1250), which have already been discussed at length in

previous studies; instead, the special focus here will be upon the significance of
distinction drawn by Qian Baocong between the two types of problem, and how the
general Method of Double False Position was transformed and transmitted in the
later periods.

II

The first type of problem categorized by Qian Baocong is typified by Problem I in
the rngbuzu chapter of the Nine Chapters:
A number of people are going to purchase goods. If everyone pays 8 [All, there
is an excess of 3 [B1]; if everyone pays 7 [A2], there is a deficit of 4 [B2]. How
many people are involved and how much do the goods cost? [Qian Baocong
1963,1:205]
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The solution procedure as given in the Nine Chapters is as follows:
(1)

Put the sums [supposed to be paid] on the counting board, i.e.,
A,

A2

(2) Put the corresponding excess and deficit below the sums respectively, i.e.,

(3)

Al

A2

B1

B2

Cross-multiply them and then add the results together to get the dividend,
A,

A2

i.e., (A1B2 + B1A2)

(4) Add excess and deficit to get the divisor, i.e.,

B2+B1
(5) Perform the division (to get the amount of money each person ought to
pay), i.e.,

(A1B2 +B1A2)/(B2 +B1)
(6) Subtract the lesser sum (of money) from the larger to get the divisor, i.e.,

A,-A2
(7) Divide the previous "dividend" and "divisor" to get the price of goods (Y),
and the number of people involved (X) respectively, i.e.,

X=(A1B2+B1A2)/(A1-A2)
Y= (B2+B1) /(A1-A2)
In Problem I in the rngbuzu chapter, the number of people involved is thus found
as (3 + 4)/(8 - 7) = 7; and the price of the goods as: (8 x 4) + (7 x 3)/(8 - 7) = 53.
The most sophisticated application of this method in the rngbuzu chapter of
the Nine Chapters involves the solution of problems which do not contain the data
of excess and deficit, i.e., problems of the second type according to Qian Baocong's
categorization. Take Problem 16 as an example:
Assume that I cubic can of jade weighs 7 liang, and I cubic can of stone weighs

6liang, there are 33 cubic can of mineral composed of jade and stone which
weigh 11 fin [i.e., 176 liang], what is the proportion of jade and stone? [Qian Baocong 1963: 214]
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The secret to solving a problem of this kind is to "construct" the data of excess and
deficit by making two assumptions. For instance, in the concrete case of Problem
16, we first suppose this 33 cubic cun to be composed of pure jade, in which case its
weight would be: 33 x 7 = 189 liang; comparing this number with the given one, we
get an "excess": 189 - 176 = 13. Next, we suppose the 33 cubic cun to be composed
of pure stone, in which case its weight would be: 33 x 6 = 162, with a corresponding
"deficit" of 1 76 - 162 = 14. Consequently, the original problem has been transformed as follows:
A certain number of people is going to purchase a certain amount of goods. If
everyone pays 7 [Al], there is an excess of 13 [B1]; if everyone pays 6 [A2], there
is a deficit of 14 [B2]. How much should each person pay?

It is easy to find appropriate answers by applying the procedures discussed above as

type one. Here the volume of jade (or stone) is treated as in the problem dealing
with what "each person ought to pay," according to formula (5), as given above,
i.e.,

volume of jade:

(27 x 14 + 0 x 13) / (13 + 14) = 14 cubic cun,

volume of stone:

(0 x 14 + 27 x 13) / (13 + 14) = 13 cubic cun.

or,

However, this kind of variation makes it possible to apply the rngbuzu method
efficiently to a great extent. As a matter of fact, the general method can be used to
solve all linear problems, although it is only an approximation method when used in
a non-linear situation.'

III

In addition to those in the Nine Chapters, problems involving the Yingbuzu method
also appear in later Chinese mathematical books, which include the Sunzi suanjing
(Master Sun's Mathematical Classic, 4th-5th centuries), the Zhang Qiujian suanjing
(Zhang Qiujian's Mathematical Classic, 5th century), and in various writings in the
Song-Yuan periods (ca. 13th-14th centuries).
Unfortunately, no description of this method as systematic and comprehensive
as that in the Nine Chapters appears in later writings. In particular, problems of the
second type seem to have been forgotten entirely by mathematicians of the Ming
dynasty (1368-1644). For example, although Cheng Dawei (1533-1606) devoted a
specific chapter to this topic, the ingenious applications of type two are absent from
his Suanfa iongzong (Systematic Treatise on Algorithms, 1592). In fact, scholars of

I

Martzloff introduces this method as "Linear Interpolation" in a chapter titled "Approximation
Formulae"; see [Martzloff 1997: 336-338].
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the Ming dynasty had only a superficial knowledge of earlier mathematics - most
important mathematical works, along with their outstanding achievements, were
virtually unknown, and some had even been lost [Liu Dun 1994).
However, by the end of the 16th century, Western mathematical knowledge was
being introduced into China by the Jesuits. In collaboration with Li Zhizao (15651630), Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) translated the Epitome Arithmeticae Practicae
into Chinese, which was written and published by his former teacher Christopher
Clavius (1537-1612) in 1583. Three years after Ricci's death Li Zhizao published
the Chinese version under the title Tongwen suanzhi (A Guide to Arithmetic in
Common Language, 1613), which is considered to be the first book introducing
Western arithmetic into China.
In volume 4 of the Tongwen suanzhi tongbian, there is a section called Diejie
huzheng, which means "Doubly Borrow and Mutually Compare," probably a literary translation of the "Method of Double False Position."2 However, Li Zhizao not
only presents the treatment of this method due to Clavius which he translated with
Matteo Ricci, but he also includes those rngbuzu problems which he called jiuja.
namely the "old method" found in the Suanfa tongzong.
Obviously, Li Zhizao had no direct access to the Nine Chapters and he believed
that the jiufa only explicitly gave data of excess and deficit, whereas the Western
method was more efficient. As he concludes:
In the past there was a chapter called Yingnu, in which most (problems) were of
this kind. Nevertheless this (new method in our book) borrows (the false) numbers
in advance, then deduces the excess and deficit, after which we get the unknowns.
Therefore it is called "Borrow and Compare." In regard to those problems directly
providing excess and/or deficit, it can be solved by only using the old method.
[Li Zhizao, 4: 165]

Of course Li Zhizao was wrong. For example, consider a problem of "Western"
character in his Tongwen suanzhi:
A golden stove was ordered to be made from 100 jin of gold. After it was done,
(someone) suspected that the goldsmith had stolen some of the gold and replaced
it with (the same quantity of) silver. Without damaging the stove, how is it possible to know how much silver had been used? [Li Zhizao, 4: 177]

In fact, this problem is the same as Problem 16 in the Yingbuzu chapter of the Nine

Chapters, the only difference being that "gold" and "silver" replace "jade" and
"stone," respectively.
The solution relies on the following prerequisite: as the objects were entirely
immersed in water, 100 fin of gold, of silver, and of the stove made by the goldsmith, water would be displaced weighing respectively 60, 90, and 65 jin.

2

Li explains the phrase Diejie huzheng as "borrow the false to obtain the true, the method is
marvellous ...... borrow the false twice and then compare with the true, there are differences."
In Chinese: ilf l f>E 3 .
fiEZ 1' f'h
L.
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Suppose 40 jin of gold was replaced by silver, then 60 jin of gold remained.
According to the above prerequisite, the displaced water would be:
60 x (60/100) + 40 x (90/100) = 72 jin.
Comparing the number with 65 results in an excess of 7.
Now suppose 30 jin of gold was replaced by silver, then 70 jin of gold remained.
According to the same prerequisite: the displaced water would be:
70 x (60/100) + 30 x (90/100) = 69 jin.
Comparing this number with 65 results in an excess of 4.

Therefore the problem has been transformed into "a number of people are
going to purchase goods":
A certain number of people are going to purchase a certain amount of goods. If
everyone pays 40 [A,], there is an excess of 7 [B,]; if everyone pays 30 [A2], there
is an excess of 4 [B2]. How much should each person pay?

According to formula (5) as given above, "the amount of money each person ought
to pay" is:
[(40 x 4) + (30 x -7)] / [-7 + 41 = 50/3.

In fact, this is the quantity of gold (unit fin) that has been replaced by silver in the
original problem.

IV

This problem and its solution in the Tongwen suanzhi depends upon knowledge of
floating bodies, and specifically the well known Principle of Archimedes. This in
turn raises the closely related question of the famous story of Hiero's crown.

The story is first known from Marcus Vitruvius, the Roman architect and
engineer of the first century before the Christian era. In the Preface to Book IX of
his De Archilectura Libri X (ca. 20 B.C.), Vitruvius explains how Archimedes
discovered the principle of floating bodies when he happened to sit in his bath and
subsequently considered the displacement of water, which led him to the principle
whereby he could solve the problem given him by the King of Syracuse, Hiero,
namely to determine whether the king's crown of gold was pure or whether he had
been cheated by the goldsmith [Vitruvius 1955, 2: 202-205].

The story is even more vividly described in a Chinese book with the title
Ouluoba xying lu (The Western Mirror in Europe):
The king ordered a goldsmith to cast a tripod using 100 Vin of] gold. The goldsmith withheld a certain amount of gold and mixed the rest with silver. When the
tripod was completed, it was presented to the king. On finding the color quite dull,
the king instructed a person named Ya-Er-Ri-Bai-La, who was skilled in mathematics and astronomy, to figure out how much gold had been stolen....
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Ya-Er-Ri-Bai-La was ordered to determine the truth. At first he could not
think of a way to do so, although he thought carefully about this from many different points of view. One day when he went for a bath, as he watched the water rise
and eventually overflow from the pool, how to solve the problem suddenly came
to him in a flash, and he was so overjoyed by this that without realizing it he ran
naked all the way home. [Ouluoba ring lu, 4: 3021

Up to this point, the basic core of the Vitruvian account of Archimedes and
Hiero's crown has been faithfully introduced to China - except for two minor details: the one that Archimedes becomes Ya-Er-Ri-Bai-La, and the second, that the
crown seems inexplicably to have been changed into a gold tripod. But the tripod,
rather than a gold crown, is the appropriate symbol of imperial authority in ancient
China, and thus the translation while not literal is in fact comparable, exactly in
keeping with the Chinese context.
Similarly, while at first there may seem to be no connection between Archimedes and Ya-Er-Ri-Bai-La, the latter may in fact be some kind of transliteration of
the word algebra. This could have happened possibly in two ways. It may have
been that the story was dictated by a Westerner and written down by a Chinese
copyist. This was a standard method of translating foreign works into Chinese in
the 16th-17th centuries, and in this way "Archimedes" may have been replaced by
"Ya-Er-Ri-Bai-La." It is also possible that the name Ya-Er-Ri-Bai-La was deliber-

ately created with an intentional subtle or hidden meaning, just as the ancient
Chinese practice used the words Shao Gao (which literally means "Discuss the
Height") for the name of a great geometer in the age of Zhougong.3
Altogether there are nine problems in the Ouluoba xijing lu, including the problem of the gold tripod, all of which are categorized as belonging to the Shuangfa
(Double Method). Here Shuangfa is clearly a direct translation of "Method of Double False Position."
The fact that the data given and the solutions of the nine problems in the Ouluobaxiiing lu are exactly the same as those to be found in the Tongwen suanzhi, makes

it natural to suppose that the two books are directly related. Unfortunately, even
now, it is not known who the author(s) of the Ouluoba xijing !u may have been.

V

Although its authorship remains unknown, the Ouluoba xijing lu enjoyed a wide
circulation in China during the Ming-Qing periods. As a mathematical work, its
title refers directly to Western learning, introduced in the late 16th century when the
Jesuits first arrived in China. As the Preface says:
The translation of Matteo Ricci involves division and multiplication, extraction of
square and cubic roots, surveying, the Gougu (or Pythagorean) theorem, and the
3

See Zhoubi suanjing (Mathematical Classic of the Zhou Gnomon, ca. 50 B.C.) in [Qian Baocong 1963,1: 13-22].
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golden method, etc. All are extremely concise and easy to learn. Moreover, they
only rely on pen and paper instead of using counting rods. No matter whether it is
the height of mountains and towers, the depth and width of wells, valleys, rivers
and marshes, the distance of places, length of cotton and silk, amount of rice and
millet, or weights and prices, all can be deduced. What [Ricci introduces] can
even compare favorably with the various methods in our Chinese Nine Chapters.
It is really a south-pointing carriage and a mirror of the Western learning for mathematicians. [Ouluoba ring lu, 4: 2811

Here the reference to "our Chinese" suggests the writer of the Preface must be
Chinese. On the other hand, from the transformed story of Hiero's crown and the
transliteration Ya-Er-Ri-Bai-La, there can be no doubt that there must been have a
foreigner involved in the composition of the book. Thus it is all the more likely a
collaborative effort, just like the earliest Chinese version of Euclid's Elements
(1607), which was translated by Matteo Ricci with the help of Xu Guangqi (15621633). Needless to say, the Ouluoba ring lu is a valuable source for examining the
exchange of mathematical knowledge between China and the West during the late
Ming and early Qing dynasties.
This book has been largely ignored since the middle of the Qing dynasty. In

1946, the late historian of mathematics Yan Dunjie (1917-1988) wrote a paper
entitled Xijing lu mingqiu (Searching for the Xijing lu in the Dark), in which an
outline of the book is sketched on the basis of records from various Qing scholars,
although Yan at the time had no idea whether there was any copy of the book still in
existence or not [Yan Dunjie 1946: 25]. Four years later in 1950, he in fact found a
manuscript version of the Ouluoba xijing lu in the Beijing University Library. This
transcript, to which was attached a note written by Qian Daxin (1728-1804), had

been copied by Jiao Xun (1763-1820). Both Jiao and Qian were great masters of
the Qian-Jia School, which sought to recover from ancient Chinese classic mathematical texts results and methods comparable to those in Western resources. From
the notes of Jiao Xun and Qian Daxin it is clear that another two celebrated Chinese
mathematicians, Mei Wending (1633-1721) and Li Rui (1769-1817) also studied

the Ouluoba xijing lu [Liu Dun 1993]. In fact, Mei Wending wrote an essay on
Xijing lu dingbu (A Commentary on the Xijing lu). Subsequently, Li Rui purchased
a copy of the Ouluoba xijing lu which seems to have been the one that Mei owned.
Jiao Xun later borrowed this copy from Li Rui in order to make another copy, and it
is this copy that is the only one at this point known to have survived, namely the
unique copy preserved in the Beijing University Library.

Devised at some time prior to when the Nine Chapters was compiled, the
Ytngbuzu method had survived a long journey. The loop was eventually closed in

the Ming-Qing period, as Karine Chemla pointed out. In the opinion of some
late-Ming scholars such as Li Zhizao, the general method looks like a newcomer, a

stranger. But this is not true. As He Zhizhang (659-744), a famous Tang poet,
wrote:
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I left home when I was a lad;
Now old, and home's again in sight.
I have my native tongue as I had,
But my temple hair is sparse and white.
Confronted by the children small,
I am a stranger to the place.
"And where do you come from at all?"
One asks with a brightly smiling face [He Zhizhang 1997: 321.

But this time the homecoming stranger also brought a mathematical companion,
who could tell the story of Hiero's crown.
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Use and Transmission of Iterative Approximations
in India and the Islamic World
by KIM PLOFKER

Iterative approximation methods are one of the computational staples of the medieval Indian
mathematical tradition, particularly in mathematical astronomy. Yet up to this point, there

have been few attempts to survey this class of techniques as a whole within the Indian
texts, or to trace their connections to similar mathematical tools in other traditions. This
paper describes the kinds of iterative algorithms that Indian mathematicians employed
and discusses specific examples of each, as well as the overall development of their use.
In addition, it mentions some highlights of the history of iterations in other ancient and
medieval cultures, and their possible relationships to Indian techniques.

Introduction

While mathematics in general is usually described as logically precise, rigorously
demonstrable, and universally applicable, mathematicians have frequently availed
themselves of approximation techniques whose behavior they cannot really understand or prove, and which they sometimes arbitrarily restrict to certain types of
problems. These peculiarities make approximation methods a very useful tool for
studying the history of mathematical transmission: whereas demonstrably exact rules
from one mathematical tradition can be readily absorbed into another so that they
soon look like indigenous developments, special tricks for approximating solutions
often preserve more traces of their alien origin. Unfortunately, the major historical
study of this subject at present [Goldstine 1977] does not pursue it further into the
past than the sixteenth century. or beyond the boundaries of Europe: and studies that
do look at earlier developments tend not to delve into cross-cultural transmission.
This paper will attempt to sketch part of the history of the subset of approximation
methods called iterative approximations, as they were known in the mathematical
science of medieval India and the Islamic world.

Mathematical Overview of Iterative Approximations

An iterative technique approximates an exact solution to the desired degree of precision by first applying a given function to an initial estimate of the answer, and
then reapplying the same function to the result of the first application, and so on
indefinitely. Not all repetitive algorithms - for example, continued fractions or the
I

[Rashed 19941 devotes a chapter to Islamic numerical analysis, as does [al-Daffa & Stroyls
19841.
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method of exhaustion - necessarily fall into this category; it is limited here to the
sort of techniques specifically identified in Sanskrit texts as "asakrt" ("not just once,"
iterative). The following discussions of these techniques in terms of modern mathematics divide them for convenience into "fixed-point" and "two-point" techniques,
a distinction not recognized by medieval mathematicians.

Fixed-Point Approximations.

First in chronology as well as importance are fixed-

point iterations, in which the desired root of some given function f is found by
means of an auxiliary function g which has a fixed or stationary point where f has
the root: in other words, g(x) = x when f (x) = 0. Once the single initial estimate
xo is chosen, each subsequent approximate value xk is given by
xk = g(xk-l)

(I)

The behavior of such functions does not seem to have been studied as a formal
mathematical subject until well into the twentieth century. At present, of course, they
form a prominent feature of the theory of dynamical systems, which defines certain
aspects of their behavior as follows (see [Devaney 19921 for a typical discussion of
the subject in more detail):

The orbit of a seed xo under the iteration of g is the set of all successive values
xk resulting from that iteration.

A fixed point X of g is an attracting fixed point if the slope of the function
(assuming g differentiable) at that point is greater than - I and less than + I ; i.e.,

Ig'(X)I < I. Then there will be an interval containing X such that an iteration
of g beginning with any seed xo in that interval will converge to the fixed point.

A fixed point is called repelling if Ig'(X)I > 1, and it occurs in an interval
within which iteration from any seed xo will diverge away from the fixed point.
(A fixed point where Ig'(X) I = 1 is called neutral.) The speed of an iteration's
convergence to an attracting fixed point X is inversely dependent upon Ig'(X)I;
the measure of that speed is called the order of convergence.

Two-Point Approximations: Regula Falsi. Another class of iterative techniques
is the so-called "two-point" approximations, which require two initial estimates of
the answer instead of one, and use linear interpolation between successive pairs
of estimates to produce more accurate estimates. The most important method in
this category is generally known as "Regula Falsi," which must not be confused
with ancient non-iterative techniques with similar names, forerunners of algebraic
procedures for solving equations in one unknown. In Regula Falsi, given two initial
estimates xo, xt of a root x of f, the (k + I)th approximation to the root is given by

xk+t = xo -

f (xo) (xk - xo)

f (xk) - f (xo)

(2)

For any continuous f , as long as the initial estimates bracket the root x (i.e., f (xo)

f (xt) < 0), and the designations xo and xt are assigned to these points so that xo
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and x2 also bracket the root, then all Xk will approach progressively closer to the
root, and the method will converge. The order of convergence for Regula Falsi is 1.2
Two-Point Approximations: the Secant Method. This iteration is almost identical to
Regula Falsi, except that when xo, xl are initially given, the (k + 1)th approximation
to x is found from
.f (xk) . (xk - xk-1)
(3)

xk+I = xk -

f(xk) - f(xk-1)

In other words, each estimated value is derived by interpolation (or extrapolation)
from the two previous estimates xk and xk_1, not xk and one of the initial estimates
xo or xl. It can be shown that the method will always converge, if xo and x1 are
chosen sufficiently close to the root, with order (1 + 5)/2.

Historical Overview of Ancient Iterations

Naturally, the above presentation bears very little relation to the pre-modern understanding of iteration, which is innocent of the notions of roots, derivatives, or
graphical representation of functions. In this context, iteration is much more properly thought of simply as a repeated application of an algorithm to changing values
of a wrong answer until gradually a fixed right answer emerges.
The oldest of the iterative techniques discussed here is undoubtedly fixed-point
approximation. Possibly the earliest such method extant is an algorithm for finding
square roots; some evidence for its use appears in Babylonian parameters3 and a
version of it is explicitly given by Heron [Heath 1921,11: 323], whose formula for
successive approximations xk to the square root of a constant C is

xk+l =

Xk + C/xk
2

(4)

Fitting this formula to our definitions of fixed-point iteration is easily done by means

of a little algebraic manipulation confirming that g(xk) = xk+l has a fixed point
xk+l = x where f (x) = x2 - C has a root.
Other such algorithms are comparatively infrequent in the legacy of Greek mathematics. One example is the iterative method explicitly used by Ptolemy in Almagest
X-XI to compute the eccentricities and apsidal lines of the superior planets.4 In both
The non-iterative "Rule of (Single) False Position;' on the other hand, merely uses direct proportion between values of a variable and some multiple of that variable. That is, where some
(nonzero) value f (x) of a function f = mx is known, only an initial guess xo is required to
find x = (f (x) xo)/f (xo). Perhaps ultimately derived from this is the "Rule of Double False
Position" for a root x of a linear function f by means of two guesses xo and xt, whose result is
identical to the right-hand side of (2) if k = I; for higher-order functions, the method yields an
approximate result.
3 See [Neugebauer & Sachs 1945: 43], but note the caveat in [Robson 1999: 441; see also (Berggren 2002]. It has also been suggested (Heath 1921,11: 511 that Archimedes' value for the square
root of 3 was obtained in this way.
4 (Toomer 19841; the technique is discussed in [Neugebauer 1975.1: 174 ff.).
2
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this and the square-root formula, the iterative functions are well behaved and converge quite rapidly; we have no evidence that this behavior was ever considered by
those who exploited it to be mathematically interesting in itself. And it may be that
Greek knowledge of or interest in iteration methods subsequently declined; at least,
it appears that in the fourth century, the iterative nature of a fixed-point technique for
constructing two mean proportionals (imperfectly applied by a pupil of Pandrosion)
was not even recognized by Pappus (nor, presumably, by Pandrosion herself).5 Certainly, such techniques could not have been very satisfying to the Greek inclination
for geometrical rigor, which might have made the mathematical climate somewhat
inhospitable for them.

Fixed-Point Iteration in Indian Astronomy
The exploration of fixed-point iteration apparently begins in India at about the same
time it seems to have ended in Greece. Among strictly mathematical methods, an
Indian variant of Heron's square-root formula probably dates back at least to the
middle of the first millennium CE [Hayashi 1995: 100-1081, and in mathematical
astronomy iterative rules are extremely common, both for lack of and in addition

to equivalent analytical solutions. We will attempt to give an idea of both their
astronomical context and their mathematical form.

Planetary Longitudes. The earliest such rules involve calculations of planetary
positions, and with Ptolemy's applications of iterative techniques in mind, it is
somewhat tempting to think of them as possible legacies from the pre-Ptolemaic
astronomy that gave Indian celestial models so many of their characteristic features [Pingree 1976, 1974]; but it has been suggested [Yano 1990, 1997] that they
are probably Indian developments of static Greek models. Ingenious formulas for
iteratively computing latitudes and true longitudes, as well as other planetary parameters, appear in astronomical texts from the fifth and sixth centuries;6 to illustrate
the approach, we will focus on a somewhat simpler rule from a seventh-century text,
the Brahmasphutasiddhanta of Brahmagupta, which seeks to calculate the mean
longitude of the sun if its true longitude is known.
Ordinarily, the practice for computing planetary positions when using geocentric
geometric models such as the Greek and the Indian is to find the planet's mean
longitude - which is easily computed from its uniform rate of mean motion if the

mean longitude at a known prior time is given - and then correct it to the true
position, in accordance with the geometry of the given model. A simple version
of the Indian solar model is shown in Figure 1. The sun's mean longitude A. along

the ecliptic centered on the earth at 0 changes uniformly with time, but its true
longitude A is displaced from x by an amount tt determined by the location of a
5

[Heath 1921,1:268-270, Jones 1986,1:4-51.

6

E.g.. Pailcasiddhdnrikd X. 2-4 [Neugebauer & Pingree 1970-71: I, 100; 11, 78], Paitamahasiddhanta IV, 11-12 [Pingree 1967/68: 493-495]; see [Plofker 1995] for a discussion of these
methods.
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Figure 1. Mean and true solar positions

point m on its epicycle. This point lies on the epicycle radius parallel to the ecliptic
radius OM upon which the orbital "apex" U. where ii = 0, lies at longitude AM.7
Finding the amount of this displacement p. (known as the "equation") and thus the
true longitude A is trigonometrically quite simple. Considering for computational
purposes that the ecliptic radius OM is equal to the standard trigonometric radius R,
and writing the correspondingly scaled functions with initial capitals (as "Sin" for
"R sin"), we have

K=A - AM,
r

R

r

Sin µ = Sin K R H = Sin K H ,

(5)

A=A-µ,
where H is the hypotenuse Om of the large right triangle and r the epicycle radius.
Writing this as a single expression for A in terms of 1 (which requires the hypotenuse
H to be represented in terms of the other two sides), we get

A=X-Sin
Sin(i-ELM).

r

Rl

2

r 2
R)

and thus k is known.
7

The physical cosmology of the Indian system is more flexible than that usually associated with
the Ptolemaic: the orbital circle may be considered an eccentric, in which case M is its apogee;
or it may be viewed as a concentric bearing an epicycle as shown, with the sun actually moving
upon the epicycle; or the sun may be taken (as in the Saryasiddhdnta, 2, 1-5 (Dvivedi 1987:
31-32]) to be on the concentric at the center of the epicycle but displaced to X by the pull on
a cord of wind by a semidivine being at the point in. All these different physical models are
computationally equivalent.
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However, as noted above, Brahmagupta wants to invert this procedure, that
is, to solve for the mean longitude A given the true longitude A. Not surprisingly,
solving equation 6 directly for X is well beyond the scope of Brahmagupta's available
mathematical tools. The solution he prescribes for getting around this difficulty is
as follows:
The (Sine of the sun's] declination is multiplied by the Radius and divided by the
Sine of 24 degrees [i.e., the obliquity of the ecliptic, e]. The arc [of that ...] is the
accurate [longitude]. [The equation] is repeatedly added [to that] when negative
and subtracted when positive: from this, increased or decreased by the longitudinal
difference [i.e., a correction depending upon the distance of the observer's terrestrial longitude from the prime meridian], the [longitude of the] sun is mean, as
originally.8

In other words, after giving the standard Indian formula for computing the
sun's true longitude from its declination determined from observation, Sin A =
R Sin S/ Sine, Brahmagupta directs the user to treat that value as though it were the
mean longitude and then compute the correction s for it, to apply that with reversed

sign to A, and iterate the process to get successively better values of A. That is,
setting the initial estimate A0 = A, we find the succeeding estimates to be
Ak+1 = A + µ(Ak) _

= A + Sin -I

(

Sln(Ak - AM) r

Sin(ik - AM) .)2 + (R + Cos(Xk - AM) . R
Obviously, this auxiliary function Ak+l = A +µ(Ak) has its fixed point A where A =
A - µ(A), that is, at the desired mean longitude at the given time with respect to the
observer's location (which is subsequently adjusted to give the value at that time with
respect to the prime meridian, this being the standard definition of the uncorrected
mean longitude with which typical astronomical computations commence). Thus
Brahmagupta has avoided dealing with an impossible closed-form solution by simply
iterating to reach the fixed point of his approximate solution.

"Three Questions" Iterations and the "Iteration Explosion." The early Sanskrit
astronomical texts mentioned above limit their use of fixed-point iteration to genuinely insoluble problems involving planetary positions, for which exact solutions
are unobtainable via the mathematics available. From about the eighth century onwards, however, Indian astronomers drastically broaden the applications of these
techniques to include cases that might be described as "artificially insoluble;' that
is, where simple closed-form solutions are possible but a necessary parameter (often
one that could readily be found from a single observation) is considered to be unknown. Problems presented in this way are very often drawn from the field of Indian
mathematical astronomy called "Three Questions": computing from knowledge of
8

Brahmasphutasiddhanta 3, 61-62 (Dvivedi 1902: 69).
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Figure 2. The celestial hemisphere above the horizon

the sun's ecliptic position a) one's orientation with respect to the directions, b) terrestrial latitude, and c) current time. The example we will use as an illustration is one
of several such rules provided in the middle of the ninth century by Govindasvamin
in his commentary on the seventh-century Mahabhaskariya of Bhaskara.
The rule in question determines the local terrestrial latitude 0 by means of an
iterative calculation of the angle n (the so-called "rising amplitude") between the
east point on the local horizon and the point at which the sun rises, when the solar
declination 8, altitude a, and modified azimuth d (namely, "east azimuth," or azimuth
minus 90 degrees) are given. The sun's daily path is here taken to be a small celestial
circle, the "day-circle;' parallel to the celestial equator and separated from it by the
amount of its declination, as shown in Figure 2; the sun's altitude at any point in the
day is its angular distance from the plane of the horizon, and the corresponding d its
angular distance from the prime vertical or great circle (EZW in the figure) through
the zenith and the east and west points. It is clear from the similar right triangles
in the corresponding analemma projection in Figure 3 that the latitude 0 or angle
between the celestial equator and the local zenith is straightforwardly related to q
and 3 as follows:
Sin q

R

Sins

Cos4'

(8)

The declination S can be computed from the given solar longitude by means of
the well-known rule in the above quotation from Brahmagupta. And the rising
amplitude q, of course, could be obtained by a simple observation of the sun's
position with respect to the east point on the horizon at sunrise. Govindasvamin,
however, considers the case where the user does not know q but does know a and d
at some arbitrary time during the day, and can find the distance b between the foot
of the imaginary perpendicular dropped from the sun onto the plane of the horizon
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Figure 3. Analemma projection of the celestial hemisphere

and the east-west line E W from another pair of similar right triangles:

b
Cos a

_

Sin d
R

(9)

He says:

The Sine of declination is [arbitrarily] increased by some [amount]; that should be
[the estimated Sine of] the sun's rising amplitude. And the leg [b] diminished by
that is [the Sine of) the "amplitude of the upright [i.e., of the current altitude]" when
[the sun is] in the south [i.e., when the declination is southern). [For a northern
declination,] when [the sun is) in the north with respect to the prime vertical, the
amplitude of the upright is the Sine of the Day-lord's rising amplitude diminished
by the leg, or the sum of those two if the sun has gone to the south. If the sun stands
on the prime vertical, then the unchanged rising amplitude is the amplitude of the
upright of the sun. The square-root of the sum of the squares of that [quantity] and
the upright is the Sine produced from the circle of the day-radius [i.e., from the
day-circle] which is above the horizon.
When one has divided the Sine of declination [corresponding to] the desired
Sine [and] multiplied by that [square-root] by the Sine of altitude, the quotient is
the Sine of the sun's rising amplitude. With that, one should operate again just as
before, until the Sine of the sun's rising amplitude is the same as the one [previously]
produced from the rising amplitude. When one has subtracted the square of [the
Sine of] the declination from the square of [the Sine of) the sun's rising amplitude,

the square-root [of the result) is the "earth-sine.' He [i.e., the author on whom
Govindasv5min is commenting] will state that method for the latitude by means of
the sun's rising amplitude and the earth-sine.

The first step is thus to choose some arbitrary initial Sin r1o such that Iriol > IS I:

a wise decision, since unless the celestial equator is perpendicular to the horizon
(namely, at 0 = 0°), the angular distance n between the celestial equator and the
day-circle measured along the horizon will be greater than their angular separation S
9

Mahdbhdskarrya 3, 41 [Kuppanna Sastri 1957: 156-157 ].
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measured perpendicular to both. One must then compute an initial value of the
north-south distance b + Sin rlo between the sun's current position and its rising
point. (For the sake of generality and to avoid Govindasvamin's rather complicated
enumeration of the sign conditions, we will consider the sign of r< to correspond to
that of S, which is always negative when south of the equator, since only positive, i.e.
northern, terrestrial latitudes are considered; and we will take b to be negative when
north of the east-west line. In Figure 2, therefore, b is positive and ri negative.) Then
one computes the first approximation to the "Sine produced from the day-circle;'
that is, the hypotenuse i in Figure 3 of the two legs Sin a and lb + Sin ql. by the
Pythagorean theorem:

io =

(10)

(b + Sin r7o)2 + Sine a.

A new value for >) can then be computed from the similarity of the right triangles
with hypotenuses i and I Sin rlI:
Sin Y71 =

r0

Sin a

(1 l)

Sin S.

"With that, one should operate just as before": i.e., these two steps are repeated until
Sin q is fixed, as we may represent by the following iterative function g:

(b+Singk)2+Sinca
Sin ik+i = g(Sin rlk) _

Sin a

Sin S.

(12)

Then the desired quantity Sin ¢ falls easily out of a similar-triangle proportion complementary to the one given in equation 8:
Sin O

R

Sine n - Sine 3

(13)
Sin >)

Since i /Sin a = R/ Cos 0, the final form of equation II will be equivalent to
equation 8. That is, its fixed point n as obtained from the iteration of equation 12
will produce the required 0.
But will the iteration in all cases obtain that fixed point - that is, is the fixed point
always attracting? So far, we have paid little attention to the issue of convergence of
these iterative techniques: since medieval mathematicians were primarily concerned
with obtaining usable results rather than with investigating the complexities of dynamical systems, the iterative techniques that they preserved are typically reliable.
The criteria defined in our mathematical overview of fixed-point approximations,
however, enable us to see where such methods sometimes fail. We noted there that
the value of the first derivative of the iterative function determines the nature of the
fixed point; so, differentiating the right side of equation 12 with respect to Sin q, we
find

g'(Sinr)) =

Sins
Sin a

b+Sin'
(b+Sinn)2+Sin' a

(14)
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x: fixed point
x initial estimate
4)=20°

5=24°
a = 10°

Figure 4. Orbit of a non-convergent iteration

Under what circumstances would the absolute value of this expression be greater

than I at the fixed point rr, causing the iteration to diverge? Obviously, the value
of the right-triangle leg lb + Sin rll will always be less than that of its hypotenuse
i appearing in the denominator, so their ratio will be less than 1. But if Sin a is
quite small in relation to Sin S, the large coefficient Sin S/ Sin a may make the entire
expression greater than 1. In other words, when the sun's declination is large (near

a solstice) but its altitude sufficiently small (near sunrise or sunset), this iterative
approximation cannot work; see the orbit diagram in Figure 4 for an illustration of
the repelling fixed point in such a case. There is no clear evidence that Govindasviimin or anyone else who worked with this iteration commented on, or even noticed,

this problem. In similar cases, however, a good deal of attention appears to have
been paid to non-convergent iterations and ways to diagnose and/or fix them.10

Transmission to the Islamic World: an Iterative Rule for Eclipse Computations.
Given this evidence for the sizable role of fixed-point iteration in early Sanskrit
works, it is natural to wonder what influence it may have had on mathematical
science in the Islamic world. Several fixed-point computations used by Islamic
mathematicians (such as al-Kiishi's algorithm for the sine of 1 °) have been discussed
elsewhere (e.g., in [Yushkevich & Rozenfeld 1973; Rashed 1994: 88-114]), but none
of them is conclusively connected to an Indian prototype. To find such a connection,
we must turn back to astronomy.I I
At the beginning of the tenth century, Vate§vara wrote the huge compendium
of mathematical astronomy known as the Vatefvarasiddhanta, containing most of
10

Some examples are examined by this author in [Plofker 1996] and in a forthcoming article,
"The Problem of the Sun's Corner Altitude and Convergence of Fixed-Point Approximations in
Indian Astronomy:'

II

The strong dependence of early Islamic astronomy in general upon Indian sources is discussed in,
forexample, (Pingree 1996]. In particular, some Islamic authors computed mean from true solar
longitudes iteratively after the fashion of Brahmagupta in equation 7, as described in (Kennedy
1969; Kennedy, Pingree & Haddad 1981: 301-302).
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the standard computational techniques known to Indian astronomers at that period.
Among the listed rules are several formulas for the parallax of the sun and moon: i.e.,
the angular shift between their positions as computed with respect to the center of
the earth and as perceived from somewhere on the surface of the earth. Because the
sun and moon are so close to the earth, this displacement is significant for computing
the time of a perceived solar eclipse, which would coincide with the true ecliptic
conjunction of the bodies only if they were at the observer's zenith - that is. if the
observer were on the line between the center of the earth and the conjoined moon and
sun. The parallax thus measures the difference between the luminaries' positions
at true conjunction and their positions at apparent conjunction, that is, where the
observer would be able to see them in eclipse, at that same time. An estimate of the
time of apparent conjunction can therefore be obtained by computing how long it
will take the sun and moon to cover that parallactic distance by their motion in their
orbits, and adding or subtracting the resulting interval with respect to the time of
true conjunction.
But this computation is not in fact a one-step solution: for by the time the sun
and moon have covered the distance in parallax computed for their true conjunction,
their motion and that of the heavens will also have shifted them with respect to the
observer and thus changed the angle of parallax. To compute the time difference
exactly, the observer would have to work backwards: namely, to find the parallax
angle for the time of apparent conjunction, calculate the time required for the sun
and moon to traverse it, and thence obtain the time of true conjunction (which, unlike
apparent conjunction, will not be affected by the bodies' shift with respect to the
observer in the meantime). Unfortunately, since planetary positions are calculated
relative to the center of the earth and not to the observer's surface location, the time
of apparent conjunction is not independently accessible via mathematical prediction.
We are therefore in a position very similar to that of Brahmagupta when he
sought to compute mean from true longitudes, as discussed above. That is, we have
two positions which are related by a computable correction term, but the position
we know is the one that the correction should produce, not the one to which the
correction should be applied. The means Vatesvara uses for getting around this
problem in one of his parallax rules are precisely the same as Brahmagupta's: we
take the known value as a first approximation to the desired one, compute and apply
the correction term with reversed sign, and repeat the process until the desired value
becomes fixed. The following explanation of the details of the method refers to

Figure 5; for simplicity's sake, we will restrict it to consideration of the moon's
parallax in longitude only.
The point Z is the observer's local zenith, and M is the position of the moon on
the ecliptic, which appears to be displaced by parallax to the point M'. The arc ZM
is then the moon's zenith-distance C, whose component in longitude x is the ecliptic
arc V M, and the arc MM' is the lunar parallax p, whose longitudinal component pa
is MF. It is clear that if the moon were at V, that is, on the vertical circle passing

through both the zenith and the ecliptic pole P', there would be no longitudinal
component of zenith-distance and no longitudinal parallax either (i.e., the observer
would see the moon depressed below the ecliptic, but not east or west of its actual
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horizon

ecliptic

Figure 5. Parallax of the moon

longitude). Conversely, if the moon were 90° away from V along the ecliptic, the
longitudinal parallax would be at its maximum, which is taken to be an amount equal
to its motion in 4 ghatikas (a time-unit equal to 1/60 of a day or 24 minutes). We
therefore employ the classic Indian technique of sinusoidal interpolation, assuming
that Px just varies as the Sine of i;x; then we apply that px, converted to time-units,
to the known time of true conjunction. Or as Vatesvara puts it:
The Sine of the longitudinal component of the zenith-distance multiplied by four
and divided by the Radius [is] the longitudinal parallax in terms of ghatikas. [When
that is) subtracted from the time of conjunction or added to it in the manner stated
before, repeatedly, [it is) here stated [to be) the true longitudinal parallax.12

Rephrasing this in mathematical notation, we first define the time in ghatikas
corresponding to the longitudinal parallax, px(g), by the proportion

PAW_SinCx
4

R

or

px(g) =4sin1A.

(15)

Then if the time of ecliptic conjunction is T and that of apparent conjunction
T', at which the parallactic interval is px(9)(T'),

T = T' ± px(g)(T'),

(16)

but as noted above, we know T but not T'. So instead, taking T'o = T as a first
approximation to the desired value T', we iterate

T'k+I = T
12

px(g)(T'k)

Vatelvarosiddhdnta V, 16 [Shukla 1986: 1, 2441.

(17)
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until the value of T' becomes fixed. Then we will have the correct value of the
parallax in time pk(g) between true and apparent conjunction.
A very similar approach to dealing with the same problem in Islamic astronomy

is taken in the ninth-century zij of Habash al-Hasib, a set of astronomical tables
heavily influenced by Indian methods [Kennedy 1956; Kennedy & Transue 1956].
Here too the user is required to find the correct longitudinal parallax in terms of time
(though in this case the time-units are minutes rather than ghatikas). but the iterative
technique is applied instead to the calculation of (a. A time interval t corresponding

to the desired x is known, but it is related to x by

t = a - 24 sin ;;,,

(18)

which can not be directly solved for a. Once again, the solution is to assume a first
approximation i)Lo = t and iterate

C).4 +1 =t+24 sin xk

(19)

until the value of ;a is fixed.13 Then the longitudinal parallax in minutes is defined
by

P1

(min) = 96 sin C,A,

(20)

which, since 96 = 24 x 4, is precisely equivalent to the Indian rule for the longitudinal
parallax in (24-minute) ghatikas from equation 15.14

To sum up, we have seen that an Arabic zij in the middle of the ninth century
solves the problem of computing lunar parallax in a way very similar to that followed
by a Sanskrit siddhanta at the beginning of the tenth century (most of whose material

is much older): their formulas for the parallax are essentially identical, and they
both exploit an iterative trick already well-known in Indian astronomy for several
centuries.15 Although Islamic mathematicians certainly encountered some iterative
methods in Greek texts as well, there can be little doubt that their awareness of the
uses of fixed-point iteration was largely (and probably originally) derived from the
many examples provided by Indian mathematical astronomy.

Two-Point Iteration in Indian Astronomy

Regula Falsi. Two-point iteration techniques also make their appearance early in
the development of siddhantic astronomy, and in fact are first attested in Sanskrit
13

14

15

Actually, Habash prescribes a fixed number of steps for the iteration (Kennedy 1956: 511, like
Ptolemy, and unlike Indian mathematicians, Islamic mathematicians generally set explicit limits
for the iteration procedure instead of just directing the user to iterate. As noted by Kennedy. the
convergence is reliable and fast, so a few iterations are sufficient.
(Kennedy 1956: 501 considers the parameter 24 to refer simply to the Indian value for e, but I
think that in equation 20 it must also serve as the conversion factor between the time units.
Whether the present form of Habash's formula itself was originally Indian, or whether it resulted
from further development within the Islamic tradition, is unknown; as noted in [Pingree 1996),
later tries generally discarded these approximative methods in favor of more geometrically
rigorous procedures after the fashion of Ptolemy.
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Figure 6. Sun and moon at a mahapata

works. The instance we will examine is the computation of the astrological phenomena known as the mahapatas. These are the disastrous moments when the sum
of the solar and lunar longitudes equals 180° or 360° - that is, when the sun and
moon are on opposite sides of, and equidistant from, a solstice and an equinox, respectively. This appears to be the original defining condition for these events;16 but
as early as the fifth century, a more complicated version of the condition appears in
the Paitamahasiddhanta, requiring that the luminaries' declinations at the time of
the mahapata be equal in magnitude. Since the moon's declination is affected by its
latitude, at the time to when the bodies are equidistant in longitude from the equinox

or solstice, the true mahapata will not occur. Figure 6 illustrates the situation for
the sun S and moon M near a solstice, on which we shall focus in the following discussion, since except for some sign adjustments the computations for the ominous
event near an equinox are exactly the same.
What we need to do, then, knowing the time to and longitudes Aso and AMO when

the luminaries are equidistant from the solstice, as well as the way to compute their
declinations SS and SM from their longitudes, is to find the time t when the difference
between their declinations is zero. We can define the necessary quantities as follows:
SSW = Sin'1

SM(t) = Sin'

1l\

ks(t) Sine )
Sinks(t)
R
J

SinAM(t) Sine
R

+ (AM(t) - AN (t)) .

4;30
90

(21)

f (t) = SM - SS.

Here, the ecliptic declinations are found from the corresponding longitudes
(which are dependent on time) by the standard Indian rule, but the lunar value is
modified (somewhat imprecisely) by its latitude, which is considered to vary be16

At least, they are so defined in the Pauli.fasiddhdnta of the Pailcasiddhdntikd (III: 20-22), as
well as by Aryabhata in the late fifth century and his followers up to the time of Lalla.
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tween zero and a maximum of 4;30° as the difference between the longitude of the
moon and that of its orbital node, XN.17
How, then, is the true time t of the mahapara, at which f (t) = 0. to be found?
The Paitamahasiddhanta prescribes the following procedure:
One should divide the difference between [180°] and the sum of [the longitudes
of] the Sun and Moon [at a given time] by the sum of their velocities; with the
quotient. [one finds the time to pass] until the sum of [the longitudes of) the Sun
and Moon will be equal to [180°]. Then [one finds) the declination of the Sun

for [that] time of the pats and the true declination of the Moon. ... Thus, by
means of the pata[-calculations] of the Sun and Moon at desired times are found
the second (approximation) and so on. At these two times of the first and second
[approximations] there exists a future or a past pata; their sum or difference is
the divisor of the desired time [interval] multiplied by the first (approximation).
Thereby, repeatedly making a second [approximation], the time is corrected by a
process of iteration. 18

The passage is very terse (although the omitted portion goes into some detail about
the criteria for determining whether the ominous event is past or future), but its
mathematical meaning is certain. First one computes the time to when the longitudes
sum to 180° and the corresponding longitudes and declinations at that time. Then
one calculates the same quantities for a "desired," i.e., arbitrarily chosen, time t1.
The amount of the pata or difference between the declinations (our f) is computed
for both to and tl, and the product of the time-difference and the pata at to is divided
by the difference of the twopatas; the quotient corrects to. In mathematical notation,
this produces a new approximation t2 to the true time t as follows:

_
t2 _ to

_

(t1 - to) (aato - 8so)
(am,

- bst) - (8M, - &c0) = to

_ (tl - to) - f (to)
f 01) - f (to) ,

(22)

which precisely matches our definition of the two-point iteration technique Regula
Falsi in equation 2. The suitability of this approach is confirmed by considering that

the basic problem - finding when a faster and a slower body will reach a specified configuration starting from a known position - is really just an "astronomical problem of pursuit" and therefore, as has been noted elsewhere in this volume
[Brf and 2002], is solvable by means of the method of Double False Position. Since
the function f (t) is highly nonlinear, to get an accurate answer one must iterate the
application of Double False Position, that is, apply Regula Falsi.
Of course, this method can be applied in finding the root of any function; yet
its use was restricted by Indian astronomers to the computation of the tnahaparas
and to the similar problem involved in computing a particular type of planetary
17

18

Strictly speaking, the latitude and the ecliptic declination should not be combined as though
they were on the same great circle: in practice, however, this is very commonly done by Indian
astronomers.
Paitamahasiddhanta V. 9 [Pingree 1967168: 498-4991. 1 have changed some of the editorial
interpolations in the original translation to make my interpretation more clear.
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conjunction.19 Regula Falsi seems never to have experienced the sort of "iteration
explosion" that led to the abundance of fixed-point iterative rules in Indian astronomy: it remained a method specific to these few "astronomical problems of pursuit."
Moreover, the evidence for its adoption in any mathematical tradition other than
the Indian during this time appears so far to be slight.20 Al-Biruni describes the
Indian use of iterative Regula Falsi for the mahapatas when discussing astrological

matters in his India [Sachau 1888: 204-2101, but as these computations do not
form part of Islamic astrology, the procedure may have been a matter of merely
ethnological interest to him and his readers. And Levi ben Gerson three centuries
later appears to have iterated the Rule of Double False Position to refine approximate
values of lunar parameters, but without explaining the procedure.21

A Note on the Non-Iterated Rule of Double False Position. The iterative technique
Regula Falsi bears such a close mathematical relationship to its non-iterated form,
the so-called "Rule of Double False Position," that the history of the latter is relevant

here; interestingly, it turns out to provide some baffling contradictions. Sanskrit
texts, so far as is now known, do not mention the non-iterated Rule of Double False
Position, although they do use the so-called "operation with an assumed (quantity)"
or Rule of (Single) False Position [Hayashi 1995: 396-398]. The "Double False"
Rule has therefore been reconstructed [Chemla 1997; Breard 2002; Liu 20021 as
originating in China sometime before the first century CE, bypassing India entirely
in its transmission to the Islamic world by the ninth century, and proceeding thence
to Europe in the thirteenth century. We now have to add to this reconstruction the
caveat that at least from the fifth century, the iterated form of the rule is well known
in India, making it almost incredible that the non-iterated form should have remained

totally unknown - but in that case, why does it not appear in the texts? The only
(rather unconvincing) explanation I can suggest is that early Indian mathematicians
may have become aware that for linear equations, the "Single False" Rule is simpler
to apply, while for non-linear equations, the "Double False" Rule should be iterated.

19

As it was used, for example, by Brahmagupta in Brahmasphutasiddhanta 9. 22-24. But as
we have noted, Regula Falsi was not universally employed even within this limited context:
Brahmagupta remarks that the application of this technique to the problem of calculating the
mahapatas is unique to the Brahmapaksa (Khandakhadyaka U 1, 20 [Chatterjee 1970: II,

192]). His commentator and his editor interpret him to mean that this method originated in the
Brdhmasphurasiddhdntc itself; but as mentioned above, it is presented earlier in the Paisdmahasiddhdnta, whence Brahmagupta doubtless derived it. In fact, there seems to be no occurrence of
any two-point iterative method in the Aryapaksa until the rules for mahapdtas and conjunctions
are borrowed from Brahmagupta by calls in the eighth century (. icyadhivrddhidatantra 12,6-9.
and 10, 15-20 [Chatterjee 1981: 1, 171-172,152-154)).
20 [Bashed 1994: 1131 has noted that a fixed-point rule fornth-root extraction given by al-Samaw'al
may have been derived from the form of the "Double False" Rule, but it is not itself an example
of iterative Regula Falsi.
21
[Mancha 1998], where it is also noted (p. 18) that Rgula Falsi is explicitly presented by Cardano
under the title "regula aurea" in 1545.
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Hence, perhaps, the non-iterated form of the "Double False" Rule dropped out of
the Indian tradition 22
Increasing the confusion is the fact that a Latin version of an Arabic or Hebrew
text on (non-iterated) Double False Position explicitly attributes it to Indian sources:
namely, the Liber augmenti et diminutionis vocatus numeratio divinationis, ex eo
quod sapientes Indi posuerunt, queni Abraham compilavit et secundum librum qui
Indorum dictus est composuit [Libri 1838-41, I: 304]. Who this "Abraham" was 23
and what his justification was for considering this technique to be originally the work
of "sapientes Indi," remain mysterious.

The Secant Method. The sole instance known to me of the other attested form
of iterative approximation, generally known as the secant method and defined in
equation 3, appears in the work of Madhava's student Paramesvara in the fifteenth
century. I will not repeat my earlier discussion of this development in [Plofker 1996]
except to point out that it apparently represents not only the discovery of a previously
unknown iterative technique (although doubtless inspired by the familiar and very
similar Regula Falsi), but a groundbreaking experiment in repairing the convergence
problems of a fixed-point iteration by selective substitution of a two-point method.
However, as far as we now know, these innovations were not subsequently developed
further even within Paramesvara's school, much less outside it.

Conclusion

There is much yet to be learned about iterative approximations in the ancient and
medieval world before confident conclusions can be drawn concerning the details
of their transmission. However, since I believe that no general overview of their
early history at present exists, I venture tentatively to sketch one in the following
paragraphs.
Fixed-Point Iteration. Although there is reason to believe that this form of approximation may go back as far as Old-Babylonian times, it makes its first positive appearance in Hellenistic Greek astronomical and mathematical works of the first centuries
CE. The comparatively few Greek examples we have of such methods provide wellbehaved approximations to the solution of analytically intractable problems. Similar
(though apparently not Greek-derived) rules appear in Indian mathematical astronomy by the fifth century; their number greatly increases in the second half of the
first millennium to include many "superfluous" procedures for solving trigonomet[Datta & Singh 1962, I: 230], relying on [Smith 1923-25,11: 437], lump the two non-iterated
techniques together under the generic name "Rule of False Position" and ascribe to it an Indian origin. While the two methods are indeed more or less equivalent theoretically, they are
procedurally so different that this seems inadequate to reconstruct the process of transmission.
23 [Steinschneider 1925: 486-492) discusses the possibility of identifying him with the twelfthcentury Abraham ibn Ezra. I am indebted to Professor Tony L.dvy for drawing my attention to
this work and to (Mancha 1998).
22
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ric problems for which exact solutions already exist. Not all of these "asakrt" rules
prove consistently reliable; there is evidence of some experimental attempts to improve them with empirical investigations of convergence conditions and convergence
speeds, particularly within the Kerala school in the mid-second millennium.
Early Islamic zrjes reveal some borrowing from the Indian plethora of astronomical fixed-point iterations, but their use subsequently declines with the predominance
of Greek-inspired models relying on exact spherical trigonometry. Islamic mathematicians continue to employ fixed-point methods providing well-behaved approximations to solutions of analytically intractable problems. It is not yet clear how
much of the inspiration for this approach is due to Indian prototypes and how much
to the Hellenistic mathematical tradition.
Two-Point Iteration. The technique of iterating the Rule of Double False Position,
or "Regula Falsi," is invented in India sometime before the fifth century, possibly
inspired by an encounter with the non-iterated Rule of Double False Position in a

Chinese source. However, the non-iterated "Double False" Rule does not appear
in Sanskrit texts, while Regula Falsi is well known but restricted to a few types of
astronomical problems. Islamic and Hebrew texts attest to the use of the non-iterated
rule but not directly to that of Regula Falsi. A similar iterative technique, the secant
method, is developed by Paramesvara of the Kerala school in the fifteenth century,
but is not known elsewhere.
The greater development of iterative methods in Indian mathematical science

is, I think, easily explained in general as a byproduct of this tradition's focus on
computation as much as or more than on proof. Iterative techniques, although procedurally often very simple, are theoretically somewhat involved. They do not lend
themselves well to static geometrical representation (and in fact can be difficult to
represent adequately even with modem graphing mechanisms); and their potential
unreliability in the case of fixed-point rules can make them most difficult to analyze
mathematically. Therefore they, like many other numerical methods, could not find
a place in the "dianoetic" knowledge of the Graeco-Islamic mathematical tradition
beginning with Euclid, though they were brilliantly handled in several cases where
that knowledge could not provide the necessary numerical data. In Indian mathematics, however, where deductive rigor was not mandatory in the written tradition and
computational ingenuity was highly prized, iterative algorithms could be empirically
developed and appreciated even in cases where analytic solutions were known.
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Anthyphairetic Ratio Theory in Medieval Islamic Mathematics
by JAN P. HOGENDIJK

Al-MShani (ca. A.D. 860) and `Umar al-Khayyami (1048-1131) preferred the so-called
anthyphairetic definitions of equal and greater ratios over the definitions that had been
given by Euclid in Book V of the Elements. Al-Nayrizi (ca. A.D. 880) also mentions
anthyphairetic definitions. In this paper I summarize and compare the work of these three
medieval Islamic mathematicians in anthyphairetic ratio theory.

Introduction
One of the difficult parts of Euclid's Elements is the theory of ratios and proportions

of general magnitudes in Book V. This theory was developed by Eudoxus, who
lived around 350 B.C., half a century before Euclid. In 1933, Oskar Becker argued
that Greek mathematicians before Eudoxus used a theory of ratio on the basis of the
process of anthyphairesis which will be explained below, and which is mathematically related to modem continued fractions. This anthyphairetic ratio theory has
been reconstructed in [Fowler 1999]. In a new analysis, [Vitrac 2002] points out that
the very limited Greek evidence does not prove that an anthyphairetic ratio theory
of general magnitudes existed in Greek mathematics.
Euclid's Elements was translated into Arabic several times, and it soon became
one of the basic mathematical texts in the medieval Islamic tradition. Many Arabic
commentaries were written to Book V of the Elements, and whereas most Islamic
commentators followed the theory of Eudoxus, as presented by Euclid, there were at
least three authors who considered the anthyphairetic definitions of equal and greater
ratio to be more correct than the definitions given by Euclid. I will discuss three
texts dealing with anthyphairetic ratio theory:

1. The Letter on the Difficulty in the Matter of the Ratio by AND `Abdalldh alMahani. The author made astronomical observations around A.D. 860 in or near
Baghdad, and he originated from Mahan in Iran. This text by al-Mahani had been
previously studied by the Dutch historian of science E.B. Plooij in [1950: 5051 ], on the basis of the almost illegible Paris manuscript of al-Mahani's treatise.
Plooij summarized a few definitions but he did not mention the fact that there is
more in the text. AI-Mahani's treatise is historically interesting because it is the
oldest extant mathematical text on anthyphairetic ratio theory. I have prepared a
critical edition with translation of this difficult text.1 In the present paper I will
summarize the treatise and discuss some of its mathematically interesting parts
I

Cf. the note added in proof on p. 202. On al-MShani see [Sezgin 1974: 260-2621. In this paper
we will be concerned with al-MShAni s text listed as [Sezgin 1974: 261, no. 11.
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in more detail, namely al-Mahani:'s anthyphairetic definition of "greater ratio"
and one of his propositions related to this concept.
2. The commentary on Book V of Euclid's Elements by Abu 1-`Abbas al-Fadl ibn
Hatim al-Nayrizi. The author worked around A.D. 880 in the Eastern Islamic
world, and he originated from Nayriz in Iran.2 The Arabic text of this part of
the commentary was published with Latin translation in [Junge et al. 1932].

3. The Letter on the Explanation of the Difficulties in the Postulates in Euclid's
Book by `Umar a]-Khayyami (1048-1131).3 This letter is in three parts, and the
second part is about anthyphairetic ratio theory. The Arabic text of the letter was
published by [Erani 19361 (not seen), [Sabra 1961 ], [Hums i 19671, [Rezazadeh

Malek 1998], and [Vahabzadeh 1999], and the letter has been translated into
English in [Amir-M6ez 1959] and into French in [Djebbar 1997; Vahabzadeh
1999; Djebbar 2002]. Persian and Russian translations have also appeared.4
Another text which should be mentioned here is the Explanation of the Postulates

of Euclid by Ibn al-Haytham (ca. 965-1041).5 A facsimile of this text with an
introduction by Matthias Schramm has appeared in [lbn al-Haytham 2000]. In this
text Ibn al-Haytham argues that the definitions of equal and greater ratios in the
Elements are not the "right" definitions, but he does not discuss anthyphairetic ratio
theory.
As we will see, the treatment by al-Miihani is more complicated than, and mathematically superior to, the discussions by al-Nayrizt and al-Khayyam-t. Below I will
present the hypothesis that al-Miihani's proofs were ultimately derived from a Greek
work which has not come down to us. If this is correct, there must have existed an
anthyphairetic theory of general magnitudes in Greek mathematics.

Anthyphairetic Ratio Theory in Greek Mathematics

Anthyphairesis, meaning reciprocal subtraction, is the Greek name of a process
which Euclid uses to find the greatest common divisor (gcd) of two integers at
and a2. His idea is as follows (see Elements VII.1-2 [Heath 1956. 11: 296-300)).
Suppose al > a2. If a2 divides al, the gcd is a2. If a2 does not divide al, we subtract
a2 from aI a number of times until the remainder a3 is less than a2. If a3 divides
a2, the gcd is a3. If a3 does not divide a2, we subtract a3 from a2 a number of times
until the remainder a4 is less than a3. and so on. Eventually we find an integer an

which divides ai_1. This number a is the gcd of a, and a2. In Elements X.2-3
[Heath 1956.111: 17-22], Euclid uses the same process for two magnitudes al and a2
of the same kind. There are two possibilities: If al and a2 are commensurable, we
On al-Nayrizl see [Sezgin 1974: 283-285).
On `Umar al-Khayyitml see [Youschkevitch & Rosenfeld 1973].
4 The Persian translations can be found in [Hums i 1967; Rezazadeh Malek 1998), for the Russian
translations see the references in [Matvievskaya & Rozenfeld 1983,11: 316, no. M31.
2
3

5 On Ibn al-Haytham see [Sezgin 1974: 358-374]. The text in question is (Sezgin 1974: 370,
no. 28).
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will find for some n a magnitude a which measures
which means that
is an integer multiple of
the greatest common
measure of al and a2. If a, and a2 are incommensurable, the process never stops.

a

In [I 933a] Oskar Becker argued that the process of anthyphairesis was the basis

of a theory of ratios which was developed before Eudoxus (ca. 350 B.C.). Like
Eudoxus' theory, the anthyphairetic ratio theory could be used for rational and irrational ratios. Becker's most important evidence is a definition by "ancient geometers" which is cited by Alexander of Aphrodisias in a commentary on the Topica of
Aristotle. This definition says that two ratios are equal if they have the same anthyphairesis [Becker 1933a: 312). Becker interpreted the definition in a way which
is as follows in modem notation: Suppose we have two ratios at : a2 and bl : b2,
where a,, a2 and bt , b2 are two pairs of magnitudes of the same kind. Now perform

the anthyphairesis on these pairs: let al = kta2 + a3 with 0 < a3 < a2, and k, an
integer; a2 = k2a3 + a4 with 0 < a4 < at, and k2 an integer; and so on, stop this
for an integer k,,; and let h, = k', b2 + b3 with 0 < b3 < b2.
process if a =
and k' an integer; b2 = k2b3 + b4 with 0 < b4 < b3, and k2 an integer; and so on,
stop this process if
for an integer kn,. Then a, : a2 = b, : b2 if (1)
the two processes continue forever, or stop after the same number of steps (n = n')
and (2) for all i for which ki and k' have been defined, k; = kt.
The coefficients k; and k' occur in the continued fraction expansions of the real
numbers a, /a2 and b, /b2 respectively:

al
a2

=

kt

I

+ k2 + ...'

b,
b2

_

,

kt

1

+ k2 + .. .

Fowler has shown that it is historically misleading to interpret anthyphairesis in terms
of continued fraction expansions, because the ancient Greeks saw anthyphairesis as
a process of subtraction, whereas continued fractions are the result of a process of
division [Fowler 1999: 30, 313 (n. 13), 3661. 1 also note that the modem concept of
a real number (such as at/a2) was not used in ancient Greek and medieval Islamic

mathematics. Instead of a "real number" at/a2, the mathematicians dealt with a
ratio at : a2 between two magnitudes at and a2. I will sometimes use a notation
such as a,/a2 = [kt, k2, ...kn] for a continued fraction terminating with k, and
at /a2 = [k1, k2, ...] for a continued fraction in which there are more than two
coefficients kt, k2. In this notation, [ki, k2, ...] may terminate with some k (in
which case al/a2 is a rational number, and k > 1) or continue indefinitely (in
which case a t /a2 is irrational). On the theory of continued fractions the reader may
consult [Hardy & Wright 1979: 129-153; Fowler 1999: 304-355].
In Book V of the Elements, Euclid presented the theory of ratios which was
discovered by Eudoxus, and which is based on the following definition [Heath 1956.

II: 114]: a : b = c : d if for all pairs of integer multiples ma, me. nb, nd we have

ma > nb

me >nd,ma =nbbme =nd,and ma < nb 4==?me < nd.

From now on I will use the notations a : b =" c : d for the anthyphairetic definition,
and a : b 4 c : d for the definition of Eudoxus, which was rendered by Euclid in
Book V of the Elements. The Greek evidence for the older theory is very limited, as
is shown by the following list:
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Becker [1933a: 329-330] argues that there were anthyphairetic proofs of theorems of the form a : b "= c : d
a : c A b : d for different kinds
of magnitudes a, b, c, d, but we do not know how these or other theorems in
anthyphairetic ratio theory were proved;
Eudoxus has a definition for greater ratio (Def. 7 in Euclid's Elements V [Heath

1956, Il: 114]), namely a : b > c : d if there are multiples ma, mc, nb. nd
for which ma > nb and me < nd. From now on I will use the notation

:
b > c : d for this definition. The ancient sources contain no trace
of a definition a b > c : d for the anthyphairetic theory. That this is
not a trivial matter can be seen if we try to write out Becker's reconstructed
definition [Becker 1933a: 3171: Consider the continued fraction expansions

a

:

alb = [k,, k2, ...] and c/d = [ki, k'..]. Then a : b > c : d if k, > k', or
k, = k1, k2 < kZ, or generally k, = k1, k2 = kz ... k;_, = k;_1 and k; > k+ if
i is odd, k; < k! if i is even; I leave it to the reader to discuss the case where
one of the continued fractions terminates at some k,,. The medieval Islamic
mathematicians did not have this modern notation, and for them the definition
was complicated by the fact that the k, and k; had to be found by anthyphairesis applied to the pairs (a, b) and (c, d) respectively. A1-Mahani's definition is
rather short in comparison with the elaborate (and not completely exhaustive)
definition given by al-Khayyamt.
The equivalence of the definitions can be proved by ancient methods, and if a
Greek anthyphairetic ratio theory for general magnitudes existed, the geometers
(or commentators on the Elements) would naturally be interested in proofs of

a : b R c:dia:b Ec:danda:b>c:d

a:b>c:d.Traces

of such proofs have not been found in Greek texts.

Summary of al-Mahant's Treatise
Al-Miihani begins with an introduction which I will quote below. He then gives two

different (but equivalent) definitions of a : b =" c : d. The introduction and these
definitions were quoted by Plooij [ 1950: 50-51], who does not say anything on the
rest of al-Mahani's treatise.6 Al-Mahani then defines a : b > c : d, see the next
section. He then informs the reader that he will use Euclid's propositions Elements
V.1, 2, 3. 5. 6. These propositions are about multiples of magnitudes and do not rely
on the definitions of a : b e c : d and a : b > c : d.
Al-Mahant then proves four propositions:

1. a:b ec:d=a:b--"c:d.
2. a:b>c:d=a:b>c:d.
6

This explains the incorrect statement in [Juschkewitsch 1964: 2511: "al-Mahani, bci dcm wir
allerdings noch keine logische Analyse des Zusammenhanges zwischen diescr Definition (i.e.,
the anthyphairetic definition) and der Definition im BuchV der 'Elemente'des Eukleides finden;'
in the French translation [Youschkevitch 1976: 841: "al-M3h39, qui ne donne encore aucune
analyse du lien existent entre cette definition et celle du Livre V des Elements ..."
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3 are by reductio ad absurdum.

4. An alternative proof of a : b > c : d

a : b > c : d, with an explicit

construction of numbers m. n such that ma > nb and me < nd. The treatise
ends with this construction.
Al-Mahani says in his introduction:
This is what I had found in the beginning about the ratio of magnitudes and their
proportionality. I have used it in the proof of the multiples which Euclid used in
(defining) magnitudes which have the same ratio, and which have a greater ratio,
in the preamble to the fifth Book, where Thabit ibn Qurra wrote about this that
knowledge of the ratio of magnitudes and of their proportionality according to
rules is something which man can acquire from the knowledge of ratios in the way
of (whole) numbers and the propositions in the beginning of the tenth book.'

The introduction shows that al-Mahani preferred the anthyphairetic definitions
of equal and greater ratio over the Euclidean definitions, and that he thought that the
properties in the Euclidean definitions have to be proved. Thabit ibn Qurra (836901) translated Books V-VII of the Conics of Apollonius from Greek into Arabic,
and he also revised the translation of Euclid's Elements by Ishaq ibn Hunayn.8 The
propositions in the beginning of the tenth book are Elements X.2-3 mentioned above.
Apparently, Thabit also knew about the anthyphairetic theory of ratios.
Al-Wham does not tell us whether the contents of the treatise are his own invention. The Arabic "this is what I have found" (wajadtu) does not imply originality:
it may also mean that he found the proofs in some source. As I will argue below,
I believe that the wording of the proofs is by al-Mahanii, but that he took the substance
from another source, probably a Greek work in Arabic translation. As far as I know,
there is no evidence that al-Mahani knew Greek.

Al-Mahani s Anthyphairetic Definitions of Equal and Greater Ratio

two definitions of a : b =" c : d correspond to Becker's reconstruction
of the ancient theory. I quote al-Miihani's last definition here so the reader can get
a feeling for the terminology. Al-Mahani says:
7

Arabic text:

14
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8 On ThSbit ibn Qurra see (Sezgin 1974: 264-272).
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Magnitudes in the same ratio are those with (the following property): if the first and
the third are measured by the second or the fourth, or inversely, they are measured
the same number of times, and if there are left over two remainders less than the
two lesser magnitudes, and the two lesser magnitudes are measured by them, they
are measured the same number of times, and in this way indefinitely.9

This means in the notation of the previous section of this paper that at : a2 " bi : b2
and a2 : at =^ b2 : bl if ki = Cl, k2 = k2',... ("they are measured the same number
of times").
In all manuscripts of al-Mahani s treatise which I have seen there are one or more
serious scribal errors in the definition of a : b > c : d. What I present here as "alMahani's definition" is my tentative restoration of the text, based on the assumption

that the definition of a2 : at > b2 : bl in al-Mahani's treatise in its original form
was consistent with the way in which he used it in Propositions 2, 3 and 4 of his
text. On the basis of the same argument, I have also made a number of emendations
elsewhere in my edition of the text.
Here is my reconstructed definition. Al-Mahani says:
On being greater in ratio. The ratio of the first (magnitude) to the second is said to be
greater than the ratio of the third to the fourth, if the first, or a remainder of it, (which

is) not less than the second, or a remainder of the second, corresponding to the
remainder of the first, exceeds the second or a remainder of it, corresponding to the
remainder of the first (magnitude), any of them (exceeding) the one corresponding

to it, but the third (magnitude), or a remainder of it, of the (same) rank of the
remainder of the first, and of the same rank as the remainder of the second, does
( not )10 exceed the fourth (magnitude) or a remainder of the fourth (magnitude) of
the rank of the remainder of the second.'

I have divided the following explanation of the definition into steps, to agree with

my discussion of Proposition 2 in the next section. For the same reason, I use the
notation a2 : a t and b2 : b 1 for the two ratios, although it is of course confusing to call

al-Mahani's first, second, third and fourth magnitudes a2, at, b2, bl respectively.
9

Arabic text:

%v.>;.1L .31

V3 jWL "JIJI_, Jail .ai III Pl, ibl_j L;-.j yJl J-Nta.ll

J i lr Y 1. I I S. ;,-,I..i. -iI la. " L:,I
10

The word "not" (Arabic: Id) is my addition to restore the mathematical sense.

II

Arabic text:
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Step 0. We have a2 : al > b2 : bl in the following two (overlapping) cases:

a2 > al, b2 < bl,
a2 > al, b2 < bl.

In the definition, al-Mahani only refers to the second of these two cases.

It is

possible to make further emendations to the text of the definition so that the first case

is included. These emendations are unnecessary if al-Mahani implicitly assumed

a2:al >b2:bl'= bl:b2>a, :a2.

Step 1. If a2 < at, b2 < bl, there is an integer k, > 1 such that al = kla2 + a3,
bl = k1b2 + b3, and either 0 < a3 < a2 or 0 < b3 < b2 or both. Al-Mahani calls
a3 and b3 "remainders" of al and bl.
We have a2 : al > b2 : bl in the two (overlapping) cases:

a2 ? a3, b2 < b3,
a2 > a3, b2 < b3-

Step 2. If a3 < a2, b3 < b2, we continue in the same way: there is an integer k2 > 1
such that 612 = k2a3 + a4, b2 = k2b3 + b4, and either 0 < a4 < a3 or 0 < b4 < h3
or both. Al-Mahani calls a4 and b4 "remainders" of a2 and b2.
We have a2. al > b2 : bl in the two (overlapping) cases:

a4 ? a3, b4 < b3,
a4 > a3, b4 < b3.

If a4 < a3, b4 < b3 we continue with Step 3, analogous to Step 1, and so on. In
remainders of al, bl, and a2,, b2n remainders
general, al-Mahani calls
A
A
A
of a2, b2. Note that a2 : al b2 : b1
a2 : a3 b2 : b3 b a4 : a3 b4 : b3
and so on.
Al-Mahani s definition is based on anthyphairesis, but in his definition the subtractions are done at the same time in both pairs of magnitudes. Thus if a2 < al and
b2 < bl, al-Mahani subtracts a certain number of times a2 from a, and b2 from b,
and stops as soon as one of the remainders a3, b3 satisfies the inequality at < a2 or
A

b3 < b2. In his definition of a2 : al > b2 : bl, the remainders are always positive,
although in his definition of a2 : al A= b2 : b, he also considers the possibility that
there may not be a remainder left (in modem terms a3 = 0). I leave it to the reader to
verify that al-Mahani's definition of a2 : a, > b2 : b, is mathematically equivalent
to Becker's reconstructed definition.
AI-Mahani does not give an explicit definition of a2 : a, < b2 : b, . However,

elsewhere in his text he implicitly assumes a2 : al < b2 : bl ( b2 : b, > a2 :al.
Thus we can derive his definition for a2 : at < b2 : bl by interchanging a, and bi
in the above argument. Then it is possible to prove that for two arbitrary pairs of
magnitudes of the same kind a2, al and b2, b, we have either a2 : a, ---A b2 : bl or

a2 : al < b2 : b, or a2 : al > b2 : bl. A1-Mahani assumes this property in his
text but does not give a proof of it. Perhaps he considered it as self-evident, or as an
axiom. The property is an axiom according to al-Khayyami in his treatise which I
will discuss below.
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Outline of al-Mahani's Proposition 2

In Proposition 2 al-Mahani assumes a2 : at > b2 : bI. Thus there are integers m, n
such that

nag > ma,, nb2 < mb,.
He wants to prove a2 : a, > b2 : b,.
In modem terms, al-Mahani's proof boils down to the following, if all errors and
omissions are corrected.

Step 0. Al-Mahani supposes n > m. Therefore b2 < b,. If a2 > a,, we have
a2 : a, > b2 : b, by Step 0 of al-Mahani's definition.
Step 1. If n > m, a2 < a,, b2 < b,, consider the first quotient k, in the continued
fraction expansion of at /a2 = [k1, ...]. If kI is not the same as the first quotient in
the two continued fraction expansions of n/m and b, /b2, or if at = k,a2, it is easy
to show that a2 : at > b2 : b, by Step 1 of the definition.
In all other cases we have

n'a2 > ma3, n'b2 < mb3,

for n' = n - mk,, a3 = a, - k,a2, b3 = b, - k,b2 with 0 < n' < m,
0 < a3 < a2, 0 < b3 < b2.
Step 2. Now consider the first quotient k2 in the continued fraction expansion
of b2/b3. If k2 is not the same as the first quotient in the two continued fraction expansions of m/n' and of a2/a3, or if b2 = k2b3, it is easy to show that
a2 : aI > b2 : b, by Step 2 of the definition. In all other cases we have

n 'a4 > m'a3, n'b4 < m'b3,

for m' = m - n'k2, a4 = a2 - k2a3, b4 = b2 - k2b3 with 0 < m' < n',
0 < a4 <a3, 0<b4 <b3.
If one continues this process it will stop eventually, since the integers n, m, n',

m'... decrease.
AI-MAW does not inform the reader what exactly should be done if the
process does not stop with Step 2. In this case one should repeat Step 1, with
a4, a3, b4, b3, n', m' instead of a2, at, b2, b,, n, m. Al-Mahani also fails to give instructions for the case where m > n at the beginning. In this case, one can proceed
immediately to Step 2 with n' = n, a3 = aI. These substitutions are easy in modern
notation but they are by no means self-explanatory for an ancient Greek or medieval
Islamic geometer.
The mathematical errors in all available manuscripts of al-Mahani's text can of
course be corrected, but they cannot be explained as the result of mechanical scribal
errors. Thus the flaws were, in all likelihood, in the original text that al-Mahani
wrote.

In Proposition 4, al-Mahani assumes a2 : aI > b2

:

b,. Then he uses the

process of Proposition 2 in reverse order in the construction of numbers m, it such
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that na2 > mat, nb2 < mbl. He concludes a2 : at > b2 : b1. This proof also
contains mathematical flaws which can be corrected but which cannot be explained
as scribal errors.

Al-Nayrizi on Anthyphairetic Ratios

In the commentary on the definitions of Book V of the Elements, al-Nayrizi uses
some anthyphairetic ratios. The first relevant passage is occasioned by Euclid's
Definition 3, "a ratio is a sort of relation in respect of size between two magnitudes
of the same kind" [Heath 1956, II: 114]. In his commentary on this definition, alNayrizt discusses anthyphairesis for two commensurable and for two incommensurable magnitudes [Junge et al. 1932: 4-6]. Al-Nayrizi then interpolates the following
definition, which he ascribes to Euclid, and which I will call Definition 3;: "Proportionality is equality of ratios, and it (only) exists for at least three magnitudes"
Definition 31 is a combination of Euclid's Definitions 6 and 8. In his commentary
on Definition 3! , al-Nayrizi explains what "equality of ratios" is. He gives a general
anthyphairetic definition of a : b A= b : c, followed by an example, and he then
explains by an example the meaning of a : b _A c : d, without giving a general
definition [Junge et al. 1932: 8-12]. Below we will see that his understanding of

a : b =A c : d was less than perfect. He then says that "If the situation of the
magnitudes, in their equality between them, is not this situation, they are not proportional" [Junge et al. 1932: 12-13], and he gives the following incorrect definition of

a:b>c:d:
A

If the first (magnitude) measures the second by a number less than the number
by which the third measures the fourth, and if from the second a remainder is
left which measures the first magnitude by a number which is also less than the
number by which the remainder of the fourth magnitude measures the third, and
if also two remainders from the first and the third are left over which have the
same situation with respect to the first remainders of the second and the fourth, and
this situation between the interchanging remainders continues indefinitely, then
this situation does not fall under proportionality, but it is the situation where the

ratio of the first to the second is greater than the ratio of the third to the fourth
[lunge et aL 1932: 12-13).

In my notation of the previous section, al-Nayrizi seems to say that if b/a = [k1, ...]

and d/c =

we have a : b > c : d if kl < k' and if k1 =
k2 < k2, ....
In reality, a : b > c : d if k1 < ki or k1 = k',, k2 > k;, etc. To make mathematical
sense here, the italicized words and and less in the quoted passage should be changed
to or and greater. Al-Nayrizi then gives a definition of a ratio smaller than another

ratio, which we obtain from the quoted passage by changing all words "less" to
"greater." This definition is also incorrect. Thus it appears that al-Nayrizi probably
did not understand the mathematics. 12
12

This was pointed out in (Junge et a!. 1932: 12, n. 11.
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If the mathematical errors are corrected, the definitions are reminiscent of the
A
A
reconstructed definition of a : b c : d and a : b c : d in [Becker 1933a: 312)
and the correct definition by al-Khayyami, but al-Nayriz's definitions are unlike
al-Mahani's definition of a : b > c : d.
Al-Nayrizi next discusses Euclid's Definition 4,13 and then turns to the problematic Definition 5: a : b E c : d if for all pairs of integer multiples ma, mc,

nb, nd we have: ma > nb b me > nd, ma = nb

me = nd, and

ma < nb

me < nd. AI-Nayrizi first explains that Euclid did not mean to
compare the multiples m, n but the quantities ma, nb, mc, nd. He continues with
the following, somewhat obscure, sentences, into which I have inserted the numbers
(1) and (2). Words that I have restored to the text are in angular brackets (), and all
italics are mine.
He (Euclid) means that the excess is similar to the multiples of the common number by which the first (magnitude) measures the second and the third measures the
fourth, and this is when the first is commensurable with the second, and the third
is commensurable with the fourth. If they are not commensurable but incommensurable, then (l) the number of the magnitudes by which the multiples of the first
measures the multiples of the second are similar to the number of the magnitudes
by which the multiples of the third measures the multiples of the fourth; and (2)
the number of the magnitudes by which the remainder of the second measures the
first, is equal to the number of magnitudes by which (the remainder of the fourth
measures the third, and the number of the magnitudes by which the remainder of
the first measures the remainder of the second, is equal to the number of magnitudes
by which) the remainder of the third measures the remainder of the fourth, and this
then continues indefinitely.14

One can make mathematical sense of the passage by deleting the four italicized

occurrences of the phrase multiples of the. What is left is a general definition of
a2 : al "= b2 : b1. I conclude that al-Nayrizi had access to this definition but did not
really understand it well enough to avoid confusion with the Euclidean definition.
13

"Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to one another which are capable, when multiplied, of
exceeding one another."

14

Here is the Arabic text of the last part of the passage:

jJI /,loll

l;,l.,.. JWI 0l..:y J,YI

sl1

JIJI :4,u; Pl _dalall ),u jA, tl)l Lj"v ,:,Jwl 1_l"i J.u
u jJI _AstSll s u

:,Jl:U C1)1 U.:i) _jaa: ;ll _d,l'oll 3.W t:3L...

;l :v "fl'JI ILyai ( u; ;ll _dsl:ll ,.a i t_ I" jt91 :1.:a[

tilr i JI U

J-1y1

JI

lunge 11932: 161 emended the text in a different way: he did not include the passage in angular
brackets but changed the last C V1 ZL;W LJW1 ZL ii to..tJl'JI 91 Il:i, which is less plausible. I have checked the text in lunge's edition (based on the Leiden manuscript) with f. 99b
of the newly found manuscript of al-Nayrizrs commentary in the Marashi Library in Qom; this
manuscript agrees with the Leiden manuscript but not with lunge's emendation.
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Al-Nayrizi continues:
Euclid did not mean anything else than this. As for those who wanted to present
proofs of this and other (related things), this is a deviation, since it forces them to
propositions whose subjects are more advanced, and if their purpose had been the
truth itself, they would have known that this thing does not need a proof, because
it belongs to the first principles for someone who has reached this place, since
every treatise has principles which are in accordance with the level of that treatise
(Junge et a!. 1932: 16-17].

Al-Nayrizi probably means that Euclid's definition is equivalent to the anthyphairetic definition, but apparently he found it unnecessary to prove the statement
a : b F c : d ; a : b '' c : d in his commentary on this elementary work.
I conclude that if al-Nayrizt had seen al-Mahani's treatise, he was probably not
impressed by it. Since al-Nayrizi's anthyphairetic definitions of ratios greater or
less than other ratios cannot have been derived from al-Mahani's treatise, there must
have been more literature on the subject available around A.D. 900, when al-Nayrizi
wrote his commentary.

Al-Khayyami on Anthyphairetic Ratio Theory

I will now present a brief analysis of the second part of the Letter on the Explanation of the Difficulties in the Postulates of Euclid by al-Khayyami (1048-1131), on
which see also (Vitrac 2002). This second part is devoted to the relation between
Euclidean and anthyphairetic ratio theory. According to al-Khayyami, the anthyphairetic definitions are the "true" definitions, whereas the Euclidean definitions are
only "well-known." The purpose of the second part is to present proofs of the equivalence of the two definitions of equal ratios and greater ratios. Thus al-Khayyami
proves the same theorems as al-Mahani, but the proofs are very different.
Al-Khayyami has a separate discussion of the case where the ratios in question
are ratios between rational numbers. This case will not concern us here.
In his discussion of irrational ratios, al-Khayyami assumes as an axiom that for

two pairs of magnitudes a, b and c, d of the same kind, either a : b > c : d or

a : b 4 c : d or a : b < c : d. For two ratios a : b and c : d which satisfy the
Euclidean definition a : b E c : d, al-Khayyami assumes that a : b and c : d also
satisfy all properties of ratios proved by Euclid in Book V of the Elements.
Al-Khayyami: assumes as an axiom the existence of a fourth proportional in a
way which is in modern notation as follows [Djebbar 1997: 48; Vahabzadeh 1999:
292-293, 350-351; Djebbar 2002: 113]:
If a, b are two magnitudes of the same kind, and c is another magnitude, then

1. there is a magnitude f of the same kind as c such that a : b "A c

2. there is a magnitude f' of the same kind as c such that a : b E c : f'.
Al-Khayyami does not make a clear distinction between f and f, but in his proofs,
he does not make the tacit assumption that f and f' are necessarily the same.
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The existence of a fourth proportional f or f is a problematic assumption
because it implies the solution of numerous problems, for example the quadrature
of the circle.15
Al-Khayy5m7 first proves a : b e c : d

a : b =" c : d, by a method which
differs from that of al-Mahani. The remaining three proofs in al-Khayyami's text
are based on two lemmas:
1. Lemma l: c : d "= c : f , d = f [Vahabzadeh 1999: 295, lemme 2.3],
2. Lemma 2: c : d > c : f . f > d [Vahabzadeh 1999: 296, lemme 2.4].
These lemmas are straightforward consequences of the anthyphairetic definitions.
They do not require a complicated proof as in al-Mahani's Proposition 2.
The three other proofs are now simple:
Suppose a : b "= c : d. There is a magnitude f such that a : b e c : f, hence by
the first theorem a : b =" c : f , so, by Lemma 1, d = f , whence a : b e c : d.
Suppose a : b > c : d. If a : b -^_ c : d, we have by the previous theorem
a : b E c : d, contradiction. If a : b < c : d, there is a magnitude f such that

a:b

c : f, so c : f < c : d, hence by Lemma 2, f > d. By the previous
theorem a : b e c : f, hence c : f c : d, so, by Euclid's Elements V.10,
f < d, contradiction. Thus a : b > c :>d.
Suppose a : b > c : d. In the previous proof, we interchange E with A, and

Elements V.10 with Lemma 2. We conclude a : b > c : d.
I finish my brief analysis of al-Khayyami's text by a discussion of his definition of greater ratio, which consists of an incomplete list of cases presented in a
confusing order. I will discuss al-Khayyami's definition here in much greater detail
than [Vahabzadeh 1999: 291-292], not only because it may have been influenced
by al-Mahani, but also to illustrate the difficulty of the subject to a medieval Islamic

mathematician. For sake of clarity I have inserted the numbers (1) to (8) in the
definition. A]-Khayyami says:
As for the geometrical (definition of > ): If all multiples of the first are subtracted
from the second and a remainder is left, and all multiples of the third are subtracted
from the fourth and a remainder is left, and (1) the number of multiples of the first
is less than the number of multiples of the third, or (2) this number is equal to that
number, but all multiples of the remainder of the second are subtracted from the
first until a remainder is left, and all multiples of the remainder of the fourth are
subtracted from the third until a remainder is left, and the number of multiples of
the remainder of the second is greater than the number of multiples of the remainder
of the fourth, or (3) this number is also equal to that number, but if all multiples
of the remainder of the first are subtracted from the remainder of the second, and
all multiples of the remainder of the third are subtracted from the remainder of the
fourth, and the number of multiples of the remainder of the first is less, (4) or no
15

If the existence of a fourth proportional is assumed, we can find the quadrature of a circle with
radius r as follows. Take a the square with side r, b the circle with radius r, c an arbitrary line

segment, and let f be the line segment such that a : b = c : f. If g is a mean proportional
between c and f. the square with side g is equal to the circle with radius r. On the history of
the fourth proportional in Greek geometry see [Becker 1933b].
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remainder is left of the remainder of the second or of the second, and a remainder
is left of the remainder of the fourth or of the fourth, then the ratio of the first to the
second is necessarily greater than the ratio of the third to the fourth, in reality (i.e.,
according to the anthyphairetic theory).
In general, in this kind (of ratio): if (5) either no remainder is left of the second
or of its remainders, (6) or its remainders are less in number,16 (7) or a remainder
is left of the first or of its remainders, and no remainder is left of the third or of
its remainders, (8) or the remainders of the first are greater (in number) 17 than the
remainders of the third, then the ratio of the first to the second is greater than the
ratio of the third to the fourth.
For this notion there is a longer distinction of cases than this, and you can know
it by this rule which I have taught you, so understand it (my own translation of the
Arabic text in [Vahabzadeh 1999: 349/8-25]; compare the French translations in
[Djebbar 1997: 47-48; Vahabzadeh 1999: 348; Djebbar 2002: 111-112] and the
English translation in [Vahabzadeh 1997: 252]).

Here is a paraphrase of al-Khayyami's definition in my standard notation.
His first, second, third and fourth magnitudes are my a2, a I, b2 and b, respec-

tively. Al-Khayyami assumes, just like al-Mahani, a2 < al and b2 < b,. He
then defines the "remainder of the second" (my a3) and the "remainder of the
fourth" (my b3) by al = k,a2 + a3, b, = kib2 + b3 for integers k,, k'. such
that 0 < a3 < a2, 0 < b3 < b2. Then a2 : al > b2 : bl if k1 < k, (Case 1).
0 and proceeds to define his
If kl = k,, he tacitly assumes a3 54 0. b3
"remainder of the first" (my a4) and "remainder of the third" (my b4) by a2 =
k2a3 + a4, b2 = kZb3 + b4 for integers k2, k2, such that 0 < a4 < a3, 0 < b4 < b3.
Then a2 : a l > b2 : b, if k2 > k2 (Case 2).

If k2 = k2, he tacitly assumes a4 :0 0, b4 # 0 and then defines k3 and
k3 in the same way by a3 = k3a4 + as, b3 = k3b4 + b5 with 0 < as < a4,
0 < b5 < b4. Then a2 : al > b2 : b, if k3 < k3 (Case 3).
Having come thus far, he realizes some of his tacit assumptions and says that
a2 : a, > b2 : b, also if (k3 = k3) as = 0, b5 > 0, or a3 = 0, b3 > 0 (Case 4).
He then lists four more general cases where a2 : al > b2 : bl (I render his tacit
assumptions in parentheses and take it as an arbitrary integer > 0.)
(k, = ks), a3 = 0, b3 > 0, and in general (k, = ki, k2 = k;....

k2,1-1 = ky,_1),

0, b2.+1 > 0 (Case 5);

(k1 = kj), k2 < k2 or (k1 = kj, k2 = k;, ...k2n_1 =

k2n < k;,,

(Case 6);
16

17

Vahabzadeh supplied the passage "than the remainders of the fourth:' The word "petits" in
his translation "ses restes sont plus petits que les restes de Ia quatriLme," is imprecise. AlKhayy8mi uses agall, meaning: less in number, so he means k2 < kZ, kz, < k;,. For al < b-4,
b2,,+ 1. he would have used the word asghar, because a3 and b3 are magnitudes but not
numbers. Djebbar translates correctly "infirieurs en nombre."
Vahabzadeh's translation: "les restes de la premiere soot plus grands que les restes de la troisieme," is inaccurate. A1-Khayyami uses a'zam for magnitudes and akthar for numbers. Djebbar
translates correctly "(en nombre) sup6rieurs."
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(k1 = k',. k2 = k2), a4 > 0, b4 = 0, and in general (k1 = k', k2 = k2, ...
ken = k2n ), a2n+2 > 0, b2n+2 = 0 (Case 7);
(k1 = k',, k2 = k2), k3 > k; (Case 8).
Case 8 is incomplete, and Cases 6 and 8 are incorrect and the opposite of the

correct Cases I and 2. The tacit assumptions at the beginning of al-Khayyami's
definition resemble similar assumptions in the definition by al-Mahani, who never
works with remainders equal to zero.

Conclusion
Anthyphairetic ratio theory may have been investigated by more Islamic mathematicians than have been mentioned in this paper. My impression is that al-Miihani and

al-Khayyami understood the definition of a : b - c : d correctly. Al-Nayrizi did
not understand the definition of a : b > c : d; al-Khayyami stated the definition of
a : b > c : d in a longwinded and incorrect way but he was able to apply it in a
simple situation; only in al-Mahani's text do we find more profound applications of
a : b > c : d, such as in his Proposition 2. My tentative conclusion is that a real
tradition of working with anthyphairetic ratios did not exist in Islamic mathematics
in a way which went beyond a study of the definitions.
Mathematically, the proofs in al-Mi ham's text are more interesting than alKhayyami's proofs because al-Mahani does not assume the existence of a fourth
proportional and dislikes proofs by reductio ad absurdum. Al-Mahani's text is
problematic because there are many flaws in it that cannot be the result of scribal
errors, and that must therefore have been in the original version which al-Mahani
wrote. Because the proofs are very complex and can be easily corrected, I believe
that they were ultimately derived from correct proofs, that had been transmitted to
al-Mahani in incomplete or mutilated ways. If the author of these correct proofs was
an Islamic mathematician, he must have been a near contemporary of al-Miihani, so
an incomplete transmission would be very unlikely. It is much more probable that
the proofs were in a Greek work that had been transmitted into Arabic in an incorrect

way. This work may have been a lost commentary on Euclid's Elements or a text
such as Menelaus' lost Geometrical Elements which was translated into Arabic by
Thabit ibn Qurra.18 The Greek text may have contained a proof which was obscurely
worded but correct, or the proof may have been incorrect but adapted from an even
more ancient Greek source which stated the proof correctly. Al-Mahani rephrased
the text and he did his best to correct the mathematical errors and infelicities, but he

was not completely succesful.19 Thus al-Mahani's text may tell us as much about
Greek mathematics as about mathematics in Islamic civilization. My hypothesis of
a Greek origin of al-Mahani's text is preliminary, and will have to be the subject of
further research.
18 On this work see [Hogendijk 2000].
19

In a similar way, al-MdhAni tried to make sense of the incorrect version of the Spherics of
Menelaus that was available to him, we (Krause 1936: 26).
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Note added in proof. After the typesetting and proofreading of this book had been completed, I received B. Vahabzadeh's new article: AI-Miihiini's Commentary on the Concept of
Ratio, Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 12 (2002): 9-52, which includes a very good edition
of al-Mahani's treatise with English translation. Compare my f o o t n o t e s 7,9, 10, I t with
Vahabzadeh's Arabic text on pp. 44/5-10,45/9-12,18,13-19 and my translations on pages
191 and 192 with his translations on pp. 3117-17, 32/29-35, and 33/1-13. Vahabzadeh's
mathematical and historical commentaries are different from mine.

An Early Link of the Arabic
Tradition of Practical Arithmetic:
The Kitab al-Tadhkira bi-usul al-hisab
wa'1 fard'id wa-`awliha wa-tashthihal
by ULRICH REBSTOCK

With his Tadhkira, an abridged selection of his larger (but unknown) Kirdb al-Ma`ana, the
hitherto unknown Syrian mathematician Abt7'l-Hasan `Alt b. al-Khidr al-Qurashi (d.450/
1067) offers to interested laymen and students of hisab (arithmetic) a series of techniques
of basic arithmetical rules applicable to the solution of quite different everyday problems.
Various quotations from classical sources and comparative reports on the local methods of
calculation as well as on the "hard facts" (measures and weights etc.) they had to cope with
turn the Tadhkira into an authentic source for the practitioners' milieu of the Middle East
in the eleventh century.

The Book

The Tadhkira does not hold the promise of its title. It is divided into two parts (§675, §76-131) both of which fall short of being serious treatments of the principles
of arithmetic or the calculation of inheritance-shares. The keyword "Tadhkira,"
however, which could be rendered as "Memorandum," could explain this defect.

It most probably refers to the opus magnum of the author, the Kitab al-Mauna
(The Book of Sustenance), which is mentioned nine times in the Tadhkira. The
citations are dispersed all over the text and even allow the tentative reconstruction
of the contents of the latter. Apparently, the Kitab al-Ma`ana, of which no further
bibliographical trace can be detected, must be regarded as the "complete" folio in the
back-ground against which the Tadhkira only appears as an outline. The markedly
unsystematic and erratic structure of both of its parts (maqala) indicate that it was
composed to give a summary of the Kitab al-Mauna and to call selected parts back
to mind.

I

The following remarks are extracted from the recent publication (Rebstock 20011. For the
sake of identification the numbering of the paragraphs was adhered to here. - Translation of
the title: "The Book of Memorandum of the Principles of Arithmetic and Inheritance-Shares,
of 'Proportional Reduction' and its Adjustment:' "Proportional reduction": `awl, "supplying
with", originally applies in hisab al fard'Id when the inheritance is over-subscribed and the
portions must be reduced; hence, in the context of ntu`dmaldr-fractions, `awl came to mean the
increase of the denominator.
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The Author

Just as his books were not prominent, neither was the author a prominent figure in
the history of Arabic literature, let alone in its mathematical circles. The particular
silence about the Tadhkira requires a specific research effort to reveal the circumstances of its composition and the life of its author. AN 'I-Hasan `Alt b. al-Khidr
b. al-Hasan a1 `Uthmani (al-Qurashi)2 was bom in Rajab 421 /June 1030, presumably in Damascus. He composed books on arithmetic (hisab) and bore the nickname
"the arithmetician" (a!-hdsib). After a short life - at the age of 37 - he died
on Shawwal 25, 459 /September 10, 1067 in his home-town which he evidently
never left. lbn `Asiikir (d. 571 / 1176), the famous chronologist of Damascus and
earliest source for the existence of our author, made use of the record of the family
history by Abu 1-Hasan's brother, al-Hasan.3 With respect to his mathematical tendencies, no more was known about AN 'l-Hasan until `Umar Kahh5la came across
the manuscript of the Tadhkira in 1972 at the `Arif Hikmat-Library in Medina.4
The present investigation is based on the microfilm copy of this hitherto unique
manuscript (written 668 / 1271) produced for the Institute for the History of Arabic
Science in Aleppo.
Without any further testimony of the mathematical reputation of our author
throughout the last 800 years, the professional quality and seriousness of the Tadhkira is difficult to assess. Scattered biographical information, however, allow us

to assume - before embarking on a study of the text itself - that Abu'I-Hasan
undeservedly slipped through the fingers of the Arabic (and non-Arabic5) historians
of mathematics. To sum up, this information yields with relative certainty that:

Abu'l-Hasan was a respected figure in the intellectual life of Damascus during
the fifties of the 11th century.
to a certain degree he enjoyed a mathematical formation. Among his teachers mainly traditionalists - is mentioned Abu'l-Qasim as-Sumaisatl (d. 453 / 1061
at the age of 80 in Damascus) who besides hadith taught Geometry (handasa)
and Astronomy (haPa).
his striking familiarity with "classical" mathematical texts cannot be traced to
a local mathematical school. Far and wide no prominent representative can be
identified.

al-Khatib al-Bagdiidi, who knew Abu'I-Hasan, was the first to call him also "al-Qurashi," see
[Ibn `Asiikir n.d.: 791131.
3 [lbn `As3kir n.d.: 79123,80R].
4 [`Umar KahhAla 1972: 36].
5 No entry in [Brockelmann 1937-49; Suter 1900; Matvievskaya & Rozenfeld 1983).
2
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The Text and its Sources

The Tadhkira runs over 149 folios at 9 lines each. Rare corrections in the margin as
well as several omissions and mistakes point to the limited interest of the copyist in
the topic. Numerals or otherwise abbreviated forms of numbers are not used.'
Besides the Kitab al-Ma`una7 several texts are mentioned: al-Arithmatigi, perhaps identical with the Risalat al-Arithmatigi of Abu'l-Wafa'al-Buzjan 8 the Kitah
al-fjaz of Muhammad ibn `Abd Allah ibn al-Hasan Abu'[-Husain Ibn al-Labban 9
the Kitab Tamam al-jabr wa-kamalihT of Abu Kamil Shuja' b. Aslam,10 a Kitab alMisaha which could refer to the corresponding chapter of the Kitab al-Mauna, I I the
Kitab al-M(u)njih al-TabardnT of a certain Ab6'I-Fath b. M(u)njih12 and the Usfil,
the Elements, of Uglidis.13
In addition to the authors of the books cited above, other names are mentioned.
Most frequent are references to Abu 'l-Wafa' al-Buzjan, though without adding the
title of the Kitabji'ma yahtaj ilaihi 'l-kuttab wa 'l-`ummal where most of the citations could be identified.14 The second most frequently referenced is Abu Bakr
Muhammad b. Musa al-Khuw5rizmi15 with one clear contribution of his Algebra.
To a certain Muhammad Abu'I-Hasan al-Harrani al-Thaqafi is attributed the "second best" (after Abu'l-Wafa"s) approximative decomposition of it into principal
fractions.16 Leaving aside that "Abu 'l-Hasan al-Harrani ' could stand for Thabit
b. Qurra, this "known" mathematician could not be identified. The same must be
admitted with respect to Muhammad b. H-s-m-h al-Tarabulsi who treated the prime
numbers "in his book" and evidently made use of the Risalat al-Arithmatigi of Abu ' IWafa'.17 The two experts on the calculation of inheritance (hisdb al-fard "id), AN
`Abdall5h18 and Ayyob b.Sulaiman al-Basri,19 who wrote a book on the subject,
were also ignored by the biographers.

6

With one exception in §54 = fol. 66: 400 is depicted like a pair of pliers.

7
8

§6: Kitab al-Mauna `ala 'l-hisab, §34: Kitab al-Mauna fr '/-hisab.
§69, cf. [Sezgin 1974: 324, no. 5]; the title could also point to the Kitab al-Arithmdtigiof Nicomachos [ibid.: 165-166]. The unclear relation of the two books is complicated by the similarly

entitled al-Madkhal al-hifzi ild sind'at al-arirhmdtigi of al-Buzjani, see [Rebstock 1992: 83,
9
10

II
12
13

14

107, and passim).
§ 125, a jurist and farad! from Basra, died 402/ 1011, cf. (al-Zirikli n.d., VII: 101).
§ 16 (without title) and §33, no reference in [Sezgin 1974: 277 ff.] or [Matvievskaya & Rozenfeld
1983,11: 112-114]; Ibn an-Nadim (Tajaddud 1971: 339/-3) mentions a Kitab al-Kifdya.
§115.
§68, not identified; but see [Sezgin 1967: 195-1971, the traditionalist Sulaiman al-Tabarini (of
Tiberias). died 360/971.

§5,32,38,40,48,77,79.
§36,47,55,58,60,83.

16

§5-6, 12.
§67,69.

17

§69.

18

§125.

19

§3,125.

15
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The Content: Part Two

Abu'I-Hasan concludes Part One with the words: "We have now come to the end
with the exposition of many principles that are needed for 'al-hisab al-muwallad'
(approximately: practical arithmetics) and useful for 'buying and selling' (bai` washira')".20 The second part, indeed, deals with the so-called mu`amalat-problems.
They are partly based on the four "proportional numbers" (al-a'dad al-mutanasiba)
and occur whenever unknown magnitudes (of objects) that can be dry measured
(makil), weighed (mauz in), measured out (madhra`) or counted (ma`dud) are wanted. Both definition and terminology closely resemble the relative passage in Hisab
al-mu'antalat of Ibn al-Haytham (written before 417/1027) 21 Frequent references
to the Kitab al-Mauna make clear that the author is not inclined to go into depth. He
rather concentrates on two areas of application: "law" (fiqh) and inheritance-shares
(fara'id).
By "law", in particular, the conversion of currencies is meant. The juridical
aspects of a "lawful" conversion are evident and need not beset forth here. Neither are
the mathematical aspects significant. The author skillfully operates with interrelated
systems based on 6, 12, 24,60 and 90. The rates of exchange are expressed in the form

of (mixed) fractions. General rules are not demonstrated. The historical aspects,
however, are striking. Mathematically organized - i.e., starting with complete
tables and continuing with key values - the author gives a systematic surview of
the rates of cash values, measures and weights between Iran, Egypt and Yemen. On
almost 30 folios nearly 500 equivalents are listed. Compared to the known sources of
the socio-economic conditions during the first half of the 11th century, the Tadhkira
contains material that requires a thorough revision of the data hitherto accepted. The
insertion of multiplication tables in which amounts of money are either calculated
within one or between two or more currencies, into hisab-texts belongs to the Arabic

tradition since Abu'I-Wafa' al-Biizjani.22 The earliest appearance of this type of
"applied" multiplication in authentic European treatises seems to be contained in the
Tractatu.s algorismi of Jacopo da Firenze2 written about 1307. The multiplications
operate with solidi, libri, and denari. Jacopo's borrowing of algebraic elements from
the Arabic world were closely inspected elesewhere.24

20

§75.

21

§77-79 and cf. [Rebstock 1995/96: 65, 11 I ]. J. Sesiano identified the underlying text (Istanbul
MS Feyzullah Ef. 1365, fo,, 74r/6-76"/8) as insertion into "vin(es) Werk(s) von Ibn al-Haytham
(ca. 965-1040) fiber Handelsrechnung (mu`dmaldt)" [Sesiano 1989: 531. Closer inspection of
the MS copy proved that the anonymous author not only knew of the mu'dmalat-treatise of Ibn
al-Haytham but also borrowed complete passages from it, cf. p.63/-5 if. (fol. 76', 9-13) and
(Rebstock 1995/96: 94/3-71. The dating of this clear repercussion of Ibn al-Haytham's text on
the Egyptian milieu - his later home - remains vague: [Sczgin 1974: 368, no. 18] (incipit of
the text in (Sezgin 1979: 411-412)): "9th century H", and [Sesiano 1989: 55].
Cf. [Saidan 1971: 178 ff.] (rnanzila 11, bab 3, fusul 3 f.) and (Rebstock 1992: 253-254).

22
23
24

[HOyrup 1993b: 16-18).
See [Htyrup 1999a: 23-311.
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The paragraphs on the fara'id, a keyword after all, are attached to Part Two. Their
treatment within the frame of a hisab-text represents one of the earliest examples of
the literary fusion of the two disciplines. The paragraphs are concise and specific
and refer to three peculiarities, one of which is obviously copied from the second
part of al-Khuwarizmi's Algebra: the calculation of (restricted) bequests (wasaya).

Again, no general rules are quoted. The algebraic terminology explained in the
first part25 is not taken up. Abu'l-Hasan concentrates on the solution of a dynamic
inheritance case where the restricting factor of the bequest increasingly complicates
the affair. The procedure used to solve the case clearly follows the technique put
forth by al-Khuwarizmi and others.
The remaining two peculiarities betray the original perspective of the author;
both involve general validity. The first one deals with `awl, the pro-rata reduction

of the six basic Qur'anic portions.26 The author demonstrates not only that the
occurrence of `awl is limited to a defined class of cases, but also that the correspond-

ing increase of the denominator may not - according to the arithmetical rules transgress a certain upper limit. The demonstration operates with the methods to find
the smallest common denominator. The distinction between the number of portions
(siham, ajza') and the number of "heads" (rtt't7s,27 i. e., heirs) leads to a proportion in
which the two (or more) numbers relate to each other either as mushtarik (common
divisor) or mutabayin or mukhtalif (no common divisor); a mushtarik proportion may
be mutawafiq,28 mutamathil,29 or mutadakhil.30 The same terminology is found in
the Arabic tradition of al-Nairizi's commentary on the Elements but was so far not
known to have been used by the hisab al fara'id before the Yemenite al-Sardafi (died
around 500/ 1105) used it to structure his Kaji fi 'l fara'id.31
Abu ' I-Hasan is not really interested either in the method itself or in an exhaustive

demonstration of the calculation of shares. His intention is rather to point to the
different local traditions to solve the cases. For the first time we learn that the experts

of Kufa preferred arithmetical methods different from their colleagues' of Basra.
The difference in calculating the final shares of three or four different mushtarikportions is valued by effectiveness: the Kufians omit one step and are therefore
quicker than the Basrians.32 Evidently, the adoption of arithmetical methods into
the hybrid discipline of hisab al fard'id had already advanced to an extent that
allowed for local differences and for their supra-regional comparison.

25
26

§31.

27
28

The same term is used by AN 'l-Wafa' for fractions of the type

§119-120.

I.e., having a tawdjuq. agreement, between a and b such as when a' and b' (integers) then

a=na'andb=nb'.
1. e., having a tamdthul, similarity, between a and b when a = b.
1. e., having a tadakhul, mutual penetration, between a and b when a = n b orb = m a (n, m
integers).
31 [Rebstock 1992: 223 ff.); slightly less differentiated by [Saidan 1978: 416] who ascribes "the
[clear] idea of the highest common factor" to al-Tusr (d. 1274).
32 § 124 contains a concise verbal description of the two methods, but no numerical example.

29
30
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Part One

Much as Part Two, the first magala lacks an organized structure. Its 69 paragraphs
take up 85 folios. If the second magala could be described - with good reasons as "practical," the first one does not really deserve to be opposed to it in the sense
of being qualified as theoretical. No proofs are given. Even procedures are rarely

demonstrated. The main stress is laid on the results and - ever so often - on
the attached crude rules by which these results can be obtained. Clearly, Abu'1Hasan does not address himself to professional colleagues but to a broad range of
practitioners unfamiliar with the basics of arithmetic. The subjects treated across the
paragraphs can be grouped into: multiplication of whole numbers (darb al-sihah),33
multiplication of fractions (kusur),34 short remarks on al jabr wa '1-mugabala 35
remarks on even/odd and prime numbers (asanrm),36 division of whole numbers
and fractions,37 proportion (nisba),38 various lists of the transformation (nagl) of
fractions into sexagesima] fractions and vice versa,39 and the operation with fractions
with prime denominator.` Most of what is told in these paragraphs can be traced
down to the first and second manzila of the Kitab lima yahtaj ilaihF'l-kuttab wa '1`ummal of Abu'l-Wafa'.41
Several quotations of the Elements can be identified 42 Two aspects, however,
deserve further consideration.
1.

Like in the second part the author focuses his efforts on the presentation of

selected subject-matters that are useful in a two-fold sense: they help to solve everyday problems and they can easily be looked up. Two examples may demonstrate
this intention.
"Now there is something the ancients arranged for beginners as mnemonic aid.
They completed it up to 100 and omitted the primes. The portion (juz) [of 1] is:
I

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

6

7

5

8

9

10

7

8

12-> 1; 14-- -22; 15- 3; 16-+ 2; 18-+ 7; 20-> 1;21- 3;24-> 3;
1

I

I

1

!

1

1

5

9

7

10

It

7

§

25 -- 5; 27 -> 3; 28 -- d; 30 - 3 (p.43); 32 -* a; 35 -+ s; 36 -+ 4;
33

§6-21.

34

§22-29.

35

§31: shav', mdl, ka`b for the exponents of x" (n = I, 2, 3), and dil`/musattah and murabba`

36
37
38
39

for square numbers and their roots are explained.
§32-34, primes > 7.
§37-46. §47: division by prime numbers.

§4849,53.
§54-65.

40 §66-75. dealt with at length. Apparently, fractions with prime denominators were suspected to
carry the bacillus of fraud into financial transactions.
41

See [Saidan 1971: 64-201].

42

§30-34: Books VII 11, 13, 15-16, VIII 28-29. according to the German translation [Thaer
1933-37]. 1 have not been able to spot the underlying Arabic version.
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40--> 4;42- 6;45- 5;481

1

1

Ib

7

9

3;54-

1

1

1

49-> 7;50

8

7

1

10

I

I

8

9

56--* s;43
9

10

60--+ 663-7;64-8;72g;75-3;809
I

1

I

1

7
1

I

1

10

9

5

; 96 - 1; 98

90 -a

o"

; 100

[§40 = fol. 42-43] as

10

10
9

9

"Me [sexagesimal] ratio of
I

2

+l->d;3+1--;,
9
2

3+4+ 11

3

+3

2

2

9

9
I

I

2

1

8

8

9

9

2(p.69) +y+6-; 8;3+3--)'

6 7+5-

I

3

[related] alone gives 9 .45

[to 60] is:

3

+ 3 sum up to

4

7

2

2

1

3 +

9'

7

9

7

7; ;+7

2.

9

9
I

+3+I

2

10

3+12--->9+to

I

3+3

7

3+I

3

;
10

9

7

2

--

10

3

1

--+

7

5;
7

I

The relation of y [to 60] is: a [related] alone gives

;

1o
s
1

I

I

[4] + $

a+
10

2

7
7

3. (4 + a] + 4
7'
1

10

g;3+ 4 1+2+4+9-->
1

7

I

I

8

8

1

1

[4] +

I

1

7

8

[

4
3

] + I -> 6;

[4] + 6 I

I

8

[§56=fol. 68-69]ab

2. Among the - more or less - simplified and fragmented reproductions of the socalled A-type hisab47 of Abu'l-Wafa' (and others), paragraphs appear that contain
curious and original matters. The following ones deserve to be pointed out.
Abt3'l-Hasan claims that "the multiplication of Units and Tens with units and

tens (U + T) (U + T) renders only eleven 'kinds' (anwa`)" [§15 = fol. 13].
Since (U + T)2 = T T + U T + T U + U U ("four multiplications"), four
"places" (manazil) may be produced: U, T, H(undreds), Th(ousands). U U
43
44

Mind the sequence of the factors!

Below, the table is completed up to 200. The decomposition of fractions of the type I
(2 < k < 200) is consequently realized as the product of two, three or four fractions

p(2<m,n,o,p<10;m <n5o<p).
Sample: 3 : 60 = 2 9 TO.
_
46 The complete table encloses the ratio of , ... 4 to 60.
47 Following the classification in [Saidan 1978: 19 f.).
45
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yields U, U + T, T, and T - T yields H, Th + H, Th. "Combined with each other"

(fa-idha ijtama`a), 3 .3 = 9 combinations are possible. But since 12. ] U T
may render H and Th + H which cannot be produced by the above combination,
two solutions (3 3 + 2 = 11) must be added.

When explaining the binomial formulas (a ± b)2 Abu'l-Hasan explicitly calls
numbers "increasing" (za'id) and "decreasing" (nagis). For example: "Make
the [product of the] subtracted [factor) multiplied by the increasing one [always]
a decreasing one [...] and the subtracted one multiplied by itself [always] an
increasing one if [the decreasing one] is on both sides" Later on, he demonstrates

the rule with (20 + 5) (20 - 4) and continues after 400 - 80 + 100: "then
multiply -4 (arba`a nagisa) by +5 (khamsa za'ida)." I do not know a similarly
explicit notation of and distinction between the positive and negative sign of
numbers - not operations48 - before lbn Fallus (d. 1252) 49 Quite obviously,
though, the existence of the negative value of -1801 is only recognized within
an operation that yields a positive result [§17-20 = fol. 15-16].
Remark on the custom of arithmeticians from Iraq, Mosul and the border regions of Syria to reduce (complicated) fractions on the denominator of 6000.
In addition, al-Thagafi, the above-mentioned al-Harrani, is recorded to have reduced [all] different fractions to the denominator 2520 in order to incorporate
the "difficult" factors 7 .9 = 63 and (the remaining) 5 and 8 (5.7.8.9 = 2520)
[§51 = fol. 6If.].
Terminology: The division by primes (§47) is achieved by "counting up" (tawakhkhin). The remainder is called "heap" (kudy).

The sexagesimal transformation of a < 60 is called "feeding" (aurada), of
a > 60 "settling" (anzala) (§56).
The verb "receive" (qabila) is used (§62) if any fraction is to be "extended"
(basata) to 60, for example -)- 2 60 "receives" 30. Calling the adjustment
z
of the numerator basata indicates
the adoption of "Indian" methods.50 Shortly
later (§68), the "Indian practice" (a!-`amal bi-l-hindi) is explicitly mentioned
when calculating (sexagesimally) the value of 1t : "Relate 5595 i to 6000. This
expression is correct but cumbersome and needs the work with Indian [numerals]
on the board (takht). The affair requires too much time for those who are in a
hurry and want to be finished quickly"
Abu 'l-Hasan is constantly concerned about the esthetical preference of fractions
set forth by different authors or regional schools. His viewpoint remains nonl1

dogmatic throughout the text: The "better" (ahsan) they are (for example m,
n
with m < n) the easier they are to handle.

48

Already al-Uglidisi used nugsdn and ziydda for subtraction and addition, see [Saidan 1978:

49

375].
Kitdb I'ddd al-asrdr (MS Berlin Nr. 5970), fol. 18a/l, 20a/-5.
Cf. [Saidan 1978: 416].
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Summary

The Tadhkira represents a low-level, but highly specialized and selective treatise on
hisab al-mu`anralat adressed to laymen ("jurist, secretary and faradf "5 t ). Correspondingly, literary repercussions stayed away. On the other hand, its author displays
a remarkable familiarity with literary mathematics. For a good deal, his citations
are extracted from known and partly "classical" texts. Others originate from authors

and texts that have left no traces in the history of hisab. Therefore, the Tadhkira
could be regarded as the lower end of the "literarisation" of mathematics. Its composition signals a diffusion of mathematical knowledge within the Islamic orbit that
makes it difficult to uphold a sharp distinction between "scientific" and "non-" or
"sub-scientific"52 mathematics. The diffusion carries multi-dimensional features:
"Classical" problems were not only inserted downwards into "practical" texts but
were also the object of a fruitful communication between semi-professional authors
from distant provinces.
With respect to the Tadhkira and its date of composition - let alone the one of
the Kitab al-Mauna prior to and backed by it -two major results can be verified: the
early vertical diffusion of the arithmetical standards introduced by Abu 'I-Wafa', and
the stubborn (partial) rejection of "Indian" techniques introduced by al-Uglidisi two
generations before in Damascus. In addition, the author's supra-regional viewpoint
discloses not only valuable historical information on measures and weights, etc.. but
also a variety of co-existing local techniques and standards. The vocabulary and
terminology are still in a state of flux. The selection of subject matter, too, seems
to have been made rather fortuitiously.53 The ensemble of the text is only roughly
structured. Formally, as well as with regards to its contents, the Tadhkira must
be regarded as an (accidently preserved) forerunner of a genre of hisab-texts that
hitherto was assumed to have visibly flourished only from the 13th century onwards.
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La circulation des mathematiques
entre ('Orient et ('Occident musulmans:
Interrogations anciennes et elements nouveaux
par AHMED DJEBBAR

L'dtude traite, dans une premiere partie, certains aspects de la circulation des mathdmatiques medidvales A l'intdrieur des frontidres de 1'empire musulman, en partant de
questions qui ont ddji fait ('objet de discussions parmi les specialistes: I'algdbre
d'arpentage, la circulation de la terminologie mathdmatique, I'emprunt ou Ie plagiat. La
seconde partie de l'dtude concerne le probl8me de non circulation d'une partie importante des pratiques et des rdsultats mathdmatiques arabes de ('Orient vers ('Occident.
Dans la troisidme et dernidre partie est evoqude la circulation des ecrits mathdmatiques
andalous et maghrdbins vers ('Orient musulman.
Certain aspects of the circulation of medieval mathematics within the borders of the
Moslem Empire are treated in the first part of this study, starting with questions already
discussed by specialists: algebra of measuring, circulation of mathematical terminology,
borrowing or plagiarism. The second part of the study concerns the problem of the non
circulation of an important part of Arabic mathematical practices and results from the
Orient to the Occident. The third and last part concerns the transmission of Andalusian
and Maghrebinian mathematical writings to the Moslem Orient.

L'etude de la circulation des differents aspects des mathematiques des pays
d'Islam (methodes, outils, concepts, problemes, terminologie, etc.) a souvent ete
associee au phenomene de traduction en Europe des ouvrages grecs et arabes qui a
commence au debut du XI1e siecle et qui s'est prolonge jusqu'au XV` [Stein-

schneider 1893; 1904-05]. Les nombreux travaux qui ont ete realises dans cc
domaine ont permis de mieux cerner le contenu et les diverses formes de ('appropriation de la tradition scientifique greco-arabe [d'Alvemy 1982: 421-445]. Mais
ils ont egalement revele un certain nombre de questions dont certaines sont encore,
jusqu'a aujourd'hui, sans reponse. Parmi ces questions, it y a celle qui conceme la

ties faible part prise par !'Orient dans le transfert des ecrits scientifiques vets
('Occident [Burnett 2000: 1-78]. Il y a aussi l'absence de references explicites,
dans les ouvrages traduits, a des ecrits mathematiques et astronomiques tres importants produits en Orient entre le XI` et le XIII` siecle. Sur un plan regional, it y a le
silence, encore inexplique, au sujet des ouvrages algebriques produits en Andalus
entre le IX` et le X11` siecle. Cc silence est en effet observe a la fois par des biobibliographes andalous, des mathdmaticiens maghrebins et par des auteurs latins
qui ont abondamment puisd dans le corpus de l'alg8bre des transactions [Sesiano

1988: 69-98]. Il y a enfin la faible circulation, et parfois la disparition pure et
simple, de la production geometrique de 1'Andalus du X1` siecle, et en particulier
celles d'Ibn as-Samh, d'al-Mu'taman, d'Ibn Sayyid et d'Ibn Mu'adh, pour ne citer
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que les auteurs les plus importants et dont it nous est parvenu des information
pr6cises sur le contenu de leurs contributions en g6ometrie.
Dans cette etude, nous nous proposons d'aborder certains aspects de la circulation des mathematiques m6dievales en nous limitant aux fronti6res de 1'empire

musulman et a quelques unes des questions qui ont fait l'objet de discussions
parmi les specialistes. Parmi ces questions, it y a celles qui ont 6te suggdr6es par
1'6tude de I'alg6bre d'arpentage a travers les fameux textes traduits en latin au
X11` siecle. 11 y a dgalement la question relative a la circulation de la terminologie
que nous traiterons a travers un seul exemple, celui des diffdrentes utilisations des
deux termes jam' et tafrrq. Nous dvoquerons aussi une forme de circulation non
encore 6tudide, celle de l'emprunt ou du plagiat, plus ou moms reconnu, que nous
illustrerons par deux exemples significatifs. En ce qui concerne le phdnom6ne de
non circulation, de 1'Orient vers ('Occident musulman, d'une partie importante
des rdsultats et des pratiques mathdmatiques arabes, nous fournirons quelques
dldments nouveaux qui sont des rdponses encore trios partielles a la question. En
conclusion, nous dvoquerons la circulation des dcrits math6matiques andalous et
maghrdbins vers ''Orient musulman, en nous basant sur des informations bibliographiques. sur des tdmoignages de certains mathdmaticiens et sur des manuscrits
nouvellement 6tudids.
De Lepitre sur le mesurage d'Ibn `Abdan
au Liber Mensurationum d'AbG Bakr

L'ddition critique et ''analyse du Liber Mensurationum d'AbO Bakr par H. L. L.
Busard [1968: 65-124], compldtdes par ''analyse comparative de J. Hoyrup [1986:
445-484], ont permis de degager la double filiation de cet ouvrage, c'est a dire la
tradition algdbrique d'al-Khw4rizmr et la tradition de mesurage babylonienne. Il
restait a trouver le nom de I'auteur de cet ouvrage et la filiation intermddiaire
pouvant rattacher la partie "babylonienne" de son contenu a la tradition arabe de
mesurage. En attendant de pouvoir, un jour, completer le nom d'Abtl Bakr, nous
allons presenter quelques dldments de rdponses concernant ses sources arabes que
nous avons puisdes dans un dcrit inddit du X` siecle, la Risalaft t-taksrr (l'Epitre
sur Ie mesurage) d'Ibn `Abdon (m. apr6s 976) [Djebbar 2002).
11 s'agit d'un manuel qui pr6sente certaines ressemblances avec le Liber men-

surationum, en particulier dans l'agencement des chapitres, dans les 6noncds de
nombreux problemes et la formulation de leurs solutions, ainsi que dans la terniinologie gdomdtrique. Au niNeau de la structure interne, on constate que le meme
ordre d'exposition est adopte pour les quadrilateres et les triangles et pour leurs
diffdrents types.' Certains dnoncds utilisent les mimes expressions et, surtout, les
I

Dans I'dpitre d'Ibn 'Abdon, les figures gbombtriques sont classbes et 6tudiEes scion Vordre
suivant: carrds, rectangles, quadrilat6res, losanges, parallblogrammes, trapezes isoc8les, triangles, trapezes quelconques, solides rectilignes, figures circulaires, solides arrondis. Dans le
Liber mensurationum, ('Etude des trapezes est regroupEe dans un seul chapitre et les figures
planes circulaires precedent les solides.
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memes valeurs numeriques, comme on peut le voir sur l'exemple du probleme
n° 6 (correspondant au n° 7 d'Ibn'Abdtln) qui est donne en encadre.2
Probleme n° 6 d'AbO Bakr
Problime n° 7 d'Ibn'AbdOn
Si quelquun to dit: j'ai soustrail les c6tes Si quelqu'un le die: j'ai soustrail ses c6tes
du carre de la surface et it reste 60, com- de sa surface el il reste soixante, combien
bien est chaque cdte ?
esl chaque c6te ?
La methode sera que to diviseras en deux
les cites, soit deux. Tu les multiplies par

elles-memes et to les ajoutes a 60 et to

La methode de sa resolution est que to
additionnes le nombre des cdtes du carre,
et c'est quatre; to prends alors sa moitie,

prends Ia racine de Ia somme, qui est huit, et c'est deux; to les multiplies par ellesensuite to y ajoutes Ia moitie du nombre memes, ce sera quatre; to les ajoutes a

des c6tes et Ie resultat est dix, et c'est le
cbte.

[Busard 1968: 701

soixante et to prends la racine de la
somme, qui est huit; to I'ajoutes a la
moitie de quatre, et c'est dix. C'est ce
qu'il y a clans chacun de ses cites.
[Djebbar 2002]

Quant au procede de resolution des problemes qui aboutissent a une equation,

it correspond exclusivement a la premiere methode d'Aba Bakr, c'est a dire a
celle qui ne fait pas reference a la terminologie Khwarizmienne (shay', mal. jabr,
mugabala) et que I'on rattache desormais a la tradition babylonienne du mesurage
[Hoyrup 1990: 32-33; 1994: 100-103).
Le dernier element qui renforce la filiation entre les deux ecrits concerne la
terminologie geometrique et plus particulierement celle que l'on ne trouve pas
dans les ecrits orientaux connus de geometrie elementaire. Cette terminologie est

suffisamment typique pour confirmer ('existence d'une tradition distincte. On
trouve en effet, dans les deux ecrits et, plus tard, dans un poeme geometrique de
I'andalou Ibn Liyytin (m. 1346) et dans son commentaire en prose du maghrebin
Ibn al-QiidT (m. 1630), les termes suivants: faniga (en
but a(-(a'am
(piscis)° et 'urmat a(-la'dm (cumulus tritici),5 qui designent trois figures geometriques dont les formes ont suggere ces appellations imagees [Ibn Liyyan; Ibn allatinfaneche),3

QiadT: 77-87].

2

Voici quelques correspondances qui illustrent cc fait (nous avons note A. le probitme d'Ibn
'Abdon et B. le problime dquivalent d'Aba Bakr): A6 = B4; A, = B6; A,2 = B21; A = B22;
A,s = B26; A16 = B27; Ago = B,o; A,4 = 13,17; A,6 = Buo; An = But; A,6 = B134-

Fanrga = sac dans lequel on transporte de la terre. En latin, le titre du chapitre Capitulum aree
solidi similisfaneche.
4 hit al-la'am = poisson comestible. En latin, le titre du chapitre est Capitulum solidi similis
cuidam pisci triangulo chaburi nomine. Le terme chaburi nest pas utilise par Ibn 'Abdon.
mais on le retrouve dans le poime geometrique d'Ibn Liyyan.
3

5

'urmat al-la'am = tas de grains. En latin, on lit: "Area corporee piramidis que est shills
cumulo tritici ".
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`urmat a/-Ia'am

but at-ta'am

fanrga

Une autre partie de la terminologie de l'epitre d'Ibn'Abdan presente un certain
interet dans la mesure oii son "archaisme", et sa disparition ulterieure de la plupart

des manuels mathematiques, pourraient confirmer son lien direct avec des traditions pre-khwarizmiennes du mesurage (tradition locale et tradition d'origine
babylonienne). Parmi les elements remarquables de cette terminologie, it y a des
noms de figures ou d'elements geometriques classiques, comme 'arr4lat ar-ra's
((figure) a large sommet) pour designer le trapeze, murabba' musta(Tl (quadrilatere
oblong) pour le rectangle, janib (flanc) pour le cote, zujj (pointe) pour le sommet.
11 y a aussi des termes qui designent des operations, comme injabara (se restaurer)

et injibdr (restauration), qui seront remplacks plus tard par ajbara et jabr. II y a
enfin le mot shalr qui est synonyme de nisf et qui intervient une douzaine de fois
pour exprimer la notion de moitie (d'un nombre ou d'une grandeur geometrique).
Il est a noter que l'auteur utilise, indifF remment, l'un ou l'autre terme pour designer la moitie d'un nombre, alors que seul le mot nisf lui sert a designer un demi.

Jam' et tafrrq: signification et circulation

Dans les textes mathematiques arabes du moyen age, un certain nombre de couples de mots interviennent, la plupart du temps, ensemble. C'est le can par exemple
des couples suivants: tahITI-tarkrb (analyse-synths se), jam` lark (addition-soustration), 41arb-qisma (multiplication-division), jabr-mugdbala (restauration-comparaison), jabr-hail (restauration-reduction), ziyada-nugsdn (augmentation-diminution), ishtiridk-tabl yun (commensurabilite-incommensurabilite), munlaq-asamm
(rationnel-irrationnel), etr,. Comme d'autres termes arabes utilises dans la pratique
scientifique, ces couples de mots ne sont pas restes figes dans leur sens litteraire
originel. Its se sont enrichis de nouveaux sens, parce qu'ils ont ete sollicites, au
cours du temps, pour nommer des notions, des operations et parfois meme des
chapitres mathematiques 6 Ce sont donc des elements precieux dans 1'etude de la
circulation des concepts et des outils scientifiques. C'est ce que nous voudrions
6

Tahttt-tarktb signifie aussi: composition-decomposition; munlaq-asamm signifie IittCralement:
exprimable-sourd.
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montrer, a travers 1'exemple du couple de mots jam`-tafrrq qui a ere evoque. pour
la premiere fois semble-t-il, par F. Woepcke [ 1863: 446] et qui a suscite, au cours
des deux dernieres decennies, un certain nombre d'interrogations dependantes les
unes des autres [Heyrup 1986: 445, 470-471; Allard 1992,1; Folkerts 1997: 169].
La premiere question conceme ('utilisation de cc couple de mots par les biobibliographes arabes et par des mathematiciens, ]orsqu'ils evoquent les ecrits de
certains auteurs et plus particulierement ceux d'al-KhwarizmT (m. 850). En effet.
des ouvrages, portant dans leur titre les mots jam` et tafrrq, sont attribues respectivement a al-KhwarizmT, ad-DTnawarT (m. 895),

(X` s.), AN Until

(m. 930), an-Nihawandi (X` s.) et Sinan Ibn al-Fath ()` s.) [Ibn an-Nadim 1971:
86, 334, 338-340]. Aucun de ces ecrits ne nous est parvenu, mais des temoignages

precis nous permettent de penser que lour contenu est different de celui des
manuels qui contiennent, dans lours titres, ('expression a!-hisfib al-hindr (le calcul
indien). Un premier argument en faveur de cette hypothese est fourni par Ibn an-

Nadim lui-meme qui evoque deux commentaires au Kitab a! jam` wa t-tafrrq
d'al-Khwarizmi: celui d'Ibn al-Fath et celui d'as-SaydananT [Ibn an-NadTtn 1971:
338, 340]. Le second argument, se trouve a deux endroits du Livre sur !e calcul
indien d'al-KhwarizmT o6 ce dernier evoque, en ces termes, un autre Livre de calcul qu'il aurait publie (et qui pourrait donc titre le Kitab al-jam' wa t-tafrrq):
J'ai deja explique dans le Livre de I'algebre et de la muqabala (...) que tout
nombre est compose (...). Et c'est cc qui est dit dans un autre Livre d'arithmetique. (... ). J'ai deja explique dans un Livre qu'il est necessaire pour tout nombre,
qu'on multiplie par un autre quelconque, que I'un soft multiplie selon les unites
de I'autre. (...) [Allard 1992,1: 9].

Un troisieme temoignage, deja signale par A.S. Saidan [1971: 4819]. est
donne par ibn Tahir (X1` s.) dans son Kitdb at-takmila (Livre de la completion)
[SaYdan 1987: 439-440]. Cet auteur se refere explicitement au Livre perdu d'alKhwarizmi et a un problc'me qui nest pas traite dans son livre sur Ie calcul indien.
Voici le passage en question:
Pour le calcul de I'acquittement de I'aumone legale sur les dirhams pour les
annees passees, c'est, selon cc propos, deux methodes: l'une d'elles est selon le
(procede) originel, sans multiplication ni division et, la seconde, selon le procede
de la simplification par le produit et la division. Evocation du procede originel:
Si nous voulons determiner I'aumdne legate de sept mille cinq cent quatre vingt
six dirhams, pour trois annees, nous les posons ainsi: 7586. Et ceci est 1'exemple
indique par Muhammad ibn Mosa al-Khwarizmr (... ). Muhammad ibn Mosa alKhwarizmr a indique, dans cet exemple, dans son Kitab al jam' wa t-tafrrq, que
chaque fois que l'on ajoute a ces fractions restantes leur moitie, elles deviennent
des minutes, des secondes et des tierces [Ibn Tahir 1985: 272-273].

Un demier temoignage nous est donna par Abfl Kamil a la fin de son traite
d'algebre. II y evoque "le chapitre des doublements des nombres et de leur sommation dans leur ordre successif, comme les doublements des cases de I'echiquier".

A cette occasion, it fait reference a la contribution d'al-Khwarizml dans ce domaine sans preciser le titre de l'ouvrage qui contient cette contribution. Mais cela
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ne peut titre que le Kitab al jam` wa t-tafrrq puisque les deux autres ne traitent pas
de cette question [Able Kamil 1986: 218-219].'
La seconde question, concernant le couple jam`-tafrrq, est 6troitement live a la
pr6ckdente dans la mesure on elle vise a expliciter les diff6rentes significations de
ces deux mots et leur circulation dans les 6crits mathematiques postdrieurs a ceux
d'al-Khwarizmi.
Etymologiquement, jam' signifie reunion et tafrrq signifie separation.8 C'est,

semble-t-il, avec ces signification larges que le couple a d'abord ddsign6 la
science du calcul, sans distinction entre les diff6rentes traditions locales qui l'ont
alimente. Mais, avec l'avenement du calcul bash sur Ie syst6me decimal positionnel, le couple de mot a laiss6 place, dans certain titres d'ouvrages, a 1'expression
de "calcul indien". Il est alors possible que, des le IX` si6cle, les livres de jam` et
tafrrq, aient et6 consacrds exclusivement aux traditions de calcul non indiennes,
c'est a dire a celles du calcul digital et mental .9 Il n'est pas possible de dire plus, a
l'heure actuelle, sur cette tradition de calcul puisque aucun livre ne nous est parvenu. Cela dit, des t6moignages, disperses dans des 6crits mathematiques post6rieures ou dans d'autres ouvrages, nous permettent de dire quelques mots sur les
differentes signification du couple jam`-tafrrq et sur ce qui a continue a circuler
comme traditions du calcul malgr6 le triomphe du calcul indien.
C'est ainsi qu'au X` si6cle, les Ikhwan a$-Said' d6finissaient le calcul comme
la science de "la reunion du nombre et de sa separation" [Ikhwan a$-Safe', 1: 50].
Des formulations semblables sont 6galement donn6es par des mathematiciens,
comme Ibn al-Banns (m. 1321) [Aballagh 1988: 250] et par des encyclop6distes,
comme Ibn al-Hindi (X1le s.) [lbn al-Hindi 1985: 9; Brentjes 1987/88: 37-38] et
at-TahanawT (XVII° s.) [TahanawT 1984, I: 41]. Ibn STna, quant a lui, pane de "la
reunion et de la separation indienne" au moment of it d6finit le domain appliqu6
des nombres [Ibn STna 1975: 69; 1984: 147]. Plus precis que ses pred6cesseurs,
1'encyclopddiste du XIV° siecle Ibn al-AkffnT rattache les operations de jam' et
tafrrq a une tradition, celle du Hisab maftiih (calcul ouvert), c'est a dire mental,
par opposition au Hisab al-takht (calcul de la tablette) qui est le calcul indien [Ibn
al-AkfEnT 1998: 84].

7

Aba Kamil dit:
Quant au chapitre des doubles (successifs) des nombres, de leur sommation, de leur
succession, de leur agencement comme les doubles (successifs) des cases de 1'echiquier et d'autres (.. ), c'est comme ce qu'a dit Mubammad ibn MOSS al-Khwerivnt

- que la misericorde de Dieu soit sur lui -, et qui est que: le second exctde le

8

9

premier de un. (...). Muhammad ibn MOsa, que Dieu I'agree, a simplifid vela et I'a
facilite en disant: 'Nous considdrons le premier (egal a) deux'. Et it a considdre Ie
premier (egal a) deux pour se dispenser d'ajouter le un.
Its peuvent exprimer, respectivement, les idles d'agregation et de dissociation. Dans ce qui
suit, nous adopterons, comme traduction, Its tenures de reunion et de separation.
Le mathematicien du X` sickle, al-UgITdisT, utilise 1'expression de "calcul arabe" et de "calcul
byzantin" pour distinguer cette tradition de celle du "calcul indien" [al-UglldisT 1985: 118;
SaYdan 1978: 7, 101.
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Comme on le voit, et queue que soft les differences dans leurs formulations,
les auteurs cites donnent tous, implicitement, aux mots jam` et tafrlq un sens tres
large pouvant englober differentes operations arithmetiques. Ce fait est confirme
par d'autres mathematiciens qui ont explicite tous les lens que pouvaient renfermer ces deux termes iA leur epoque. Leurs tdmoignages informent en meme temps
de la circulation, d'est en ouest, de la terminologie mathematique des IX'-X' siecles. Un des plus anciens ecrits que nous avons pu trouver, mais qui temoigne
d'une circulation bien anterieure, est le Liber Mahamalet, une compilation latine
du XII° siecle, d partir d'ecrits mathematiques d'al-Andalus. Son auteur dit, en
parlant du calcul:
Cette science d'application prend divers aspects, comme le calcul proprement dit
avec ses operations de reunion ou de separation des nombres; (...) Mais, parmi
les operations de reunion,l'addition est la premiere. Elle apparait dans la multiplication (...). II faut donc traiter de !'addition en premier. Mais puisque la plupart
des Arabes commencent par la multiplication, nous aussi (nous) les suivrons en
commencant par elle [Sesiano 1988: 73-74).

Parmi les auteurs polygraphes connus qui ont evoque notre sujet, c'est Ibn
Khaldan (m. 1406) qui nous fournit la definition la plus explicite et la plus complete des deux termes. En effet, on lit, dans sa classification des sciences que
... parmi les branches de la science du nombre, it y a ('art du calcul. C'est un art
pratique pour le calcul des nombres A ('aide de la reunion et de la separation. La
reunion a lieu dans les nombres par ('individualisation, et c'est !'addition, et par
la multiplication - c'est A dire qu'on multiplie un nombre avec les unites d'un
autre nombre -, et c'est cela la multiplication. La separation a lieu egalement
dans les nombres, soft par ('individualisation - comme Ie retranchement d'un

nombre d'un (autre) nombre et la determination du reste -, et c'est la .soustraction, soit (comme) Ia decomposition d'un nombre en parties egales dont le
nombre est donne, et c'est la division. Cette reunion et cette separation ont lieu
dans les nombres entiers et fractionnaires [Ibn Khaldtln 1983,11: 896].0

C'est cette definition qui est reprise par un certain nombre de mathematiciens
contemporain d'lbn Khaldtln ou posterieur b lui, mail avec des variantes importantes qui pourraient se rattacher A differentes traditions du calcul. C est ainsi
que le maghrebin al-GhurbT (XIVe s.) donne une definition semblable A celle d'Ibn
Khaldtln mais en substituant au couple (jam -tafrTq, le couple lakthTr-tagli! (augmentation-diminution) [al-GhurbT: 238].' Quant A Ibn Sammak (XIV s.), it prefere
10
II

lI faut signaler qu'Ibn Khaldan a substitue le mot Siamm au mot jam', pour reserver cc demier
A l'opdration d'addition.
Cette meme terminologie sera reprise, bien plus Lard, par Muhammad at-Tfayyash, dans son
commentaire du Kashfal-asr0r (Le ddvoilement des secrets) d'aI-Qalasadr. Dans cc commentaire, on trouve aussi, en mange, une autre definition, tirde d'une source maghrdbine inconnue.

pour laquelle "cc qui se ramCne a la separation, c'est comme la division, la reduction, In
soustration, l'extration de la racine carree et cubique. Et cc qui se ramdne A la reunion, c'est
comme la multiplication parce que la multiplication c'est la reunion des nombres semblables"
[Tfayyash: 29].
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parler de tahltl (composition), au lieu de jam`, et de tarkrb (decomposition), au
lieu de tafrrq. De plus, it considere que le calcul ne se limite pas a ces deux operations mais qu'il englobe leur combinaison qui fournit le jabr (restauration), le
hat( (reduction), le yarf (conversion) et le tanasub (proportionnalite) [Ibn Sammak
1981: 23].

Par manque d'informations sur l'histoire de la pratique du calcul en pays d'Islam, nous ne pouvons pas encore etudier dans le detail le processus qui a pennis
I'evolution du sens mathematique du couple jam`-tafrrq. Nous nous contenterons
de constater la persistance de deux niveaux dans l'utilisation de ce mot. Dans les

classifications des sciences et dans les definitions de la science du calcul, ils
continuent de designer, chez un certain nombre de mathematiciens, plusieurs operations arithmetiques: pour le jam`, celles qui aboutissent a une augmentation et,
pour le tafrrq, celles qui aboutissent a une diminution.12 Mais, dans la pratique du
calcul, le destin des deux mots a ete different, si on en juge par les temoignages
qui nous sont parvenus: le jam` continue a titre utilise pour designer uniquement
('operation d'addition.13 Le tafrrq disparait du vocabulaire mathematique des manuels de l'Occident musulman, remplace par le mot tarh dans le sens de soustraction. En Orient, son utilisation a persiste chez certain auteurs, comme Ibn Tahir

et al-Kasha (m. 1437), qui l'utilisent pour designer uniquement la soustraction
[Ibn Tahir 1985: 30, 39-4 1; Kasha 1967: 47].

Le role de 1'emprunt dans la circulation mathematique

En pays d'Islam, comme d'ailleurs dans les autres traditions scientifiques, la circulation des objets, des outils, des concepts et des resultats mathematiques s'est
faite, parfois, selon des voies qui ont provoque des polemiques et qui ont abouti a
des condamnations de la part de toute la communaute scientifique de 1'epoque ou
de certains de ses membres. Pour l'Orient, nous avons deux exemples celebres de
polemiques liees a l'etablissement de resultats nouveaux et aux accusations de
plagiats qui en ont decoule. Le premier concerne l'inscription de l'heptagone regulier dans un cercle a ('aide des sections coniques [Anbouba 1977: 73-105; Hogendijk 1984] et le second, amplement decrit par al-Birtlni, est lie a la demonstration
du theoreme du sinus [Birtlni 1985: 92-94]. Pour I'Occident musulman, it nous
est parvenu egalement une polemique concernant des emprunts consequents an
12

13

Voici, a titre d'exemole, ce que dit as-Samaw'al (m. 1175) dans son livre at-Qiwamr a propos du tafrrq:
La seizieme section du cinquieme chapitre sur ('expose d'un soul principe a I'aide
duquel on determine 1'ensemble des operations de separation (tafrrq) qui sont la
division, ('extraction de la racine carrde et ('extraction de la racine de toutes les
positions [Samaw'al: f . I II b].
Mais cc mot n'a pas ere le seul a designer I'addition, comme le mot tarh n'a pas ere egalement
le seul a designer la soustraction. On trouve par exemple chez les deux mathetnaticiens du
X` siecle, al-UgITdisT et Kushyar ibn Labban les mots z oda et nugsdn pour designer, respectivement, I'addition et la soustraction [Uglydisi 1985: 249; Kashyar ibn Labban 1988: 71-72].
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traite d'algebre d'al-Qurashi (m. 1128) faits par le mathematicien Ibn al-Banna, au
moment de la redaction de son propre livre d'algebre [Aballagh et Djebbar 2001:
40-42]. Cc sont deux exemples semblables, relatifs a la tradition mathematique de
('Occident musulman, que nous voulons presenter ici. Leur interet ne tient pas
settlement a ]'absence de polemique de la part de la communaute scientifique de

l'epoque, ce qui est etonnant en soi car, comme on va le voir, les auteurs concerns avaient une certain notoriete. II tient aussi et surtout aux informations
precises qu'ils noun fournissent sur la circulation de certains ouvrages de ]'Orient
vers ]'Occident et de l'Andalus vers le Maghreb.
Le premier exemple concerne les emprunts faits par Ibn al-Banns a un important ouvrage de calcul d'Ibn al-Yasamin (m. 1204), le Talgrh al-afkltr (La fecondation
des esprits). On constate en effet que des chapitres entiers de cc livre se retrouvent
dans Ic fameux manuel intitule Talkhrs a`mal al-hisl b (L'abrege des operations du

calcul). Il s'agit des chapitres de ('addition, de la multiplication et de la division.
Les seules differences que l'on decele entre les deux contenus sont dans la modification d'un ou deux mots par paragraphe, le resume, par Ibn al-Banna, de 23
lignes du premier chapitre et l'ajout, dans le second chapitre, de deux procedes de
multiplication appeles "procede par excedent" et "procede par quadrature" [lbn alBannA 1969: 41-42, 47-53; Ibn al-Y5samin 1993: 114-116,119, 131-132, 1361.
ll est interessant de remarquer que ces emprunts ont ete egalement evoqu&
par al-Qallasi qui avail accuse Ibn al-Banns d'avoir plagie le livre d'al-Qurashl.

On lit en effet dans l'ouvrage d'un auteur du XIV` siecle, ash-Shatibi, qu'aIQalltisi "lui aurait raconte que le Talkhis d'Ibn al-Banns est egalement tire d'un
livre de mathematique d'une (autre) personne" [Shatibi 1983: 164-165]. Au vu
des resultats que noun avons exposes, cette accusation est manifestement exageree. Mais elle nous pousse a reexaminer les liens entre le livre d'algebre d'Ibn alBanna et celui d'al-Qurashi. Malheureusement l'ouvrage de cc dernier n'a pas
encore ete retrouve et les quelques citations que nous avons decouvertes chez
lbn Zakariyya' al-Gharnati ne nous permettent pas de trancher [Ibn Zakariyya':
if. 146a-155b].
Le second exemple d'emprunt est de meme nature que Ie premier puisqu'il

s'agit de la reprise, parfois mot a mot, de problemes tires d'un ouvrage plus
ancien. Mais son interet vient du fait qu'al concerne, cette fois, un auteur et un
livre d'Orient. On s'est interroge, depuis longtemps, sur ('absence d'informations
relatives a la circulation eventuelle, vers ]'Occident musulman, d'ouvrages mathematiques de savants aussi importants qu'al-BirUnt, al-Khayyam, al-Karaji et asSamaw'al [Richter-Bernburg 1987: 373-401; Samsd 1980: 65-661. Mais aucune
preuve materielle attestant de la presence de tel ou tel ecrit de ces auteurs, en
Andalus ou au Maghreb, n'a pu titre exhibee jusqu'a ce jour. L'exemple que nous
presentons ici nous semble titre un element en faveur de l'hypothese d'une circulation mathematique plus importante que ne le laisse supposer les sources accessibles.

Dans le Talqrh al-afkar d'Ibn al-Yasamin, que nous avons evoque au paragraphe precedent, le cinquieme et dernier chapitre est intitule Sur des chores
dons on a heroin en algebre el en mugabala. C'est dans la neuvieme section de cc
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chapitre, qui traite des figures planes, que ]'on trouve de nombreux passages
correspondant, a la virgule pres, a des sections entieres du Kitab al-Kaft (Le livre
suffisant) d'al-Karaji. Cette section contient, dans sa premiere partie, les definitions des figures geometriques planes elementaires, classees selon le nombre de
leurs cotes et la forme de leurs perimetres (triangles, quadrilateres, cercles et portions de cercles). La seconde partie presente "la maniere de faire le mesurage (des
elements) de ces surfaces", c'est a dire un ensemble de formules, illustrees par des
exemples, donnant les aires ou les grandeurs des elements particuliers de chaque
figure (hauteur, diagonale, diametre, perimetre). Une troisieme et demiere partie
traite a nouveau des figures planes, puis des problemes de determination de nom-

bres penses, de calcul de I'aumone et de repartition d'heritage [Ibn al-Yasamin 1993: 288-299]. Les sept sous-sections de cette demiere partie concernent la
geometrie et elles correspondent aux sections 46 a 51 et a la section 69, selon la
numerotation du livre d'al-Karaji [Karaji 1986: 141-155, 201-209].14 Le contenu
des six premieres regroupe les formules donnant I'aire ou des elements de chaque
figure plane elementaire. Ces procedures sont illustrees parfois par des exemples
numeriques, mais aucune demonstration n'est donnee pour en justifier ]a validite.
La demiere section regroupe une serie d'exercices qui visent a illustrer a la fois
les sujets de geometrie deja exposees et ('utilisation des outils de l'algebre. On
y retrouve, en particulier, le probleme de la division d'un champs en trois parties separees par un chemin, et celui du roseau qui se penche sous le souffle du
vent. Mais, bizarrement, le dernier probleme de la section nest pas repris dans le
TalgTh.1 s

Comme on Ie voit, it s'agit de formules et de problemes appartenant a un
fonds commun relativement ancien qui a continue a circuler parallelement au chapitre de la geometrie euclidienne plane. Voici d'ailleurs ce qu'en dit al-Karaji luimcme a la fin du Kaft:
J'ai trouve ces problemes qui sont evoques a la fin de cc livre, en circulation
parmi la plupart des auteurs. Et ils avaient un faible pour leur calcul et pour la
connaissance de leur resolution. Que personne ne s'etonne donc que j'aie suivi
les gens demon epoque dans leur choix [Karajr 1986: 209].

Mais d'autres elements de comparaison sont en faveur d'un emprunt direct au livre
d'al-Karaji. On constate d'abord que, dans les deux ouvrages, les sections portent

exactement les memes titres et que l'auteur de 1'emprunt n'a pas toujours supprime les phrases non mathematiques qui pouvaient renseigner sur le style de
l'auteur ou sur son origin geographique. On retrouve en effet dans le TalgTh la
phrase suivante d'al-Karat: "ceci a ete dit par les Anciens. Et ce queje dis sur la
surface laterale de la sphere ..." [Karajr 1986: 147; Ibn al-YAsamin 1993: 291 ].
14

15

La section 52 du Kaf traite de I'arpentage d'un terrain pour connaitre ses differentes ddnivellations, en vue du creusement d'un canal, par exemple. Elk a peut-etre ete abandonnee parce
qu'elle decrit des manipulations d'instruments topographiques. Les autres sections manquantes traitent de I'algebre, sujet amplement expose Bans les chapitres precedents du TaIqTh.
II s'agit du probleme classique des deux oiseaux qui, pour attraper un poisson, doivent se
lancer de deux palmiers plantes sur chacune des deux berges d'une riviere.
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Mais, d'un autre cots, le passage evoquant les unites de mesure de Bagdad nest
pas repris [Karaji 1986: 202].16 Il y a enfin, a un endroit de 1'expose, une reference explicite au veritable auteur a !'aide de 1'expression "al-Hajj Aba Bakr a
dit", suivie d'une citation qui correspond, exactement, au propos d'al-KarajT dans
la cinquantieme section de son livre. r
Cela dit, et compte tenu de la structure de la derniere partie de I'ouvrage d'Ibn
al-Yasamin que noun avons deja decrite, on peut aussi supposer que la partie qui
contient I'emprunt a etc rajoutee par une autre personne. On lit en effet. A la fin de
la seconde partie, les deux phrases suivantes:
Avec vela, nous avons evoqu6 cc qui, noun I'esp6rons, est suffisant, si Dieu Ie
trbs haut le veut. Puis nous Ie faisons suivre par un propos sur les figures (deja)
evoquees sans les dessiner [lbn al-YasamTn 1993: 287].

Les copies de I'ouvrage d'lbn al-Yasamin qui nous sont parvenues ne nous
permettent pas de trancher ni de dater l'insertion des extraits du Kaft. Mais elles
nous autorisent a affirmer que ces extraits ont bien ere tires de l'ouvrage d'alKaraji et que leur insertion dans le livre d'Ibn al-Yasamin a bien eu lieu au Maghreb avant 1825, date de la copie d'Alexandrie.'8

La circulation mathematique a travers les domains appliques

En pays d'Islam, it y a plusieurs domaines d'application qui ont permis l'intervention des mathematiques, et plus particulierement des outils du calcul, mais qui
n'ont pas encore fait !'objet d'etudes approfondies et systematiques. 11 s'agit des
transactions commerciales [Djebbar 20011, des jeux de societe, de la repartition
des heritages - avec, en particulier, son chapitre des donations - ainsi que de la
resolution de certains problemes poses par le Droit musulman, tels que I'acquittement de l'aumone legale et I'indemnisation des victimes de blessures. Comme it
n'est pas possible, daps le cadre de cette modeste etude, de faire une presentation
detaillee des problemes lies a ces differents domaines et de leurs resolutions, nous
nous contenterons d'en evoquer quelques uns a travers les seuls aspects qui permettent d'illustrer le phenomPne de circulation qui nous preoccupe ici.
Parmi les problemes recreatifs qui ont le plus circule d'Orient vers ('Occident
musulman et meme vers !'Europe, it y a ceux qui sont regroupes habituellement
sous le titre de "nombres dissimules" mais qui ne s'expriment pas uniquement par
16

Voici cc passage:

Sache que Ie mesurage dans la plupan des endroits (se fait a ('aide) d'un roseau de
Iongueur six coudhes, selon la coudde hach6mite (...) et cette coudic (vaut) huit
poigndesa Bagdad.
17 Le nom complet de cc math6maticien est Aba Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Karaji (ou alKarkhT, a cause de la similitude de la graphic des Iettres jrm et W en !'absence de point sur
('une d'elle).
18 Le manuscrit d'Alexandrie semble fire une copie de celle de Rabat (Bibliotheque G6n6rale
222 K) laquelle est malheureusement non datie.
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des nombres.19 Un des plus anciens ecrits connu sur le sujet est celui d'al-KindT
(m. 870) [Kinds: if. 81a-86a]. Certains des problemes qu'il expose et meme certaines solutions se retrouvent, parfois avec des variantes ou des generalisations,
dans des ecrits d'Orient de differentes epoques, comme ceux d'al-AntakI (X' s.)

[AntakT: if. 35b-36bJ, d'Ibn Tahir (XI` s.) [Ibn Tahir 1985: 290-292] et d'azZanjani (XII° s.) [az-Zanjani: if. 88a-9 I a]. On les retrouve aussi dans des ecrits du

Maghreb. C'est le cas par exemple du procede de determination d'un nombre
entier n, a l'aide de la congruence modulo 9. Ibn al-Yasamin ('expose dans son
TalgTh et it le generalise a des nombres fractionnaires [Ibn al-Yasamin 1993: 313314]. Cet auteur reprend egalement, dans des formulations parfois differentes, les
problemes suivants de l'epitre d'al-Kinds: recherche de trois nombres penses, d'un
objet cache, d'une personne malade parmi deux personnes.

Parmi les procedes de determination des nombres dissimules, it y a la methode des restes qui ne restera pas confinde dans le chapitre des problemes recrea-

tifs puisqu'elle sera reprise, plus tard, sons forme d'un probleme de theorie des
nombres dont la resolution theorique sera donn6e par Ibn al-Haytham [Wiedemann 1970: 529-531; Rashed 1980: 305-3211. Il s'agit de trouver un nombre dont
la division par des nombres pj fournit des restes r1. Un premier procede de resolution de ce type de problemes utilise un tableau de nombres dont la manipulation
est equivalente aux operations arithmetiques. AI-Antaki est le seul auteur connu a
avoir utilise cette technique qui ne semble pas avoir circuld puisque les auteurs
posterieurs n'evoquent meme pas son existence. Quant au procede arithmetique,
on le trouve d'abord chez Ibn Tahir qui est le seul a en faire un long developpement avec une tentative de justification. 11 est egalement traite, plus rapidement
mais dans le meme esprit par az-Zanjani, par Ibn al-Ha'im (m. 1453) et par al`AmilT (m. 1622) [Zanjanl: f. 89a; Ibn al-HA'im: if. 62a-63b; `Amili 1981: 192195]. Au Maghreb, on le retrouve chez Ibn al-Yasamin, expose comme un procede de recherche d'un nombre dissimule 2°
Une autre categorie de probleme appartient au domaine des partages successoraux et du calcul des donations testamentaires. Les procedes de resolutions qui
leurs sont associes ont circule parallelement a travers deux types d'ecrits corres11 s'agit dgalement de determiner un nom, un mois de I'annee ou un signe du zodiaque, de
trouver une bague cachde, Ie doigt qui porte la bague, une personne parmi d'autres, etc. Pour
les problemes recreatifs en general, cf. [Hermelink 1976: 44-52).
20 Voici la formulation d'Ibn al-Yasamin:
Tu dis 0 une personne de prendre ce qu'elle veut comme nombre, qu'il soil soixante
ou cinquante ou ce qui est infdrieur, jusqu'a sept. Puis, to Iui demandes d'8ter du
nombre qu'il a pris trois (successivement). S'il y a un reste, to l'interroges sur sa
valeur, et to le multiplies par soixante-dix et to conserves le resultat du produit.
Puis, to lui demandes d'en 8ter cinq (successivement). S'il Iui reste quelque chose,
to I'interroges sur sa valeur et to Ie multiplies par vingt-et-un et to I'ajoutes 0 celui
que to as conserve. Puis, to lui demandes d'en titer sept (successivement). S'il en
reste quelque chose, to l'interroges sur sa valeur et to la multiplies par quinze et to
I'ajoutes a celui que to as conserve. Et si to lui a 8te trois, cinq, sept, (successivement) et qu'il ne reste rien de chacun, le nombre (pensd) est cent cinq [Ibn al19

Yasamrn 1993: 313].
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pondants a deux traditions bien distinctes, celle des juristes et celles des mathematiciens. En mathdmatique, l'ouvrage le plus ancien qui a traite de ces deux
sujets est le livre d'algt ere d'al-KhwArizmT [KhwfirizmT 1968; Gandz 19381.
Mais, par son intermediaire, seuls les procedes de resolution algebriques ont circule dans les differents foyers scientifiques des pays d'Islam. Les autres procedes
se retrouvent essentiellement chez des auteurs connus pour titre des specialistes
des heritages et qui ont consacre des traites a ces types de problemes. Au X` siecle, it y a 1'exemple d'al-HubtlbT qui a expose, dans son Kitab al-istigso' wa ttajnTs (Livre de l'investigation et de la classification), des methodes de resolution
non algebriques: celle du bob, du dinar et du dirham, de la geomelrie et des deter
erreurs [Laabid 1990: 67-79]. Il est a noter que seules la methode du bob et celle
des deux erreurs ont, semble-t-il, continue a titre utilisees dans les ecrits de cette
tradition, bdneficiant ainsi d'un canal de diffusion important. 11 n'est donc pas
etonnant de les retrouver dans les traites andalous et maghrebins. Un des plus
ancien ecrits de cette region est Ie Mukhtasar d'al-Htift (m. 1192) dans lequel la
methode de fausse position, dite ici methode des deter plateaux, et la methode du
bob, rebaptisde methode du nombre, sont utilisees pour rdsoudre certains types de
problemes d'heritage contenant des donations [Laabid 20011.21 Compte tenu du
succks de cet ouvrage dans le milieu des mathematiciens juristes, qui lui ont consacre un certain nombre de commentaires, comme Ie Sharh al-Mukhtasar (Commentaire de l'Abrege) d'al-'UgbaanT (m. 1408) [Zerrouki 2000], cela a permis aux
methodes de calcul en question de continuer a titre utilisees pendant plusieurs
siecles au Maghreb. Cela explique aussi la presence des methodes de simple ou
de double fausse position dans de nombreux manuels de calcul, depuis 1'epoque
d'Ibn al-Banns (m. 1321) jusqu'a celle d'Ibn GhSzT (m. 1513) [Ibn al-Banna 1969:
70-71, 88-90; Ibn Ghazr 1985: 208-227].
Le troisieme domaine non mathematique qui a ete, lui aussi, un vecteur de la
circulation des techniques du calcul des fractions conceme I'indemnisation des
blessures. Les problemes de ce type constituent un chapitre important des traites
de droit musulman, mais leurs liens avec la science du calcul restent peu connus,
probablement parce que ces problemes n'ont pas eu, comme les problemes d'heritage, la possibilite d'etre integres systematiquement dans un chapitre des manuels
de calcul. Pour nous limiter au Maghreb, nous savons que, deja au IX` siecle, Ie
juriste malekite Ibn AbT Zayd al-QayrawanT reservait, dans son Epitre, an certain
nombre de paragraphes oit it decrit, d'une manie re non exhaustive, les blessures

susceptibles d'indemnisation en precisant, a chaque fois, le prix a payer a la
victime [Ibn AbT Zayd 1975: 241-249, 263-265]. Depuis cette epoque, les textes
juridiques et les ouvrages traitant de cas de jurisprudence ont regulierement evoque

cet aspect des problemes d'indemnisation [Ibn Rushd 1982, Il: 405-409]. Mais,
nous n'avions pas connaissance d'un manuel mathematique contenant un chapitre
21

Voici un de ces problemes (que l'on trouve ddja chez al-KhwarizmT):
Un homme, ayant quatre fits, Idgue a un autre homme une part dgale a celle de l'un
de ses fits moms un tiers de ce qui reste du tiers de la succession aprLs en avoir btd
la part de l'un des fils.
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sur ce sujet. D'oa le premier interet de l'epitre que nous allons brievement presenter et qui est attribuee au mathematicien et juriste maghrebin du XIIIe siecle alJitalT [Jitali 1887: 2-961.22 Son second interet provient de la nature des problemes
et des procedes de la science du calcul qui y sont exposes.
Contrairement aux autres ouvrages de calcul, cette epitre commence par un

chapitre intitule Sur le calcul des mesures des blessures. L'auteur y donne les
definitions des differentes plaies du corps et leur classification en fonction de leur
gravite et de leur emplacement. Puis it decrit ['unite de mesure des blessures en

precisant qu'il y a, dans le rite ibadite,24 deux traditions dans ce domain: celle
des Maghrebins et celle des gens d'Oman (qui pratiquent le meme rite).25 Ces
deux sections sont suivies par onze autres consacrees aux operations sur les fractions qui peuvent servir dans [a determination de la mesure d'une blessure. Quant
au reste de l'ouvrage, it traite des themes classiques des manuels de calcul de la
tradition arabe (par opposition au calcul indien). Ce sont, la plupart du temps, des
themes rencontres dans le Kaf d'al-KarajT, dans la Takmila d'Ibn Tahir et dans
le Talgth d'Ibn al-YasamTn pour nous limiter aux ecrits que noun avons dejil
longuement evoques dans cette etude. Une premiere partie contient en effet des
problemes de vente et d'achat, d'heritages et de donations, de rencontre, de repartition de benefices, de remplissage de bassin, de courriers, etc. Les deux dernieres
parties sont consacrees, respectivement, a des procedes de calcul (sommation
d'entiers, extraction de la racine carree) et au mesurage des figures planes.
Cela die, au vu des procedes utilises dans la resolution des problemes traites,
I'epitre est plus proche de la Takmila d'Ibn Taltir que des deux autres traites. En
effet,l'auteur y resout les problemes avec la regle de trois et la methode de fausse

position, en distinguant pour cette demiere, entre le procdde "general decrit par
l'Inde", pour lequel les deux valeurs initiales peuvent titre quelconques, et celui oii
22

23

24

25

Pour une biographic succincte d'al-Jitali, cf. [Zirikli 1980, 1: 327-3281. Je Liens A exprimer
mes plus vifs remerciements i M. Ie Conservateur de la Bibliothtque al-Istigama de la ville
de Bani Yazgan (Algerie) pour avoir mis i1 ma disposition une topic de I'ouvrage d'al-Jitali.
11 distingue 3 degres de blessures sur la peau, 3 dans la peau, 3 dans la chair et 3 touchant
I'os. De plus, chaque partie du corps est affectde d'un coefficient de gravitt: les blessures du
corps "valent" la moitie de celles de la tete et ces dernitres "valent" la moitit de celles portees au visage.
Cc rite, qui a ett pendant longtemps rtprimt ou marginalise par Ies pouvoirs politiques et
theologiques sunnites, s'est maintenu dans certaines regions des pays d'Islam et en particulier
au Maghreb (Region de Nefoussa en Libye, lie de Djerba en Tunisie et region du Mzab en
Algerie). Sur l'histoire de ce rite et sur ses diffirents aspects, cf. [Encyclopedie de 17slam
1: 3-4; 11: 957-961; IV: 640-6411.
AI-Jitali dit, au sujet de la mesure des blessures:
La manure de procdder avec elle est de deux sortes. L'une des deux est le proctde
qui se trouve dans les livres de nos amis parmi les gens d'Orient et cela (consiste) a
considtrer Is longueur de la phalange (du pouce): on marque sur elle douze points,
tgaux et tquidistants et, de meme, douze points pour la largeur (...). Quant 8 I'autre
procedt pour la mesure des blessures, c'est le calcul qui se trouve dans les livres
des gens du Maghreb et qui est que I'(unite de) mesure de Ia longueur de la blessure
et de sa largeur est la phalange du pouce [Jitali 1887: 3-41.
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elles doivent titre choisies comme multiples des coefficients du probleme. Par
ailleurs, aucun procddd algdbrique n'y est utilise et, lorsque al-Khwarizmi est dvo-

qud, c'est a propos d'une formule gdomdtrique de son livre d'algebre qui donne
l'aire d'une portion de cercle [Jitali 1887: 87-88].26
La circulation des mathdmatiques
de I'Occident vers 1'Orient musulmans

Les informations, concernant la presence et l'utilisation, en Orient, d'dcrits mathdmatiques d'al-Andalus et du Maghreb, sont plutot rates. Jusqu'a ces deux derrieres
decennies, on trouvait des elements de rdponses a cette question essentiellement
chez les biobibliographes orientaux. Mais cela ne permettait pas toujours d'affirmer la circulation physique des ouvrages des auteurs concernes, dans la mesure oil
les information etaient, le plus souvent, puisees dans des ouvrages de l'Occident
musulman. On pouvait, tout au plus, conjecturer raisonnablement que dans leur

deplacements pour des raisons religieuses, scientifiques ou commerciales, les
mathematiciens d'al-Andalus et du Maghreb transportaient avec eux certain de
leurs ecrits ou ceux de leurs professeurs. C'est probablement ce qu'a pu faire Ibn
`Abdan au X` siecle, Aba s-Salt au X11°, Muhyi ad-Din al-Maghribi et al-Hasan alMurrakushi au XIII`.
En conclusion a cette etude, nous allons rassembler les elements d'informations
qui se trouvent dans certains ouvrages biobibliographiques ou encyclopddiques,
en y ajoutant les rdsultats de nos propres investigations dans les dcrits mathdmatiques qu'il nous a etd possible de consulter. Mais ce n'est la qu'une introduction a
des recherches systdmatiques qui devraient concerner diffdrents types de textes:

diplomes (ijazat), biographies (baramj), joumaux de voyage (rahalat) et bien
dvidemment les dcrits mathdmatiques de diffdrentes regions de l'empire musulman. L'dtude comparative de ces dcrits pourra, en particulier, nous renseigner sur
la circulation et l'adoption de certaines elements particuliers a telle ou telle tradition, comme les algorithmes, le symbolisme et la terminologie.
Nous n'avons pas encore d'informations precises sur une eventuelle circulation d'ecrits mathematiques d'ouest vers 1'est avant le XII° siecle 27 Mais 1'exemple
que noun allons dvoquer rend cette circulation possible des le XI` siecle a la fois
pour des raisons internes a la tradition scientifique (comme la valeur intrinseque
de tel ou tel ouvrage), et pour des raisons extemes (en particulier les dvdnements
politiques) qui ont favorise les ddplacements des scientifiques et meme leur changement de residence.
Le plus ancien ouvrage mathematique connu d'al-Andalus dont on peut decrire

l'itindraire probable est le Kitdb aI-istilandl d'al-Mu'taman Ibn Had (m. 1085)
Al-Jitali y reproduit, i1 quelques variantes pros, la formule d'al-KhwarizmT donnant faire
d'une portion de cercle qu'il attribue d'ailleurs a Ptol6mbe.
27 Pour la circulation d'6crits et d'instruments astronomiques (comme I'equatoria et ('astrolabe
universe[), d'al-Andalus vers ('Orient, cf. [Sams6 1992: 957-9661.
26
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[Hogendijk 1986: 43-521. Ce dernier avait ambitionne de rediger une monumentale synthese de ce qui etait alors considers comme le programme de formation de
tout futur chercheur dans un des domaines thsoriques des mathsmatiques ou dans
l'une des disciplines scientifiques qui en etait un prolongement appliqus. C'est la
raison pour laquelle le projet initial d'al-Mu'taman devait comprendre deux volumes: le premier consacrs a la theorie des nombres et aux differents chapitres de la
geometrie de son epoque (geometrie euclidienne, archimsdienne, apollonienne,
avec des prolongements arabes), et le second reserve, essentiellement, a 1'astronomie, a l'optique et a la m6canique.28 Malheureusement, a la mort d'al-Mu'taman,
seul le premier volume devait titre acheve ou deja publie. En tout cas c'est la seule
partie qui va circuler. On en trouve une copie chez Ibn Mun`im, un mathematicien
originaire de Denia, qui 1'a vraisemblablement amense avec lui a Marrakech. Dans

son Fiqh al-hisab it recommande ('utilisation de I'Istikmal et it s'y rsfere luimeme a differents endroits de son livre. Il est egalement possible qu'il se soit base

sur le contenu geometrique de l'ouvrage d'al-Mu'taman pour rediger un de ses
traites perdus.29 Les livres publies par les eleves d'Ibn Mun'im ne nous sont pas
parvenus mais it est raisonnable de penser qu'ils ont enseigne une partie de cet
ouvrage. Ce qui expliquerait les references que l'on trouve chez Ibn al-Bann8,
puis chez l'un de ses commentateurs, Ibn Haydar [Djebbar 1990: 21-42]. Cela dit,
it faut bien reconnaitre que la presence de I'Istikmal a Marrakech et peut-titre dans
d'autres foyers scientifiques du Maghreb, comme Bougie et Tunis, n'a pas initie
ou entretenu une tradition gsometrique puissante et durable. En effet, au vu des
informations disponibles, et en dehors peut-titre de l'ouvrage perdu d'Ibn Mun'im,
cette discipline ne semble pas avoir depasss les limites de la geometrie d'arpentage.

La seconde destination du Kitab al-istikmal a tits l'Egypte. Cet itinsraire a
probablement commence a Cordoue ou vivait le penseur et theologien Maimonide
(m. 1204). Ce dernier aurait, selon le biobibliographe Ibn al-QiftT, revise et enseigns le Traits d'al-Mu'taman, dans la ville du Caire [Ibn al-QiftT: 210]. Ce qui
explique peut-titre qu'un si6cle plus tard, le mathematicien et encyclopsdiste Ibn
al-Akf'anT (m. 1328) ait pu disposer d'une copie de I'Istikrnal et qu'il ait apprscis
son contenu [Ibn al-Akfhrtl 1998: 74].30 Quant a l'information d'Ibn al-Qifti concernant la revision de I'ouvrage, it faudrait la considerer avec precaution dans la
mesure oir aucun extrait de ce travail ne nous est parvenu. Quant a 1'enseignement
de son contenu, qui a du titre un enseignement tits partiel, compte tenu a la fois du

Pour Ie ddtail de la table des matures des deux volumes, cf. [Djebbar 1997: 185-192]. Pour
l'analyse du contenu des chapitres geometriques de I'Istikmdl, cf. [Hogendijk 1991: 207-2811.
Pour I'analyse du contenu du chapitre arithmetique du traitd, cf. [Djebbar 2000: 589-653].
29 Cf. [lbn 'Abd a]-Malik 1973, 1: 59-660] qui le cite sous le titre de Tajrrd akhbar kutub alhandasa'ala ikhtilaf magasidiha (Abstraction des materiaux des livres de geometric sans distinction de leurs buts (respectifs)).
28

30 On peut y lire le jugement suivant:

Je n'ai pas encore vu jusqu'k maintenant un livre englobant ces dix parties (de la
geometrie). Mais si Ie livre de I'Isiikmal d'al-Mu'taman lbn Had, que la misericorde
de Dieu le tits haut soil sur lui, avait ete achevd, it aurait ere pleinement suffisant.
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nombre des propositions (plus de 400) et de leur complexite, it a probablement
permis a Ibn 'Agnin (m. 1220), un des eleves de Maimonide, d'apprecier le contenu de l'Istikmal et d'etre un relais pour sa diffusion, en particulier lors de son
sejour a Bagdad.31 Entre cette ville et le centre scientifique de Maragha, it n'y a
pas une grande distance et c'est peut-titre dans cette ville que le mathematicien Ibn
Sartaq (m. apres 1327) a pris connaissance de I'Istikmal et qu'il a etudie son contenu avant de decider d'en realiser une nouvelle redaction. Des copies initiates de
1 'Istikmal, it n'a ete retrouve, en Orient, que le premier chapitre consacre a la theorie des nombres. II semble que ce chapitre ait perdu tres tot son identite puisque
toutes les copies connues sont anonymes. Par contre, la redaction d'Ibn Sartaq a
resiste au temps et it nous en est parvenu deux copies completes accompagnees
d'une epitre du meme auteur sur la theorie des proportions [Djebbar 1997].
Pour rester a l'epoque d'al-Mu'taman, on doit signaler rapidement la presence

en Egypte, au XIV` siecle, d'un livre non encore retrouve de l'andalou Ibn
as-Samh, al-Kamil fr 1-hisab al-hawa'i (Le livre complet sur le calcul mental) [Ibn
al-AkfanT 1998: 84]. Quant aux ouvrages du XII` siecle produits en Andalus et

au Maghreb, ils ont connu des fortunes diverses. Certains, comme ceux d'lbn
Mun'im n'ont pas depasse les frontieres du Maghreb. D'autres, d'un niveau pourtant plus modeste, finiront par arriver en Egypte mais a des dates qu'il nest pas
possible de preciser. C'est le cas du manuel de calcul d'al-Hassar (XIlc s.), Kitab
al-Bayan wa t-tadhkar (Le livre de la demonstration et de la rememoration) et du
poeme algebrique d'Ibn al-YasamTn. Ce dernier ecrit a eu meme un succes apparemment inattendu mais qui pourrait s'expliquer par le ralentissement des activites
mathematiques creatrices et par I'abaissement graduel du niveau de 1'enseignement At la fois en Orient et en Occident musulman.32
Apres avoir evoque ces deux auteurs maghrebins et leurs ecrits, Ibn al-AkfanT

ajoute, a propos des ouvrages de ]'Occident musulman qui appartiennent a la tradition du calcul indien, et qui sont parvenus en Orient, qu'ils se distinguent par
l'originalite de certain de leurs procedes.33
Les derniers ouvrages maghrebins connus qui ont ete enseignes ou utilises
par des mathematiciens orientaux sont ceux d'Ibn al-Banna. II y a tout d'abord
le Talkhic qui a beneficie de commentaires dont le plus important est le Hawi Ilubab (Le recueil de la moelle) de l'egyptien Ibn al-MajdT (m. 1447) [Aballagh et
31

Voici ce qu'il en dit:
Nous vous conseillons on livre qui a rassembld toutes les choses utiles de Ia geometrie qui est concis et qui montre, t [revers les demonstrations de ses propositions des

sciences cachdes dans chacune de ses demonstrations. C'est le livre de 1'lsrikmdl
d'al-Mu'taman Ibn Had, le roi de Saragosse, que rien ne peut egaler, dons ('expression est concise et les demonstrations de haut niveau [Ibn'AgnTn 1873: 281.
Notre traduction est baste sur la transcription arabe faite par [Hogendijk 1986: 49-50].
32

Le po8me d'lbn al-Yasamin a dte commente, en Orient, respectivement par lbn al-Ha'im
(m. 1412), Ahmad aI= IragT (m. 1423), Sibt al-Maridlnt (m. 1506) et al-Suja't (m. 1782).

33

L'auteur precise que "les gens du Maghreb ont des procddes par lesquels its se distinguent
(des autres) dans les operations particuli2res. Certains sont accessibles comme ceux d'Ibn alYasamTn. D'autres le sont moins, comme ceux d'al-Ha$sar."
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Djebbar 2001 ].34 Cet auteur utilise egalement dans son livre certains chapitres de
deux autres ouvrages d'Ibn al-Banns, le Raf al-h jab (Le lever du voile) et le Kitab
a1-uyu1 wa 1-muqaddimat (Le livre des fondements et des preliminaires), auxquels
its se refere parfois explicitement. Mais it introduit des elements de symbolisme

qui ne sont pas dans les trois ouvrages d'Ibn al-Banns et qu'il a puises dans
d'autres ecrits de la tradition maghrebine. On trouve en effet, dans son commentaire l'utilisation des differents symboles a l'aide desquels les auteurs maghrebins
ecrivent les fractions, ainsi que le symbole permettant de representer la racine
d'un nombre [Ibn al-Majdi: if 63a-72a, 94a-105a]. Mais cette utilisation du symbolisme se limite au domaine du calcul car, malgre la presence d'un important
chapitre sur les equations, aucun des symboles algebriques utilises a la meme
epoque au Maghreb n'est utilise par Ibn al-Majdi, ni meme evoque.
It y a enfin, dans l'ouvrage d'Ibn al-Majdi, certains paragraphes qui suscitent
des interrogations sur leur origine dans la mesure od l'auteur ne se les attribue pas.
Its peuvent provenir de sources orientales ou occidentales plus anciennes qui circulaient encore en Egypte au XIV siecle. L'un de ces paragraphes traite du denombrement, selon une demarche inductive, de toutes les equations a n monomes.
Ce probleme a peut-titre ete inspire a son auteur par le developpement des pratiques combinatoires au Maghreb, a partir du XIII` siecle. Mais nous n'avons pas
d'elements pour etayer cette hypothese [Ibn al-Majdl: if. 193b-194b].

Un autre paragraphe, beaucoup plus court concerne les relations entre les
racines d'une equation du second degre et ses coefficients. Apres resolu une
equation trinome d'une maniere classique, Ibn al-Majdi ajoute:
Dans la premiere (equation), it resulte, par augmentation, trente, et par diminution, quatre. Et la Somme de cela est trente quatre. Et c'est la valeur du nombre
des racines [Ibn al-MajdT: if. 165a] 35

II repete cette remarque pour une autre equation du meme type, sans developper
I'idee et sans ('exploiter meme modestement, comme l'a fait un siPcle plus tot le
mathematicien du Yemen Ibn al-Jallad (m. 1390). Ce dernier s'attribue en effet
l'idee de construire une equation ayant des solutions choisies par avance. 11 montre egalement comment faire pour qu'un nombre donne soit solution de Tune ou
lautre des trois equations canoniques du second degre. En faisant cela, it semble
conscient du fait que ces trois equations ne constituent qu'un seul type. II dit en
effet:
Nous commengons, dans cet art de I'algebre, par Its trois problemes mixtes. Its
deviennent tous equivalents. Or to sais qu'ils se divisent en trois parties (...). Si
nous voulons obtenir Its trois problemes a partir d'un nombre quelconque, (on
procede ainsi) [JallSd: if. 249b-256a].
34
35

L'autre commentateur oriental est lbn al-Hanball (m. 1409). Un troisieme auteur, Ibn alHa'im en a fait un resume.
II conclut son paragraphe ainsi:
De cela, it apparait que les resultats des deux racines, la plus grande et la plus petite,
ne changent pas par rapport au nombre des racines de I'equation et que leer somme
art le nombre de car racines.
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Et it donne une sdrie d'exemples o6, partant de deux nombres, it determine les
coefficients de chacune des equations par produit, somme et difference de ces
deux nombres.36

Cette petite incursion dans le domain des relations entres les coefficients et
les racines dune equation ne semble pas avoir attire I'attention des mathematiciens posterieurs, peut-titre parce que l'initiative a ere tardive et qu'elle est apparue
A deux endroits et a deux epoques ou l'interet pour la recherche, en mathematique.
avait considerablement faibli. Mais peut-titre que la raison est lice aussi au ralentissement du phenomene de circulation des idees, des livres et des hommes entre
les differents foyers scientifiques de l'empire musulman.
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Indian Numerals in the Mediterranean Basin in the Twelfth
Century, with Special Reference to the "Eastern Forms"
by CHARLES BURNETT

The Arabic numerals which are now used universally are of ultimately Indian origin and
were called "Indian" by Arabic, Greek and Latin scholars of the Middle Ages. The time,
place and context of their introduction and development in all three language cultures are
still obscure. This article seeks to illuminate, in particular, the use of one kind of Indian

numeral (the "Eas(ern forms") which was shared by Arabic, Greek and Latin mathematicians in Italy and the Eastern Mediterranean in the twelfth century. By the early
thirteenth century this kind had been displaced in Latin contexts by the "Western forms"
which are the ancestors of our present Arabic numerals.

Mathematical notation is independent of language; it is symbolic. and does not
represent sounds. Therefore, there is no need for different notations to be used in
different languages, even when they are written in different scripts. Nowadays, the
same mathematical notation is used and understood throughout the world, by Chinese, Arabic, Russian and American mathematicians. There was a potential for
this to happen in the Middle Ages too. The Indians had invented a symbolic notation for the nine digits and the zero, which was taken over by Syrian and Arabic
writers and eventually passed to Western Europeans. Scholars writing in Syriac,
Arabic, and Latin alike referred to these symbols as "Indian figures," and they all
participated in the same, distinctive, method of calculating with them. Thus a common mathematical language was shared by mathematicians in Bath and Baghdad.
in Roskilde and Marrakesh. However, unlike the situation in the modern world of

global communication in which systematization has become the norm, in the
Middle Ages, symbols inevitably changed and diversified as they travelled from
place to place, and as a result of the passage of time. One change which had great
consequences for the history of Indian numerals was that which took place somewhere on the Western fringe of the Mediterranean World, which resulted in the
forms of the numerals that prevailed among Latin scholars and have eventually

been adopted universally by mathematicians (our "Arabic numerals"). What I
would like to draw attention to in this paper are certain forms of Indian numerals
shared for a while by Latin, Greek and Arabic scholars, but which, in the end,
were not adopted by Western scholars, with the result that there is now a split
between the printed forms of numerals used in the Western world and those used
in most parts of the Islamic world.'
I

For the Arabic side of the story, see Kunitzsch in [Folkens 1997], and [Kunitzsch 20021. I am

most grateful for Paul Kunitzsch's advice. I am also indebted to Menso Folkerts for the
generous and prompt loan of microfilms, to Nigel Wilson for a careful reading of the article.
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The Eastern and Western Forms of Indian Numerals2

The most obvious differences between the numerals which became the norm in
Latin Europe (henceforth the "W[estern forms]") and forms closer to the printed
(Eastern) Arabic shapes (henceforth, the "E[astern forms]") are as follows:3
W: 2 and 3 tend to be "upright," giving the impression of being the cursive representation of two or three horizontal lines. Sometimes the vertical orientation
of the form is emphasised by being terminated with a straight descender.
E : 2 and 3 look as if they are "on their backs," giving the impression of being the
cursive representation of two or three vertical lines.

W: In the case of 4, the Arabic form was made up of a hook and loop. In W, the
loop predominates over the hook, which disappears.
E : The hook predominates over the loop, which disappears.
W: 5 is a cup-shape terminating on the right with a vertical descender.
E : 5 resembles a capital "B," sometimes turning into a figure-of-eight, at other

times into a circle either crossed by a horizontal line or squeezed by a belt
round its waist. In Arabic, the capital "B" is usually reversed.

W: 6 is a circle or spiral terminating on the left with a vertical ascender, which is
sometimes bent over into a horizontal plane, or continues the curve of the spiral.

E : 6 is a cup terminating on the right with a vertical descender. Sometimes the
curve-and-descender is replaced by a stepped- or zigzag-shape.

and to Jeremy Johns, Michael Matzke, Bernd Michael, Fritz Saaby Pedersen, Julien Veronese
and Clare Woods. All the examples of Eastern forms in Latin manuscripts mentioned in this
article are given in the Table on pages 265-267, alongside representative examples of other
forms, and of forms found in Arabic and Greek manuscripts. Note that the following terminology is used:
algorism
A text describing how to use Indian numerals in arithmetical calculations
deriving ultimately from al-Khwarizmi's Indian Arithmetic.
Arabic
Written in Arabic. Therefore, "Arabic numerals" are numerals (of any kind)
written by Arabic scribes, and not "Arabic numerals" written by Latin scribes.
Indian numerals The symbols for numerals known now in the West as "Arabic," but
referred to by Arabic and Latin scholars as "Indian." They derive from Indian
symbols and are characterised by having place value.
row
The numerals I to 9 set out in a line.
"standard" The Western forms that became most widespread in the Middle Ages, from the
early thirteenth century onwards.
2

Scholars have often referred to these forms respectively as hindi ("Indian") and ghubari

3

("dust"), but the inappropriateness of these terms has been demonstrated in [Kunitzsch 2002].
For the forms of the Indian numerals in Indian scripts see [Renou & Filliozat 1985: 702-7081;
their diffusion is described in [Ifrah 1981: 460-490).
Occasionally Latin scribes change the direction in which the numerals face, but usually the
numerals are not turned round in respect to their Arabic forms: see [Burnett 2001 a].
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W: The two branches of 7 make the shape of a gallows (gnomon) or a lamda.
E : The two branches of 7 make the shape of a "v."
W: 8 is formed from two circles, one on top of the other.

E : 8 is a lamda shape in which the left-hand branch is sometimes tucked in to
form a bow or a circle.

W: 9 is a circle extended downwards on the right in either a straight or a curved
line.

E : The form is the same as in W except that sometimes the mirror-image is substituted, perhaps to differentiate it from 8.

Both W and E use a small circle for 0, sometimes substituting the astronomical
symbol "t."4

It is not the purpose of this article to explore the origin of these differences.
Suffice to say that it is more plausible to suppose that all the Western and Eastern

forms derive ultimately from the same source, rather than that, in some cases,
symbols from a completely different kind of source have been substituted. For
example, it has been suggested that the Western form of 5 is simply the adoption
of the way of writing the Roman "v" in Visigothic Spain [Lemay 1977: 452-453].
However, already in Arabic contexts the loops of the reversed-"B" form of 5 often
fall away from the straight ascender, which becomes abbreviated; if one imagines

this process continuing until they fall into a horizontal plane and the last curve
becomes straight, the Western form of 5 would result. Also, the spiral of the Wes-

tern form of 6 could derive from the cup of the Eastern form: the spiral is still
attached to a vertical descender in several versions of the abacus numerals of the
eleventh and twelfth centuries (see [Folkerts 1970, Table I] and the Liher Floridus.
facsimile edition, Gent 1968, fol. 85v). But the ease in which purely hypothetical

conjectures like this can be made shows the danger of spending too much time
speculating on origins.

Variant Forms Given in al-Khwarizmi's Indian Arithmetic

Before looking at the regional development of different numeral forms, it would
seem natural to consider the transmission of the essential text on calculating in the
Indian way (a!-hisab al-hinds), which promoted the use of Indian numerals: alKhwarizmi s On Indian Calculation (ca. 820). Although the original Arabic text
has been lost, it gave rise to a whole genre of works, in Arabic, Latin and Greek.
which convey more or less of the original text, and are known generically as "algorisms," after the name of the first author.

4

Hence zero is called "circulus" in early algorisms (Dint Algorismi and Liber Alchorismi) and
in the first version of Aba Ma'shar's On the Great Conjunctions (see below, p. 242). The term
"d9'ira saghira" ("small circle") is also used for "zero" in Arabic.
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Already in the Arabic algorisms different ways of writing certain numerals are
mentioned (see [Kunitzsch 2002]). In a copy of an algorism by Ibn all-Yasam-in of
Morocco (d. ca. 1204) a row of Western forms is given first, followed by a row of
Eastern forms (Plate 1). Ibn al-Yasamin writes:
These are the shapes which are called "al-ghubar" (followed b the Western
forms), and they are also like this (followed by the Eastern forms).

The differences in certain forms are mentioned (but not illustrated) in the Latin
text which represents al-Khwarizmi's work most closely, known from its incipit
as Dixir Alchoarizmi (DA):
Est quoque diversitas inter homines in figuris earum. Fit autem hec diversitas in
figura quinte littere ac V1., VIl. quoque et octave [Folkerts 1997: 28, commentary 111-1121.

In the Liber Alchorrsmi (LA), a similar passage can be found:
Est autem in aliquibus figurarum istarum apud multos diversitas. Quidam enim
septimam hanc figuram representant 9, alii autem sic V, vet sic 7; quidam veto
quartam sic 9 [Allard 1992: 69].

Of these alternatives, V is clearly the Eastern form of 7, while 9 is the hookand-loop form of 4 which underlies both the Eastern and Western forms.6 In one
manuscript that contains the hybrid version of the Liber pulveris and Liber Alchorismi - Vat. Pal. lat. 1393 - the row of Eastern forms are added after the phrase
"Quidam etiam sic scribebant figures." In MS Dresden C 80, similarly, two rows
of forms are given, and the author seems to be saying that one is more genuinely
"Indian" than the other (see p. 257 below); the Eastern forms are clearly recognizable, and 4, consisting of two curves, one on top of the other, like an open cursive
"e," resembles that of Vat. Pal. lat. 1393. In another fifteenth-century manuscript

of the algorism, Paris, BNF, lat. 10252, the two rows are given, along with the
abacus names, but the numerals have been copied so badly that it is difficult to
recognise the Western or Eastern forms in either row.
The fact that the numeral forms vary from one algorism to another, and that
different numerals are picked out as having alternate forms in different algorisms,
suggest that the differences reflect not the original text of al-Khwiirizm% but rather the practices current at the time and in the locality of the author or scribe of the
5

6

The photograph of MS Rabat, Maktaba al- 9mma, k 222 has been reproduced in [AbO FBris
1973: 232] and [Kunitzsoh 2002], and the text is discussed in (Kbbert 1975]. This manuscript
itself is written in the Eastern Arabic script and is of a later date than Ibn al-Yitsamtn, but it is
interesting to note that the 5 in the row of Eastern Numerals has its loops on the right, just as
in the Palermitan Arabic sources discussed below (p. 243).
Form 7 is similar to our present 7, which is also the shape of the "tironian et," and belongs to
the tradition of the Western forms. I have not found y, which is like an upside-down lowercase "h" with a curved ascender, among the Eastern or Western forms, but it is curious to
observe that occasionally it appears, in an upright form, for 7, in the fifteenth-century copy of
an early manuscript of Raymond of Marseilles's Liber iudiciorum in Paris, BNF, lat. 10252
(see fols. 88r and 89v).
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algorism. The algorisms did not determine which forms to use, but rather reproduced the forms in use; nor were they the sole means by which Indian numerals
were transmitted. It is to the temporal and regional differences in the numerals
that we should now turn.

The Western Forms

A consistency can be observed in the Western forms, from their earliest examples
in a Latin manuscript of Isidore of Seville's Elymologiae written in the monastery
of Albelda in the Rioja in 976, through their stylised representation on the apices

(counters) of the "Gerbertian" abacus (where they are also used to number the
columns of units, tens, hundreds, etc.), to the forms found in most of the twelfihcentury texts on the algorism (exceptions have been mentioned above), until, by
the time they were used in the early thirteenth-century manuscripts of translations
made in Toledo, they became the standard Medieval forms of Indian numerals.
The tenth-century examples and the abacus texts already show all the distinctive
features of the Western forms, except that the 4 still retains both its hook and its
loop.' The earliest form of the Latin algorism - Diril Alchoarizmi - preserves
forms (for 2, 3 and 4) that are strikingly similar to those of the Albelda MS; the
rotation of the forms of some of the numerals (5, 7, 9) in the context of the abacus
is attributable to the non-directionality of the apices (see [Beaujouan 19481). To
identify a specific time and place for the origin of these distinctive features is
more difficult. It is possible that they arose among mathematicians in Islamic
Spain, from which they were brought to the monasteries of Leon and Old Castile
by Christian refugees in the ninth and tenth centuries, and they remained in use
after the Reconquista.
A Latin manuscript written in Bavaria in the late twelfth century - Munich.
Clm 18927 - compares different forms of Indian numerals by setting them out in

three rows: the first is described as "toletane f(igure)" ("Toledan figures"), the
second as "indice f(igure)" ("Indian figures"), the last is not described, but is that
which the scribe of the manuscript uses himself (Plate 3). This last row, of which
the most distinctive element is the vertical tails extending below the 2 and 3, is
characteristic of some manuscripts written in England, France and Germany in the
twelfth century, e.g. Cambridge, Trinity College, O 7 41, Paris, BNF, lat. 14704

and lat. 16208 (both manuscripts of the works of Raymond of Marseilles), and
Munich, Clm 13021 (written by Sigisboto of Prilfening (?), between 1163 and
1168). The Munich manuscript also gives 3 in the form of a cleft stick, which
occurs too in a multiplication table added to a manuscript written by Wolfger of
Profening in 1143 (MS Vienna, ONB, 275), and in year-values in the Annals of
7

To the examples listed in [Folkerts 1970, Table 1] and [lfrah 1981: 5061, one may add Vat.
Reg. lat. 1308, copied in the eleventh century in France by an Italian scribe who numbered
the quires with Arabic numerals and their names (see (Bischoff 1990: 23, n. 271). For an aberrant example see [Gibson & Newton 1995). See also (King 2001: 309-317].
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Regensburg for the period 1152 to 1197 (MS Munich, Cirri 14733 written by
Hugo von Lerchenfeld).8 These forms may have been transmitted with the early
manuscripts of the Liber Ysagogarum and Toledan Tables, both of which are included in CIm 18927 itself.9
What is more difficult to ascertain is the significance of the description of the
first row of numerals as "toletane f(igure)." The 2 and 3 do not have the vertical
tails. The non-tailed form is normal for the numerals in later manuscripts of translations made in Toledo (see below p. 255), and eventually became standard. That
Indian numerals were known to Latin scholars in Toledo would seem to be guar-

anteed by their presence in the Liber Alchorismi of "magister lohannes" which
accompanies Toledan translations and precedes a calendar relating to Toledo and
computus tables for 1143-1159 in its best manuscript, Paris, BNF, lat. 15461.10
However, that Indian numerals were used by the principal translator of mathematical works in Toledo, Gerard of Cremona (1114-1187), has been questioned
[Kunitzsch 1990,11: 8-9]. Two pieces of evidence could be significant in assessing

this question. In the earliest copy of Gerard's major mathematical translation Ptolemy's Almagest in Paris, BNF, lat. 14738 - the scribe, who is probably French,
but using Spanish parchment, is evidently copying from a manuscript which used
Indian numerals, for he starts by transcribing them (with obvious difficulty), and
then gives up after the first few pages, and substitutes Roman numerals.) t In the
best manuscripts of a revision (possibly by Gerard, and certainly made in Toledo)
of the translation of Abu Ma'shar's On the Great Conjunctions, two year-values
have been copied in a "fossilised" form, presumably because they were not understood by the copyist (Plates 2 and 4).12 They show the early form of 4 consisting
8
9

Examples of these German manuscripts are given in [Menninger 1958,11: 238-239; von
Fichtenau 1937; Arrighi 1968; Lemay 19771.
The earliest Latin versions of the Toledan Tables were not necessarily written at Toledo; for
they owe their name to the fact that they derive from tables made for the meridian of Toledo
by al-Zargallu in ca. 1080; the first evidence of Latin knowledge of them is in Aragon [North

1995] and Marseilles (Raymond of Marseilles's adaptation of the Tables to the meridian of
Marseilles in 1141). Associated with this form is the writing of a compendium of.A.. _)f. for
"40" which is found in the works of Raymond and in CIm 18927, and which is of Spanish
origin.
10 For other references to the algorism by Toledan scholars see (Allard 1992: xx; Burnett 1994:
428-429).
11
1 am grateful to Patricia Stimemann for her advice concerning the provenance of this manuscript. Further examples from early copies of Gerard's translations are discussed in (Jacquart
2001: 215-2191, to which may be added the copy of Gerard's translation of the Liber ad
Almansorem in Cambridge, University Library, Additional 9213, where 2 has a tail, but 3 has
not (as in Bodleian, Digby 51).
12 The passage containing these year-values does not occur in the original translation of On the
Great Conjunctions (apparently by John of Seville); for the two Latin versions of the text see
[Bumett 2001b]. It is possible that a gloss close to these forms (but without a corresponding
reference mark in the text) refers to these strange forms: "hanc litteram nec hunt numerum
intellexi" ("I have not understood this letter or this number"). In this case, the reviser himself
(who was also responsible for the gloss: see [Bumett 2001 b: 55-56)) seems to have been confused by the numeral forms.
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of a hook and a loop, and a version of the Western form of 6 that occurs only in
the earlier Latin tradition and in Arabic.13 These forms may retain the shapes of
the numerals written in the original Arabic manuscript. That the Arabic manuscripts of On the Great Conjunctions included Indian numerals is certain, since
Abu Ma'shar writes a very high number (of days in a long period of years) first in
words, and then "in the Indian form" (as-sera al-hindiya, translated "figura indica /
figure indice"). It is curious that, aside from in the two cases mentioned above, the
Latin manuscripts (none of which are before the very end of the twelfth century)
give the Indian numerals in their standard Western form, and the fossilised forms
too have been glossed with these standard forms.
Thus, though it is likely that Indian numerals were used in Toledo, even outside the context of the algorism, the fact remains that we cannot yet, as far as I am
aware, point to a manuscript definitely written in Toledo in the twelfth century, in
which the scribe shows himself familiar with Indian numerals.14 Moreover, no
Arabic manuscript has been found written in Spain (or any part of the North-West
African realm of the Almoravides or the Almohades) which uses the Indian numerals, in any form, until after 1284 [Kunitzsch 20021.

The Palermitan Forms of the Court of Roger II (1130-1154)

For Sicily we are more fortunate. For there is a manuscript written in an Arabic
hand in which Indian numerals occur, and which can be dated and located quite
accurately. The manuscript is London, British Library, Harley 5786, which consists of a Psalter written in three languages: the Greek text on the left, the Latin
text in the centre, and the Arabic text on the right (Plate 5). The scribes of each
language are different from each other and are evidently professional. Each psalm
is numbered in the numeral system appropriate to the language. Thus alphabetical
numeration is used for the Greek, and Roman numerals for the Latin. For the Arabic, Indian numerals are used, and among these we encounter both the Western
form 6 with a straight ascender (as in the Toledan translation of Abu Ma'shar's
On the Great Conjunctions), and a 4 with a hook and loop. Moreover, 8 is written
in its Western form, with two circles. It must be noticed, however, that 2, 3, 5 and
7 have the characteristics associated with the Eastern forms.
6 with a straight ascender is found in the Albelda manuscript of 976 and in the abacus texts,
but is also used in the Arabic text in Harley 5786 discussed in the next section.
14 The best candidate for such a manuscript is Paris, Bibliothtque de ['Arsenal, 1162, written in
Spain, with Spanish decoration, in 1143, which contains the copy of the translations of texts
on Islam (including the Qur'8n) commissioned for Petrus the Venerable, abbot of Cluny. The
last text is a translation by "Peter of Toledo," and the whole collection has been called the
"Collectio Toletana," but most of the translations were made by Hermann of Carinthia and
Robert of Ketton (see below, p. 248), and Peter the Venerable's itinerary took in only the
valley of the Ebro and Old Castile. The Indian numerals, which are used to number the folios
on the verso on fols. 1-17, are, however, close to the "toletane f(igure)" in form and look later
than the text. See (d'Alverny 1948: 77-80, 108-1091.
13
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MS Harley 5786 was written before 1153, for this date has been written on the
last folio: "anno incarnationis dominice .m.c.1iii. ind. (i) mensis ianuarii die octavo die mercurii." 15 The nature of the work makes the most likely place of origin
the Palermo of Roger 11. For King Roger astutely promoted the interests of the
three language communities of his Sicilian kingdom, and set up a separate chan-

cery for Latin, Greek and Arabic documents. Jeremy Johns has shown that his
Arabic chancery (or "Diwan") was formed on the model of that of Fatimid Egypt,
and Roger most probably brought in scribes trained in writing the script from
Egypt or another East Mediterranean Islamic chancery. "5 The Arabic script of the
Psalter is typical of the Eastern Arabic script used in the Royal Di-wan, but con-

cedes to local custom by writing the Arabic letters J' and qaj in the maghribi
way, rather than as the Eastern Arabs did. This may account, too, for the substitution of Western 6 and 8 for the predominantly Eastern forms of the numerals.
There is a striking similarity between the Indian numerals in the Psalter and
those used in the tables in one manuscript of the translation of Ptolemy's Alma-

gest made in Sicily in ca. 1165 [Haskins 1927: 157-162; Murdoch 1966]. The
translation (as we are informed in the preface, written by the unnamed translator),
was made from a Greek manuscript which was brought from Constantinople to
Palermo as a present from the Greek emperor to the Sicilian king. Although the
translation was made from Greek, it also includes some material from the Arabic
astronomer, al-Battani,l' thus nicely combining Greek, Arabic and Latin culture,
as does the Harleian Psalter. The most accurate, and probably the earliest, of the
four known manuscripts of this translation is Vatican, Pal. lat. 1371, and it is this
manuscript that contains the numerals which are very similar to those of the Harleian Psalter, when allowance is made for the fact that one is written by an Arabic
scribe, the other by a Latin one (Plate 6). Particularly striking is the resemblance
of the form for 5, which looks like a "B" with the ascender extended upwards and
which is reversed in respect to the usual form found in Arabic manuscripts.1$ The
only observable differences are in 4, in which the loop in the Arabic has been

15
16

17

18

The date (discussed in [Haskins 1927: 184)) is now very faint (even under ultraviolet light),
due to the rubbing of the last folio, and the indiction number has disappeared.
In his detailed study (2002] Johns has shown that the script of the DiwAn is found only in the
royal palace and court, and differs from the variety of scripts used in private documents from
Sicily of the period, which exhibit strong maghribi (Western Arabic) features. Roger's "Great
Emir" ("magnus ammiratus"), George (d. 1151), who had ultimate charge of the chancery,
was from Antioch. I am most grateful to Jeremy Johns for his advice, and for sending me
material in advance of its publication.
[Lemay 1987: 466] quoting MS Vat. pal. lat. 1371, fol. 67v: "Hoc fuit necesse, ut ait Albategni, tabulas diversitatum apponere."
In the Arabic context of the Harleian Psalter it is clear that the scribe, writing from right to
left, has executed the form in one stroke, ending with a sweep of the pen upwards. In the
Latin context, because the scribe was writing the form in the opposite direction, he uses two
strokes of the pen, the first a single downward stroke, the second, the two bows of the "B."
The resulting forms, however, are very similar to each other (I owe the confirmation of this to
Clare Woods).
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simplified to a right-angle, and in 6, in which the straight ascender has been bent
over into a vertical plane.
The agreement of the Indian numerals in the Harleian Psalter and a manuscript of a translation of Ptolemy's Almagesi made in Sicily, suggests that both

texts were written in the same milieu. This is probably Palermo, to which the
Greek manuscript of the Almagest had been brought, and where, according to a
marginal note, the translation was made.19 That Indian numerals had a privileged
position in Palermo is indicated by the fact that Roger 11 himself used them on his

Arabic coins, and is the first Western European - or indeed Arabic - ruler
known to have done this. From the evidence of the two dated coins surviving,20
the same forms of Indian numerals are used as in the Harleian Psalter; in particular, both sources give a 5 with the ascender extended upwards and reversed in
comparison with the usual Arabic form. It is likely, then, that the translator of the
Sicilian Almagesi himself used the Indian numerals, which would have been familiar to the scholars of his circle who would have been associated with the royal
household. These Palermitan forms, however, do not seem to have been known
widely amongst Latin scholars, since they have not been identified in any other
Latin manuscript. Therefore, when copies of the translation were made for distribution outside this circle, more familiar forms would have been substituted; hence
the Roman numerals used in Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale, Conventi Soppressi.
A. 5. 2654 (ca. 1300). This suggests that, in this instance, the use of Indian numerals preceded that of Roman numerals in the history of the transmission of the
text.

The Eastern Forms: Hugo of Santalla and Hermann of Carinthia

As we have seen above, the second row of numerals in Clm 18927 is described as

"indice f(igure)" ("Indian figures"). These are the Eastern forms of the Indian
numerals, to which the rest of this article will be devoted.21 While we are badly
informed about the use of Western forms in Arabic manuscripts in the Western
part of the Islamic world, there are several examples of the use of Eastern forms
19

Vat. Pal lat. 1371, fol. 41 r: "Translatus in urbe Panormi tempore Roggerii per Hermannum de
greco in latinum." For the attribution to "Herman" see below, p. 248.

20

For a "folles" of 533 (= 1138/39) on which the hyra date is given in Indian numerals see
[Travaini 1995: 53, 284 (no. 193), PI. 121, in which the illustration is taken from [Spinclli
1844: PI. VI, no. 321. Another coin was struck in Messina with the date 543 (= 1148/49; [Travaini 1995: 300-302, no. 247; Grierson 1998: 6261). Travaini concludes (p. 302) that "questi

due follari sono forse, a quanto pare, i piit antiche esempi nella numismatica di data con
I'anno in cifre arabe, e tale aspetto merita ulteriori indagini." I owe these references to Jeremy
Johns. See Plates 7 and 8.
21

The only parallel I have found for singling out the Eastern forms as "Indian" is in a
commentary by Husayn ibn Muhammad al-Mahallr to a work on arithmetic by al-Sakh8wl
(14th century), cited in [Ifrah 1981: 5021 in which the Western forms are called ghubari and
the Eastern, hindii; but see also [Kunitzsch 2002J.
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in Arabic manuscripts written before 1200 (see [Irani 1955/56; Kunitzsch 2002]).
What has received less attention is the use of Eastern forms in Latin and Greek
manuscripts in the same period. One of the few scholars who have commented on
the Latin diffusion of these forms, Richard Lemay, sees Hermann of Carinthia
(fl. 1138-1143) as a key figure [Lemay 2000]. While his arguments are based on
dubious attributions, it is instructive to start our investigation by looking at the
evidence of the co?ies of works by Hermann of Carinthia and his close associate
Hugo of Santalla.2
A rare testimony to the origin of an Arabic manuscript used by a Latin translator is provided by Hugo of Santalla (fl. 1145-1179), a magister in the service
of Michael, bishop of Tarazona (1119-1151) and his successors, who states, in the
preface to his translation of the commentary by Ibn al-Muthanna on the rj (Astronomical Tables) of al-Khwarizmi, that his patron got his manuscript from the
"rotense armarium." This has been identified as the library of Rueda de Jal6n, the
stronghold to which the Band Hud kings of Islamic Zaragoza retreated after the
fall of their kingdom in 1118 [Haskins 1927: 75]. Two kings of the Band Hud
dynasty were renowned for their mathematical prowess [Hogendijk 1986], and it
is likely that at least part of the library of mathematical texts that they possessed
survived the removal to Rueda. Since they were aware of recent mathematical
works written in the East, such as the Optics of Ibn al-Haytham, it is possible that
they were familiar with the Eastern forms of the numerals. No extant Arabic manuscript has been identified as belonging to their library. But it may be possible to
pick up hints of what these manuscripts looked like from the earliest manuscripts
of Hugo's translations.
Four manuscripts take us close to the activity of the translator himself. Two of
these (Oxford, Bodleian, Digby 159 and Cambridge, Caius College, 456 [= C])
belong to what must originally have been a collection of the translations of Hugo,
possibly put together within his life-time and written, for the most part, by an English scribe.23 The other two (Bodleian, Arch. Seld. B 34 [= A] and Digby 50)

were also written in the same hand - that of a professional Italian scribe - and
are probably a little later than the first two. In all these manuscripts Roman numerals are normally used, but the Eastern forms occur in two contexts. The first is
that of two illustrative tables in Ibn al-Muthanna's commentary on al-Khwdrizmi
(the very text that Hugo mentions as coming from the library of Rueda) in MSS A
and C (see Plates 9 and 10). It is clear from both manuscripts that in the exemplars
from which the numerals were copied the Eastern forms were used. However, the

scribe of C was evidently unfamiliar with the numerals and did not understand
1 refer to Lemay's attributions to Hermann of the Sicilian translation of the Almagest (discussed above p. 244 and below p. 248) and the Liber Mamonis (discussed below, p. 251). It is
prima facie unlikely that Hermann of Carinthia would have translated the Almagest from
Arabic as he claimed to be intending to do) and from Greek and would have written a book
- the Liber Mamonis - which uses the terminology of yet a third translation of the work,
again from Arabic: see [Bumett 2000b: 10-131.
23 At least one further volume must have existed when a copy was made of the collection into
MS Bodleian Savile 15, written in the fifteenth century: see [Bumett & Pingree 1997: 9-10).
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how they functioned; for he reverses the order of the numerals and the direction
they face (thus providing a mirror image of the table), and misinterprets the symbol for 4 as the Roman numeral xxxvi or lxxvi. In MS A, on the other hand, the
numerals have been filled in by a hand other than the professional scribe: presumably by a scholar, and a scholar who was familiar with Indian numerals.24 The
forms copied by the scribe of C apparently differed a little from those used by A.
The two scribes share a distinctive form of 7 with a loop at the bottom, but A's 5
is a figure-of-eight, whereas B's 5 is the "B" shape. More perplexing is the 4:
while A clearly draws the hook-and-loop shape, C evidently misinterpreted quite a
complex symbol in his exemplar in writing xxxvi or lxxvi for the single Arabic
digit 2s
That the scribe (as distinct from the annotator) of MS A was unfamiliar with
the Eastern forms is indicated by their appearance in the other text copied by him:
Oxford, Bodleian, Digby 50, which contains Hugo's translation of an Arabic text
on geomancy, the Ars geomancie.2b In a sequence of chapters following Hugo's
text (beginning "Notandum est quod Leticia"; fols. 93-106), it is evident that the
scribe was copying from a text that used the Eastern forms, but was not himself
used to writing these forms (Plate 11). His first attempts (on fol. 94r-v) are rather
crude, and include only the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4. From fols. 99r onwards, however, he gives systematic lists of each of the sixteen geomantic figures in each of
the twelve astrological places. Hence we can see what the scribe does as he repeats the numbers I to 12 sixteen times. He copies the Eastern forms throughout
for the first three times. The first time his numerals are a little clumsy, with the
vertical strokes of 3 separated, and the curve of 6 exaggeratedly rounded; for the
second and third times the numbers are written more evenly and confidently. For
the fourth time, however, he writes Roman numerals for 1, 2 and 3 and (inadvertently?) realises the symbol for 6 as "etiam.i27 The next time all the numerals are
Roman except 9; and after this the scribe only uses Roman numerals. It is as if
he, having at last understood the significance of the pattern of recurring symbols,
transcribed them into the symbols that he knew best, namely Roman numerals.

24 The same hand has provided, in the margins of fol. 20r, a revised translation of a large part

of the chapter headed "Quare alhoarizini maius attadil..." [Milks Vendrell 1963: III]: he
crosses out the passage printed at [Milks Vendrell 1963: 112, line 9-113, line 6] and rewrites
it with different terminology and different transliterations of the Arabic words. He also comments, on the same folio, that the geometrical figures are in the wrong order. It is possible
that this scholar has filled in the values in the tables from a copy of Abraham ibn Ezra's Book
on the Foundations of the Astronomical Tables, which quotes this section of Ibn al-Muthannd's text: see [Milliis Vallicrosa 1947: 1521 and below p. 249.
25 The scribe of MS C fails to fill in the second table; in MS A, on the other hand, almost the
same material is provided in two tables, thus giving three tables altogether.
26 For an account of this text see [Charmasson 1980: 95-109].
27 The Eastern form of 6 does, in fact, resemble a common form of the "tironian et," though,
strictly speaking, this should only be realised as "etiam" if there is a bar on top of it; but bars
are often found over Indian numerals; e.g. in MS Harley 3631 of Abu Ma'shar's On the Great
Conjunctions.
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Once again we have an indication that Indian numerals precede Roman numerals
in the transmission of a text.
The forms of the numerals that the scribe was attempting to imitate differ in at
least two cases from those of the manuscripts of Ibn al-Muthanna: 4 is written as a
"z' with its base-line extended in a downwards curve; 5 is the "crossed-zero" version turned through 90 degrees.
A third work with which Hugo of Santalla was associated was the Book of the
Three Judges.28 In two out of the three manuscripts that contain this compendium
of judicial astrology there is a dedication to "bishop Michael" ("antistes Michael"),
Hugo's patron in Tarazona, and the style of writing is that of Hugo 29 In a third
manuscript the dedication is to "mi karissime R." who is likely to be Robert of
Ketton, archdeacon of Pamplona, the close friend of Hermann of Carinthia. It is
probable that Hermann and Hugo, both of whom were in the valley of the Ebro in
the 1140s, collaborated in the compilation of the Book of the Three Judges. In the
manuscript with the dedication to "mi karissime R." - British Library, Arundel
268 - the Eastern forms are used exclusively (Plate 12). Moreover, only Eastern
forms are used throughout the codex which contains the Book of the Three Judges,
and they can therefore be assumed to be the forms favoured by the scribe himself.
Some of the numerals resemble those found in Digby 50: the 8 is identical, while
the 6, with its left-hand stroke almost forming a circle, resembles one of the forms
of 6 in the Digby manuscript. The 4, however, consists only of the hook, and the
rounded form of 9 is used.
An early thirteenth-century copy of another text possibly by Hermann of Carinthia occurs in a manuscript written with the Eastern forms: namely, the translation
of the Centiloquium of Pseudo-Ptolemy with the incipit "Mundanorum ad hoc et
illud mutatio" (which incorporates part of Plato of Tivoli's translation of the same
work), whose copyist in MS Berlin, SBB-PK, Hamilton 557, has numbered the
Verba in the margin away from the body of the text.30 The presence also of Western and mixed forms in this manuscript may indicate that it was written when the
Eastern forms were already defunct.
As we have seen (n. 19 above), a "Hermann" is also named as the translator of
the Sicilian Almagest. While it is not prima facie likely that this is Hermann of
Carinthia, it is interesting to note that the same translator was responsible for the
major part of a version of Euclid's Elements made from Greek (Murdoch 1966;
Busard 1987: 2-3). The scribe of the earliest manuscript - MS Paris, BNF, lat.
7373 (Plate 13) - uses Eastern forms similar to those of Arundel 268, and both
scribes wrote all the texts in their manuscripts in the Eastern forms; they were
28

29

Note that in the Biblionomia of Richard of Foumival the Book of the Nine Judges (an
expanded version of the Book of the Three Judges) was in the same manuscript as Hugo's
geomancy ("in uno volumine liber IX judicum, geomancia que vocatur Rerum opifex"
[Delisle 1868-81, III: 67, no. LVI-17]).
The evidence for Hugo's authorship is assessed in [Bumett 1977: 67-70). To the two manuscripts mentioned in this article should be added Dublin, Trinity College, MS 368 (fols. 43r
137v).

30

Richard Lemay first drew attention to this manuscript; see [Lemay 1995-96, VII: 141 ].
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evidently the symbols they were most used to using. Moreover, the Eastern forms
numbering the theorems of Euclid are placed in the margin away from the body of
the text in the same way as in MS Berlin, SBB-PK, Hamilton 557. The Paris manuscript was written in Tuscany [Avril 1980-84, I: 56], and the version of Euclid's
Elements that it contains, as [Busard 1987: 18-201 has shown, was known to Fibonacci who was working in Pisa, who may have added an appendix to the translation. The association of this translator's work with that of "Herman" may be due
to the fact that his translations were copied in the same environment as those of
Herman of Carinthia and Hugo of Santalla. That this environment was Tuscany
will be explored below (see p. 251).

Abraham ibn Ezra

Another scholar who translated the commentary by Ibn al-Muthanna (this time
into Hebrew) and came from the same area as Hugo and Hermann, was the Jewish
polymath, Abraham ibn Ezra, who was born in Tudela between 1089 and 1092. It
is in the twelfth-century Latin works associated with this scholar that we have the
most sustained use of the Eastern forms. These occur in four twelfth-century man-

uscripts of his Book on the Foundations of the Astronomical Tables (written in
1154) - Erfurt Q 381, British Library, Cotton Vespasian A 11 (Plate 15), Cambridge, Fitzwilliam McClean 165 and Oxford, Bodleian, Digby 40 (Plate 16) and in his text on the astrolabe also contained in the Cotton manuscript. In another

manuscript - British Library, Arundel 377 - the astrolabe text accompanies an
introduction to the Pisan Tables attributed to Abraham. The two texts in this manuscript are written with the Western forms, but a list of Eastern forms with the
Western forms written on top of them is included (Plate 17); this suggests that, at
an earlier stage in its diffusion, it was written in the Eastern forms. These Eastern
forms occur also in an anonymous text on arithmetic and geometry which has
been copied out into the important late-twelfth-century collection of Arabic-Latin
translations made by scholars working in North East Spain (especially Plato of
Tivoli in Barcelona): Oxford, Bodleian, Digby 51. It has recently been shown,
from a comparison with a Hebrew version of the same text, that this work too is
by Abraham (see Plate 14 and [Levy 20011)."

In all the texts explicitly attributed to Abraham the numeral forms are very
similar to each other, with 6 acquiring a zigzag form, 8 written as a curve and 9
written with a straight back and facing right; only in the case of 4 is there variation, but the hook with an extended tail (but without a loop) seems to underly all
the versions. The forms in Digby 51 diverge a little in that 4 takes the form that
we also meet in Digby 50, the manuscript associated with Hugo of Santalla.
31

The presence of the Eastern forms in the earliest manuscript of the Ysagoge and Liber
quadripartitus attributed to lohannes Hispalensis (Venice, Biblioteca Marciana, Lat. Z. 344)
confirms the close relationship of this text with the astrological works of Abraham ibn Ezra,
which is the subject of a forthcoming monograph by the present author.
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So far, the picture that is building up is of the employment of the Eastern
forms in works written by writers on astronomy who can all be associated with the

North East of Spain and the South of France. Hugo of Santalla was translating
works for Michael, bishop of Tarazona from 1119 to 1151, and was possibly still
in the service of one of his successors in 1179. Hermann of Carinthia probably
collaborated with Hugo over the compilation of the Book of the Three Judges and
its sequel, the Book of the Nine Judges, and is attested in Leon (1138), "on the
banks of the Ebro" (1141), and in Toulouse and Bbziers (both in 1143). But
Hermann's principal collaborator and inseparable friend was Robert of Ketton,
successively archdeacon of Pamplona, and canon of Tudela (1157). Abraham ibn
Ezra was born in Tudela, and this was his base until the early 1140s, when he
started to travel. His Foundations of the Astronomical Tables and Astrolabe in the
Cotton manuscript sandwich another work on the astrolabe written in 1144, again
in Bbziers, by Hermann's pupil, Rudolph of Bruges. Plato of Tivoli worked in
Barcelona, and collaborated with Abraham bar Hiyya, whose astronomical writings were known to Abraham ibn Ezra. Both Plato and Rudolph addressed texts to
a certain "John David," whose mathematical prowess they praise.

Both geographical vicinity and the combinations of their works in manuscripts show that there were close associations between these scholars. It is possible that they had some acquaintance with the Western forms of Indian numerals.32
But it is equally possible that they worked in an environment in which the Eastern
forms were used. This is particularly the implication of the evidence of the numerals in Hugo's translation of Ibn al-Muthann$, whose Arabic text was found in the
library of the Band Hdd. What is more clear is that the Eastern forms were used in

Italy. For it is preeminently copies of these authors' works written by Italian
scribes that exhibit these forms: Digby 50, Arch. Seld. 34, Hamilton 557, and
Arundel 268 are all written in Italian hands on Italian parchment. The master
scribe of Digby 51 is also Italian; he writes most of the annotations, including a
diagram which he labels in a competent Arabic script (fol. 88v), and could be a
key player in our story. Moreover, while Abraham ibn Ezra came from Spain, in
the early 1140s he was in Lucca, and his Foundations and explanation of the use

of astronomical tables presuppose the use, specifically, of the tables of Pisa,
which he implies he composed himself.33
The only text in Digby 51 in which the Western forms are used is Plato's translation of alBattAni, and the master scribe and another hand use the Western forms in their annotations to
this text. However, Roman numerals are used in another twelfth-century copy of al-Battant Digby 40. The Western forms are also used in Ibn Ezra's Sefer ha-Mispar ("book of arithmetic"), but MS Paris, BNF, dbreu 1052, adds the Eastern forms in the margin. However,
these manuscripts are of the fifteenth century and it is unwise to draw sharp conclusions from
their evidence.
33 The Foundations are referred to, by Henry Bate and Nicholas of Cusa, as "De motibus et
opera tabularum super Pisas" [Birkenmajer 1950). Abraham's responsibility for composing
the Pisan tables rests on the presumption that "the tables of ag-$ttft" and those drawn up for
the meridian of Pisa are the same; see [Mill> s Vallicrosa 1947: 871: "Proinde omnium aliorum tabulis omissis, tabulas medii cursus Solis secundum Azofi composui ... Et he tabule
composite sunt secundum meridiem Pisanonim."

32
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Pisa and Lucca

The Pisan tables were drawn up in 1149, or soon after, since 1149 is the epoch
from which they are calculated. Their earliest manuscript - Berlin, SBB-PK, lat.
fol. 307 (Plate 18) - provides the most sustained example of the use of the Eastern forms, employing them throughout, both in the instructions and in the twelve
pages of tables. They differ from those found in the manuscripts of Abraham's
works in that the "s" form of 4 is used, that 6 is no longer a zigzag, and 8 has a
straight back, whilst 9 is curved. In 1160 someone added some annotations to MS
British Library, Harley 5402 in Lucca, some 15 miles from Pisa, and gave the date
as "1160" in Roman numerals; the only Indian numerals used are in the Eastern
form, of which the most distinctive is 6. At about the same time "Stephen the Philosopher," who, for several reasons, should be identified with "Stephen of Pisa,"
wrote a cosmology which he called the Liber Mamonis; in its only surviving
manuscript (Cambrai, Mediath6que municipale, 930), the Eastern forms are used
for high numbers.34 In some cases these manuscripts show forms closer to the
(supposed) original Arabic than in Abraham's works, such as the "B"-shaped 5
(in Berlin, SBB-PK, lat. fol. 307) and 4 with a hook and a loop (in Cambrai 930).
The Pisan tables are those for which the two Latin works on astronomical
tables bearing Abraham ibn Ezra's name (the Foundations in several manuscripts,
and the introduction to the tables in Arundel 377) were written. But there are at
least two more instructions for the use of the tables which do not mention Abraham, and which rather appear to be written by anonymous Christian scholars:
those in Berlin, SBB-PK, lat. fol. 307 and Bodleian, Selden Supra 26 (Plate 19).
All these instructions use the Eastern forms, as would be natural if they are introducing tables written in those forms (the tables are lacking in all the manuscripts
except that of Berlin). The use of Eastern forms in the Latin texts associated with
Abraham ibn Ezra is probably due, therefore, not so much to Abraham himself as
to his Latin associates, who were using the tables of Pisa. The combined testimony of these manuscripts strongly indicates that the Eastern forms were being
used in Pisa and Lucca in the mid-twelfth century. It has already been noted that
MS Paris, BNF, lat. 7373 was written in Tuscany and that the text it contains was
known to Fibonacci in Pisa (p. 249 above). This manuscript, in fact, shares with
the annotator of MS Harley 5402 the unusual spelling "pacta" for "epact."
It would be expected that these forms rather than the Western forms were used
in Pisa, since, in the mid-twelfth century the orientation of Pisa was towards the
cultural centres of the Eastern Mediterranean, both the Greek/Arabic centre of Antioch (where the Pisans had a quarter, and where Stephen the Philosopher made
his translations), and the Greek centre of Constantinople. It is quite plausible that
the Pisan tables themselves came directly from an Eastern source, possibly through
the agency of Stephen; see [Bumett 2000b: 14-151.

34

In this manuscript the scribe appears to be unfamiliar with the numerals and writes them as
the letters that they most nearly resemble; see [Burnett 2000b: 64-651.
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The Greek Connection

A Latin scholar working in the Crusader States could easily have had access to
Arabic manuscripts with Indian numerals written in the Eastern form. That these
forms were actually adopted by Christian scholars is proved by the Greek evidence. For, already by the twelfth century, Greek mathematicians had begun to
use the Eastern forms.33 These are found in marginal notes to Euclid's Elements
which, on palaeographical grounds, can be assigned to the twelfth century. Among
these are those of MSS Oxford, Bodleian, Auct. F.6.23, d'Orville 301 (see Plates
20 and 21), and Paris, BNF, gr. 2466. The forms found in these manuscripts are
remarkably similar to each other, and are written with an ease that suggests that
they were in normal use among certain Greek mathematicians. We find both the
curved and the straight-backed 9, a 6 sometimes tending towards a zigzag, and a

curved 8, like that in Ibn Ezra's Latin works. Most striking is 4, which is an "s"
shape as in the Pisan Tables, sometimes with an added terminal line, which is a
vestige of the loop.36 The main difference is 5, which is written as an oval tipped
slightly forward, though this form is given a "belt" which squeezes it into a kind
of figure-of-eight in an alternative form 5 written above a row of numerals in the
d'Orville manuscript.37 At least one of the Greek manuscripts with Indian numerals in its twelfth-century glosses was possibly known in a Latin context. For MS
Bodleian d'Orville 301 has been claimed by John Murdoch to be the very manuscript that the translator of the Sicilian Almagesi used as his principal text for his
translation of Euclid's Elements, and from which he incorporated some glosses
into his translation [Murdoch 1966: 260-263].36
Pisa, in particular, was an important centre of translation from Greek, thanks
to its close connections with Constantinople, and the activity of some outstanding

local scholars, such as Richard Burgundio, Leo Tuscus and his brother Hugo
Etherianus. It is quite plausible that Pisan mathematicians were using the Eastern
forms that they found in Greek manuscripts. But what we may rather be seeing in
35

This had been made clear, on palaeographical grounds, in [Wilson 19811, but seems to have
been overlooked by historians of mathematics. I am very grateful to Dr. Wilson for sending
me an offprint of this article, to which the following paragraph is much indebted. The other
manuscripts with notes dating from the twelfth century (aside from those discussed here) are
Paris, BNF, gr. 2344 and Vienna, ONB, Phil. gr. 31. A different style of Eastern forms is used
in one manuscript (Vat. gr. 211) of the late-thirteenth-century astronomical tables of Chioniades, translated from the Arabic tables known as the Zif al-'Ala'i (Pingree 1985-86, Part 2: 11,
15. etc.]: these presumably have been reintroduced directly from the Arabic models, but are
sufficiently close to those found in the twelfth-century Euclid glosses to be immediately recognizable. Western forms appear in Greek for the first time in an anonymous Greek algorism

written in 1252 - the Psephephoria - and dependent on Leonardo of Pisa's Liber abbaci:
see [Wilson 1981; Allard 1976, 1977].
36

This alternative form of 4 is given above the "s" form in the well-known row of Arabic
numerals in D'Orville 301, fol. 32v (now thought to be considerably later than the main text
of the ninth century, and probably post-twelfth century [Wilson 1981: 4011).

37
38

See Table III, Greek b, below.
However, [Busard 1987: 8-91 expresses reservations about this claim.
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the mid-to-late twelfth century is a "common language" of numerical symbols
shared by the mathematicians of Greek Byzantium, Latin Tuscany and the Arabic
Middle East, and characteristic especially of those places where two or three of
these cultures coexisted, such as Pisa, Constantinople, Antioch and Tripoli. Aside
from the common use of the Eastern forms in the three language cultures, one can
point to another feature shared across these language boundaries: namely, the use
of a mixed system, in which lower values (in principle, values which do not exceed 360, the number of degrees of the ecliptic) are represented by letters of the
alphabet, the higher values by Indian numerals. This is a feature common to Eastern Arabic astronomical tables and the Liber Mamonis of Stephen the Philosopher, and is found in the thirteenth-century Greek tables of Chioniades; see
[Burnett 2000b: 65-66].
Conclusions
The Tables of Pisa had a moderate diffusion in the twelfth century, and were adapt-

ed to the meridians of Angers, Winchester and London. The extant instructions
(including those of Ibn Ezra) were written in these places rather than in Pisa itself.
and the various local adaptations of the numerals in which the tables were written
may explain the variation in their forms. The Berlin manuscript of the tables was
copied in the lie de France - perhaps in Paris itself-, MSS Fitzwilliam McClean
165 and Arundel 377 are in English hands, both including copies of Adelard of
Bath's De opere astrolapsus.39 The Eastern forms have been expertly copied in
these manuscripts, but Arundel 377, and also Digby 40 (whose place of copying is
unknown), provide a key to them in the same hand as the manuscripts, which suggests that they were not current forms in the places where they were copied, and
needed interpretation. In Italian manuscripts the Eastern forms are used without an
accompanying key. Similarly, when a scribe copies a work in a context in which
the Eastern forms of the numerals are no longer current, he is likely to use other
forms of numerals in other texts: e.g. the same scribe (probably English?) copied
Raymond of Marseilles's Liber iudiciorum in Erfurt, Amplon. Q 365 and Abraham
ibn Ezra's Foundations in Erfurt, Amplon. Q 381, but he uses Western forms in
the former. The master-scribe of Digby 51 uses the Western forms when annotating the one text which uses these forms (e.g. the work of al-Battani), and uses
Eastern forms only when copying the text by Abraham ibn Ezra. When a scribe
copies a variety of texts using the same numeral system it is reasonable to suppose
that this is the system that is normal for him: e.g. in Arundel 268, the numbers are
always written in their Eastern forms whether the scribe is copying the Book of the
Three Judges of Arabic provenance or the Aratea of the Latin tradition. A similar
copying of more than one work in the Eastern forms can be observed in Berlin,
lat. fol. 307, Paris, BNF, lat. 7373, and Oxford, Bodleian, Selden supra 26, though

39 An Anglo-Norman hand also accompanies the Italian hand in MS Digby 51.
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the last also includes a key. Of these manuscripts, Arundel 268, Paris, BNF,
lat. 7373 and (possibly) Selden supra 26 are in Italian hands.
The evidence for the active use of the Eastern forms in Italy is strong. They
were used in Pisa and Lucca in the mid-twelfth century. They seem also to have

been adapted to local usage in Sicily at the same time, and were used in some
glosses in a Greek manuscript which may have been in Italy. The places of writing of the Italian manuscripts of Hugo of Santalla's and Hermann of Carinthia's
works, and of the Italian hand in Digby 51, are not known, but the works of these
authors are associated with the Latin works of Ibn Ezra, who moved from Spain to
Tuscany.40 If the Eastern forms were used by scholars in Italy, then, afortiori, one
would have expected them to have been used by Latin scholars in Byzantium and

in the Crusader States, but no manuscripts with Indian numerals have yet been
identified as having these provenances. All one can say is that the evidence points
to the spread of the numerals to Northern European centres from Pisa and Lucca,
together with the Pisan tables, and that eventually they became unintelligible in

these areas.'
But the manuscript evidence, on its own, may lead to an underestimation of
the currency of the Eastern forms. The clearest examples of their current use in
both Greek and Latin manuscripts are in glosses and annotations rather than in
texts: i.e., in the writing of scholars rather than in the writing of scribes. Among
these scholars are the annotators of Harley 5402, Arch. Seld. B 34 and Soest 24,
as well as the Greek manuscripts listed by Wilson. We can therefore assume that
the Eastern forms are likely to have been more current among scholars, who found
them convenient to use and who understood each other's mathematical jargon.
Such annotations are not so likely to have survived.
The question to be asked is why did Italian scholars not continue to use the
Eastern forms? Part of the answer may lie in the developments of the early thir-

teenth century, when the principal successors to the Toledan translators of the
twelfth century moved to Northern Italy. Among these were the compilers of the
most authoritative collection of Toledan mathematical translations, which is comprised in three surviving manuscripts copied by the same scribe in Northern Italy
in the early thirteenth century: Paris, BNF, lat. 9335 and 15461 and Vatican City,
BAV, Ross. lat. 579, and in another manuscript copied by a closely related hand
in British Library, Ilarley 3631.43 Paris, BNF, lat. 15461 includes the Liber Alcho40

For the possibility that the annotator of one of the Italian manuscripts of a translation by
Hugo used a text of Ibn Ezra, see n. 24 above.

41

A curious relic of these numerals is in an illustration in a manuscript in the monastery of
Heiligenkreuz (MS 226), where they adorn the book of a "clericus" - perhaps intending to
convey the obscure symbols used by scholars (see Plate 22).

42

In all three of these manuscripts the Eastern forms appear only in annotations: for the

43

annotations in Soest, in which the Western form of 5 is found among otherwise Eastern forms
see the thorough study in [Becker 1995).
For these manuscripts see [Bumett 2001b]. [Avril 1980-84, II: 51 assigns the decoration of
Paris. BNF, lat. 9335 to the Venice / Padua region. Forms very similar to those found in these
manuscripts occur in the the notarial documents of Raniero da Perugia, which are a valuable

testimony because they can be dated and located to Perugia between 1184 and 1206: see
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rismi of "magister lohannes," the most advanced and complete algorism of the
twelfth century, and the numeral forms given in this text are found throughout the
collection; they are similar to the "toletane f(igure)" of Clm 18927, and they were
to become the standard forms of Medieval Europe.
One of these scholars was Michael Scot, who left Toledo for Bologna sometime between 1217 and 1220. In 1228, Leonard of Pisa (Fibonacci), working in
Pisa, dedicated a revised version of his Liber abbaci to Michael. As we have al-

ready seen (p. 249 above) Fibonacci knew the Greek-Latin version of Euclid's
Elements, whose earliest manuscript uses the Eastern forms. But Fibonacci chose
to use the Western forms of the Arabic numerals in his mathematical works. He
would have known these numerals from learning the art of calculation in Bougie
(in Algeria) in his youth [Boncompagni 1857-62, 1: 1].44 But his adoption of these

forms is also likely to have been due to his association with the successors of
Gerard of Cremona'45 and the eclipsing of other traditions of Arabic-Latin scientific learning by that stemming from Toledo.

Appendix: Latin Manuscripts Containing the
Eastern and Palermitan Forms of Indian Numerals

Included here are all the Latin manuscripts known to contain examples of the
Eastern and Palermitan forms of Indian numerals. In each case the following
information is provided (where possible): the manuscript number, the relevant
folios, and their date and place of writing; the text in which the numerals occur,
the place and date of the writing of the original text. Reference is given to the illustrations of the manuscripts and their numerals in the Plates and Table included
in this article. Unless the manuscript itself provides a date of copying, the dates of
manuscripts can only be approximate. The variations in numeral forms described

[Bartoli Langeli 20001 and Table 1, entry o. Raniero inserted the numerals at the beginning of
documents, indicating the number of lines that the document contained, perhaps as a kind of
private code. The Greek-Latin translators of Northern Italy in the twelfth century, James of
Venice and Burgundio of Pisa, were also notaries and legal scholars.
44 One variant of his numerals, taken from the fourteenth-century MS Florence, Biblioteca na-

zionale centrale, fondo Magliabechiano, cony. sopp. Scaffale C. Palchetto 1, no. 2616 by

45

[Boncompagni 1852: 1031, looks remarkably similar to Western Arabic versions of the Indian
numerals, and could plausibly have been picked up by Fibonacci during his studies in Bougie.
But the other variant recorded by Boncompagni, and attributed to Fibonacci in (Allard 19761
is the "standard" Western forms also found in the copies of the Toledan works.
The close connection of Fibonacci with the successors of Gerard of Cremona is suggested by
his use of Gerard's translation of the Algebra of al-Khwitrizmi (see [Miura 1981: 59-60]) and
his reference to a work well-known to Gerard's socii ("students"): the Liber de proportion et

proportionalitate of Ahmad ibn YOsuf ibn al-Dsya ("Ametus filius losephi"), which Fibonacci refers to in a way which can only be interpreted as a truncated form of the Latin name
of the author and his work: "Ametus filius ... in libro quern de proportionibus composuit"
[Boncompagni 1857-62, 1: 119]; see also [Bashed 1994: 148, 160].
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in this article can, themselves, help in determining the date and provenance of a
manuscript.
I) Berlin, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin-Preul3ischer Kulturbesitz, lat. fol. 307 (Rose
956), s. xli"`, lie de France (cf. fol. Ir: "nos sumus Parisius existentes"). The
normal usage of the scribe is the Eastern forms which appear on fol. Ir, as the
chapter numbers in his copy of al-Farghani's Rudimenta (fols. 19r-21 r), and,

most conspicuously, in the Tables of Pisa and their instructions (giving the
meridian of Angers) on fols. 27, 30, 28, 31-34 (ancient fols. 103-108). Only
in the copy of John of Seville's translation of al-Qabisi's Introduction to Astrology do the Western forms appear in one table (fol. 29v); in another table,
however, Eastern and Western forms are given on alternate rows (fol. 35r),
and a third table (also on fol. 35r) uses Eastern forms only. [Rose 18931919: 1177-1185; Leonardi 1960: 9-10; Folkerts 1981: 65]. 1 am very grateful to Bernd Michael for information on this manuscript. See Plate 18 and
Table IIIc.
2) Berlin, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin-Preufischer Kulturbesitz, Hamilton 557,
s. xln (the year 1202 is mentioned on a horoscope on fol. 8r; the year 1221 on

another on fol. 15r), Italy, fols. 1-15v. A mixed version of Pseudo-Ptolemy,
Centiloquium, combining the translations of Plato of Tivoli and Hermann of
Carinthia (?). The Eastern forms of the numerals are used to number the 100
verba in the margin, and in a table of the planetary terms (fol. 14r). The same

scribe, in the text, retains some of these forms (3, 4, and 5) but replaces
others with Western forms (2, 6, 7 and 8); see fols. 8r and 14r; in the other
major text in the manuscript (Albumasar, Flores) he uses Western forms
entirely. Cited wrongly as Berlin, Hamilton 16 in [Lemay 1995-96, IV: 141],
but correctly in [Lemay 2000: 382-383; Boese 1966: 273-274]. Table Illn.
3) Cambrai, M6diath6que municipale 930 (829). Stephen the Philosopher, Liber
Afamonis. The Eastern forms are used for high numbers (on fols. 27v-28r)
alongside Roman numerals and Latin alphanumerical notation. [Bumett 2000b];
for illustrations see [Lemay 2000: 391-392; Burnett 2000b: 73]. Table Ills.
4) Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum, McClean 165, s. xii, fols. 48v-49r contain
a portion of Abraham ibn Ezra's Book on the Foundations of the Astronomical
Tables ("Nunc artem de fructu Almagesti sumptam communem trademus ...
sed scripture errasse" = [Millis Vallicrosa 1947:145-1471). The Western forms
are used in another introduction to astronomical tables associated with Pisa
[Mercier 1991, Text II] on fols. 67r-80v. Table Illd.

5) Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, 456/394, s. xtt2, in St Augustine's
Monastery, Canterbury, by the fourteenth century. The Eastern forms occur
in tables (fol. 73r) within Hugo of Santalla's translation of Ibn al-Muthanna's
commentary on the tables of al-Khwarizmi. [Bumett & Pingree 1997: 9].
Plate 9 and Table IIIm.
6) Dresden, Sachsische Landesbibliothek, C 80, fols. 156v-157r, s. xv. Although
texts on the algorism occupy several folios of this manuscript, the Eastern
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forms first occur within a chapter headed "De abaci Sarracenici multi(plica)t(i)on(e)" beginning: "De aliis abacis illud breviter dico, quod quicumque
(...?) Sunt autem ibi caracteres alii quam in Latino, quos duobus (...'?) non
enim illos dicunt (?) indeos (?) quos rectius sic indeus (?) " (there follows a
row of Eastern forms and a row of Western forms) "temarius sic etiam fit t.
octonarius P." The examples of calculation are entirely in the Eastern forms,
and the excerpt ends on fol. 157r with the triangle of multiplication accompanying the text of the Liber Ysagogarum [Allard 1992: 27]. The manuscript
is exceedingly difficult to read, but special photographs are being made for
7)

Menso Folkerts who is preparing an edition. Table IIIx.
Erfurt, Wissenschafliche Bibliothek der Stadt, Amploniana Q 381, s. x11"
fols. 1-34 (a separate codex, probably from a larger MS). Abraham ibn Ezra.
Book on the Foundations of the Astronomical Tables. (Schum 1887: 638-639;
1882 no. 131 and Table 11th.

8) Heiligenkreuz, Stiftsbibliothek 226, fol. 129r. Burgundy or Lorraine

s. xu" at, Five numerals in their Eastern forms have been added to the open

book being read by the "clericus" on the frontispiece of Hugh of Fouilloy's
Aviarium. No other manuscripts of the Aviarium has these numerals in the
book. [Clark 1992: 283 and Fig. la]. Plate 22 and Table Illu.
9) London, British Library, Arundel 268, fols. 75r-103v, s. xlle', a paper manuscript written in Southern Italy (apparently the earliest paper manuscript of

a Latin Classical text). The beginning of the Book of the Three Judges
(fols. 81rb-84rb), an edition of Germanicus's Aratea with scholia (85rb-92v
and 96r-103v) and a cento from Virgil's Aeneid (fols. 93r-95v). [Lemay 2000:
387-390; Burnett 1977: 73, n. 39 (here the hand is erroneously said to be
English) and 78-97; Reeve 1980: 511-515 (gives a s. xtll date)]. Plate 12 and
Table Illp.
10) London, British Library, Arundel 377, fol. 36r, s. xt1e", Ely. A row of Eastern
forms underneath a row of Western forms and some alternative forms, opposite the end of Abraham ibn Ezra's Introduction to the Pisan Tables [Mercier
1991: Text III]. Plate 17 and Table Ille.
11) London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian A II, fols. 27-40 (a separate codex, incompletely copied), s. xii. An acephalous copy of Abraham ibn Ezra.
Book on the Foundations of the Astronomical Tables; Rudolph of Bruges, On
the Astrolabe, and Abraham ibn Ezra, On the Astrolabe. The two texts by
Abraham ibn Ezra use the Eastern forms throughout; Rudolph's text uses
only Roman numerals. Plate 15 and Table 111g.

12) London. British Library, Harley 5402, fols. 60r-v, 1 160 A.D., Lucca. Some
notes on how to find the position of the Moon in 1160, followed on fol. 80v

with instructions from tables made "super civitas (sic) luce" in the same
hand. Aside from Roman numerals, the notes include the Indian numerals 0
and 6, the last in its Eastern form. [Burnett 2000a1 and Table lllr.

46

1 am grateful to Baudouin van den Abeele for drawing my attention to this manuscript.
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13) London, British Library, Harley 5786, ca. 1153, Palermo. A Psalter in Greek,

Latin and Arabic, in which the Arabic psalms are numbered in Indian numerals which share characteristics of both Eastern and Western forms. The
Arabic numerals are written adjacent to the Arabic text, but in the margin (as
in Paris, BNF, lat. 7373), at first at the same time as the text, then (from
fol. 86r) after the writing of the main text, but probably at the same time as
the addition in the margin (in Arabic) of the times for the recitation of the
psalms. Plate 5 and Table Ilb.
14) Madrid, Biblioteca nacional, 10009, between 1267 and 1286, Italy? (the MS

includes the notes of Alvaro of Toledo, who was in Italy with his patron,
Gonzalez Gudiel, archbishop of Toledo), fols. 23va-38va. `All ibn Ahmad al`Imrani"s Elections "interpreted" by Abraham bar Hiyya. Eastern forms are
used throughout this text, except in the date in the colophon (here the scribe
writes "1124" where the other manuscripts of the work give "1134," suggest-

ing that the scribe had misinterpreted a numeral, probably because it was
written in a form that he was not used to). 2 and 3 face right and left respectively, presumably to avoid confusion between 2 and 6, as in Arundel 268.
The same scribe has copied other texts in the manuscript, including Hugo of
Santalla's version of the Centiloquium, using Western forms. [Millis Vallicrosa 1942: 171-172]. Plate 23 and Table IIIv.
15) Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 18927, s. X112, Southern Germany,

fol. 1 r. Three rows of numerals of which the first is labelled "toletane
f(igure)," the second (the Eastern forms) "indice f(igure)" and the third is
unnamed (a species of the Western forms). The Liber Ysagogarum and
Toledan Tables in this manuscript are written in the third form. [Lemay 1977,
Fig. I a]. Plate 3 and Table Ic, [in and IIIa.
16) Oxford, Bodleian Library, Arch. Seld. B 34, 13r-63v, s. x111'", written in the

same Italian hand as Digby 50. The Eastern forms occur in the tables on
fols. 32v and 33r, within Hugo of Santalla's translation of Ibn al-Muthanni's
commentary on the tables of al-Khwarizml (fols. 11-62v). [Millis Vendrell
1963]. Plate 10 and Table 1111.

17) Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 40, fols. 52-88 (a separate codex), s. x112,
English? Abraham ibn Ezra, Book on the Foundations of the Astronomical
Tables. Written throughout with the Eastern forms. A later hand has added
Western forms above the Eastern forms, but makes mistakes, e.g. in inter-

preting the Eastern 8 as a 7. A key to the numerals is given on fol. 88v.
[Birkenmajer 1950; Millis Vallicrosa 1947: 32 (illustration), 69]. Plate 16 and
Table IIIi.
18) Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 50, s. xm'", written in the same Italian hand
as Arch. Seld. B 34. Eastern forms used only within the supplement to Hugo
of Santalla's Ars geomancie, on fols. 94r-101r; from 100v onwards they are
progressively replaced by Roman numerals which eventually are used exclusively. Plate 11 and Table Mo.
19) Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 51, s. x112, fols. 38v-42v. The whole manuscript appears to be written on Italian parchment; these folios are written by
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the Italian hand which is that of the master-scribe. Abraham ibn Ezra, Arithmetic and Geometry. Although the hand of a single master-scribe is found
throughout the manuscript, the Eastern forms are used only in this text. Elsewhere are examples of the abacus numerals (fol. 36v) and the Western forms
(used by an Anglo-Norman hand and the Italian annotator on fols. 5-9, 1215, 17). The scribe becomes more confident in using the Eastern forms as he
progresses, and starts off with more complex forms: e.g. 5 is a double bow.
developing into a circle with a horizontal line through it; 4 is like a "z" with

the lower line curved round, but on fol. 38v there is still a vestige of a
detached loop to the lower curve; 6 begins like the Arabic 6, with the righthand line sometimes sharply curved, at other times straight, making it indistinguishable from a tironian et; it later becomes a zigzag shape. [Hunt &
Watson 1999: 25-26; Levy 2001]. Plate 14 and Table lllj.
20) Oxford, Bodleian Library, Selden supra 26, fols. 96-100 (1), 106-121 (II) and
122-129 (III) (original a single codex, written in one hand, with I apparently
following II and III and breaking off incomplete), s. xll"-s. XI", of unknown
provenance; brought to St Augustine's Canterbury by William de Clara in
1277, probably immediately from Paris. Fols. 96-121v, Algorismus (a hybrid
of the Liber pulveris and the Liber Alchorismi); fols. 122r-129v, Instructions
for the use of the Pisan tables ([Mercier 1991, Text II] = Cambridge, Fitzwilliam McClean 165, fols. 68v ff.). The Eastern forms are used throughout.
alongside Roman numerals. On fol. 96r a later hand has written the Western
forms above the Eastern forms. A key giving the Western forms above the
Eastern forms appears on fol. 106r. Bruce Barker-Benfield (letter to Allard);
[Allard 1997: xxxviii-xxxix]. Plate 19 and Table Illf.
21) Paris, Biblioth6que nationale de France, lat. 7373, 1181 A.D., Tuscany. Euclid's Elements (the translation from Greek made by the scholar who translated the "Sicilian Almagest"; see Vatican, Biblioteca apostolica Vaticana,
Pal. lat. 1371 below). The original numbering of the propositions in the first
four books is in the Eastern forms written on the extreme edges of the pages.
In Books 5-9 Roman numerals take the place of the Eastern forms; thereafter
no numerals are visible (in some cases they may have been cut off when the
margins were trimmed). The numbering of the theorems is repeated in the
Western forms for Books 1-5, and is continued in these forms in Book 6.
Fol. 176r is the "figure of rhetoric" from the Ars notoria. Fols. 176v-178r
consist entirely of computus tables for the church calendar written in the
Eastern forms. The headings of the columns on fol. 176v are "luna lanuarius;
feria termini; pentecostes; rogatio(nis); termini .xl.; termini .Ixx." Those on
fol. 177v are: "numerum aureo (sic); quantum habet luna in kalendis (?); in
qua feria termini fiunt (?); claves terminorum; terminus pentecost.; terminus
rogationis; terminus hebreorum; terminus quadrag.; terminus septuag.; pacta;

circulus solis; pacta lune; circulus lune." The date "mclxxxi" (1181) is
written in the margin of fol. 177r. [Murdoch 1966: 249-250; Avril 198084.1: 56, no. 95]; information from Julien Veronese. Plate 13 and Table lllq.
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22) Paris, Bibliotheque nationale de France, lat. 10252, s. xv, fol. 70r (within a
miscellany of chapters on the algorism including some - e.g. on fol. 69r - that
correspond with chapters in British Library, Egerton, 2261, fols. 226ra-b).
The abacus names are followed by two rows of badly copied Indian numerals. The second row (after "vel aliter") was originally, in all likelihood, the
Eastern forms, some of which appear to have been rotated: 5 and 9 are upside
down, 4 is turned through 90 degrees. This work is immediately followed by
Raymond of Marseilles's Liber iudiciorum, which has evidently been copied
from an early manuscript. [Poulle 1963: 33]. Table 111w.

23) Soest, Stadtarchiv, 24, s. xii, fol. 32v, between 15 October 1185 and 5 April
1186, North French? A note on how to convert between anni domini, the era
of Nebuchadnezzar and the hijra, using the present date (15 October 1185) as
an example, added to a copy of Firmicus Maternus, Mathesis, books 11-IV.
[Becker 1995]. Table IIIt.
24) Vatican City, Biblioteca apostolica Vaticana, Pal. lat. 1371, fols. 41 r-97v,
s. xii, Italy. Ptolemy's Almagest, translated from a copy brought to Palermo

before 1160. Roman numerals are used in the text and in the first tables
(fols. 46r-47r, 48v). The distinctive "Palermitan" forms are used in the remaining tables (fols. 53v-54, 57v-60v, 66v, 69r-70r, 81v, 86v, 89r-90r) with
the exception that, on fol. 63r, the Western forms are used (a later addition?
note that some tables are left unfilled: fol. 70r, 75v, 95v). [Lemay 1987: 468470]. Plate 6 and Table ll.
25) Vatican City, Biblioteca apostolica Vaticana, Pal. lat. 1393, S. xutinid, fols. 160. Liber Alchorismi I Liber pulveris (the same hybrid version as in Selden
supra 26), including a row of Eastern forms as an alternate to the Western
forms which arc otherwise used throughout the text. [Allard 1992: xl]. Table
Ilib.
26) Venice, Biblioteca Marciana, Lat. Z. 344 (1878; Valentinelli, Cl. XI, 104),
s. xttt'", Italian. Fols. 1-30 contain a copy of "lohannes Hispalensis," Ysa-

goge and Liber quadripartitus in which the Eastern forms are used. In the
bottom margins of both fols I r and 2r keys to these forms are given in the
form of three rows of numerals: Roman, Western forms and Eastern forms
respectively; over the first key the scribe has written "figure algorismi alterius quam utamus" (sic!). On the first folio a scribe has written Western forms
over erasures; thereafter he occasionally writes the Western forms above the
Eastern forms. Table 111k.

The crossed-zero form of the Eastern "5" has survived in at least two manuscripts

of al-Kind-l's De mutation lemporum, ch. 4 ([Bos & Burnett 2000: 2731; the
manuscripts are Paris, BNF, lat. 16204, p. 374, and ibid., lat. 7316). There are also

examples where a mistake in a number may have arisen from a misreading of
an Eastern form: e.g. al-Kind-1, De mutation temporum ("180" read as "150";
[Bos & Bumett2000: 274]); Hugo of Santalla, Liber Aomaris ("138" read as "130";
[Burnett 1977: 91]); and Hermann of Carinthia, De essentiis, 70vA ("120" read as
"150"; [Burnett 1982: 166]).
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Table

In the following table, numeral forms have been grouped together according to
their similarities with each other. All manuscripts are twelfth or early thirteenth
century, unless otherwise indicated. While only a representative selection of
Western forms is given, a complete list of Eastern forms in Latin is provided. An
asterisk (*) indicates that the forms in question are not the forms usually used by
the scribe, or have been copied by him with obvious difficulty. A double asterisk

(**) indicates that the whole of the relevant manuscript has been written in
Eastern forms.
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British Library, Harley 5402
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v) Madrid 10009, 1267-86 A.D.
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x)' Dresden C 80, s. xv
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Greek
a) Bodleian, Auct. F.6.23
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Sources and comments

I Western Forms
Arabic a: see Plate 1; b: from [Ifrah 1981: 503].
Latin a: this "Codex Vigilanus" has been reproduced many times: e.g. [Ifrah
1981: 504]; b: [Folkerts 1970, Table I; Ifrah 1981: 506]; c: see Plate 3; d: from
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a table of numbers on fol. 62v; e: the numeral forms on fols. 67r-69v; f: the
numeral forms used in a table from the Liber ysagogarum (Vienna 275, fol. 27r
[Menninger 1958, II: 239]); g: forms used in the text and notes to al-Battani's
Opus astronomicum on fols. 5-9, 12-15 and 17; h: fol. 17r from [Folkerts 1997,
Table 1]; 1: fols. 103-130, John of Seville's translation of al-Farghani's Rudimenta; j: a version of Raymond of Marseilles's ludicia on fols. 40v-42r; k: see
Plates 2 and 4; l: the Arabic numerals on the first folios of a copy of the Almagest;
m: see Plate 3; n: see [Lemay 1977, Fig. 5]; o: for the forms used by the notary
Raniero, see [Bartoli Langeli 2000]; p: the "Arabic-looking" numerals in the table
in the Liber abbaci in MS Florence, Biblioteca nazionale centrale, fondo Maglia-

bechiano, cony. sopp. Scaffale C. Palchetto 1, no. 2616, fol. 1r, reproduced in
facsimile in [Boncompagni 1852: 103]; q: the standard numeral forms in the Liber
abbaci in the same manuscript [Boncompagni 1852: 103].

Greek a: the Psephephoria of 1252 [Allard 1976].

II Palermitan Forms

Arabic a: a manuscript of the works of al-Sijzi, commonly thought to have been
written in Shiraz between 969 and 972, but probably much later (illustration in
[Kunitzsch 2002]), given here because of its "mixed" forms of 2s and 3s and

similar appearance to the script of the Harleian Psalter; b: see Plate 5; c: see
Plates 7 and 8.

Latin see Plate 6.
III Eastern Forms
Arabic a: see Plate 1; b: from [Irani 1955/56: 4]; c: from personal inspection.

Latin a: see Plate 3; b: from [Allard 1992: 69]; c: see Plate 18; d: from personal
inspection; e: see Plate 17; f: see Plate 19; g: see Plate 15; h: from [Schum 1882,

no. 13]; 1: see Plate 16; j: see Plate 14; k: from personal inspection; 1: see
Plate 10; m: see Plate 9; n: from personal inspection; o: see Plate 11; p: see
Plate 12; q: see Plate 13; r: see [Burnett 2000a: 86]; s: see [Lemay 2000: 391392]; t: from [Becker 1995]; u: see Plate 22 (the identification of 2 and 9 is not
certain); v: see Plate 23; w: from personal inspection; x: from personal inspection.
Greek a: see Plate 20; b: see Plate 21; c: these are the numerals in [Pingree
1985-86, Part 2: 11, 15, 17, 20-21, 35, 441.
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Plate 1. The Western and Eastern forms in the algorism of Ibn al-YAsamTn; MS Rabat,
Maktaba al-'Amma, k 222, fol. 5a.
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Plate 2. The "fossilised" forms of early numerals (116 in line 7; 141 in line 11) in the
revised translation of Abu Ma`shar's On the Great Conjunctions, in MS Paris, Bibliocheque nationale de France, lat. 16204, p. 299.
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Plate 3. The three rows of numerals in MS Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek. Cim
18927, fol.

I r.
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Plate 4. The "fossilised" forms of early numerals in MS Cambrai, Mediatheque municipale, 168 (163), fol. 98v (see lines 5 and 9).

a

Plate 5. The number "56" in the Harleian Psalter (note that Psalm 57 in Latin is equivalent to Psalm 55 in Greek and 56 in Arabic); MS British Library, Harley 5786, fol. 74r.
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Plate 6. The numerals in the Sicilian translation of the Almagest in MS Vatican City,
Biblioteca apostolica Vaticana, Pal. lat. 1371, fol. 69v.
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Plate 7. A "folles" of Roger If of 1138/39, on which the h#ra date of 533 is given in
Indian numerals; from [Travaini 1995, PI. 12].

Plate 8. A "folles" of Roger 11 of 1148/49, on which the hyra date of 543 is given in
Indian numerals; from [Travaini 1995, Table 15].
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Plate 9. Hugo of Santalla's translation of Ibn al-Muthanna's commentary on al-Khwarizmi in MS Cambridge. Gonville and Caius 456/394, fol.73r. Note the numbers 150,
67, 30 and 147 in the third row of the table.
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Plate 10. The same in MS Oxford, Bodleian Library, Arch. Seld. B 34, fol. 33r. Note the
numbers 137, 60, 10 and 40 in the middle table, and 146, 30 and 100 in the lower table.
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Plate 11. From the supplement to Hugo of Santalla's Ars geonrancie in MS Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 50,
fols. 94v (note the number 4 in the second line) and I OOr (note the sequence of numbers from I to 12).
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Plate 12. From the Aratea in British Library, Arundel 268, fol. 87r. Note the numbers
12, 3 and 40 within the description of Andromeda.
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Plate 13. Part of the computus table in MS Paris. Bibliotheque nationale de France.
lat. 7373, fol. 176v.
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Plate 14a. Abraham ibn Ezra's Arithmetic and Geometry in MS Oxford, Bodleian
Library, Digby 51, fol. 38v.
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Plate 14b. Abraham ibn F.zra's Arithmetic and Ge>ometrt in h1S Oxford, Bodleian
Library. Digby 5 I. fol. 39v.
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Plate 15. Abraham ibn Ezra's Book on the Foundations of the Astronomical Tables in
MS British Library, Cotton, Vespasian A 11, fol. 29v.
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Plate 16. The same in MS Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 40, fol. 88v.

Plate 17. The varieties of numerals in MS British Library, Arundel 377, fol. 56r. Note
that, in the lower row, the scribe has written two forms of 4 and omitted S.
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Plate 19a. The Liber Alcharismi / Liber prrlveris in MS Oxford, Bodleian Library,
Selden supra 26, the key on fol. 106r (with some later additions).
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Plate 19b. The Liber Aldrnrismi / Liber pul eris in MS Oxford, Bodleian Library.
Seldcn supra 26. fol. 121v.
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Plate 22. The frontispiece to Hugh of Fouilloy's Aviariwn in MS Heiligenkrcuz, Stiftsbibliothek 226. fol. 129r.
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Jealous Husbands Crossing the River:
A Problem from Alcuin to Tartaglia
by RAFFAELLA FRANCI

The problem of the jealous husbands crossing the river involves three couples who
must cross a river; the boat is capable of holding just two people and no wife can be in
the presence of a man unless her husband is also present. This puzzle first appears in
Alcuin's Propositions ad acuendos juvenes (9ih century), spreading afterwards through
all Europe. This paper investigates its diffusion through an examination of 13th- and 10century collections of Latin problems and manuscripts and of printed abacus treatises
from the 14°i to the 16' centuries. Also noted is the first mention of a generalisation of
the problem to more than three couples, in particular in two manuscripts of the beginning of the 16' century.

Introduction

The classic problem of the jealous husbands crossing the river involves three
couples who must cross a river using a boat that holds just two people. Because
the husbands are so jealous, no wife can be in the presence of another man without

her husband being present. This puzzle first appears in the Propositiones ad
acuendos juvenes, a collection of mathematical problems attributed to Alcuin and
written around the year 800.
Almost all ancient collections of mathematical problems contain recreational

ones,' but none of the actually known Indian, Arabic, Chinese and Greek collections contains crossing puzzles. Thus although it seems highly probable they
have an European origin, it is nevertheless likely they were already known before
Alcuin. It is possible he had heard them at Charlemagne's court, where they could
have had an oral tradition. This kind of puzzle is in fact very suitable for court
entertainments.
In this paper I will investigate the spreading of the jealous husbands problem
in Northern Europe and in Italy up to the 16th century, analysing numerous manuscripts so far unexplored!

I

In concurrence with [Smith 19251, we define recreational problems or puzzles as those "ques-

tions that have no application to daily life, the chief purpose being to provide intellectual
2

pleasure."
[Smith 1925; Tropfke 1980] provide a classification of mathematical recreational problems.
In particular, Tropfke sketches a history of many of them including the crossing problems,
and the analysis of new sources greatly adds to this reference.
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Alcuin's Version of the Problem

The Propositiones ad acuendos juvenes is the oldest collection of mathematical
problems in Latin and the greatest part of them pertains to recreational mathematics.' It presents numerous new problems, the most famous of them being three
types of river crossing puzzles. In various forms, they have been popular ever
since.

The first of the three problems is that of the jealous husbands, the second is
the popular problem of the wolf, goat and cabbage, the third concerns a man and a
woman who each weigh a cartload, with two children who together weigh a cartload, who must cross a river with a boat that can only take one cartload. In the
present paper I focus my attention only on the first of these problems. Its Latin
version is as follows:
Propositio de tribus fratribus singular habentibus sorores
Tres fratres exant, qui singulas sorores habebant effluvium transire debebant. Erat enim unicuique it/orum concupiscenlia in sorore proximi sui. Qui venientes adfluvium non inveneruni nisi parvam naviculam, in qua non poterant
amp/ius nisi duo ex i/lis transire. Dicat, qui potest, qualiter fuvium transierunt,
ut ne una quidem earum ex ipsis maculata sit.
Solutio
Primum omniunr ego et soror mea introissemus in navem et transfrelassemus ultra, transfreiatoque fuvio dimisissem sororem meam de navi et reduris-

sem navem ad ripam. Tunc vero introissent sorores duorum virorum, illorum
videlicet, qui ad litus remanserant. fills itaque feminis navi egressis soror mea,
quae prima transierat, intraret ad me navemque reduceret. 111a egrediente fogs
duo in navem frames intrassent uliraque venissent. Tunc unus ex illis una cum
sorore sua navem ingressus ad nos transfretasset. Ego aulem et ille, qui navigaverat, sorore mea remanente foris ultra venissemus. Nobisque ad litora vectis
una ex illis duabus quaelibet mulieribus ultra navem reduceret, sororeque mea
secum recepta pariter ad nos ultra venissent. Et ille, cuius soror ultra remanserat, navem ingressus eam secundum ultra reduceret. Et fieret expleta transvectio Hullo maculante contagio [Folkerts & Gericke 1993: 314].

The English translation is as follows:
Three friends and their sisters.
Three friends each with a sister needed to cross a river. Each one of them
coveted the sister of another. At the river they found only a small boat, in which

3

The Propositions has long been attributed to Alcuin though we have no definite proof.
Folkerts [1993J has found 13 manuscripts of the text, the earliest being from the late ninth
century. In (1978) Folkerts published the first critical edition of the Propositions, which
introduction we refer to for all the matters of attribution, extant manuscripts, description of
contents, etc. [Folkerts & Gericke 1993] contains an improved edition together with a German translation, whereas [Hadley & Singmaster 1992] provides an English translation. [Singmaster 1998] investigates the history of some of Alcuin's problems.
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only two of them could cross at a time. How did they cross the river without any
of the women being defiled by the men?
Solution.

First of all my sister and 1 would get into the boat and travel across; then

I'd send my sister out of the boat and I would cross the river again. Then
the sisters who had stayed on the bank would get into the boat. These having
reached the other bank and disembarked, my sister would get into the boat and
bring it back to us. Site having got out of the boat, the other two men would
board and go across. Then one of them with his sister would cross back to us in
the boat. Then the man who had just crossed and I would go over again, leaving
our sisters behind. Having reached the other side, one of the two women would
take the boat across, and having picked up my sister could take the boat across
to us. Then he, whose sister remained on the other side, would cross in the boat
and bring her back with him. And that would complete the crossing without
anything untoward happening [Hadley & Singmaster 1992: 1111.

The exact rules of behavior are not made explicit by Alcuin, but the traditional
interpretation is that no man is willing to allow another man to be with his sister
unless he is present.
Alcuin's solution in eleven one-way trips is minimal, though the crossing may

be somewhat varied. In fact one could instead begin with the crossing of two
women, one of which brings back the boat. Afterwards the solution works as in
Alcuin. Another variation is possible after the ninth trip, when on the first bank
there is only a woman. Here, in fact, a sister instead of a brother may go back.

The Northern European Latin Tradition

The jealous husbands problem had a large diffusion in North Europe from the 13"'
to the 15" century. In fact, the collections of problems in Latin that include it are
numerous. Perhaps the most ancient version actually known is that contained in
Annales Stadenses, which date back to the middle of the 13" century. The problem
is the sixth of a series that two young scholars, Tim and Firri, propose one to the
other:
0 Firri, ego ad rem similem to provocabo.4 Tres viri cum uxoribus suis Renum

transire volebant. Modica eras navicula. nec amplius, quam duos homines.
capiebat. Sicque transeumdum eras, ut in transvectione quilibet vir urorem
suam custodiret ab altero. Vocabantur ita: Berioldus et Berta. Geraardus et
Greta, Rolandus et Rosa. Quomodo transibuni? Firri modicum dubitante, Tirri
ail: Berta et Greta primo transierunt. Greta rediit, et Rosam attulit. Ecce tres
mulieres transierunt. Berta ad Bertoldum rediit. Gerardus et Rolandus transierant ad suns uxores. Gerardus et Greta redierunt. Bertoldus et Gerardus transierunt. Rosa solo rediit, tribus viris in ulteriore littore manentibus. Berta et

4

Before, in fact, Tirri had proposed the puzzle of the wolf, goat and cabbage.
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Greta transierunt ad suos viros. Rolandus ad Rosam rediii. et eam secum trartsvexit. Sic omnes bone transierunt.
Quo audito, Firri gavisus ail: Scis aliqua ad retinendum ea? Cui Tirri: Scio
ecce duo versus:
Binae, Bola, duae, mulier, duo, vir mu/ierque,
Bini, .soles, duae, so/us, vir cum muliere.

Ad haec Firri: Expone. Et Tirri: Binae. Berta et Greta; soles, Greta; dune,
Greta et Rosa: mulier, Berta: duo, Gherardus et Rolandus; vir mulierque. Gherardus et Greta; bini. Bertoldus et Gherardus: soles, Rosa; duae, Berta et Greta;
solos Rolandus: vir cum muliere, Rolandus et Rosa [Lappenberg 1859: 334].5

It should be noted that here, as in all the other texts examined in this paper, the
protagonists are changed from brothers and sisters into husbands and wives. This
version is particularly interesting for it is the only one I know of in which the
wives and the husbands are given names, an occurrence that makes the solution
easier to understand. Another point of interest is the presence of two hexameters
that summarize the solution. The same verses conclude the presentation of the
problem in the manuscript Cod. lat. Monac. 14684 (sec. XIV) edited by M. Curtze.6

It is evident that a poem is easier to memorise, so it is not surprising if other
authors have rendered the whole problem in verse. This is the case of the manuscript Cambridge Trinity College 1149 where at folio 32 we read:
I

2
3

4
5

6

Tres uia forte uiros totidem uirutn mulieres
Associat pariter modicum Irons f omen ituros.
Ergo coniugii iuralur soluere nexus
Si foret absque suo conitozx inuenta marito.
Inveniunt cimbam sine remigefune relenlam
Que tres non caperet: vix sufficit ills duobus.

English translation: "Firri I will challenge you to a similar thing. Three husbands with their
wives wished to cross the Rhine. There was a small boat, which held no more than two
people. They had to cross in such a way that during the crossing each husband guarded his
wife. Their names were Bertoldus and Berta, Gherardus and Greta, Rolandus and Rosa. How
should they cross? To Firri, a little uncertain, Tirri said: at first Berta and Greta crossed, Greta
went back and embarked Rosa. Thus the three wives crossed. Berta went back to Benoldus:
Gerardus and Rolandus crossed to their wives. Gerardus and Greta went back. Benoldus and
Gerardus crossed. Rosa went back alone, the three husbands stayed in the other bank. Berta
and Greta crossed to their husbands. Rolandus went back to Rosa and crossed with her. So
they all well crossed. Having heard this. Firri, satisfied, asked: Do you know anything to
memorize it? To which Tirri: I know these two verses: Women, woman, women, wife, men,
man and wife, men, woman, women, man, man and wife. To this, Firri: Explain. And Tim:
Women, Berta and Greta; woman, Greta; women Greta and Rosa; wife, Berta; men, Gerardus
and Rolandus; man and wife, Gerardus and Greta; men, Bertoldus and Gerardus; woman,
Rosa; women, Berta and Greta; man, Rolandus; man and wife, Rolandus and Rosa." The
translation of the two verses is that of [Singmaster 1998: 201.
6 See [Curtze 1895: 83). At folios 30-33 the manuscript contains a collection of 34 recreational
problems entitled Subtilitas enigmatum. The 24' of the series is the jealous husbands problem. Curtze claims to have found the same collection in another manuscript, Cod. Amplonianus Qu. 345, of the first half of the 10 century entitled Cautele Algorismorun.

5
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Sic igitur bins transfers ne federa so!uant.
Transuehit una dual remanetque reuersa marito.
Inde duos fert cimba uiros. redeunt uir et uxor.
Sunt duo sunique due citra, uir uterque recedit.
Tercicc iam rediens prius hanc post transuehil illum.'

The manuscripts mentioned above are only a few of a large number containing collections of recreational problems that were written from the 13"' to the
15" century. They were composed in the circle of the monastic schools in Northern Europe (France, England and Germany). These collections. which are often
entitled Cautele, Enigmata, and Subtilitates, although of different length. show a
great number of similarities in content and form. Almost always only the solutions

are given without an explanation of how they are obtained; furthermore, final
verses often summarize the solutions. Menso Folkerts has analysed 33 of these
manuscripts located in the Bodleian, British Museum, Berlin, Munich, Vienna and
Erfurt libraries.'

The collections contain anywhere from one to 83 problems, and twelve of
them present the jealous husband problem, which is sometimes presented together
with that of the wolf, goat and cabbage.
Many of these manuscripts summarize the solution with the following hexameters:9
Uxor abit duplex redit una meal quoque duplex
Una redit geminus vir obit redit unus et una
Vir geminus vehitur redit una duoque vehuntur
Vir redit cimbam post transeat unus et una.10

If we consider the aforementioned Latin manuscripts together with the copies of
Alcuin's Propositiones we can easily conclude that the problem was widely circulated in Latin Northern Europe.

The Jealous Husbands Puzzle in the Italian Abacus Tradition

A considerable part of the Italian mathematical treatises from the 14"' to the 16`h
centuries is represented by abacus treatises (Trattati d'abaco), the composition of
which is linked to the teaching of Liber abaci (1202) of Leonardo of Pisa."
The principal subject of these treatises is the application of practical arithmetic to the solution of business problems. I lowever, many of them contain numer7
8
9
10
II

This version has been found by Andre Allard, who has kindly sent me the transcription and
authorised me to publish it.
A complete list of the manuscripts with their analysis is contained in [Folkerts 1971 1.
See for example Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 193, if. 25v-26v; Munich BSB Clm 534.
M. Folkerts has kindly sent me the transcription of some of these problems.
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 75, f. 132r.
A catalogue of these treatises together with a general presentation of the abacus mathematics
can be found in [Van Egmond 1980].
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ous recreational problems, sometimes collected into a single section, sometimes
scattered throughout the text.
The remarkable number of abacus treatises actually known, about 250, has
prevented us from examining all of them. However, the inspection of about 40
manuscripts" that seem to be the most representative has made it clear that the
jealous husbands problem was seldom included. To explain this it should be noted
that this puzzle does not appear in Liber abaci.
Only one of the twelve 14'"-century texts examined contains our problem. It is
the Rascioni di Algorismo, written about 1350 by an anonymous author who uses
the vernacular of Cortona, a town in central Italy:"
Fammi questa rascione: 3 conpangni cite anno 3 lord mogliere e uogliono pas.sare uno flume chon una barcha the non porta se non e 2 persone. Adomando,

chomo passara doll 'altra pane, the ll 'uno di chonpangni non possa auere a
ffare clrola molgliere dell'altro: e 1/o de' passare in prima la mogglie cholo suo
murito e torn lo marito e passono le duo molgliere e ton 1 'una donna e passo

li 2 mariti e ton lo marito chola sua dona e passo Ii dui marili e la donna
torn chol alt(ra) donna e poj lo marito passa cho/a sua donna e portala
dall'altra parite e ssono luciti passali oltra.

It should be noted that the solution follows closely Alcuin's.

The only Italian text of the 15" century in which I have found the problem
belongs to the abacus tradition although it is much more than an abacus treatise. It

is the Pratica d'arismetrica written by Maestro Benedetto da Firenze in 1463.
Three copies of this treatise are known, the most complete being L.iV.2I of the
Biblioteca di Siena. Its 500 folios, which measure 28 x 40 cm, comprise a large
encyclopaedia of abacus mathematics." The tenth of the sixteen books in which
it is divided is devoted to "Chasi dilettevoli" (recreational problems). This part
occupies folios 233-300 and contains a very large collection of recreational problems, including the jealous husbands problem. Benedetto's version of the problem
is as follows:
Tre mariti gelosi chon 3 loro moglie vogliono passare uno flume e anno una
nuvicella the chon 2 di low a charica. Adimandasi in the modo passeranno a
mo ' the ciaschuno sia libero dell 'altro. Chosi farai. Epon bene 1 ontelletto the
char breve parlero. Passesi prima 2 donne, e la nave rimeni una donna, et
passino I 'altre 2 donne. E aremo dall 'uno lato 3 marili e dall 'altro 3 donne et
12
13

Appendix 3 gives a list of these manuscripts.
The manuscript of this treatise is X51 I.A 13 of Columbia University Library, edited by Vogel
[19771.

14

15

English translation: "Solve this problem for me: 3 friends who have 3 wives wish to cross a
river by a boat that holds only two people. I ask how they could cross so that none of the
friends can stay with the wife of another. First a wife must cross with her husband, then the
husband goes back and two wives cross; a woman goes back and the 2 husbands cross; a
husband goes back with his wife; the two husbands cross and the woman goes to the other
woman; after the husband crosses with his wife, and taking her on the other side, all of them
have crossed." Cf. [Vogel 1977: 132).
An accurate description of this treatise is given in [Arrighi 19651.
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la nave d dal lato delle donne. E di poi una donna torn cholla nave e stars chol

marito, et li due mariti passino alle loro moglie. E di poi uno marito cholla
moglie passi de qua. E di 16 poi passino e 2 mariti. E rimarrd di qua 2 moglie et
di hi la nave, la quale chondurrit di qua una moglie, el virranno 2 moglie a loro

mariti, all'altra moglie menero la nave to suo marito. Et aranno passati ciaschuno salvo sanca sospelto.16

Benedetto presents the problem at the end of the chapter after that of the wolf,
goat and cabbage and before the Josephus problem," referring to them as favole
(fairy tales), perhaps because their solution does not involve calculations.
At the beginning of the 16` century in Italy two large anthologies of recreational problems were composed by authors belonging to the abacus tradition. They
are Libro ditto giuochi mathematici by Piero di Nicolao, and De viribus quantitatis by Luca Pacioli. These treatises are very similar and seem to have been drawn
from the same sources; both include the jealous husbands puzzle.

Piero di Nicolao lived in the first part of the 16' century in Tuscany. His
Libro dicto giochi mathematici, dedicated to Giuliano de' Medici, son of the more
famous Lorenzo, consists of 183 folios. It is divided into four parts and contains
91 problems.'8 In the introduction the author claims to have devoted himself to the
study of mathematics since his youth. Concerning his sources he claims only to
have collected them in many places."
The jealous husbands problem is the second problem of the third part of the
treatise and is contained in the folios 124r-126r. Piero's exposition is very long

and filled with embellishments suitable to its presentation as a court entertainment; it is contained in its entirety in Appendix 1. The most interesting feature of
this version is the final generalisation of the problem:
Afterwards you can, with your imagination, make [this problem] with 4 husbands and 4 wives, with 5 and with 6, etc. But note that the boat has to be
capable of holding one less than the number of the couples, so that if there are
four husbands and as many wives, the boat must be capable of [holding] three
16

English translation: "Three jealous husbands with their 3 wives wish to cross a river and they
have a little boat that holds only 2 of them. We ask how shall they cross that each is free of
the other. You shall do so and be careful, for I will speak shortly. At first 2 women cross, and

a woman takes the boat back and the other 2 women cross. And we have, on one side, 3
husbands and on the other, 3 women, and the boat is on the side of the women. After, a
woman comes back with the boat and stays with her husband, while the two husbands go to
their wives. Then a husband and his wife go back. Then 2 husbands cross to the other side.
And on this side will remain 2 wives, and the boat is on the other side, which a wife shall take

17

on this side, and 2 wives will come to their husbands, her husband will take the boat to the
other wife. And each one will have crossed freely and without suspicion." Cf. f. 293v.
This is a well-known puzzle that relates that fifteen Christians and fifteen Pagans were on a
ship in danger, and thus half had to be sacrificed. The question is how they could be arranged
in a circle so that, in counting round, every ninth one should be a Pagan.

18

[Arrighi 1971 ] gives biographical notes on Piero and a transcription of the introduction.

19

Piero di Nicolao, Libro dicto giochi mathematici, Biblioteca Nazionale di Firenze, Magl. XI,
15: f. 4v. "lo ho raccolti di pill luoghi quest mia secreti et forze, et forse pane rubbati et a
questo et a quello."
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people, and if they are 5 [couples). it is necessary that the boat be capable of
[holding] 4 people and so on infinitely, otherwise you will tire yourself in vain.
However, here you could propose that [the couples] be 4 and the boat be

capable of [holding] 2 people and no more; it would be impossible and you
would make the crowd fantasize and you could put up a prize. And so it would
be if there were 5 and the boat capable of 2 or 3 at the most; it would be similarly impossible.

Therefore Piero says the problem of crossing n couples can be solved if the boat
holds n - I people and ends reaffirming the problem is impossible if the people
are five and the boat holds two or three people. However, he does not give any
explanation for his assertions. The latter remark is in part wrong. In fact five couples can cross with a boat holding only three people in eleven trips.
Finally I should like to remark that even if it is true that n couples can cross
with a boat holding n - I people, one can nevertheless prove that for each n > 5 it
is sufficient to have a boat holding four people."
Luca Pacioli (1440/45-1517) is perhaps the most well-known Italian writer of
abacus mathematics; very famous indeed is his Summa de ariihmetica, geometria.
proportioni et proportionalitd (1494). Less well-known is his De viribus quanfitatis, the only hand-written copy of which is kept in the Library of the University of
Bologna. This manuscript consists of 309 folios containing a large collection of
recreational problems and resembles that of Piero di Nicolao; it too was composed
at the beginning of the 16th century.21

Pacioli presents the problem of the jealous husbands in folios 103v-105r. His
treatment is similar to Piero's including the remarks about the generalisation to
more couples, but more correctly he says:
But for 4 couples the boat must hold 3 people and for 5 couples it must hold 4
or 3 otherwise it is impossible.

Neither does Pacioli provide any explanation for his assertions. However, he gives
only the solution for three couples and begins with the crossing of two women,
but he wrongly remarks there is another solution that begins with the crossing of
two men, and requires the same number of trips. I wish to point out further that
while Pacioli indicates the order of the trips, he only assigns a number to the trips
from the first to the second bank. Another interesting characteristic of this version
is the use of letters to denote the elements of the couples, namely red capital let-

ters A, B, C for the husbands, and black small letters a, b, c for their respective
wives. Pacioli's version of the problem seems to me to be the most complete and
correct I have seen, therefore it is given in Appendix 2.

I would also like to remark that although neither Piero's nor Pacioli's text
presents the wolf, goat and cabbage puzzle, Pacioti appears to have intended to
include it. In fact, he lists it in the index just before the jealous husbands problem,
but the problem does not actually appear in the text.
20 A close examination of the problem can be found in [Lucas 1992: 6-141.
21 An accurate description of the content of this treatise is given in [Agostini 1924].
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A concise and correct version of our problem is also found in a 16'"-century
manuscript of an abacus treatise entitled Fiori di arilmelica e geometria (Flowers
of Arithmetic and Geometry), written by Bertholamio Verdello in 1550 in Verona.
It is interesting that Bertholamio claims to be the grandson of Francesco Feliciano
da Lasize, the author of a printed abacus book of which fourteen editions were published from 1517 to 1696 and which does not include the jealous husbands problem.

Nicolas Chuquet's Triparty

Nicolas Chuquet (ca. 1440-1488), Parisian, bachelor of medicine, algorist. wrote
in 1484 in Lyon a large mathematical treatise entitled Triparty en la science des
nombres, which has a great affinity with Italian abacus treatises even if it also
contains elements of a different tradition."
The first part of Triparty is concerned with arithmetic; the second with roots;
the third presents algebra. The treatise ends with a collection of 166 problems
illustrating applications of the previously expounded principles. The last problems
are recreational mathematics, and in particular Problem 164 presents the jealous
husbands problem. Its French version is as follows:
Lejeu des troys maryz el de lers femmes
CLXIV. llz sont irys hommes auec chascun sa jenrnre qui veulent passer vne

riuier el nont que ung petit bateau ou quel ne peueni passer plus de dear
personnes a lafoiz. Or est it ainsi ordonne entre eulx que nulle de lers femmes
ne se doit trouser auec homme nul que son mary ne soil present ne deca la

riuiere ne dela. El si aultremeni elle fait elle est reputee deshonneste et
desloyale a son tnary. Lon demande maintenant commant ces six personnes
pourront passer la riuiere lonnoeur des femmes saulue. Response. Deux femmes

passeni et June ramene le bateau pius deux femmes passent encores et here
ramene le bateau el demeure avec son mary. Et les deulx aultres marys passent.
Puis lung diceulx auec .sa jenrnre retorneni le bateau. Les deux hommes passent.
Et la femme repasse. Puis dear femmes oassente. Ne reste plus fors que lung des
maryz voyse querir safemme et sta fait. 3
22

23

Triparry was ignored by historians of mathematics until Aristide Marre 11880-811 drew
attention to it publishing large excerpts. On the occasion of the fifth centenary of Triparty an
ample study on Chuquet was edited in (Flegg & Moss 1985).
English translation: "The puzzle of the three husbands and their wives. There are three men

each with his wife, who wish to cross a river and they have a small boat in which only two
people can cross at a time. It happens they have agreed that none of their wives must be
with a man without her husband being present on either this side of the river or the other.
Otherwise she will be believed dishonest and disloyal towards her husband. One asks how
these six people could cross the river, preserving the honour of the women. Answer. Two
women cross and one brings back the boat, then two women cross again and one brings back
the boat and remains with her husband. And the two other husbands cross. Then one of them
with his wife brings back the boat. The two men cross. And a woman goes back. Then two
women cross. It remains that one of the husbands goes back to take his wife and it is made."
Cf. (Marre 1881: 459--460].
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Chuquet's version is worthy of note, for it states explicitly the rules of behavior. This is very important; in fact, as we shall see in the next section, the misunderstanding of these rules gave rise to erroneous solutions.

The Printed Versions in the Sixteenth Century

The importance and the diffusion of abacus mathematics in Italy are shown also
by the fact that one of the first printed books was just an abacus treatise: the Aritmetica di Treviso (1478). A few years later it was followed by the Aritmetica of
Piero Borghi (Venice, 1484), Pitagoras aritmetice introductor of Filippo Calandri
(Florence, 1491), Compendion de lo abaco of Pellos (Turin, 1492) and Summa de
aritmelica of Luca Pacioli (Venice, 1494).
The printed abacus treatises are similar enough to the hand-written ones, even
if they tend towards a more standard format. The most part of them includes recreational problems, but none of the books mentioned above presents the jealous
husband problem.
Le pratiche delle due prime malematiche (1546) of Pietro Cataneo, one of the
best Italian arithmetic treatises, contains the first printed version of the problem I
have found.
El dicendosi the ire mariti gelosi con le for mogli volessero passare un flume, et

havessero una barchetta the non ne passasse per volta pfa the 2 di loro, et
volessi sapere in the modo convenisse loro passare, accib the in fra Toro non
havesse a cadere nessuna gelosia. Dico the si passi prima due donne, et passate
the elle sieno, una ne resti, et l'alkra ritorni con la barca per l'altra donna, et
cosi haverai da un lato le Ire donne, et dall'altro li ire mariti, et la barca sera
dal lato delle donne, hora torni indietro una di quelle. et restisi col suo marito,
et 1i due ahri marili passino alle donne loro. Di poi an marito con la sua moglie
passi di qua dal flume, et di la passino li due mariti. et rimarra di qua dal flume
due mogli, et di la tre mariti, et tin di quelli haverd accanlo la sua moglie, et

faralla passare di qua, accid the 1 'altre due mogli passino ai loro marili, et
passate ch'elle sieno uno di quelli se ne ritorni per la sua, et in tal modo
seranno lutti passali senza sospetto di gelosia.2'

24

English translation: "And if one says that three jealous husbands with their wives want to
cross a river, and they have a boat in which only 2 of them could cross at a time. One wishes
to know how it comes tha they cross, so that no jealousy occurs among them. I say that first
two women must cross, after they have crossed, one remains and the other goes back with the
boat for the other woman. So you will have on one side three women and on the other the
three husbands, and the boat will be on the side of the women, now one of them goes back
and remains with her husband, and the other two husbands go to their wives. Then a husband
with his wife crosses to this side of the river and the two husbands cross beyond, and on this
side of the river will remain two wives and beyond three husbands, and one of them will have
with him his wife, and make her cross on this side, so the other two wives cross to their husbands, and afterwards one of them goes back for his wife. Thus all people have crossed without suspicion of jealousy." Cf. [Cataneo 1546: f. 54v].
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It should be noted how careful Cataneo is in checking each time that the conditions of jealousy are fulfilled. However, he does not mention any generalisation.
The General trattato (1556) of Niccolb Tartaglia (ca. 1505-1557) is the most
important treatise of practical arithmetic of the 10h century. It includes many recreational problems, among which we find the jealous husbands puzzle. Tartaglia
also includes the wolf, goat and cabbage problem.
Tartaglia's version, like Cataneo's, is concise. He further gives a solution for

the crossing of four couples with a boat holding two people. It is obvious that
Tartaglia did not know the works of Piero di Nicolao and Luca Pacioli, which had
asserted that the problem was impossible. The solution is the following:
Et sefossero slati 4 huomini et quattro donne prima ntanda fuora 2 donne, & fa

the una di quelle ne venga a torre un altra, & la conduce de la, poi una di
quelle vien di qua con it navelto, & tolse la quarla donna. & se la condusse de
la, condutte the siano de la tutte quattro, ne vien di qua una con it navetto, & si

accosta appresso a suo marilo, poi si levano duoi huomini, & entrano nel
navetto, & si ne vanno de la appresso alle sue donne, poi quella donna the a de
la discompagnata la intra nello navetto. & vien a torre suo marito. & lo menu
de la, & di qua sono rimasti solamente marito e mogliere, poi se ne venne di

qua uno di quelli huomini, & mena do la quell'huomo chi era di qua con la
donna sua, menato ch'el fu de la quello di prima andette appresso a sua moglie,

& quest'altro ritornd di qua a for sua mogliere, & la condusse de la, & cosi
furno condottifuora tutti sani, & salvi.25

In Tartaglia's solution, by the seventh trip there are two couples and a woman on
the second bank, situation not allowed by the strict jealousy condition. The mistake of Tartaglia may be caused by a misunderstanding of this condition; in fact
the woman without a husband on the second bank goes immediately back with the
boat. But authors with a more pessimistic attitude towards human nature do not
permit such a situation and so this solution was considered wrong.
A mistaken interpretation of the jealousy situation like that of Tartaglia is at
the origin of the following wrong solution of the problem for three couples given
by Dionigi Gori in his Libra di arimetricha (1571).26

25

26

English translation: "And if they should have been 4 men and four women, first you send to
the other side 2 women, and make one of them come to take another and bring her to the
other side, then one of them comes to this side with the boat and takes the fourth woman and
brings her to the other side, so that on the other side all the four women, one of them conies
to this side with the boat and goes over next to her husband, then two men enter into the boat
and go to their women, then that woman that is not paired goes into the boat and comes to
take her husband, and brings him to the other side, so that on this side only one husband with
his wife remains, then one of them came to this side and takes to the other side that man who
was on this side with his wife, when he is on the other side, one went to his wife and the other
went back to take his wife, and brought her on the other side. Thus all people were crossed
safe and sound." Cf. [Tartaglia 1556: 256].
The manuscript of this treatise is kept in the Biblioteca Comunale of Siena. Some parts of it
including the problem in question are published in (Franci & Toti Rigatelli 1982).
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Tre belle done com 3 loro maritti molto gelosi, volendo passare elfiume in una

harcha the non passa si no 2 per volta, e nisuno di questi maritti fida la sua
dona all 'afro maritto, essendo di bissognio passare el frume, si dimanda senza

fidarsi I 'uno maritto deli afro, come fecieno a! passarlo: prima passd una
moglie e uno maritto, el maritto rimena la barcha e lassa la moglie, poi
passorno le 2 mogli e recta el marifto, come sonno passatte una di quelle done
rimena la barcha e resta dal suo maritto, e Ili 2 maritti the nnno gia le mogli

passattte passano dalle loro mogli. e rimena in qua la barcha una moglie e
ritorna coil 'atra moglie, e quella the rimeno la harcha resta e 1 'atra ritornd per
suo maritto et cossi passorno tutti e 3 le mogli e maritti.27

The above solution in nine trips rather than eleven is to be considered incorrect
since the jealousy condition is not always fulfilled. In the sixth and seventh trip, in
fact, there is a woman on a bank in presence of men without her husband being
present. However, note that exactly as in Tartaglia's solution for four couples, the
woman goes back immediately. So it seems that someone gave a wider interpretation to the jealousy condition.
Claude-Gaspar Bachet (1581-1638), author of the first printed book entirely
devoted to recreational mathematics, Problemes plaisant & delectable (1621), is
not one of them. In fact in his treatise he includes the three jealous husbands
problem and points out that the solution of Tartaglia for four couples is wrong. He
claims the problem impossible, but he does not give a proof. A proof can be found
in a later edition of the Problems by A. LaBosne [Bachet 1993: 150]. The latter
gives also a solution to the problem of crossing for n couples with a boat holding
n - 1 people in 2n - I trips.
Finally, Edouard Lucas [1881-94] in his Recreations mathematiques remarks
that the correct generalisation of the problem is to ask for the least number x of
people the boat must hold so that the crossing of n couples is possible. He proves
that for n > 5, x must be 4 and for n = 4 or 5, x must be 3. Thus with Lucas the
problem of the jealous husbands is clarified definitively."
Final Remarks
The relatively numerous Latin sources testify to the wide circulation of the problem
of the three jealous husbands in Northern Europe from the 13" to the 15t° century.
27

28

English translation: "Three beautiful women with their 3 very jealous husbands, wishing to
cross a river with a boat which can cross only two of them at a time, and any husband does
not entrust his wife to another husband, for it is necessary to cross the river, one asks how
they made the crossing without trusting each of the other. At first a wife and one husband
cross, the husband brings back the boat and leaves his wife, then two wives cross and the
husbands stays, when they are crossed one of the women bring back the boat and she remains
with her husband, and the 2 husbands whose wives have already crossed, cross to their wives,
and one wife brings back the boat and goes back with the other wife, and she who brought
back the boat stays and the other went back for her husband and so all 3 wives and husbands
crossed." Cf. [Franci & Toti Rigatelli 1982: 105).
(Hadley & Singmaster 1989) reports on modem variations and generalisations of the puzzle.
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More problematic is the analysis of its diffusion in Italy. In spite of its infrequent inclusion in abacus treatises, it is included in the large collections of
recreational problems of Piero di Nicolao and Luca Pacioli, which even refer to
generalisations. The lack of previous Italian written sources leads us to conjecture

that the problem had a widespread oral tradition. To support this hypothesis
I would like to remind the reader that many abacus writers who present recreational problems remark that they are very suitable for the brightening of social
gatherings.
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Appendix I

Piero di Nicolao d'Antonio da Filicaia, Libro dicto Giuochi maihematici, early
sec. XVI, Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale, Magi. Xl, 15.
HE 124v// Secondo caso di 3 mariti et 3 mogli gelosi et quattro ct cinque
Voglio mostrare modo a ffare quella favola di tre mariti et tre mogli gelosi per chi
e non HE 125r// lo sapessi et anchora pochi la sapra, diro qualche cosa in quests di
piacere. Capitando adunque 3 mariti et loro donne seco ad uno flume grandissimo
el quale senza la barcha era impossibile potersi dall'altra banda trasferirsi et erano
in paese costoro the non senza qualche suspecto si caminava et maxime nelli (...)

et era luogho silvestre dove era charistia di habitazioni et perch& avevano for
giomate ordinatamente compartite non bisognava the troppo badassino per non
essere alla campagna scoperta dalla obscura nocte sopragiunti. Onde giuncti a
questo flume et disidirosi passar via con velocity non ritrovorno el barcharulo the
subito li haveria passati, ma solo trovomo una piccola barchetta alla ripa ligata et
quella presa et dalla ripa disciolta et volendo in ipsa tucti ad uno tracto passar
viddono per experientia the dicta barcha non era capace di pid the due person
per volta et cost quasi confusi rimasono, et desiderosi passar via pensavano el
modo passare senza gelosia et suspecto I'uno dell'altro. Se domanda in questo
caso se a possibile farlo, a the si risponde the si, et fia in questo modo. Prima
dirai the passi in IA due donne et poi una rimangha di IA et l'altra rimeni la barcha
in qua et meni deli l'altra donna, et sono in due volte passate tucte tre le donne di
la, et Ii homini sono di qua et le donne hanno seco la barca. Dunque le donne si
potivan andar con Dio et lassare abaiare li loro mariti de IA del flume, ma perche
omniuna era gelosa del suo marito non harieno per niencte facto maj tale errore.
Onde per tomare al mio proposito et volendo fomire di passarlj, faraj ors passar
una delle 3 donne allo in qua et cos! el suo maritto et li due maritti di quelle the
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sono di la dal flume montino in barcha et vadino a trovare le for donne the hanno
Ia barcha seco Ii duj mariti con be loro donne et resta a passare uno marito e una
moglie. Hora passi allorquando uno marito con la sua donna et hanno di qua due
mariti con le donne loro et di la sara uno marito et la donna soli et la barcha b de
qua. Hora passino di la //f. 126v// Ii dui mariti lassando be loro 2 donne di qua e
poi mandino con la barcha la donna ch'o gia passata per una delle due the restano
a passare, et poi mandino o al suo marito oppure una altra donna per la 3a. Ma e
piu conveniente mandare el suo marito et cosi Ii haveraj passati tucti senza gelosia
o suspecto l'uno dello altro non the habbino ad esser traditori uno all'altro, ma per
levar via ruggine fra Toro intrinseca amicizia, perche el suspecto the ha uno delta
sua sposa o donna a immenso et grandissimo et non si puo armare el suspecto si
the questo modo suproadicto leva via omnj fantasia. Potrai to poi cot tuo ingenio
fare di 4 mariti et 4 mogli di 5 et di 6 etc.. Ma nota the la barcha bisogna the sia
capace di uno mancho de it numero delle coppie the sono, perchu se sono quattro
mariti tante mogli, bisogna the la barcha sia capace di tre persone et se fussino 5

bisogna the la barcha sia capace di 4 persone et cosi in infinito, et altrimenti
indarno ti affaticheresti et pero qui to proponi the sieno 4 et la barcha //f. 127r//
sia capace di 2 persone et non piu; fia impossibile et farai fantasticare le brighate
et potrai metter pegno. Et cosi se fussino 5 et la barcha fusse capace di 2 o 3 al piu
similmente sara impossibile.

Appendix 2

Luca Pacioli, De viribus quantitatis, early sec. XVI, Library of the University of
Bologna, ms 250.
//f. 1030 LXI C. de 3 mariti et 3 mogli gelosi
Capitaronno a un flume per passare 3 huomini //f. 104r// ognuno con la sua moglie
o voglia dir foemina et trovando la barca legata alla rippa con Ii remi el barcaruolo
non n'era, costoro per la fretta de passare deliberaro o vogarse per esser usate a
vinegia fra loro stessi o chiogia et credendo poter passare tutti a un tratto, la barcha none potia regere piu de dua al suo carco, onde costoro se vegano inpaciati si
per pericolo delo inducio the dubitavano non havere to nimico ale spalle si et perche dubitavano non potere rehaver la barcha de qua et di non rompere la compa-

gnia giurata alo viagio et ancho the fra loro non havesse a nascere rugine de
suspecto de for donne capitando ale mani de l'uno senza el suo marito, con cia sia
commo dici la scriptura vinum et mulieres faciunt hominem apostatare. Et cos!
stando in tal pensiero et agonia I'uno di loro, de numero pratico experto, disse a
tutti servate I'ordine, it modo ch'io ve diro et siremo di la tutti senz'altri fra not
passati senza I'amico suspecto et cosi fo observato. Se domanda si sia possibile et
commo passaro senza suspecto de gelosia et nonne portando la barca piu de doi
alla volta. Dirai el caso esser possi //f. 104v// bile et fecero in questo modo. Et

poniamo per non sbagliar et ancho equivocare net trascrivere the gli huomini
sienno letre del alphabeto A.B.C rosse maiuscole et le done a.b.c picole nere et la
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barcha sia la letra D. Prima passaro a.b foemine et restaro delA gli 3 huomini con
una donna appresso el suo marito et la barca sia di IA. Poi una di queste torno to
barca in qua et acostose at suo marito lasciando la compagna di IA et poi presse la
3a donna sua compagna c. et menola di 14. Ora di qua restaro gli 3 huomini et di
IA sonno 3 donne con la barcha et sonno facti doi viaggi. Poi una di quelle qual
vuoli retornando la barcha in qua s'acosta at suo marito havendo lasciate le doi
altre sue compagne di la. Ora montano in barcha gli doi mariti di quelle the sonno
di IA et vano at loro lasciando di qua l'una con to suo marito et sonno facti 3 viagi
et la barca c di lA con Ii 2 mariti et loro mogli senza suspecto. Poi l'uno di questi
con la sua mogli montano in barca et tomano di qua lasciando el marito con sua

mogli di IA. Et poi gli 2 huomini montano in barcha et vanno di la lasciando
//f. 105r// di qua le doi for donne et Anno facto 4 viaggi et la barcha est di la. Poi la

donna di IA torna la barca in qua sola, lasciando tutti Ii 3 huomini di IA ct at 5°
viaggio passa la compagna et consegnala al suo marito. Et poi torna per 1'altra di
qua et portala di la, medesimamente consegnandola at suo marito, at 6° viagio
ponendo tutto at fine. Et la barca the prima era di qua se ritrovara di la et set
barcarolo virrA o lui notary over per I'altro ingegno passarA di la se lui vorra. Et
cosi sia fatta tutta senza suspecto de gelosia fra Toro pert the de donne con donne
l'uomo non ha suspecto, neanche quando vi sonno seco Ii for mariti, perche non
vale a far violenza in simil casi, ma solo se atende a levar gli suspecti, jux illud
suspectos cavern nesis misce omnibus hominis dammnatis (...). Et sapi si comme
to comenzasti con le donne to medisimamente potevi comenzare dali huomini

usando el passaggio per for via commo festi per le donne et in tanti viaggi
similmente gli passarai franchi senza alcun suspecto, como per to porrai
experimentando provare, ponendo da to le disposizioni del caso como //f. 105v//
vedi di qui figurate in margine adove la rippa di qua del flume metiamo f.g et di IA
la metiamo h.z." Porrai anchora da te, per tuo ingenio negoziando, disponere di 4

mariti et 4 mogli et cosi di 5 mariti et 5 mogli et sic de quotlibet. Ma per li 4
bisogna la barca possi portar 3 e per li 5 ne port 4 o 3 aliter impossibile laboratur.
Et perb fu bello a proporre de 4 cola barca de 2 quod non potest et ancho de 5.

Appendix 3

Abbreviations for the Libraries
BCS
Biblioteca Comunale degl'Intronati, Siena
BMLF
Biblioteca Mediceo-Laurenziana, Florence
BNF
Biblioteca Nazionale, Florence
Biblioteca Palatina, Parma
BPP
BRF
Biblioteca Riccardiana, Florence
CUL
Columbia University Library, New York

29

In the actual manuscript the figures are missing.
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List of examined manuscripts
M. Umbro (ca. 1290), Livero de I 'abbecho, BRF, Cod. 2404, if. 136.
Jacopo de Florentia (d. 1307), Tractatus Algorismi, BRF, Cod. 2236, if. 48.
Paolo Gherardi (ca. 1310), Liber habaci, BNF, Magl. XI, 87, if 40.
Paolo Gherardi (1328), Libro di ragioni, BNF, Magi. XI, 88, if 80.
Anonimo (ca. 1317), Algorismis, BRF, Cod. 2161, if 76.
Paolo dell'abaco (ca. 1340), Trattato di tuna /'arse dell 'abacho,
BNF, Fond. prin. 11.1X.57, if 137.
Anonimo (ca. 1350), Tractato dell'arismetricha, BRF, Cod. 2252, if. 71.
Anonimo (ca. 1350), Rascioni dalgorismo, CUL, X51 I.A 13, if. 71.
Gilio (d. 1384), Aritmetica e Geometria, BCS, L.IX.28, if. 216.
Anonimo (d. 1390), Libro d'insegnare arismetricha,
BNF, Fond. prin. 11.111.198, if. 59.
Anonimo (ca. 1390), Tratato copra /'arte dell'aritsmetricha,
BNF, Fond. prin. I1.V.152, if. 180.
Anonimo (see. XIV), Libre algorissimi, BNF, Magi. X1,73, if. 36.
Tomaso della Gazzaia (ca. 1412), Trattato d'aritmetica e geometria,
BCS, C.111.23, if. 148.
Anonimo (d. 1414), Arte dell'anbacho, BNF, Baldovinetti 39, if. 90.
Anonimo (ca. 1437), Ragioni aparlenente all 'arismetricha, BNF, Magi. XI, 119, if. 213.
Anonimo (ca. 1440), Ragioni apartenente all'arismetricha, BMLF, Ash. 608, if. 173.
Anonimo (d. 1453), Libro d'alchuna ragioni, BNF, Magi. Xl, 131, if 112.
Cristofano di Gherardo di Dino (d. 1442), Libro d'anbaco, BRF, Cod. 2186, ff. 132.
Anonimo (ca. 1452), Arie dell'arismetrica, BRF, Cod. 2369, if. 152.
Anonimo (d. 1455). Faculta delta arismetrica, BRF, Cod. 2374, if. 124.
Anonimo (ca. 1460), Trattato di praticha d'arismetricha, BNF, Pal. 573, if. 491.
Benedetto da Firenze (d. 1463), Trattato di praticha d'arismetrica, BCS, L.IV.21, if. 506.
Anonimo (ca. 1463), Arithmetricha, BCS, L.V1.46, if. 143.
Anonimo (ca. 1465), Ragioni delle librettine, BNF, Conv. Sopp. A.8.1833, if. 100.
Mariotto di Giovanni (ca. 1465), Libro d'arismetricha,
BNF, Conv. Sopp. 1.10.36, if. 198.

Anonimo (d. 1466-69), Operetta d'arismetricha, BNF, Magi. XI, 85, if. 98.
Anonimo (ca. 1470), Cose appartenenti all'abbaco, BRF, Cod. 2358, if. 128.
Thomaso d'Arezzo (d. 1477), Libro dell'abicho, BNF, Nuovi Acquisti 725, if. 146.
Anonimo (ca. 1479), Operetta all'abacho, BRF, Cod. 2253, if. 84.
Piero della Francesca (ca. 1480). Trattato d'abaco, BMLF, Ash. 359*, if. 127.
Raffaello di Giovanni Canacci (ca. 1485), Trattato d'arismetricha,
BRF, Cod. 2408, if. 202.

Filippo Calandri (ca. 1485), Aritmetica, BRF, Cod. 2669, if. 110.
Anonimo (ca. 1485), Tractato algorisimus, BRF, Cod. 2991, if. 74.
Anonimo (ca. 1485), Tractatu di regula di quantitati, BMLF, Ash. 956, if. 226.
Raffaello di Giovanni Canacci (d. 1490), Fioretto dell'abacho,
BNF, Magi. XI, 99, if. 136.
Jacopo d'Antonio Grassini (d. 1497), Libretto d'abacho, BNF, Magi. XI, 123, if 240.
Anonimo (sec. XV), Libro di conti e mercatanzie, BPP, Pal. 312, if. 61.
Francesco di Donato Michelozzi (d. 1482-1508), Libro dell'abacho,
BNF, Pal. 724, if. 135.
Anonimo (ca. 1505), Libro d'abaco, BMLF, Ash. 518, if. 210.
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Anonimo (ca. 1520), Libro d'abaco, BMLF, Ash. App. 1894, if. 100.
Bertholamio Verdello (d. 1550), Fiori di arilmetica e geometria,
BMLF, Ash. 358, if. 154.
Dionigi Gori (d. 1571), Libro di arimetricha, BCS, L.IV.23, if. 86.
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De I'arabe a l'hebreu: Is constitution de Is litterature
mathamatique hebraIque (XIIe-XVIe siecle)
par TONY LEVY

Les premiers dcrits mathdmatiques rediges en hdbreu et datables apparaissent au Xlle
siecle. Entre le Xllle et Ie XIVe siecle se constitue, essentiellement en Provence, un
veritable corpus textuel, riche et diversifid, a partir de sources arabes, traduites ou
adaptees. Cet essor se prolonge aux XVe et XVIe sidcles en s'ouvrant aux sources latines
et vemaculaires. Aprils avoir presente ce mouvement, nous en degageons quelques traits
caractdristiques.
The first dated mathematical writings composed in Hebrew appear in the Xll'" century.
Between the Xlll'" and the XIV°i centuries, mainly in Provence, a fairly coherent corpus
of texts is made up of translations and adaptations from Arabic sources. This movement
goes on during the XVth and XVI'h centuries, exploiting Latin and vernacular sources.
We try to sketch the main features of this mathematical activity.

Dans cet essai, nous proposons:
1.

une periodisation des mathdmatiques m6di6vales d'expression hdbraique, telle

qu'elle se ddgage des sources identift6es a ce jour, et qui n'ont pas encore
toutes et6 systdmatiquement etudiees,
II. un tableau du premier grand mouvement de traductions et d'adaptations, reali-

ses pour 1'essentiel en Provence, entre 1230 et 1350,
111. une caract6risation de ce corpus, qui le rapporte a ses sources, sa langue, son
contexte culturel. La comparaison avec le ddveloppement initial des mathematiques d'expression latine nous parait 6clairer utilement les problemes historiques et m6thodologiques qui sont en jeu.

1. Mathematiques d'expression hebraique (XIIe-XVIe siecle):
une p6riodisation

La littdrature mathdmatique hdbraique prend veritablement son essor en Europe,
vers la fin du XIe siecle. La carte gdographique de son ddveloppement est, au

debut, celle des communaut6s juives intdress6es par la culture juddo-arabe
d'Espagne et n'ayant pas (ou plus) d'acces directs aux ouvrages arabes: it s'agit
du nord-est de l'Espagne et du sud de la France entre XIIe et XIVe siecle; au
cours de cette 6tape initiale, on voit se constituer a la fois une culture math6matique de base (ouvrages gdndraux d'arithm6tique et de g6om6trie, encyclop&dies
scientifiques) et un fonds de textes destin6s plus proprement a un public savant;
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cette production a pour source quasi-exclusive les ecrits mathematiques arabes,
dont elle represente un temoin et un relais. Dans I'ltalie de la Renaissance, aux
We et We siecles, on constate une influence grandissante des sources latines
ou vernaculaires. A la meme epoque, le regain d'interet pour les sciences manifesto dans les communautes judeo-byzantines se nourrit aussi bien de sources
arabes et grecques.

1. Le Mishnat ha-Middot (Livre des mesures): temoin dune tradition orientale
ancienne? Sans doute le plus ancien ouvrage de mathematique redige en hebreu,
cet opuscule releve du genre de "la geometrie pratique"; sa derriere partie est faite
de commentaires numeriques relatifs aux dimensions du Tabernacle, tel qu'il est
decrit dans le recit biblique.l Nous sommes, pour l'heure, incapables de preciser
la date, le lieu, et I'auteur de cette composition, malgre les suggestions de Gandz
tendant a en situer la redaction au lie siccle.2 Peut-titre entre IXe et Xlle siecle;

peut-titre a Bagdad; peut-titre un savant juif arabophone soucieux d'ouvrir le
monde des etudes traditionnelles aux savoirs scientifiques. Quoi qu'il en soit, it
parait difticile d'isoler cet opuscule d'une possible tradition scienlifique hebraI'que

ancienne (medecine, astronomie-astrologie, mathematiques pratiques) dont les
contours et les sources sont encore flous.

2. La naissance dune longue et d'une litterature scient/ques dans I'Espagne du
Deux personages dominent cette epoque: Abraham bar Hiyya (ca.

X11e siecle.

1065-1145) et Abraham ibn `Ezra (m. 1067).
Abraham bar Hiyya (connu en latin sous le nom de Savasorda) a ate eduque et

forma scientifiquement dans l'une des principautes arabes issues de la chute du
califat de Cordoue, sans doute a Saragosse sous la dynastie hudide (1039-1118),
dont plusieurs souverains furent des savants renommes. C'est toutefois a Bar-

celone, en pays chretien, qu'il composa ses euvres originales en hebreu, a la
demande pressante des dignitaires juifs de Provence; it y collabora aussi aver
Platon de Tivoli pour traduire en latin plusieurs ouvrages arabes.3 Abraham bar
Hiyya a traite de philosophic, d'astronomie et d'astrologie; nous lui connaissons
deux compositions mathematiques: une encyclopedia scientifique° et un ouvrage
de "geometrie pratique"5 traduit en latin par Platon de Tivoli en 1145.6 Dans ses
divers ouvrages, l'auteur rappelle son recours aux sources arabes, insiste sur le
respect scrupuleux desdites sources - lorsqu'elles existent -, et pretend simplement exploiter en hebreu la science arabe. A y regarder de pros, on se rend compte
que I'auteur ne s'est pas contentd de forger une langue mathematique hebraique, it

a aussi adapte les objectify des ouvrages qu'il a exploites, pour les mettre a la
portee des lecteurs hebreophones de Provence.

3

Pour I'ddition la plus recente du texte: [Sarfatti 1993].
[Gandz 1932].
[Levy 2001b].

4

[Millis Vallicrosa 19521.

5

[Gutunann 1912; Millis i Vallicrosa 1931].
[Curtze 1902].

I
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Abraham ibn 'Ezra est nd en Espagne chretienne, a Tudele (Navarre). De
culture arabe et connaissant sans doute le latin, it a passe une grande partie de sa
vie en voyages a travers 1'Europe, apr8s avoir quitte l'Espagne a la fin des annees
trente. C'est un poetc, un grammairien, un astronome-astrologue (1'astrologie tient
un role majeur dans sa pensee) et un commentateur biblique tr@s repute. Son ouvrage d'arithmetique Le livre du nombre (Sefer ha-Mispar) a constitue d'emblee
une reference et exerce une influence durable.' Abraham ibn 'Ezra a, lui aussi, fas onne une nouvelle langue scientifique, differente de celle de son aine Bar Hiyya,
en ce qu'elle est plus proche de I'hebreu biblique (la langue de Bar Hiyya exploite
plutot les ressources de l'hebreu rabbinique) et plus eloignee des tournures et de la
terminologie arabes.
3. Le premier mouvement de traduction de textes classiques (XIIIe-XIVe sierles).
La dynastic des Tibbon, originaire de Grenade, a cree en Provence les conditions
d'emergence d'une veritable culture scientifique hebraIque. C'est a la troisieme et
quatrieme generations qu'apparaissent les traducteurs d'ouvrages mathdmatiques

(et astronomiques). Sur une periode qui couvre un peu plus d'un siecle (12301350), on verra se constituer ce que nous avons appele "la bibliotheque mathematique du savant juif medieval":8 un corpus de textes, dont la base est constituee
par des oeuvres majeures de la mathematique hellenistique, completee par des
commentaires ou des oeuvres originales arabes. Cet ensemble peut s'ordonner
selon la classification suivante:
Euclide et la tradition euclidienne
La geometric des spheres
L'Almageste et la tradition theorique ptolemeenne
Arithmetique et thdorie des nombres
Archimede et la tradition archimedienne
Apollonius et la tradition apollonienne

Les principaux traducteurs sont Jacob Anatoli (ca. 1194-1256), lequel a travaille a

Naples a la cour de Frederic I1; Moise ibn Tibbon de Montpellier, qui fut actif
entre 1240 et 1283; Jacob ben Makhir (Don Profeit Tibbon), astronome a Montpellier (ca. 1236-1305); Qalonymos ben Qalonymos (Maestro Calo) d'Arles (1287apres 1329); Samuel ben Juda (Miles Bongodas) de Marseille (1294-apres 1340).
On peut qualifier certains de ces savants de "traducteurs professionnels" (par exemple, Molise ibn Tibbon); Jacob ben Makhir est I'auteur d'ecrits astronomiques originaux; Qalonymos ben Qalonymos a travaille au service du roi Robert 11 d'Anjou.
4. Deux astronomes-mathematiciens provencaux au XIVe siecle. L'activite traductrice ne s'interrompt pas brutalement au milieu du XIVe siecle, pas plus qu'elle ne
se limite gdographiquement aux centres provengaux que noun avons mentionnes:
des textes scientifiques arabes continuent de circuler en Espagne chretienne, par-

7
8

[Silberberg 1895; Levy 2000b, 200Ia; Langermann et Simonson 20001.
(Levy 1997c].
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mi les savants juifs, a Tolede, a Saragosse, a Burgos, a Salamanque; its y sont
etudies ou traduits. Meme si les compositions originates qui voient le jour en
Provence au XIVe siecle sont largement tributaires des textes "classiques" desormais disponibles en hebreu, elles exploitent manifestement des sources que nous
n'avons que partiellement identifiees: bien des indices nous font soupFonner que
('heritage d'al-Andalus est encore mal connu.
Les deux auteurs qui dominent incontestablement cette periode sont des astronomes reputes.

Levi ben Gershom, dit Gersonide (1288-1344) est l'auteur d'une Oeuvre astronomique considerable,9 traduite en latin;10 ses ecrits mathematiques sur les
nombres harmoniques,11 sur l'arithmetique et la combinatoire,12 sur la geometrie
d'Euclide,13 manifestent une connaissance (indirecte?) de sources arabes et latines,

dont it n'existe pas - dans I'etat actuel de la recherche - de versions ou d'adaptations en hebreu.
Immanuel ben Jacob Bonfils de Tarascon, actif entre 1340 et 1365, est aussi
un astronome, dont les Tables astronomiques seront connues en latin et en grec

byzantin. Sa maitrise du latin semble avoir ete suffisante pour lui permettre de
rendre en hebreu le Roman d'Alexandre.14 Nous lui connaissons plusieurs recueils
d'ecrits arithmetiques15 et geometriques,16 disperses dans les collections manuscrites, dont it conviendrait de faire un inventaire et une analyse minutieux, avant

d'en evaluer la portee: developpements originaux? notes de lecture d'un astronome? exploitation de sources arabes et/ou latines non atiestees en hebreu?

Traductions et commentaires duns l'Italie du XYe siecle. Le deplaeement vers
1'Italie n'est pas seulement geographique: les textes dont nous disposons temoignent d'un recours d-. plus en plus frequent au latin et aux langues vernaculaires.
Mordekhay (Angelo) Finzi de Mantoue (m. 1475) est un des personages les
plus representatifs de cette periode. Astronome, traducteur, commentateur, Finzi a
associe son nom a plusieurs ecrits mathematiques.1711 est sans doute le traducteur
(peut-titre l'auteur) d'un ambitieux resume des savoirs geometriques en 11 parties,
mentionnant les noms de Campanus et de Jordanus de Nemore;18 it est l'auteur
d'un ouvrage de stereometrie, le Traite de mesures des cuves el des tonneaux,
mentionnant aussi bien Abraham bar Hi)ya que des "abacistes" chretiens.19
5.

9
10
11

12

(Goldstein 1992).
[Mancha 1992, 1997].
(Chemla et Pahaut 1992].
[Lange 1909; Simonson 2000].

14

[Langermann 1996: 45-46; Levy 1992a, 1992b].
[Levi 1881].

15

[Gandz 19361.

16
17
19
19

(Rabinovitch 1974].
[Langermann 1988].
[Steinschneider 1893-1901: 194).
[Langermann 1988: 32-331.
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Darts le domain de l'algebre, nous connaissons une composition due a un
ami de Finzi et dediee a ce demier. Simon ben Moise ben Simon Motot, I'auteur

de ce texte, y traite des equations canoniques du second degre ainsi que des
equations qui s'y ramt nent; dans cet ouvrage redige dans les annees 1460, on peut

relever des traces evidentes du Liber abaci de Fibonacci, auquel it convient
d'ajouter les ceuvres d'"abacistes" italiens du XIVe ou We siecle.20 Mordekhay
Finzi, encore lui, traduisit ]'ensemble de l'Algebre d'Abu Kamil,21 y compris Ia
deuxi8me partie, consacree au pentagone et decagone,22 ainsi que la troisieme
partie, sur les equations indeterminees.23 Finzi est aussi Ie traducteur (1473) d'un
important traite de Maestro Dardi de Pise (1344) compose en italien et comportant
des equations du troisieme ou du quatrieme degre irreductibles.24
II n'est pas exclu que les contacts des milieux juifs savants d'Italie avec ceux
de Constantinople, surtout apres I'arrivee des Ottomans en 1453, aient constitue
des canaux de diffusion des idees ou des textes originaires de l'Orient arabe.

6. Les mathematiques dans le monde savant judeo-byzantin (XVe-XVIe siecle).

A partir du We siecle, et jusque vers le milieu du We siecle, on releve un
regain d'interet pour l'apprentissage et I'enseignement des mathematiques et de
I'astronomie au sein des communautes judeo-byzantines. On copie beaucoup:
bien des precieux recueils manuscrits que nous connaissons sont de la plume de
copistes travaillant a cette epoque a Constantinople, repondant ainsi necessairement a une demande.25 On compile: nous connaissons ainsi un volumineux commentaire anonyme des Elements d'Euclide, mentionnant al-Kindi, al-Farabi, Ibn
al-Haytham, al-Anlaki, a cute d'auteurs grecs. On traduit encore des livres arabes:
c'est vers 1460 que Shalom ben Joseph `Anavi traduit et commente en hebreu le
texte arabe de Kushyar ibn Labban consacre au calcul indien.26 Et on compose.
Les compositions que nous connaissons manifestent le recours a un triple heritage: celui des textes deja disponibles en hebreu (Abraham bar Hiyya, Abraham
ibn 'Ezra, classiques grecs ou arabes traduits en hebreu, Gersonide), celui de
textes arabes non traduits en hebreu, et enfin celui de textes grecs ou grecobyzantins.
Mordekhay Komtino (1402-1482) est l'auteur du Livre du calcul et des mesures (Sefer ha-Heshbon we-ha-Middot) '27 06 sont reperables des sources grecques
20
21

[Sacerdote 1892-94].
[Levey 1966].
[Sacerdote 1896].

22
23

Cette troisieme partie ne nous est parvenue en latin qu'A travers un court fragment: voir:

24

[Sesiano 1993: 447-452].
[Van Egmond 1983; Hughes 1987].

25

L'expulsion des juifs d'Espagne, en 1492, entraine un aftlux de families anciennement espagnoles dans I'Empire ottoman, et tout particulitrement a Constantinople. Un savant de Constantinople, de surcroit copiste prolifique, Kalev Afendopulo, signale en 1499 que plusieurs
manuscrits mathematiques lui ont ete accessibles grace a I'arrivee des exiles d'Espagne; voir
[Steinschneider 1896: 93].

26
27

[Levey et Petruck 1965].
[Silberberg 1905-06].
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anciennes telles que Heron, ainsi que des procedes exposes par des auteurs byzantins des XIIIe et XIVe siecles.28
Elie Mizrahi (1455?-1526), eleve de Komtino, auquel it succeda a la charge
de grand rabbin de Constantinople, temoigne d'une vaste culture scientifique et
d'un grand souci de pedagogie dans Le livre du hombre (Sefer ha-Mispar) 29

Kalev Afendopulo (1460?-1525?), responsable spirituel de la communaute
garaite (opposee au judaisme rabbinique et ne reconnaissant que I'autorite de la
Loi ecrite) de Constantinople, fort prospere a cette epoque, fut aussi un eleve de
Komtino. Copiste prolifique et exegete, Afendopulo a traite d'astronomie et de
mathematiques. Nous lui connaissons an copieux commentaire de I'Introduction
arithmetique de Nicomacjue, qui n'est pas le seul dans son genre, a Constantinople, a la meme epoque. °
Les sources mentionnees dans les sections 5 et 6 n'ont pas requ encore l'attention qu'elles meritent. En particulier, le developpement des mathematiques hebraiques en Italic aux We et XVIe siecles est encore mal evalue: les sources n'y
sont plus seulement arabes, mais latines et vemaculaires. De surcroit, le contexte
culturel environnant ainsi que les transformations des communautes juives ellesmemes ont exerce des effets d'impulsion qu'on ne mesurera que lorsque les textes
seront correctement edites et analyses. En revanche, nous sommes mieux instruits
aujourd'hui sur la portee du grand mouvement qui se developpe en Provence aux
XIIIe et XIVe siecles.

If. L'essor de la litterature mathematique hebraique
et les premieres traditions textuelles

Dans cette partie, nous mettons 1'accent sur les problemes de transmission et
d'acculturation des savoirs mathematiques arabes dans le monde hebreophone.
Pour ne pas nous en tenir au seul inventaire de la transmission, nous pointons les
traditions arabes dont les textes mis a jour et etudies se font I'echo, avant de nous
demander si lesdits textes se constituent a leur tour en traditions proprement hebraiques. On s'en tiendra ici a la classification des traductions et adaptations realisees, pour I'essentiel en Provence, entre 1230 et 1350.
Euclide et la tradition euclidienne.
Les Elements. L'examen systematique du corpus nous a ?ermis d'identifier 31
manuscrits de versions proprement dites du texte euclidien. 1 De l'analyse de ce

riche materiau, nous avons degage ('existence de quatre traductions issues de
sources arabes (au moms deux manuscrits offrent des textes issus de sources
28

[Schub 1932].

29

[Mim ahi 1534; Wertheim 18%].

30

[Steinschneider 1894: 76-77; 1896].

31

[Levy I997a]. Par comparaison, on connait a cc jour une vingtaine de manuscrits du texte
arabe; voir: [Folkerts 1989: 27-29].
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latines), rdalisces au Xllle siecle, dans des milieux proches les uns des autres.
L'une de ces versions, inddite, est indiscutablement lice aux plus anciennes
versions arabes (les versions "hajjajiennes"), pour lesquelles elle apporte des
dclairages nouveaux.32 Ajoutons que I'ouvrage euclidien nest pas seulement un
outil pour le savant; it fait aussi partie des livres recherchds par "I'homme
cultive", comme en temoigne ]'inventaire de certaines bibliothdques de mddecins
juifs.33

A ces recensions (versions au sens strict), it convient d'ajouter deux adaptations arabes du texte euclidien qui ont fait l'objet d'une traduction en hebreu.
C'est ainsi que nous avons identifie une version hebraique anonyme de l'adaptation-resume des Elements composee par Avicenne, soit la partie geometrique de la
grande encyclopedia avicennienne al-Shifa', intitulde Les fondements de la geometrie.34 D'autre part, nous avons etudie [a partie geometrique d'une autre encyclopddie, qui a sans doute exploite la precddente, et qui est l'ceuvre d'un auteur
juif du Xllle siecle, Juda ben Salomon ha-Kohen de Tolede; cette encyclopedie,
redigee initialement en arabe, ne nous est parvenue que dins la version hebraique
realisee par ]'auteur Iui-meme. L'ouvrage intitule Midrash ha-Hokhma, L'enseignement de Ia sagesse (ou de la science), comprend, dans sa deuxieme partie. une

version abrdgde des Elements, conque comme une introduction a I'dtude de
I'Almageste de Ptoldmde.3`
Plusieurs commentaires arabes des Elements furent traduits au cours de cette
meme pdriode: celui d'al-Farabi,3b celui d'Ibn al-Haytham, celui de Jahir ibn Aflah.37

L'exceptionnelle importance accordee au texte des Elements se mesure aussi
par ('existence de commentaires directement composes en hebreu: certains sont
des commentaires mathematiques, comme celui de Gersonide ou d'anonymes;38
d'autres ont un caractere philosophique, comme celui d'Abraham ben Salomon
ha-Yarhi (= de Lunel), au XIVe siecle.39

Les Donnees, L'Oplique, ainsi qu'un ouvrage pseudo-euclidien, Le Lvre des
miroirs, furent aussi traduits.
Astronomic theorique et geometrie des spheriques. L'astronomie mathematique
constitue tune part importante des premieres traductions: a cctd des ouvrages de PtoIdmde, nous disposons de versions hdbraiques des ecrits de Geminus, a]-Bitruji,4°
32
33

34
35

36
37
38

[Levy 1997b].

[Vajda 1958; Iancou-Agou 1975).
[Levy 1997a: 801.
[Levy 2000].
[Freudenthal1988aj.
L'original arabe tic nous est pas connu: nous en avons identifi un fragment en hebreu.
(Levy 1992c). Parmi Ies commentaires anonymes importants, signalons un substantiel "Livre

d'Euclidc", en fait une vaste encyclopedic mathematique en douze parties, incluant, entre
39
40

autres, une presentation des Elements; voir [Langermann 1984b].
[Freudenthal1998].
[Goldstein 19711.
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Jabir ibn Aflah, al-Farghani, [bn al-Haytham,41
et d'auteurs juifs redigeant en arabe tels que Joseph ibn Nahmias et Joseph ibn Israel.
Parallelement, on traduit des ecrits consacres aux spheriques, relevant de "la
petite astronomic" ou, comme les designe parfois la tradition arabe, des "(livres]
intermediaires": ceux d'Autolycus, Theodosius, Menelaus;43 ainsi que des ouvraAverroes,4.'

ges arabes qui prolongent cette tradition, comme ceux de Thabit ibn Qurra ou
Jabir ibn Aflah sur La figure secante de Menelaus. Cette tradition textuelle a ate
suffisamment vivante pour inclure, a tote de la traduction de commentaires arabes
(non encore etudies), des ecrits directement composes en hebreu, comme ceux que
Gersonide a consacre a Menelaus.44
Arithmetique et theorie des nombres.
Nicomaque de Gerase: Introduction a 1'arithmetique. La version hebraIque ne
correspond exactement ni au texte grec, ni a la version arabe donnee par Thilbit
ibn Qurra: elle est issue d'un texte arabe (apparemment perdu), qui fut lui-mime

traduit d'une version syriaque (perdue aussi); on y releve d'importantes gloses
attribuecs a al-Kindi. L'etude continue du texte hebreu se manifeste par 1'existence de commentairesjusqu'au XVIe siecle, a Constantinople.45

AN al-Salt: cc savant andalou (1068-1134) fut tres probablement l'auteur
d'une encyclopedic des sciences, que nous ne connaissons qu'a travels deux parties qui nous sont parvenues en version hebraique, l'une sur la musique46 et l'autre
sur I'arithmetique (traduite en 1395, a Saragossa). Nous avons montre que cette
panic arithm&tique est constituee, pour I'essentiel, par une traduction litterale de

la section arithmttique de 1'encyclopedie d'Avicenne, le Shi/'. Nous avons
d'autre part releve diverses references a Abd al-Salt en relation avec l'optique, la
geometrie et I'astronomie;47 dans cc dernier cas, nous disposons peut-titre d'une
partie de son ouvrage.48

al-Ha$r: Ie "petit" traite d'arithmetique, redige sans doute au XIIe siecle par
cat auteur actif en al-Andalus ou au Maghreb '49 fut traduit par Morse ibn Tibbon
en 1271. II importe de souligner ceci: meme s'il ne comporte pas un chapitre special concernant l'algebre (pourtant prevu par l'auteur, mais absent du texte arabe
tel qu'il nous est parvenu, ainsi que de la version hebraique), l'ouvrage se rdfrlre
plusieurs fois, a l'occasion de problemes arithmetiques (prob[emes "pratiques" ou
problemes associes a certaines suites d'entiers) a "la methode de I'algebre" (dans

l'h6breu de Morse ibn Tibbon, "la methode de cc qui est cache"), ainsi qu'a sa
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[Langermann 1990).
[Lay 1996].
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[Ginsburg 1943).
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Nous nc les connaissons que par la mention que I'auteur en donne dans I'inventaire de sa
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bibliotheque: voir: [Weil-Guiny 1992: 3611.
[Steinschneider 1894; Langermann 20011.
[Avenary 1974].
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(Levy 1996a: 65, 83].
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terminologie elementaire ("la chose", ` le bien"). Cet aspect de l'ouvrage, dont on
connait de nombreux exemples dans ['histoire de I'arithmetique arabe, presente un
interet particulier pour l'historiographie des mathematiques hebraiques: it temoigne d'une certaine connaissance de I'algebre, qui a ete nous-evaluee jusque la.
A 1'appui de cette reevaluation, signalons la decouverte recente d'un important texte d'arithmetique, traduit de I'arabe en Sicile a la fin du XIVe sibcle;SO
I'ouvrage comporte une section sur l'algebre. L'auteur de la version hebraique,
Isaac ben Salomon al-Ahdab, est un astronome, originaire de Castille. Cet ouvrage d'Isaac ben Salomon constitue un temoignage important quant a la connaissance, dans les milieux savants hebreophones, de traditions arithmetiques et alge-

briques noes et developpees en pays d'Islam. Meme si nous ne pouvons pas
mesurer, pour I'heure, ('importance de la diffusion d'un tel ouvrage et, partant,
l'ampleur des connaissances acquises dans le domain de I'arithmetique et de
I'algebre arabes, on ne peut esquiver la question du rapport possible entre de telles

sources et l'interet manifesto pour 1'alg8bre dans la deuxieme moitie du XVe
siecle par certains savants juifs italiens (Simon Motot, Mordekhay Finzi).

Thabit ibn Qurra: L'opuscule Sur les nombres amiables a ete traduit, sans
mention de I'auteur. On retrouve en effet ('ensemble des theoremes du texte
arabe, sans les demonstrations, dans une composition hebraique arithmetique originale, redigee tres probablement par Qalonymos ben Qalonymos, a la demande
du roi Robert d'Anjou: Le livre des rois. Nous avons etabli que le theoreme de
Thabit dtait connu dens des cercles de savants juifs, entre XIVe et XVIe siecles en
Espagne, en Provence et en Italie.51
II convient de relever l'imbrication des traditions que mettent en evidence ces
rdsultats. Les recherches recentes des historiens des mathematiques arabes ont
dtabli ('existence d'une tradition textuelle et conceptuelle continue dans ce domain de ['arithmetique, du IXe jusqu'au XVIIe siecle, comportant d'importants
developpements theoriques au XIIIe siecle; c'est ainsi que les resultats etablis par
Fermat et Descartes entre 1636 et 1638 sont averes dans le monde scientifique
arabe bien avant cette epoque.52 La circulation de textes hebraiques attestant la
diffusion de la tradition arabe dans dEurope medievale reduit la possibilite que
ladite tradition soit restee inconnue des mathematiciens d'Europe; pour autant, it
nest pas etabli que les developpements formules par Descartes et Fermat soient
directement lies a une connaissance de la tradition arabe.
Archimede et la tradition archimedienne.

La mesure du cercle: a la version hebraique anonyme, issue d'une source
arabe et deja signalee par les bibliographes,53 it convient d'ajouter une deuxir me
version, que nous avons identifiee dans un recueil de textes traitant du probleme

50

Nous presentons cc texte dans une etude en tours de redaction, consacree aux traces de

I'algebre arabe dans les textes mathematiques hebraiques.
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[Levy 1996a: 76-82].
[Rashed 1983: Hogendijk 1985).
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[Steinschneider 1893: 502; Sarfani 1968: § 267).
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des isoperimetres. Cc texte, issu d'une autre source arabe, distincte de la precedente, porte la marque - style, terminologie - des traducteurs connus du Mile
ou XIVe siecle, tandis que le premier porte plutot la marque stylistique d'ecrits
plus anciens tels que la geometrie de Bar Hiyya.54

La sphere et le cylindre, ainsi que le Commentaire d'Eutocius qui I'accompagne generalement dans les sources arabes, furent rendus en hebreu.
Comme indice supplementaire d'une tradition textuelle archimedienne en hebreu, it nous faut citer l'ouvrage d'un auteur espagnol du XIVe siecle, Abner de
Burgos, converti au christianisme sous le nom d'Alfonso de Valladolid: Celui qui
rend droit le courbe (Meyasher 'Aqov) composition philosophico-mathematique,

contenant de nombreuses references (explicites ou non) a des ecrits "archimediens".55

Apollonius et la tradition apollonienne. L'auvre majeure d'Apollonius, Les sections coniques, etait disponible en arabe des le IXe siecle. Nous n'avons aucune
trace d'une version hebraique, fist-elle partielle, de ce traite. Neanmoins plusieurs
textes "apolloniens" nous sont parvenus, qu'ils soient lies aux Sections coniques,
a d'autres ouvrages du geometre grec, ou bien qu'ils relevent d'un developpement
novateur dans la geometrie des courbes et des surfaces.
Un opuscule anonyme sur la propriete asymptotique de ('hyperbole (qui fait
l'objet de Ia proposition 11, 14 des Sections coniques), traduit deux fois de I'arabe,
a fait ('objet d'une large diffusion, encouragee sans doute par I'interet philosophique qu'avait accorde MaYmonide a cette propriete.56
Nous connaissons aussi:

Un opuscule anonyme, traduit de I'arabe et intitule Resolution des douses
relatifs a la derniere premisse du Livre des sections coniques.
Un Opuscule sur le triangle d'Abu Sa'dan, faisant usage des proprietes de la
parabole.
Un recueil de Prohlemes geometriques, dont certains renvoient aux ouvrages
"perdus" d'Apollonius.
Un ouvrage consacrd aux proprietes des cinq polyedres reguliers, elargissant
les analyses d'Hypsicl8s consignees dens le Livre XIV des Elements d'Euclide.

Le nom d'Apollonius y est mentionne en relation avec son traite (perdu) sur le
dodecaedre et I'icosaedre.57

Parler d'une tradition apollonienne en hebreu ne nous parait toutefois pas
fonde, en depit des indices que constituent ces diverses traductions, relais evident
d'une tradition apollonienne arabe vivante. La comparaison avec la situation des
mathematiques d'expression latine a la meme epoque nous permettra de preciser
cette remarque. Avant les grander traductions latines de la Renaissance, la con54
55
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Nous avons edite, traduit et commence ces deux versions dans une etude en tours de publication: La mesure du cercle dArchimpde en hrsbreu: deux versions distincies.
[Gluskina 1983; Langermann 1988: 38-39; Levy 1992a: 44-58; Langermann 1996: 33-40].
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naissance directe du texte des Sections coniques n'etait guere plus importante que
celle que nous avons relevde dans le domain hebreu: les toutes premieres definitions ont etc traduites de l'arabe par Gerard de Cremone en introduction a sa

version latine du traite d'Ibn al-Haytham sur les miroirs ardents; ajoutons-y
l'opuscule arabe sur la propriete asymptotique de !'hyperbole (mentionne' cidessus) traduit en latin vers 1230 par Jean de Palerme. En revanche, on releve un
interet soutenu pour ('etude des miroirs ardents, et plus generalement pour I'optique, dont temoignent la version latine de I'Optique d'Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen).
la Perspectiva de Witelo, et plusieurs ecrits consacres aux coniques en relation
aver les problemes de miroirs paraboliques.58 C'est dans cet interet pour !'etude

des miroirs ardents que git la principale difference - pensons-nous - avec les
mathematiques hebralques: on peut parler, a la suite de M. Clagett, dune tradition
latine des coniques, mais pas d'une tradition hebralque.

Un indice, toutefois, nous permet de penser qu'une tradition apollonienne
d'un autre type s'est, peut-titre, constituee en hebreu. II s'agit d'un important texte

consacre a ('ellipse, traduit de I'arabe en 1312 jar Qalonymos ben Qalonymos
sous le titre Trade stir les cylindres et les cones. v Son auteur, IC geomctre anda
lou lbn al-Samh (m. 1035), qui fut l'eleve de Maslama al-Majrnti, a compose un
ambitieux traite de geometric des courbes (qui ne nous est pas parvenu en arabc).
prolongeant les recherches novatrices entreprises au IXe siecle par les Banu Musa.
en particulier dans le domain des coniques. Le texte hebreu, apres une introduction tragant un vaste programme portant sur les cylindres, les cones et les spheres.
traite principalement de ]'ellipse, caracterisee par sa propriete bifocale et considc-

ree comme section plane d'un cylindre. Nous avons la un precieux temoignage
des recherches theoriques les plus avancees du XIe siecle andalou. Pour qui, et a
quelle fin, Qalonymos a-t-il traduit ce texte difficile et dense? Nous n'avons pas
de reponse a I'heure actuelle: ['unique manuscrit connu est 1'eeuvre d'un copiste
de Constantinople, en 1506, qui en souligne la difficulte et la rarete!

11I. Mathematiques hebralques: quelle definition?

Comment designer ces textes que nous avons evoques? Litterature mathematique
hebralque? mathematiques d'expression hebralque? mathematiques hebralques?
L'expression de "mathematiques hebralques" offre un parallele commode avec
celle de "mathematiques arabes" ou de "mathematiques latines", mais elle n'est

pas sans poser probleme si l'on veut restituer une intelligibilite historique a la
genese et au developpement du corpus ainsi design, a savoir la litterature mathematique redigee en hebreu, dont les premiers ecrits datables apparaissent au
Me siecle.
Sur le plan de la methode, nous ne devons pas esquiver les difficultes que
suscite !'expression "mathematiques hebralques"; ces difficultes sont de deux
58
59

[Clagett 1980].
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ordres: historique et epistemologique. Historiquement, les etudes - voire les
textes - nous manquent encore, concemant la constitution d'une litterature mathematique hebraique qui se serait developpee dans le monde juif arabophone:
l'enigmatique Mishnat ha-Middot ("enigmatique" du point de vue de ses sources,
de sa composition, de son public), par son caractere "exceptionnel", en temoigne.
A cet egard, la comparaison avec la litterature mathematique persane, redigee
dans les milieux savants arabophones, pourrait se reveler feconde. D'autre part,
quel statut accorder aux "savoirs" mathematiques, si parcellaires et rares qu'ils
soient, disperses dans la litterature hebraique biblique ou post-biblique? Epistemologiquement, un autre difficulte surgit: on pourrait, a bon droit, nous objecter
que ['expression "mathematiques hebraiques" confere d'emblee aux textes mathematiques rediges en hebreu une unite, une coherence, voire une "logique" de
developpement, dont nous ne sommes pas en mesure de rendre compte.
Les remarques qui suivent ne peuvent donc pas et n'entendent pas trancher ce
debat: on s'y propose seulement de caracteriser I'essor de la litterature mathematique hebraique, qui se traduit entre XIIe et XIVe siecle par la constitution d'un
corpus a la fois riche et diversifie, et qui se prolonge aux We et XVIe siecles.
En circonscrivant ainsi notre domaine, nous en excluons une partie importante
de textes temoignant de l'activite mathematique dans le monde juif medieval, ce
que Steinschneider designait par "Mathematik bei den Juden".60 Precisons cela.
II existe des textes ou commentaires mathematiques rediges en arabe par des
savants juifs arabophones: Sa'adiah Gaon a]-Fay paM 61 ou Dunas ibn Tamim alQarawi au Xe siecle, Maimonide62 ou lbn `Aknin6 au Xlle si8cle.64 Ces ouvrages
relevent de I'historiographie des mathematiques arabes; pour autant, on ne peut
ignorer les effets que cette activite scientifique a pu induire dans la constitution du

domaine qui nous cnnceme, qu'il s'agisse d'effets directs (traductions ou adaptations en hebreu) ou indirects.

Les passages de type arithmetique ou geometrique que l'on releve dans ]a
litterature hebraique biblique ou post-biblique constituent certes des "savoirs
mathematiques"; toutefois, ils sont relativement peu nombreux, Wont aucun
caractere systematique et ne prennent sens que rapportes aux problbmes (pratiques, juridiques, liturgiques) qui les convoquent. On pourrait sans doute tenter
d'inscrire ces savoirs dans la tradition des "mathematiques babyloniennes",
"egyptiennes", voire certaines traditions grecques specifiques (geometric "pratique"). Soulignons cependant ceci: les premieres compositions mathematiques
redigees en hebreu au Me siecle ne sont pas un deploiement de ces savoirs, formules eux aussi en hebreu (quelquefois en arameen). II nous faut insister sur cette

discontinuite de nature et non pas seulement de forme qui separe les savoirs
mathematiques "rabbiniques" des ecrits que nous considerons ici. Pour autant, it
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[Langermann 1984a].
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nous faut reflechir sur un phenomene qui frappe l'historien engage dans ('etude de

ce corpus: l'insistance des acteurs de la vie scientifique medievale a pointer la
continuite entre ces deux ordres de savoir afin de legitimer I'activite scientifique
et ses exigences. Cc phenomene releve d'une analyse historique, difficile mais
necessaire: comment penser ('effort des savants juifs medievaux pour faire place
aux sciences "profanes" dans le cadre de la culture communautaire, ciment essentiel et garant de la perennite du monde juif? De surcroit, sur le plan de la tcrminologie, le lexique mathematique hebraique (on songe a Abraham bar Hiyya ou
Abraham ibn 'Ezra, les premiers artisans de la langue mathematique hebraique)
s'est elabore en exploitant les ressources langagieres offertes par les textes anciens.65

Qu'en est-il enfin des rapports entre mathematiques et astronomic dans ce
travail historique qui est le notre? 11 est banal de rappeler que pour les savants
medievaux I'astronomie est la premiere des "sciences mathematiques"; de plus,

ces savants sont souvent aussi des astronomes. S'agissant de "l'astronomie
hebralique", it nous faut done au minimum faire reference aux ecrits d'astronomie
theorique, pour saisir le role moteur que les exigences de la "sciences des astres"
(qu'on songe aux recherches lines aux problemes de calendrier) ont exercc, par

exemple, dans la constitution d'une partie du corpus geometrique hebraIque.
voire, tout simplement, dans la legitimation des etudes et recherches scientifiques.
Le cas de Malmonide est exemplaire a cet egard: la maitrise de I'astronomie de

son temps, manifestee avec eclat dans son ouvrage rabbinique sur le calendrier
(Sanctification de la nouvelle lune), et sur un plan essentiellement critique dans le
Guide des egares, est le itimee avec vigueur au nom de l'eclairage ainsi apportec
aux exigences de la Loi.
Les ecrits composant Ie domain ainsi circonscrit sont caracterisables par trois

traits: ('unite de la langue, le caractere de leurs sources constitutives - les traditions mathematiques arabes -, et leurs rapports a la culture traditionnellc. Les
deux premiers elements sont strictement homologues a ceux qu'on pourrait citer
pour definir les "mathematiques latines"; it nest done pas sans interet de detailler
les differences specifiques de chacune de ces traditions; elles nous permettront
d'evaluer plus finement les earacteres du domaine qui nous conceme.
La proximite linguistique de I'arabe et de I'hebreu est une donnee dont on ne
peut minorer la portee, meme s'il convient de l'integrer a une donnee d'ordre plus
general: I'activite de generations de savants juifs arabophones en pays d'Islam du
VIIle au XIIe siecle, phenomene dont les effets se font ressentir bien au-dela de
cet espace geographique et de cette periode historique.
Le developpement de la langue mathematique hebraique s'effectue autour de
deux poles: la fidelite a la langue des sources traditionnelles d'une part, et d'autre

part la volonte de s'ouvrir, par le biais de l'emprunt linguistique, aux nouvelles
65

[Sarfatti 1968].

66 Nous avons etudid cet aspect des analyses maTmonidiennes dans "Malmonide et Its mathematiques", dans: Tony Levy et Roshdi Rashed, ed., Marmonide et les traditions philosophiques
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idees vehiculces par l'arabe. L'intensitc de cette familiaritd avec la langue, les
belles lettres et les sciences arabes, et l'imperieuse ndcessite d'en entretenir et
d'en transmettre la connaissance sont illustrees, par exemple, par le "testament
spirituel" adressc par Juda ibn Tibbon, le "pere" des traducteurs, lui-meme exile
de Grenade en Provence au milieu du XIIe siecle, a son fils Samuel .67 La maitrise
de l'arabe et de sa culture manifestce par ce dernier suscitera les eloges de MaYmonide, qui lui confiera avec confiance la traduction de son Guide des egares. Le

gendre de Samuel, Jacob Anatoli, nous indique qu'il dtudiait les mathematiques
avec ce dernier (sans doute a Marseille) "dans les livres arabes".68 Jacob Anatoli
est le traducteur de l'Almageste (1235); Moise, le fils de Samuel, est l'auteur
d'une version des Elements d'Euclide (1270). II n'est pas rare, dans les colophons,
de voir ce traducteur rappeler fierement son ascendance espagnole ("... Moise, fils
de Samuel, Ills de Juda ben Tibbon, de Grenade en Espagne").
S'il est vrai que le grand mouvement de traductions, en Provence, repond a
une "demande", explicitement formulee par des responsables de communautes
juives (Narbonne, Lunel, Marseille, Bcziers), 1'essor de ce mouvement n'a etc
possible que par ('immersion de ses premiers artisans dans le monde de la culture
et de la science arabes. En pays d'Islam, en Orient comme en Occident, les juifs

composent en arabe non settlement dans le domain de la philosophic et des
sciences, mais aussi dans celui de la grammaire, de la "morale", de la jurisprudence rabbinique. Settles la liturgie et la poesie (au depart, synagogale) restent, en

general, fid8les a I'hebreu.69 Et l'on Bait que la pratique de la langue et de la
culture arabes se perpdtue dans I'Espagne chretienne au moins jusqu'au We
siecle (Tolede, Saragosse, Barcelone, Grenade), meme si elle concerne des cercles
de plus en plus restreints.
S'agissant plus prccisement des sciences, it importe de mesurer le poids des
"anciens" (les savants juifs arabophones) dans l'orientation des activites scientifiques et educatives qu'impulsent les "modernes" (les savants juifs hdbreophones).
A cet dgard, on distinguera deux types "d'heritage": celui des traites scientifiques

rediges par des savants juifs, que rien ne distingue, a priori, d'autres trait8s
arabes; et celui des ouvrages, scientifiques ou non, qui abordent les questions
scientifiques en relation avec la philosophic, I'enseignement et ('education, la
theologie. Bien que nous ne disposions d'aucun inventaire systematique, it semble
bien que les ouvrages du deuxieme type ont etc traduits ou adaptes en hebreu bien
plus frcquemment que ceux du premier type.
Deux exemples illustrent notre propos. Dunas ibn Tamim de Kairouan est, au

Xe siecle, I'auteur d'ouvrages d'astronomie et de mathdmatiques arabes (par
exemple, sur le calcul indien), dont au moins un volumineux traite d'astrolabe
nous est parvenu.70 Toutefois seul son commentaire philosophico-scientifique sur
67
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le traite mystique (hebraique) Le livre de la Creation a etc traduit de I'arabc en
hebreu.71 MaYmonide est l'auteur de Notes stir les Sections coniques d'Apollonius 7'

or non seulement nous ne connaissons aucune version hebraique de cc texte mathematique, mais les sources bio-bibliographiques hebraiques sont muettes a son
sujet et les auteurs medievaux qui se sont passionnement interesses a la propriete

asymptotique de !'hyperbole semblent totalement ignorer cc travail du grand
maitre. En revanche, la "philosophic mathematique" de Maimonide, sa conception
du statut des mathematiques, telles qu'elles ont etc developpees dans divers ecrits
arabes (traduits en hebreu) ou hebraiques, ont pese d'un poids considerable dans
la representation des savants hebreophones des XI[Ie et X[Ve siecles.73

On voit par la cc qui separe la genese de la tradition scientifique arabohebraique au XIlle siecle de celle de la tradition scientifique arabo-latine au X[Ie
siecle. Les itineraires de grands traducteurs comme Gerard de Cremone, Adelard
de Bath ou Robert de Chester sont singuliers (meme s'ils aboutissent a la constitution de cercles, voire d'ecoles scientifiques): ces personages ont quitte lour
terre natale pour aller recueillir la science la oit ils ont entendu dire qu'elle se
trouvait; et it leur a fallu apprendre I'arabe. De plus, ces demarches s'inscrivent
dans un contexte culture! oit les savoirs scientifiques grecs ne sont pas inconnus
en latin: la tradition geometrique des agrimenseurs, les textes boeciens. les traductions greco-arabes d'Euclide et de Ptolemee n'ont pas d'equivalcnt dans le
monde hebrdophone; pour ne pas parler de ['oeuvre de Guillaume de Moerbeke,
traduisant au XIIIe siecle ('ensemble du corpus arehimedien a partir de sources
grecques, quand bien meme cc travail semble avoir etc peu exploite.
On sera d'autant plus interesse par toute analyse instruite du developpement
compare du domaine latin et du domaine hebraique. Ainsi, connaissant le role des
universites dans le monde latin d'Europe au Xllle siecle par rapport au mouvement massif de traductions mathematiques arabo-latines du Xlle siecle (comment
cc mouvement a-t-il etc connu? a-t-il etc relaye ou ignore? amplifie ou simplement enregistre?), on pourrait, par comparaison, mieux analyser les effets de la
situation sociale et institutionnelle - comment l'ignorer? - propre aux communautes juives de Provence apres le mouvement massif de traductions du X[lle
siecle (quel usage a-t-il etc fait de cc tout nouveau corpus scientifique? a-t-il etc
reinvesti dans un domain particulier? a-t-il etc relaye par de nouvclles recherches?).
Interroger le developpement des mathematiques hebraiques sous !'angle de
ses rapports a la culture traditionnelle est complexe. Divers ordres d'analyse y
sont impliques: la conception et la pratique de l'etude (dont le modele dominant
reste celui des textes de la Tradition: Bible et litterature rabbinique), la pregnance
d'un syst8me d'education tres structure des le plus jeune age, les representations
de la science chez les divers acteurs de la vie intellectuelle, la nature du travail
mathematique, les domaines d'application susceptibles de le convoquer et de le
71
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relancer. L'examen des discours de legitimation (ils ne sont pas rares) elabores
par les acteurs de la vie scientifique devrait nous aider a mieux baliser un tel questionnement.74

Resumons-nous. Les mathematiques hebraiques, c'est d'abord un corpus de
textes, qu'il convient de rechercher, d'identifier, d'editer, d'analyser, selon les
regles les plus exigeantes de la methode historique; cet objet textuel, decoupe par
le geste du chercheur dans ('immense litterature medievale d'expression hebraique,
ne prend toutefois sens (et interet) que rapporte aux traditions textuelles et conceptuelles qui trament le domain, autrement plus vaste, des "sciences medievales"
d'expression arabe, latine ou vernaculaire.
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Islamic and Chinese Astronomy under the Mongols:
a Little-Known Case of Transmission
by BENNO VAN DALEN

Thanks to the Mongol conquests in the 13th century, a scientific exchange between the
Iranian part of the Islamic world on the one hand and the Yuan Dynasty in China on the
other became possible. This exchange resulted in the use of a Chinese type of lunisolar
calendar in Iran and the construction of instruments and compilation of handbooks with
tables by Muslim astronomers in China. In this article, we describe the exchange of
astronomical knowledge between Muslims and Chinese in the Mongol period in some
detail. In order to obtain more insight into the process of transmission, we first sketch
the historical background of the exchange. In an Appendix, methods for investigating the
relationships between astronomical tables are described.

1.

Introduction: Investigating Transmission

This volume contains many examples in which the transmission of mathematical
theorems, algorithms, problems, and their solutions is plausible, but cannot be established with certainty. This is a difficulty often encountered in the study of transmission of early mathematics. On the one hand, we find hardly any explicit historical
information on the origin of the contents of mathematical works. On the other hand,
a comparison of mathematical works from different cultures usually does not allow
us to decide with certainty whether similar theorems, problems and solutions were
transmitted, or independently invented or constructed.

The present article deals with a little-known case of transmission of mathematical ideas, namely that of mathematical-astronomical knowledge between the
Islamic world and China in the Mongol period (13th century). In judging to what
extent Chinese astronomers took over Islamic astronomical methods in their own calendars and instruments, and vice versa, we encounter the problem sketched above:

we find hardly any explicit attributions, and a direct comparison of astronomical
handbooks and instruments does not lead to unambiguous conclusions concerning
possible connections.
Four specific cases of scientific contact between Muslim and Chinese astronomers in the 13th century are discussed below. In these cases, attention will be paid
to three aspects in particular that may provide information important for judging the
possibility of transmission:
1. The historical background of the transmission and the types of contacts that were
possible between Muslims and Chinese;
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2. Detailed technical descriptions of the objects to be compared, namely astronomical handbooks with tables and various types of astronomical instruments, and
of the way in which they were used;

3. Mathematical methods for testing the similarity of astronomical tables and the
possibility of connections between them.
The historical information (see Section 2 below) makes clear that there were ample
opportunities for contact between Muslims and Chinese. In fact. Muslims in Mongol China were so common that it need not surprise us that the scientific level at
the Islamic Astronomical Bureau in Beijing was very high. A detailed technical description of the properties of the so-called "Chinese-Uighur calendar" (Section 3.2)
allows us to make well-founded statements about its origin. Finally, the mathematical methods described in the Appendix for testing the relationships between
astronomical tables turn out to be exceptionally useful tools. Since the tabular values are highly idiosyncratic, it is often possible to decide whether two tables for the
same function stem from the same source (in spite of incidental differences), and,
with the aid of statistical or numerical methods, whether a table for a given function
was calculated from another table for a different function.

2. Historical Background: A Short History of

the Mongol Expansion in the 13th Century
In the first decade of the 13th century. Chinggis Khan united the Mongol tribes living
on the steppes to the north of the Great Wall and started the expansion of what would
soon become the Mongol world empire. His first raids against China resulted in the

conquest of the capital of the Jin dynasty, present-day Beijing, in 1215. Chinggis
then turned his attention to the west, occupied the province of Khwarezm (south of
the Aral Sea) and, in 1220, took the important cities of Bukhara and Samarkand (in
present-day Uzbekistan) without resistance. However, neither in Northern China,
nor in Transoxiana was the Mongol rule solidly established at this stage.
After Chinggis's death in 1227, the first division of the Mongol empire took
place between his four sons. The third son, Ogodei, became Chinggis's successor as
Great Khan. Together with the youngest son Tolui, he achieved the final submission
of the Jin dynasty in 1234. The oldest son, Jochi, received the lands north of the
Caspian Sea, which stayed under Mongol reign for several centuries under the name
Golden Horde. The spectacular campaign against Russia and Eastern Europe, which
only came to a halt due to the death of Ogodei in 1241, was led by Jochi's son Batu.
At that time, the Mongol empire stretched from Hungary in the west to Korea in the
east.
From 1251 onwards the most important roles in the Mongol empire were played
by the sons of Tolui. His oldest son Mongke was Great Khan from 1251 to 1259
and extended the capital Karakorum in Central Mongolia with a number of palaces
designed by Chinese, Iranian, and Russian architects. Mongke's brother and successor Khubilai Khan, Tolui's second son, continued the conquest of China. He made
Beijing the new capital of the Mongol empire and named himself the first emperor
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of the Yuan dynasty. In 1279 he finally defeated the Southern Song dynasty and
reunified China under one rule.
Meanwhile, in the 1250s, the third son of Tolui, Hiilegii, had led extensive
military campaigns in the Middle East. By taking Baghdad in 1258 he made an
end to the Abbasid dynasty and as the first Ilkhan ("Submissive" Khan) he reigned
over Iran and Iraq from 1256 to 1265. After the death of Khubilai in 1294 and the
final conversion of the Ilkhans to Islam in the following year. the Ilkhans became
practically independent from the Mongol empire. Their power gradually decreased
by the middle of the 14th century, when they were replaced by the Timurids. In China
the Mongolian Yuan dynasty was defeated and replaced by the Ming in 1368.1

2.1 Foreigners in the Service of the Mongols. The Mongols were good warriors.
but no rulers. Therefore they entrusted the administration of their empire to loyal
subjects of the peoples they subjugated. Already in the first decade of the thirteenth
century the Uighurs, a highly civilized Turkic people, became subordinates of the
Mongols. The Uighurs had lived in present-day Xinjiang (China's westernmost
province) for more than 300 years and had converted to Islam in the tenth century.
In their submission to Chinggis Khan they saw the possibility of escaping the suppression exerted on them by the Western Liao dynasty. They soon became to play
an important role in the Mongol administration and, since the Uighur alphabet was
adopted for the Mongol language, also in education.
In 1218, after his first campaign in China, Chinggis Khan made Yelu Chucai
(1189-1243), a Chinese statesman of Mongol descent, his personal advisor. YOU
was the most influential Chinese in the Mongol administration and accompanied
Chinggis on all of his expeditions. When the Mongols planned the definite conquest
of northern China in the early 1230s, it was Yelii who convinced Ogodei Khan that
it would be more profitable to raise taxes from the Chinese population than to lay
waste the whole country and reduce it to pastures for the horses.
In particular during the campaigns against the Southern Song dynasty in the

1260s and 1270s, tens of thousands of Muslims arrived in China. Many came
voluntarily to pursue a career in the Mongol administration where they served, for
instance, as tax collectors. Craftsmen, artists and scholars were forced to settle in
China, where they left traces in such areas as pottery, poetry, music, architecture,
medicine, astronomy, and military technology. Muslim merchants had frequented
the Chinese trade centres on the Silk Road and on the coast before the Mongol
conquest, but now benefited particularly from the fast and safe connections within
the Mongol empire.
Among the Muslims in China were Uighurs and other people from territories
bordering on China, but also, thanks to the good relations between the Yuan dynasty
and the Ilkhanate, very large numbers of Iranians. As a result, Persian became one
of the main languages of the Mongol administration in China. The Muslims mostly
lived in separate quarters of the towns, where they were allowed to build mosques
I

More information on the Mongols and their conquests in the 13th century can be found, e.g..
in [Spuler 1972]. The Persian history of the Mongols written in the late 13th century by the
famous historian Rashid al-Din was partially translated into English in [Boylc 19711.
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and to practice their religion with only very few limitations. Tibetans also played
an important role under Khubilai Khan and exerted a strong spiritual, Lamaistic
influence on the Mongols.2
2.2 Exchange of Astronomical Knowledge under the Mongols. Within the historical context sketched above, the following contacts between Muslim and Chinese
astronomers are known to have taken place:

During the "western expedition" of Chinggis Khan (ca. 1220), Yelii Chucai
learned of Islamic astronomical handbooks with tables, so-called zijes, and used
some techniques from them to adjust the official Chinese calendar.3
The Great Khan Mongke (1251-1259) had plans to build an observatory in the

Mongol capital Karakorum. For this purpose he intended to make use of the
service of a Muslim astronomer from Bukhara named Jamal al-Din Muhammad
ibn Tahir ibn Muhammad al-Zaydi. It is very probable that this is the same person
referred to as Zhamaluding in Chinese annals from the year 1267 onwards. Due
to various problems Mongke's plans were never realized.4

At the observatory of Maragha, founded in 1258 by Hulegu, a Chinese astronomer is known to have been active. It is plausible that he was largely
responsible for the descriptions of the so-called Chinese-Uighur calendar found
in many Persian zijes from the Mongol period onwards.
In 1271 Khubilai Khan founded in his capital Beijing an Islamic Astronomical
Bureau with an observatory that operated parallel to the official Chinese Astronomical Bureau, and whose first director was the above-mentioned Zhamaluding. Based on newly made observations, the Muslims active at the Bureau
compiled a zij, which is extant in a Chinese translation of 1383.
2

The role of the Muslims in Yuan China is discussed in various contributions to [Langlois 19811,
in particular in M. Rossabi, The Muslims in the Early Yuan Dynasty, pp. 257-295. [Chen Yuan
1989] deals more in general with the foreigners in Mongol China and their heritage, whereas
[Allsen 19831 treats specifically of the Uighurs. More information on YOU Chucai can be found
in [de Rachewiltz 1993: 136-175]. His report of the western expedition of Chinggis Khan with
a polemic against Taoism was translated into English in [de Rachewiltz 1962].

More than 200 different zijes in Arabic, Persian and some other languages were written by
Muslim astronomers from the 8th to the 19th centuries. The typical topics treated in these works
include chronology, trigonometry and spherical astronomy, planetary longitudes and latitudes,
eclipses, and mathematical astrology; in many cases we also find tables of geographical coordinates and stellar positions. Nearly all Islamic zijes were based on the geocentric, geometrical
models for planetary motion as expounded by Ptolemy in his Almagest. The tables in zijes
allow the calculation of planetary positions and the prediction of the times and magnitudes of
solar and lunar eclipses by means of only very few simple arithmetical operations. The text
in zijes consists of instructions for using the tables and, less often, explanations and proofs for
the underlying models. [Kennedy 19561 offers a survey of Islamic zijes, an update of which is
currently being prepared by the present author. See also [King & Samsd 20011 and the article
"ZiDJ" in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, new edition.
4 Since we have no further information about the Muslim astronomers in the service of Mongke,
this item is not treated in more detail in the following section. The full name of Jamal al-Din is
mentioned by the historian Rashid al-Din; see also Chapter 11, Section 10 of [Yamada 1980, in
Japanese].
3
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In 1280 Guo Shoujing, one of the most famous Chinese scholars from the Yuan
and Ming periods, completed the Shoushili, the new official astronomical system

of the Mongol dynasty. Thanks to the presence of the Islamic Astronomical
Bureau, it can be assumed that Guo Shoujing had access to Arabic and Persian
sources, and Islamic influence has been suspected in the Shoushili as well as in
the instruments built by him.
In the following section, the above-mentioned cases of scientific contact between
Iranians and Chinese in the Mongol period will be discussed in more detail. Some
methods for investigating the relationships between astronomical tables are described
in the Appendix.

3. Contacts Between Iranian and Chinese Astronomers

In this section details will be given of the exchange of astronomical knowledge
between Iranians and Chinese during the Mongol period. Explicit information on
the relationships between the Islamic and Chinese astronomical tables and instruments that may have been involved in these exchanges can only rarely be found in
astronomical or historical sources. Therefore a comparison of the technical characteristics of tables and instruments is indispensible. In particular for the analysis
of the Chinese translation of an Islamic zrj called Huihuili (see Section 3.3 below),
the methods described in the Appendix for investigating the relationships between
astronomical tables were extensively used. References to publications giving more
details of such analyses are also provided. In each case the history of the Mongol
empire in the 13th century provides essential background information.
3.1 Yelii Chucai's Adjustment of the Calendar of the An Dynasty. When the Mongols conquered Beijing, the capital of Jin, in 1215 they also took over the official
astronomical system of that dynasty, the Revised Damingli (lit. "Great Enlightenment System"). A Chinese astronomical system or "calendar," as the character li l

is also often translated, is a set of algorithms for calculating the positions of the
sun, moon and planets, the times and magnitudes of eclipses, and various other
astronomical quantities. Every Chinese dynasty since the Han (206 BC-AD 221)
and, especially in later times, also many individual emperors promulgated their own
official astronomical system which was compiled by the astronomers at the imperial
Astronomical Bureau.
During Chinggis Khan's long expedition to Transoxiana around the year 1220,
his advisor and astrologer/ astronomer YOU Chucai introduced a novelty for Chinese
calendars by adjusting the calculations in the Revised Damingli for the difference
in geographical longitude between mainland China and Samarkand. Sun Xiaochun
[ 1998, in Chinese] has recently argued that he did this under the influence of Islamic
zrjes. It is in fact known from Chinese sources that Yelii Chucai became familiar
with Islamic astronomy during his stay in Samarkand and that he highly appreciated
the accuracy of the predictions of eclipses that were possible with tables from zrjes.
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According to one source he even wrote an astronomical work based on Ptolemaic
methods himself, which was referred to as Madabali 11 #L°O , but is not extant.
Most Islamic as well as Chinese astronomical tables are designed for a specific
locality, producing planetary positions and times and magnitudes of solar and lunar
eclipses that are correct only for that locality. For instance, in the case of China
the results of the calculations were valid for the capital only, since all official astronomical activity took place at the imperial court. The adjustment to a locality
with a different geographical longitude is nothing more than the correction for the
difference in local time. (Local time is defined in such a way that the so-called "mean
sun;' which moves with the same average velocity as the true sun but on the equator
instead of on the ecliptic and with a uniform angular velocity instead of a variable
one, always culminates precisely at noon.) Thus the planetary position calculated
for noon at the base locality of a zij is the position at 11 am at a locality 15° further
west and at 1:30 pm at a locality 22°30' further east. Similarly, if a lunar eclipse is
predicted to begin at 3:30 am at the base locality of a zij. it will begin at 2:30 am at
a locality 15° further west and at 5 am at a locality 22°30' further east.

The simplest way to adjust the planetary positions obtained from a ztj to a
different geographical longitude, is to modify the mean positions. These are the
linear functions of time from which the actual positions are found by applying a
non-linear correction consisting of one or two so-called "equations." For each 15°
west of the base locality, the mean motion in one hour should be added to the mean
position at the base locality (since local noon occurs one hour later); for each 15°
east of the base locality, the mean motion in one hour should be subtracted. After
the adjusted mean position has been determined, the non-linear correction is applied
in precisely the same way as before.
Many Islamic zije: provide with each mean motion table a small table for "the
difference between the two longitudes" (ma bayn al-talayn) indicating for each geographical longitude the correction to be applied. If A is the daily mean motion of a
given planet and Ao the longitude of the base locality, then for each longitude A the
tabulated value A is given by

AW=

360°

l

to be added to the mean position found from the table if), < A0, otherwise subtracted

(only incidentally were longitudes measured from a zero meridian in the east, in
which case the two conditions should be interchanged).
Instead of mean motions, Chinese calendars make use of period relations and
calculate the numbers of days between the beginnings of these periods and certain
phenomena such as the winter or summer solstice and new or full moon. Since
all quantities involved are expressed in days, the correction for a difference in geographical longitude can also be expressed in days and hence is the same for each
calculation.
The reworking of the Revised Dantingli prepared by Yeld Chucai is entitled
Western Expedition Calendar for the Epoch Year Gengwu, and is extant as Chapters
56-57 of the Yuanshi, the official annals of the Yuan dynasty. The epoch mentioned
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in the title, the starting point of all calculations of planetary motions in this calendar,
corresponds to the year AD 1210. Besides taking Samarkand as its base locality, Yelii
Chucai's reworking also introduces a concept called licha T-M (lit. "li difference";
during the Song and Yuan dynasties a li was equal to 441 m). The licha is a correction
to be applied for localities different from Samarkand and is calculated as 0.04359
AL, where AL is the (east-west) distance from Samarkand in lis [cf. Sun Xiaochun
1998: 4]. The resulting number is the difference in local time expressed in units of

which 5230 equal one day.5 Thus in order to obtain the time difference in hours,
the resulting number must still be divided by 5230/24. Finally, it is added to the
local time at Samarkand for localities further east, and subtracted for localities to
the west, to obtain the local time of the desired astronomical phenomenon.
Using information from an explanatory work by Yeld Chucai, it is possible to
deduce the geographical data used by him to arrive at the algorithm for the licha given
above. He writes that at Samarkand he observed a partial lunareclipse approximately
2.6 hours ahead of the time predicted by the Revised Damingli for the former Song

capital and important astronomical centre Kaifeng (this time was converted; the
actual report uses so-called "watches" of the night). By calculating backwards with
the algorithm for the licha we find that this corresponds almost exactly to a distance
of 13,000lis between Kaifeng and Samarkand. Sun Xiaochun notes that this distance
is too large by a factor of roughly 1.4 and suggests a possible relationship with the
data in Ptolemy's Geography (and hence in Islamic geographical tables), in which
the longitude difference between Samarkand and cities in China is also around 1.4
times too large. However, there are various uncertainties in his analysis, such as the
precise length of the li during the Yuan dynasty and the identification of localities in
China in Ptolemy's Geography. It is also unclear how the licha should be calculated
for a locality with a completely different latitude from Samarkand, since it is not
explicitly specified in YOU Chucai's reworking of the Revised Damingli that the
east-west distance in /is must be used. Nevertheless, it is safe to conclude that Yeld
Chucai was inspired by Islamic examples when he implemented the licha; however,
in doing so he stayed completely within the traditional Chinese framework.

3.2 The Chinese-Uighur Calendar. Hulegu Khan made Maragha in northwestern
Iran the capital of his newly founded Ilkhanate. In 1259, on the instigation of the
famous polymath Nasir al-Din al-Tusi, he had an astronomical observatory built on a
hill just outside of the city. A comprehensive observational program was planned to
last at least 12 years (the time that Jupiter takes to complete one revolution around the

sun), but the !ikhanirj completed by al-TOsi shortly after 1270 did not yet contain
the results of these observations, which were only incorporated in a later work by
Muhyi al-Din al-Maghribi.6
5

The use of such units is a characteristic of Chinese calendars. The base periods, such as the solar
year and the lunar month, are all expressed as fractions with a common denominator, which is
called rifa 13 V:, i.e., "day divisor;' in this case 5230. The day divisor is found by solving a set
of linear congruence relations and is typical for each calendar.

6

Information on many aspects of the observatory in Maragha (construction, instruments, astronomers and their works, financial administration, instruction) can be found in [Sayrh 1960,
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From references by a contemporary astronomer and a somewhat later historian
we know that a Chinese scholar Fu Mengchi or Fu Muzhai was active at the observatory in Maragha.7 It seems probable that he was the main source for the information
on the so-called "Chinese-Uighur calendar" that was included in many Persian zijes
from the Mongol period. This calendar was used by the Ilkhans for almost a century
and has left traces on modem Iranian almanacs in the form of the use of the Chinese

duodecimal animal cycle. The Chinese-Uighur calendar was a lunisolar calendar
of standard Chinese type with some elements that were more commonly found in
unofficial Chinese calendars. Below follows a brief description of its characteristics
with an attempt to trace these back to particular Chinese calendars. A complete
description of the technical treatment of the Chinese-Uighur calendar in the flkhani
Zij can be found in [van Dalen, Kennedy & Saiyid 1997]; its use in Iranian historical
sources from the Mongol period is discussed in [Melville 1994].
The Chinese-Uighur calendar has its basic characteristics in common with the
official Chinese calendars of the Song and Jin dynasties (11th to 13th centuries). As
in every Chinese calendar, each month starts with the day of new moon and hence
lasts 29 or 30 days. In determining the day of new moon, first the time of the mean

new moon is calculated on the basis of the average length of the lunar month; in
the Chinese-Uighur calendar this length is taken to be 29.5306 days. To obtain the
time of the true new moon, a correction has to be applied to the time of the mean
new moon; in the Chinese-Uighur calendar this correction consists of two periodic
components, the solar equation and the lunar equation, with maximum values of
0.1840 days and 0.3844 days respectively. The period of the solar equation is equal
to the solar year (see below), but that of the lunar equation, called the anomalistic
month, is somewhat smaller than a lunar month, namely 27.5546 days. The names
of the months are given by means of Turkish numerals as well as in transliterations
of the Chinese.
The solar year in the Chinese-Uighur calendar starts with the passage of the sun
through the midpoint of the zodiacal sign Aquarius and is of length 365.2436 days.

It is divided into 24 equal parts, the so-called qi A whose transliterated Chinese
names are given in the flkhani Zij and other Persian works. The beginning of a
Chinese-Uighur year (i.e.. the actual lunisolar year) is the day of the (true) new
moon immediately preceding the entrance of the sun into the sign Pisces. (This
implies that the beginning of the lunisolar year precedes the beginning of the solar
year in approximately half of the cases.) An ordinary year consists of twelve lunar
months (354 or 355 days), but to stay in pace with the solar year a leap month is
inserted every second or third year (close to seven times in each period of nineteen
Chapter 6]. The description by Mu'ayyad al-Din al-`Urdi of the instruments available at the

7

observatory was translated into German by Seemann 119281. An extant notebook by al-Maghribi
lists some of the observations made at Maragha and shows how new planetary parameters were
derived from them; see [Saliba 1983).
The Chinese name in Persian transliteration is mentioned by al-`Urdi in a Tehran manuscript of
the work indicated in footnote 6 which was not used by Seemann. and the historian Banakati,

who adds the honorific Sing sing (for Chinese xiansheng 54;I, "professor;' translated as `arif
"sage"); see [Boyle 1963: 253, n. 41.
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years). The place of the leap month within a Chinese-Uighur leap year is not fixed;
it is the month that contains the initial point of only one of the 24 divisions of the
solar year, whereas all other months contain the beginnings of two such divisions.
Chinese calendars traditionally make use of a Grand Conjunction epoch (Chi-

nese: shangyuan i) in the far past. In the case of the Chinese-Uighur calendar
this epoch is said to fall 88,639,679 years before the accession to the throne by
Chinggis Khan in AD 1203. The years since the epoch are reckoned in wan 1A, i.e.,
tenthousands. However, different from many official Chinese calendars, all practical
calculations in the Chinese-Uighur calendar are carried out on the basis of a sexagesimal cycle of years (the cycle that is mostly used in the IlkhaniZTj starts in the
year 1264). Note that the Chinese sexagesimal cycle was obtained by combining the
duodecimal cycle of earthly branches or animals with the decimal cycle of heavenly
stems. It was also used for counting the days in a way similar to the use of the days
of the week.
Finally, the descriptions of the Chinese-Uighur calendar in Persian sources state
that a day was divided into 12 double-hours, the first of which started at II pm, and
that each double-hour was furtherdivided into 8 quarters (Chinese ke t1l ; traditionally
a ke was defined as a hundredth of a day and hence slightly shorter than the ke of 15
minutes used in the Chinese-Uighur calendar).
On the basis of the characteristics of the Chinese-Uighur calendar listed above we
may now try to draw conclusions concerning its origin. The general characteristics,
such as the beginning of the month and year, the use of a correction to determine the
true new moon from the mean new moon, and the insertion of the leap month, are
common to most contemporary Chinese calendars. The length of the lunar month

is correct to tenthousandths; most Chinese and Islamic astronomical works give
this parameter with a higher precision. The lengths of the anomalistic month and
the solar year agree with values found in various official Chinese calendars from
the Song and Jin dynasties (11th to 13th centuries). The only characteristic that
can with certainty be associated with one particular Chinese calendar is the Grand
Conjunction epoch, which agrees precisely with the epoch of the Revised Damingli
of the Jin dynasty, but not with any other known calendar. It thus seems probable
that the Chinese-Uighur calendar as described in the !1khani Zij was dependent on
the Revised Damingli.
However, the Chinese-Uighur calendar also has a number of characteristics that

are rather atypical for official Chinese calendars. These are: the use of tenthousandths of a day instead of values to a larger number of decimal places or fractions
with a common denominator (cf. footnote 5); the use of parabolas for the solar and
lunar equations instead of linear or quadratic interpolation between observed values;
the use of the Babylonian approximate value z9 zt 27.5556 days for the length of
the anomalistic month in the calculation of the lunar equation; the use of a recent
epoch for all practical computations instead of the Grand Conjunction epoch. Such
characteristics are more typical for the unofficial Chinese calendars that were made
by various private scholars not connected to the imperial Astronomical Bureau.
Most unofficial Chinese calendars are lost, but there is one calendar in particular
that is known to have had all four characteristics mentioned above. This was the
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Futianli 41 Xf ("Heavenly Agreement System") compiled by Cao Zhiwei "i:
around the year 780 (see [Yabuuti 1982], in Japanese). It was used for the astronomy
examinations at the Imperial Academy for several centuries and is extant in a small
fragment in Nara (Japan). Some Chinese sources indicate that Cao Zhiwei lived in
the western part of China, i.e., in or near the Uighur empire that flourished in the same
period. It is therefore tempting to conjecture that the above-mentioned characteristics
of the Chinese-Uighur calendar that stem from unofficial Chinese calendars derive
from the original calendar of the Uighurs. In that case the Chinese-Uighur calendar as
described in Persian zFjes from the Mongol period would be a mixture of the Revised
Damingli of the Jin dynasty, adopted by the Mongols when they captured Beijing
in 1215, and the calendar of the Uighurs, which undoubtedly came to play a role in
the administration of the Mongols at the time when the Uighurs entered their service
around the year 1208.

3.3 The Huihuili ("Islamic Astronomical System"). In 1271 the Mongol Great
Khan Khubilai founded an Islamic Astronomical Bureau in the Yuan capital of
Beijing and appointed the Muslim scholar Zhamaluding $LJ
T as its first director.
Presumably this Zhamaluding was the same person as the Jamal al-Din Muhammad

ibn Tahir ibn Muhammad al-Zayd-i from Bukhara who, according to the famous
historian Rashid al-Din, served Khubilai's brother M6ngke in the Mongol capital
Karakorum in the 1250s. In 1267 Zhamaluding had presented to Khubilai Khan a
zFj as well as models or diagrams of seven astronomical instruments of Islamic type
(cf. Section 3.4 below). The Islamic Astronomical Bureau operated parallel to the
Chinese Bureau and had a staff of around 40 people including scholars, teachers and
administrative personnel.8 It is known that the Bureau remained in existence until
the early Qing dynast; (17th century), but there are very few direct records of its
activities. However, the extent of the observational program that was carried out
at the Bureau in the early Yuan dynasty can be judged indirectly from two sources
dating from the last third of the 14th century, namely:
The Huihuili NOW (lit. "Islamic Astronomical System"), a Chinese translation
prepared in Nanjing in AD 1383 of a Persian z j that was available at the Islamic
Astronomical Bureau in Beijing at the time when the Yuan dynasty was defeated

by its successor, the Ming (1368-1644). The original version of the Huihuili
does not seem to be extant. A restoration made in the year 1477 by Bei Lin
3 k, vice-director of the Astronomical Bureau of the Ming dynasty in Nanjing,
is available in the National Library of China in Beijing (without tables) and
in the National Archives of Japan in Tokyo (complete); it is nowadays easily
accessible in the facsimile edition of the Sikuquanshu, the enormous collection
of literary works produced under the Qing emperor Qian Long in the late 18th
century. The copy of the Huihuili in the Mingshi, the official historical annals
of the Ming dynasty, is an abridged version of Bei Lin's restoration which lacks
8

More information on the Islamic Astronomical Bureau of the Yuan dynasty can be found in
[Yabuuti 1954, 1987, 1997; Yamada 1980 (in Japanese)). The primary sources availabe for an
investigation of the achievements of the Muslim astronomers in Yuan China are discussed in
more detail in [van Dalen 20021.
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Plate 1. Colophon of the copy of the Huihuili in the National
Archives of Japan, Cabinet Library (Naikaku Bunko) in Tokyo.
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various important tables. More useful is a Korean reworking of the original
translation that was prepared on the order of King Sejong in 1442 and contains
accurate copies of the tables, whereas the text was adjusted for use in Seoul .9

The Sanjuftni Zij, the Arabic astronomical handbook by a certain al-Sanjufini,

written in 1366 for the Mongol viceroy of Tibet. This work is extant in the
unique manuscript arabe 6040 of the Bibliotheque Nationale de France in Paris.
It contains librarian's notes in Chinese, Tibetan transliterations of month-names,
and Mongolian translations of the titles of tables.10

I have applied various of the methods described in the Appendix to investigate the
relationship between the Huihuili and the Sanjuftnf Zij. In the first place, it turned
out that almost twenty tables, mostly intended for the determination of planetary
positions, are identical in the two works. Of some other tables that have a completely
different structure in the two sources, it can be shown that they are based on the same
planetary parameters: in the case of the planetary mean motions, the tables in the
SanjufinT Zij were derived from those in the Huihuili, whereas for the planetary
latitudes it is the other way around." We can thus conclude that the Huihuili and
the Sanjuftni Zij had a common ancestor.
A comparison of the planetary parameters underlying the tables in the Huihuili
and the Sanjuftni Zij with those from Arabic and Persian astronomical works included
in a parameter file started by E.S. Kennedy (cf. the Appendix), showed that the former
do not occur in any other known zij, and in particular not in the zijes resulting from
the contemporary activities at the observatory in Maragha, namely the %IkhdnTZtj by
Nasir al-Din al-Tusi and the Adwaral-anwar by Muhyi 'I-Din al-Maghribi. Also the
setup of various tables in the Huihuili and the Sanjufini Zij is different from what we
find in other zijes. We may therefore conclude that the common ancestor of the two
works constitutes a highly original compilation based on an extensive observational
program with determination of new planetary parameters and various innovations in
the presentation of the tabular material.
That this compilation was produced at the Islamic Astronomical Bureau of the
Yuan dynasty is plausible for a number of reasons. Firstly, both the Huihuili and
the Sanjufini Zij were written in China and, as was remarked above, we know of

no Islamic astronomical work from outside of China that is based on the same
parameters. Secondly, the tables for planetary mean motion in the Sanjuftni Zij are
said to be based on the "observations of Jami l;' which may refer to Zhamaluding.
9 An edition and translation of the text of the Huihuili with commentary and transcription of the
tables is currently being prepared by the present author. The technical contents of the work were
outlined in [Yabuuti 19971 and discussed in some more detail in [Chen Jiujin 1996, in Chinese].
The Korean version of the Huihuili was studied by Shi Yunli (to appear in Archive for History
of Exact Sciences).
10 Philological and historical aspects of the Sanjufini Zr) were explored in [Franke 19881; the
technical material on eclipses, parallax and lunar visibility was analysed in [Kennedy 1987/88;
Kennedy & Hogendijk 19881.
The tables for planetary latitude in the Huihuili were described and compared with the tables in
11
other zijes in (Yano 1999; van Dalen 1999]. The table for Mercury's equation of centre discussed
in the Appendix is investigated in [Yano 2002).
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Finally, the Oriental Institute in St. Petersburg is in the possession of a Persian
astronomical manuscript with tables numerically identical to those in the Huihuili.
This manuscript had been obtained in China and was described by A. Wagner [ 18821

when it was still in the library of the Pulkovo Observatory near St. Petersburg.
On paleographical grounds it has been variously dated between the 12th and 13th
centuries, and a preliminary investigation indicates that it was a working copy for
the Chinese translation prepared in 1383. It contains tables for Beijing that must
have stemmed from the original work and were not included in the translation. as
well as tables for Nanjing that must have been additions by the translators.
Although the Huihuili and the SanjufrniZij are standard Islamic zijes based on
Ptolemy's geometrical models for planetary motion, they both show distinguishable
Chinese influences. In the case of the Huihuili these influences probably stem from
the translators in the early Ming dynasty and can be recognized in the following
topics:
The chronological material at the beginning of the work was reformulated with
the use of Chinese terminology and methods. Thus the number of years since

epoch is called "accumulated years" (jinian 40'x) and all mean positions are
first determined for the vernal equinox rather than directly for the desired date in
the Islamic Hijra calendar. Also a rule for the determination of the leap month

in the Chinese calendar and the confusion of lunar and solar years that led to
the use of a Hijra epoch in AD 599 instead of the correct AD 622 must have
originated with the Ming translators.
The star catalogue in the Huihuili lists ecliptical longitudes and latitudes as well
as magnitudes for 277 fixed stars. The catalogue is of particular interest, since it
is one of only two larger Islamic star tables that were based on new observations

rather than having been derived directly from the star catalogue in Ptolemy's
Almagest (cf. (van Dalen 2000]). Furthermore, it is the earliest table to give
a correspondence between Ptolemaic and Chinese star-names. The star table
in the Huihuili is mainly used for the calculation of so-called "encroachments"
(lingfan V E), passages of the moon and the planets through stellar constellations, an important topic in Chinese astrology. Whereas traditionally encroachments were observed in order to be interpreted as omens, the Huihuili provides
the additional possibility of calculating them.
In the case of the Sanjufrni Zij the Chinese influences must have been part of the
original work, since the only extant manuscript is an autograph. They include:
The use of an epoch named after Chinggis Khan, namely the vernal equinox of
the year AD 1207.
A table of the 24 equal divisions of the solar year, the so-called qi (cf. Section 3.2
above), with Persian transliterations of their Chinese names.
A table of the Arabic lunar mansions with longitudes and latitudes for some of
the individual stars and Persian transliterations of the names of the corresponding
Chinese mansions. In one or two cases the listed stars are not the standard Arabic
ones and may have been influenced by Chinese constellations (cf. [van Dalen
2000: 150-1511).
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3.4 Guo Shoujing's Astronomical Instruments and the Shoushili. In 1276, the famous scholar Guo Shoujing, who had previously been involved in both canal and
irrigation projects, was assigned to the task of devising a new official astronomical system for the Mongolian Yuan dynasty. For this purpose he first designed a
large number of astronomical instruments and carried out systematic observations
of winter and summer solstices, positions of planets and stars, etc. In 1280 the new
calendar was finally completed and starting from 1281 it was distributed under the
name Shoushili (lit. "Season-Granting System"). It was by far the most accurate calendar in the history of Chinese mathematical astronomy and continued to be used for
almost 400 years (the calendar of the Ming dynasty was called Datongli, lit. "Great
Concordance System;' but differed only insignificantly from the Shoushili).
There has been a continuing debate about to what extent Guo Shoujing and his
colleagues were influenced by Islamic astronomy. Thanks to the presence of the
Islamic Astronomical Bureau in the Yuan capital, the official Chinese astronomers
must have had ample opportunity to familiarize themselves with Islamic astronomical
instruments and tables. It seems possible that Guo Shoujing consulted Zhamaluding, the director of the Islamic Bureau, and other Muslim astronomers in person.
Moreover, eleven Islamic instruments and many Arabic and Persian books that were
present at the Bureau were described in official Chinese sources. Seven of these
instruments were presented by Zhamaluding to Khubilai Khan in 1267; four more

were kept by him at his residence. Among them were various typically Islamic
instruments, such as a parallactic ruler, a terrestrial globe, a plane and a spherical
astrolabe with ecliptic rings, and a compass. Among the books whose transliterated

Persian titles are listed in Chinese annals, we find Ptolemy's Almagest, Euclid's
Elements, al-Sufi's Constellations of the Stars, K(ishyar's Introduction to Astrology,
one or more z yes, and works on topics such as cosmology (ha'ya), the construction
of instruments, chronology, geometry, arithmetic, and technical devices (hiyal).12
However, there is hardly any information in Chinese sources about the extent
to which Chinese astronomers made actual use of the available Islamic knowledge.
It is known that during the Qing dynasty there was a harsh competition between
the Islamic and the Chinese Astronomical Bureaus (some articles about this topic
were published in Chinese by Huang Yilong). For the Yuan and Ming dynasties
we have to resort to investigations of the extant calendar works and descriptions
of instruments or, in some cases, the instruments of Guo Shoujing themselves. A
comprehensive analysis of these sources is beyond the scope of this article; instead
I will limit myself to some interesting points put forward, in particular, by Needham,
Yabuuti and Miyajima. More information can be found in the works mentioned in
footnote 12 and (Yamada 19801. Recent researches on the Shoushili include those
by Jing Bing and Wang Rongbin published in Chinese.
A frequently quoted statement concerning the influence of Islamic astronomy
on the work of Guo Shoujing is found in the introduction of [Sddillot 1847], the
12

The transliterations of Persian names of instruments, book titles, month-names and the days
of the week that are found in Chinese sources, were discussed extensively in ITasaka 1957).
IHarmer 1950; Miyajima 19821 dealt specifically with the names of the instruments presented
to Khubilai Khan by Zhamaluding.
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Plate 2. The Simplified Instrument of Guo Shoujing at the Purple Mountain Observatory
outside of Nanjing (photograph taken from K. Yamada, Juji-reki no michi, Tokyo 1980).

edition of the Persian text of the zij of Ulugh Beg. On page ci, Sddillot states that
"in 1280 Guo Shoujing received the zij of Ibn Ytinus from Zhamaluding and studied
it in detail." In [Sddillot 1845-1849, 2: 484, 640, 642], he adds that Guo Shoujing
wrote the Shoushili together with Zhamaluding, that Arabic scientific treatises were
translated into Chinese at the time, and that Guo Shoujing was the first Chinese
to study spherical astronomy. As a matter of fact, not a single of these statements
can be proved and most of them are simply wrong; they are all distorted versions
of translated passages from Chinese historical annals and their interpretations as
presented in [Souciet 1729-32].
In the 20th century more reliable studies concerning the interaction between
Islamic and Chinese scholars in the Yuan and Ming dynasties were made and the
most important results were summarized in [Needham & Wang 1959: 294-302,
367-382; Yabuuti 1997: 14-17]. As far as the instruments of Guo Shoujing are
concerned, both authors give room to the possibility that they were to some extent
influenced by Islamic instruments. For instance, they assume that the so-called
"rower of the Duke of Zhou," a masonry tower in Gaocheng near Luoyang in the
province Henan with a shadow scale and 40 ft. gnomon which is now lost, was
influenced by the giant instruments built by, e.g., al-Khujandi (d. AD 1000) near Rayy

in Iran. Furthermore, the 6-meter "Simplified Instrument" (jianyi MA, see Plate 2)
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with its equatorial alignment, projections of the heavenly circles onto three different
planes and alidades instead of sighting tubes, has similarities to the torquetum, whose
invention has been attributed to Jabir ibn Aflah (12th-century Spain, cf. [Lorch 1976];
note, however, that the torquetum was not among the instruments used in Maragha or
those brought to China by Zhamaluding). Finally, the "Upward-Looking Instrument"
( angyi 011A), which consists of a concave hemisphere with a grid and a pointer and
was not known in pre-Mongol China, is very similar to the scaphe sundial that had
been common in ancient Greece and the Islamic world and is still found among the
Islamic-style instruments built by Jai Singh in 18th-century India. Thus in each of
these three cases there is a possibility of Islamic influence.

Recently, in his detailed study of the descriptions in the Yuan annals of the
instruments brought to China by Zhamaluding, Miyajima [1982, in Japanese] put
the Islamic influence on Guo Shoujing into perspective by noting that, in spite of
their similar appearance, the usage of the Islamic and Chinese instruments mentioned
above is in fact quite different. Thus the Tower of the Duke of Zhou measures the

shadow cast by a gnomon (i.e., wooden post) on a horizontal plate, whereas with
the giant Islamic instruments like that of al-Khujand-i the sunlight falls through an
aperture onto a scale on a concave circular are. Furthermore, except for the equatorial
alignment of the Simplified Instrument, its structure and its scales are quite different
from that of a torquetum. Finally, the Upward-Looking Instrument of Guo Shoujing

was used for measuring positions on the heavenly sphere, whereas the Greek and
Islamic scaphe sundials were designed to measure the time of day.
It is also difficult to point out precisely the Islamic influence in Guo Shoujing's
astronomical system, the Shoushili.13 The use of an epoch in the recent past instead
of a Grand Conjunction epoch millions of years ago, as well as the consistent use
of decimal numbers ir all parameters and calculations have been related to Muslim practices, but are also found in unofficial Chinese calendars (besides, Islamic
astronomical works make use of sexagesimals much more than decimals).
The same holds for the use of cubic corrections for the motions of the planets.
As was indicated above for the Chinese-Uighur calendar, the actual position of the
sun, moon and planets is calculated, both in Ptolemaic and in traditional Chinese
astronomy, by applying a periodic correction to a linear function of time. In Chinese
calendars before the Shoushili these corrections were parabolic functions calculated
by means of first-order differences. However, in the Shoushili cubic functions were
applied; for example, for the sun the correction q is given by:
q = 0.0513324 - 0.000246d2 - 0.00000031 d3

for days d reckoned from the the winter solstice, and by
q = 0.048706d'- 0.000221 d2 - 0.00000027dr3
13

The canons of the Shoushili are contained in Chapters 54-55 of the Yuanshi. an evaluation by
a government committee in Chapters 52-53. A summary of the technical contents of the work
can be found in [Nakayama 1969: 123-1501. 1 am grateful to Prof. Nathan Sivin for letting me
use his unpublished translation of, and commentary on, the Shoushili, as well as for his useful
comments on a preliminary version of this section.
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for days d' reckoned from the summer solstice. Here q is expressed in Chinese
degrees equal to a 1/365.25th of a complete apparent rotation of the sun around the
earth (i.e., one Chinese degree corresponds to the average daily solar motion). The
actual calculations were performed by means of a table with second-order differences
of the corrections. Since in Ptolemaic astronomy all corrections to the linear mean
motions of the planets were trigonometric functions (e.g., the correction for the sun.
the so-called "solar equation." is given by

q = arcsin

e - sin g

60+e-cosii

where a is a linear function of time and e is the eccentricity of the circle of uniform
motion of the sun with respect to the earth), there is once more no clear indication of
transmission. It seems rather that the planetary corrections in the Shoushili presented
a further development of those in earlier Chinese calendars with at most a very subtle
influence of Islamic knowledge.
Because of the equatorial character of Chinese astronomy (most measurements
were made with respect to the north pole) and the fact that the planets move on or
near the ecliptic, conversion of ecliptical coordinates into equatorial ones and vice
versa was essential in Chinese planetary theory. Since the Chinese astronomical
systems did not make use of any form of geometry and of only little trigonometry.
this conversion had to be approximated rather than carried out exactly. In calendars from the Tang dynasty (AD 618-905) this was done by means of a linear step
function. During the Song dynasty we find a more refined numerical approximation of parabolic type. Guo Shoujing, finally, made a first step towards a geometric
method, although he made use only of plane triangles, not of spherical ones. The
resulting formula, based on the "arc-chord-sagitta relationship" formulated by the
Song scholar Shen Gua (see [Nakayama 1969: 137-139]), is only in some parts of
the equator and ecliptic more accurate than the earlier quadratic method.
It seems possible that Guo Shoujing's step towards geometry in the conversion
between ecliptical and equatorial coordinates was influenced by Islamic astronomy.
On the other hand, both the actual method of conversion and the implementation of
the necessary calculations by means of a table with first order differences fall clearly
within the traditional Chinese framework. In no instance in the Shoushili do we find
ready Islamic results or tables.

4. Conclusion
In this article we have studied various aspects of the transmission of astronomical
knowledge between the Islamic world and China under Mongol rule. We have
sketched the historical background of the interaction between Muslim and Chinese
scholars in the 13th century and have thus made clear that the possibilities for contacts
were numerous, and that the transmission took place by means of personal transfer
rather than through written works or instruments brought by, for instance, merchants.
Whereas it seems that the number of Chinese in Ilkhanid Iran was rather small, in the
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last third of the 13th century tens of thousands of Iranians, Uighurs and other Muslims

were active in Mongol China in administrative functions and also as scholars and
artists.
We have investigated four particular cases of transmission in some detail.
Around the year 1220, Yelu Chucai, advisor of Chinggis Khan, adapted the
official Chinese calendar of the Jin dynasty for use in Transoxiana and at arbitrary
geographical localities (Section 3.1 above). Yelu is known to have familiarized

himself with Islamic astronomy and probably carried out the adaptation under
the influence of Islamic zijes.
The Ilkhans introduced into Iran the so-called "Chinese-Uighur calendar" (Section 3.2). This was a typical Chinese calendar whose elements can be traced back
to the calendar of the Jin dynasty as well as to unofficial Chinese calendars. Its
descriptions in Persian zijes from the year 1270 onwards presumably stemmed
from a Chinese astronomer active at the famous observatory in Maragha.
In AD 1383 the first emperor of the Ming dynasty had some Persian astronomical
works translated into Chinese that were available at the Islamic observatory of the
conquered Yuan capital Beijing. These works included Kushyar's Introduction
to Astrology and a zrj with tables and parameter values not known from any other

Islamic work (Section 3.3). The zij can be assumed to have been an original
achievement of the Muslim astronomers active in China around the year 1275
and is based on completely new planetary and stellar observations.
Guo Shoujing finished the most accurate calendar in the history of Chinese
mathematical astronomy, the Shoushili, in AD 1280 (Section 3.4). Islamic influence has been suspected in this calendar as well as in Guo's instruments, but
closer inspection reveals that this influence was very minor and that calendar
and instruments stand clearly in the Chinese tradition.
The transmissions in each of these four cases were of a very different nature.
Yelii Chucai visited the Islamic world himself and must have had ample opportunity
to learn Persian and to become acquainted with Islamic astronomy through written
works as well as personal contacts (even in cities where the Mongols slaughtered the
population, they spared the lives of scholars and artisans). The Chinese astronomer
active at the observatory in Maragha seems to have been isolated and was probably
the only source of information on the Chinese-Uighur calendar that was available
to his Arabic and Iranian colleagues. On the other hand, a relatively large number
of Muslim scholars worked at the Islamic Astronomical Bureau of the early Yuan
dynasty. They must have brought with them from Iran and other regions many Arabic
and Persian works on mathematics and astronomy, but in China they compiled a
completely new zij based on an extensive program of observations. The same Muslim
astronomers and the works they had brought with them may have influenced Guo
Shoujing and his colleagues when they compiled the Shoushili and built various new
instruments; it seems probable, though, that these contacts had to take place through
interpreters and hence would have been quite problematic.
Also as far as the assimilation of the transmitted astronomical knowledge is concerned, there are clear differences between the four cases. Both Yeli Chucai in his
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adaptation of the Jin calendar and Guo Shoujing in the Shoushili made use of some
Islamic concepts or ideas such as the adjustment of the times of phenomena to the
local geographical longitude and the use of geometrical / trigonometrical methods
for the conversion between ecliptical and equatorial coordinates. However, neither
Chinese astronomer took over actual algorithms or tables from Islamic zijes and the
resulting calendars fitted in almost every respect within the Chinese tradition. The
Chinese translation of the zij compiled by the Muslim astronomers in Yuan China
basically left the Islamic (i.e., Ptolemaic) character of the work unchanged, although
Chinese concepts were introduced to make certain topics easier to understand for
Chinese astronomers. In particular the star table with ecliptical coordinates, displaying Ptolemaic as well as Chinese star names, and its application to the typically
Chinese problem of "encroachments," may have been the result of a joint effort of
Muslim and Chinese astronomers. Similarly, the descriptions of the Chinese-Uighur
calendar in Persian zijes contain little Islamic influence. The algorithms are of Chinese type and the technical terminology is given almost exclusively in transliterations
of the Chinese. As far as the numerous auxiliary tables are concerned, some of them,
such as the solar and lunar equations, may have been present in a Chinese original,
whereas most others display simple multiples of the base parameters of the calendar
and could have been added by the Muslim authors.
Some mathematical methods for investigating the relationships between astronomical tables are described in an Appendix to this article. Since the numerical data
in such tables are highly idiosyncratic, connections between them can usually he reliably established. In cases where tables from different cultures and / or periods can
be shown to be connected, we may have found a case of transmission. The situation
is much more difficult for computational algorithms and instruments. In various
examples discussed briefly in this article (in particular, the calendar and instruments
of Guo Shoujing) it is clear that at least complete descriptions of structure as well
as usage should be considered in order to be able to make well-founded statements
concerning possible connections.

Appendix: Methods for Investigating
Relationships Between Astronomical Tables
In many cases mathematical tables in manuscripts of zijes are not clearly attributed
to a particular astronomer. Therefore, in my analyses of the connections between
astronomical works from different periods and / or geographical regions I have made

an extensive use of comparisons of numerical data in tables. Such comparisons
have turned out to be very effective for investigating relationships, because the data
are generally exact and highly idiosyncratic (two tables for the same function need
only have relatively small differences to be able to conclude that they stem from
two different sources). Since data in astronomical tables generally show obvious
regularities (usually because of the continuity of the tabulated functions), incidental
scribal errors can often be reliably corrected. Systematic differences between two
tables for the same function can have a number of causes, such as the use of different
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values for the underlying astronomical parameters or the use of different computational techniques (e.g., approximate algorithms instead of the "exact formula,"
computation from inaccurate auxiliary tables, use of linear or quadratic interpolation in auxiliary tables, the rounding of intermediate results to a certain number of
digits, etc.). Incidental differences between two tables for the same function that
cannot be explained as scribal errors may be due to computational mistakes.
Three examples of methods that can be used to investigate the relationships
between astronomical tables are presented below. Statistical or numerical tools
for performing more sophisticated tasks, such as estimating the parameter values
underlying an astronomical table and testing the dependence of two tables for the
same or for different functions, are not discussed in detail but are referred to where
appropriate.

Case 1: Comparison of Complete Tables.

The simplest way to investigate the

relationship between two tables for a particular astronomical function is to compare

them value by value. If all values are identical, we may assume that the tables
ultimately derive from the same source. However, an exception to this rule is a
pair of tables without errors, since we can hardly ever exclude the possibility that
two astronomers independently calculated a correct table for a given function. (In
this context the error in a tabular value is defined as the difference between that
value and a recomputation based on the modem formula for the tabulated function;
a table is correct if it does not have any errors.) Tables without errors can be found
among tables of very simple functions such as linear ones, or among tables of more
complicated functions with values to only a small number of sexagesimal places
(typical examples are sine tables with values to a precision of three sexagesimal
places). As was indicated above, scribal errors require a special treatment: if the
differences between two tables can all be explained as incidental scribal mistakes,
the tables can be considered to be mathematically identical and hence may be related
in spite of the differences. If two tables have a very conspicuous set of scribal errors

in common, they can be assumed to have been copied from the same erroneous
original.
Table I shows three fragments of the tables for Mercury's equation of centre in
al-Qanun al-Masudf by al-Biruni (Afghanistan, ca. 1030) and the Huihuili (China,
ca. 1275, see above).14 The equation of centre is one of the six or seven functions
that are tabulated in Ptolemy's Almagest and in most Islamic zijes to allow the easy
calculation of planetary longitudes. It is a highly complicated trigonometric function
that can be derived from Ptolemy's geometrical models for the planetary motions
(see, for instance, [Neugebauer 1957, Appendix 1] or, for more details, [Pedersen

1974, Chapters 9 and 10]). It is tabulated as a function of the so-called "mean
centrum," a linear function of time.
The third and fifth columns of Table I show the errors in the tables in a!-Qanun
al-Mas`udi and the Huihuili, namely, the differences between the values in these
14

Sexagesimal numbers are given in the standard notation, i.e., sexagesimal digits are separated
by commas, whereas the sexagesimal point is represented by a semicolon. For instance, 2; 15,29

denotes 2 + 15 + 2.
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mean
centrum

Biruni

10

0; 31

11

0.34

12

0; 36
0; 39

13

16

0;42
0;46
0;49

52
53
54
55
56
57

2;13
2:15
2;14
2;17
2;19
2:20

58

2;22

59
61

2; 23
2; 25
2; 28

62
63

2; 29
2; 30

89

2;43

90

2; 43
2; 43

14
15

60

91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98

2;42
2:42
2:42
2:42
2;42
2;41
2;41
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Biruni minus
recomputation

Huihuili

Huihuili minus
recomputation

Biruni minus
Huihuili

+5
+5
+5
+5
+6
+7
+7

0; 31

+5
+5
+6
+6
+7
+7
+7

-1
-I
-I

+4
+3

2;13
2:15
2;16
2;18
2;19

+4
+3
+2
+2

-2

2;21

+I

+1

+1

0; 34
0; 37

0;40
0;43
0;46
0;49

2:22

-1
-I

-I
-18
-18
-18
-20
-20
-20
-20
-20
-21

-20

2;24
2; 25
2; 27

-1

+1

-

-I

2; 29
2; 30

-1

2.43
2;43
2;42
2:42
2;42
2;42
2;42

-18
-18
-19
-20
-20
-20
-20

2;41
2;41
2;41

-21
-21

-1

+1

+1

+1

-20

Table 1. Comparison of the tables for Mercury's equation of centre
in al-Binini's al-Qanun al-Mas`i di and the Huihuili.

two works and a recomputation on the basis of Ptolemy's Mercury model and his
parameter value. Since the tables differ systematically from the recomputation by
up to 21 minutes of arc, we may conclude that both were calculated according to an
algorithm and/or parameter value different from those used by Ptolemy. However,
since the two tables differ from each other in only 13 out of 180 values (see the
last column), it is highly probable that they were computed on the basis of the same
algorithm and parameter value. A statistical test of dependency as described in [Van
Brummelen & Butler 1997] may be necessary to determine whether the authors of
the Huihuili simply copied al-Biruni's table for the first equation of Mercury or
calculated it from scratch. Since the differences occur in small groups in which they
tend to have the same sign, it seems that the authors of the Huihuili carried out at
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source

value

Ptolemy (Alexandria, ca. 140)

0;59,8,17,13,12,31

Ibn al-Shatir (Damascus, ca. 1350)
Alfonsine Tables (Spain, ca. 1275)

0;59,8,19.36, 0

Ibn Yunus (Cairo, ca. 1000)

Banu Muse ibn Shakir (Baghdad, ca. 840)
Nasir al-Din al-Tusi (Maragha. ca. 1270)
Shams al-Munajjim al-Wabkanwi (Maragha. ca. 1320)
Ibn Yunus (Cairo, ca. 1000)
Ghiyath al-Din al-Kashi (Samarkand, ca. 1420)
modern value
Huihuili (Beijing, ca. 1275)
Muhyi'I-Din al-Maghribi (Maragha, ca. 1280)
`Abd al-Rahman al-KhSzini (Marv, ca. 1120)
Yahyii ibn AN Mansur (Baghdad, ca. 830)
Habash al-Hasib (Baghdad, ca. 830)
aI-Biruni (Afghanistan, ca. 1030)
AN 'I-Wafa' aI-Buzjani (Baghdad, ca. 975)
al-Battani (Syria, ca. 900)

0;59,8,19,37,19,13,56
0;59,8,19,42,35

0;59,8.19,43,14,18
0;59,8,19,43,47
0;59,8,19,43,47
0;59,8,19,44,10,30,32, 0
0;59,8,19,44,10,39
0;59,8,19,48,43,18
0;59.8.19,49,27,22,58

0;59,8,20. 8, 4,36,38
0;59.8,20,13.18
0;59,8,20,35,14,38
0;59.8,20,35,25
0;59,8,20,38,21,13
0;59,8,20,43,17,38,41,42

0;59,8,20,46,49

Table 2. Values for the daily solar mean motion used
by Ptolemy and some important Muslim astronomers.

least some calculations themselves, e.g., they may have corrected some mistakes in
al-BirOni's table by carrying out anew the linear interpolation between certain values
for multiples of 10° 15

Case 2: Comparison of Parameter Values. Instead of comparing complete tables,
one may compare certain mathematical characteristics of tables, such as computational techniques (see Case 3 below) or the underlying values of the astronomical
parameters involved. Methods for extracting parameter values from astronomical

tables are described in [van Dalen 1989, 1993, 1996; Mielgo 1996]. Although
for certain parameters, such as the obliquity of the ecliptic, only very few different values were in use (the value 23°35' was particularly common among Muslim
astronomers), especially parameters measuring planetary mean motions tend to be
highly idiosyncratic. Table 2 shows an excerpt from the file collected by Professor
E.S. Kennedy with parameters from about 30 important Islamic zfjes and several
other astronomical works. The values for the daily solar mean motion listed here are
generally very close, bu: the differences are still large enough to be able to distinguish between the results of different observations or determinations. For example,
Shams al-Munajjim al-Wabkanwi apparently used al-Tusi's value, and the value of
Ghiyath al-Din al-Kashi seems to be dependent on that of Ibn Yunus. On the other
hand, the value from the Huihuili points to an independent observation.
15

I Yano 20021 contains an extensive analysis of the tables for Mercury's equation of centre in the
Qamun and the Huihuili. Yano showed that al-Birum s table is based on Ptolemy's parameter
value but a different, apparently erroneous formula for calculating the equation of centre.
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Case 3: Comparison of Mathematical Techniques. The use of inaccurate auxiliary
tables or certain mathematical techniques such as interpolation for the computation
of an astronomical table may leave traces in the tabular values in the form of identifiable error patterns. Like the underlying parameter values, the auxiliary tables and
computational techniques that were used may be typical for a certain astronomer or
school of astronomers and hence may be used to determine the origin of tables or.
at least, to establish relationships between them.
In the first example below, it will be shown that the error pattern in a tangent table
is tightly connected with the errors in the sine table from which it was calculated.

In the case of the sine and tangent tables from the so-called Baghdadi ZFj (late
13th century), this helps us to conclude that both tables derive from the important
tenth-century astronomer Abu'l-Wafa' al-Buzjani, whose zij is non-extant. In the
second example, it will be shown how the use of a special type of second-order
interpolation can be recognized in the highly accurate sine table of Ulugh Beg (early
15th century). The same type of interpolation also underlies Ulugh Beg's tables of
oblique ascensions, but has not been found in the work of any other astronomer.
Example I. The third column of Table 3 shows the errors for arguments between
60° and 90° in the tangent table found on folios 227v-228v of the zij by a certain Jamal

al-Din AN 'l-Qasim ibn Mahfuz al-munajjim al-Baghdadi, which was written in
1285 and is extant in the unique manuscript Paris BNF arabe 2486. In my dissertation
[van Dalen 1993: 164-168] 1 have conjectured that this tangent table and a number
of other tables in the BaghdadiZij with values to sexagesimal thirds were taken from
the astronomical handbook al-Majisti by the important 10th-century mathematician
and astronomer Abu'l-Wafa' al-Buzjani. The text of this work is extant as Paris
BNF arabe 2494, but the tables are lost except for scattered fragments. Meanwhile
I have worked through the text of al-Majisti and have found more evidence for my
conjecture which I hope to publish in due course. In the remainder of this article,
when speaking of the "sine and tangent tables of Abu'l-Wata'," I mean the tables
from the Baghdadi Zij.

The tangent function tabulated by Abu'l-Wafa' and most other Muslim astronomers was 60 tan x rather than tan x. As can be seen clearly from the third
column of Table 3, which displays in sexagesimal thirds the differences between
Abu'l-Wafa"s table and exact tangent values, the errors in the tabular values increase rapidly as the argument x approaches 90°. This is typical for many historical
tangent tables and can be explained as follows. The tangent is calculated according
to

tanx =

sin x

cosx

When the argument x approaches 90°, the denominator in this expression, cos x,
nears zero. Therefore, if it is consistently rounded to the same number of sexagesimal
places, its relative error (i.e., the rounding error divided by the cosine itself) increases.

Since the relative error in the tangent is of the same order of magnitude as that in
the cosine, it also increases when the argument approaches 90°. Finally, since the
tangent itself becomes very large towards 90°, the absolute error in the calculated
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arc
60
61

tangent in the
Baghdadi Zip

Baghdodr4 minus
recomputation

Baghdad7tj minus
reconstruction

103;55,22,58

-2

62

108;14,34,17
112;50,36.56

63

117;45,23,52

64
65

123;

128;40,13,33

+3

66

134;45,43,54

-3

67
68

141;21, 4,12

+5

69
70

156;18,19,10

-4
-4

I64;50,55, 6

-1

71

174;15, 9,27

-6

72

184;39,39,40

+1

73

196;15, 4,15

74
75

209;14,41,34

+5
+3

223;55,22,57

-1

76
77

240:38,48,39
259;53,18,41

-2
-6

78

282;16,39,50

-16

79

308;40,23,27

-13

80

340;16,37, 8

+16

81

378;49,30, 6
426;55,20,10
488;39,38,28

+18

+1

-1
-I

I, 5,38

148; 30,18,42

-14

82
83
84
85
86
87

858; 2,23,33
1144;52, 5,34

-22

88

1718;10,37,11

89

3437;24, 1,51

+388
+608

570:51,42,35
685;48,12,11

-2
-I
-1
-1
+1

-1

-1

-22

-8

+53

+3

+1
+1

Table 3. Recomputation of the tangent table of Abu'I-Wafa' as contained
in the Baghdddi Zij, with a reconstruction from his sine table.

tangent, as tabulated in the third column of Table 3, grows even more rapidly than
the relative error.
The fourth column of Table 3 displays the differences between Abu'l-Wafa"s
tangent table and values reconstructed by applying the formula

tanx =

sin x
sin(90° - x)

to values from his sine table. This sine table is also included in the Baghdadf Zrj
(folios 224v-225v) and contains only nine errors of one sexagesimal third. The
agreement between Abu'l-Wafa"s tangent table and our reconstruction is not only
nearly perfect, it in fact even allows us to conclude that Abu'l-Wafa"s sine table
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was used for the calculation of his tangent table. To make this clear, first note that
the nine errors in his sine table occur for arguments 19, 22. 25, 35, 44, 56, 67, 78
and 80°. If a sine table has an error for argument x, the tangent values computed
from it will have errors for arguments x and 90° - x. Within the range of arguments
displayed in Table 3 the errors in Abu 'l-Wafa"s sine table would thus leave traces in
the tangent values for arguments 65 (= 90 - 25), 67, 68 (= 90 - 22), 71 (= 90 - 19).
78, and 80°. Now the use of a correct sine table with values to sexagesimal thirds
leads to tangent values for these arguments that differ by +5, +3, -7, -9, -6, and +6
thirds respectively from those of Abu'I-Wafa' (these differences are not displayed
in Table 3), whereas the use of Abu 1-Wafa"s sine table leads to differences of 0. 0.
-1, 0, -1, and 0 thirds (fourth column of Table 3). Thus there can be no doubt that
Abu'l-Wafa"s tangent table was in fact computed from his sine table.
Chapter 4 of [van Dalen 19931 contains various similar results that, in combination with perusal of al-Majisti, were decisive in the attribution of a total of nine
tables from the Baghdadi Zij to Abu'l-Wafa'. For instance, a table for the equation
of daylight for Baghdad with values to sexagesimal thirds [van Dalen 1993: 181183] was shown to have been derived from another table by means of inverse linear
interpolation in an accurate sine table with values to thirds for every 15 minutes of
arc, rather than quadratic interpolation, values to seconds, or any other increment of
the argument (the tables for the sine and tangent in al-Majisti in fact had values for
every 15 minutes, so that strictly speaking the tables in the Baghdadi Zij are extracts
from those of Abu'I-Wafa').
Example 2. Table 4 shows the errors in a small part of the sine table from the

Sultani Zij by Ulugh Beg (Samarkand, ca. 1440). This table can be regarded as
the culmination of Islamic computational mathematics and displays values to five
sexagesimal places (roughly 8 decimals) for every minute of arc from 0' to 87
and values to six sexagesimal places (10 decimals) between 87° and 90°. Most of
the tabular values are correct; less than half of them contain errors of + I or -1
(incidentally +2 or -2) in the final sexagesimal position. However, there are some
peculiar groups of errors starting from argument 87°, precisely where the number of
sexagesimal places is increased from 5 to 6. As can be seen from Table 4, the sine
values for multiples of 5' in this part of the table are correct (as in the whole table),
whereas the errors in between these multiples are alternately positive and negative.
A plausible explanation of these characteristics is the use of quadratic interpolation
between accurately calculated values for every 5 minutes of arc (note that in the case
of linear interpolation the errors in all groups would have had the same sign).
Generally, the use of interpolation in a trigonometric table can be recognized
from the tabular differences: linear interpolation leads to groups of roughly constant first-order differences, quadratic interpolation to groups of roughly constant
second-order differences. However, quadratic interpolation on intervals of 5' produces such a good approximation to the sine that under normal circumstances it is
practically impossible to distinguish between accurately computed and interpolated
values. For the same reason, the second-order differences in Ulugh Beg's sine table
change so slowly that separate groups cannot be recognized, except between 87°
and approximately 87°25', where the differences fluctuate around -1 ... 5"44' (see
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Ulugh Beg's sine

arc
86;50

59;54,30,11, 0
59;54,33,38,42
59;54,37, 5,19

second-order
differences

Ulugh Beg minus
recomputation

-I

86;54

59;54,43,55,15

86;55
86;56
86;57
86;58

59;54,47,18,34
59;54,50,40,48
59;54,57,21,58

-1,5
-1,6
-1,6
-1,6
-1,5
-1,6
-1,6
-1,5
-1,5,46

86;59

59;55, 0,40,55

-1,5,48

87

59:55, 3,58,46,14

87;1

59;55, 7,15,31,40

87;2

59:55,10,31,11,18

87;3

59;55,13,45,45, 8

-1,5,48
-1,5,48
-1,5,47
-1,5,48

87;4

59;55,16,59,13,11 -1,5,40

87;5

59:55,20,11,35,26

-1,5,38

87;6
87;7

59;55,23,22,52, I
59;55,26,33, 2,58

-1,5,40
-1,5,40

-II

87;8

59;55,29,42, 8,15

-1,5,38

-11

87;9

59;55,32,50, 7,52

-1,5,46

-8

87:10

59;55,35,57, 1,51

-1,5,46

87;11

59:55,39, 2, 50, 4
59;55,42, 7,32,31

-1,5,45
-1,5,46

+5
+7

87;13
87;14
87;15
87;16

59:55,45,11, 9,13
59;55,48,13,40, 9
59;55,51,15, 5,20

+7
+5

87;17
87;18

59;55,57,14,38,36

-1,5,45
-1,5,42
-1,5,42
-1,5,42
-1,5,41

59;56, 0,12,46,41

-1,5,42

-3
-5
-5

87;19

59;56, 3, 9,49, 5

-1,5,45

-3

87:20

59;56, 6, 5,45,47

87:21

59;56, 9, 0,36,44

-1,5,45
-1,5,44

87;22

59;56,11,54,21,56
59;56,14,47, 1,24

86;51

86;52
86;53

59;54,40,30,50

59;54,54, 1,56

87:12

59:55,54,15,24,49

+11

+16
+15

+10

-8

+3
+3
+4
+2

59;56,17,38,35, 6

-1,5,46
-1,5,44
-1,5,43

87,25

59;56,20,29, 3, 4

-1,5.44

87;26

59;56,23,18,25,19

-1,5,42

- 1

87;27
87;28

59;56,26, 6,41,50
59;56,28,53,52,39

-1,5,44
-1,5,43

-3
-2

87;29
87;30

59;56,31,39,57,44
59;56,34,24,57, 6

-2

87:31

59;56,37, 8,50,43
59;56,39,51,38,36

59;56,42,33,20,44
59;56,45,13,57, 7

-1,5,45
-1,5,44
-1,5,45
-1,5.45
-1,5,44
-1,5,45

59;56,47,53,27,46

-1,5,44

87:23
87;24

87;32
87;33
87;34

87;35

11

+1
+1
+1
+1

Table 4. The use of second-order interpolation in the sine table of Ulugh Beg
(the differences are given in thirds, fourths and, starting from 86°58', fifths).
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the third column of Table 4). So it is only thanks to the errors in this part of the
table, apparently related to the change from 5 to 6 sexagesimal places, that we can
recognize the use of second-order interpolation in the computation of Ulugh Beg's
table of sines.
It can in fact be shown that a special type of interpolation, described in many
from the 13th to 15th centuries and attributed to the tenth-century Iranian
Persian
astronomer AN Ja`far Muhammad al-Khazin [see Hamadanizadeh 1987], was used.

With this type of interpolation, the tabular values for arguments between x and
x + n - Ax (with n an integer) are calculated in such a way that they lie on the parabola

through the points (x - Ax, fT(x - Ax)), (x, f (x)) and (x +n Ax, f (x +n - Ax)).
where f (x) and f (x + n Ax) are accurately calculated tabular values for arguments
x and x + n Ax and IT (x - Ax) is the result of the application of the same type of
interpolation to the preceding interval. Thus the errors in Ulugh Beg's sine values
for arguments 87° 1' and greater result from the less precise value of sin 86°59' that
had to be used for their calculation (use of the value 59;55.0,40,55.15 would have
avoided the following groups of errors).
As far as I know, Ulugh Beg's sine table is the first in which the use of this
particular type of interpolation has been demonstrated. Unpublished research by the
present author indicates that his set of tables of oblique ascensions for geographical
latitudes 1° to 50° also relies heavily on this type of interpolation.
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A New Treatise by al-Kashi
on the Depression of the Visible Horizon
by MOHAMMAD BAGHERI

In this paper I present an edited Arabic text and an English translation of a short treatise,
wrongly attributed to B3b3 Af¢al al-Din al-Kashi (7'"113" century), an Iranian mystic
poet who lived in Kashan. Iran. The treatise is about the determination of the visible horizon, a geometrical problem mentioned in two letters by Ghiyath al-Din Jamshld al-Ktshi
(ca. 826/1422) to his father. I discuss the history of this problem and I show as well that
the short treatise was written not by Baba Afdal but most likely by Jamshid al-Kashi.

Ghiyath al-Din Jamshid al-Kashi, an eminent Iranian mathematician and astronomer of the 15" century, left his birthplace Kashan for Samarkand in A.D. 1421 and

joined the scientific circle of Ulugh Beg. From Samarkand he wrote letters in
Persian to his father who lived in Kashan and who apparently was familiar with
mathematics and astronomy. In these letters, al-Kashi described - among other
things - the scientific problems which were discussed in the scientific meetings in
Samarkand. One of these letters has been known since 1859, when a learned Qajar
prince, I'tidad al-Saltana, quoted a fragment of it in the report of his visit to the
Maragha observatory in the company of the Qajar king Nasir al-Din. This letter
has been published several times, and translations into English, Turkish, Arabic.
Russian and Uzbek have also appeared with introductions and commentaries. Another letter was found recently. The text was published in my book Az Samarqand
be Kashan: Namehaye Ghiyath al-Din Jamshid Kashani be pedarash (From Samarkand to Kashan: Letters of al-Kashi to His Father), [Bagheri 19961; and an English
translation with an introduction and commentary can be found in [Bagheri 19971.
The problem of the depression of the visible horizon is mentioned in both letters
among several other problems brought up by Ulugh Beg. This problem remained
unsolved in Samarkand until al-Kashi arrived there and managed to solve it. In the
letter known since 1859, the problem is described as follows:
Suppose that a man stands at a spot around which the curvature of the surface of
the earth is quite accurate; let his height be three and a half gaz, by the dhira' of
the arm [i.e., 3.5 cubits]. At what distance will a visual ray, leaving his eyes and
touching the surface of the earth tangentially, intersect with the true horizon and
with what angle of depression will it reach the outermost sphere of the firmament? [Sayilt 1960:97-98]

Al-Kashi found it an easy problem and solved it completely in one day. Sayili gives
no geometrical explanation, but he says, "In the problem concerning the visual ray
and the true horizon, the difficulty encountered probably concerned calculation and
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the derivation of numerical results with
a given degree of accuracy" [Saytlt 1960:
47]. Prof. E.S. Kennedy, who also pubh

lished an English translation of this letter,
provides the following explanation of the
problem without providing any figure: "If

R is the radius of the earth and h the
height of the person (measured in the
same units), then the angular distance of
the true horizon is arccos [R/(R + h)], and
this angle plus a quadrant is the true horizon's depression measured from the zenith"
[Kennedy 1960: 208] (see Fig. 1).

In his commentary to the Russian
translation of this letter, G. Sabirov gives
Figure 1
another interpretation of the problem as
shown in Fig. 2, where he calculates the
complement of the angle which Kennedy calculated. Sabirov gives the formulas
for the angle and distance in question as

a=aresinRRh

and

l= h(2R+h)

[Sabirov 1973: 204-205]. In the other editions and translations of this letter, there
is no reference to what al-Kasha may have had in mind regarding this problem.

The discovery of the other letter from
al-Kasha to his father sheds more light on
this problem. In this letter, he writes:
During the period that the arena was
theirs [his rivals' in Samarkand who
wanted to test him], in the discussions

held in the presence of His Royal
Majesty [Ulugh Beg] they were con-

IR

fronted with some difficulties into
which they had looked for a month or
two or even for a year, but to which
no solution had been found. For exam-

ple, this problem: [Let us suppose]
somebody is standing on a perfectly

Figure 2

circular ground or on the sea surface, and the visual ray issuing from his eyes is
tangent to that, and [then] reaches the sphere of the ecliptic [falak al-buruj, i.e.,
the sphere of the fixed stars]. Now at which distance will [that ray] intersect the
true horizon, and, where it reaches the sphere of the ecliptic, how much will it
I

This expression for the sphere of the fixed stars is found in the section on astronomical terminology in the commentary of Birjandi (d. A.D. 1527/8) on Zij-i Ulugh Beg (Tehran, Sipahsalar
Library, MS 680, fol. 61v).
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be depressed from the true horizon? And many other [problems) which were detailed [to you] previously.

In my commentary on this problem (see Fig. 3), 1 have used the celestial dimen-

sions given by al-Kashi in his Sullam al-sama' [al-Kashi 1881/82: 34-36], where
R, the radius of the earth, is 1272 parasangs (one parasang is 12,000 cubits) and
the minimum distance of the sphere of the fixed stars is 26,328 R, and thus I have
calculated AB approximately equal to 1477 R and 0 approximately equal to 2' 12".
In the letter known since 1859, al-Kashi refers to "the higher sphere" (falak-i a`la),
the radius of which is equal to the maximum distance of the fixed stars, and he
gives the value 26,340R for it in his Sullam al-sama'. Using this value, one obtains
the same result, because it is very close to the minimum distance of the sphere of
fixed stars.
In the astronomical texts of the Medieval Islamic period three types of horizon

are defined (see Fig. 4): 1) the true horizon (ufuq hagigl), i.e., the great circle on
the celestial sphere produced by the plane passing through the center of the universe; 2) the sensible horizon (ufuq hissi), i.e., the intersection of a plane tangent to
the earth at the observer's position with the celestial sphere; and 3) the shield-like
horizon (ufuq tursi, also ufuq hissi in a more general sense), i.e., the circle drawn
on the celestial sphere by the visual rays issuing from the observer's eye tangent to
the surface of the earth. Depending on the height of the observer and the place
true horizon

- - - - sensible horizon

- - - shield-like horizon

Figure 4
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where he stands, this circle may be a small circle or a great circle coinciding with
the true horizon. This is the actual boundary between the visible and invisible parts
of the sky. The problem in al-Kashi's letter actually refers to the position of the
true horizon relative to the shield-like horizon.
In his commentary on Chaghmini's al-Mulakhkhas fi 1-hay's, Qadi-zada Rumi
defines the shield-like horizon without using the adjective tursi [Rumi 1881/82:

44]. In his Arabic commentary on Ti's Tadhkira, Birjandi mentions the three
types of horizon using the adjective tursi for the third one.
The depression of the visible horizon was discussed by Abu Sahl al-Kuhi (d.

about A.D. 1014) in his treatise F ma'rifat ma yura min al-sama' wa-l-bahr (On
knowing the visible parts of the sky and the sea). In this treatise al-KUhi provides
the geometric solution to the problem, but he gives no numerical value?
This work of al-KUhi is mentioned by Ibn al-Haytham (d. after 1040 in Cairo)
in a fragment of his treatise Risala fi anna al-zahir min al-sama' akthar min nisfiha (Treatise on [proving] that the apparent [part] of the sky is more than half of it)
kept in Oxford Bodleian as Thurston 3 (fol. I16r) and Marsh. 713 (fols. 232r-232v).
Sezgin mentions a third manuscript of this fragment kept in Alexandria [Sezgin
1978: 260]. In another fragment of this treatise, kept in Oxford Bodleian, Thurston

3 (fol. 104r), Ibn al-Haytham says that if the height of the observer's eyes is 3.5
cubits, the visible part of the sky will be 4'26" greater than its invisible part. In
fact, if 0 is the depression of the visible horizon, then the visible part of a great
semicircle from the zenith to the nadir will be 90 + 0 degrees and its invisible part
will be 90 - 0 degrees. Therefore the visible arc is 20 greater than the invisible arc.
Ibn al-Haytham's result is very close to 20 as calculated by me (4'24") on the basis
of al-Kashi's parameters.
In his Kashf 'awar al-munajjimin (Uncovering the shortcomings of the astronomers, MS Leiden Or. 98/I, fols. 75v and 84r) Samaw'al b. Yahya (d. about 1174/5)
refers to both Ibn al-Haytham's and al-KOhi's works and quotes from them.
Kamal al-Din al-Farisi (d. A.D. 1317/18) wrote a commentary entitled Tangih
al-Manazir (Revision of the Optics) on Ibn al-Haytham's Manazir (Optics). In the
71h Book of this work [a]-Farisi 1929, 2: 156], al-Farisi says that the refraction of
light affects our vision of the celestial bodies and the distances between them in
two ways:
1) If we apply the correction for refraction, the distance of the moon is found to
be less than that given in the astronomical tables, and therefore, the distances

and sizes of the other celestial bodies are less than the values given in the
tables;
2) Refraction also affects the part of the sky which is visible from a high point.

Al-Farisi adds that Abu Sah[ al-KUhi and others have written treatises about
this problem.

2

1 have seen the ms. of this work kept in the Holy Shrine Library (Mashhad, Iran) as MS 5412,
copied in A.D. 1253/4. For other mss., see [Sezgin 1974: 320].
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He also adds that refraction affects the visible part of the sky when the height
of the eyes from a level ground or the surface of a sea is three (and a half) cubits.
Al-Farisi says that Ibn al-Haytham calculated the visible part of the sky for this
case, without taking refraction into account.
In his Tahdid nihaydi al-amakin li-tashih masafat al-masakin (Determination
of coordinates of positions for the correction of distances between cities), Abu'lRayhan al-Biruni discusses the depression of the visible horizon in connection with
the radius of the earth, but not in relation to the radius of the universe [al-Biruni
1967: 183-186].
After my publication of the Persian text and the English translation of al-Kashi's newly found letter, my colleague Tofigh Heidarzadeh pointed out to me that a
short unpublished Arabic treatise in the former Senate library (Tehran). namely,
MS 89/2, fols. 14-15, contains a solution to this problem. The treatise is attributed
to Mawlana Afdal al-Kashi, but in a marginal remark this authorship is doubted. I
will show that this treatise is most probably by Jamshid al-Kasha himself, and not
by Afdal al-Kasha, who is also known as Baba Afdal. He was an Iranian mystic
poet of the 13' century, who was familiar with astronomy. His full name is Afdal
al-Din Muhammad b. Husayn Kashani (or Kasha). The Arabic text of the short
treatise, which consists of three parts, as well as my English translation are reproduced as an appendix to the present paper.
In the first part of the treatise, the numerical solutions are given as follows:
If a person of 3.5 cubits height stands on a circular place on the surface of the
earth, any ray issuing from his eyes, tangent to the surface of the earth extending
towards the sky, will intersect the (true) horizon according to Euclid's (parallel)
postulate. We (may) extend it towards the higher sphere. Then the distance
between the center of the (true) horizon and the (intersection) point of the abovementioned line of the ray will be approximately 22,566,113,141 cubits; and the
above-mentioned line of the ray will join the higher sphere such that the Sine of
the arc of the depression will be approximately 191,134,838 cubits.3

The methods for finding these values are explained in the second part. Using the
notation of Fig. 5 on page 365 and taking HI = h, EA = R, we obtain the following
modem formulas:
El =

R2

[R2-R4/(R+h)2J

and

ZN = R(EZ - El)/El,
The proofs of the validity of these methods are presented in the third part of the
treatise. From the formula for El we conclude:

3

"Sine" stands for the sine in abase circle with radius R, i.e., Sin x = R sin x. Cosine and Cotangent used later in this paper are similarly defined by Cos x = R cos x and Cot x = R. cot x.
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Using the two above-mentioned values h = 3.5 and El = 22,566,113,141, we find
15,275,796 cubits = 1272.93 parasangs. In his Sullam al-same', al-Kashi gives
R = 1272 parasangs, which is quite close to what we have calculated here; the
difference may be due to the approximations which we have made [al-Kashr 1881/
82: 34]. On the other hand, Baba Afdal gives the diameter of the earth equal to
2267 parasangs, which corresponds to R = 1133.5 parasangs, differing more than
10 % from the R calculated above. Baba Afdal presents his value for the diameter
of the earth in an appendix (mulhaq) to his `Arad Nama (Book on Accidents) published in his collected works [Baba Afdal 1987: 244].
From the formula for ZN, we conclude:
R

EZ = ZN (R/2h).
Substituting the numerical values for ZN (from the treatise published here), R (alKashi's value from Sullam al-samd'), and h = 3.5 cubits, we find
EZ= 282,244,190,500 cubits = 23,520,349.21 parasangs.

This value differs considerably from the value 26,328 R or 33,509,188 parasangs,
which is the minimum distance of the sphere of fixed stars according to al-Kashi in
his Sullam al-samd'. Since 23,520,349.21:33,509,188 = 1:1.425 =_ 1:42 = 1:1.414,
the difference may be explained as follows: al-Kashi used an erroneous method of
computation, equivalent to the formula

EZ = ZN (R/h).
Thus his result could have been 33,262,796.84, which differs by only 0.74 % from
33,509,188. The difference may be due to rounding and approximation errors. If
al-Kashi had not made this mistake, he would have found the Sine of depression as
(191,134,838) . J2 = 272,433,466.5. On the other hand, the value EZ= 23,520,349.21

parasangs, which we calculated above, is equivalent to EZ = 18,490 R. But the
minimum distance of the sphere of the fixed stars according to [Baba Af4a1 1987:
245], which can be inferred from his description of the thickness of the celestial
spheres, is about 43,80O R or 49,647,300 parasangs. Therefore, the treatise presented here is not based on Baba Afdal's parameters.
There is more evidence in favor of al-Kashr's authorship. If the problem had
been discussed by Baba Afdal, who lived in KAshAn about two centuries before alKashi, it could not have been a new problem for al-KAshi and his father, and alKAshi could have referred to it as Baba Afdal's problem. Although Baba Afdal was
familiar with astronomy, he could not be compared with al-Kashi or Qadi-zeds
Rumi. So it is very likely that because of the similarity in names, the treatise has
erroneously been attributed to Afdal al-Kashr instead of Jamshid al-Kashi. Moreover, we find the term falak-i a`ld or falak a!-a'd ("the higher sphere") in one of
al-Kashi's letters and also in the short treatise presented here, while Baba Afd.al
does not use this term in his writings.
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Later, I found another treatise containing this solution in MS 3585/7 kept in
the Malik Library in Tehran. In the table of contents at the beginning of the codex,
the title is given as the treatise of Mirza Kaff al-Qa'ini on the difference between
the two horizons. Here the proof and description are similar to those in the treatise
wrongly attributed to Afdal al-Kashi, but no numerical values are given. A marginal note presents an alternative method equivalent to
EI =

R(R + h)
,

(R + h)2 - R2

which is a simplified form of the above-mentioned formula for El.
The note was added by a certain Muhammad Mahdi al-Husayni al-Musawi,
who says that this solution is simpler than that given by his grandfather's uncle in

Quhistan. Quhistan was a historical region in the province of Khurasan that extended from south Nishabw towards south-east Iran up to Sistan and that included
Buzjan in the 10'" century A.D.; its capital was QA'in. This town was a center of
scientific activity in the Islamic period, and some mathematicians from QA'in are
known to us.
Another marginal remark states that ZN is not really the desired Sine, because
the arc ZK is not centered at E.
Thus the problem of the depression of the visible horizon was proposed by alKuhi and Ibn al-Haytham, appeared in Samarkand four centuries later, was transmitted from Samarkand to Kashan through al-Kashi's correspondence with his father, and found its way also to Quhistan in eastern Iran.
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Appendix

On the following pages I present an edition of the Arabic text of the short treatise
wrongly attributed to Babg Afdal al-KAshi together with an English translation on
facing pages. My additions to reconstruct the original text are given in angular
brackets (). Abundant words of the text are shown in square brackets (]. Parentheses are used for my own numbering of the paragraphs.
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Translation

By Mawlana Afdal al-Kasha - may God the Almighty have mercy upon him!
In the name of God, the compassionate, the merciful.

(1) If a person of 3.5 cubits height stands on a circular place on the surface of the
earth, any ray issuing from his eyes, tangent to the surface of the earth extending
towards the sky, will intersect the (true) horizon according to Euclid's (parallel)
postulate.' We (may) extend it towards the higher sphere. Then the distance between the center of the (true) horizon and the (intersection) point of the abovementioned line of the ray will be approximately 22,566,113,141 cubits, and the
above-mentioned line of the ray will join the higher sphere such that the Sine of
the arc of the depression will be approximately 191,134,838 cubits.

(2) The way to find this (is as follows:) We divide the square of the radius of the
earth in cubits by the radius of the earth plus the height of that person in cubits.
Then we subtract the square of the result from the square of the radius (and we
divide the square of the radius by the square root of the remainder), so that the first
magnitude will be obtained. If we subtract it from the radius of the universe and
multiply the remainder by the radius of the earth and divide it by the first magnitude, the second magnitude will be obtained.
(3) To explain this, we assume ABGD as the sphere of the earth with the center E,
EZ as the radius of the universe, AH as the height of the person, and HTIK as the
ray tangent to the earth at the point T, intersecting the horizon at I and the higher
sphere at K. Then we join the center and the point T by the line ET (and from A we
draw AL perpendicular to ET), from B, BM, perpendicular to it, and from Z, ZN
perpendicular to the line of the ray, as shown in this figure:

T
L

M
E

B

N

5

Postulate 5 in the Elements [Euclid 1956,1: 1551.

r

J`f``''eb
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Then, the triangles ALE and HTE are similar because they have the angle E in
common, and T and L are right angles. Then the ratio of HE to AE, that is ET, is
equal to the ratio of ET to EL according to Elements V1.4. If we multiply the
radius, i.e. ET, by itself and divide it by HE, the result will be the magnitude of EL,

because it is established in the Elements that for any four proportionals, if we
divide the product of the means by one of the extremes, the other (extreme) will
result.' Then, EL is the Sine of the arc BT, because it is established that the Cosine
of any arc (reaching) up to the radius, is the Sine of the complement of that arc,
and thus it is equal to the line (segment) BM. If we subtract the square of BM from
the square of BE and take the square root of the remainder, the magnitude of EM
will result according to the Pythagorean theorem.' Then we say that the triangles
EBM and EIT are also similar and their corresponding angles are equal. The ratio
of EM to ET, that is EB is equal to the ratio of EB to El. We multiply BE by itself
and divide by ME so that EI results, and it is the first magnitude.

(4) Then, if we subtract it from EZ, the radius of the universe, the remainder ZI
will be known. The triangles ZNI and ETI are similar and proportional as we have

said, i.e., the ratio of ET to NZ is equal to the ratio of El to ZI, and here the
unknown is one of the means. We multiply ZI by ET and divide the result by El,
the quotient is ZN and this is the second magnitude.

(5) In another way, we say: After finding the arcs AT and BT as mentioned, we
divide the Sine of one of them by the Sine of the other to find the Cotangent of any
of the two arcs, i.e., the Cotangent conventionally used for it: HT and IT. Then we
complete the approximation as we have explained. Should there appear any discrepancy between what we found and what someone else found, it may be due to
neglecting some fractions in one of the calculations. This is an easy matter because
in such cases a (general) characterization is intended, not an accurate and precise
(numerical) result. God provides success. The end.

6
7

Elements V11.18 [Euclid 1956,11: 318-319).
Proposition of the Bride given in Elements 1.47 [Euclid 1956, I: 349-3501.

See
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On the Origins of the Toan phap dai thank
(Great Compendium of Mathematical Methods)
by ALEXEI VOLKOV

The transfer of mathematical knowledge within one ancient tradition as well as from
one tradition to another may take a multitude of forms, ranging from the transfer of
texts to direct instruction. One way to trace the diffusion of mathematical knowledge is
through the study of the itinerary of "earmarked" problems found in treatises written in
"problem-solution" format, which demonstrate strong similarities as far as their texts.
structures, numerical data, or algorithms are concerned. Recently the author discovered
in Hanoi a Vietnamese mathematical treatise, Toan phap dai thanh. attributed to the
Vietnamese scholar Luong The Vinh (1441-?). This paper provides a preliminary
analysis of the contents of the treatise in comparison with earlier and contemporary
Chinese mathematical books, in order to suggest an hypothesis concerning the date of
compilation and the possible origins of the Vietnamese treatise.

Introduction

Modern Scholarship on Vietnamese Mathematics. The history of mathematics
and mathematics education in Vietnam have not been subjects of interest to historians of science for some time. Study of the extant historical documents has been
undertaken by only a few modem scholars, and none of the original mathematical
treatises preserved in Hanoi and (partly) in Paris have as yet been published or
studied.
General works by colonial French scholars, such as P. Huard and M. Durand
[1954], or those by modem Vietnamese authors [Ta 1979], contain only scant and
sometimes unreliable information on the subject, and no more than a short paragraph was devoted to the topic in the recently translated and re-edited book, A
history of Chinese mathematics, by J.-C. Martzloff [1997]. 1 am not aware of any
effort made by Western scholars to locate, publish, or study the corpus of surviving Vietnamese documents concerning science, and, more specifically, mathematics.

The first attempt to study the extant materials on Vietnamese mathematics
was made by the outstanding Chinese mathematician and historian of science,
Zhang Yong (1911-1939).' In 1938 Zhang visited Hanoi and explored the collection of books at the French School of the Far East (Ecole francaise d'ExtremeOrient). He discovered a dozen mathematical books, and, as Li Yan reports,

I

In this part on Zhang Yong's work on the history of mathematics, I draw mainly on Li Yan's
paper 11954).
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copied or purchased some of them. Unfortunately, Zhang Yong died prematurely
without publishing his findings. Li Yan provides the list of twelve books studied
by Zhang Yong; ten of them Li marked as "copied [by Zhang Yong]," and two,

"purchased." However, my attempts to locate these books in the archive of Li
The collection conYan's materials concerning Vietnamese mathematics
tains only a set of incomplete copies of Vietnamese mathematical books menfailed.2

tioned in [Li 1954]; the copies consist of 4-6 manuscript pages each and represent
the very first pages of the originals, that is, they include the preface (if any), the
table of contents, and, in several cases, some other parts of the treatises, in particular, lists of so-called "large numbers" (that is, terms used to note the powers of
10 larger than 10°), multiplication and division tables, etc. I was unable to determine whether the copies in Li's collection are the original ones made by Zhang
Yong in Vietnam, or only copies of his copies, presumably, made by Li Yan.
A remarkable effort to systematize the up-to-date information on the history

of mathematics in Vietnam was recently undertaken by Han Qi [1991]. In his
paper he introduced the history of mathematics education in Vietnam by drawing
mainly on the book of Zhu Yunying [1981], and provided a brief introduction to
the extant Vietnamese mathematical texts, written mainly on the basis of his study
of the above-mentioned partial copies preserved in Beijing. However, the original
Vietnamese texts remained unavailable to him.3

The Toan phap dai thanh (Great Compendium of Mathematical Methods). In
1998 and 1999 1 had the opportunity to work with the original manuscripts and
block-prints stored at the Institute of Han-Nom Studies (Hanoi). I was particularly
interested in two manuscript copies of the mathematical treatise entitled Toan
phap dai thanh (Great Compendium of Mathematical Methods, hereafter referred
to as TPDT-A and TPDT-B). The treatise, as the first pages of both copies suggest,
is ascribed to Luong The Vinh, a famous literatus and functionary who flourished
in the mid-15th century. Other texts found at the Han-Nom Institute, and works in
other Vietnamese libraries, will be discussed elsewhere; here discussion is devoted exclusively to the Toan phap dai thanh.
A major problem concerning the surviving text is the question of authorship.
It is impossible to know whether it was indeed written by the 15th-century scholar
Luong The Vinh (an historical figure holding a high official post), or whether this
attribution was made later by the copyists or editors of what was an anonymous
treatise. It is also possible that the treatise was compiled later than the 15th cen-

tury, and that in order to promote the newly-written book, its anonymous compiler(s) intentionally ascribed it to Luong The Vinh, a famous author who was
well-known in his day as an expert in mathematics. In order to provide at least
tentative answers to questions about the date and authorship of the text, it is
necessary to consider first the historical context of Vietnamese mathematics, and
2
3

The collection is currently found in the Institute for History of Natural Sciences, Academia
Sinica, Beijing.
Han Qi, private communication, October 1998.
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then to offer a more detailed, yet still preliminary, study of the mathematical contents of the treatise.

Mathematics Education in Vietnam: An Historical Survey

Any study of the Vietnamese mathematical tradition first requires a consideration
of cultural context and political connections with China. Even the earliest stages

of Vietnamese history show close cultural ties with its northern neighbor. According to legendary accounts, the first king (vuong) of Vietnam. Kinh Duong.
who founded the Hong Bang dynasty in 2879 B.C., was a descendant of Shen
Nong, one of the mythical emperors of China. After eighteen legendary kings,
Kinh Duong's line ended in 258 B.C. [Chapuis 1995: 8-12]. Modem scholarship
does not confirm this legendary record of the first kings of Vietnam. However, the

people living in the North of Vietnam in the third and second millennia B.C.
belonged to the so-called "triangle of affiliated cultures" occupying a large
territory from the modern Chinese provinces Fujian and Zhejiang in the East to
Yunnan province in the West, including the Sichuan province in the North as well

as Guangdong and Guangxi provinces and a part of Northern Vietnam in the
South [Pozner 1994: 44, 554; Chapuis 1995: 5-6; Taylor 1983: 431.' In the first
millennium B.C. a proto-Vietnamese kingdom, Vanlang, ruled by the Hong Bang
dynasty and featured in traditional Vietnamese historiography, embraced a part of
the territory of the modern Northern Vietnam; it is possible that it included parts
of the Chinese provinces of Guangxi and Guangdong [Pozner 1994: 57, 558-559].5

This kingdom may have had stable political and cultural connections with the
Chinese kingdoms Yue in Zhejiang, Chu in the central part of the basin of the
Yangzi (Yang-tse) river, and Ba and Shu in Sichuan and Yunnan [Pozner 1994:
52]. In 258 B.C., Thuc Phan, a descendant of the rulers of the Chinese state of
Shu in modern Sichuan province, under the title of King An Duong (An Duong
vuong), became the ruler of Vanlang and founded a new Thuc (Chinese "Shu")
dynasty (257-208 B.C.) with its new capital situated to the North-West of modern
Hanoi [Taylor 1983: 17-23; Pozner 1994: 69-88].
In 207 B.C., the Chinese general Zhao Tuo (Trieu Da in Vietnamese) founded
the Trieu (Chinese Zhao) dynasty (207-111), which controlled parts of the territories of modem Northern Vietnam, Chinese Guangdong and Guangxi provinces,
with its capital Phien-ngu (Chinese reading Panyu) in Guangdong [Taylor 1983:
23-37]. After a series of military campaigns launched by the Han Empire. Vietnam was annexed by China in I I 1 B.C. However, it appears that the Chinese presence in the country was basically formal: Vietnam had to pay a regular tribute to
China, but otherwise enjoyed a high degree of political and cultural independence.
The ancient Vietnamese and the peoples of ancient southeastern China belonged to the same
language group [Taylor 1983: 43].
5 Compare with the localization of Vanlang in (Taylor 1983:2, map I; Pozner 1994: 47-48, 52;
Chapuis 1995: 13, map 3; 14, map 4]. On the Hong Bang dynasty, see [Taylor 1983: 1-13;
Chapuis 1995: 12].
4
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The actual Chinese domination in Vietnam began only after the suppression of the
so-called rebellion of Sisters Trung in A.D. 40-44, which was actually a full-sized

military campaign led by the general Ma Yuan, after which Vietnam fell under
full Chinese military and political control for the first time.
In China, the system of state education and examinations was created no later
than the Han dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220), and there are historical documents
from the first and second centuries A.D. that record a group of candidates from
Vietnam who successfully passed the examinations in China [Tran 1938: 18;
Pozner 1994: 279, 351 ]. At that time the examination curricula did not include
mathematics, but general demands of the times may have heightened interest of
the Vietnamese in Chinese mathematics, calendrical astronomy, and related disciplines. The transmission of scientific knowledge in the first millennium A.D. may
also have been facilitated through Buddhist networks7 and individual scholars.8
Mathematics examinations and state educational institutions were established in
China during the Sui (581-618) and Tang (618-907) dynasties.9 Even though at
6

7

This oversimplified sketch does not reflect the complexity of the problems related to the early
history of Vietnam. For a pathbreaking reconstruction of Vietnamese history (based, however, mainly on Chinese historical materials and thus seen mainly from a Chinese historiographical perspective), see the work of H. Maspero [1916-18]. L. Aurousseau [1923] paid
more attention to Vietnamese sources and proposed a different interpretation (for an assessment of some of Aurousseau's statements, see [Taylor 1983: 314-3151). Later, an important
impact on the study of early Vietnamese history was made, among others, by such studies as
[Tran 1932; Gaspardone 1934; Dao 1957; Taylor 1983; Poorer 1980a, 1980b, 1994).
In the third-fifth centuries Northern Vietnam was one of the important centers for translation
of original Buddhist texts into classical Chinese. There were connections between these centers of translations of Buddhist materials in Northern Vietnam and in China; one example is

provided by the biography of a monk named Hui (?-280). His ancestors were from Kang
(Sogdiana) and lived for several generations in India; his father was a merchant who moved
to Vietnam. Hui spoke six languages and worked at the court of the ruler of the Kingdom of
Wu (modem Jiangxi and Zhejiang Provinces), where he translated a large number of Buddhist treatises, Worth notingly, Hui was versed "in astronomy/astrology and diagrammatic
apocrypha" (?) (tianwen tuwwj) before he arrived in China [GSZ, juan 1: 14-191. Even though

this case exemplifies the transmission of a particular scholarly expertise from India and its
cultural neighbors to China rather than in the opposite direction, it suggests the existence of a
channel of information that may have worked in both directions. In [Volkov 19941, the possi-

ble conceptual ties between the theory of indefinite generation of large numbers and the
Buddhist theory of reincarnation found in the treatise Shushu jyi, conventionally attributed to

the authorship of Xu Yue (boor not later than 185 - died not earlier than 227), were tentatively depicted. This treatise contains several technical terms of Buddhist/Indian origin.
Interestingly enough, the presumed author of the treatise lived in the Kingdom of Wu where
the monk Hui worked a few decades later. In this connection it is also worth noting that
Buddhist monks transmitted mathematical and astronomical expertise from Korea to Japan, at
least at the earliest stages [Volkov 1997a].
8 As Tran Van Giap points out, by the end of the second century A.D., Northern Vietnam had
become a safe heaven for educated people who escaped from China during the military chaos
at the end of the Han dynasty [Tran 1932: 215; 1938: 17).
9 For a description of mathematics education and the examination procedures of the Sui and
Tang dynasties, see [Siu & Volkov 1999).
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that time Vietnam was part of the Tang Empire, there is no evidence that in Vietnam public and private educational institutions where mathematics was taught did
exist and were as active and numerous as in China, given that the recruitment of
civil servants functioned in Vietnam differently from China. The highest level
functionaries were sent to Vietnam from China, whereas lower-level officials belonged to local clans and were educated in local Buddhist monasteries [Taylor 1983:
126-131; Pozner 1994: 351-353]. Under these circumstances one cannot be sure
that Vietnamese educational institutions strictly followed the mathematical curriculum adopted in China in A.D. 656,10 yet it is rather likely that mathematical

books written in China in the first millennium A.D. may well have circulated
among the Vietnamese intellectual elite, officials, and Buddhist clergy. Some of
these books may have been the same as those used in contemporary educational
institutions in Korea and Japan, but it is not known exactly which, if any, mathematical books actually reached the province."
After a new series of wars that put an end to the short periods of de facto independence in 541-546 and 555-602, the relative political stability of the province
lasted from the early seventh century until 880, when the Tang dynasty army left
the province and the local Mites started fighting for power. Vietnam finally gained
independence in A.D. 939; the country was united by one of the local clans and
was proclaimed an Empire in 968. At that time the newly-born Vietnamese state
took shape based upon the blueprint of its Chinese counterpart; the institution of
state functionaries imitating the bureaucratic system of the Chinese Song dynasty
(960-1279) was established in 1006 [Pozner 1994: 373]. Apparently, this was related to a formal request sent in 1007 by the Vietnamese government to the ruling
Chinese Song dynasty for canonical Confucian and Buddhist books, which were
promptly sent to Vietnam that same year. A State University (Quoc to giam, Chi-

nese Guozi jian, literally Directorate of Education for Sons of the State), an
equivalent of the Chinese University of the Tang dynasty, was established early
in the 11th century, and mathematics was included in the curriculum [KD.STb:
1313 ff.]. There are records about mathematical examinations that took place in
1077, 1179, 1261, 1363, 1404, 1437, 1472, and 1505 [KDSTb: 697, 984, 1293;
KDSTa, 12: 4b; DYSI: 342, 484; Zhu 1981: 127, 131, n. 28, 31, 33; Han 1991: 61.
Information is currently lacking for mathematics examinations which may have
been held after the beginning of the 16th century; the next time they are again
mentioned is in a record of 1762, when the examinations were ordered to be held
every 15 years [KDSTa, 42: 13b; DVSK: 1151].

As for China, the official mathematics examinations were suspended by the
end of the Tang dynasty (618-907) and reintroduced during the Song dynasty
(960-1279). The mathematical textbooks were re-edited and block-printed in 1084
10
11

On the curriculum, see [des Rotours 1932; Siu & Volkov 1999].
The books used for mathematics instruction in Korean and later in Japanese State Universities

were different from the twelve treatises used in China from 656 on; this is clear from a
comparison of the lists of textbooks found in historical sources; see [Fujiwara 1940; Herail 1977: 276-277; Kim 19941.
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[Li 1955b]; the examinations were held in 1104, 1106, 1109, and 1113 [Hucker
1985; Martzloff 1997: 82]. On the basis of this information it may be assumed that
in Vietnam the mathematics education and examination system most probably
functioned, at least in the 11th century, following the old, Sui-Tang tradition, although one cannot rule out the possibility that some local modifications had been
made. In particular, the textbooks used by Vietnamese scholars in the 11th century
were most probably those edited during the Tang dynasty or their earlier, unofficial versions, together with other treatises circulating in the country, and not the
Chinese re-editions of 1084. It is possible that later some of the Song editions of
the mathematical classics (1084 and 1212-1213) also reached Vietnam and were
used for mathematics instruction.
However, one cannot be sure whether by the mid-]5th century (the time when
the Toan phap dai thanh was presumably compiled) the old pre-Song versions of
the mathematical treatises or their later Song editions were still in use in Vietnamese state education. One of the reasons for this uncertainty is that during the
war with Champa a fire occurred in the Vietnamese capital in 1371 and destroyed
a large number of books [Tran 1938: 43]. Moreover, the restored collections

suffered a great loss soon after when the Chinese general Zhang Fu sent all
Vietnamese archives and a large number of ancient and contemporary books to
Nanjing during a short-term Chinese occupation in 1413-1427.12 It is difficult to
estimate the scale of the damage caused to Vietnamese governmental and private
collections by the Chinese invasion; according to [Tran 1938: 44-45], more than
fifty percent of the books were lost.13 If at least some mathematical books from
the state libraries were also moved to China, it is possible that the compilation of
one or several mathematical treatises was undertaken in the late fifteenth century
in order to provide state educational institutions with new textbooks to compensate for the loss of the old ones. This conjecture is indirectly corroborated by the

fact that in 1460-1497 two successive Imperial orders prescribed a search for
ancient books all over the country and delivery of them to the court [Tran 1938:
45]. Official scholars of that time, such as Luong The Vinh, thus may have obtained access to the newly found mathematical books, if any, and may have used
them to produce their own compilations.

12

13

The order to search the Vietnamese books and to send them to China was issued by the
Chinese Emperor Chengzu (Yongle) in 1418 or in 1419 [Tran 1938: 43, n. 3]; see also [Cadi6re & Pelliot 1904: 619, n. 3].
1 am not aware of any considerable collections of books from 15th-century Vietnamese librar-

ies actually found in China. The only exception is the Short history of the Great Viet[nam]
(Dai Viet Su Luoc; Chinese: Da Yue shilite) brought to China during the invasion. In the late
18th century, this work was found in the collection of the Governor of Shandong province
and published in the Chinese Imperial Encyclopedia, Siku quanshu (Porter 1980: 277-278;
Nikitin 1993).
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The Treatise Toan phap dai thank and Its Author

The Extant Copies. There are two manuscript copies of the treatise Toan phap dai
thanh, both found in the Han-Nom Institute (Hanoi), manuscript A (TPDT-A) and
manuscript B (TPDT-B).14 When manuscript B was produced is unknown (but
certainly prior to 1934), while manuscript A on the opening page notes the date
when the copy was made: year Giap Than of the era Bao Dai, that is, 1944. Neither manuscript has a preface or a postface, or any other data which would date

the treatise or positively identify the author(s). The name "Doctor Luong The
Vinh" is written only on the first page of each manuscript next to the title. Manuscript A contains several copyists' mistakes and is written with a script which in
many cases is difficult to read if compared with manuscript B. The first impression is that both copies were made on the basis of the same original, which, by the
time of reproduction, had several defects (a large section is missing at the beginning of the text which neither copyist has noticed; probably one or more pages of
the original were missing). It is also possible that manuscript A is a copy of manuscript B, made by an inexperienced copyist. However, further textual studies are
needed to confirm this hypothesis.

Modern Scholarship on the Personality of the Presumed Author and the Time of
Compilation. Luong The Vinh is widely known in Vietnam as a skillful mathematician. However, traditional Vietnamese and Western scholarship provides little
information concerning this author and his mathematical work. The available data
may be summarized as follows:
In Connaissance du Viet-Nam [Huard & Durand 1954], we are told that:
[A)n arithmetical treatise, the Toan phap dai thank, is credited to Luong The
Vinh (doctor in 1463); this appears to be a reworked treatise by Vu Huu, a contemporary of the latter, devoted to use of the abacus.'s

The same authors also inform us that:
Vu Huu, who obtained his doctorate in 1463, compiled a Dai thank Loan phap,'6
which was edited by his contemporary Luong The Vinh (doctor in 1478)." This
is one of the rare works on mathematics mentioned in a bibliography by Le Quy
Don.1e

14
15

16
17
18

The call numbers as well as the seals on several pages of each manuscript suggest that these
manuscripts used to belong to the collection of the E`cole francaise d'Extreme-Orient.
"On attribue i1 Luong-the-Vinh (docteur en 1463), un ouvrage d'arithmttique intituld roan
phap dal thank (Mbthode tri;s compitte de calcul) qui aurait ct8 un remaniement d'un ouvrage
de Vu-Huu, un de ses contemporains, traitant de I'emploi de I'abaque" [Huard & Durand
1954: 144). On the use of the abacus see below.
Note that the treatises supposedly written by Vu Huu and Luong The Vinh had different titles.
One can notice a contradiction concerning the dates when Luong The Vinh received his doctoral degree.
"Vu-Huu, recu docteur en 1463, a compose un Dai thanh Loan phap. mis au point par son
contemporain Luong-the-Vinh (docteur en 1478). C'est un des rarer ouvrages de mathema-
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According to these brief remarks, the biographies of the two individuals who
are considered as authors of the treatise are almost identical. Both, it is said, were

born in the same year (1441) and obtained their degrees also in the same year
(1463); the books they supposedly wrote have virtually the same titles (compare
Toan phap dai thanh and Dai thanh loan phap), and the book by Vu is said
to have been edited by Luong. However, as we shall see later, the Vietnamese
sources depict the activities and personalities of these two scholars in very different terms.
Han Qi also mentions Vu Huu as the author of the Dai thanh loan phap, later
reworked by Luong The Vinh who, Han Qi adds, "introduced the Chinese mathematical methods to Vietnam" [1991: 8]. The statement well may be true, but the
author does not provide any evidence for this assertion.19 Theoretically, the authors of the Vietnamese mathematical works of the 15th century may have drawn

exclusively upon the rich tradition that already existed in Vietnam from the late
first-early second millennium A.D. (which certainly originated, at least partly,
from Chinese mathematics).
Jean-Claude Martzloff in his book A History of Chinese Mathematics depicts
the mathematical activity in 15th-century Vietnam rather differently. As he reports,
Vu-Van-Lap's Nam su tap bien (1896) mentions two Vietnamese mathematical
works entitled Cuu chuong loan phap (Chinese: Jiuzhang suanfa, Mathematics
in Nine Chapters) and Lap thanh loan phap (Chinese: Licheng suanfa, Ready
Reckoner). [...] Both were composed in 1463 by two successful candidates in the
civil service recruitment examination?°

We shall return to Martzloff s account later.

Traditional Vietnamese Scholarship on the Personality and Work of Luong The
Vinh. A study of extant medieval Vietnamese texts undertaken by the Vietnamese
scholar Le Quy Don (1726-1783/4),21 whose work was completed and published
by Phan Huy Chu (fl. ca. 1821), is the most important source on the mathematical
treatises by Luong The Vinh. The bibliography compiled by Le and Phan was
thoroughly investigated by E. Gaspardone [1934] and later translated into French
by Tran Van Giap [1938]. One bibliographical entry that may be relevant to the
present study reads as follows (the English translation is mine):
tiques mentionnds dans la bibliographie de Le-qui-Don" [Huard & Durand 1954: 1201. The
bibliography mentioned is probably chapter 6 of the Kien-van Lieu-tuc (Little Records of
What Was Seen and Heard) by Le Quy Don (1726-1783/4), referred to in [Huard & Durand
1954: 6].

When making this statement, Han Qi refers to a work by P. Huard and M. Durand with the
English title "The Beginning of Science in Vietnam," which I have been unable to find; the
above-mentioned book in French [Huard & Durand 1954) does not mention that Luong The
Vinh introduced any specifically Chinese mathematical methods to his compatriots.
20 [Marizloff 1997: 110). Martzloff refers to [Tran 1938: 93), but the specified page does not
contain the information he mentions.
19

21

On Le Quy Don see [Gaspardone 1934: 18-24; Durand 1998: 238-240).
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Dal thank loan phap, "General Notions of Mathematical Theories." A work in
two volumes (quyen, lit. "rolls"), written by Vu Quynh [...] 22 [...] In the Nam su
tap bien of Vu Van Lap [...], two works on mathematics are mentioned: the first
entitled Cuu chuong loan phap [is] by Luong The Vinh, hieu [appellation] ThuyHien, who was born in Cao-Huong village of the huyen [district] Thien-Ban
(present-day Vu-Ban [district] in Nam-Dinh [province]), and was the first in the
doctoral examinations in the fourth year [of the era] quang-thuan (1463); the
second [is] the Lap thank loan phap by Vu Huu, who was born in Mo-Trach
village, and obtained the doctoral degree in the same year as Luong The Vinh
(1463). According to the biography of Luong The Vinh [by] Phan Huy Chu [...],
the former author edited the text of the Dai thank loan phap, while Vu Huu,
according to the Cong du liep ki [...J, was a true mathematician, well known in
his time. This latter compiled the Dai thank loan phap, which he used to teach
the methods of measuring the rice fields. The Emperor gave him the task of
constructing the gates of the fortresses. One can conclude that the Dai thanh
loan phap was written by Vu Huu and edited by Luong The Vinh. [The entry] is
not, therefore, about Vu Quynh, and here we deal with an omission made by Le
Quy Don and Phan Huy Chu [Trap 1938: 97-98 (bibliography # 111)] 23

This passage can be briefly summarized as follows:

(1) The treatise mentioned by Le Quy Don was entitled Dai thank loan phap
(unlike the text found in the Han-Nom Institute, the Toan phap dai thanh),
and consisted of two volumes (quyen, part or volume, literally "rolls," Chinese: Juan), while the Toan phap dai thanh does not show any visible subdivision into two parts. The author of the Dai thanh Loan phap was Vu Quynh,
a famous official. ' The intention of Tran is (a) to prove that the attribution
made by Le Quy Don is erroneous and the treatise was written by Vu Huu,
and (b) to reconcile this conclusion with the statement made by Phan Huy
Chu that this treatise was "edited" by Luong The Vinh.
22 Vu Quynh was born ca. 1452 in the same Mo-Trach village as Vu Huu (see below), and died
after 1516 [Gaspardone 1934: 76-77].
23 The original text reads: "Dai thank loan phap 'Notions generales des theories mathematiques'. Ouvrage en 2 quyen, ecrit par Vu-Quynh (voir supra, L.Q.D., n° 62). P.H.C. (q. 45,
f° 162), IV, 219. II est fait mention dans le Nam su tap bien de Vu-van-Lap (q. 3. f° 44 et 45)
de deux ouvrages de mathematiques: le premier intitule Cuu chuong loan phap par Luongthe-Vinh, hieu Thuy-hien, qui, originaire du village de Cao-huong du huyen de Thien-ban
(Vu-ban actuel A Nam-dinh) fut repu premier au concurs du doctorat en la 4° annee quangthuan (1463); Ie second, Lap thanh loan phap par Vu-Huu qui, originaire du village de Motrach, fut requ docteur en la mime annee que celle o6 fut reWu Luong-the-Vinh (1463).
D'apr8s la biographic de Luong-the-Vinh Bans le P.H.C. (q. 6, f°108), Ie premier autcur 'a
mis au point les textes du Dai thank loan phap'; tandis que Vu-Huu, d'apres le Cong du liep
ki (q. 1, f° 7 r°), fut un veritable mathematicien fort repute en son temps. Ce demier a compose le Dai thank loan phap par lequel it a enseigne la methode pour mesurer les rizi6res. II
fut charge par l'empereur du calcul concemant la reconstruction des portes des citadelles. II
en resulte que Ie Dai thank Loan phap avail etc etabli par Vu-Huu et qu'il fut mis au point par
Luong-the-Vinh. 11 n'est donc pas de Vu Quynh, et it y aurait 16 une omission par L.Q.D. et
P.H.C."
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(2) In a bibliographical work of a certain Vu Van Lap, two works are mentioned:
Cuu chuong loan phap (Chinese: Jiuzhang suanfa) by Luong The Vinh, and
the Lap thank loan phap (Chinese: Licheng suanfa) by Vu Huu. But Vu Van
Lap, unlike Le Quy Don, does not credit either Luong The Vinh or Vu Huu
as the author of a book entitled Dai thanh Loan phap.
(3) Tran turns to the biography of Luong (provided by Phan Huy Chu, a commentator of Le Quy Don who to a certain degree followed the latter's opin-

ion), which provides a compromise: Phan informs the reader that Luong
edited the treatise, while in another source the same treatise was credited to
the authorship of Vu Huu, who was a "real mathematician." Tran concludes
that both Le and Phan are wrong, that the actual author of the Dai thank loan
phap was Vu Huu (and thus the name of Vu Quynh should be changed to Vu
Huu), and Luong was a later editor of the treatise.24
This entire matter was treated slightly differently by the French scholar E. Gaspardone, who writes as follows:
Dai thank loan phap (Very complete method of calculation [sic - AN.]). In 2
q[uyen = chapters]. By Vu Quynh.
The biographies of Vu Quynh that I consulted [...] do not mention this work at

all. One MS (A 2931),25 damaged at the beginning, has on the first pages
replacing [the lost original pages] the title Toan phap dai thank and indicates:
"Compiled by the Doctor of State Luong The Vinh."26 Another MS (A 1584) of
an analogous [= mathematical] work written by a more careful copyist, limits
itself in evoking the tradition: "[this is] a vulgar transmission of [the method] for
which the origin was established by the winner of the First Prize [of doctoral
examinations] of the Southern State [= Vietnam], [Mr.] Luong The Vinh,s2" and
[this remark] is related to only a part of its contents.26 The biography of Luong
The Vinh [...] does not speak about this work.29 The Dai thanh loan hoc chi
mink, a recent work by Phan Gia Ki, who lived in the first part of the 19th
century, provides no more than a similar title (MS A 1555). Phan Huy Chu, at
the end of ch. 45, reproduces Le Quy Don [Gaspardone 1934: 149].30
24

Martzloff [1997: 110] mistook the year of examination of Luong and Vu for the year of

compilation of their books, and mixed up the doctoral and recruitment examinations.
This is manuscript B.
26 My translation of the Sino-Vietnamese characters in the work of Gaspardone. - A.V.
27 Translation of the phrase in classical Chinese is mine. - A.V.
28 The treatise which Gaspardone mentions is catalogued under the title Toan phap ki dieu, and
on the first page the reign of the Emperor Minh Menh (reigned 1820-1840) is mentioned, that
is, this copy must have been produced after 1820. However, the treatise appears to be based
on earlier sources. The remark about Luong is made concerning only one arithmetical method, at the very beginning of the treatise.
29 [Gaspardone 1934: 139]. Interestingly enough, here a preface by Luong to a Buddhist treatise
is mentioned.
25

30 The original text reads thus (I omit Sino-Vietnamese characters): "Dai thanh loan phap [...]
(Mfthode trey complete de calcul). 2 q. Par Vu Quynh. Les biographies de Vu Quynh que j'ai
consultees (cf. n° I) ne font aucune allusion k cet ouvrage. Un ms. (A. 2931), mutilE au debut,

porte sur les premiers f[oli]os qui le remplacent le titre de Toan phap dai thanh et l'indi-
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Thus, Gaspardone informs us that:

(1) the biographies of Vu Quynh available to him do not mention a treatise entitled Dai thank loan phap;
(2) a treatise A 2931 (i.e., manuscript B) is credited to Luong The Vinh, but the
name of Luong is written only on the pages replacing the missing first part
and may well have been added later;

(3) the received biography of Luong The Vinh does not mention this treatise;
however, another mathematical manuscript (A 1584) mentions Luong as an
authority in mathematics.31

Gaspardone does not mention the treatise written by Vu Huu at all, and, apparently, believes that Luong, indeed, was skillful enough and that he may well have
written a mathematical treatise with the title resembling that mentioned by Le Quy
Don; however, he does not reject the possibility of an a posteriori attribution of
treatise A 2931 (manuscript B) to Luong.
The first page of the manuscript A of the Toan phap dai thanh also features
the name of Luong The Vinh, as well as his doctoral title, but this cannot prove
that Luong was indeed the author, since this copy was not made until 1944, that is,
after Gaspardone had seen manuscript B (it was remarked previously that manuscript A may be a copy of manuscript B). Thus Gaspardone's question about the
authorship of manuscript B has yet to be answered.
Interestingly, in the text of both manuscripts there is a reference to a certain
text entitled Dai thanh. This may be a shortened form of either the Toan phap dai
thanh or the Dai thanh toan phap. More importantly, this cannot be a reference to
the treatise of manuscripts A and B itself, since the author quotes the "Method of
the `Great Compendium' (Dai thank)," and then suggests his own "new method."
However, this reference may be explained on the hypothesis that Luong edited
and commented on the text of one of his predecessors (supposedly, Vu Huu).
What conclusions can be drawn from these data?
First, the attribution to Vu Quynh of a mathematical text (in two quyen) entitled Dai thank toan phap does not exclude the possibility that an earlier version of

the text was actually written by Vu Huu.32 Probably, this book (attributed by
various authors, as we have seen, to Vu Huu, Vu Quynh, and Luong The Vinh) is
not the same as the Toan phap dai thank found in the Han-Nom Institute. Not

31

32

cation: [...]. Un autre ms. (A. 1584) d'un ouvrage analogue et d'un copiste plus prudent. se
borne A invoquer la tradition [...], et pour une part seulement de son contenu. La biographic de
Luong The-Vinh (ef, n° 142) ne pane pas d'un tel ouvrage. Le Dai thanh roan hoc chi-minh
[...], ouvrage recent par Pham Gia-Ki 1...], qui vtcut dens la premiere moitit du XIX` s., ne
foumit gutre qu'une confirmation du titre (ms. A. 1555). Phan Huy-Chu, q. 45 in fine,
reproduit Le Qui-Don "
At this point, Gaspardone and Tran slightly disagree, since Tran apparently believes that
Luong was less skillful in mathematics than Vu Huu.
They both were bom in the same village, and it may be conjectured that they belonged to the
same clan. It is not impossible, therefore, that a mathematical book circulated within the clan
of Vu, and that Vu Quynh edited the book written some time earlier by his relative.
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only do their titles differ, even though they consist of the same four characters, but
the latter is not subdivided into quyen, while the former is said to be comprised of
two quyen.
Second, there is some evidence of Luong The Vinh's mathematical expertise.
Luong was a contemporary of Vu Huu, and also a distinguished literatus and state
functionary. It is possible that he compiled a book with the same or a slightly different title than that written by Vu. One source credits him with the authorship of
the Dai thank roan phap, which again differs from the title of the extant treatise,

while another suggests that he instead wrote a book entitled Cuu chuong loan
phap. These two statements do not contradict each other, since it is not impossible
that Luong authored two or even more mathematical books.
A preface to the Cuu chuong lap thanh loan phap (Chinese: Jiuzhang licheng
suanfa) by Pham Huu Chung (1722) 33 quotes the first chapter of the Dang khoa

luc where Luong is credited with the authorship of the Dai thank loan phap;
meanwhile, Pham attributes to Luong the Cuu chuong lap thanh Loan phap, saying
that he, Pham, reworked Luong's treatise and translated it into "National language,i.e., Nom (he probably added the terms "lap thank" to its title). One can conclude

that by the early 18th century Luong was indeed credited with the authorship of
both books, the Dai thank loan phap and Cuu chuong loan phap.

The Contents of the Treatise and its Origins

In the following, several "earmarked" mathematical problems and methods found
in the Toan phap dai thank will be discussed in order to suggest the possible origins of the contents of the treatise.
The Structure of the Treatise and its Contents. The treatise is compiled in the traditional "Chinese" way, that is, it is designed as a collection of problems with
numerical answers given along with the procedures (algorithms) for their solution.
However, there are procedures that do not correspond to any particular problem;
this most probably is the result of omissions of parts of the text containing the corresponding problems and answers. The problems often begin with the traditional
"Now we have..." (Vietnamese kim huu. Chinese fin you) and the algorithms are
usually introduced as "methods" (Vietnamese phap, Chinese fa), yet this format
varies slightly from one problem to another. In some cases the problem is not explicitly stated, but is introduced with a diagram of a geometrical figure with given
dimensions. In one case neither numerical data nor a question is found, yet this
may well be a fragment from the famous "Chinese remainder theorem" (# 136, see
below). The total number of problems in the treatise thus amounts to 138. The text
of the treatise can be provisionally subdivided into 8 parts, as follows:
33

A manuscript copy of this treatise is attached to the fourth chapter of the Chi mink lap thanh
loan phap (Chinese: Zhiming licheng suanfa), call no. A 1240, found in the Ecole francaise
d'ExtrEme-Orient in Paris.
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Part 1 (Problems 1-35). These problems are all devoted to partitioning, and, in
particular, to division. For example, Problems I and 2 are as follows: y = ax,
z = bx, x + y + z = N, find x, y, and z. In Problems 11-19, S monetary units are

to be equally distributed among N people. In Problems 21-35, the reader is
asked to divide an amount of money S by N (the number of people); here S is
always equal to 123,456,789, and N subsequently is equal to 1, 2, ... , 9, 11.
12.....19.
Part 2 (Problems 36-42). These problems are devoted to the calculation of the
areas of plane figures: a square (# 36), a rectangle (# 37), a figure approximated by the area of a trapezium (# 38), a circle (# 39). and a segment of a
circle (# 41). The author(s) adopted the ratio Circumference : Diameter = 3 : 1
and used the classical Chinese formulas S = C2/12, S = 3D2/4, and S = CD/4
for the area of the circle (where C is the circumference, and D the diameter),
and S = [(h + b)/2]h for the area of the segment (where h is the height of the
segment, and b the chord).
Part 3 (Problems 43-69). These problems are devoted to proportions, the Rule of
Three, and the Rule of Double False Position, as well as to rather simple cases

of multiplication and division. Here one finds a method for calculating the
height of an object when the height of another object and the length of the
shadows of both objects are given (# 43; see below for further discussion).
In Problems 57, 58, and 61, N, objects of the i-th category cost A, monetary
units, i = 1,..., n, where here n = 2 and 3; the reader is asked how many objects
one can buy for a given amount of money S. Problems 59 and 60 feature the

Method of Double False Position: Ax = N + a, Bx = N - b, A = B + 1. The
algorithms are as follows: x = a + b, N = A(a + b) - a (# 59), N = B(a + b) + h
(# 60).
Part 4 (Problems 70-85). This group is devoted to root extraction (## 70-81), and
to an auxiliary algorithm used for the conversion of one type of monetary
units to another.
Part 5 (Problems 86-93) is a sequel to Part 3. The reader is asked to solve problems on the calculation of interest and on multiplication/division. However,
there is a problem devoted to the calculation of the volume of a solid figure
referred to as a "boat" (# 88), as well as a fragment on divination placed beween Problems 88 and 89.

Part 6 (Problems 94-131) is devoted to various subjects, in particular, to the
calculation of the areas of various figures. Here one finds such shapes as
rectangles, circular segments, a "horn of the bull," circles, "drums," ellipses,
rings, an "eye-lid" (or "eye-brow," that is, the intersection of two circles), an
isosceles triangle, a rectilinear figure composed of several adjacent trapezia, a
trapezium, a quadrilateral with four given sides a, b, c, d (the formula provided is S=([(a+ c)12][(b + d)12]), and the figure formed by two adjacent
squares. The remaining problems in this group are devoted to the extraction of
square roots, calculation of the volumes of rectilinear solids, and to the conversion of metrological units.
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Part 7 does not contain mathematical problems; this is a large independent text devoted to land taxation.
Part 8 (Problems 132-138) embraces various problems devoted to "numerical divination" (## 133-134), the calculation of the height of a tree when the length
of its shadow is given (# 135), a rhymed solution to a famous problem of indeterminate analysis from the Sunzi suanjing (# 137), and the calculation of the
area of a quadrilateral (once again, using the formula S =[(a + c)/2][(b + d)/2]).

The Use of Counting Instruments. In China the abacus was used as early as the
12th century;34 however, for a long time it remained an instrument used mainly
for accounting and financial transactions, while professional mathematicians continued to use the counting rods as late as the 14th and 15th centuries. The abacus
is briefly mentioned in some mathematical books of that time.35 Many Chinese
books published after this date, and, in particular, the influential Suanfa tongzong

(1592) by Cheng Dawei, make extensive use of the instrument. It remains unknown when the abacus and related books were known in Vietnam, yet if the
Toan phap dai thanh was compiled relatively late (say, in the 18th century or
later), the operations with the instrument most likely would be mentioned by its
author(s). Conversely, absence of references to the abacus would suggest an earlier date of compilation. Unfortunately, in certain cases the description of arithmetical operations performed with the abacus can look very similar to those performed with counting rods, given that many of the arithmetical operations for the
abacus originated from operations with counting rods, and the same terms were
used for certain operations performed with both. This is why sometimes one cannot be certain whether the author of a given medieval treatise is speaking about
operations performed with the abacus or with counting rods. However, preliminary analysis of the Toan phap dai thanh suggests that, contrary to the opinion of
Huard and Durand quoted above, who insisted that Luong The Vinh's book describes operations with the abacus, the compiler(s) of the Toan phap dai thanh
were more likely describing algorithms for counting rods. The evidence supporting this hypothesis is as follows:

This statement is supported by the image of an abacus found in the famous Chinese scroll,
Qingming shanghe to (Picture of [Sailing] Up the River [during) the Qingming Festival) by
Zhang Zeduan (fl. ca. 1126). Martzloff [1997: 216) doubts that the painted object is an abacus, but his objections are probably due to a misunderstanding, since the picture to which he
refers is only a modified copy of the original scroll made in the 18th century. For references
to the abacus in literary sources see [Hua 19871.
35 The Jiuzhang suanfa bilei daquan (1450) by Wu Jing (JSBD] contains phrases that can be
interpreted as references to the instrument [Hua 1987). The earliest mathematical book which
provides a picture of the abacus is the Zhiming suanfa (Computational Procedures with Leads
and Clarifications) by Xia Yuanze (1439) (Kodama 19701. Another early book especially
devoted to operations with the abacus is the Panzhu suanfa (Counting Procedures for Pearls
on a Plate) by Xu Xinlu published in 1573 (the term "Pearls on a Plate" refers to the abacus).
34
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(1) The abacus is never explicitly mentioned in the text of the treatise, and there
is no picture of any such instrument. This makes the treatise look very different from all other Chinese and Vietnamese books featuring application of the
abacus, which usually include several pictures of the instrument at the beginning of the book, and devote at least several pages to explaining how the
arithmetical operations should be performed.
(2) When an algorithm involving two operands is described, they are always said
to be put in the upper part (Vietnamese thuong, Chinese shang) and in the
lower part (Vietnamese ha, Chinese xia), and not "to left" and "to right" as
one might expect in a text referring to an abacus (this argument, however, is
not conclusive, given the fact that the left and the right parts of the abacus
were also referred to as the "upper" and "lower" parts in some Chinese texts).
(3) In several cases the reader is told to set a third number on the counting instrument apart from the two numbers already mentioned. This again suggests that
the author(s) had in mind counting rods rather than the abacus.
(4) In the treatise such expressions explicitly occur as "spread the counting rods"
(Vietnamese bo roan. Chinese bu suan) (Problem 2) and "the counting rods"
(Vietnamese Loan tu, Chinese suanzi) (Problem 134 about determining the
sex of a new-born child).
(5) The treatise contains so-called "tables of division." These tables appeared in
China as early as the 1 I th to 12th century, when the abacus was not yet in
use. Later the same tables were used for computations with the abacus [Yamazaki 1959; Hua 1987: 229-265]. Their presence thus cannot prove that the
compiler(s) necessarily had use of the abacus in mind.
To conclude, preliminary analysis of the treatise suggests that most probably the
Toan phap dai thanh was compiled before Vietnamese mathematicians were acquainted with any Chinese books devoted to abacus calculations (one can suggest
that this happened no later than the mid-18th century). If the book was compiled
later than this time, the compilation must have been done exclusively on the basis
of early Chinese and Vietnamese mathematical books that do not discuss explicitly operations with the abacus.
The Table of Multiplication. The treatise contains the multiplication table beginning with 9 x 9 and descending to I x 1. In China the tables of this kind were called

jiujiu, that is, "nine nines" or "nine [times] nine." In the history of Chinese
mathematics, two types of multiplication tables are known. The first type occurs
in texts prior to the Southern Song dynasty (1127-1279). The tables of this kind
begin with "nine [times] nine [is] eighty one" (this line gave the name to the table), and finish with "two [times] two [is) like 4" (before the fifth century) or "one
times one [is] like 1" (after the fifth ccntury).3o The tables of the second kind
appear in texts of the Southern Song (1127-1279) dynasty or later. They begin
36

t translate the word ire as "like" ("to be alike"), which occurs only when the product has only
one figure; the term is used, probably, to make the lines in the table fit within the same format.
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with "one [times] one [is] like one" and go up to "nine [times] nine [is] eighty
one.

37

The multiplication table in the Vietnamese treatise begins with "nine nines is

eighty one" and ends with "one times one is like one." This suggests that the
original (Chinese) treatise from which the table was borrowed was written not
earlier than the fifth century A.D. and not later than the beginning of the 13th
century. On the basis of further evidence provided below, it is likely that the table
was borrowed from a version of the Sunzi suanjing that reached Vietnam probably
no later than the end of the first millennium A.D. As we shall also see below, this
hypothetical version of the Sunzi suanjing was probably different from the earliest
extant version printed in China in 1212-1213 (the latter has been conventionally
considered identical with the edition of 1084).

The "Large Numbers." The Vietnamese treatise contains a fragmentary list of socalled "large numbers," that is, technical terms for the powers of 10 higher than
4.38 This system appears for the first time in the classic Chinese mathematical
texts Shushu jiyi, Wujing suanshu, and Sunzi suanjing.39 The Vietnamese treatise
contains a very brief explanation of the system which reads:
[Commentary:] The [formation] rule for [large) numbers [is as follows]:
1, 10, 100, 1,000, 10,000 (van; Chinese wan);
10 [van], 100 [van], 1,000 [van], [van van, that is,] ti (Chinese: yi),

See, for example, [Li & Du 1987: 13-I5]. To my knowledge, this fact was discussed in detail
for the first time in the paper of Mikami Yoshio [19211. Mikami found the earliest tables of
the second type in two treatises, the Suanfa tongbian benmo by Yang Hui (mid-13th century)
and the Suanvue qimeng by Zhu Shijie (1299). Mikami's discussion concerns a Japanese
treatise entitled Kuchizusami (preface of A.D. 970), in which a table of the first type (ending
with "one times one") is found; for the table from the Kuchizusami, see [KZ: 83]. Li Yan in a
paper originally printed in 1925 repeated certain ideas of Mikami's paper and moreover,
compared the table in the Japanese treatise with those found in the Sumi suanjing and in a
mathematical text from Dunhuang, see [1955a: 172-1731. The table in the extant version of
the Sunzi suanjing ends with "one times one is like one," while the table from Dunhuang ends
with "two times two is like four." A comprehensive study of the history of those tables in
China prior to the Song dynasty is provided in a recent paper by IOU et al. 19941. On the
"Nine nines" multiplication tables in Dunhuang MSS, see also [Libbrecht 1982: 218, 228].
38 Interpretations of the numerical values associated with the names of the "large numbers" in
the Shushu jiyi are incorrect in the works of several scholars (including J. Needham, Qian
Baocong, Ho Peng-Yoke, J.-C. Martzloff). Some of their mistakes are remarked upon and
corrected in [Brenier 1994: 98]; later the correct interpretation was published in the English
edition of the book by J.-C. Martzloff [1997: 99), although Martzloffs original French version followed Needham.
39 The Shushu jiyi has traditionally been said to have been written at the beginning of the third
century A.D.; however, some authors suggest that the treatise was actually written by its
commentator, Zhen Luan (ff. ca. 560). In either case, the extant version of the treatise is not
the one used in the Tang dynasty mathematics college, but a version (probably defective)
found in the early 13th century [Volkov 1994). The Sunzi suanjing was compiled, as suggested by Wang Ling, at some time between A.D. 280 and 473; see the reference in [Libbrecht 1982: 212, n. 53]. See also [Yan 1937; Berezkina 1963: 5-6; Lam & Ang 1992: 4-7).
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10 [ti], 100 [h], 1,000 [ti], wan [Ii];
10 [van ti], 100 [van ti], 1,000 [van ti], [van van ti, that is,] trieu (Chinese: zhao).

This is one of the three systems described in the Shushujiyi, the so-called "medial
numbering system."40 According to this system, a new term (yi, zhao, ...) for the
power of ten is used every time when the previous term is multiplied by 108. The
excerpt above can be re-written in modem notation as follows:
10°, 10', 102, 103, 104 [ = van];

101 [ = 10' van], 106 [ = 102 van], 10' [ = 103 van], 108 [ = van times van] = ti;

10° [ = 10' ifl, 1010 [ = 102 it], 10" [ = 103 ti], 1012 [ = van times ii);

l0"[= 10' van 11], 1011[= 102 van 11], 10's[= 103 van u].
1016 [ = van times van ti] = trieu.

This table establishes a pattern for forming the higher powers of ten. Unfortunately, the extant part of the list of "large numbers" used to note the powers 108k
k = 3, ..., 11 found in the Vietnamese treatise is incomplete; it represents only the
very end of the full list. Apparently, the previous page (or pages) of the original
text was (were) lost, and the copyists who made the two extant copies did not
notice this. 1 The extant part reads as follows:
van van [times] nhuong (Chinese: rang) is one gian (Chinese: jian);
van van [times] gian is one chanh (Chinese: zheng);
van van [times] chanh is one tai (Chinese: zai);

van van [times] tai is one cuc (Chinese: ji) [TPDT-A: Ia].

This is a fragment of the Chinese medial system, but with one mistake made by
the copyists: they mistook the character cau (Chinese: gou) for the character
nhuong (Chinese: rang).

Another reference to the "large numbers" is found only in manuscript B
[TPDT-B: 201 ]; in manuscript A it was probably incidentally omitted by the
copyist. It reads as follows:
Van van units is one ti; van van [times] ii is one trieu; [similarly, one has] kink
(Chinese: jing), cai (Chinese: gat), nhuong, can, gian, chanh, tai, and cuc.

Here the list is almost complete (only one "large number," ii, Chinese zi, equal to
1040, is missing; it should have been placed between cai and nhuong), yet some
characters are written slightly differently from their counterparts found in Chinese
texts. Since manuscripts A and B probably stem from the same prototype, or manuscript A is a copy of manuscript B, it is likely that the original (now lost) text of
the treatise must have included the complete list of the "large numbers," although
possibly written with slight graphical modifications.
40
41

For more on the three systems see [Volkov 1994].
The loss of a few pages at the beginning was remarked upon by [Gaspardone 1934], who,
most probably, inspected the type of paper and paleographical data, rather than the mathematical contents of the text.
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The descriptions of the system of "large numbers" found in various early
Chinese sources sometimes provide different numbers of elements disposed in
different orders;42 one possible explanation for this phenomenon is that at the
early stages the system was not well established, whereas at later stages the differences were probably due mainly to mistakes of copyists. The latter might also be
the case for the Vietnamese text, where one of the "large numbers" is missing. As

for the unorthodox forms of several terms in the Vietnamese treatise, the Dunhuang manuscripts also contain characters which differ from the ones found in the
Shushujiyi, Wujing suanshu, and the Sunzi suanjing.43

The most important detail is that the list contains the "large number" expressed with the character cuc (Chinese J). This term appears in the Chinese texts
for the first time in the context of the "medial series of large numbers" in one of
the Dunhuang manuscripts produced no later than the ninth-tenth century. Thus
the time when the term appears in mathematical texts in China can be roughly estimated as sometime between the seventh and ninth centuries, since it is not found
in the extant texts of the collection of mathematical texts Suanjing shishu (edited
in the mid-seventh century);44 nor is it found in the list provided by the abovementioned Japanese treatise, Kuchizusami [KZ: 83]. We can therefore set the lower boundary for the time when the list was transmitted to Vietnam from China as
the very end of the first millennium A.D.

Rhymed Algorithms for Computation of Areas. There is a rhymed summary of
methods at the beginning of the section devoted to the computation of areas (Prob-

lems 36-42 of the Toan phap dai thanh) and providing formulas for computing
the areas of figures of various shapes, including a rectangle, a right-angle triangle,

a circle, a ring, a trapezium, a "bull's horn," a "sail," etc. Very similar rhymed
formulas can be found in the Suanfa tongzong (1592) by Cheng Dawei [SFTZIS:
226-227]. These two lists are textually very close, and in many cases are identical
or differ only in a few characters. The order of formulas, however, differs. The
question is: does this mean that the Vietnamese compiler had the text of Cheng
Dawei at hand? If the answer is affirmative, then the final compilation of the Vietnamese treatise could not have taken place prior to the early 17th century.

42
43

[Brenier 1994: 94-95] lists the differences.

(Martzloff 1997: 99] provides a table displaying the characters found in the Dunhuang manu-

scripts as the principal forms, and the characters found in other treatises as optional ones,
even though the author claims that the table contains the "nomenclature for large numbers as
found in the Shushu jiyi." Moreover, for the character zheng he provides only the form found
in the Dunhuang manuscripts, without mentioning the form which occurs in all of the other
sources.
44 Yan Dunjie notices that in a phrase from the Han dynasty treatise, Fengsu tong(yiJ (Thorough
[Investigation] of Popular Customs) quoted in the collection Taiping yulan (Imperial Survey
[of Books Compiled in the Era] Taiping [976-984]), the term ji (Vietnamese: cuc) is used in
one occasion in the context of the so-called "lower series of large numbers" (see Taiping
yulan, Sibu congkan edition, vol. 51: 3b); however, Yan himself suggests that this is but a
later emendation [Yan 1937: 23].
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However, Cheng Dawei's rhymed rules themselves followed a long-standing
tradition. The first four lines of his set of formulas are quoted from the Jiuzhang
suanfa bilei daquan (1450) by Wu Jing [JSBD: 411]. Moreover, well before Wu
Jing these same lines appeared in the Suanfa quannengji by Jia Heng [SFQNJ:
1339], and in the Xiangming suanfa by An Zhizhai [XMSF: 1391] (both active
during the Yuan dynasty, 1279-1368). This means that the presence of these lines
in the Vietnamese treatise does not necessarily imply that they were borrowed
from Cheng Dawei's book. Thus the early date of the compilation of the Vietnamese manuscript cannot be rejected on the sole basis of the parallels with the Suanfa
tongzong, since the rhymed formulas may well have been created as early as the
Song dynasty (960-1279) and adopted by later authors.
The Problems of Remote Surveying. The Vietnamese treatise contains three problems (43, 44, and 135) devoted to calculating the height of an object provided the
length of the shadow of the object. These read as follows:
[43] The poem for measuring the shadow says:

The method of measuring the shadow and gauging the height is the most remarkable. Set apart [a rod of] one truong (Chinese: zhang), [let] the shadows
follow each other.45 Take the value of the shadow of the pole [of unknown
height] to be the "modifiable value," divide it by the shadow of the [one] truong
[rod], and [the value sought] can [be] revealed!

Now, suppose that there is a high pole, its shadow is 40 truong. Separately set [a
rod of] one truong at the bottom end (?) of the shadow of the pole. The shadow
of it is I truong 2 xich (Chinese: chi). The question: what [is the amount of] the
truong, xich, and thon (Chinese: cun) of the length of the pole?46

Method: set [on the counting surface] forty truong of the shadow of the pole, it
will be the modifiable operand. Using 1.2, divide it. [The result] corresponds to
the question. [...]"
Answer: the length of the pole is 33 truong 3 thon 3 phan 3 li.

[44] Now, suppose that there is a betel palm tree, [its] shadow length is 10
truong. Separately set a one truong [rod] at the bottom of the palm. The shadow
[of the rod] is only 9 xich. What [is the amount of] the truong, xich, thon of the
length [sic] of the palm?

Method: set [on the counting surface] 10 truong of the length of the shadow of
the palm, it will be the modifiable operand. Use nine to divide it. [The result]
corresponds to the question. [...]"
Answer: the length of the palm is l 1 truong I xich I thon I phan I li.

45
46

That is, the shadow cast by the pole whose height is to be measured, and the shadow of the rod.
I truong = I 0 xich = 100 thon = 1000 phan (Chinese: fen) = 10000 Ii (Chinese: Ii).

47 The numerical computations provided in the text are omitted.
48 The computations are omitted.
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[135] Now, suppose that there is a tree [of unknown] height, the length of the
sun's shadow on the ground is 3 truong. The question: what is the height of the
tree?

Method: take a pole of I truong, set it next to the tree, see that the length of the
shadow on the ground is 7 xich 5 thon, set [with the counting rods]: in the upper
[part] 3 truong of the shadow of the tree, in the lower [part] [set the length of the
shadow of the pole], divide [what is in the upper part by what is in the lower
part), establish [the value]. [...]
Divide it by [3 and multiply by?] 4, establish the height of the tree, 4 truong.
[The answer] corresponds to the question.

The computation of the height of the pole recalls the "measurement with heartmind," one of the fourteen "methods of computing/numbering" (shu shu) enumerated in the Shushujiyi by Xu Yue (see above); the latter is called ji which can be
tentatively rendered as "counting method [based on] evaluation." The text of the
Chinese treatise does not specify that this "method" is related to remote surveying;49 however, Zhen Luan (fl. ca. 560) in his commentary provides seven exampies that he presents as fitting within the category of the method of "evaluation."
These include three problems concerned with remote surveying (measuring the
width of a river; the height of a gnomon; the depth of a well),50 two problems
concerned with a special case of solving simultaneous equations with two unknowns,51 and two problems involving indeterminate simultaneous equations with
three unknowns (two cases of the famous "one hundred fowls problem"; see below for further discussion). The second of the three problems on remote surveying
reads as follows:
Someone asked: Lct us suppose that [we] have a long bamboo pole, [and we]
don't know its height. Since [we] "do not use counting tallies and rods," how
can [we] "evaluate" and know it [ = the height]?
Answer: let us consider the shadow of the pole, whatever length it has, and draw
(a line) on the ground to mark it. Suppose that [we] have at hand an object of 3
chi [length], [and we] set it up vertically, as [the pole]. Take the length of the
shadow cast by the object and use it to measure the shadow of the pole; [multiply the result by 3 chi], obtain [the height]! [SISS, 2: 546].52

This problem is similar to Problem 25, Chapter 3, of the Sunzi suanjing in which in
order to measure the height of a pole one measures its shadow and also measures
the height and the shadow of a smaller auxiliary gnomon [SISS, 1: 317; Berezkina
1963: 37; Lam & Ang 1952: 120, 178]. Some authors suggest that the solution of
the latter problem was given on the basis of the similarity of right-angle triangles
49
50

51

52

For a translation of the relevant excerpt, see (Volkov 1997b].

The contents of these three problems correspond to the three classical types of remote surveying: measuring the parameters of a remote object situated (1) on the same level as the
observer. (2) higher, or (3) lower than the observer.
They are {x + 1 =y - 1; y + I = k(x - 1)) ; for the first problem k =1.5, for the second k = 5.
For a discussion of two other problems, see [Feng 1995: 83-85].
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[Berezkina 1963: 62-63; Lam & Ang
1992: 120; Feng 1995: 80-82]. Another
interpretation could be provided on the
basis of the equality of areas S(PFAN)

P

N

B

C

D

and S(AGEC) in Figure 1. It is also
possible that the problems were solved

on the basis of the notion of simple
proportion without any specific geometrical consideration: if an object of A
units in height has a shadow of B units,
then an object of C units in height has a
shadow of (A/C) B units.

Figure 1

The earliest case of the problem in which proportions of this kind occur is
found in the Zhoubi suanjing (compiled not later than the first century A.D. on the
basis of older materials). In the latter treatise the diameter of the sun is calculated

with a similar technique on the basis of observations of the sun with a sighting
tube [SJSS, 1: 28; Cullen 1996: 178]. Examples that slightly antedate the commentaries on the Shushujiyi are provided in Problems 12 and 14, Chapter 1, of the
Zhang Qiujian suanjing (written most probably in the fifth century) [SJSS, 2: 339340; Berezkina 1969: 31-32]. The former method is explained by the commentator Zhao Shuang (ca. 285); as for the two latter problems, the solutions can either
be reconstructed on the basis of the proportionality of the sides [Berezkina 1969:
64-65, notes 29, 31; Feng 1995: 82-83], or by using the methods of "geometrical
algebra." 53
During the Song dynasty, Yang Hui (fl. ca. 1265) provided a justification for
more complicated methods of remote surveying using "geometrical algebra," while
the Yuan dynasty mathematician and astronomer Zhao Youqin (1271-1335?) in
his treatise Gexiang xinshu (New Writing on the Image of Alteration) suggested a
formula based on the idea of a linear functional relationship between the height
and the shadow of the remote object. After the Yuan dynasty, problems of the calculation of the height of an object occur in treatises of the Ming dynasty (13681644) mathematicians Wang Wensu (ca. 1465-?) and Cheng Dawei (1533-1606).
Wang Wensu in his Suanxue baojian devotes several pages to problems of remote
surveying. He provides a discussion of four problems that are similar to that of the
Sunzi suanjing mentioned above, and quotes the procedure used in Problem 25,
Chapter 3 [SXBJ: 778-779]. Cheng Dawei in the 12th chapter of his Suanja tongzong (1592) explains methods of remote surveying beginning with two problems

53

In [Volkov 1997b] I suggested that as early as the sixth century A.D. there existed a class of
mathematical methods referred to as "calculation with heart-mind," and that at least some
methods of the category of "remote surveying" were considered part of this class. It is difficult to say exactly how Zhen Luan defined the class of methods called "calculation with heartmind," but the problems he provided as examples give the impression that the methods dealt
with proportions rather than with geometrical algebra. Zhao Youqin (see below) also applied
the generic name "measurements with heart-mind" to the problems of remote surveying.
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also similar to the above-mentioned problem from the Sunzi suanjing [SFTZJS:
772] 14
To conclude, it seems likely from the above discussion that the three problems
on remote surveying found in the Vietnamese treatise belong to a tradition that existed in China as early as the fifth-sixth century; in particular, very similar problems

and methods of solution can be found in the Sunzi suanjing and Zhang Qiujian
suanjing.

Problems Related to Numerical Divination. This section of the Toan phap dai
thanh is devoted to a group of problems related to methods of divination involving
simple numerical operations; this group of problems provides the most interesting
evidence concerning the origins of the treatise.

The Sex of an Unborn Child. The Vietnamese treatise contains the following algorithm (Problem 134):
Method of computation [of the gender] of the embryo.
[Commentary:] add the number 49 to the month [when the] embryo [was conceived?], subtract the age of the [future] mother, to avoid [any) doubts, eliminate/subtract [from it the numbers] from one to nine [step by step], [if at a step
something still) remains, subtract [again] the [next] number [in the series]. If [at
the end] an even [number] is encountered, it will be a girl; [if it is] an odd number, it will be a boys`
The computational protocol (cao) reads:

First of all, dispose [on the counting surface?) "seven [times) seven, [i.e.] 49,"
add the day [a mistake for "month"?] of conception, eliminate [= subtract] the
year of the birth of the mother [= the age of the mother?), then add 19 [a mistake
for 29?];s6 for the Number of Heaven, eliminate [= subtract] one; for the number
of the Earth, [subtract] two; for the number of Man, three; [continue with] four,
five, six, seven, eight, nine; eliminate [= subtract] 45 counting rods [altogether
taken from) each [of the Nine] Palaces.
[Commentary:] [if] the [number in the] position [of result?] is odd, a boy will be
born; [if] the [number in the] position is even, a girl will be born.

This problem immediately recalls the last problem of the Sunzi suanjing:
Now, let us suppose that there is a pregnant woman, aged 29, in difficulty (= pregnant) [since] the ninth months' unknown is the [gender of the baby) to be born.

54
55

56

57

For more on these methods see [Volkov 1997b].

This algorithm is textually quite close to the one found in the Suanfa tongzong (1592) of
Cheng Dawei (see below).
Some support for the hypothesis that the original text contained the number 29 is provided
below. In the written language, the characters for "one" and "two" differ in only one stroke
and may easily have been confused by the copyists.
The possibility of reading the text as "pregnant for nine months" cannot be rejected, at least
theoretically, since this problem is concerned with lunar months (the gestation period thus
lasts for 10 months). However, if this reading is adopted, then the result of divination would
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The answer is: [she] will give birth to a boy.

The procedure: set forty-nine, add the months of "difficulty"; what is to be eliminated [is]: for Heaven, eliminate one, [for] the Earth, eliminate two, [for] Man,

eliminate three, [for] the Four Seasons, eliminate four, [for] the Five Phases,
eliminate 5, [for] the 6 Pitches, eliminate six, [for] the Seven Stars [of the Dipper], eliminate seven, [for] the Eight Wind Directions, eliminate 8, [for] the Nine
Islands [= the world in traditional Chinese cosmology], eliminate 9.58 [Take]

what is not exhausted; if [it is] odd, it will be a boy, [if it is] even, it will be a
girl.S9

A version of this problem is also found in the Jiuzhang suanfa bilei daquan by
Wu Jing (1450) [JSBD: 49]. It reads slightly differently:
Now, let us suppose that there is a pregnant woman, aged 28, in difficulty (= pregnant) [since] the eighth month. The question: the [baby] to be born will be a boy
or a girl?

The answer is: [she] will give birth to a boy.
The procedure:
Firstly, set [the number] [commentary: "forty-nine"], add [the months of] "diffi-

culty" [commentary: "eight months"], [obtain] the total [commentary: "fiftyseven"]; subtract the age [commentary: "twenty-eight"], [obtain] the remainder
[commentary: "twenty-nine"]. Then subtract: [for] Heaven, subtract ... [commentary-. "one"], [for] the Earth, subtract ... [commentary: "two"], [for] the Man,
subtract ... [commentary: "three"], [for] the Four Seasons, subtract ... [commentary: "four"], [for) the Five Phases, subtract ... [commentary: "five"], [for] the
Six Pitches, subtract ... [commentary: "six"], [for] the Seven Stars [of the Dip-

per], subtract ... [commentary: "seven"). What remains is I, therefore a male
[will be born].

Moreover, if the [remaining] number is [still] large, subtract again. [For] the
Eight Wind Directions, subtract ... [commentary: "eight"], [for] the Nine Islands
[= the world in traditional Chinese cosmology], subtract ... [commentary:
"nine"]. [Take] what remains; if [it is] odd, it will be a male, [if it is] even, it will
be a female.

The problem and the method from the latter treatise were reproduced by Cheng
Dawei in his Suanfa tongzong; however, the procedure there is not stated in a
general case: it stops at the subtraction of 7.60
depend on the month of pregnancy in which the divination was performed, which would be
rather odd.
58 Modem scholars believe that the subtraction of the numbers I, 2, ... , 9 stops as soon as the
(partial) result is negative; see [Lam & Ang 1992: 182; Martzloff 1997: 138]. The method
found in the Jiuzhang suanfa bilei daquan (see below) justifies this suggestion.
59 The Chinese text quoted here is from [Li 1955a: 174]. Compare this with the text in the edition of the [SJSS]. For translation and discussion, see [Lam & Ang 1992: 182; Martzloff 1997:
138]. The translation of the Sunzi suanjing of E. I. Berezkina excludes the translation of this
problem because of its "purely astrological character" 11963: 7].
60 Although there is an additional line saying "if the [resulting] number is large, again subtract 8
for the Eight Wind directions" [SFTZ/S: 990], the subtraction of 9 is not mentioned.
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The function P described in the latter two treatises maps the pairs of integers
(Age, Month) onto the set of two elements (m,f). This function, despite its elementary description, is rather interesting. Generally, the values of the function
alternate: P(i, j + 1) = m or f if and only if P(i, j) =f or m, respectively. However,
one can see that for certain values of (Age, Month) the values P(Age, Month) of
the function cease to alternate, that is, P(i, j) = P(i, j + 1); in several cases P(i, 12) =
P(i + 1, 1). Moreover, the actual computations involved were even more complex

given that, according to the traditional Chinese calendrical system, some years
may have contained an additional (intercalary) month.
As Yan Dunjie showed [Yan 1937: 26-27; Martzloff 1997: 138], this method
is based on traditional numerological ideas already found in the Neijing suwen, a
classic of traditional Chinese medicine,61 as well as in some Daoist treatises.62
Moreover, the numerical constant used in all of these problems, 49, is the number
used in the mantic procedure described in the Xici zhuan, the so-called Great Commentary on the Yijing (The Book of Changes), one of the most venerated Chinese
classics originally devoted to divination. 3
The comparison of the texts of these problems found in the Vietnamese and
three Chinese treatises reveals their striking similarity. The numerical data in the
Sunzi suanjing on the one hand, and the two other Chinese treatises differ slightly;
however, in both cases the result of the operations R = 49 + (months of the age of

the embryo) - (years of the age of the mother) is the same and equals 29. This
makes it likely that the Vietnamese treatise also originally contained the number
29 (miswritten by the copyists as "19") in referring to this partial result. The algorithms were therefore the same, yet the original Vietnamese text was corrupted:
instead of "then add 19 (or `29')" one should read "then set 29.i64
In his paper published in 1921, the Japanese historian of mathematics Mikami
Yoshio drew attention to the similarity between the problem from the Sunzi suanjing and the one found in the Japanese treatise Kuchizusami (preface written in
A.D. 970).65 The Japanese problem reads as follows:
Let [us suppose that there is] a pregnant woman who may give birth to a child;
[the following is] the method to know whether [it] will be a boy or a girl.
The procedure reads: set [on the counting surface] the age of the woman [Commentary: from her birth till the year of conception], add [12 for] 12 spirits; this
will be the modifiable operand. One can eliminate [one unit] for Heaven, two
61

62

Yan mentions Juan 14 of the Suwen section and juan 12 of the Lingshu section.
For the original text of the Taishang Laojun kaitian jing (The Classic of the Most High Old

Lord on the Beginning of the Heaven [and Earth]) see [YJQQ, juan 2: 14a]. Here the nine
numbers are explicitly associated with the magic square of order 3.
63 More references to the role played by the number 49 (related in Chinese numerology to the
so-called "Number of Grand Expansion" dayan shu) in the scholarly tradition related to
divination can be found in [Volkov 1994].
64 The characters for "add" (Vietnamese gia, Chinese jia) and "set/ dispose [counting rods?)"
(Vietnamese lief, Chinese lie) could easily have been mixed up by the copyists.
65 This observation of Mikami was mentioned in a paper of Li Yan [1955a], published for the
first time in 1925.
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[for] the Earth, three [for] Man, [four for] the Four Seasons, [five for] the Five
Phases, [six for] the Six Spirits, [seven for] the Seven Stars [of the Dipper?].
[eight for] the Eight Wind Directions, [nine for] the Nine Palaces. If the remainder is one, three, five, seven ... [Commentary. it is the Yang [numbers], [the baby
will be] male.] If the remainder is two, four, six, eight ... [Commentary: it is the
Yin [numbers], [the baby will be] female.] 61

In his analysis, Mikami suggests that even though one cannot know whether the
problem in the Kuchizusami stemmed directly from the Sunzi suanjing, the problem from the Japanese treatise certainly followed the Chinese tradition represented
by the problem found in the Sunzi [Mikami 1921: 108-109].68 This is also true for
the problem in the Vietnamese treatise. The textual similarity of the problem in
the Toan phap dai thank with the problems from the Chinese treatises suggests
that its compilers had at hand a text originating from a Chinese prototype. Was it a
version of the Sunzi that circulated in Vietnam in the late first-early second millennium, or was it one of the above-mentioned books of the 15th-17th centuries?
The following section may provide additional information for the solution of this
problem.

Calculations for Medical Purposes. Speaking about the problem of determining
the sex of an unborn child, Mikami Yoshio remarks that the example found in the
Sunzi suanjing is the sole mathematical problem related to numerical divination to
be found in the extant Chinese mathematical treatises, while the Krchizusami contains two other procedures of the same kind. These read as follows:69
There is a sick person; it is unknown if (s)he will die or live.

Set [on the counting surface] "nine times nine - eighty one." Add [twelve for]
the twelve spirits to obtain ninety three. Also add the age of the sick person.
[What is] obtained [after] addition, divide [it] by three. If there is a remainder, a
man will die and a woman live. If there is no remainder, a woman will die, and a
man live.70
A procedure to know whether a given person will die or live.

Set [on the counting surface] eighty one, add [twelve for] the Twelve Spirits,
also add [twelve for] the Twelve Months. Then also add the age of the sick person. Divide the sum by three. If there are remaining counting rods, [the person]
will not die; if there is nothing left, [the person] will die."
66

This is most probably a copyist's error unnoticed by all later editors; it certainly should be
read as "Six Pitches" (Chinese Flu !u).

This is based on the critical Japanese edition of 1982 [KZ: 84); note that the texts as given in
[Mikami 1921: 108; Li 1955a: 1741 differ slightly.
68 [Mikami 1921: 108-109]. Since the result of the divination depends only on the age of the
woman and does not depend on the month, it is likely that the Japanese treatise contains a
simplified (or, probably, a defective) version of the method stemming from the same origin as
the Sunzi suanjing.
69 1 follow [KZ: 84]; the text in [Mikami 1921: 1091 reproduced in [Li 1955a: 174] is slightly
different.
70 Note that the chances for a woman surviving are twice as great as they are for a man.
71 If we take into consideration the previous rule, the sick person is a woman.

67
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As in the method related to determining the sex of the child, the algorithms
related to illness are not sensitive to the time when the illness was contracted, nor

to the birthdate of the sick person. Thus the given procedure will produce the
same results for all sick persons of the same age and gender. Mikami points out
that the consecutive addition of 81 and 12 is not necessary, since the divisor is
3, but he does not provide any suggestions as to what could be the relationship
between these two methods and the Sunzi suanjing [Mikami 1921: 109]. On the
other hand, Li Yan suggests that the two problems may have been part of the
Chinese treatise by the time when it was transmitted to Japan, and were preserved
there, while in China the original text underwent drastic changes. Similar problems, he conjectures, probably followed the problem of the pregnant woman in the
archaic version of the Sunzi suanjing. The fact that they were lost in China may
have been because they were placed at the very end of the text.
Another procedure that is found in the Vietnamese treatise closely resembles
the method from the Japanese treatise. It reads as follows:
The method for "calculating the illness."

[Commentary:] For a sick man, one wants to know if his illness is mild or grave.
Set [on the counting surface] the age of the sick person, [add] the month and day
[when the sickness] began. Multiply [the sum?) by three; when it is done, divide
by nine. [If the remainder is] three, [the illness] is mild; [if the reminder] is six,
[the illness is] grave; [if the reminder is] nine, [it] will be difficult to cure.

The calculational protocol reads: Firstly, add the age to make the constant
"model value" (ja), then add the month, day, and hour (?). To obtain [the prediction about] the illness, multiply by three and divide by nine, [consider] the
remainder.

[Commentary:] If three, [the illness is] mild; if six, grave; if nine, difficult to
cure.

The multiplication by three with the subsequent division by nine is mathematically equivalent to the division by three in the Japanese text. The lethal condition
is the divisibility by three in the Vietnamese treatise as well as in the second
problem from the Japanese book, yet the Vietnamese rule has an additional prescription specifying whether the illness is serious or not. More importantly, the
Vietnamese method takes into consideration the time when the person became
sick, and thus, unlike its Japanese counterpart, produces different results for persons of the same age.
As already mentioned, Mikami believed that the method for calculating the
seriousness of a disease was not to be found in any extant Chinese text. However,
an almost similar text is found in the Jiuzhang suanfa bilei daquan (1450) by Wu
Jing. It is remarkably close to the Vietnamese treatise and reads as follows:
The method for "performing divination on the illness."

First of all, set [on the counting surface] the amount in years of the age of
the person, then add the month and the day, and [thus] obtain the "hour" [or
"time"?] of contracting the illness. Multiply [the sum?] by three, divide by nine.
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[If] the remainder is three, [the illness] is mild; [if the reminder] is six, [the illness is] grave; [if the reminder is] nine, [it] will be difficult to cure.
[An example:] Now, let a sick man be 47 sui old.72 He got sick on the 9th day of
the third month. What is the prediction?

The method states: first of all, set [on the counting surface] 47, the age of the
sick man, add the "3rd month" and the "9th day" when he got sick; altogether it
will be 59. Multiply this by three, obtain 177. Wishing to divide by 9, first
remove 90 [from the number], next remove 81, the remainder is 6. Therefore, the

illness is grave. If it were the 8th day [of the month] when he got sick, the
remainder would be 3, and therefore the illness would be mild. If it were the
10th day [of the month] when he got sick, the remainder would be 9, and then
[the illness] would be difficult to cure [JSBD: 49].

To summarize, our preliminary consideration of the problems on numerical divination found in the extant version of the Sunzi suanjing (edited in 1084), the Japanese text written around the year 970, the Chinese books of 1450 and 1592, and
the Vietnamese treatise suggests that one of the possible reasons for the similarity
of the methods is that the three latter treatises drew - directly or indirectly - on
the same Chinese prototype, presumably a version of the Sunzi suanjing which, at
the time when it entered Japan, contained a set of problems different from those
found in the version of the text subsequently edited and printed in 1084 and 1213.
In particular, it contained a series of problems devoted to "medical" calculations
similar to the problems found in the Japanese and Vietnamese treatises.
The earliest Vietnamese state examinations on mathematics of which we are
aware took place in 1077, that is, before mathematics instruction and examinations were re-established in China and a new set of textbooks was edited (1084).
The Vietnamese officials may therefore well have used another set of books for
instructional purposes containing the "old" Tang edition of the Sunzi suanjing
imported to Vietnam from China in the seventh-ninth centuries. Another possi-

bility is that the compilers of the Vietnamese treatise had at their disposal the
sources (also related to the Sunzi suanjing) upon which Wit Jing drew in his treatise of 1450, if not a copy of his treatise itself.
Indeterminate Analysis.

The "One-Hundred Fowls Problem." The name "one-hundred fowls problem"
comes from a famous problem from the Zhang Qiujian suanjing (Mathematical
Treatise of Zhang Qiujian) that is equivalent to solving the simultaneous equations
(5x + 3y + z/3 = 100; x +y + z = 1001 [SISS 2: 402-404; Berezkina 1969: 59-60].
The problem and the method of its solution have been the subject of publications
of several modem authors [Van We 1913; Berezkina 1969: 81, n. 90; Libbrecht
1973: 276-280; Martzloff 1997: 308-310]. The problem is a particular case of the
simultaneous equations {ax + by + z/c = N; x + y + z = N}, where a, b, c, x, y, z

and N are all positive integers. The Toan phap dai thank contains one problem

(# 137) of this type. In this problem one is asked to calculate the number of
72 The age counted in years from the moment of conception.
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elephants, horses, and lambs, as well as the number of people of three categories
taking care of them, if it is known that the total number of animals is 1,000, the
total number of people is 1,000, and that nine men take care of one elephant, four
of one horse, and one man of 20 lambs. The original text of the problem reads as
follows:
The counting method for the problem about the number of elephants, horses, together with lambs and shepherds.

Elephants and horses, with the added lambs, together are one thousand. The
number of men [taking care of each kind of animals] is unknown. [One] wishes
that the numbers of the men of the different [kinds] all together be [equal to]
1,000. [Commentary: "only this is said."] [For each] male/battle elephant [there
should be] 9 men together, a horse [needs] three people to be nourished. Each
test,73 [I am] asking those of all four sides
[shepherd] takes care of 20 lambs. To
[of the world] who know counting: how many are elephants, horses [and lambs],
and how many men are there [for each kind of animal]?

The answer reads:'

The number of soldiers [who ride the elephants] is 540;
The number of men [giving] grass [to horses] is 420;
The number of lamb shepherds is 40;
60 male/battle elephants;
140 male/battle horses;
800 lambs.

The computational protocol reads: first of all, add three nines, obtain 27, this
will be the unmodifiable operand (Vietnamese phap; Chinesefa). Multiply this
by 20 lambs, the number of the soldiers [riding the elephants thus] will be established. Divide this by nine, establish the number of the elephants. Dispose 27 [on
the counting surface], subtract 9, add 3, multiply by 20, and [thus] establish the
number of men [giving] grass [to the horses]. Divide this by 3, [thus] establish
the [number of] horses. Again dispose [on the counting surface] 1,000 men, subtract from this the number of the soldiers [riding he elephants and the number of
the men taking care of the horses], [thus] establish the number of the shepherds,
multiply this by 20, establish the number of lambs.

In modem terms, one has to solve the simultaneous indeterminate equations:

x+y+z = 1000
9x + 3y + z/20 = 1000.

The answer given in the text, x = 60, y = 140, z = 800, is correct. The general solution (which is not given) is: x = 1 - 59u, y = 319 + 179u, z = 680 - 120u, where
u = 0, -1, that is, the problem has only two positive integer solutions, and one is
given by the author of the treatise, whereas the second, x = 1, y = 319, z = 680, is
not given.
73

74

Or "in trying" [the candidates? the reader?]. This is the reading in manuscript A; the (graphically close) reading of the manuscript B is "to know, [I am] asking .."; this is, probably, a
mistake of the copyist.
The answer is written with smaller characters and looks like a commentary.
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However, the algorithm provided is not valid in the general case. In modem
terms, the author suggests that the two simultaneous equations (ax + by + z/c = N;
x + y + z = N) be solved as follows:

x = (abc)la
y = [(ab - a + b)c]lb

(+)

z = c(N-ax-by).
This "solution" is obviously incorrect in the general case (this is obvious at first
glance since the values of x and y do not depend on N). Nevertheless, what useful
information can be drawn from the fact that the method works in this particular
case?
The Classical "Hundred fowls" Problem and "Pseudo-Solutions." The classical
"hundred fowls" problem (Zhang Qiujian, juan 3, Problem 38) reads as follows:
Let us now suppose [that] one cock costs 5 coins," one hen costs 3 coins, 3 chickens cost I coin. For the total of 100 coins [one] buys 100 fowls. The question is:
how many each of cocks, hens, and chickens [are bought]?
The answer reads:
Cocks are 4, the price is 20;
hens are 18, the price is 54;
chickens are 78, the price is 26.

Another answer:
Cocks are 8, the price is 40;
hens are 11, the price is 33;
chickens are 81, the price is 27.

Another answer:
Cocks are 12, the price is 60;
hens are 4, the price is 12;
chickens are 84, the price is 28.
The procedure reads:

For the cocks, each [time] add four; for the hens, each [time] subtract seven; for
the chickens, each time add three, then obtain [the result] [S/SS, 2: 402-404;
Berezkina 1969: 59-60].

The commentary of an unidentified author states:76
[The reason] why it is so is that the excesses and deficits compliment each other
and are blended up together in one and the same price. Therefore, no ?rocedure
can thoroughly correspond to the inner structure (h) of it [SISS 2: 401 ]. '
75
76

The original text reads qian ("monetary units," "money") which I have rendered as "coins"
The commentary was certainly written by the same person who commented on the extension

of the text of 1084 quoted below which explained the method and mentioned the Tang

77

dynasty editor Li Chunfeng (602-670) and the late Tang-early Song (?) mathematician Xie
Chawei (see below). In other words, the author of the commentary is most probably one of
the editors of the Song edition of the classic.
[SJSS, 2: 404]; see also the original Song edition in [SKSJLK]. Consequently, there is no
general formula for the solution to this problem.
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A long anonymous passage follows; it was written, most probably, by the Songdynasty (960-1279) editors. It reads as follows:
As for this problem, if one performs calculations according to the above-mentioned procedure, it is difficult to understand [its rationale]. However, [the passage in question] is the same in all the extant versions [of the text that we have]
compared; probably, some [part of the] text was lost. Since the text has circulated already for a long time, [we] do not have the possibility of studying [the
original?] and of justifying [the reading]. Beginning from the Han and Tang
dynasties, [such famous scholars as] Zhen Luan and Li Chunfeng added their
commentaries, yet there was no comprehensive discussion. Now [we] are going
to add anew the method(s) and the calculational protocol(s) proposed by professor(s) of the Mathematical College and" by Xie Chawei.79

The author goes on to quote an algorithm suggested by some scholars. Their
names are not specified either in the extant edition of 1212-1213 (reprinted from
the 1084 edition), or in the critical edition of Qian Baocong. However, Van H6e
and Libbrecht both attribute the quoted excerpts to Zhen Luan (fl. ca. 560), Liu
Xiaosun (active in the late sixth century?), Li Chunfeng (602-670), and Xie
Chawei (active in the late 10th-early I 1 th century?), respectively. Questions about
these attributions and discussion of this paragraph would lead us far beyond the
scope of the present paper, but it should be noted that the method described here is
as incorrect as the one found in the Vietnamese treatise. It amounts to the following formulas:
y = LN/3cJ
x = 3c - (N - 3cy)
(**)

z = N-x-y.
Both sets of formulas (*) and (**) are wrong in the general case. However, interestingly enough, they provide correct solutions of the simultaneous equations in
some particular cases, and not only for the unique combinations of the parameters
provided in the problems. For example, the set of formulas (*) provides correct

solutions for N= 12, a=3, b= 1, c=2; N=20, a=5, b= 1, c=2; N=24 for
three triplets of (a, b, c): a = 4, b = 1, c = 4; a = 5, b = 1, c = 3; a = 6, b = 1, c = 2;
and so on (however, these formulas do not work in the case of N= 100, that is,
they could not be used to solve the problem of one hundred fowls). The set of formulas (* *) works for even a larger number of cases: for example, for 9 < N < 360,
1 < a < 21, b 5 a, and c < 42, there exist 748 triplets (a, b, c) such that the set of
formulas (**) provides correct answers. Thus, both sets of formulas for problems
of this particular type are incorrect in general, but are nevertheless applicable in
78

This "and" does not look appropriate here, even though it is found in the original Song edition
[SKSJLZ]. Most probably it was added by mistake, and the text mentions only one professor,
Xie Chawei. Qian Baocong in his edition omits the word "and"; see [SJSS, 2: 405, n. 11.

79

In Western literature the excerpt was discussed by L. Van We [1913: 442-447] and U. Libbrecht [1973:276-282]. E. Berezkina [1969:60] in her translation omitted this paragraph.
I provide my own translation.
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certain cases. I suggest such incomplete solutions be called "pseudo-solutions,"
since they provide solutions for the problems in some cases, but are not valid in
the general case.80 It is not possible to say on what grounds they were devised, but
they certainly were appreciated and transmitted, as suggests their presence in both
the Chinese and Vietnamese books. As a preliminary hypothesis, it may be con-

jectured that these kinds of formulas were used in the context of mathematical
instruction in China and, presumably, also in Vietnam. If a student mechanically
memorized the "pseudo-solution" formula for a problem, certain difficulties when
facing a similar problem with modified numerical parameters could always arise.
How the student then proceeded in such situations, miiht well have been a criterion for evaluating the student's mathematical abilities.

,

The "Hundred Fowls" Problem in Other Mathematical Traditions. A preliminary

inquiry into the history of the "one hundred fowls problem" suggests that the
parameters found in the Vietnamese treatise (a = 9, b = 3, c = 20, N = 1,000) are
not found in any other medieval treatise in the world. As mentioned above, the
Shushujiyi also contains two problems of this kind, for the first problem, a = 5.
b = 4, c = 4, N = 100; for the second, a = 4, b = 3, c = 4, N = 100.82 Among
medieval mathematicians who dealt with the problem, one of the earliest and most
outstanding was Alcuin (ca. 735-804). Seven problems in his treatise, Propositio-

nes ad acuendos iuvenes, are related to the "Hundred fowls problem."" Similar
indeterminate problems (involving four unknowns) were studied by the Indian
mathematician Sridharacarya (ca. 850-950). Two versions of the "hundred fowls
problem" are also known from an oral tradition in Morocco [Oudadess 1979: 5].84
In one of these, a = 1, b = 10, c = 5, N = 100, and in the other, a = 4, b = 1/2,
c = 1/4, N = 20 (i.e., a = 8, b = 1, c = 2, N = 40); in neither case are solutions provided. Nor does it seem possible to assign any certain dates to these problems. As
for parameters of the equations and the numerical solutions found in the medieval
works, they are shown in the following table (* indicates that the work concerned
presents all positive solutions of the problem):
The "method" provided in the text of Zhang Qiujian strongly suggests that the author of the
treatise had at his disposal the correct general formula. However, discussion of this topic,
once again, requires a separate paper.
81 On the hypothesis concerning the problems with modified parameters as constituting the core
of examination papers, see [Siu & Volkov 1999].
82 Martzloff s recent book fails to mention Zhen Luan's problems, and contains a misprint in the
formula for the solution of the problem of Zhang Qiujian (y = 25 - 4r instead of y = 25 - 7r)
(Martzloff 1997: 308).
83 The text of the treatise was transmitted in 13 manuscripts, eight of them written about 1000
A.D. or in the 11th century. The oldest (Vat. Reg. lat. 309) is from the end of the ninth
century (written in St-Denis, near Paris). A critical edition was recently published by M.
Folkerts [Alcuin 1978] and translated in [Folkerts & Gericke 1993]; see also the discussion of
the text in [Folkerts 1993]. In his commentary, Folkerts mentions the problems of Zhang
Qiujian and Aba K8mil (ca. 850-930); he also mentions diplomatic contacts between the
courts of Charlemagne and Harln &I-Rashrd [Folkerts 1993: 278].
84 1 am thankful to John Denton who kindly offered me a copy of the unpublished work [Oudadess 1979].
80
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Author

Parameters

ZhangQiujian a=5,b=3,c=3,N=100

Solutions provided in the text

x= 4,y=18,z=78

x= 8,y=ll,z=81
ZhenLuan

a= 5, b= 4, c =4, N= 100

ZhenLuan

a=4,b=3,c=3,N=100

x=12,y= 4,z=84
x=15,y= 1,z=84
x= 8,y=14,z=78

*
*

[The only other positive solution:

x=16,y= 3,z=81]

Alcuin5

a=10,b=5,c=2,N=100

x= l,y= 9,z=90

a

Alcuin32

a=3,b=2,c=2,N=20
a=3,h=2,c=2,N=30
a=3,b=2,c=2,N=90

x= l,y= 5,z=14
x= 3,y= 5,z=22
x= 6,y=20,z=64

*

Alcuin33

Alcuin33a

[The other positive solutions:

x= 3,y=25, z=62;
x= 9,y=15, z=66;
x= 12,y= 10, z=68;

x=15,y= 5,z=70]

Alcuin38

a=3, b= 1, c=24, N= 100

Alcuin39

a= 5, b = 1, c=20, N = 100

x=23,y=29,z=48
x=19,y= 1,z=80

Alcuin47

a=2,b=1/2,c=4,N=12

x= 5,y= I,z=6

*

[i.e., a=4, b=1, c=2, N=24]
Abu Kiimi l

a= 5, b = 1/20, c =1, N= 100 [For transposed y and z, positive x, y, z:

[a=5,b=1,c=20,N=100]

x=19,y= 1,z=80.
This is Alcuin's # 39.]

Luong
The Vinh

a = 9, b = 3, c = 20, N=1000

x = 60, y = 140, z = 800
[The only other positive solution:

x= I,y=319, z=680]

The means by which the problem was transmitted from one region to another
remain unclear. The Vietnamese problem certainly has a strong local taste due to
the mention of "battle elephants," but exactly when it was introduced and adopted
by local mathematicians remains obscure. It may have been transmitted to Vietnam from China, or possibly from other cultural areas (from India or the countries
of Islam). The only evidence for ties with Chinese mathematics is the "pseudosolution" found in the Vietnamese text, since similar "pseudo-solutions" for such
problems apparently existed in the Chinese mathematical tradition from the second half of the first millennium A.D.
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The Chinese Remainder Theorem. Probably the most famous problem of indeterminate analysis comes from the Chinese treatise Sunzi suanjing (Mathematical
Treatise of Master Sun). This is Problem 26 of juan 3 [S.LSS, 1: 318; Berezkina
1963; Lam & Ang 1992] and, in modem notation, is equivalent to the following
simultaneous congruencies:
N = r, (mod 3)
N = r2 (mod 5)
N = r3 (mod 7),

where r, = 2, r2 = 3, r3 = 2. The Chinese treatise provides the correct solution:

N= 70r, +21r2+ 15r3- 105k,
where k is a non-negative integer chosen to make the answer N have the minimal
positive value.
The Vietnamese treatise does not contain this or any generic problem. How-

ever, there is a stanza entitled "Method of marking up/counting (?) soldiers"
(Vietnamese diem binh phap, Chinese than bing ja), the text of which is most
probably corrupted and reads as follows:
[If?] three men are walking together, [then] seventy [are] pushed (away?);
For five trees, [there are] 21 branches of plum-blossoms;
Seven men walking together received (7) half a month [= 15];
Subtract 100, subtract 5; what is established is the time.
[TPDT-A: 64a; TPDT-B: 230]

The stanza precedes the above-mentioned problem of 1,000 animals (#! 137), yet is
not related to it. I argue that the stanza is a part of the missing problem borrowed
from the treatise of Sunzi. Indeed, it is textually very close to the stanza found in
the Suanja tongzong (1592) by Cheng Dawei, which may approximately be rendered as follows:
Three men walking together, [then] seventy are rare/dispersed (?);
Five trees, 21 branches of plum-blossoms;
Seventh [month's] gathering is in the middle of the month [=15th day];
Subtract 105, and then [you] can know [the answer] [SFTJS: 430].65

The literal meaning of this text is again highly obscure, yet its main purpose is to

provide all the numerical values necessary for the solution of the problem of
Sunzi: it specifies the coefficients 70, 21, and IS ("the middle of the month" = 15)
corresponding to the moduli 3, 5, and 7, as well as the constant 105. Does the fact
that such a similar stanza appears in the Vietnamese treatise mean that the text
85

U. Libbrecht [1973: 291-292] translates the passage as follows: "Three septuagenarians in the

same family is exceptional) Twenty-one branches of plum-blossom from 5 trees./ Seven
brides in ideal union precisely the middle of the month) Subtract 105 and you get it."
Martzloff [1997: 1611 slightly modifies Libbrecht's rendering in adding question and exclamation marks (that probably were not intended by the Chinese author) in two lines.
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was compiled on the basis of Cheng Dawei's treatise, that is, not earlier than the
late 16th century? Not necessarily, since as Libbrecht has noted, the last Juan (volume) of the treatise Zhiyatang zachao (1290) by Zhou Mi (1232-1308?) contained
the algorithm for the solution of the "Sunzi problem" in the form of a slightly
different stanza:
A child of three years old [when the father?] is seventy [years old?], it is rare;
Five leave twenty one," it is even a more unusual thing;
At seventh move [= month?] [during] the Shangyuan [festival = the 15th day of
the month?], [the Shepherd and Weaving Lady?] meet each other.
"Cold meal" [is?] on the Qingming Festival [105th day?]; then [you] will get it 8'

Clearly this and similar rhymed formulas were known to mathematicians as early
as the 13th century. Cheng Dawei mentions that one of the names of the stanza is
"Han Xin's marking up/counting soldiers" (Han Xin than bing) that can be compared with the title of the poem in the Vietnamese treatise. However, this fact
again does not provide sufficient evidence for a direct connection between the
Vietnamese stanza and the work of Cheng Dawei, since a similar name for the
method of Sunzi, "The Prince of Qin's method of secretly counting soldiers" (Qin
wang an than hing),88 can be found as early as Yang Hui's treatise, Xugu zhaiqi
suanfa (1275) [Lam 1977: 151-153, 322-323].

Conclusions

This preliminary exploration of the contents of the Vietnamese treatise Toan phap
dai thank does not permit as yet a clear picture of its origins; however, it allows to
formulate a number of hypotheses and directions for future research.
The treatise found in two copies in the Han-Nom Institute in Hanoi does not

contain any information to establish that it was indeed authored by Luong The
Vinh, the 15th-century literatus and official. The title of the book is not the same
as that of the treatise Dai thank loan phap traditionally credited to his authorship,
and its attribution to Luong may have been due to later editors or copyists. Although the time of its compilation remains uncertain, the book may well have
been written exclusively on the basis of treatises compiled in China prior to the
86 A very obscure line; see Libbrecht's translation in footnote 87. One can also suggest that it
may be related to financial transactions or some popular contemporary game, thus using a
technical meaning of the verb "to leave" (iiu).
87 1 am thankful to Liu Yan for a stimulating discussion of the stanza. The translation in [Libbrecht 1973: 286] reads: "A child of 3 years when 70 is rare;/ At 5 leave behind the things of
21 (or: From 5 [things], to leave behind 21) is still more rare;! At 7 one celebrates the Lantern
Festival. Again they meet together) Han-shih (= 105), ch'ing-ming (= 106). Then you will get
it." Neither translation seems entirely satisfactory, but the main intention of the author was
certainly to present a set of numbers in a rhymed form, probably having no particularly deep
meaning. I quote the stanza of Zhou Mi from [SF7Z/S: 442, n. 60].
88 1 adopt J. Needham's and U. Libbrecht's interpretation of the title; see [Libbrecht 1973: 283,
n. 80].
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late 15th century (if those were also available in Vietnam), and at least some parts
of these materials (such as early versions of the Sunzi suanjing and Zhang Qiujian
suanjing) may have circulated in Vietnam as early as the first millennium A.D.
The compilation of the treatise, however, involved a substantial "localization."

that is, an adaptation of the problems and methods to local measure units, currency, taxes, as well as to the names of specific local objects mentioned in the
problems (plants, drugs, kinds of food, animals, etc).39

The seeming similarity between certain methods in the Toan phap dai thank
and in the Chinese treatise Suanja tongzong (1592) by Cheng Dawei (in particular.
the stanza containing the numerical parameters for the problem of Sunzi) can be
explained by the fact that Cheng Dawei based his manual on mathematical texts
available to him compiled prior to the 16th century, firstly and most importantly.

on the treatises of Yang Hui (fl. ca. 1275) and Wu Jing (fl. ca. 1450). It is not
impossible that the compilers of the Toan phap dai thanh also had access to these
treatises, or to even earlier treatises that were, in turn, used by Yang Hui and Wit
Jing.

One can conjecture that in the Ming dynasty Chinese mathematics lost the
ideological and material support of the state it had enjoyed during the first and early
second millennium A.D., and thereafter was practiced and perpetuated mainly by
low level state officials, merchants, artisans, etc. as a "practical" discipline. Conversely, in contemporary Vietnam mathematics remained embedded in the framework of the traditional Chinese-style state education system directly linked to the
bureaucratic hierarchy via the institution of mathematics examinations. However,

both mathematical traditions appear to have employed documents of a similar
kind, that is, the corpus of "practical" or "popular" mathematical knowledge that
was fairly distinct from the high-level mathematical methods including the higher

degree polynomial algebra of the late Song-early Yuan dynasties. Thus, one
promising direction for future study of the Toan phap dai thanh would be a closer
comparison of this treatise with the available Song, Yuan, and early Ming sources
(in particular, the treatise of Wu Jing) devoted to "popular applied mathematics."
This sort of study may provide new clues about the identities and professional
positions of the compilers of the treatise.
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Regiomontanus' Role in the Transmission
of Mathematical Problems
by MENSO FOLKERTS

Johannes Regiomontanus (1436-1476) played an important role in the transmission of
mathematical knowledge from Italy to Central Europe. Even in Vienna, as a student of, and

collaborator with, Georg Peurbach, and especially during his stay in Italy (1461-1467) where he was in contact with Bessarion. Bianchini and other humanists - Regiomontanus
became acquainted with theoretical texts and with the mathematical knowledge of the Italian
practitioners. There are three manuscripts in Regiomontanus' own handwriting containing
mathematical problems. The article lists the groups of problems treated by Regiomontanus.
Most of them go back to Italian sources (e. g. Leonardo Fibonacci, Paolo Gerardi). Many

of these problems became known to Fridericus Amann (d. 1464 or somewhat later), who
lived in a monastery near Regensburg, and to Johannes Widmann, who taught algebra at
Leipzig University in the 1480s, and were later to be found in "Rechenbiicher" in Germany
and elsewhere.

One of the central figures in 15th-century mathematics was Johannes Regiomontanus (1436-1476). He is well known for his contributions to astronomy (including
astronomical instruments), algebra and trigonometry: his De triangulis omnimodis
libri quinque (Five Books on Triangles of Every Kind), which was published posthumously in 1533 in Nuremberg, marks the beginning of a new phase in trigonometry
in the West. But it is not so generally known that Regiomontanus also played an
important role in the transmission of mathematical problems from Italy to Central
Europe. This is the topic of the present paper. But first a few facts about his life.I
Regiomontanus was born in Konigsberg (Franconia). At the early age of 11 he
became a student at Leipzig university. There he acquired sufficient knowledge to

write an almanac for 1448. From 1450 to 1461 he lived in Vienna. These years
were decisive for his intellectual development. In 1452 he became baccalaureus
and in 1457 magister of the faculty of arts. At that time Vienna was a centre
of astronomical and mathematical studies, mainly under the influence of John of
Gmunden (before 1385-1442) and Georg Peurbach (1423-1461). Although John
of Gmunden had died before Regiomontanus went to Vienna, Regiomontanus was
certainly acquainted with his works on astronomy and trigonometry, since John had
left his books and instruments to the Vienna library. The other important astronomer
and mathematician in Vienna, Peurbach, became Regiomontanus' teacher and friend.

I

The most detailed biography is [Zinner 1968]. A survey of Regiomontanus' mathematical
contributions is given in [Folkerts 1977]. Some aspects of his role in the transmission of
mathematical knowledge are discussed in [Folkerts 1985, 1986].
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Peurbach was best known for his planetary theory, but he also wrote a treatise on
sines and chords, which was heavily dependent on John of Gmunden's work, and
a treatise on elementary arithmetic, Algorismus. Regiomontanus studied these and
other writings in Vienna and copied some of them; the so-called Vienna Rechenbuch,
in his hand, from the years 1454-1462 (most of it was finished in 1458) is still extant.2

This manuscript contains works on arithmetic, theory of proportions, calculations
involving polygons, circles and spheres, but no recreational mathematics or special
mathematical problems.
When Cardinal Bessarion came to Vienna in 1460, he met Peurbach and Regiomontanus and persuaded them to go to Italy in order to finish an abridgment
of the Almagest to replace George of Trebizond's inferior translation of it. Since
Peurbach died shortly before their departure, only Regiomontanus accompanied
Bessarion to Italy in 1461. The next four years he spent partly in the cardinal's
entourage and partly traveling on his own. During both phases of this period he
studied mathematics and astronomy and learned Greek; furthermore he finished
Peurbach's compendium of the Almagest and wrote the first four books of his De
triangulis.
In 1467, at the latest, Regiomontanus left Italy for Hungary, where he was
attached to the court of King Matthias Corvinus. During his years in Hungary he was
occupied mainly with astronomical questions and the drawing up of trigonometrical
tables. From 1471 to 1475 he lived in Nuremberg and inter alia prepared books for
printing on his own press. In 1475 he went to Rome to lay the foundations of the
currently planned reform of the calendar, but in 1476 he died suddenly.
Regiomontanus was one of the few humanists actively interested in mathematics

and astronomy, but not in philosophy. As a young man, he had the chance to
broaden his knowledge of mathematical subjects at the university of Vienna. Later,
through his contact with Bessarion he had at his disposal the considerable library

that the cardinal had accumulated. He was thereby introduced into the circle of
Italian humanists with an interest in mathematics and astronomy. One of them was
Giovanni Bianchini (after 1400-after 1469).
Regiomontanus used Latin translations from the Arabic and redactions of them
together with Greek manuscripts to elucidate what he thought was the true meaning
of Greek mathematical texts. Reconstruction of original texts as such was not his
aim, but only the restoration of the authors' meaning. Further, on the basis of such
texts he went on to derive his own results. For this purpose he made full use of the
works of mediaeval and contemporary writers, such as Jordanus Nemorarius and
Peurbach.
Although Regiomontanus' NachlaJJ was scattered in the 16th century, we have
three catalogues of books that belonged to his library, and some of the manuscripts
from his collection are still extant. In addition, there is a list printed on a single page
- we will call it his Programme3 - containing the titles of texts that Regiomontanus wanted to publish on his printing press. He had the idea of publishing the
2
3

Wien, Ostcrreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS 5203.
Published in (Zinner 1968, Abb.451.
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mathematical and astronomical works that seemed to him to be the most important.
but because of his early death, he could not carry out this plan. From all of these
sources we are able to make some deductions about his place in the transmission of
mathematics in general and of mathematical problems in particular.
We know that Regiomontanus was very interested in algebra. In 1463 he discovered in Venice a Greek manuscript containing the first six books of Diophantus.
Before that, the work was apparently unknown in the West. In his lectures, which
Regiomontanus gave at the university of Padua in 1464, he praised among the works
on arithmetic (which tacitly includes algebra) not only Diophantus' treatise, but also
two works by Jordanus Nemorarius: Arithmetica and De numeric datis. These two
treatises are also mentioned in his Programme. There are only two other mediaeval
writers whose treatises appear in the Programme: Johannes de Muris' Quadripartitum numerorum and a work entitled Algorithmus demonstratus. This last is probably
the 13th-century treatise by a certain Gernardus, which was very popular in the later
Middle Ages and which was copied by Regiomontanus in Vienna; on the basis of
his copy it was published by Johannes Schoner in 1534.
Because the Algorithmus demonstratus belongs to the algorismus tradition and
does not deal with special mathematical problems, we need not treat it here, but I
should like to make some remarks on the other texts mentioned.
The Arithmetica of Jordanus Nemorarius was one of the most important works
on arithmetic in the West.4 It became the standard source for theoretical arithmetic
in the Middle Ages and was used by Campanus, Roger Bacon, Oresme and others.
About one half of the work is devoted to the treatment of the arithmetical books VIIIX of Euclid's Elements. One of the many original propositions in the Arithmetica,
111.3 1, is on solving in positive integers the indeterminate equation ax - by = v, for
integral values of a, b, v (a, b prime to one another and a > b). Jordanus' solution

is in principle the same as that given by the Indian mathematicians. Book VIII
treats the theory of figured numbers; some original conclusions can be found here,
as elsewhere. In one manuscript5 there is an additional proposition: the sum of the
cube numbers beginning from the unit is a square number. Because Regiomontanus'
manuscript of Jordanus' Arithmetica seems to have been lost, we do not know how
deeply he studied the work. The same is true of Jordanus' De numeris datis, which
was probably used as a university textbook for algebra. In it Jordanus gave the

problems he treated an abstract form and he used a special system of symbols,
which is not very suitable and does not make the understanding easier.

In the 14th century, Johannes de Muris treated algebra in great detail in his
Quadripartitum numerorum. This treatise, written in 1343, was Johannes' principal
work.6 It contains, apart from arithmetic, music and mechanics, a detailed treatment of algebra, which is heavily dependent on al-Khwarizmi, though there are also
practical problems in the style of Leonardo Fibonacci. Regiomontanus' manuscript

4

Edited in [Busard 1991 ].

5

Basel, Universitiitsbibliothek, F 11 33.
Edited in [L'Huillier 1990].

6
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of the Quadripartitum numerorum is still extant.7 It was not written by Regiomontanus, but there are corrections in his hand and also many annotations. In several
places he converts algebraic solutions into geometric solutions. I shall not go into
details here, because the content of his annotations has been described by [L'Huillier
1980].
Now I come to mathematical problems that exist in Regiomontanus' own hand-

writing and that do not belong to a foreign text by a known author. They are from
three sources:

a. Manuscript New York, Columbia University, Plimpton 188. This manuscript
starts with Johannes de Muris' Quadripartitum numerorum (see above). There
follows, on fol. 73r-82v, a copy of al-Khwarizmi's algebra, in the translation
by Gerard of Cremona, apparently in Regiomontanus' hand. On fol. 82v-96r it
contains a collection of 64 arithmetic, algebraic and geometric problems, most
of which were written by Regiomontanus, apparently in 1456. These problems
have not yet been edited.
b. The autograph of his De triangulis, now in St. Petersburg (early 1460s).8

c. Correspondence with Giovanni Bianchini (1463-64), Jacob von Speyer
(1465) and Christian Roder (1471) (autograph now in Nuremberg).9 In these letters Regiomontanus suggested a series of mathematical and astronomical problems and gave the solutions of some of them and hints for others.

Of special interest are the problems in the Plimpton manuscript.10 Some correspond to problems found partly in the older and partly in the more recent algebraic
texts of the thirteenth to the fifteenth century. The older writings belong to the tradition of the libri d 'abbaco, which are based upon Leonardo Fibonacci's Liber abbaci.
There are some hundreds of texts that were written in Italian from the 13th to the
15th centuries; they were first investigated systematically in the last few decades,
especially by Warren Van Egmond and the Siena group of historians of mathematics
(R. Franci, L. Toti Rigatelli and their students). A book of this type, the Libro di
ragioni, written in Montpellier in 1328 by Paolo Gerardi of Florence, seems to have
been the first algebra in the vernacular.) I By "the more recent algebraic texts" of
the period I am referring to the development in Southern Germany. Though algebra
enjoyed a secure place in Italian mathematical teaching from the 13th century, it did
not come to Germany before the 15th. The decisive period was the second half of this
century, and the most important places were Vienna, Regensburg and Leipzig. Of
special importance was Fridericus Amann (d. 1464/5), a monk from the Emmeram
monastery near Regensburg, who in 1461 copied, besides other mathematical texts,

7
8

9
10
11

New York, Columbia Library, Plimpton 168, fol. Ir-70v.
The work was not printed until 1533 [Regiomontanus 1533).
Published by Curtze [ 19021.
Information about the content is given in (Folkerts 1985).
Edited in [Arrighi 19871; edition of the algebraic part with English translation in [Van Egmond
1978].
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an algebraic treatise in the Italian tradition and many problems in arithmetic, algebra
and geometry.12
The problems of the Plimpton manuscript constitute an important testimony to
the transmission of mathematical problems from Italy to Central Europe. Even if
it is not clear which problems were Regiomontanus' own work and which he had
simply copied from older sources, his importance for the transmission of algebraic
and geometrical texts must now be seen in a new light.
I should like to take a brief look at the most interesting groups of problems, most
of which belong to the text in the Plimpton collection. I start with problems that
might be derived from the practical arithmetic of the merchants. Then I proceed to
problems of theoretical arithmetic and geometry.

1. Exchange of Goods (Barter)
Since the time of Leonardo Fibonacci the custom had been established among merchants that two prices were settled for goods to be exchanged, one for cash-payment
(b) and the other for barter (s).13 In the simplest case the exchange was acceptable
if the ratio of b : s was the same for both articles. In several problems a merchant
demands cash for some fraction 1 of his goods. In this case the formula is

(bl

n I

:

I SI

n J = b2 : s2

One such problem (Plimpton collection, no. 24) leads to the equation

(9-4):(12-4)=10:x,
so that a quadratic must be solved. 14

2. Compound Interest

2.1. No.22 in the Plimpton collection is a problem in compound interest: if 20
dinars increase to 30 dinars in two years, how much is the rate of interest? This
problem is treated twice by Fridericus,15 and it is also to be found in Gerardi [Van
Egmond 1978: 167-168, no. 4].
2.2. Another problem of compound interest occurs in the Plimpton collection and
in the correspondence: to find the interest by which an amount of 100 florins comes
Edited in [Curtze 1895]. It should be noted that the name "Fridericus Gerhart", as given by
Curtze and all later historians of mathematics, must be corrected to Fridericus Amann; see (Gerl
1999: 1-2].
13 On the barter problems see [Tropfke 1980: 519-527 (esp. p. 522); Vogel 1978: 68-73].
14 This problem corresponds with MUnchen, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14908, fol. 141 v142v: [Curtze 1895: 54-55].
12

15

On fol. 140v-1 4 1 r and fol. 149r-150v; see (Curtze 1895: 54, 61-62].
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up to 265 florins within three years. 16 This problem leads to the cubic equation
x +300x2+30,000x = 1,650,000. Regiomontanus solves this problem by using a
three-dimensional gnomon; 17 this may perhaps be seen as a step towards the solution

of the general cubic found by the Italians in the first half of the 16th century. But
in this case Regiomontanus was not original. His solution only works in a special
case of the cubic equation x3 + axe + bx = c, namely if a2 = 3b. In this case we
find x = ' c (b/a)3 - b/a. We know now that Master Dardi of Pisa had already
solved this special problem in the second half of the 14th century [Van Egmond
1983: 417-418), and we find it somewhat later in anonymous texts.18
2.3. In 1464 Bianchini suggested another problem in compound interest: 100Jlorins
become 900 florins in 6 years. Regiomontanus answered that the interest of the first
year is -Y9 . 00122 - 100, but he added: Labyrinthus maximus.19 Furthermore, he
gave an example of a fourth-degree equation, 5x4 + 3x3 + 8x2 = 260x + 5, adding
quanta sit ipsa res, nondum habeo compertum.20

3. People Buying a Horse

3.1. In problem 27 of the Plimpton collection three people buy a horse. None of
them can pay for the horse by himself, but each can do so with help from one of the
others. The way they can do it may be expressed in the equations

x+2 =100, y+3 =100, z+4=100.
3.2. A similar problem is no. 33 of the Plimpton collection, which results in the
following system of equations:

x+3 =100, Y+4=100, z+5 =100.
This system is solved with the help of the rule of double false position.
These problems had been, since the time of Leonardo Fibonacci, a standard item
in recreational mathematics.21

Plimpton 188, no. 64. The same problem in the Correspondence: (Curtze 1902: 219, no. 6; 236].
See [Folkerts 1980: 205; Tropfke 1980: 443-4441.
18 For correct formulas to solve one particular class of cubic equations in Italian manuscripts of
the 14th century, see [Franci & Tod Rigatelli 1988], especially pp. 19-20.
19 Bianchini's problem: [Curtze 1902: 238. no. 4]; Regiomontanus' answer and comment: [Curtze
1902: 256, 280]. See [Kaunzner 1980: 138; Folkerts 1980: 207-208].
20 [Curtze 1902: 256; Kaunzner 1980: 138].
21 See [Tropfke 1980: 608-609]. The same problem is in Munchen,Clm 14908, fol. 155rv: [Curtze
1895: 70-711.
16
17
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4. "Give and Take"

From the 64 propositions in the Plimpton collection, about 15 are of the "give and
take" type.22 I present here no. 3:
4.1. There are 3 socii. The first says: If I had 10 from your (money). I should have
as much as both of you and even 2 more. The second says: If I had 8 from you,
I should have as much as both of you, half of it and even 4 more. The third says: If
I had 6 from you, I should have the double of both of you minus 3.
This leads to the system of equations

x+10 = (y+z-10)+2

y+8 = (x+z-8).1+4
z+6 =
The solution is original. First, one puts x + y + z = R. Then another unknown, a, is
introduced. If the first socius has R + a, then the other two have together I R - a.
z
From the first equation, which becomes
"I +a = - a + 2, one finds that a = 1.
Hence the first socius has f + 1 after the exchange, or i - 9 before the exchange. A
similar treatment of the second and third equations yields R - 52 and 2 R - 7. From
s x, y, z, i. e. the amounts
the three individual results and the sum R the three values
of money in possession of the three socii, may be determined. This remarkable type
of algebraic reasoning is otherwise unknown to me, but it might exist in some Italian
text. It may be noted that the idea of considering the sum of the constituents is to be
found in Leonardo Fibonacci's treatise [Boncompagni 1857: 190-203].
4.2. There is a similar problem (Plimpton collection, no. 30) which leads to the
linear system

x+7 = (y+z-7).3
y+9 =
z+I1 =
The same problem is also given by Fridericus Amann23 and in the 1480s (with the
same method of solution) by Johannes Widmann in Leipzig.24 This seems to be an
indication that this problem was brought to Germany by Regiomontanus.
4.3. There are two problems in the Plimpton collection (nos. 11, 12) where the first
socius has no money, but debts; these debts he can only repay when he gets his share
from the other two. In no. 11 we have the following system:

-x+132 = y+z-132
y+66 =
z+22 =
22
23
24

For this type, see [Tropfke 1980: 609-611].
Milnchen, CIm 14908, fol. 146rv (without proof) and fol. 155v-156r: [Curtze 1895: 58,71-72].
As part of the so-called Latin Algebra; see [Wappler 1899: 543-544).
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5. To Find a Number

In the Plimpton collection there are some problems in which a number is to be
found. Most of them serve as examples for the six types of equations given by alKhwiirizmi25 (nos. 16-32). It is worth mentioning that the Latin text in the Plimpton
manuscript, which describes the six forms of equations, agrees word-for-word with
the German translation that Fridericus Amann wrote five years later,26 and that all
problems in this group are also to be found in this manuscript.27 This part of MS
Plimpton 188 may thus be the source of the examples that Fridericus took over in
1461 to illustrate the six types of equations.
5.1. In no. 17 of the Plimpton collection two numbers are to be found whose sum is
10 and whose quotient is 5, i. e. to solve

10-x

=5.

x
This problem had already been given by Gerardi [Van Egmond 1978: 166] and turns
up later in the collection of mathematical texts in a manuscript which originated in
Leipzig.28

5.2. In no. 19 a problem is given that leads to the equation
x X)2

(x-3-4=16.

This, too, is treated by Fridericus29 and is also to be found in some form in the
14th-century Italian Columbia Algorismus30 and in the so-called Deutsche Algebra
written in 1481.31 Interestingly enough, Gerardi had treated the same problem, with
12 instead of 16 [Van Egmond 1978: 166, no. 2].
5.3. Again, problem no. 20 is given in similar form by Gerardi [Van Egmond 1978:
167, no. 3] and by Fridericus.32 It leads to the system of equations

x+y=x-y,

x:y=2:3.

There are other problems of finding numbers in Regiomontanus' correspondence:

5.4. x - y = f, x2 y2 = 250.33 Regiomontanus rejects Bianchini's assertion
that this is insoluble because 250 is not a perfect square [Curtze 1902: 2361, but he
gives no solution.34
25

ax = b, axe = b, ax = bx2, axe + bx = c, ax2 +b = ex, ax +b = cx2.

26
27

In a manuscript now in Munich (CIm 14908). Edited in (Curtze 1895: 50).
Edited in [Curtze 1895: 50-73].

28

Now Dresden, C 80, fol. 352v.
On fol. 139rv. Edited in [Curtze 1895: 53].

29
30
31

32
33
34

(x (x -

- ;)2 = x. See [Vogel 1977: 31-32].

- a)2 = 2x. See (Vogel 1981: 36-37].
3
Miinchen,
CIm 14908, fol. 139v-140v: [Curtze 1895: 53-54].
[Curtze 1902: 219, no. 5], in a letter to Bianchini.
[Curtze 1902: 253]: Quesivi duos numeros huiusmodi non in unitatibus, scilicet in actu tantum,
sed in potentia eriam, si opus fuerit.
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5.5. Another problem of finding two numbers is disguised in a traditional purchase
problem.35 The problem is: x brachia cost 15 ducati, 27 brachia cost y ducati, and
x + y = 100. This leads to the quadratic equation

15 :x=(58-x):27.
Regiomontanus gives a detailed solution and finds, correctly, that x = 29 5.6. Two numbers x, y must be found whose sum is 10 and such that . +
This results in the quadratic equation

436.
25.36

250x - 25x2 = 2x2 + 100 - 20x .
5.7. A number x is sought for which loo + 100 = 40.37 Here the quadratic equation
is
40x2 + 320x = 200x + 800.

5.8. Another problem in the correspondence is stated without further discussion:

x + y = 100,

3 y = 25 [Curtze 1902: 262, no. 20]. We note that this is

equivalent to a fifth-degree equation.

6. A Special Arithmetical Problem

In problem 15 in the Plimpton collection somebody wants to go as many miles as
he has dinars. After every mile the dinars he possesses are doubled, but he loses 4
dinars. At the end he has 10 dinars.
After 1 mile

he has 2x - 4 denarii.

After 2 miles he has 2 (2x - 4) - 4 = (22 . x -2-4)-4.
After 3 miles he has (23 x -2 2 .4-2-4)-4.
After n miles he has 2" x - 4(2n-t + 2"-2 ... + 2 + 1) = 2' x - 4(2" - 1).
When n = x, the equation to be solved is 21 x - 4(2x - 1) = x. This implies
x (2x - 1) = 4 (2x - 1), so that x is 4. In the margin is the remark prepostero
solvitur ("it is solved in a reversed order"). Perhaps this means "assuming the answer
and trying it in the problem" - i. e. trial and error.

7. Water and Wine

Problem 34 of the Plimpton collection is about a vessel containing 12 measures of
wine. By removing one measure of the vessel's contents and adding one measure of
Problem: [Curtze 1902: 296, no. 9]; answer by his correspondent Jacob von Speyer: p. 300;
comment by Regiomontanus: pp. 304-305, with calculations on pp. 317-319.
36 Problem given by Bianchini: [Curtze 1902: 209]; answer by Regiomontanus: p. 216; calculations: pp. 232-234. See [Kaunzner 1980: 136 (with Plate 4)).
37 Problem given by Bianchini: [Curtze 1902: 237-238); Regiomontanus' answer: p.256: calculations: p.278. See [Kaunzner 1980: 136 (with Plate 5)).
35
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water, and repeating the procedure, the wine is diluted. The question arises: when
does the vessel contain only water? The reasoning given for its never coming about
is correct.

8. Weight Problem
No. 40 of the Plimpton collection concerns the so-called Bachet's weight problem, in
which every weight up to 2560 units must be represented with 10 standard weights,

each of which is an integral number of units. As usual, the first seven powers of

three, 30 = 1, 31 = 3, ... , 36 = 729 are chosen, and then - surprisingly - the
extension to 2560 is achieved by adding three weights of 489 units each.
This problem was first given by the Persian mathematician AN Ja`far Muhammad ibn Ayyiib Tabarn (11th c.)38 and is found later in Italian texts (Leonardo Fibonacci, Columbia Algorismus). As far as I know, it does not appear in Central Europe
before manuscript Plimpton 188.39

9. Indeterminate Analysis
9.1. In the Plimpton collection there are three problems which belong to indeterminate analysis. In no. 57 the system of equations

x + By + 14z = 391

x+ y+ z = 40
is solved by subtracting the equations. This gives

12y + 13z = 351 .
From 351 the various multiples of 12 - i.e. 12, 24, ... -, are subtracted, and at
each stage the difference is tested to see if it is a multiple of 13. This happens with

195, since 351 - 13.12 = 15.13. Hence y = 13, z = 15, x = 12.
9.2. This method does not work with no. 58:

x + 4y + 10z = 389

x+ y+

z = 100.

For the result of subtracting the equations is 3(y + 3z) = 289, and 3 does not divide
289. Therefore there is no solution in integers.
9.3. In the next problem (no. 59) the author tries to find a general method for solving
such problems when they are soluble.

38
39

See (Hermelink 1975].
See (Tropfke 1980: 633-636].
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9.4. In the correspondence Regiomontanus treats three indeterminate problems. One
is linear, two are quadratic. The linear system is

x + y + z = 240,

97x + 56y + 3z = 16047 .

This problem comes twice in the correspondence 40 The method of solution is not
given, but when Regiomontanus mentions it first, he writes the solution (114. 87,
39) in the margin 41
9.5. The first quadratic system is

x+y+z=214, x2-y2=y2- z2.
No solution is given [Curtze 1902: 262, no. 19].
9.6. The second quadratic system is

x+y+z=116, x2+y2+z2=4624.
No solution is given [Curtze 1902: 262, no. 21).

10. Remainder Problem
10.1. Among the indeterminate problems the most important is the remainder problem which is treated as no. 60 in the Plimpton collection. It is equivalent to

N-2mod 3-4mod 5-Imod 7.
The solution follows the Chinese to yen (da yan) method42: the auxiliary numbers

70 = 2.5.7( 1 mod3),21 = 3.7(- 1 mod5)and 15 = 3.5(- 1 mod
7) are formed. From this we see that Regiomontanus knew not only special solutions, but also the general method of solving the remainder problem. We know that
Leonardo had already discussed a similar problem43 and later Fridericus Amann
treats exactly the same problem with the same auxiliary numbers.44 Once again we
find Regiomontanus as the intermediary in the transmission of the new mathematical
knowledge from the Italians to the South German cossists.
10.2. It should be mentioned here that Regiomontanus states examples of the remainder problem in two places in his correspondence. The first runs [Curtzc 1902:
219, no. 8]:

N= 15 mod 17=_ 11 mod 13-3mod 10.
40

(Curtze 1902: 262, no. 18], and [Curtze 1902: 296, no. 81.

41

[Curtze 1902: 262, no. 18]. His correspondent. Jacob von Speyer, finds the same solution:
p. 300; Regiomontanus confirms its correctness: p. 305.

42

For this method and its history see [Libbrecht 1973: 213-413).

43
44

(Boncompagni 1857: 304]. Libbrecht (1973: 2134131 did not know the Plimpton text.
MUnchen, CIm 14908, fol. 124v-l25r; ed. in [Curtze 1895: 65-661.
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Bianchini gives two special solutions,45 but Regiomontanus is not content with them,

pointing out that there is an infinite number of solutions and showing how to find
them.46 From this example alone it would not be clear that Regiomontanus had a
general solution to such problems.
10.3. The second problem of this kind is stated in the correspondence without proof
[Curtze 1902: 295, no. 6]:

N=- 12mod 23=7mod 17=_3mod 10.
11. Square Root Approximation
11.1. In the Vienna Rechenbuch there is a passage on square root approximation 47
It gives the procedure common in Greek writings - which, indeed, goes back to the
Babylonians:

,,fn = a2+r a+- r=n1

and then, as a better approximation,

n2=

In +nl
nt

:2.

This method can be found in Hero's writings and later in Arabic texts.48
11.2. Another square root approximation is in the Plimpton collection (no. 56),
being taken as example. The method may be expressed by the formula

r
4a2+2r-1
a+(Z-2+2r).2a
,/n= a2+r a+2a
The author considers the formula to be not particularly useful, for he writes: Hec
pro exercicio ingenii scripsi. Non enim est in his utilitas digna lands taboribus, cum
neque in omnibus numeris locum habeat illa invencio, neque quantum licet iripossit.

12. Theory of Numbers

12.1. Regiomontanus was also interested in the theory of numbers. In his Vienna
Rechenbuch he calculates the fifth perfect number (213 - 1) 212 and gives the formula (217 -1) .216 for the sixth perfect number - in the tradition of Euclid's IX.36
- without calculating it.49 Up to now it has been assumed that Regiomontanus was
45 N = 1103 or 3313: [Curtze 1902: 237].
46 N1 = 1103; N;+t = Ni + 17.10.13: (Curtze 1902: 254).
47

Wien 5203, fol. 167v-168r. See [Curtze 1897).

48 For the history of this method, see [Tropfke 1980: 263-268,277].
49 Wien 5203, fol. 167r. Edited in [Curtze 1899: 288-289).
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the first in the West to determine these numbers. But it is not so: in Bessarion's
13th-century manuscript (Venice, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, f. a. 332), there is
a short text on the first five perfect numbers.50 The Regiomontanus text is almost
identical with that in the Venice manuscript. Therefore we may assume that he made
his copy from it.
In his correspondence he gives the following problems, without solving them:
12.2. To find four squares whose sum is a square.51
12.3. To find twenty squares whose sum is a square and of which the smallest is
greater than 30,000 [Curtze 1902: 334, no. E ].
12.4. To find three squares that are in harmonic progression [Curtze 1902: 296,
no. 10].

12.5. To find three numbers that are in harmonic progression and of which the
smallest is greater than 500,000 [Curtze 1902: 334, no. S].
12.6. To find three squares that are in arithmetic progression and of which the

smallest is greater than 20,000 [Curtze 1902: 334, no. y].
It is not clear whether Regiomontanus could solve these problems. In three cases
his correspondents gave a special solution, but Regiomontanus demanded general
solutions. 32

13. Geometrical Problems

13.1. In the Plimpton collection there are three geometrical problems about solving
triangles. In the first case (no. 61) c, one side, is 20, the corresponding height, h, is
6 and one of the remaining sides (b) is double the third side (a). Two applications
of Pythagoras' theorem lead to a quadratic equation, from which the part of c that
is cut off by the height he may be determined. Regiomontanus then tries to find a
non-algebraic solution by using Euclid IL 13, the equivalent of the cosine-theorem.

He thereby finds the same quadratic equation, but needs to perform only a few
algebraic operations. The same problem can be found in De triangulis 1I.12, where
the ratio of the two sides is 3 : 5 [Regiomontanus 1533: 51]. This is reduced to the
quadratic equation 25x2 + 3125 - 500x = 9x 2 + 180x + 1125, which is then solved
algebraically. In the autograph algebraic symbols are used, but in the printed edition
of 1533 they are written out in words.53
13.2. Problem 62 of the Plimpton collection differs from problem 61 only in that b is
put equal to a + 4 and not to 2a. It is solved by the theorem in Euclid on intersecting
chords. Here again there is a second solution.
50 On folios 36v-37v.
51 (Curtze 1902: 296, no. 7). Answer by Jacob von Speyer: 1, 4, 16, 100 or 4.16.49, 100: [Curtze
1902: 300]. Regiomontanus' comment: [Curtze 1902: 304].
52 (Curtze 1902: 304): Difficultertamen quispiam decem huiusmodi societatesnumerorum quadratorum inveniet, ...nisi artem id parandi calleat, quam ego petivi.
53 See (Kaunzner 1980: 134-135 (with Plate 2)).
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13.3. A slightly altered problem is in De triangulis, 11.23: the height of a triangle
(he), the difference between two of the sides (b - a) and the difference between the
parts of the base divided by the altitude (q - p) are given [Regiomontanus 1533:
55-56]. In this case, the equation x2 + 136 - 6x = 4x2 + 3 - 6x must be solved.54
y

13.4. In the Plimpton collection another geometrical problem is proposed (no. 63).
Of three mutually touching circles, the radii of two are given, and the area of the
triangle whose vertices are the centres of the circles is also given: to find the radius of
the third circle. The solution is based upon Hero's formula on the area of a triangle,
which is explicitly taken from the libellus trium fratrum 55 This procedure leads to
a cubic equation.

13.5. In two other cases Regiomontanus formulates problems on triangles which
lead to cubic equations. One of them [Curtze 1902: 331, no. h] is not solved by him.
The other one is treated in more detail. The three sides are given. The problem is to

54
55

See [Kaunzner 1980: 134-135 (with note 48 and Plate 3)).
The Verba f ho u n of the Bane Music: ed. in (Clagett 1964: 223-367).
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AB2.56 This leads

to

Regiomontanus gives no solution, but recognizes the similarity to the problem of
finding the chord of I' when the chord of 3° is known.58 Thus he understood the
correspondence of this problem with the trisection of the angle. It should be noted
that Regiomontanus treated the Greek problem of the trisection of an angle in the
same letter to Bianchini in 1464 [Curtze 1902: 258-259], giving a proof that is
similar to that in the Verba filiorum and in the De triangulis of Jordanus Nemorarius.

It seems more likely that Regiomontanus consulted Jordanus' treatise than that of
the Banu Mus5.59

In the correspondence we also find problems about a cyclic quadrilateral, a
tetrahedron and two maximum problems:

13.6. To determine the area of a cyclic quadrilateral when the diameter and the
ratio of the four sides to each other are given.60 Regiomontanus rejects Bianchini's
opinion that the problem is insoluble [Curtze 1902: 235-236] and suggests a method

of solution using Ptolemy's theorem [Curtze 1902: 245-252]. By solving this
problem Regiomontanus finds the relation between the diagonals e, f of the cyclic
quadrilateral and its sides a, b, c, d:
e

f

ad+bc
ab+cd

This formula was already known by Brahmagupta (598-after 665), but there is no
reason to assume that Regiomontanus was acquainted with Brahmagupta's solution.
Regiomontanus' results may have influenced the German Rechenmeister Simon Jacob (1510-1564) and the professor of the University of Altdorf, Johannes Praetorius
(1537-1616), who dealt with the construction of the cyclic quadrilateral 61
56

See [Folkerts 1977: 228]. The text of the problem is edited in lCurtze 1902: 262, no. 17).
See [Cantor 1900: 284-285].
Si dabitis lineam BD, dabo cordam unius gradus.
59 See [Clagett 1978: 352-353].
60 The problem is given twice: [Curtze 1902: 219, no. 31 (1464); and [Curtze 1902: 331, no. i1
(1471). Another problem given by Bianchini is lCurtze 1902: 236) (Regiomontanus' remarks
on p. 253).
57
58

61

The history of this problem is presented in [Tropfke 1940: 150-169].
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13.7. An extension of the previous problem to three dimensions is the problem
of determining the volume of a tetrahedron from the ratios of its six sides and the
diameter of the circumscribed sphere [Curtze 1902: 219, no. 4]. Bianchini could not
solve this problem, either [Curtze 1902: 236]. Regiomontanus knew the solution,
but in his correspondence he only gives hints about the way to solve the problem, with
the remark that he has written down all theorems necessary for it elsewhere.62 The
history of this problem has not yet been fully investigated. J. Tropfke erroneously

wrote that N.Tartaglia (1499?-1557) was the first to determine the volume of a
general tetrahedron from the lengths of the sides (Tropfke 1924: 26].
13.8. Maximum problem: A 10-foot-long stick hangs vertically, so that it is 4 feet
above the floor. To find the point from which the stick subtends the greatest angle
[Curtze 1902: 333, no. a]. No solution is given.63

13.9. To inscribe the greatest possible square in a given triangle [Curtze 1902: 333,
no. fi]. Only the problem is given.

I now come to the end. We have seen that in his Vienna period, when he (partially) wrote the text in the Plimpton collection, Regiomontanus already had a good
knowledge of algebra and geometry. Almost all the problems of the collection go
back to Italian sources. I have shown that some of them were given by Leonardo
Fibonacci, others by Paolo Gerardi, and there might also be other sources for them.
Fridericus Amann must have learnt something of the contents of MS Plimpton 188
soon after it was finished - he was at least acquainted with the treatment of the six
al-Khwarizmi types of equation. The same can be said of Johannes Widmann, who
taught algebra at Leipzig University in the 1480s - as is witnessed by manuscript
Dresden C 80. After writing this part of MS Plimpton 188, in the 1460s, when Regiomontanus was in Italy, he continued stating and solving mathematical problems,
as can be seen from his correspondence. Thus Regiomontanus played a crucial role
in transmitting mathematical knowledge from Italy to Central Europe in the 15th
century.
62 Hec autem omnia alibi demonstrata dedi: (Curtze 1902: 2521. These texts do not appear to be
extant.
63 Modem suggestions of how the problem could be solved are given in [Lorsch 1878] (also given
in (Cantor 1900: 283-284)), and in (GUnther 1908: 302-303).
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Philippe de La Hire's Planetary Theories in Sanskrit
by DAVID PINGREE

On the basis of unpublished Sanskrit documents preserved at Jaipur, Kota and Baroda,
an attempt is made to describe the process by which European astronomy, in the form of
de La Hire's Tabulae astronomicae, was transmitted to Indian scientists in the 1730s.
The first attempt was in a Sanskrit poem that presented the rules, without understanding,
as variants of traditional siddhAntic computational procedures. The second, in prose, provided mathematically correct instructions, but bereft of understanding of the underlying
geometry. The third attempted to offer geometrical demonstrations of how the mathematics also works. It is ironic that it was the first attempt, the poem, that was the most
popular of these three.

The history of mathematical astronomy in India is a history of transmissions, concurrent transformations, and indigenous developments.' In this process, India, like
many other centers of civilization, acted over several millennia as both recipient

and transmitter. In this paper I will concentrate on its role as a receiver at the
beginning of the last major transmission of external science to India, that which
came from Europe. This phase had been preceded by the transmission of Mesopotamian mathematical astronomy in the fifth century B.C., of Greek mathematical astronomy in the second through fourth or fifth centuries A.D., and of Islamic
mathematical astronomy in the eleventh till the eighteenth century.
In each of these transmissions the external science was transformed both by
the existing Indian intellectual and scientific traditions, which shaped the ways in
which the newly received science could be understood and could be expressed in
Sanskrit, by the absence in India of the cultural assumptions that were familiar to

those who had developed the newly introduced science elsewhere, and by the
idiosyncracies of the individuals involved in the transmission. The exceptional
value of the case I am about to discuss lies in the fact that considerable evidence
concerning what transpired in the attempts to render part of de La Hire's Tabulae
astronomicae2 into Sanskrit still remains in the Palace Library at Jayapura; it provides a remarkably well documented instance of what must have happened many
other times, both in India and in other countries.

I
2

See [Pingree 1978].

Philippe de La Hire, Tabulae astronomicae, Paris 1702; reprinted Paris 1727. 1 have used the
fast edition, the astronomers at Jayapura used the second. In the parts to be discussed in this
paper there is no difference between them.
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In November of 1730, Jayasimha,3 Maharajadhiraja of Jayapura, one of the
principal cities of Rajasthdn in Northwestern India, received a copy of the 1727
reprint of Philippe de La Hire's Tahulae astronomicae that came with a young
Portuguese astronomer named Pedro da Silva. In the succeeding few years his
astronomers trained in the Sanskrit tradition sought to understand the mathematics
de La Hire employed in computing the longitudes (and latitudes where appropriate) of the Sun, the Moon, and the planets as well as lunar and solar eclipses.
They had a very difficult time because the Frenchman's planetary models and his
mathematics were very different from what they were accustomed to, and because
the European "astronomers" at Jayasimha's court - da Silva and Joseph du Bois were presumably incapable of explaining them to them; the explanations came
only when Fathers Boudier and Pons arrived in Jayapura in August of 1734.
Fortunately, we are well informed concerning the process of solving the problem. We have, of course, de La Hire's book, which provides tables, instructions
for their use, diagrams of the models he used in most cases, and worked examples;
the tables give logarithms of several lengths appearing in the various computations of the coordinates of each planet, but not complete tables of the logarithms
of numbers and of trigonometrical functions or any rules for using logarithms.
There exists in five manuscripts a Sanskrit poem in three chapters on computing with de La Hire's tables, the Drkpaksasarini composed by Kevalarama,° who
became Jayasimha's Jyotisaraja, or King of Astronomers, in 1725. The primitiveness of his work suggests that it was composed, perhaps on the basis of an earlier
attempt to translate the Latin text of the instructions into Sanskrit, in about 1732.
1 suggest an earlier attempt to translate the instructions only because Kevalarama
seems not to have seen the diagram illustrating the portion I am going to discuss
- that on computing the longitudes and the latitudes of the planets - nor, till the
very end of his exposition of this in Chapter 1, does he appear to have examined
de La Hire's worked example. Naturally, this clumsy effort, since it was in verse,
the normal medium for expressing scientific ideas in Sanskrit, was far more popular

than the more correct prose translation. I have used the edition of the Drkpaksasarini prepared from all five manuscripts by my student, Setsuro Ikeyama, and
myself.
3

Jayasiq ha began his studies of astronomy in about 1706, when he acquired copies of at least
a dozen standard works on traditional siddhantic astronomy; by 1721 he had promised the
Mughal emperor, Muhammad Shah, that he would prepare a definitive z in his honor, and
had begun planning his first observatory, at Delhi; in 1726 he was studying Muslim astronomy through the Sanskrit :xpositions of it composed by Nityananda a century earlier; in the
next six years he acquired numerous astronomical manuscripts written in Arabic and Persian
and sponsored the translation of a number of them into Sanskrit; and he finally published the
Persian Z #-i Muhammad Shahi in the late 1730s. See [Pingree 1999].

4

Kevalarama wrote for Jayasimha, besides the Drkpaksasarini, a Brahmapaksanirasa, in
which he attempts to "prove" on very questionable grounds the superiority of the Suryasiddhanta over the Brahmasphulasiddhantq (my edition should appear shortly), and a Bhagavatajyolihsastrayor bhngolakhagolavirodhaparihara, in which he hypothesizes the coexistence of an enormous flat earth, as described in the Bhagavatapurana, and a tiny spherical earth,
as assumed in the siddhantas (an edition is being prepared by C. Minkowski and myself).
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A year or two after Kevalarama's effort - probably in 1734 - someone in
Jayapura prepared a new version in Sanskrit prose of the section of de La Hire's
instructions devoted to the Sun, the Moon, and the planets; unlike Kevalarama he
did not attempt to work with the instructions concerning lunar and solar eclipses,
but he did include all of the tables. I found two copies of this in the Khasmohor
collection at Jayapura, numbers 5292 and 5609; unfortunately the latter is missing
the instructions and all of the tables prior to those concerning Jupiter. Recently
I acquired a photocopy of a manuscript at the Oriental Institute at Baroda, accession number 3162, which was wrongly catalogued as the Drkpaksasarini; in fact,
it is a copy of the new prose translation superior to the Jayapura manuscript. The
author of this version, while influenced by Kevalarama, has performed correct
computations, though without understanding the models.
That understanding was finally provided by another Sanskrit prose treatise, the
Phirangicandracchedyopayogika that was composed in late 1734 or 1735, presumably following the instructions of Father Boudier. The two Khasmohor manuscripts of the new prose translation and a manuscript at the Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute in Kota, number 727, are the only known copies of this work.
I have provided, in the Appendix, English translations of Praeceptum VIII of
de La Hire's Usus tabularum, a resume of his example for a superior planet omitting all numbers, and a facsimile of the pages containing his model for a superior
planet and his identifications of its elements (Plate 1); a translation of de La Hire's
identifications and explanations of the other symbols employed in this article are
presented at the beginning of the Appendix. I have also provided a translation of
verses 12 and 27-41 of Chapter 1 of Kevalarama's Drkpaksasarini and an attempt
to interpret his rules; and finally a translation of the Sanskrit prose version's rules
and example for computing the longitude of Mars (ff. 6-7v of Khasmohor 5292
and if. 6-8 of Baroda 3162) and an interpretation of its rules. What I intend to do
now is to discuss Kevalarama's inept and confusing version and then the far superior Sanskrit prose version, and to conclude with a short description of the models
presented in the Phirangicandracchedyopayogika. I begin with a step-by-step explanation of the verses in the Drkpaksasarini.

Kevalarama 1,12. This verse corresponds to de La Hire's rule II in Praecepturn VIII, though it omits the two last steps. The Sanskrit technical vocabulary
is that of the Classical Indian planetary model, where the mean longitude of

the planet is measured on a deferent circle whose center is the center of the
earth and the manda apogee is on the circumference of an epicycle whose
center is the mean planet.

The next 14 verses deal with the computations of the longitude of the Sun and the
Moon and of the latter's latitude.
1, 27. This begins with the last two steps of rule 11; SP, the distance of the planet P
from the Sun S, is found in the appropriate table with the true anomaly, K, as
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the argument. However, the fact that SP is a logarithm is not mentioned; and
the technical term used to refer to it, the manda hypotenuse, in Classical astronomy designates the distance of the manda apogee on the manda epicycle
from the earth. It is only with de La Hire's text in front of him or her that the
innocent reader would understand what Kevalarama means. This is true of
most of Kevalarama's poem. At this point Kevalarama skips rules III, IV and
V, which deal with the computation of the planet's latitude, and proposes to
go on to the computation of the angle at which the planet is seen from the
earth by means of the angle at which it is seen from the Sun. Following Classical astronomy again, Kevalarama calls this the M-ghra equation, which is
computed by means of a second epicycle whose center is the mean planet.

1,28. In conformity with this notion Kevalarama finds a variant of the Classical
§ighra argument, Xs - XP, where Xs is the mean longitude of the Sun and XP
that of the planet (Kevalarama in fact prescribes XP -is, but still calls it the
§Yghra argument). This, of course, plays no role in de La Hire's astronomy,

but is probably meant to represent the second step in rule VI where the
smaller of the reduced place of the planet, L'Y'SR, and the place of the earth,
L'Y'ST, is subtracted from the larger ('Y' denotes the first point of Aries). This
is followed by the first step in rule VI, LITS ± 180° = L'Y'ST, which is the
angle of the earth seen from the Sun (the point I is defined in such a way that
TI is always parallel to S'Y').

At this point Kevalarama returns to rules III and IV, telling his reader to look up
the inclination in the appropriate table with the difference between the longitudes
of the eccentric planet and the node as the argument. He calls the inclination by
the Classical Sanskrit word for the latitude (i.e., he refers to the angle between the
planet on its eccentric orbit and the plane of the ecliptic as seen from the earth
rather than from the Sun); and he speaks of the planet on its orbit as if it were on
the ecliptic. Indeed, he fails to mention at all rule V, the reduction of the planet's
longitude on its orbit to its longitude on the ecliptic.
1,28-29. Kevalarama now jumps to rule VIII, which gives a proportion involving
logarithms ((log) Radius is (log) Tan 45°): log SR = log CosLPSR + log SP log Tan 45°. Note that the tabulated value of SP is a logarithm, and no other
value for SP is given by de La Hire. Not understanding how to compute with
logarithms, Kevalarama treats the proportion as a normal Indian trairagika:
SR =

SP x CosZPSR
Radius

From now on his computations become generally meaningless.

1, 29. He now has one side of the triangle SRT; another is ST, the distance of the
earth from the Sun in logarithms which de La Hire instructed one to find in
rule I with LITS. Kevalarama names it "the hypotenuse from the Sun." He
now seems to turn to rule VII, which deals with the angles r, s, and t in triangle
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RST. The "sum and difference of these," on this interpretation, are t + r and
t - r; of course, in de La Hire one is told to take i , s and i , so that

t+r =90°- s
2

2

Kevalar5ma then jumps to the first step of rule X, which defines the auxiliary
angle X by:
Tan I
Tan 45°
Tan X TanCuriously

substituting Tan

i

for Tan 45° (perhaps thinking of Tan 90° as

Tan (90° - -1), and shortening it to Tan t ), Kevalarima comes up with the formula:
(t - r)xTan

TanX=

t+r

In the second step of rule X de La Hire instructs one to find I-E from
log Tan tt

2

rr = log Tan X + log Tan tt

2

rr

- log Tan 45*.

I would guess that Kevalarama just assumes that z has been found, and that
his next sentence means:

Tang+'=t, Tang -tir=r.
Of course, Tan I is an error for (90° - 2) = 1; substituting that in the two
formulas, they are correct. Only one of the two angles, t, is an angle at the
earth; it is what Kevalarama calls the sighra equation, again applying a Classical term to something very different from what is denoted by its Classical
meaning.
1, 30. The first and last sentences refer either incompletely or inaccurately to rule
XII: LITS±t = ZITR, where LITR is the geocentric longitude of the planet.
In between are given the variations from these rules when they are applied to
an inferior rather than to a superior planet.

1,31-32. The first sentence in 1,31 refers to the Classical model, in which the
longitude of the planet on the ecliptic is found as ?.p = K p ± S, ± S° (without

iteration), where S is the manda equation and 8° the sighs equation. It is
obviously out of place here; Kevalarama is just expressing his frustration at
having to present de La Hire's more complicated rules, which he obviously
did not understand. The remainder of this verse and the beginning of the next
are based on rule (X111), where de La Hire sets up the proportion:

SinZTSR
SinLSTR

TanZPSR
TanLPTR '

from which: logTanLPTR = log SinZSTR + log TanZPSR - logSinZTSR,
where LPTR is the planet's latitude.
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Kevalarama presents the formula:

TanR - TanLPSRxSinLSTR
SinLTSR
Here, the same Sanskrit word meaning "latitude" is used to indicate both the
heliocentric latitude LPSR and the geocentric latitude ZPTR.
1, 32-33. The beginning of this section repeats in correct form what was incom-

pletely or incorrectly stated in verse 30, namely that ZITS ±t=LITR, but
mistakenly restricts its application to the superior planets. For the inferior
planets, reflecting the Classical procedure as had been the case in 1,31, he
states that XP = kA ± 5°. However, it is not the longitude of the sighra apogee
(XA, which is measured on the circumference of the sighra epicycle) that is
corrected by 8, , but the mean longitude of the Sun corrected by the planet's
manda equation.

1,33-34. The "rule of accuracy" is a misunderstanding of rule IX, where de La
Hire sets up the proportion:
ST
SR

Tan 45°
Tan V

for the superior planets (where V is again an auxiliary angle), from which he
obtains: log Tan V = log SR + log Tan 45°- log ST. For the inferior planets, he
substitutes
SR
ST

on the left side of the equation. In his usual fashion, Kevalarama writes:
Sin V = ST
Sin V =

xSRRadius

SR x Radius

for the superior planets,
for the inferior planets.

1,34-36. This repeats, with minor changes, the erroneous procedure given in
verse 29.

1, 36-38. Evidently in despair, Kevalarama gives as "a second rule" the traditional
Indian computation of the sighra equation based on an epicyclic model. His
statement at the end that he has seen this demonstrated with a globe having

movable parts is curious; it implies a planetary model with the earth at the
center, a concentric deferent that rotates in the plane of the planet's orbit, and a
rotating epicycle whose center is on the circumference of the deferent. Where
did he find such an instrument?

1,39-4 1. In this explanation of a rule mentioned by de La Hire (laiyara in Sanskrit), Kevalarama first refers to the quantities computed in verses 28-29
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(only some of which are used in the following computation), then summarizes
rules VIII to X. In verse 40 he combines his trairMika interpretations of rules
VIII and IX:
CosZPSR x SP
SR x Radius
and Tan V =
Radius
ST
From these he forms a new trairagika:

SR =

Tan V =

CosLPSRxSP x Radius
Radius

- CosLPRSxSP

ST

ST

Of course, these formulae are wrong because some of the quantities referred
to are logarithms. Then, continuing with IX, he has V - 45° = X.
In verse 41 he finally shows that he has learned in part how to compute
with logarithms. This corresponds to rule X:
Tan 45°

TanX

Tan

Tan'

from which
log Tan t rr =logTan X+ log Tan t 2 rr -log Tan 45*.
2
KevalarAma has:

Tan

= Tan X + Tan
2

Radius

Radius, of course, is log Tan 45°, and should be subtracted from the sum (not
the product!) in the numerator taken as logarithms rather than divided into it.
In the numerator I is short for (90° - 1) = 1L . But he almost got it right!
Presumably in triumph Kevalarlima ends his description of the computation of the
longitudes and latitudes of the planets.

The rules in the Sanskrit prose version can be dealt with more summarily
since they are essentially correct:
(a) The equation of time is called the dyuphala, "equation of the day"; it is called

by its Classical name, dvyaikya. "sum of two" (referring to its two components), by KevalarAma.

(f) The inclination is called the mean "latitude."
(g) The reduction is called the equation of the "latitude."
(j) CYST is called the dhruvaka, "fixed" (longitude).
(k) T is called the perigee of the gighra (epicycle), that is, of the earth's orbit, so
that T + 180° is the apogee.
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(m) . is called the §ighra argument, which term Kevalarama had applied, in 1,28,

to ?P -? s.
(p) Here and hereafter, "shadow" means log Tangent, "Sine" means log Sine, and

"Cosine" means log Cosine. They are "measured" by 1,000,000 - that is,
they have 6 digits as in de La Hire's tables, and log Radius = log Tan 45° _
1,000,000.

(r) SR is called the Cosine of the equation of the "latitude"; that is Cosine Q, where
Q is the planet's longitude on its orbit reduced to the ecliptic.
(v) In taking the log Tan X, the author of the example used a table of log Sines and
log Tangents equivalent to that found in a manuscript in Jodhpur, Rajasthan
Oriental Research Institute 23958, wherein the logarithms are given to eight

figures and log Tan 45° is 100,000,000. The author correctly omits the last
two digits in each logarithm.

(w) This rule is inspired by Kevalarama's in 1,29.

Now I would just note briefly that the Phirangicandracchedyopayogika explains that the orbit of the planet is an ellipse (the text calls it matsyakara, "having
the shape of a fish," with reference to the figures called "fish figures" in Classical

Indian texts, used to erect a perpendicular in the middle of a straight line), and
it gives in illustration a conic section producing an ellipse (see Plate 2) and an
example of how one computes the equation of the center with such a figure (see
Plate 3). This work also offers a copy, in Plate 4, of de La Hire's illustration of the
heliocentric model for a superior planet, which is depicted on p. 14 of the Usus
tabularum (Plate 1), and explains exactly how it works. This explanation begins
with the Sanskrit words meaning: "in this it is imagined that the earth moves; the
Sun is imagined to be fixed." Thus the Keplerian-Newtonian planetary theory was
first introduced to scientists reading Sanskrit. Unfortunately, this text did not circulate.
If I were asked to guess, I would surmise that Joseph du Bois, the least trained

of the European advisors at Jayasirnha's court, advised Kevalarama, and did so
badly. Then Pedro da Silva was probably the one able to explain the computational
rules of de La Hire, including the correct way to use logarithms, to the author of
the Sanskrit prose translation, but was either ignorant of or, a more likely hypoth-

esis, chose to remain silent about the heliocentric theory. Finally Pare Boudier
would have explained the use of ellipses and heliocentricity to the author of the
Phi rarngicandracchedyopayogika, even though de La Hire explicitly claimed in
his prefatory epistle that Kepler's hypothesis was the cause of the failure of the
Rudolphine Tables to agree completely with all the observed phenomena, and that
he himself constructed his tables on observations alone without any particular hypothesis.
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Appendix

Explanations of the Symbols

Translation of de La Hire's explanations on Usus Tabularum, pp. 14-15

1.

(cf. Plates ]a and M on on pages 440-441)
S

STRNBO
ANPO
NO

Sun.
Plane of the ecliptic.
Orbit of a planet, in which:

Line of the nodes, or coincidence of the plane through the orbit

R
F

with the plane of the ecliptic.
Reduction or projection of the orbit of the planet onto the plane of
the ecliptic by mutually parallel lines (which are) perpendicular to
the plane of the ecliptic.
The planet in its orbit.
The earth.
The orbit of the earth above the plane of the ecliptic.
The perpendicular straight line drawn from the planet P to the plane
of the ecliptic at R.
The planet's place reduced to the ecliptic.
(This) point of the orbit indicates the first point of Aries in the orbit

'Y'SR
PSR
'Y'ST

of the planet, so that angles OSF, OS'Y' are mutually equal above
the plane of the orbit and (that) of the ecliptic. The mean motion of
the planet, however, is counted from the point F of the orbit through
the angles FSP.
The planet's reduced angle or place from the first point of Aries.
The angle of the inclination of the planet seen from the Sun.
The true angle or place of the earth from the first point of Aries.

NROB

P

T
TM
PR

`Y'SR

TSR
STR
SR
BTI

The angle of the planet's place reduced from the first point of Aries.
The so-called angle at the Sun.
The so-called angle at the earth.
The shortened distance of the planet.

The straight line parallel to ST drawn through the center of the
earth.

ITR

The angle of the true longitude of the planet from the first point of
Aries.

are angles which, having risen from the operations of the calculation, serve it alone.
PTR
The angle of the true latitude of the planet.
The same is to be understood with regard to the inferior planets as with regard to
the superior ones.
V, X, Y, Z
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Other Roman letter symbols and Greek letters

LITS

The "true place" of the Sun as seen from the earth.
The reduction of the planet's longitude on its orbit to the ecliptic.
The angle SRT.
The angle TSR.
The angle STR.
The planet's latitude (angle PTR).

Q
r
s
t
Q

S

The manda equation, corresponding to Ptolemy's equation of the
center.

The gighra equation, corresponding to Ptolemy's equation of the

SQ

anomaly.
The true anomaly.
The manda argument.
The uncorrected manda argument.
The righra argument.
The longitude of the apogee.
The longitude of the node.
The longitude of the planet on its orbit or on the ecliptic as specified.
The mean longitude of the planet.
The longitude of the Sun.
The mean longitude of the Sun.
The argument of latitude (?.p -XN ).
The first point of Aries.

K

K
K
Ka

Xs
XN

xP

P

ks
w

De La Hire, Tabulae astronomicae, Usus tabularum, Praeceptum VIII
On Longitude
1.

Let the apparent proposed time be corrected and made mean, as we taught in
the precept on finding the place of the Sun, and let the true place of the Sun
in the ecliptic be found together with the distance of the earth from the Sun
from Table 14 in logarithmic numbers.

H.

Let the eccentric place of the planet, which is the place of the planet seen
from the Sun, be sought by the same method by which the true place of the
Sun (was sought), and also the place of the planet's ascendent node, to which
a correction will be applicable in the case of Saturn, and the true anomaly
together with the distance of the planet from the Sun in logarithmic numbers

as they are in the tables of the individual planets.
Let the place of the planet's node be subtracted from the eccentric place, and
the remainder will be the argument of the planet's latitude.
IV. With the argument of the latitude, let there be found in their own tables the
inclination of (each) planet and (its) reduction to the ecliptic. However, the
reduction will be additive or subtractive as the apposite title shall indicate.
III.
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If it is additive let the reduction be added to the true eccentric place of the
planet or let it be subtracted from it if it is subtractive, and the place of the
planet reduced to the ecliptic will be obtained, which will be the longitude of
the planet from the Sun.
VI. When six signs have been added to or subtracted from the true place of the
Sun, the sum or difference will be the true place of the earth seen from the
Sun. Let the reduced place of the planet be subtracted from the place of the
earth or the latter from the former, that is, the smaller from the larger; but if
the larger should exceed the smaller by an amount greater than six signs, let
twelve signs be added to the smaller before the subtraction is made; but then
the smaller becomes the larger. The remainder will be the angle at the Sun,
V.

in all cases less than six signs.
VII. Let half of the angle at the Sun be taken; its complement to a quadrant or to
three signs will be half the sum of the angles, which (half-sum) we use in the
resolution of the triangle whose angles are at the Sun, at the earth, and at the
planet reduced on the plane of the ecliptic.
VIII. If the Radius should be to the Sine of the complement of the inclination of
the planet as the planet's distance from the Sun taken from the table is to a
fourth term, the last will be the distance of the reduced planet from the Sun,
which they call the shortened distance.
IX. Besides, let the distance of the earth from the Sun be to the shortened distance in the cases of the superior planets (namely Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars),
but the shortened distance to the distance of the earth from the Sun in the
cases of the inferior planets (namely Venus and Mercury), as the Tangent of
45 degrees is to the Tangent of a certain angle which I call V, from which.
when 45 degrees have been subtracted, I call the remaining angle X.
X. Finally let the Tangent of 45 degrees be to the Tangent of angle X as the

Tangent of half the sum of the unknown angles which was found in the
seventh article is to the Tangent of half the difference of the same unknown
angles.
XI. Let this half-difference be added to the half-sum of the same angles in the
cases of the superior planets, but let it be subtracted from it in the cases of
the inferior planets; the angle at the earth will be obtained.

X11. But let the angle at the earth be added to the true place of the Sun if the
distance of the earth from the reduced place of the planet in the order of the
signs is less than a semicircle or six signs; on the contrary, if this distance is
greater, the angle at the earth is subtracted; the true longitude of the planet
will be obtained.

On the Latitude

(XIII.) Let the Sine of the angle at the Sun be to the Sine of the angle at the earth
as the Tangent of the planet's inclination is to the Tangent of its latitude. The
latitude will be northern in the first six signs of the argument of the latitude,
but southern in the last.
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14

Ufat T46ularum.

Cam Anomalia veraexTabuli iS.habemus,
Diametrum horizontalem (

;o'

Parallaxim horizont.

Diftantiam (a centro terrz in centes. fcmid. teat 606o.
Sed in Tabula a). reperientur,
Correftio fubtrahenda diametri ( horizontalis,
Corre&io fuhtrahenda Parail. horizont.
Corrc&io addenda diftantix lunx a centro terrz, 17 Cent.
Erunt igitur vera Diameter ( horizont.
Vera Parallaxis horizont.
Vera diftantia lunz a centro Terrx,

l.96

f frt
41

E

15

;o. 47
56. a6

6087. Cent. femid Tcrrz,

In hac 6gura Sole potato immobili , Planctarom fuperiorum Syfca a
oculis fubjicitur.

S. Sol
S T K N B O. Planam Eclipticz.
A N P O. Orbita Plaaetx, in qua

Plate 1a. De La Hire's Tabulae astronomicae, page 14 (Usus tabularum).
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Is

NO. Linea Nodorum , vcl occurfus plani per orbitam cum Eclipticz
piano.
N K O B. Orbitz planetz reduftio vel proje&io in planum F_clipticz per
lineas parallelas inter fe & ad planum Eclipticz perpcndicularcs.
P. Plancta in orbita fua.

T. Terra.
T M. Orbita Terrz Caper planum Ecliptics
P K. Linea refta perpendicularis a planeta P du&a ad Ecliptics: planum
in R.
R. Locus planetz ad Eclipticam rcdu&us.
F. Orbits: punftum indicat primum Arictis punftnm in orbita planets, ita
tit anguli O S F, O S Y tam fupcr orbita quam Ecliptics planum tint
inter (C zquales. Numeratur autem medius tnotus Planetz ab orbitx
punfio F per angulos F S P.
Y S K. Angulus vel locus Planetz reduftus a prima pun&o Arietis.
Angulus inclinationis Planetz ex Sole viii.
VS K.
Y S T. Angulus vel locus verus Terra a primo pun&o Arietis.
Y S IL Angulus loci planctz redufti a primo punCto Arietis.
T 5 R. Angulus dittus ad Solcm.
ST R. Angulus diiIus ad Tcrram.
S R.
Planetz difantia curtata.
B T I. Linea refta parallela S Y per centrnm Terra dufta.
I T R. Angultis verz longitudinis Planetz a primo pun to Arietis.

V, X, Y, Z Pant anguli qui ex calculi operationibusorti, ci tantum infcrviu nt.

VTR. Angulus verz Latitudinis Planets.
Idcm intclligendum dc Planctis inferioribus quod de fuperioribus.

PRJECEPTUM VIII.
if lanerarum fiptriorum & inferiorum -r,tram Longitudinem & L stitudinem ad datum tempo: repcrirc.

DE LONGITUDINE.
TO. Propofitum tempus apparens corrigatur &fiat medium, at in przcepto de loco fobs inveniendo docuimus , unique verus locus Solis in
Ecliptica cum diltantia terrz i fole ex tabula r 4. in Logarithmicis numeris
repcriat ur.
11. Quzratur locus excentricus Planetz, qui planetz locus eli ex Sole
virus, eadem methodo qq1 verus locus fobs, nec non planctz locus nodi
afcendentis, cui adhibenda erit correetio in b , & anomalia vera, cum
diftanti3 planetz d Sole in numeris Logarithrnieis, ut it habcnt in Tabulis
ftngulorum planctarum.

Plate Ib. De La Hire's 7abulae astronomicae, page 15 ((Aus tabularum).
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Plate 3. Phira?igicandracchedyopayogika,Jayapura, Khasmohor 5292, f. 52.
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Summary of de La Hire's Rules from the Praeceptum
and his Example for a Superior Planet
Explanation of abbreviations used:
(a) This is the statement in the Praeceptum and the example even though SP and SR are
known only in logarithms.
(b) This is the computation in the example.

(c) This is the statement in the Praeceptum and the example.
1.

11.

find As, and ST in logarithms

)P-A.A=K
with i
XP t i

find S,,

_ AP on the planet's orbit

Rip f Sp = Kµ

find AN, and SP in logarithms
III.

lP -AN=Q)

IV.

find ZPSR and the reduction. Q

V.

X P ±Q = L'Y'SR (AP on the ecliptic)

V1.

ZITS ±180°=L'Y'ST
L'Y'ST - L'Y'SR (or L'Y'SR - L°Y'ST) = ZRST = s

VII.

1+. +z =90°
2

2

90°-2=t+r

Radius

=

SP
SR

VIII.

(a)

IX.

(a) ST (or SR) = Tan45°
SR
ST
TanV

CosLPSR
(b) log SR = log CosZPSR + log SP - log Radius

(b) log Tan V = log SR + log Radius - log ST (superior planets)
(b) log Tan V = log ST + log Radius - log SR (inferior planets)

V-45°=X
X.

(c) Tan 45°
Tan X

- Tan T
Tan
t

(b) log Tan 2 rr = log Tan X + log Tan t r - log Radius
Xl.

+r+t2r=t=LSTR
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LITS ± ZSTR = LITR
SinZTSR = TanLPSR
SinZSTR TanLPTR
(c) log TanLPTR = log SinZSTR + log TanLPSR - log Sin LTSR
LPTR = R

(XIII.) (b)

Kevalarama, Drkpaksasarini 1, 12 and 27-41

12. The mean (longitude) diminished by the manda apogee is the manda argument. Whatever equation is to be obtained from that by proportion is (applied)
positively or negatively to the mean (longitude) as the argument is in the six
(signs) beginning with Libra or with Aries (respectively). The result is the
(mean longitude) corrected by the manda (equation) at that time.
27. The manda hypotenuse of Mars and so on is to be obtained from the argument
of the (mean longitude) corrected by the manda (equation). Now I will explain
the derivation of the Sighra equation from a method (employing) good mathematics.
28. (The longitudes of) Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn are diminished by the corrected
(longitude of the) Sun; that is the §ighra argument. If six (signs) are subtracted
from (the longitude of) the Sun (or) added to it, (the result) is the angle (of the
earth seen) from the Sun. The "latitude" is to be taken from the (appropriate)
table by means of (the longitude of) the planet corrected by the manda equation and diminished by (the longitude of) its node. The manda hypotenuse is
multiplied by its (the "latitude's") Cosine and divided by the Radius.
29. (The result is) the first side; the other is the hypotenuse from the Sun. (Take)

the sum and the difference of these; (the difference is) multiplied by the
"shadow" of half the angle at the Sun and divided by the sum; (take) its (the
result's) arc. Compute the (half) portion of the previous angle increased and
decreased by that in (terms of) the "shadow." (The two results) are respectively the two angles of the equation at the earth. The gighra equation is the
angle called "equation."

30. It is (applied) negatively or positively as the argument is in (the six signs)
beginning with Aries or with Libra. In (the cases of) Mercury and Venus the
§ighra apogee diminished by the accurate (longitude of the) Sun is the §ighra
argument for the sake of (determining) the §ighra equation. The two equations
at the earth, a small and a large angle respectively, (are derived) from that by

the previously mentioned rule. As the sighra argument is in (the six signs)
beginning with Aries or with Libra these two accurate (angles) are (applied)
positively or negatively to the accurate (longitude of the) Sun.
31. The (§ighra) equation (is applied) as was previously mentioned to the (longitude of a superior) planet corrected by the manda (equation); the three (supe-

rior) planets beginning with Mars become accurate. The "shadow" of the
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"latitude" is multiplied by the Sine of the angle at the earth and divided by the
Sine of the angle at the Sun; (take) the are of the result.
32. The accurate "latitude" of the planets in (terms of) a "shadow" results. Now I
mention an accurate calculation from another rule. The §Ighra argument is
computed; if it is less or greater than six (signs), then there is increased and
decreased by the angle at the earth
33. the true (longitude of the) Sun. (The superior planets) beginning with Mars

are correct. Mercury and Venus are correct when the apogee of each is diminished or increased by what is called the (§ighra) "equation." Again I will
describe a rule of accuracy. The hypotenuse of the Sun is multiplied by the
Radius

34. and divided by the hypotenuse (of the planet's mean longitude) corrected by
the manda (equation); in (the cases of) Mercury and Venus the hypotenuse (of
the mean longitude of each) corrected by the manda (equation) is multiplied
by the Radius and divided by the hypotenuse of the Sun; this is the Sine of the
"other." The small(er) arc is to be imagined to be that of the equation of the
§ighra,

35. the large(r arc) is (the arc of) the Radius. The difference and the sum of these
(two are to be taken). The "shadow" of half the angle at the Sun is multiplied
by the difference and divided by the sum. The arc of the result, (which is) in
(terms of) a "shadow," is added to and subtracted from the computed previous
(half) portion;
36. (the results are) in order the two "equations" at the earth (in the cases of the
superior planets), in reverse order in the cases of Mercury and Venus. From
this (comes) accuracy. There is a second rule. By the previous statement the
Sine and the Cosine from the §Tghra argument are multiplied by the Sine of
the "other," which is the (maximum) Sine of the §Yghra equation, and both are
divided by the Radius.
37. They are called respectively the bhujaphala and the koliphala. The Radius is
increased or decreased by the koliphala as the argument is in the six (signs
beginning with) Cancer or Capricorn; whatever (the result) is, the square-root
from its square increased by the square of the bhhuphala is the hypotenuse.
38. The product of the bhujaphala and the Radius, when divided by the hypotenuse, is (the Sine of) the §ighra equation; it is positive or negative as previous-

ly. Since I have seen this computation to have applicability with a sphere
(whose parts) when rotated move like bees, what fault is there in this for me?
39. Now I will explain a rule mentioned by (de) La Hire. Taking as previously the
§Yghra argument, the angle at the Sun, its half, the manda (hypotenuse), and its
(the planet's) "latitude," one should determine the Cosine of its "latitude."
40. Multiply this by the hypotenuse of the planet and divide (the product) by the
hypotenuse of the Sun; if (it pertains to) Mercury and Venus, the hypotenuse
of the Sun is divided by it (the Cosine of the "latitude") and multiplied by the
manda hypotenuse. The arc of the result, (which is) in (terms of) a "shadow,"
is diminished by 45.
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41. The "shadow" of that remainder is to be made; the "shadow" of the (half)
portion of the angle of the Sun is to be added, and (the result) is divided by
the Radius. The arc of the result, (which is) in (terms of) a "shadow," is the
measure of half the difference.

Summary of Kevalarama's Rules
Rules in brackets have no connection with de La Hire; rules in parentheses are necessary,
but were omitted by Kevalarama. De La Hire's rules, referred to by their Roman numerals, when they were misunderstood by Kevalarama are in parentheses.
12.

?P -XA=Kp

with R, find S
KP±8, =?,P
27.

with K. find SP
28.

[hp-)Ls=K°]
LITS ± 180° = L'Y'ST
)1.P-XN =0)

with w find LPSR
SP x CosLPSR
SR =
Radius
29.

find ST

I

(find t2r=90°-s)

(VII)

(find t r )

(X)

TanX=

00

t+r
Tan!+t2r=t

(0)

t2r=r]

[Tan
2

30.

LITSt = LITR

31.-32. [XP t8°]
Tan

TanZPSR x SinLSTR
SinLTSR

32.-33. LITS± t = LITR

((XIII))
XII
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33.-34. Sin V =

ST x Radius

SR
SR x Radius
Sin V =
ST

(superior planets)

IX

(inferior planets)

IX

34.-36. = 29.

36.-38. [Classical Indian computation of 8°]
39.

A- 28.-29.

40.

Tan V =

CosZPS x SP

V-45°=X
41.

logTant-r _

(VIII and IX)
IX

(log)Tan X +(log)Tan

(X)

Radius

The Sanskrit Prose Version

Now is described the computation of the corrected (longitudes) of the five planets
beginning with Mars. In that at the beginning is the computation of the corrected
(longitude) of Mars.

(a) The mean (longitude of) Mars is to be corrected for the minutes of the equation of time. (b) The apogee subtracted from that is the manda argument. (c) From
that the manda equation in degrees and so on is to be obtained by proportion.
(d) When the argument is (in the six signs) beginning with Aries, this (equation) is
(applied) negatively to the mean (longitude of) Mars corrected for the minutes of
the equation of time; when the argument is in (the six signs) beginning with Libra,
it is (applied) positively; (the result) is (the mean longitude of) Mars corrected by
the manda (equation). (e) This manda equation is also to be applied to the manda
argument as it was to the (mean longitude of the) planet. (f) Again, from the
degrees of the arc (modulo 90°) of (the mean longitude) corrected by the manda
(equation) and diminished by (the longitude of) the node is to be obtained by proportion the mean "latitude" in degrees and so on; this is to be put down separately.
(g) Again, from (the mean longitude of) Mars corrected by the first equation and
diminished by (the longitude of) the node is to be obtained the equation of the
"latitude" in seconds; this is positive in an even quadrant, negative in an odd quadrant. (h) It is to be applied to (the mean longitude of) Mars corrected by the first
equation; and it is also to be applied to the corrected manda argument. (i) Again.
from the corrected manda argument of the Sun is to be obtained by proportion the
hypotenuse of the Sun. (j) Again, (the longitude of) the Sun plus six signs is to be
computed; (the result) is the fixed (longitude) of the earth. (k) This is the perigee
of the ighra (epicycle). (1) Again, the (mean longitude) corrected by the manda
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(equation) is diminished by (or subtracted from) the fixed (longitude) of the earth.
(m) Half of this is the §ighra argument. If the (mean longitude) corrected by the
manda (equation) and diminished by the fixed (longitude) of the earth is less than
six (signs), half of the 9ighra argument is to be taken; if the (mean longitude) cor-

rected by the manda (equation) and diminished by the fixed (longitude) of the
earth is greater than six (signs), half of the sighra argument subtracted from a
circle is to be computed. (n) Now the degrees of its Cosine are to be computed.
(o) Again, from the corrected manda argument is to be obtained in the table the
manda hypotenuse of the planet. (p) Again, the Sine of the degrees of the Cosine
of the mean "latitude" is (to be obtained) by proportion from the table of the
"shadow." (q) This is to be added to the manda hypotenuse of the planet. (r) The
"shadow" of 45 degrees measured by 1,000,000 is to be subtracted; the remainder
is the measure of the Cosine of the equation of the "latitude," called the "line."
(s) Again, the "line" is to be added to the "shadow" of 45 degrees measured by
1,000,000 and is to be diminished by the hypotenuse of the Sun; the remainder is
the measure of the "shadow" of the first angle. (t) The arc from this is to be
obtained in the tables of the "shadow"; this, when diminished by 45 degrees, is
called the "second angle." (u) Again, the "shadow" of the degrees of the Cosine of
the sighra argument is to be added to the "shadow" of the second angle. (v) The
"shadow" of 45 degrees measured by 1,000,000 is to be subtracted from this; the
arc of the remainder is to be obtained in the tables of the "shadow." This is the
measure of the angle of half the difference. (w) This is to be subtracted from (the
degrees of) the Cosine of the §ighra argument; (the result) is the angle of the
equation. (x) If it is added to (the degrees of) the Cosine of the §ighra argument,
then it is the difference between the corrected (longitudes) of the planet and of the
Sun. (y) This difference, if (the mean longitude of) Mars corrected by the manda
(equation) is less than six (signs), is to be subtracted from the corrected (longitude
of the) Sun, (but) if it is greater than six (signs), it is to be added; (the result) is the
corrected (longitude of Mars). (z) The corrected (longitudes) of Jupiter and Saturn
are to be computed in the same way.
Example Given in the Sanskrit Prose Version.

Now an example. In that the mean (longitude of) Mars corrected for the minutes
of the equation of time is 853;51,90. This diminished by the apogee - 551;10,9° is 352;41,0°. This is the manda argument of Mars. From that the manda equation
of Mars in degrees and so on (obtained) by proportion is 10;39,18°. Because the
manda argument is in (the six signs) beginning with Aries, it is (applied) negatively to the mean (longitude of) Mars, 853;51,9°; (the mean longitude of) Mars
corrected by the manda (equation) - 7523;11,51° - is produced. The manda argument corrected by the manda equation is 2522;1,51°.5 Now the (mean longitude)
5

The computer used 3s2;4l,9° instead of 352;41,0° for the manda argument. The corrected
manda argument should be 2s2;1,42°.
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corrected by the manda (equation) diminished by the (longitude of) the node
- 1517;44,36° - is 655;27,15°. Its arc (modulo 90°) is 055;27,150. From this the
mean "latitude" in degrees and so on (obtained) by proportion is 0;10,33°. This is
put down separately. Now from (the mean longitude of) Mars corrected by the
first equation and diminished by (the longitude of) the node (is obtained) the

equation of the "latitude" in seconds, -10. (The mean longitude of) Mars
corrected by the manda (equation) corrected by this is 7s23;11,41°. The manda
argument corrected by the manda (equation) corrected by the equation of the

"latitude" is 2s22;1,41°. Now the corrected manda argument of the Sun is
1057;57,28°. From that the hypotenuse of the Sun (obtained) by proportion is
400,462. Now (the longitude of) the Sun plus six signs is 7s18;5,41°. This is the
fixed (longitude) of the earth. This is the perigee of the §Yghra (epicycle). Now
(the mean longitude) corrected by the manda (equation) and the second equation
- 7523;11,41° - diminished by the fixed (longitude) of the earth is 055;6,10°.6
Half of this is the §ighra argument. Because (the mean longitude) corrected by the
manda (equation) diminished by the fixed (longitude) of the earth is less than six
signs, half of it - 052;33,5° - (is taken). Where (the mean longitude) corrected
by the manda (equation and) diminished by the fixed (longitude) of the earth is

greater than six signs, half of it subtracted from a circle is to be set down as
the sighra argument. (The degrees of) the Cosine of its half - 052;33,5° - are
2527;26,55°. Its degrees are 87;26,55°. Now the corrected manda argument is
2522;1,51 °.7 From that (is obtained) the hypotenuse of Mars, 418,476. Now the
degrees of the Cosine of the mean "latitude" - 0;10,33° - are 89;49,27°. Their
Sine is 999,999. The sum of this and the manda hypotenuse of Mars - 418,476

- is 1,418,475. This is the measure of the Cosine of the "latitude" called the
"line." Here, as many as are the digits of the hypotenuse, so many digits of the
Sine are to be obtained. Again, this 1,418,475 diminished by the hypotenuse of
the Sun - 400,462 - is 1,018,013. This is the measure of the "shadow" of the
first angle. The are from that (obtained) from the table of "shadows" is 56;33°. In
deriving the arc, the remainder is multiplied by sixty and divided by the (tabular)
difference; the quotient is in minutes and so on. The result which is below the
number 56 in the table of "shadows" is subtracted from the number of the measure
of the "shadow" of the first angle, 1,016,013; 56 degrees (are represented) by that.
The remainder is multiplied by sixty and divided by the tabular difference; (the

result) is in minutes and so on. The angle 56;33° diminished by 45 degrees is
11;33°. This is called the "second angle." The "shadow" of this is 93,103,985.
The AYghra argument is 052;33,5°, (its) Cosine is 2;27,26,55; (its) degrees are
87;26,55°; (its) "shadow" is 113,512,956. The sum of the two "shadows" is
206,616,941. The terminal (first number) is diminished by 1; (the result) is
106,616,941. Its arc (found) in the (table of) "shadows" is the angle of half of the
difference. Here, because of the magnitude of the number, the sum of the two
"shadows" is to be computed by a different method; it is thus. Subtract the (last)
6
7

This is a mistake for Os5;6,0°.
See Note 5.
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pair of numbers from the number of the "shadow" of the "second angle"; six
digits are to be obtained - 931,039. Subtract the (last) pair of numbers also from
the measure of the "shadow" of the degrees of the Cosine of the

argument;

seven digits are to be obtained, 1,135,129. The sum of the two "shadows" is
2,066,168. The terminal (number) is diminished by 1; (the result is) 1,066,168. Its
arc in the tables of "shadows" is 77;42°. This is the angle of half of the difference.
This is subtracted from the degrees of the Cosine of the fthra argument, 87;26,55°,

the remainder is 9;45°. This is the angle of the equation; another name is the
§ighra equation. Because the argument is in (the six signs) beginning with Aries,

this is added to (the mean longitude of) Mars corrected by the two (previous)
equations, 7s23;11,41°; the corrected (longitude of) Mars is 8s2;56,41°. Now the
degrees of the Cosine of the §ighra argument, 87;26,55°, are added to the angle of

half of the difference, 77;42°, (the result) is 165;9°. This is the difference in
degrees and so on between the accurate (longitudes) of the Sun and of Mars; when

divided by thirty, it is in signs and so on - 5515;9°. This, since it is opposite to
(the longitude of) the planet, is subtracted from the corrected (longitude of the)
Sun, 1518;5,41°; the remainder is 852;56,41°. This is the corrected (longitude of)
Mars.

Summary of the Sanskrit Prose Version's Example
Letters in parentheses refer to the sentences of the rules.

(Praeceptum I, correction 3; ef. Kevalarama 1,7)

(a)

XP for mean time

(b)

XP - XA = K,

II

(c)

with R, find 8M

II

(d)

A.p ±& = XP in the planet's orbit

II

(e)

Kµ ± S = Kµ

II

(f)

XP - XN =OD

III

with co find LPSR

IV

(g)

with w find Q

IV

(h)

XP ± Q = XP

in the ecliptic

V

[KN ±Q]

(i)

with Kµ of the Sun find log ST

I

(j)

LITS ± 180° = L Y'ST

VI

(k)

[CYST is the perigee of the !Yghra (epicycle)]

(1)

L'Y'ST - L'Y'SR (or L'Y'SR - C'Y'ST) = ZTSR = s 8

8

One expects the sum of C'Y'ST and L'Y'SR rather than their difference.

VI
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(m)

[.. is the §i'ghra argument]

VII

take I
(n)

take 90° -

VII

(o)

with x,, find log SP

II

(p)

take log CosLPSR

Vlll

(q+r)

log CosZPSR + log SP - log Tan 45° = log SR

VIII

(s)

log SR + log Tan 45° - log ST = log Tan V

IX

(t)

V - 45° = X

IX

(u+v)

t-r
log Tan (90°- 2)+logTan X - logTan 45°=logTan

X

(w)

[(900_ )- 1
2

(x)
(y)

=r]
r]
2

XI

2

ZITS ± LSTR = LITR

XII
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169f., 312, 422, 424
Hiero 157,162-165

Hill, George Francis 263
Hirth, Friedrich 66,70
Ho Pen g-Yoke 384
Hoffmann, Herbert 58f., 70
Hogendijk, Jan P. 43. 132, 187 200f..

220

228f., 232 246, 263, 315f., 323f., 326,
338, 354, 363, 453

H
Habash al-H5sib 179, 341
Haddad, Fuad L 176, L$5
Hadley, John 290f., 300, 345
al-Hafni, Muhammad Hamdi 234
al-Hajj Abu Bakr - see al-Karaji
Hamadanizadeh, Javad 353, 354
Hamann, Giinther 427f.
Hamesse, Jacqueline 262f.
Hammurabi 31

Han Feizi 59.70
Han Qi 370, 376, 406,408
Hardy , Godfrey H. 189, 201

Han 133, 139
Harrauer, Hermann 55
Hartner, Willy 340, 354
Hi rOn al-Rashid 399
Harvey, Steven 325

al-Hasan ibn al-Khidr ibn al-Hasan 204

al-Hasan al-Marrakushi - see al-Marrikushi
Hasitzka, Monika R. M. 55
Haskins, Charles Homer 244 246, 263
Hasnawi, Ahmad 324
al-Hassan, Ahmad Y. 232
al-Hassiir, Abu Bakr 34.158, 229, 314
Hay, Cynthia 305, 427

H omer 58f.

Horng Wann-Sheng 403

Hpyrup, Jens 9 13f.. 22f., 28 35 37 43
121, 1241., 131, 206, 211, 214f., 217, 232

Hua Yinchun 382f., 406
Huang Yilong 340
Huard, Pierre 369, 375f., 382, 406
al-Hububi 225
Hucker, Charles 0. 3374 406

al-HO 22.1
Hugh of Fouilloy 257 , 267 , 287
Hugh of St. Victor iv, 16
Hughes, Barnabas 126f., 130 31 I, 323
Hugo Etherianus 252
Hugo von Lerchenfeld 242
Hugo of Santalla 245-250, 254, 256, 258,
260,274,276

Hui 372,408
Hiilegii Khan 329f., 333
Hull, Denison Bingham 59 70
Hultsch, Friedrich 50 55
Humii t, Jelaloddin 188.201
Hunger, Hermann 25 28, 68, 70, 80
Hunt, R. W. 259,263
Hussayn, Arshad 1 22, 156
Hypsicles 316
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I
lamblichus 19
Iancou-Agou, Danii'le 313, 323
Ibn `Abd al-Malik 228, 233
Ibn`Abdun 214-216,227

al `Iraqi, Ahmad 222
Isaac ben Salomon al-Ahdab 315
Ishaq ibn Hunayn 121
Isidore of Seville 241

Ptidad al-Saltana 357

Ibn AN Zayd al-Qayrawani 225 233
Ibn al-Akfani 21$., 228f., 233

Ibn `Aq nin 229.233.318
Ibn `Asakir 204,212
Ibn al-Bann5' 218, 22 225 228-230,233
Ibn Fallus al-Maridini 68 210

Ibn Ghazi 225233
Ibn al-H5'im 224 229f., 23.3
Ibn al-Hanbali 234
Ibn Haydur 228

Ibn al-Haytham, al-Hasan (Alhazen) 188
201, 206 224 246, 311.313f., 317, 360f.,
363

J
Jabir ibn Allah 313f., 342
Jacob Anatoli 309, 320 322

Jacob ben Makhir (Don Profeit Tibbon)
309
Jacob von Speyer 414, 419. 421, 423
Jacob, Simon 425

Jacopo da Firenze (de Florentia) 206.304
Jacquart, Danielle 242 263, 324
al-Jaghmini (Chagmini) 360
al-J5hiz 62
Jahnke, Hans Niels 131

Ibn al-Hindi 218, 233
Ibn al-Jallad 230, 234
Ibn Khaldun 219, 233
lbn Liyyun 215,233
Ibn al-Majdi 229f., 233
Ibn Mu`adh 213
Ibn Mun'im 228f.
Ibn al-Muthanna 246-250,256,258.274
Ibn al-Nadim 158.20_5 217,233

Jai Singh - see Jayasimha
Jain, Pushpara Kumari 87,130

Ibn al-Qadi 215, 233

Jayasimha (Jai Singh) 342, 430 436
Jayyusi, Salma Khadra 235
Jia Heng 387, 404,408
Jiao Xun 164. 166
Jing Bing 340
al-Jita6 226f.,114
Jochi 328
Johannes Hispalensis 249 260, 262
Johannes de Muris 413f.
Johannes Regiomontanus - see Regiomontanus

,

Ibn al-Qifti 24233
Ibn Rushd (Averroes) 225 24 314
Ibn al-Samh, Abu'l-Qasim al-Gharnati 68
213, 229, 317

lbn Sammik 219f.. 233
Ibn Sartaq 224
lbn Sayyid 213
Ibn al-Shatir 348
Ibn Sina (Avicenna) 2J1., 233, 313f.

lbn Tahir al-Baghdad, Abu Mansur `Abd
al-Qahir 34 611, 317 220 224 226 234
lbn Thabat 11.22
Ibn al-Yasamin 221-224 226 229 2240
265f., 269

Ibn Yunus 341, 348
Ibn Zakariya' al-Gharnati 221.234
Ifrah, Georges 24 24 ., 245, 263, 261
Ikeyama, Setsuro 434
lkhwan al-Safe' 218. 234
Immanuel ben Jacob Bonfils of Tarascon
310

al--`Imrani, `All ibn Ahmad 258.288

"magister lohannes" 241255
Irani, Rida A. K. 246, 263, 268

Jamal al-Din Abu'I-Qasim ibn Mahfuz almunaj,jim al-Baghdadi 349

Jamal al-Din Muhammad ibn Tahir ibn
Muhammad al-Zaydi al-Bukhan 330,
336, 338 - see also Zhamaluding
James of Venice 255

Jaouiche, Khalil 6 70

Johannes Widmann - see Widmann

"John David" 254
John of Gmunden 411 If.
John of Palermo 317
John of Seville 38 242 256, 265, 268
Johns, Jeremy 238, 244f., 263
Jolivet, Jean 233
Jones. Alexander 32.41170. 185
Jongen, Hubertus T. 306

Jordanus de Nemore (Nemorarius) 310.
412f. 425
Joseph ibn Israel 314
Joseph ibn Nahmias 314
Josephus 295
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Juda ben Salomon ha-Kohen 313
Juda ibn Tibbon 320
Junge, Gustav 188. 195-197.202
Juschkewitsch, Adolf P. - see Yushkevich
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Krause, Max 200,202
Kreck, Matthias v
Kromker. Susanne I
al-Ktihi, Abu Sahl 360.363
Kunitzsch, Paul 237f.. 240 242f..245f., 263,

K
Kamal al-Din Hasan al-Farisi 360f., 368
Kamal, Muhammad 233

al-Karaji, Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-

268

Kuppanna Sastri - see Sastri, T. S. Kuppanna
Kushyar ibn Labban 224.234 311, 340.344

Hasan 22 68, 129,221-223,226,23A

al-Karkhi - see al-Karaji
Karpinski, Louis Charles 126f., 134

al-Kashi, Afdal al-Din Muhammad ibn
Husayn (Baba Afdal) 357, 361-363,
365 368

al-Kashi, Ghiyath al-Din Jamshid 42.68
176,220.234.348.357-363,36a
Katz, Victor J. 143. 156
Kaunzner, Wolfgang 416, 419; 423f., 428

Keller, Agathe 64 71 87-89 9L 95, 104,
121,131

Kennedy, Edward S. 4.7,176,179.185,263.
330, 334 338, 348,354, 358, 368
Kennedy, Mary Helen 185 368
Kepler, Johannes 436
Kevalar5ma 430-436.446 448
al-Khatib al-Baghdad 244.
Khattabi, Muhammad al `Arbi 233
al-Khayyami - see `Umar al-Khayyam(f)
al-Khazin, Abu Ja`far Muhammad 353
al-Khazini, `Abd al-Rahman 348
KHS-Burmester, Oswald IL E. 55
Khubilai Khan 328-330 .336,
336,340
al-Khujandi 34If.

al-Khuwarizmi - see al-Khwarizmi
al-Khwarizmi, Muhammad ibn Miisa 10.
22f., 34 36-38.40f., 120, 125-128. 152
205, 207 214, 217f., 225.221.23.4 2382440 246, 255f., 258, 274, 4131'.. 418, 426

Kim Yong Woon 373.406
Kim Yung-Sik 354,356
al-Kindi 224.234.260.311.314
King, David A. 131 115. 234f., 24L 263,
354,356,368
Kinh Duong 371,409
Knoche, Norbert L31
Knorr, Wilbur R. 121, 132
Kdbert, Raimund 240.263
Kodama, Akihito 382, 406
Koenig, Gerd G. 66.11
Kogelschatz, Hermann 2f., 2
Komtino, Mordekhay 311 If.

L
Laabid, Ezzaym 225 234
LaBosne, A. 300,305
Lagally, Klaus v
de La Hire, Philippe 429-434. 436-438,
440f., 445,447f., 453

Lalla 180. 182
Lam Lay Yong 31 39f., 43. 136, 156, 384,
388f., 391, 401 f., 406

Lange, Gerson 310, 323
Langermann. Tzvi 309f., 313f.. 11.6, 318.
321, 323f.

Langlois, John D. 330, 354
Lanham, Carol D. 231
Lappenberg, Johann Martin 292 345
Lasize - see Feliciano, Francesco, da Lasize
Lay, Juliane 314, 324
Le Quy Don 375-379.404
Legge, James 60.21
Leichty. Erie 354
Lemay, Richard 232. 2_42, 2444.246, 248,
256-258,260,263,269
Leo Tuscus 252
Leonardi, Claudio 256.263

Leonardo of Pisa (Fibonacci) 4,15-18, 2022 26 143 153. 158. 249 251f., 255,
266, 293, 311, 411.413-417.4201., 426
Levey, Martin 128.13_0 311,324
Levi ben Gershom (Gersonides) 182,3101'.,
313f.

Levi, Israel 310, 324
Levy, Tony 183. 249 259, 263. 307-310.
312-317,319,322,324
Lewis, Albert C. 322
L'Huillier, Ghislaine 413f.. 428
Li Chunfeng 6) . 397f.. 409

Li Guohao 442
Li Huang 2
Li Jimin 102, 132
Li Rui 164.166
LiYan 3691., 324, 384, 391-394,406,404
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Li Zhaohua 404

Matthias Corvinus - see Corvinus

Li Zhizao 161. 164-166
Liao, W. K. 59 71

Matvievskaya, Galina P. 125, 129, 132 188.
202. 204f., 212

Libbrecht, Ulrich 384, 395 398. 401 f., 406,
421,428

Lorsch, Ad. 426,4U
Luca Pacioli - see Pacioli

Matzke, Michael 238
Mazars, Guy 131
McCague, Hugh 34. 38 43
Mei Rongzhao 404
Mei Wending 164. 166
Melville, Charles 334 355
Mendell, Henry 262
Menelaus 200, 314
Menninger, Karl 242 263, 268
Mercier, Raymond 256(.. 259, 264
Michael, bishop of Tarazona 246, 248 250
Michael Scot 255
Michael, Bernd 238 256
Micheau, Francoise 42
Michelozzi, Francesco di Donato 344
Mielgo, Honorino 348 355

Lucas, Edouard 296, 300, 305

Mikami. Yoshio 384,392-394,402

Lun, Anthony W.-C. 7 36.44 406
Luong The Vinh 369f., 374-380. 382, 400,
4-2, 404,409

Miles Bongodas - see Samuel ben Juda
MiIl6s i Vallicrosa, Josep Maria (Millis
Vallicrosa, Jos6 Maria) 18, 2$. 247,
22 256,258.264,308.32-'S

M
Ma Yuan 372.409
Macray, William Dunn 263
Madhava 1113

Millis Vendrell, Eduardo 247, 258. 264

Libri. Guillaume 183 1.85
Lindgren, Uta 422
Liu Dun 62.71. 157, 161, 164-166,182, 185
Liu Hui iv, 1_-3 26 36 39-41.61 69, 88
103-121,123
Liu Xiaosun 398,444
Liu Yan 402
Livesey, Steven 43, 422
Lohrmann, Dietrich 70, 305 405f.
Lopez, Robert S. 67.71
Lorch, Richard 2621., 342, 3541.
Lorenzo de Medici 31.295

al-Maghribi - see Muhyi 'I-Din al-Maghribi
al-Mahalli, Husayn ibn Muhammad 245
al-M5hiini, Abti `Abdallah 128,187f., 190194,196-202
Mahavira 9f., 21, 23-25,6_4 138, 1431., 151 f.,
155

Mahdavi, Yahya 368
Maimonides 2281., 316 318-321

Maiti, N. L. 136, 147 156

Mancha, Jose Luis 182f.. 185 310,325
Mao Heng 60
Marchant, Edgar Cardew 58, 71

al-Maridini - see lbn Falltis
Mariotto di Giovanni 304
al-Marrakushi, Abu 'I-Hasan 'All 222
Marre, Aristide 297, 306
Martzloff, Jean-Claude 160 165 369, 374,
376.378, 382, 384, 38hs 3911., 395. 399
401,407

Marzahn, Joachim 29
Maslama al-Majriti 317
Maspero, Henri 372 442
Maternus, Firmicus 260

Mimoune, Rabia 233
Minh Menh 378, 449
Minkowski, Christopher 434
Minovi, Mujtaba 368
Miura, Nobuo 255, 264
Miyajima, Kazuhiko 340, 342.355
Mizrahi, Elyahu (Elie) 312, 325

Moise ibn Tibbon - see Moses ibn Tibbon
M6ngke Khan 328, 330, 336
Moravcsik, Julius M. 262
More, Brookes 59 21
Morelon, Regis 132
Moses ibn Tibbon 309. 314, 320
Moss, Barbara 297. 305

Mu'ayyid al-Din al-`Urdi - see al-'Urdi
Muhammad Ab6'l-Hasan al-Harrani alThagafi 205, 210
Muhammad ibn
al-Tarabulusi 245
Muhammad Shah 430
Muhyi'I-Din al-Maghribi 227 333(., 338,
348

Mungello, David E. 61.. 71
259,264
Murdoch, John E. 241 24.8, 252.259,
Murray, Augustus Taber 58f., 21
Murthy, Mantri Gopalakrishna L42
al-Musawi, Muhammad Mahdi 363
Musharrafa, 'AR Mustafa 234
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al-Mu'taman Ibn Hud 213, 227-229
Muzhir. `Abdalhamid Lutft 233
N
Nakayama, Shigeru 342f., 355
Narayana Pandita 151. 155
NAsir al-Din 357

Nasir al-Din al-T69 - see al-TOsi
al-Nayrizi, Abu'I `Abbas al-Fadl ibn Hatim 187f., 195-197.200.207
Nebuchadnezzar 260
Needham, Joseph 136, 156, 3401., 355, 384,
442

Nemorarius - see Jordanus de Nemore
Neugebauer, Otto 13 15, 18, 29 35 169f.,
1851.. 346. 355

Neumann, Hans 29
Newton, Francis 24l 262
Nha 11-Seong 186
Nicholas of Cusa 250

Nicolao - see Piero di Nicolao
Nicolas Chuquet - see Chuquet
Nicolas Rhabdas - see Rhabdas
Nicole Oresme - see Oresme
Nicomachus of Gerasa 19, 205.312, 314
al-Nihawandii 212
Nikitin, Andrei V. 374.402
N7lakantha 31.41, 140f.
Nityananda 430
North, John D. 242,264

O
6 Cr6infn, Ddibhi 261
Oberschelp, Walter 306
Odysseus 58
bg6dei Khan 328.329
Oresme, Nicole 413
Otho, Valentin 41
Otte, Michael 131
Ou Yan 384,407

Oudadess, Mohamed 399402
Ovidius Naso, Publius 52
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PaoloGherardi 304.41 L 414f., 418, 426
Pappus 5Q,114
Paramesvara 3, 183f.
Parker, Richard A. 19. 29, 33, 43
Pedersen, Fritz Saaby 238
Pedersen, Olaf 346 355
Pegasus 52
Pegolotti, Francesco di Balduccio 62
Pellegrini, Luigi 261
Pelliot, Paul 374 405
Pellos 298
Peter of Toledo 243
Petruck, Marvin 311, 324
Petrus the Venerable 243
Petzensteiner, Heinrich 65
Peurbach, Georg 41 If.
Pham Huu Chung 380.41)9
Phan Gia Ki 378f.
Phan Huy Chu 376-379
Phan Van Khac 404
Phoebus 59
Piero della Francesca 304
Piero di Nicolao 295f., 299 301, 306
Pillai, Suranad Kunjan 156
Pingree, David 41, 44 54f., 124.. 176, 179,
181, 185f., 246, 252 256, 262, 264, 268
429f., 453

Pintaudi, Rosario 50 55
Planudes, Maximos 38
Plato 104, 121. 124
Plato of Tivoli 18, 248-25.0.256, 308
Plofker, Kim 167, 124, 176, 183. 186
Plooij, Edward B. 187. 190,202

Plutarch 24

Polo family 62
Pons (Father) 430
Poulle, Emmanuel 260.264
Poznanski, Samuel 318 325
Pozner, Pavel V. 371-374,402
Praetorius, Johannes 425
Pressman, Ian 65,71.306
Profeit Tibbon - see Jacob ben Makhir
PrthUdaka (Prthudakasvamin) 3f., 1.50
Pseudo-Ptolemy 248.256
Ptolemy (Ptolemaeus), Claudius 31 1116,

P

3$ 41 f., 169f., 179, 2277, 42 244f., 260,
313, 321 330, 333., 339f., 346-349 425

Paciocco, Roberto 261

Pacioli, Luca 35. 65 69, 295f., 298f., 301 f.,
306

Pahaut, Serge 310,322
Palamedes 51
Pandrosion L20
Paolo dell'abaco 3114

Pythagoras 105
Q
al-Qabisi 256

Q541-zada - see al-Rdmi
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al-Wini, Mirza Kafi 363

Robson, Eleanor 32-34,3_6 43 169,18

al-Qalasadi 34, 219
al-Qallusi 221
Qalonymos ben Qalonymos (Maestro Calo) 309, 315, 317
Qian Baocong 60 71 1 02-1 04, 109, 115118,121,130.157-159,161 165!., 384.

Roder, Christian 414
Roger II 243-245, 266, 213
Roger Bacon 41a

398, 404

Qian Daxin 164 166
Qian Long 336
Qin Jiushao 120
al-Qurashi - see Abu ' I-Hasan
al-Qurashi - see Abu 'I-Qasim al-Qurashi
Qusta ibn Luga 158
R
Rabinovitch, Nahum 310, 325
de Rachewiltz, Igor 330, 355
Raeder, Johannes 202
Ragep, F. Jamil 43, 422
Ragep, Sally P. 43 422
Rangacarya, M. 23.29 155
Raniero da Perugia 254!., 268
Rashed. Roshdi 124-126, 129f., 132. 176,
182, 186 202, 224 233f., 255, 264, 315,
319, 324!.

Rashid al-Din 329!., 336
Ravitzki, Avi`ezer 323
al-Rawi. Farouk 24.28
Raymond of Marseilles 240-242.253, 260,
265,268
Raymond, Irving W. 67,71
Rebstock, Ulrich 11 29 34 68 71 203
205-207,212

Reeve, Michael D. 257, 264
Regiomontanus. Johannes 34 411-419,
421-426,428
Reich, Karin 306
R6mondon, Roger 52, 55
Ren Jiyu 405
Renger, Johannes 29
Renou, Louis 238 264

Rezazadeh Malek, Rahim 88 202

Rhabdas, Nicolas iLi!
Ricci, Matteo 161 163f.
Richard Burgundio 252
Richard of Foumival 248
Richter-Bernburg, Lutz 221.234
Ritter, Jim L31
RobertII of Anjou 309, 315
Robert of Chester (Ketton) 126, 243, 248,
250.321

Rose, Valentin 256.264

Rosen, Frederic 40, 44 126-128, 130
Rosenfeld, Boris A. - see Rozenfeld
Rossabi, Morris 330,353
Rozenfeld (Rosenfeld). Boris A. 176, 186,
188.202.204!.. 212

des Rotours, Robert 373402
Ruan Yuan 60 7171

Rudolph of Bruges 250 257
Ruh, Kurt 22
al-Rumi, Musa ibn Muhammad Qadi-zada
360, 362 3M
Ruska, Julius 126-128, 132
Rutten. Marguerite 15, 28

S

Sa`adiah Gaon al-Fayyumi 32
Sabirov, G. 358, 3b8
Sabra, Abdelhamid L 188 202, 263
Sacerdote, Gustavo 311.325
Sachau, Edward C. 41, 44, 182, 1146
Sachs, Abraham J. 18, 29, 169, L86
Saidan, Ahmed S. 33f., 38. 44. 206-210,
212,217f., 233-235
Saiyid, Mustafa K. 334 354
al-Sakhawi 245
Saliba, George A. 132 2341., 34 354-356
al-Samaw'al, Yahya ibn `Abbas 182,220f.,
235 360
Sams6, Julio 186, 221, 227, 2 55 3541.

Samuel ben Juda (Miles Bongodas) 309,
3.20

al-Sanjufini 338
al-Sardafi 34,207
Sarfatti, Gad 308, 315, 319, 325

Sarma, K. V. 3 7 89 130 1551.
Sarma, Sreeramula Rajeswara 133
Sastri, Bapu Deva 156
Sastri, Ganapati Deva 156
Sastri, K. Sambasiva 156
Sastri (Sastry), T. S. Kuppanna 135, 174,
1115

Savasorda - see Abraham bar Hiyya
al-Saydanani 2.12
Sayrli, Aydin 333 355, 3571., 3Sr8
Schnapp, Alain 58!.. 22

Schoner,Johannes 413
Schramm, Matthias 188,201
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Schub, Pincus 312, 326
Schum, Wilhelm 257, 264, 268
Schwartz, Jacques 52, 5.5
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S6dillot, Louis P. E. Am6lie 340f., 355

Souciet, $tienne 341, 355
Souissi, Mohamed 233
Spinelli, Domenico 245.264
Spuler, Bertold 329,355

Seemann, Hugo J. 334, 355

Sri Narayana 132

Sejong 338

§ndhara (Sridharacarya) 38,64.78.85.138,

Selin, Helaine 29_124

Sen, Sukumar N. 35 44 $$130
Sentz, Doroth6e 68, 22
Sesiano, Jacques 15, 21, 29 33 44f., 47f.,
52, 55 132,206.212C. 219 235 311, 326
Sezgin, Fuat 44, 130 187f.,191, 201f..2051..

212,231.233.323.360.368

Shalom ben Joseph `Anavi 311
Shams al-Munajjim al-Wabkanwi MR
Shao Gao 163 166
al-Sharishi 265
Sharma, Ram Swamp 155
al-Shatibi 221.235
Shawqi, Jaliil 231
Shen Gua 343

Shen Kangshen L 7 36 44.69,22
Shen Nong 371,409
Shi Huijiao 404
Shi Yunli 338
Shrigondekar, Gajanan K. 156
Shukla, Kripa Shankar 3 7 65, 72, 85, 88f..
91-101,121, 129f., 132 138, 155f., 178,
186

Shum Wing Fong 404
Sibt al-Mi ridini, Badr al-Din Abu `Abd-

allih 222
al-Siddq, Husayn 233
Sigisboto of Priifening 241
Sijpesteijn, Pieter J. 49f., 55f.
al-Sijit, Ahmad ibn Muhammad 268
Silberberg, Moritz 309, 311, 326
da Silva, Pedro 430.436
Simon ben Moise ben Simon Motot 311,
315

Simonson, Shai 309f., 3, 326
Sinan ibn al-Fath 212

142-144. 151, 399

Steinschneider, Moritz 183 196. 213.235
310-312,314f., 318 326

"Stephen the Philosopher" (Stephen of Pisa) 251.
Stephenson, F. Richard L86
Stem, Samuel 320 326
Sternberg, Shlomo 323
Stifel, Michael 69
Stirnemann, Patricia 242
Stroyls, John J. 167. 18 5
al-Sufi, `Abd al-Rahman (Azofi) 250 340
al-Suja`i 229
Sulayman al-Tabarani 201,
Sun Xiaochun 331, 333. 353, 356

Sunzi 401-403
Suppes, Patrick 262
Suryadeva Yajvan 144
Suter, Heinrich 204,212

Swetz, Frank J. 17

T
Ta Ngoc Lien 369,407

al-Tabari, Abu Ja'far Muhammad ibn
Ayyub 68 420
al-Tahanawi 218.235
Tajaddud, Rida 22 212, 233
Tannery, Paul 41. 51, 56
Tartaglia, Niccold 299f., 306, 426
Tasaka, K6d6 340, 356
Taylor, Keith Weller 371-373,407
al-Tfayyash, Muhammad 219.23 5
Thabit ibn Qurra 23 191 200.205 314f.
Thaer, Clemens 208, 212

Singh, Avadhesh Narayan 43 87, 97, 100f.,
131 139f., 145, 156. 183 185

Theaetetus 121
Theodorus 121
Theodosius 314

Singmaster, David 65. 69, 71f., 290-292,

Theodote 58

300,305f.
Siu Man-Keung 372f., 399 402

Theon of Alexandria 36f.

Sivin, Nathan 342
Smith, David Eugene 40f., 44, 57, 65f., 72,

Theophylaktos Simokattes 66
Thiele, Thorvald Nicolai 38
Thomas (Bulmer-Thomas), Ivor 36 44
Thomaoo d'Arezzo 344

135,13_9 153 156. 183, 186.289.306

Socrates 58
Somesvara L41

neon of Smyma 35f.

Thomson, William 202
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Thuc Phan 371, 409
Thuy-Hien 377
Tihon, Anne 232,262
Till, Walter C. 55
Tolui 328f.
Tomaso della Gazzaia 304
Tomson, Peter J. 325

Vertesi, Janet 42

Toomer, Gerald J. 31 44 169, 111(1

Vitruvius, Marcus 162,166
Vogel, Kurt iv, v. L 7 25 29 66 68 70, 72,

Toti Rigatelli. Laura 299.300,305.414.416.
421
Tran Nghia 492
Tran Van Giap 372,374.376-379 402

Transue, W. R. 179, 1$5
Travaini, Lucia 245,262,264,223

Trieu Da - see Zhao Tuo
Tropfke, Johannes 61,65,68f..72 , 134 153,
156,289,306,415-417,420,422,425f,
428

Vickers, Michael 58f.,22
Virasena 41
Virgil 257

Visnu 134
Vitrac, Bernard

122, 124, 130 1$2. 197,

201 f.

80, 294, 306, 415.418, 428

Volkov, Alexei 40, 44 58 62f., 72 102,
137,369.3721., 384f., 388-390.392, 399
407f.

Vos, M. F. 70
Vu Huu 375-380.409
Vu Quynh 377-379,409

Vu Van Lap 376-378
Vygodskii, Mark Y. 158

Trung Sisters 372 409
al-TUsi, Nasir al-Din 33, 207. 333 338,348
360
Tydeus 58

W
Wagner, August 339,356
Wagner, Ulrich 133.153.155

U

Wang Ling 341, 355, 384
Wang Rongbin 340

Ullman, Berthold L. 5-7
Ulugh Beg 341.349,351-353,357f.
`Umar Kahhi la 204,212
`Umar aI-Khayyam(i) 187f.,190.121196200.221

Umisvati 40
Umbro, M. 344
al `Ugbiini 225

Ogidis - see Euclid
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